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I. On the Clustering of Gravitational Matier in any 
the Universe. By Lord Kutvin, G.C.V.0., F.R.S.* 

; ep ON AL matter, according to our ideas of 
universal gravitation, would be all matter. Now is 

there any matter which is not subject to the law of gravitation? 
I think I may say with absolute decision that there is. We 
are all convinced, with our President, that ether is matter, 
but we are forced to say that the properties of molar matter 
are not to be looked for in ether as generally known to us by 
action resulting from force between atoms and matter, ether 
and ether, and atoms of matter and ether. Here I am 
illogical when I say between matter and ether, as if ether 
were not matter. It is to avoid an illogical phraseology that 
I use the title ‘ gravitational matter. Many yearsago I gave 
strong reason to feel certain that ether was outside the law of 
gravitation. We need not absolutely exclude, as an idea, the 
possibility of there being a portion of space occupied by ether 
beyond which there is absolute vacuum—no ether and no 
matter. Weadmit that that is something that one could think 
of ; but I do not believe any living scientific man considers 
it in the slightest degree probable that there is a boundary 
around our universe beyond which there is no ether and no 
matter. Well, if ether extends through all space, then it is 
certain that ether cannot be subject to the law of mutual 
gravitation between its parts, because if it were subject to 

* Communicated by the Author, having been read before the British 
Association at the Glasgow meeting. 
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mutual attraction between its parts its equilibrium would be 
unstable, unless it were infinitely incompressible. But here, 
again, 1 am reminded of the critical character of the ground 
on which we stand in speaking of properties of matter 
beyond what we see or feel by experiment. I am afraid I 
must here express a view different from that which Professor 
Riicker announced in his Address, when he said that con- 
tinuity of matter implied absolute resistance to condensation. 
We have no right to bar condensation as a property of ether. 
While admitting ether not to have any atomic structure, it 
is postulated as a material which performs functions of which 
we know something, and which may have properties allow- 
ing it to perform other functions of which we are not 
yet cognisant. If we consider ether to be matter, we pos- 
tulate that it has rigidity enough for the vibrations of 
light, but we have no right to say that it is absolutely 
incompressible. We must admit that sufficiently great 
pressure all round could condense the ether in a given space, 
allowing the ether in surrounding space to come in towards 
the ideal shrinking surface. When I say that ether must 
be outside the law of gravitation, I assume that it is not 
infinitely incompressible. I admit that if it were infinitely 
incompressible, it might be subject to the law of mutual 
gravitation between its parts; but to my mind it seems 
infinitely improbable that ether is infinitely incompressible, 
and it appears more consistent with the analogies of the 
known properties of molar matter, which should be our 
guides, to suppose that ether has not the quality of exerting 
an infinitely great force against compressing action of gravi- 
tation. Hence, if we assume that it extends through all 
space, ether must be outside the law of gravitation—that is 
to say, truly imponderable. I remember the contempt and 
self-complacent compassion with which sixty years ago—I 
myself, I am afraid—and most of the teachers of that time 
looked upon the ideas of the elderly people who went before 
us, who spoke of ‘the imponderables.’ I fear that in this, 
asin a great many other things in science, we have to hark 
back to the dark ages of fifty, sixty, or a hundred years ago, 
and that we must admit there is something which we cannot 
refuse to call matter, but which is not subject to the 
Newtonian law of gravitation. That the sun, stars, planets, 
and meteoric stones are all of them ponderable matter is true, 
but the title of my paper implies that there is something else. 
Ether is not any part of the subject of this paper : what we 
are concerned with is gravitational matter, ponderable matter. 
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Ether we relegate, not to a limbo of imponderables, but to 
distinct species of matter which have inertia, rigidity, elasticity, 
compressibility, but not heaviness. In a paper I have 
already published I gave strong reasons for limiting to a 
definite amount the quantity of matter in space known to 
astronomers. I can scarcely avoid using the word ‘ universe,’ 
but I mean our universe, which may be a very small affair 
after all, occupying a very small portion of all the space in 
which there is ponderable matter. ie 

Supposing a sphere of radius 3°09.10"° kilometres Gbeinte 
the distance at which a star must be to have parallax 0-001) 
to have within it, uniformly distributed through it, a quantity 
of matter equal to one thousand million times the sun’s mass, 
the velocity acquired by a body placed originally at rest at 
the surface would, in five million years, be about 20 kilo- 
metres per second, and in twenty-five million years would be 
108 kilometres per second (if the acceleration remained 
sensibly constant for so long a time). Hence, if the thousand 
million suns had been given at rest twenty-five million years 
ago, uniformly distributed throughout the supposed sphere, 
many of them would now have velocities of 20-or 30 kilo- 
metres per second, while some would have less and some 
probably greater velocities than 108 kilometres per second ; 
or, if they had been given thousands of million years ago at 
rest so distributed that now they were equally spaced 
throughout the supposed sphere, their mean velocity would 
now be about 50 kilometres per second*. This is not 
unlike the measured velocities of stars, and hence it seems 
probable that there might be as much matter as one thousand 
million suns within the distance 3°09.10"° kilometres. The 
same reasoning shows that ten thousand million suns in 
the same sphere would produce velocities far greater than the 
known star velocities, and hence there is probably much less 
than ten thousand million times the sun’s mass in the sphere 
considered. A general theorem discovered by Green seventy- 
three years ago regarding force at a surface of any shape, 
due to matter (gravitational, or ideal electric, or ideal 
magnetic) acting according to the Newtonian law of the 
inverse square of the distance, shows that a non-uniform 
distribution of the same total quantity of matter would give 
greater velocities than would the uniform distribution. 
Hence we cannot, by any non-uniform distribution of matter 
within the supposed sphere of 3°09.10'° kilometres radius, 

* Phil. Mag. August 1901, pp. 169, 170. 
“BQ 
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escape from the conclusion limiting the total amount of the 
matter within it to something like one thousand million 
times the sun’s mass. 

If we compare the sunlight with the light from the 
thousand million stars, each being supposed to be of the same 
size and brightness as our sun, we find that the ratio of the 
apparent brightness of the star-lit sky to the brightness of 
our sun’s disc would be 3°87.10-. This ratio * varies 
directly with the radius of the containing sphere, the number 
of equal globes per equal volume being supposed constant ; 
and hence to make the sum of the apparent areas of discs 
3°87 per cent. of the whole sky, the radius must be 3:09.10?" 
kilometres. With this radius ight would take 34.10" years 
to travel from the outlying stars to the centre. Irrefragable 
dynamics proves that the life of our sun as a luminary is 
probably between 25 and 100 million years; but to be 
liberal, suppose each of our stars to have a life of 100 million 
years as a luminary: and it is found that the time taken by 
light to travel from the outlying stars to the centre of the 
sphere is three and a quarter million times the life of a star. 
Hence it follows that to make the whole sky aglow with 
the light of all the stars at the same time the commencements 
of the stars must be timed earlier and earlier for the more and 
more distant ones, so that the time of the arrival of the light 
of every one of them at the earth may fall within the 
durations of the lights of all the others at the earth. My 
supposition as to uniform density is quite arbitrary ; but 
nevertheless I think it highly improbable that there can be 
enough of stars (bright or dark) to make a total of star-dise 
area more than 10—” or 10-! of the whole sky. 

To help to understand the density of the supposed 
distribution of 1000 million suns in a sphere of 3°09,101° 
kilometres radius, imagine them arranged exactly in cubic 
order, and the volume per sun is found to be 123°5.10®° cubic 
kilometres, and the distance from one star to any one of its 
six nearest neighbours would be 4:98.10" kilometres The 
sun seen at this distance would probably be seen as a star of 
between the first and second magnitude ; but supposing our 
1000 million suns to be all of such brightness as to be stars 
of the first magnitude at distance corresponding to parallax 
1/0, the brightness at distance 3:09.10'6 kilometres would be 
one one-millionth of this; and the most distant of our stars 
would be seen through powerful telescopes as stars of the 

* Phil, Mag. August 1901, p. 175. 
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sixteenth magnitude. Newcomb estimated from thirty to 
fifty million as the number of stars visible in modern 
telescopes. Young estimated at 100 million the number 
visible through the Lick telescope. This larger estimate is 
only one tenth of our assumed 1000 million masses equal to 
the sun, of which, however, 900 million might be either non- 
luminous, or, though luminous, too distant to be seen by us 
at their actual distances from the earth. Remark, also, that 
it is only for facility of counting that we have reckoned our 
universe as 1000 million suns ; and that the meaning of our 
reckoning is that the total amount of matter within a sphere 
of 3:09.10" kilometres radius is 1000 million times the sun’s 
mass. The sun’s mass is 1'99.1077 metric tons, or 1:99.10” 
grammes. Hence our reckoning of our supposed spherical 
universe is that the ponderable part of it amounts to 1:99.10” 
grammes, or that its average density is 1°61.10-% of the 

- density of water. 
Let us now return to the question of sum of apparent areas. 

The ratio of this sum to 47, the total apparent area of the 
sky viewed in all directions, is given by the formula*: 
HSN 
mA. 

unity that its diminution by eclipses, total or partial, may be 
neglected. In this formula, N is a number of globes of 
radius a uniformly distributed within a spherical surface 
of radius 7. For the same quantity of matter in N!’ globes 
of the same density, uniformly distributed through the same 

3 
sphere of radius 7, we have = = (5) and therefore a’ 

2 

ot (2), provided its amount is so small a fraction of 

== With N=10°%, r=3:09.10!% kilometres; and a 

(the sun’s radius) =7.10° kilometres ; we had a=3'87.10-". 
Hence a’=7 kilometres gives a’=3°87.10-5; and a! =1 centi- 
metre gives a#’=1/36°9. Hence if the whole mass of our 
supposed universe were reduced to globules of density 1:4 
(being the sun’s mean density), and of 2 centimetres diameter, 
distributed uniformly through a sphere of 3:09.10" kilometres 
radius, an eye at the centre of this sphere would lose only 
1/36°9 of the light of a luminary outside it! The smallness 
of this loss is easily understood when we consider that there 
is only one globule of 2 centimetres diameter per 364,000,000 
cubic kilometres of space, in our supposed universe reduced 
to globules of 2 centimetres diameter. Contrast with the 

* Phil. Mag. August 1901, p. 175. 
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total eclipse of the sun by a natural cloud of water spherules, 
or by the cloud of smoke from the funnel of a steamer. 

Let now all the matter in our supposed universe be reduced 
to atoms (literally brought back to its probable earliest 
condition). Through a sphere of radius 7 let atoms be 
distributed uniformly in respect to gravitational quality. 
It is to be understood that the condition ‘ uniformly’ is 
fulfilled if equivoluminal globular or cubic portions, small 
in comparison with the whole sphere, but large enough to 
contain large numbers of the atoms, contain equal total 
masses, reckoned gravitationally, whether the atoms themselves 
are of equal or unequal masses, or of similar or dissimilar 
chemical qualities. As long as this condition is fulfilled, 
each atom experiences very approximately the same force as 
if the whole matter were infinitely fine-grained, that is to say, 
utterly homogeneous. 

Let us therefore begin with a uniform sphere of matter of 
density p, gravitational reckoning, with no mutual forces 
except gravitation between its parts, given with every part at 
rest at the initial instant; and let it be required to find the 
subsequent motion. Imagining the whole divided into 
infinitely thin concentric spherical shells, we see that every 
one of them falls inwards, as if attracted by the whole mass 
within it collected at the centre. Hence our problem is 
reduced to the well known students’ exercise of finding the 
rectilinear motion of a particle attracted according to the 
Inverse square of the distance from a fixed point. Let x be 

= vy the attracting mass, v and « 

velocity and distance from the centre at time ¢. The solution 
of the problem for the time during which the particle is 
falling towards the centre is 

TS. Aer re al! 

pt FP at( — a) v 

the initial distance, 

and 

ae Boi, 1 oa Jae i SOF. Snir 
t=/s,(5 —9+4sin 20)= 5 / = [1 0 26 )] 

. : Lv : 
where @ denotes the acute angle whose sine is me —. This 

vo 

shows that the time of falling through any proportion of the 
initial distance is the same whatever be the initial distance ; 
and that the time (which we shall denote by T) of falling 

. 3 e 

to the centre is 47 Bae Hence in our problem of 

ir hi a 
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homogeneous gravitational matter given at rest within a 
spherical surface and left to fall inwards, the augmenting 
density remains homogeneous, and the time of shrinkage to 
any stated proportion of the initial radius is inversely as the 
square root of the density. 

To apply this result to the supposed spherical universe of 
radius 3°09.10'* kilometres, and mass equal to a thousand 
million times the mass of our sun, we find the gravitational 
attraction on a body at its surface gives acceleration of 
1:37.10—* kilometres per second per second. This therefore 

47p 

oh 
and one kilometre as the unit of distance; and we find 
T=52°8.10" seconds=16°8 million years. Thus our formulas 
become 

is the value of  , with one second as the unit of time 

422 1-37.10-¥ #(°-1) 
giving 

v=5'23.10-%4 / ay (“— 1) 
2 

and - 

t= 528.10" [1-78 (as a) 

whence, when sin @ is very small, 
: 

t=52'8.10(1— — 
3cr 

Let now, for example, 2) =3°09.10'® kilometres, and = 10's 

and, therefore, sin ?@=@=3'16.10-*; whence, v=291,000 
kilometres per second, and t=T—7080 seconds=T—2 hours 
approximately. 

By these results it is most interesting to know that our 
supposed sphere of perfectly compressible fluid, beginning at 
rest with density 1°61.10-73 of that of water, and of any 
magnitude large or small, and left unclogged by ether to 
shrink under the influence of mutual gravitation of its parts, 
would take nearly seventeen million years to reach ‘0161 of 
the density of water, and about two hours longer to shrink to 
infinite density at its centre. It is interesting also to know 
that if the initial radius is 3:09.10 kilometres, the inward 
velocity of the surface is 291,000 kilometres per second at 
the instant when its radius is 3°09.10° and its density 0161 
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of that of water. If now, instead of an ideal compressible 
fluid, we go back to atoms of ordinary matter of all kinds as 
the primitive occupants of our sphere of 3:09.10" kilometres 
radius, all these conclusions, provided all the velocities are 
less than the velocity of light, would still hold, notwith- 
standing the ether occupying the space through which the 
atoms move. This would, I believe *, exercise no resistance 
whatever to uniform motion of an atom through it; but it 
would certainly add quasi-inertia to the intrinsic Newtonian 
inertia of the atom itself moving through ideal space void of 
ether; which, according to the Newtonian law, would be 
exactly in proportion to the amount of its gravitational 
quality. The additional quasi-inertia must be exceedingly 
small in comparison with the Newtonian inertia, as is de- 
monstrated by the Newtonian proofs, including that founded 
on Kepler’s laws for the groups of atoms constituting the 
planets, and movable bodies experimented on at the earth’s 
surface. 

In one thousand seconds of time after the density -0161 of | 
the density of water is reached, the inward surface velocity 
would be 305,000 kilometres per second, or greater than the 
velocity of light ; and the whole surface of our condensing 
globe of gas or vapour or crowd of atoms would begin to 
glow, shedding light inwards and outwards. All this is 
absolutely realistic, except the assumption of uniform dis- 
tribution through a sphere of the enormous radius of 3:09.10" 
kilometres, which we adopted temporarily for illustrational 
purpose. The enormously great velocity (291,000 kilo- 
metres per second) and rate of acceleration (13°7 kilometres 
per second per second) of the boundary inwards, which we 
found at the instant of density ‘0161 of that of water, are due 
to greatness of the primitive radius, and the uniformity of 
density in the primitive distribution. 

~~ To come to reality, according to the most probable 
judgment present knowledge allows us to form, suppose at 
many millions, or thousands of millions, or millions of millions 
of years ago, all the matter in the universe to have been atoms 
very nearly at rest f or quite at rest; more densely dis- 

* “On the Motion produced in an Infinite Elastic Solid by the Motion 
through the Space occupied by it of a Body acting on it only by 
Attraction or Repulsion,’ Cong. International de Physique, Paris, 
Volume of Reports; Phil. Mag., August 1900. 

t ‘On Mechanical Antecedents of Motion, Heat, and Light,’ Brit. 
Assoc. Rep., Part 2, 1854; Edin. New. Phil. Jour. vol. i. 1855 ; Comptes 
Rendus, vol. xl. 1855; Kelvin’s Collected Math. and Phys. Papers 
vol. ii. art. lxix. 
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tributed in some places than in others, of infinitely small 
average density through the whole of infinite space. In 
regions where the density was then greater than in neigh- 
bouring regions, the density would become greater still ; in 
places of less density, the density would become less; and 
large regions would quickly become void or nearly void of 
atoms. These large void regions would extend so as to 
completely surround regions of greater density. In some 
part or parts of each cluster of atoms thus isclated, con- 
densation would go on by motions in all directions not 
generally convergent to points, and with no perceptible 
mutual influence between the atoms until the density becomes 
something like 10-® of our ordinary atmospheric density, 
when mutual influence by collisions would begin to become 
practically effective. Hach collision would give rise to a 
train of waves in ether. These waves would carry away 
energy, spreading it out through the void ether of infinite 
space. The loss of energy, thus taken away from the atoms, 
would reduce large condensing clusters to the condition of 
gas in equilibrium * under the influence of its own gravity 
only, or rotating like our sun or moving at moderate speeds 
as in spiral nebulas, &c. Gravitational condensation would 
at first produce rise of temperature, followed later by cooling 
and ultimately freezing, giving solid bodies; collisions 
between which will produce meteoric stones such as we see 
them. We cannot regard as probable that these lumps of 
broken-looking solid matter (something like the broken stones 
used on our macadamised roads) are primitive forms in which 
matter was created. Hence we are forced, in this twentieth 
century, to views regarding the atomic origin of all things 
closely resembling those presented by Democritus, Hpicurus, 
and their majestic Roman poetic expositor, Lucretius. 

II. On the Michelson-Morley Experiment relating to the 
Drift of the Atther. By W. M. Hicks, #.R.S.+ 

[Plate I.] 

i. the following pages it is proposed to consider in detail 
the general theory of the experiment by which Messrs. 

Michelson & Morley { attempted to decide the question of the 
rest or motion of the ether when a material body moves 
through it. The theory is not so simple as it may appear at 

* Homer Lane, American Journal of Science, 1870, p. 57; Sir W 
Thomson, Phil. Mag. March 1887, p. 287. 
+ Communicated by the Author. } Phil. Mag. Dec. 1887. 
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first sight owing to the changes produced by actual reflexion 
at a moving surface. The correction due to alteration in the 
angle of reflexion was first introduced by Lorentz, and was 
taken account of in the joint paper by Michelson & Morley in 
1887. But reflexion produces also a change in the wave- 
length of the reflected light. Further, when the source of 
light moves with the apparatus, the light incident at any 
instant on a plate does not come from the position occupied 
by the source at that instant, but from a point which it 
occupied at some interval before ; consequently the angle of 
incidence alters by a small quantity of the first order as the 
direction of drift of the apparatus changes. 

The present investigation is undertaken with the view of 
making these corrections. As in a theory of this kind it does 
not seem legitimate to assume beforehand that the ratio of 
the velocity of the earth through the ether to that of light is 
extremely small, the general theory is worked out without 
approximation. It is interesting to see how comparatively 
simple this complete theory is. The principal result of the 
correction is that in the experiment of Michelson & Morley 
the effect to be expected is the reverse of that hitherto 
supposed. 

In the actual experiment the light from a flame in the 
focal plane of a lens falls on a small plane-glass plate by 
which it is divided, and the two portions are afterwards 
reflected back to the plate by two small plane mirrors. We 
shall suppose in the first place that the source is a point of 
hight or a vertical slit ; so that the incident light consists of 
a single train of parallel waves. 
We have thus two mirrors inclined at any given angle, 

and between them a transparent semi-reflecting plate, whose 
plane does not in general pass through the intersection of 
the mirrors. In practice we utilize only small portions of 
these planes, but in considering the general theory it is best 
to deal with the complete system of planes and to consider the 
phenomena taking place in the angular space between them. 

1. Consider the state of the ether at any given instant, 
and draw the wave diagram, that is a diagram of lines 
representing all the crests (or every nth crest). 

In fig. 1, A, B represent the planes of the mirrors, C that 
of the plate. On the plate is incident a train of waves 
(dotted lines), which produces at the plate a train of reflected 
waves (thin broken lines) and of transmitted waves (dotted 
lines). The first set are incident on the mirror plane A and 
produce a train of reflected waves (thin continuous lines). 
The transmitted set fall on the mirror plane B, and produce 
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a reflected train (thick broken lines), these, after reflexion 
from the glass plate, produce another train (thick continuous 
lines). The two sets of waves, represented by the thin and 
thick lines, interfere and produce the fringes whose laws we 

Fig. 1. 
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have to investigate. The figure gives an instantaneous 
picture of the configuration of the waves in the ether for 
a special case of motion and disposition of the planes*. The 
diagram is complicated by the number of lines. But the 
different trains can be followed easily, and afterwards the 
eye fixed on the continuous lines only. The essential point 

* The figure is drawn to scale for the case of U=1V, drift makes angle 
of ae 8’ (tan a=4) with OA. CO,A=44° 30’, mirrors at 90° to one 
another. 
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to be noticed about this wave-diagram is that precisely the 
same diagram will serve for every instant of the motion ; 
only in this case the lines do not represent crests, but all 
belong to the same phase of the respective waves, this common 
phase differing with the instant for which the diagram is 
drawn. This is because the change produced by reflexion so 
modifies the reflected waves (as will be seen shortly) that the 
incident crests and their corresponding reflected crests always 
intersect along the surface as it moves through the ether. 
If the diagram were drawn with angles of reflexion and 
incidence equal at one instant, at the next they would be 
thrown into confusion. This permanence of type is the 
basis of the development of the theory adopted in the follow- 
ing general reasoning. The diagram gives an instantaneous 
view. If an observer is fixed in the ether he sees that in this 
picture the waves have different wave-lengths, but that they 
advance with the same velocity V, and the apparatus moves 
with U. If the observer is fixed to the apparatus he sees 
that in this picture the apparatus is fixed but that each 
system of waves advances with a different velocity, yet in all 
cases such, that as they reach him their frequencies are the 
same—the longer waves have the greater apparent velocity 
of propagation. 

2. It will be best to consider first the case of no drift of 
the ether. Here the ether between B and C will be mapped 
out by a network of lines representing crests of two sets of 

Fig. 2. 

waves, the meshes of which, in case of no motion, are equal- 
sided parallelograms. The diagonals which lie between the 
advancing sides of the waves are points of maximum dis- 
turbance. They form a system of parallel straight lines 
bisecting the angles between the wave-fronts, and at a 
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distance from one another c=)/( 2 sin p , where ) is the 
6 

\ 

common wave-length and 8 the angle between the two sets of 
wave-fronts. For convenience we shall call these lines maximal 
lines. If a screen be placed perpendicularly to them we shall 
get a fringe, the intersections with the maximals being the 
centres of the bright bands, and the distance between the 
bands being c. If the screen is placed at an angle y to these 
lines, the breadth of the bands is c/sin y. 

All the waves interfering at points along a given maximal 
differ in phase by the same integral number of wave-lengths. 
We can therefore designate any maximal by this number. 
It is important to be able to determine it. 

If the plate and the first mirror intersect at O, (fig. 1), the 
phase of the reflected wave of the first train at OQ, is the same 
as that of the incident. Let p, denote the perpendicular dis- 
tance of any point P from the wave-front through O,. Then 
the phase of the first train at P=p,/X+ phase of incident 
light at O,. Similarly if the plate and the second mirror 
intersect at O., and p, denote the distance of P from the wave- 
front of the second train through O,, the phase of the second 
train at P=p,/A+ phase of incident light at O.. If then the 
distance O, O, resolved perpendicularly to the incident sys- 
tem be g, the interfering waves at P differ in phase by 
(potq—p,)/A. This is the amount by which the second 
train is ahead of the first. If this be zero we have the central 
maximal, which is the same for all colours. Consequently, 
when white light is used it is only near this maximal that 
fringes will be visible. 

It follows from this that if the planes of the plate and the 
mirrors intersect in a point the central maximal will pass 
through that point. There is no need to consider specially 
the quantitative theory for no drift, as it will be included in 
the more general case of motion to follow. 

3. Taking now the case where the apparatus moves in an 
eether at rest, the wave-diagram gives as before an instan- 
taneous state of the ether. But now the conditions are very 
different. In the first place, as will be shown later, when the 
two reflected systems are inclined their wave-lengths will in 
general be different, whilst if the wave-lengths are equal the 
two systems must be parallel. Thus to a person fixed in the 
ether, no fringes can im general be seen, either because the 
waves which ought to interfere have different frequencies, or 
because when they have the same, the interference produces 
a uniform change of illumination and not bands of finite 
breadth. This is not the case, however, to a person who 
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moves with the apparatus. For consider a point P fixed 
relatively to it. At every instant the phases of the two 
wave-fronts at P (each phase measured as a fraction of its 
corresponding period) differ by the same amount. Conse- 
quently as P moves through the ether the two waves at P 
interfere. The apparent frequency to an observer at P of 
each system must consequently be the same. A formal proof 
of this is given below. 

So far then as the phenomena at points moving with the 
apparatus are considered, we may consider the space as 
divided up into a network of parallelograms (not now equal- 
sided) with a corresponding set of maximal lines. These 
maximal lines are not fixed in the ether, but move as if fixed 
to the apparatus. The intersections of these maximals with a 
screen moving with the apparatus give the fringes, as in the 
ease of no motion. The maximal lines will not now be 
equally inclined to the two wave-fronts. If as before c 
denote the distance between the maximals, it can easily be 
shown that 

ie Me 
WV 4(Ny— Ae)? +404A, sin? $B f° 

The maximal lines move as a rigid system attached to 
the apparatus. They give the phenomena taking place in the 
fixed ether as well. If a screen be fixed in the ether the 
intersections with the maximals move, and we get fringes 
which drift along it, and which therefore in general produce 
the effect of white light on the eye owing to their rapid 
motion. If, however, the direction of drift be parallel to a 
maximal line, there is no drift of fringes on the screen, and 
the eye will see a fixed fringe. If the drift slightly alters, 
the fringe will begin to move slowly along the screen. The 
observation naturally cannot be made, but the result is 
important, because, if the fringes exist,-the interfering waves 
must have equal frequencies. Hence the two sets of wave- 
lengths will be equal when the drift is parallel to a maximal. 
That this is actually the case the formula to be developed 
later will show. 

4, If a photographie plate be exposed in any position, an 
image of the fringe there situated will be impressed. If, 
however, the eye be focussed on the same plane, either directly 
or by any optical instrument, the fringe observed will not be 
the same as that impressed on the plate. The rays through 
any point of the object fringe all pass through the optical 
image on the retina, and all traverse the same optical distance, 

eg ee ee | 
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say D’. At the object the two interfering waves have a certain 
phase-difference, but in space their wave-lengths are different, 
and in travelling over the same distance D’ their phase- 

1 i 
differences are changed by the amount py & — =), 

2 d 

Consequently the optical image of a bright line is not itself 
a brignt line ; or, conversely, the bright central band in the 
image is the optical image of a point on the original fringe 
to one side of its central band. ‘This result is important, as 
in certain cases it may, as will be shown later, entirely modify 
the nature of the changes produced as the direction of dritt 
of the apparatus alters. Again, superposed on this there will 
be an aberration effect. 

So much for the general qualitative theory of the 
phenomenon. It remains now to obtain the quantitative laws. 

Reflexion of a Plane Wave at a Moving Mirror. 

d. Angle of Reflezion.—In the figure let AB denote a wave- 
front incident at A on the mirror AL. Let V denote the 

Fig. 3. 

velocity of light, » that of the mirror perpendicular to itself. 
When the mirror has advanced A’L=vt suppose AB to have 
advanced so as to be incident at A’. During the interval ¢, 
provided the ether be at rest, the disturbance produced at A 
will have spread.to the spherical surface B’, which lies outside 
the new position of the mirror. What happens between the 
old and new positions of the mirror does not concern us. 
Hence, with the usual reasoning, the reflected wave-front 
through A’ is A’B’ (the fig. explains itself). Let $, ¢’ be 
the angles of incidence and of reflexion, and let « denote the 
angle A’AL. 
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Then BAA’=B/A/A, 

i. @. b—a ='+a, 

ely 

or a= — 

BAA‘= o—a= ati 
2 
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whence fants ae Ue 1 ane P= 77, tan 2 &: eee 

which gives the law of reflexion. In this it is to be remem- 
bered that v is to be regarded as positive when the plane 
moves towards the incident light. 

It can easily be shown from the above that if D, denotes 
v{V?+1?+2Vv cos db}, 

OF ee 
oe pee) ae ve ? 

é = ae Hey 3 

a formula which later will be found very useful. 
Change in Wave-length—lIn fig. 4 let A, ... represent a 

train of wave-crests incident on the mirror at any moment. 

Fig. 4. 

Bie quiche corresponding reflected wave-crests. The figure 
shows at once that, A’, X denoting the wave-lengths of the 
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reflected and incident waves respectively, 

Me ined! 
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This result is true whatever be the law of reflexion. 
Applying the actual law of reflexion above, it follows that 

V2—v 
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Modification produced on the Light at any point by motion 
of the source.—Owing to motion of the source the light 
reaching a point P will not come from the instantaneous 
position of the source but from the position occupied by it at 
some time previously. Consequently if S denote the source, 
P this position, and v the velocity of S perpendicular to SP, 
the light at P makes an angle 6 with SP where 

Vasin 6 =v, 

Again, if X denote the wave-length at P (or V/A the 
frequency), and if A denote the wave-length if the source is 
at rest, and w denote the velocity of the source towards P, 

INCOSE». 4) PMabicn a1 Yes (4) 
_ Vecos@—u 

v 

6. Specification of the Configuration—We shall call the 
mirror which receives the light after reflexion at the plate, 
the first mirror; that which receives it after transmission 
through the plate the second mirror, and we shall refer all 
directions to the line through the source parallel to the first 
mirror. 

The normal to the plate makes an angle ¢ (fig. 5) with this 
datum line, and the normal to the second plate an angle y 
(positive as in fig.). Let @ be the inclination of the incident 
light to this datum line. The angles of incidence on the 
plate and the second mirror are 6 +0 and ¥+@. 

Let the angles of reflexion be ¢’ and xy’. Let the angles 
of incidence and reflexion on the first mirror be ¢,, ¢,/, and 
on the plate after reflexion at the second mirror be ¢, and ¢,/. 
Also let A, B denote the angles the final wave-fronts make 
with the first mirror (or the datum line). This specifies the 
light. Let the apparatus drift with velocity U in a direction 
making « with the datum, its velocities along and perpen- 
dicular thereto being denoted by u, v. 

The velocity of the plate perpendicular to itself, and towards 

Pi, Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3..No. 13. Jan. 1902. C 

r 
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the side on which is the source of light, is 

w=vsind—ucoso=—Ucos(dt+a). . . (9) 

Similarly that of the second mirror is 

w=vsiny—ucosy =—Ucos(yt+a). . . (6) 

Fig. 5. 

a ee ee 

7. Lhe Wave-lengths.—With the above notations, the 
final wave-lengths will be by (2), 

ny sini! aisnihd 
~ sin (@+8@) ‘sing, ° 

sinx!’ sin d,’ 
9 eee ae 

sin (yvy+@)"sing. ” 

A 

where A is the wave-length incident on the plate. 
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Whence by (3) 
A, cj Seer (Va) (V?— ) 

< 2 

h {V?+w?+2wV cos (P+9)}{V"? +07—2vV cos 1} M7 (/) 
Ae Ae) eg) 
XN {V2+ w?—2wV cos ho} {V2 + w2+2w'V cos (y+4)} J 

It will be convenient to denote these denominators by D,’ 
and D,’. 

Now P—PLO — 50. 

Hence 

D?=(V? +e?) {V? + w? + 2wV cos (6 + 4)} 

—2Vvsin (6+ $’){V?+w?+ 2wV cos(P+ 8) }. 

q' is the reflected angle for incident angle (6+) and for 
vel.=w. Therefore 

sin ¢! =(V?—w?) sin (6+ 6), 
{V?+ w?+ 2wV cos (6+ 6)} 

cos $' = (V?+ w?) cos (6+ 0) +2Vw. 

Substituting it can be easily shown, remembering the values 
of w, w’ given by (5, 6), that 

D?=V*—2V? cos h{u cos (6+ 0) +vsin (P+6)} 

+ V?(v? + w? —4ow sin d) + 2vwV cos O(v cos O—w sin 6) + v2w?, 

Similarly it may be shown that 

D,?= V* + 2V* sin (b—x) {vu sin (8 +4—¢) —v cos (6+ ~—9)} 
+ V2fw? + w?—4dww! cos (6—x) } 

—2ww'V sin (6—x) (u sin 0—v cos 8) + ww”. 

The difference of wave-lengths is given by d\=2,—A,, 
where 

dr qa (NO ==) Ds? — (V2?) D,? ~ =(V*-—w haters Depa 

After some reduction this becomes 

dd _ U(V?—w*) PQ 
x ~D2D2 Che ICU ae he eae (8) 
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where | 

P=V{V? cos (y—a+8)—VU cosy + U? sine cos (y+) sin (a—)} ) 

or 

P=(V cos @—u) {V? cos (y—a) + v? cos (xy +2)} 

| —(V sin @—v){ V?sin (y—a) + uv cos (x + 2) 

(J=2V?cos (26—x) — U?(cos 26 + cos 2a) cos x 

| +4U?sin asin x cos d cos (h+a) 

ry 

ce teenage eee 

(9) 

or 

Q=(2V?—U?) cos (26—y) + U? {sin (2a + 2¢) siny—cos (2a+-)t 

where it is to be noticed that Q is independent of the 
direction of the incident light and P of the inclination of the 
plate. If the source is fixed in space, 02=0. If it is fixed to 
the apparatus, V sin 02—v=0, and 

= U (V2—w?)(V cos 0—u){ V2cos (x—a@) +? cos (y+2a)}Q 10 
= A oe ee pepe ommmetiummmancs 

8. The Angles. 
A=¢y1, 

B=}0—($+ $2). 

By § 5 and writing [x] for e”, 

| " Pi es en P, 

veto Via ia 
D, 

But g=h+ p/— 53 

hence | PP Es ae 

i We 7, | f 32 Ee e\{ | eae > 5 TAS 5 +w v We 

e 5 D, Dw 

—vw la Ee a 

' vg con NC) va 

1-5) 

a , 

=) 

DLs 
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Again, 

eee 3 
and ¢,.=¢—x— x’; 

= @ a iriead  e al bad te 
pe LD PT 

2 De), 

w EF o+ne$]-v{ -~[F-9-$] 
cy +t -x-5]% — ww’ lz =F | 
= D; 

~ (12) 

Hence after multiplication and reduction 

A-—B 
2 

D,Doe 3 

=e | - r +2$— | 

#¥8 4 | — 5 +$—x—0|—w[ —F+p+x+0] 
| —o[—x-8] +0! [ — F +26+0] } 

+84 —vul—x] +ouly—6]—w'o[0]—w[ —F +x] } 
+V 4 w(x +6] +100'e[ —p—0] —ww'e[ +6] —w'we[ — 7-8] } 
ee ACs: oy. EN MMM: ile sfakivsuse fei vou Bs: (13) 
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Therefore 

D,D, sin ae 

—V? cos (26—y) + V2{—2w sin o sin (y+ 4) 

+v an (+ @) —w' cos (26+ @)} 

+ V-wiw cos x 2v sin (@—x) 5 

+ Vw —2vw’ sin (6 + 0) + vw sin (x +4) + ww! cos G}. 

After reduction this is found to give 

sin 2S = a = Vive ree Co oS ae 

where Q has the value given above. 
When the source is fixed to the apparatus (V sin =v) 

ViV—U cos(O—a)} = V2— Vucosd—v?= V’ cos? 6— Vuicos @ 

= V cos 6(V cos 0—1u), 
and then 

it ate ae 1 V cos 0(V cos @—u) Q 
sim—- =-9 D,D, 

This gives the angle between the wave-tronts. 

9. The distance between the maaimal lines is 

p= Arg 
- Vf 4VP+A—?— ZAZA, cos (A—B)} 

Ve i (Ay Ao)? + 4AAg ies eS) 7 

EY WE Solel —vi)(V?—w") ae 

(esse )4/ ) U2 PQs (V2—v?)(V?— w?)V2(V—U cos @ @—a)2Q) y2 

os (V2—#?) ( (Wr wi? | Gece a) i a 15 

ey VJ 3 U2P2 4+ V2(V?—v?) (V?—w”?) (V—U cos 6—2) rene C1 . 

for source fixed to apparatus 

BS r (V?—v Cit ae (V?—w?) 

Q (V cos 6@—w) v/{ (V2cos y—at v? cos x +2)? UP + (V2—22)? V2—w’2)} 

A cos @ Oey *—a'?\(V? —w? . 
= AV: WV? COs x ~—ate2 cos 4 +2) )2U2 + (V2— 22 V2—w' Ny. 

where A is actual wave-length of light emitted by the source. 
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The denominator may be simplified so that in this case 

_ Acosé nC en (VS ee") 
~~ VW#Q A/ | (V2? —0*)? cos? x + ; (V?—u?) sin x + 2uv cos x}? ] 

10. This seems the proper place to give a formal proof of 
the statement made above from general considerations that 
the apparent frequencies of each wave-train with respect to a 
point moving with the apparatus are the same. 

The velocity of such a point relative to the first train is 

V+U sin(a—A), 

Its apparent frequency is therefore 

ne ainlainas) 
Xr, ‘ 

- Now Ao. Hence 

V+ Usin (e—A)=V+ cos $)'—wsin /. 

Substituting for ¢,’ in terms of qj, it will be seen that 

V?—v 
V+Usin («—A)= D VY —v cos d—w sin ¢;}. 

Vv 

Again, $;=$+¢'—37. Substituting this and expressing 
¢' in terms of its angle of incidence ¢ + 0, 

V—vcos $,—wusin ¢, 
os 92 eek 

= —— {V + weos (P+6)—(vcosd+t using) sin (p+ 6) RS 

whence 

V+U sin (2—A)= 

r 
= He iV —WU cos(G—z)?. 

2 

) (V—vsin 6—w cos @) 
V?2—02)(V?—w oa ie 

Similarly, it can be shown that 

: Ae 
V+U sin (2—B)= 1c {V—U cos (9—2)t5 

whence 

fe ein (e—A) VU sm(e—B) Vis U cos (0 —2) 
p My Ni, iN 

which shows that the frequencies are equal. 
But further, 

V—U cos (@—a) = V —u cos O—» sin €. 

(16) 
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Hence when the source is fixed to the apparatus, or 
v= V sin 8, . 

~ V—U cos (0—a)=(V cos 0—u) cos 0; 

and the apparent frequency becomes 

(V cos @—u) cos@_ V_ 
r A’ 

or the apparent frequency is the same as if the whole apparatus 
were at rest. Whatever, therefore, be the velocity of drift, | 
the apparent frequency remains the same. 

11. Direction of Maximal Lines.—Let the common direction 
of the maximal lines make an angle W with the first mirror. 
Then, considering a mesh of the network formed by the two 
trains of waves, the sides are inclined to the diagonal at 
angles 180—(av + A) and +B, supposing A>B. The sides 
are proportional to the sines of these angles and also to the 
wave-lengths. Consequently, 

sin(Ww+A) ry 
sin(w+B) vr, 

_V+Usin(«—A) . 
~ V+Usin (a—B)’ 

whence 

V oppee® +0 pee 

A+B A—B 
V sin Paya eee 

AB, 
From the value of @ 2 above, 

D,D, cos — = V‘ sin (26—x) + V*} —2w cos ¢ sin (y+) 

—v cos (x +0) +w'sin (26+0)} © 

+ V2(—w'v—w? sin y) + Viw'w? sin 6 + vw? cos (y + 0) $+ o0w'w'. 7 
Also 

ete 
D,D,é 
=V'[y+ 6] +Vve} w[-8+x] —lp—x]—e [3 26+x| +w'[0] & 

+V? | ew E —$—-x—-6] —vw E —o+x+ 6 | +ww [6-6] 

—ww [b+] —ow' ie — 26-6 | —w*|—y—8@] \ | ve oe [Fa] eet} oe) 
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Hence 

D,D, sin te B Vs, (y+6)+ V¥{-— 2w sin (b—x) —v cos (26—x)} 

+ V*{—2vw sin ¢ sin (x + 8) —2ww’ sin ($ + 8) 

—vw! cos (26 + @) + w? sin (y+ 6)$ 

+ Vrw? cos x + vw’w! cos 6; 

2 

A+B 
= V‘ cos (y+ 0) + V7{w' —v sin 26—y)} 

+ V7{2uw cos $ sin (y+) —vw! sin (26 + 9) 
—w’ cos (y+ 4) } 

D,D, cos 

+ Vivw" sin y—w'w?} —vw?w' sin 8. 

From these it can be shown, after easy reduction, that 

A+B “> } 
+4v COS BED; {v cos —5 5 

= (V?—v’)(V?—w’){V cos (y+ 0)+ uw} 

= (V?—v?)( V?—w’) {(V cos O—u) cos x—(V sin 6—v) sin x$ 

A+B A-B 
—u Cos — 

= (V?—w?)| (V cos @—u){ (V?— v”) sin y + 2uv cos x} 

+ (Vsin@—v) (V?—w’) cos x]. 

nD, | Vsin 

Hence 

(V2—v?)4(V cos 9—u) cosy—(V sin @—v) sin x} 
(V cos @—u){(V?—v?) sin y + 2uv cos xf 

+(V sin 9—v)(V*?—uw?) cos x 

tan v= (17) 

When the source is fixed to the apparatus (V sin = v), 

2uv 
cot vr = tan p.¢ + aad 

That is, if the ratio U/V is very small, 

7 

Mgt X 3 

so that the maximals make for all directions of drift the same 
angle with the first mirror as the second does, but oppositely 
inclined. 

12. Position of Central Maximal.—Let the central maximal 
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(fig. 5) eut the plane of the first mirror in W, and denote 
O,W by #. Draw through Q, lines parallel to the respective 
wave-fronts. ° 

The phase of that belonging to the first set at O, is the same 
as that of the incident at QO), say IT. 

The phase of wave-front through W 

«sin A 

Ay 
a 

The phase of the wave-front through O, of the second set 
is the same as that of the incident at O,, that is of the 

incident at O, + O,0, ste) = Tp 28 —— 

since the incident ray makes r—gd—§ with 0,0,. 
The wave-front through O, belonging to this set has phase 

asin(@+6) _O,M._ — (+0) , cos (p+ B)V ewer ees 7 xy. ae 

and phase of that through W 

ee ie odes 4. 608 (6+ B) \ 2a 319 B 
i x 

Since W is on the central maximal these phases are equal. 
Therefore 

~ sine a we {cos (6+ B) fi sin (p+6) bh 
Wy x de r 

Now \,:A,2=V+ Usin(a—A): V+ U sin(a—B). 

Hence 

w[{V +U sin (2—A)} sin B—{V 4 Vsin (c—B)} sin A] - 
7s (V2 2 ee : 

=a{V+U sin (2—A)} | cos ($+ B) + u oa = in (+8) ), 
2 

,.. B-A A+B Bite eet 
2x sin 5 | V cos gi RCS oy 

Gir Go {V —U cos (9—a) ${D,? cos (6 + B) DZ De 

+ (V?—w?) (V?—w") sin (6+ 6) }. 

Substituting the values for the factors on the left already 
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obtained, and dividing out, 

#V{V cos (x+0)+w}Q=a{ D,? cos (@ + B) 

+ (V?2—w?)(V?—w’?) sin (6+ )}. 
Bu 

From the value of e 2 in § 8 it easily follows that 

D,2e(? + BP ys | po texto | +09) 2u![ 5 —$+x| — 2u| 7 | | 

+V? —2ww! e +x+0 | —2ww! e =~ 6 | 

+ w/? ie ~ 0 +w? lS +$—2x%-6| 

+V —2ww’? le | + 2w?w’ ie +o or + ww’? E + $+ g | ; 

whence after a short reduction, 

D,? cos (6 + B) + (V?—w?) (V?—w’?) sin (6 + 0) 

=ZV(V?—w?) { V cos (vy +6) +w’} sin (6—- x). 

Therefore 

2 w VW—w . , 
Q Stare). ivievieg!y alt oe (18) “a=2a 

Since this is independent of 9, the position of the central 
point is the same whether the source ts fixed in the ether or to 
the apparatus. 

13. We have now obtained the magnitudes of the various 
quantities required for the discussion of the experiment. For 
this purpose, however, it will be convenient to express them 
in terms of quantities defining the configuration of the 
apparatus. Let C denote the angle between the two mirrors, 
and let A, B denote the angles which the first and second 
mirrors respectively make with the plate. Then 

C= 317 — x. 

A=i7r—®@ 

B=¢-¥ 

Further, denote the distance of O, from the plane of the 
second mirror by 6. Then 

b=a sin B=a sin \o—y). 
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It will be convenient to collect the formule expressed in 
these new quantities :— 

] 

2 5 eae 
Lee (V?—v")(V? —w?)(V2—w”) q 

PQ: V{U2P24-V2(V2—)(V2—w2)(V—U cos pe ae 
(V?—v?) {(V cos 9@—u) sin C—(V sin 9—v) cos CF | 

~ (V cos Q@—u){ V?—v*) cos C+ 2uv sin C} 
+(V sin 9—v)(V2—22) sin€ 

V?—w? 
wep Qe 

where 

P=V{Ve2sin (C+a—6)—VU sin€+ U? sin asin (a2—@) sin (C—a)} 

=(V (cos O—u){V* sin (C+2)+v? sin (C—a)} 

—(V sin 0@—v){ V? cos (C+) + uv sin (C—2)}, 

Q=2V? sin (B—A)—U? {sin (B—A) +sin (2a—2A) cos€+ sin (C—2¢ 

For the case of V sin @=», source fixed to apparatus, | 

1 V cos @(V cos @—u) Q 

2 es DN et 
_ Acos@ oo we Wee aw) 
= VQ. ov [ (V? —c?)2 sin? C+ {(V?—u*) cos C+ 2uv sin C}?] 

sin 4(B—A)= 

Ls 
cot p=cotC+ Tas 5 Sin 2a, 

P=(V cos ar sin (C-+a) +v? sin (C—a) }. 

When there is no motion, 

M=AEA, 
sin $(B—A)=sin (B—A), 

a Je ee 
2 sin (B—A)’ 

ye, 
b 

~ sin(B—A) 
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If b be measured in wave-lengths =n) say, 

i ek: =2np ; 
sin (B-- A) 

or there are twice as many bands from QO, to the central 
band as there are wave-lengths in O,L. 
When there is motion Q has the same value as if the 

apparatus were at rest when the direction of drift is given by 

sin (B—A) +sin (2a—2A) cos C+sin (C—2a)=0, . (19) 

which gives two real values for tana. In the een case C _ 

nearly 90° and B nearly =A; whence a is nearly 7 = OF ne re 

1. e. the drift produces no effect when it is nearly nara to the 
plane of the plate. 

The interfering waves have the same frequencies when 
either 

(1) U =0, 
(2) w= +V, 
(3) Q =9, 
(4) P =0. 

(1) is the case of no motion. 
(2) makes the velocity of the plate perpendicular to itself 

equal to that of light—a case which may be put aside. 
(3) is the case which will have to be discussed immediately. 
(4) gives the direction of drift to be that of the maximal 

lines, It is the case, indeed, already discovered by general 
reasoning in § 3. To prove the statement it is necessary to 
show that when a=a7—wy, P=0. It may be sufficient to 
do this for the case of a fixed source. The equations are :— 

lat 

Vv 

P=(V cos @—u){V? sin a +a) +v? sin (C—a)} 

=(V cos @—u){(V? +0") sin cos a+ (V?—v*) cos Csin a}. 

Now the first equation gives at once 

— cota=cotC+ 

(V?— v?) cos C sin «+ cos a sin C(V?—v’) + 2uv sin C sina=0, 

and usin a=v COS 4, 

which makes the second factor of P vanish. 
4 The preceding formule hold whatever the velocity of 

drift may be. It is, however, extremely unlikely that this 
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velocity amounts to anything approximating to 100 times the 
velocity of the earth in its orbit, which latter is roughly 
10-4 times that of light. Even in this extreme case the 
square of the ratio of the velocities may be neglected in all 
terms except those which are divided by a small quantity. 
In the discussion which follows we shall suppose the con- 
ditions to be those of the actual apparatus of Michelson and 
Morley, and that the square of the velocity ratios may be 
neglected except under the circumstances mentioned above. 
The ratio U/V will be denoted by &. 

The breadth of a band is then given by 

A 
PF sin(B—A) —£%{sin(B—A) + sin(2a—2A) cos@ + sin (C—2a)}" 
In the particular apparatus A, B were nearly 45° and C 

nearly 90°. Hence in terms which multiply & we may put 
A= B=45.,1C— 907 exactly. Then 

p= = ; 2 sin (B—A) — & cos 2a 

If B—A is < $&, the breadths of the bands of a fringe will 
change from the breadth they would have without drift to 
infinity, as the direction of the drift alters. 

In the case of £=10~*, A=5.10-° cm., and B—A=42?, 
the breadth of a band when the drift is parallel to the plate is 
50 metres; so that such a disposition would be impossible to 
observe. If the velocity of drift were 100 times that of the 
earth’s orbit, this minimum breadta would be 5 mm., and 
under these circumstances the observations would have shown 
enormous variations in the breadth of the bands. 

It may be taken as certain then that B—A was considerably 
larger than &?, although in itself exceedingly small. If e 
denote the breadth of band when there is no drift or when 

diz * then in general 

C 
P == WY SAME oc ac} es 

7 Sane so? 2a 

It has been seen that for all probable values of &, sin (B—A) 
will be considerably greater than }&, so that £/2 sin (B—A) 
will be a small quantity ; whence 

2 ¢ 

aa 1 £° Cos 2a 
ane | me sin (B—A) 
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Also to this order yw=C, or the direction of the maximals is 
constant. 

15. It remains to determine the magnitude of the eftect 
referred to in § 4. By means of the lenses of the eye, aided 
or vot by an optical instrument, an image is thrown on the 
retina of points on a certain plane on which the instrument is 
focussed. Of any such point P an image is formed at Q (say) 
on the retina. Through P two rays (belonging to the two 
systems of waves) pass, which by the optical apparatus are 
again brought to pass through Q, having passed over the 
same optical distance D', say. The waves travel with the 
same velocity but have different wave-lengths. Suppose at 
P the phase-difference is II, 2. e. the X, phase greater by II 
than the A, phase. Then in the wave diagram the two paths 
(D’) are occupied by waves of different lengths A,, A,, and 

eo By 
therefore at @ the phase-difference of A, over A, is IT + ar 

2 1 
or there is an increased difference of phase of amount 

ay (; zs . Consequently the resulting intensity at Q will 

not be the same as that at P—the maxima and minima on the 
retina are not the images of the maxima and minima of the 
object viewed. Now the \, waves are ahead ot the \, on 
the right hand of the maximals. Hence in order that () may 
be the central bright band it must be the optical image of a 
point on the left of the centre of the original fringe, for at Q 
the \, waves lead still more than at P, and the distance from 

1 iH 
it must be 1’ io _ | bands. 

2 1 
Now by (8) 

Mirae = UY te WB 
r Da se ? 

oe (V2 —w?)2(V?— 0?) (V2). 

ge eNOS MUTE Thre 17 
pve Nak D! OM =7@) 

EES soon laren 
ii Ai vi 

! 

=o F008 « 

/ 

—= 4 FOS a, 
gia ies li 
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and p/ =z bands= D’ £ cos a cm. 
1A2 

Hence the distance of the observed central fringe is 

2 
na ecos 22+ DE cosa. . . i ee 

In the actual experiment D was about 11 metres, and, so 
far as can be estimated from the description, D’ nearly 
3 metres. 

The relative importance of these terms depends for given 
on the value chosen tor the breadth of the band. No indi- 
cation is given of this, but it must probably have been 
adjusted to something between 75; mm. and 10mm, The 
following are afew cases, taking A=5.10-° cm. and writing 
r=at+hcos 2a+¢ cos a, and measuring in millims., 

«“«=D+ 

Bard?) a: : 1 10 

£= 10-4 Me 2 20. 
Earth’s orbital velocity. C 3) se) 3 

e b | 002 02 2 
hae ites 4 ¢ | +08 03 03 

For €=10-+* a breadth of ‘1 mm. would therefore make 
both terms equally sensible ; whilst for =10-°, the second 
would overpower the first, but would be of equal weight for a 
breadth of 1 mm. If D’=D, 2. e. if the instrument was 
focussed on the actual first mirror, then for £=10~° a breadth 
of band of 1 cm. would make both terms about equally 
sensible. | 

Finally, aberration would displace the apparent position to 
the right. Hence 

2x=a+bcos2a+ccosa—d sina, - 

where d involves the first power of &. 

16. From conversation with Professor Morley I learn that 
in the actual experiment no slit was used, and that the 
reading-telescope was focussed on the first mirror. To com- 
plete the theory therefore it is necessary to take account of 
the finite breadth of the flame. The flame may be regarded 
as built up of vertical narrow strips of light, from each of 
which, as has been seen, there results a system of fringes on 
whatever point the reading-telescope is focussed. It is 
necessary then to see whether these fringes overlap, or 
whether there are places where the superposed fringes exactly 
fit. Now the fringes are given hy the maximals; and the 

— 
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question is, Are there loc? where the maximals for all the 
various component slits coincide ? 

The general formulz developed above involve the angle 6, 
—the angle which the incident light makes with the first 
mirror. Ifa point on the flame makes an angle @ with the 
datum line, it will be sufficient to replace 6 by @,+6 in 
the various formule in order to obtain the result for this part 
of the flame. 

The direction of drift now makes an angle 2—@, with the 
line from the slit to the centre of the plate. Hence 

V sin =U sin (2—9@,) 

=v cos §,—wusin 4. 

_ The position of the white point—. e. where the central 
maximal cuts the first mirror, is given by 

V?—w" 
Q ) 

§, only enters through w. Hence when & is small « is inde- 
pendent of §,—that is, the central maximal cuts the plane of 
the first mirror in a point which is the same for all points of 
the plane. 

Next the common direction of the maximals is given by (17). 
In this we put 9,+ @for 96. Now 

V cos (9+ 0,) —u=V cos @ cos 9,— V sin @, sin 9—u, 

where the source is fixed to the apparatus, 

V sin aah cos 9,;—w sin 0; 3 

L=2). 

whence 
V cos (6, ee ee 0,4 V cos 9—u cos moe Ot, 

Vsin (6,+6)—v=sin 0,4 V cos 9— cos 9, —v sin M1}. 

Hence 
? sin (0, -+ x) — v7 sin x cos 0; + 2uv cos x cos 0,— wv? cos x sin oy 

cot p= ~ ie SR Gx) 
or 

; v? sin 0, + 2uv cos 9, —u? sin @ cos 
cot y=tan (y+ 61) + in + 2 cs yin ERATE) 

A . , U? sin (2a— §,) COs Xx 

BS We Treats Aci cosily 204)" 
When &? is small 

=37—(x+90)). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 13. Jan. 1902. D 
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The maximals for different small strips of the flame are 
therefore differently inclined. It has been seen that these 
intersections with the plane of the first mirror coincide, 
Hence they coincide nowhere else. Consequently a fringe 
will be seen if the telescope is focussed on the first mirror, 
which will gradually become more and more indistinct as 
the plane on which it is focussed recedes more and more 
from it. 

If y denote the angular breadth of the flame as seen from 
the point on the plate where the datum line meets it, the 
maximals for the various points of the flame will form a 
system of pencils of angular breadth y, whose vertices pass 
through the maximal points on the first mirror which have 
just been shown to be the same for every point on the flame. 
The fringe on a screen parallel to the first mirror will then 
completely fade into white light when its distance from the 
first mirror is such that the pencils intersect, each, the suc- 
ceeding one. This takes place at a distance y such that 
yy = breadth of a band. Atdistances greater than y no fringes 
can be seen at all. At distances nearly as great as y we should 
expect dark lines on a more or less uniformly bright back- 
ground. 

Discussion of the Displacement of Fringe. 

17, The position of the central band is given by 

b 

“= 'sin (B—A) — 4 cos 2a’ 

If then B>A, b must be positive, that is the plane of the 
second mirror must lie to the right of the intersection of 
the first mirror and the plate. If on the other hand A>B, 
6 must be negative, or the second plane must lie to the left 
of the same intersection. It will be convenient to distinguish 
these two cases as the B and the A type respectively. 

Suppose an experiment to start with the drift in the same 
direction as the incident light. Then as the drift alters from 
this position in either direction, the central band is displaced 
to the right in the B type and to the left in the A type. As 
A—B is exceedingly small—of order 10-° (or 2 sec.) at 
most—the adjustment of the mirrors can easily change from 
one type to the other on consecutive days. It follows that 
averaging the results of different days in the usual manner is 
not allowable unless the types are all the same. If this 
is not attended to the average displacement may be expected 
to come out zero—at least if a large number are averaged. 
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If D denote the distance of the central band from the 
intersection of the plate and mirrors, when there is no drift— 
or when the drift is parallel to the plate— 

b 
see sin (B—A) 

D sin (B—A) 

Displacement to a a 3&D cos 2a 
left of this position sin (B— A) —4& cos 2a 

In any given case suppose sin (B—A)= 3ké, then 

D cos 2e 
Displacement -— | ESSEC i, 

Fig. 6. 

Fig. 6 shows how the displacement changes with a, for the 
D2 
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four cases of k="5, 1, 1°5, and 2. When k<1, these curves 
have an asymptote which as / increases from 0 to 1 moves 
up to the origin. The negative infinity branch becomes 
narrower and at the same time moves off to infinity. When 
k=1 there is no negative branch, but a series of curves with 
positive infinite peaks. As & increases beyond 1, these peaks 
shorten until when & is large the curves become the ordinary 
harmonic curve y=kcos 2a. In Michelson and Morley’s 
experiment & was apparently always large. 

Discussion of Michelson and Morley’s Observations. 

18. The result of §17, that it is not allowable to average 
the results of different sets of observations until the type of 
each has been determined, naturally leads us to a recon- 
sideration of the numerical data obtained by Michelson and 
Morley, who did lump together the observations taken on 
different days. I propose to show that, instead of giving a 
null result, the numerical data published in their paper show 
distinct evidence of an effect of the kind to be expected. 

It may here be recalled that in taking an observation, the 
apparatus was rotated in its mercury bath and readings taken 
at 16 equidistant points as the reading-telescope passed them. 
On each occasion this was repeated six times, and the means 
of the six readings in each position taken. These means are 
the numbers printed in their paper. They are given for noon 
on July 8, 9, and 11, and for 6 P.M. on July 8, 9, and 12. 
The means of these three days are taken and then the means 
of the first eight and of the second eight, thus eliminating 
any effect depending on cosa aione. The result is that there 
is no apparent displacement of the fringe. 

In looking at the sets of readings, one is struck at once 
with the fact that all the readings continuously increase or 
decrease. This is evidently the effect of temperature changes. 
For short intervals, it is extremely likely that the tempera- 
ture disturbances will be a linear function of the time. If 
this is exactly so, and if the readings were taken at equal 
intervals of time, it is possible to eliminate the disturbances 
due to this. For the readings at the beginning and at the 
end of a complete revolution ought (in absence of tempera- 
ture effects) to be the same, whilst on the supposition made 
above there would be a temperature error altering by equal 
steps for each successive reading—in a way to be indicated 
immediately. The readings for each set of complete revolu- 
tions should first be corrected in this way and then the 
average of the six taken to eliminate accidental and personal 
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errors. I have applied this correction to the published 
means. The result is the same as if the correction had first 
been applied to each series and the results then averaged. 
This would have been preferable if possible, as a comparison 
of each set with the average would have given data for a 
measure of the probable error. 

To illustrate the method of applying this correction, I give 
here the working of the 6 P.M. observations on July 8 :— 

I. 61:2, 63:3, 63:3, 68:2, 67:7, 69°3, 70°38, 69:8, 69°0 

TI. 61:2, 62:1, 63:0, 63°9, 648, 65°7, 66°6, 67°5, 68:4 

Il. O +12 43 +43 +29 +386 43:7 423 +6 

Poe Wis. (ia, oo, (1°2, 412, 703, F250, ToT 
sve, Goo, “S02, ' “Tiel, T20) “72:9; 73'S, TAT, To? 

Se 6 EMH Id: |). =o6 HB HT +33) 221.4 +0 
0 412 43 443 429 436 43-7 42:3. +6 

Mee iten pie Hay Pet Gio 44S 
ep} Ve -1i +150 = 3 420° 44 42-13 -16 -11 

In the above, line I. gives the published observations. 
Line II. gives a series of numbers, increasing by equal steps 
from 61:2 to 75°7. Line IIT. gives the differences of I. & IL., 
and therefore, according to our supposition, freed from the 
temperature errors. Line IV. gives the mean of the first 
eight and the last eight, and therefore eliminates effects 
depending on cos a (see § 15). Line V.is the result obtained 
by deducting 1-7 from each, so as to reduce readings to give 
deviations from the mean, 1°7=sum/8. 

The other sets are treated in the same way. The results 
are as follows :— - 

Noon Observations. 

July & —1:040°241:2+0°7+2:3—1:140°2+2°6—1:0 

July 9. —1:7—1°8—0°240°34+0°441:14+2-2—1:4—1-7 

July 11. 0-9 —2°2—2:1— 2°7+0°3+2:0+1°9+1°7+0°9 

P.M. Observations. 

July 8 —1:1+1°5—0°342°0+0°440°2—1:3—1:6—1-1 

July 9. —1:3—0°74+0:1—0°54+1:1416+0°3—0°6 —1:3 

Holy 12. res Heer ae oh Ord 

* If this were a MS. misreading for 65:3, the correct numbers in 
lines ITI., IV., and V. would be 2: a 3'4, and i 7, which, as a glance at 
the curve ‘in Plate I. will show, would make the curve recular. 
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These results are represented graphically on Plate I. 
All the curves give distinct evidence of a cos 2a effect, 
except noon of July 8, and possibly of 6P.m. of July 8; the 
latter certainly if the supposition of the footnote is correct. 
Moreover, the curves clearly show that the observations of 
July 9, 11, 12 belong to one type (B or A), and those of 
July 8 to the other (A or B). The last curve represents the 
average of all, on this supposition. That is the value of the 
ordinates are one-third of July 9+July 11—July 8 and 
July 9+July 12—July 8. | 
. The evidence is also strengthened by comparison of the 
noon and P.M. curves. The drift at 6 p.m would be at right- 
angles to that at noon, consequently we should expect the 
curve to be shifted half a period (7. e. 90°) with reference to 
the first. Now in the P.M. observations, the rotation of the 
apparatus was in the opposite direction to that. at noon. 
Consequently, in order to compare the curves, the numbers for 
the p.M. curves should be read backwards. This is done in 
the dotted curves in Pl. I. A glance at the curves renders 
evident the fact that the shift shown is of the right character. 
The amplitude of the p.m. curve should be less than that of — 
the noon in the ratio sin’ A* where J is the latitude. 

The preceding attempt to get rid of the temperature effect 
is not proposed as one which gives an accurate result. The 
object is to show that the observations of Michelson and Morley 
do give an affirmative answer to the question “Is there a 
drift of sether past the earth?”? The argument is sufficient 
to show that the experiments should be repeated with extreme 
care to eliminate temperature errors, and if possible in vacuo. 
If possible the absence of observers would be desirable, and, 
for the reason stated in § 15, also the absence of reading- 
telescopes. We have seen that if a slit is used for the light 
source, fringes are formed on a screen placed in any position. 
This points to a method in which a photographic film on a 
rotating drum is exposed automatically. 

The Fits Gerald- Lorentz Lffect. 

1¥. Amongst the various explanations advanced to account 
for the supposed null result of Michelson and Morley’s experi- 
ment, the best known and accepted is that first proposed, I 
believe, by G. F. FitzGerald, viz., that the very motion of a 

* That is supposing the component of the drift perpendicular to the 
plane of the apparatus to produce no effect. It probably does produce 
an effect, however. ; 
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solid through the xther produces a small extension perpen- 
dicular to the direction of drift, or contraction in the direction, 
the amount being proportional to ?._ This has received some 
justification from the fact that on the theories of Larmor 
and of Lorentz as to the connexion between matter and 
gether, a contraction such as is indicated should be expected. 
At first sight—especially in the theory of the experiment as 
given by Michelson and Morley—an effect of this kind of the 
proper amount might seem capable of annulling any observed 
displacement. If, however, the effect of such a contraction 
on the displacement of the fringe be worked out on the lines 
of the rigorous theory developed in the present paper, it will 
be found that not only is it incapable of explaining the null 
result, but that in fact it should increase the displacement to 
be observed. To produce annulment an extension along the 
line of drift is required. It is the object of the present section 
to prove this and to show how by a suitable modification of 
Michelson and Morley’s experiment it lies at our disposal to 
test the truth or otherwise of Larmor and Lorentz’s result, and, 
if such contraction exists, to measure its amount. 
We shall assume then that when a solid moves through the 

eether, it suffers a contraction along the direction of the drift 
such that a length / parallel to it is contracted by an amount £&*/. 
The effective changes in the apparatus are those which occur in 
the horizontal plane. If then the total drift makes an angle I 
with the plane of the apparatus, lines in the plane will be 
distorted as if there were a contraction ké’cosI./ in the 
direction of the component of the drift in the plane, or—if & 
represent this component as in the preceding pages—a con- 
traction A€*l/cosI. In what immediately follows we shall 
replace k/cos I by &. 

20. Owing to the distortion produced both the lengths of 
lines and the magnitudes of angles lying in the plane will be 
altered. It is first necessary to determine this alteration. 

In fig. 7 (p. 40) AB denotes any line, LB the direction of 
drift. Draw AL perpendicular to BL. 

Through the contraction B comes to B’ where 
BB'=t2. BL 

and the line AB is displaced to AB’. If AB=r, ABL=—9, 

dr= Bn=ké’. BL cos ABL 

=k r cos’ @=ShEr(1+cos 26), 

s0=BAB = 2" =H Basing 
=th® sin 26. 
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These formule hold only when ké is small. Hence the 
following results are not applicable to cases where the velocity 

Bigot: 

A Je 

of drift is comparable with that of light. Further, we shail 
suppose & so small that it may be neglected in comparison 
with unity. In this case we write V* for V’—w? and 

_ 2bsin€ 

pare) 
b sin € 

| ~ sin (B—A)—3P. 2 
where R= (1— cos C) sin (C— 2a) 

=cos 2a when C=90°. 

The change in /sin€ will be of order & and may be 
neglected in comparison with it. So, too, the change in &R 
will be of order &* and may be neglected. There remains 
only the change in B—A. : 

In fig. 8, O,X, O,.Z denote the directions of the planes of 
the mirrors and O,Y that of the plate. XYZ 1s any line 
perpendicular to the direction of drift. Then to compute 
the deformation we have 

A=XO,Y= XO, L—YO,L, 

oA=6.X0,L—8. YO,L 

= thE {sin 2a—sin 2(a—A)}. 
So also 

SB= hE {sin 2(a—A) +sin 2(C—a)t; 
6(B—A) =$h&\sin 2(C—a) +2 sin 2(a ~ A) —sin 2a}. 
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If any fringes are to be seen at all, B— A must be exceedingly 
small. Hence in the small term multiplied by & we may put 
B=A, C=2A, Then it can be shown that 

6(B—A) = —kE*(1—cos C) sin (C—2a) = —kPR ; 

and, since cos (B—A)=1, 

~ sin (B—A)—(k+3)RE" 

Fig. 8. 

21. In Michelson and Morley’s experiment C=90°, 
k= cos 2a, 

ca b 
7= sin (B—A)—(k+4)& cos 2a 

Hence to annul the effect k should be —3, and consequently 
an expansion instead of a contraction is necessary. 

If now X denote the true coefficient of contraction due to 
drift k=)/cos I, and if the vertical component of drift pro- 
duce (owing to motion of source) no direct effect in displacing 
the fringe 

b 
“= sin (B—A) —(A/cos1+4)& cos 2a 

Observations at noon and at 6 P.M. give the direction of 
the projection of the total drift on the plane of the apparatus 
—that is, we have the projections of the same direction on 
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two known planes. These planes are the position of the 
horizontal at noon and the same plane turned 90° round the 
axis of the earth. Consequently the absolute direction of 
drift is determined, and the values of I for noon and 6 P.M. 
can be calculated—say [,, I,. 

The magnitudes of the shift of the fringes then give 

(\/cos 1,+3)?cos’I, and ()/cosI,+4)E’ cos’ L, 

where & is the ratio of total drift to velocity of light. Hence 
» and & can be separately determined. 

III. The Decomposition of Hydrogen Peroxide by Light, and 
the Electrical Discharging Action of this Decomposition. By 
R. F. D’Arcy, M.A.* 

(| Nee progress of knowledge o& the subject of the probable 
modes of development of electrical phenomena in the 

atmosphere during the last few years has been rapid. The 
difference in behaviour of positive and negative ions as 
nuclei of condensation, combined with the proved existence 
of ions as being normally present in the air, may be considered 
as establishing the precipitation theory of atmospheric 
electricity. 

The object of the present paper is to give an account of 
experiments which were undertaken with the view of investi- 
gating a chemical action to account for a possible origin of 
these charged particles. It may be stated that the view 
adopted is that such a possible action is the decomposition of 
hydrogen peroxide by lightt. The water formed by the 
decomposition being positively charged, and the oxygen 
(whatever its atomicity may be) being negatively charged. 

The formation of hydrogen peroxide in nature is a well 
recognized fact. The probable formation of hydrogen per- 
oxide by ultra-violet light in moist oxygen has been indicated 
by C. T. R. Wilson (Phil. Trans. 1899); the minute drops of 
hydrogen-peroxide solution being uncharged. The main 
ideas of the present paper are to suggest that hydrogen peroxide 
when split up yields two parts which are oppositely charged, 
and that in nature this splitting up may be brought about. 
by the action of light. | 

The experiments made were of two kinds. Some were 
made to investigate the conditions under which hydrogen 
peroxide is decomposed by light, as, although this effect has 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ The possible formation of ions by supersaturation has been con- 

sidered by C. T. R. Wilson, Phil. Trans. vol. exciii. A. 1900. 
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been very briefly described by Downes and Blunt*, the 
author has been unable to find any account of a more varied 
examination of this effect. The details of these experiments 
are given in the Appendix. The results would seem to he of 
some importance in considering any chemical action of 

_ hydrogen peroxide. The other experiments were undertaken 
to investigate whether a surface of hydrogen peroxide under- 
going this decomposition is capable of discharging electrifica- 
tion or not as compared with a water surface. Hxperiments 
were made with the surface both positively and negatively 
electrified. No clear indications were obtained in the case of 
positive electrification, so the experiments are not given ; 
but evidence in the case of negative electrification seems 
definite. 

Description of Experiments to show that a surface of Hydrogen 
Peroxide exposed to Sunshine in the open air loses a Negative 
charge of Hlectricity more rapidly than a Water surface. 
In these experiments a shallow dish containing H,O, or 

water was placed on an insulating support. Over the centre 
of the dish a horizontal piece of wire gauze permanently 

Hig. fT. 

al 

m is the dish ; ab, insulating stand ; gq, wire cage ; 
r, tin-coated box; p, wire gauze. 

connected to the earth was fixed, the whole being screened 
electrically by being surrounded with a wire cage and box 
coated with tinfoil. This part of the apparatus was arranged 
on a shelf outside a window on the south side of the house. 
The general arrangement is shown diagrammatically in fig. 1. 

* Nature,’ xx. p. 521, 
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The dish was connected by means of a wire s with one pair 
of quadrants of a quadrant-electrometer, the other quadrants 
being earthed. The needle had an independent positive 
charge. The following experiments required the instrument 
to be in a comparatively insensitive condition. . 

The only part of the apparatus of which a detailed descrip- 
tion need be given is the insulating stand. A vertical section 
of this, drawn to scale, is given in fig. 2. Here a is a disk 
ot varnished wood supported by bb an ebonite rod held in 

position by being cemented with sulphur c¢ to the base board 
d. let into the sulphur also are the drying-bottles 77 (of 
which there are four, all containing sulphuric acid), and the 
tall glass gas-jar g, which was cleaned so as to have a good 
insulating surface internally when dry, this jar being cemented 
on with melted sulphur. An ebonite disk 4 was sealed to the 
top of the jar through a hole in the centre of which the 
ebonite rod passed; this hole was about 6 mm. wider than 
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the ebonite rod, and so an annular air-space of about 3 mm. 
was left surrounding the ebonite rod at this part. The small 
ebonite plate & could be pushed down when the apparatus was 
not in use to close this space, and so to exclude dust and damp. 
The dish usedin the experiments described was a guttapercha 

photographic dish, measuring about 10 em. by 12 cm. The 
wire gauze was 6 cm. square. Its distance from the surface 
of the liquid was about one centimetre in the earlier experi- 
ments, about *8 cm. in those of August 17 & 19.  Lts position 
during each day was fixed throughout that day. 

In making an experiment a definite volume of water, 
generally 75 ¢.c., was placed in the dish. The dish and the 
quadrants connected with it were electrified by touching the 
wire s (fig. 1) witha wire connected to the negative pole of a 
water-battery (the positive pole being earthed). The touching 
wire was removed, leaving the dish charged—the deflexion noted 
(the fourth column in the tables), another reading taken in 
twenty minutes’ time (the fifth column in the tables). Many 
preliminary experiments seemed to show that this was a con- 
venient method of procedure, especially with the apparatus 
available. The sensitiveness of the electrometer remained 
sensibly constant for several days in these experiments, the 
needle requiring only asmall charge. A convenient deflexion 
could always be obtained by varying the number of cells 
used in the water-battery. An experiment with water would 
be followed generally by one with hydrogen peroxide, the 
same volume of this being used and all the arrangements 
being just the same; or sometimes two experiments conse- 
cutively were made with the same liquid. 

The difference of potential between the liquid and the wire 
gauze varied from 20 to 30 volts. The sensitiveness of the 
electrometer was found approximately by using a Clark’s cell. 

The experiments were made at the author’s house at 
Kessingland, on the coast of Suffolk. 

The results of all the experiments made with this apparatus 
between August 8 and August 19 are given in the Tables. 
These results are also plotted. An ordinate in each case 
shows the loss of electrification during an experiment, as 
given by the sixth column of the tables, made at the time of 
day given by the abscissa. The experiments with water are 
indicated thus x, those with H,O, @. 

In annotation of these results, it may be remarked that 
those on August 8, 9, 11, 17 are in agreement with the 
general statement that a surface of H,O, exposed to sunshine 
discharges negative electrification more rapidly than a water 
surface. rah 
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The irregularities of August 10 are to be accounted for by 
the changing weather conditions, The large loss with water 
in exp. vil. was with a wind blowing which did some damage 
in the way of blowing down tents, &c. Observations on days 
such as August 13 are useful for showing that the effect as 
observed in these experiments is not pronounced except in 
bright sunshine. 

The observations of August 19 have to be considered. 
The day was a very fine one. The dish on this day was very 
completely sheltered from the light north wind by the house. 
The explanation given by the author is that the liquid being 
kept in an unstirred condition, the decomposing molecules of 
H,O, were not brought to the surface in anything like as 
large numbers as on other days when the liquid was kept in 
a state of slight agitation by wind. The surface conditions 
may possibly affect the rate of discharge. Moreover, it must 
be borne in mind that the electric field in these experiments 
was very weak. 

The effect observed seemed quite independent of the forma- 
tion of bubbles of oxygen. 

In some of these experiments, the partial decomposition of 
a dilute solution of hydrogen peroxide in a flask and exposed 
to sunshine for two and a half hours, was used as a con- 
venient ‘sunshine recorder” during the electrical experi- 
ments. The relative values of the decomposition on August 
11, 13, 17, and 19 being 90, 65, 85, 65 ; numbers which 
indicate that the days on which the radiation is most effective 
in decomposing H,O, are also the days on which the dis- 
charging action is most pronounced. 

If the origin of the positive and negative ions in the air is 
due to the decomposition of H,O.,—this substance being itself 
formed by the interaction of water and free atmospheric 
oxygen,—it would seem that the phenomena of atmospheric 
electricity may be traced to the action of plants, if the view 
is correct that the free oxygen of the atmosphere is to be 
attributed to the action of plants (Stevenson, Phil. Mag. 
September & October 1900). 

These experiments possibly raise the question whether some 
of the experiments which have been described on the action 
of light, especially ultra-violet light, in discharging negative 
electrification may not be due to a moisture-film containing 
some H,Q, being constantly formed and decomposed. Would 
all these experiments give the same results if the surrounding 
dielectric was dry nitrogen instead of atmospheric air ? 

Perhaps the results of some observers on the alleged loss 
of electrification in the evaporation of water (in air) might 
possibly be similarly explained. 

— a eo ee ea ee ee a ee ae eer 
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Liquid. 

H,0,(a)| 19 30 
H,0,(a)| 10 52 

11 21 

Electrometer 
Defiexions. 

Initial.| Final. 

235 164 
287 182 
284 | 187) 
286 190 
287 184 
288 | 181 | 

271 182 
272 194 
277 190 
272 189 
278 | 205 
276 210 
277 189 

272 | 189 | 
260 193 
266 198 
274 207 
273 219 
278 194 

272 170 
267 164 
267 161 
273 184 

274 184 
274 167 | 
275 155 
272 130 | 

274 209 
275 | 184 | 
275 88 
274 185 
275 197 
275 82 
273 174 
260 72 | 

271 185 
275 193 

274 187 
274 196 
276 190 
273 212 
270 43 

Loss. Weather Notes. 

) 
| S.W. breeze. Bright sunshine, 

9¢ | ; though sun occasionally obscured 
| by passing clouds. 

) 

(02) Ne) 

66 | | Calm to slight S. breeze. 
88 | } Continuous bright 
83 sunshine, 
67* 
68 
67 | | 
54 || * A rapid loss at first was 
84 |) noticed in this experiment. 

102 |) .Wind S.E. slight. Sky overcast 
103 with thin clouds. No bright sun- 
106 shine, but fairly continuous feeble 
89 sunshine, sufficient to cast definite 

shadows. 
90 Weather conditions seemed 

107 | f strictly comparable. 
120 \ Wind freshening to a stiff breeze. 
142 | { Some bright sunshine. 

65 | \ 
91 | 

187 |! Bright sunshine, 
78 + §.S.H. breeze, freshening as 

193 | day went on. 

99 | | 
188 | ) 

86 Wind W. backing to S., 
82 | f overcast. 

87 
78 
86 S.E. breeze, 
61 bright sunshine. 

(a) 75c.c. of a “ 20-vol.” H,O,. (6) 75c.c. of afresh supply of “ 20-vol. puriss.” H,O., 
(c) Another 75 c.c. of the same H,O,,. 



ewe 
} VIL. 

(d) Consisted of (c) made up to 80 e.c. in test-mixer with water. 
40 c.c. water. (f) 80 c.c. of the 20-vol. H,O, from same stock as used August 14& 17. 

Time 
] Pa of 

| Liquid. ee 

ing. 

[re tal 
Water. 10 19 
H,O0,(d 10 538 
Water.) 11 31 
H,0,(d) 12 0 
Water. 12 35 

Water. 10 11 
H,O, (e) 10 41 
lal, 08 (e) 11 16 
Wares P52 
H30;(0/)) 12°26 
1gL -0.( f). 12 57 
Water. 1 28 

| 
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267 
264 
267 
267 
266 

280 
281 
278 
280 
280 
279 
273 

Electrometer 
Defiexious. 

Initial.| Final. 

223 
119 
222 
46 

223 

216 
222 
230 
227 
227 
225 
216 

Less. 

57 |) 

\ 

| 

Weather Notes. 

Light S. breeze. 
Bright but thin clouds 

occasionally partially 
obscuring sun. 

Very light N.N.E. breeze. 
A very fine day, 

continuous sunshine. 

(e) 40 c.c. H,O,, 

In experiments August 8 to August 14, “75 c.c. of water used ; August 17 and 
August 19, 80 e.c. 
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APPENDIX. 

On the Decomposition of Hydrogen Perowide by Light. 

The following is a brief record of experiments made on this 
subject. In those made between April 1 and June 20, the 
H,O, solutions were in open dishes; the conditions of the 
solutions exposed to sunshine being much the same as in the 
electrical experiments. The inability of the author to find 
any account of this decomposition led him to make the flask 
and other experiments recorded. The instability of H,O,, 
even in dilute solutions, when exposed to light would seem 
to be a property which should always be considered in any 
experiments with it, 
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Experiments on the Action of Light on H,O, Solutions :— 

April 1.—25 e.c. H,O, [‘20-vol. puriss.”] diluted to 250 c.c. 
100 c.c. of this solution exposed to sunshine in a dish from 
Sam. to 4 p.m. On April 2, 50 c.c. water added and dish 
exposed from 9 a.m. to 5 P.M. 

100 c.c. of same solution kept in dish in laboratory. 
The contents of the dishes, on analysis with KMnO,, showed that 

the ratio of H,O, in unexposed dish to that in the exposed dish was 

415 : 288. 

April 4.10 ¢.c. H,O, diluted to 250 c¢.c. 
100 c.c. of this exposed on April 4 and 5 to sunshine. 
100 ¢.c. of this in dish in laboratory. 

The temperature of the solutions in each constantly observed; in 
some cases temperature of exposed dish lower than other. Extreme 
variations not more than 3 degrees. Average temperature did 
not differ by more than a degree. 

Analysis of contents showed ratio of H,O, in unexposed dish to 
EO: in exposed dish 159 : 125. 

April 9.—10 ¢.c. H,O, diluted to 250 e.c. 
100 c.c. exposed in dish April 9, 8 a.m. to 3.40 p.m. April 10, 

7.45 am.to6p.m. 25 c.c. water being added. 
100 ¢.c. in dish in laboratory in large water-bath kept at a 

temperature 2-5 degrees higher than the exposed dish. 
H,O, in unexposed but warmed dish: H,O, in exposed dish 

159 2121: 

April 12 to April 16.—A similar experiment to the last one gave 

144; 121, 

June 16.—40 ec. H,O, [* 20-vol. puriss.,” but containing free 
ASO), namely. "000011 grm. acid hydrogen per litre] 
diluted to 1000 c.c. 

(2) 100c.c. of this diluted with another 100 c.c. of water and 
exposed in dish to available sunshine between June 
16—June 20, but kept diluted by successive additions 
of water. 

(6) 100 c.c. of this solution exposed between June 16—June 
20 as above, but without dilution. 

(c) 100 c.c. of this in dish, covered with a thin glass plate, 
but exposed to sunshine, June 16—June 20, as above. 

(2) 100 cc. of this put in a basin in desiccator over strong 
sulphuric acid and keptin the dark June 16—July 15, 
when its volume was found to be 62 c.c. 

H,0, in 100 ce. of this solution : H,O, in (a): H,O 
‘in (6): H,O, in (¢) : H,0, in (d) :— 

164 : 85 ; (> 103); 142, 
EK 2 
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June 20.—100 c.c. of the same H,O, solution put in each of fee 
flasks, labelled A and B, both being well corked. 

A exposed to available sunshine on June 21, 22, 24, 25, 27. 
B flask in laboratory. 
Analysis of contents showed that H,O, in B: H,O,in A 

146 : 35, 

June 27.—Fresh lots of solution put in flasks. Sensitive and com- 
pared thermometers in each. 

A kept in the laboratory in the dark in a water-bath at a 
temperature above that of B—which was exposed to available 
sunshine. A always 5-2 degrees higher than B. B exposed 
to available sunshine June 27—July 13, when contents. 
analysed. 

HO ana: EO B10 de 

In this experiment the average temperature of A was undoubtedly 
higher than B. Moreover, A was subjected to a considerably 
higher temperature (20 degrees or so) on two occasions during the 
period than was ever reached by B. 

Caius Ae Cambridge. 

IV. vee “ac Constant of ee 
By Witt G. Horme.y*. 

HE following paper presents some experiments in which, 
_ by means of a modified form of the Blondlot oscillator, 

the dielectric constants of four commercially different paraftins 
were obtained for 40-, 60-, and 80-centimetre waves. The 
paper also contains an investigation of the relative velocities of 
80-centimetre waves along magnetic and non-magnetic wires 
of different diameters. And, finally, there is given in the 
table by way of comparison the light-index of refraction of 
the different paraffins for the D, line as obtained by means 
of the Abbe Refractometer. 

Figuee ie 

Apparatus. 

Fig. 1 is a diagram of the connexions made to the various 
pieces of apparatus used in the experiment. The terminals 

* Communicated by Prof. J. Trowbridge. 
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a and b are connected to a commercial line delivering an 
alternating current with a pressure of 52 volts. The 
resistance R is used to regulate the quantity of current 
flowing through the circuit. Tis a transformer whose primary 
of about 200 turns is wound around a core of soft iron wire. 
The secondary of the coil contains about 2000 turns. C isa 
battery of four leyden-jars each having a capacity of 5900 
electrostatic units. T, is a Tesla coil made after the formula 
given by Tesla, and is capable when fed to its full capacity of 
giving a ten-inch spark. In all the following experiments a 
current of about 7 amperes was taken from the commercial 
line, which would give in the Tesla coil a spark of not more 
than 38cm. Gisa spark-gap consisting of two small iridium* 
cylinders inserted in 3-in. brass spheres. The length of the 
spark-gap can be nicely adjusted by means of a screw-thread 
on the axle of one of the spheres. 

The constancy of the spark at this gap is of the greatest 
importance in securing the best possible results from the 
oscillator. A rapidly-rotating disk presenting projections to 
the opposite terminal of the gap gave very indifferent results. 
Zine balls, polished brass balls, and brass balls with platinum 
terminals, inserted after the fashion of the iridium cylinders, 
were used, but none of these gave the constancy secured 
through the use of the iridium. Platinum terminals gave 
the next best results, but on account of their rapid deteriora- 
tion they required almost constant attention in order to keep 
their surfaces well polished. The iridium gap needs no 
attention except for occasional adjustment of length. 

The secondary terminals of the Tesla coil are joined to the 
primary terminals H’E (fig. 2, p. 54) of theBlondlot oscillator. 
The remaining portion of fig. 1 is shown in detail in fig. 3. 

The Blondlot oscillator (fig. 2) is the modified form used 
by W. D. Coolidget. Some additions, however, have been 
made in order to bring the adjustments more completely 
under the control of the observer. 
The two semicircles composing the primary coil are firmly 

fastened to two hard rubber uprights which are pivoted on the 
crossbar L. The screw D regulates the spark-gap m. <A 
spiral spring, not shown in the figure, wound round D, 
keeps the two uprights separated. The wire H’ is passed 
through a thick-walled glass tube, and is inserted in one of 
the ball-terminals of the primary. The other wire E forms 
a spark-gap at &, which is regulated by the screw G. The 

* G. W. Pierce, American Journal of Science, vol. ix. p. 256. 
+ Annalen der Physik, \xvii. p. 578 (1899). 
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glass tubes are held in place by pressure-screws not shown in 
the figure. This framework, holding the primary, is placed 
ina 4x5 in. glass jar. Immediately under the primary a 

ye 

Figure 2. 

secondary of the same diameter is placed, and its terminals 
are led out through two corks inserted in the side of the jar 
(fig. 3). This coil is firmly held in position by three rubber 
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Figure 3. 

posts sent up from a rubber plate placed in the bottom of the 
jar. A mica plate is placed between the primary and secondary, 
the distance between which is regulated by the screw A 
(tig. 2). The screw-clamp F (fig. 3) holds the framework 
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of the primary rigidly in place. When the coils are in use 
the jar is filled with kerosene. 

The first bridge B, (fig. 3) rests in a groove in the rubber 
support. It is 30 mm. long, 1 mm. thick, and 3 mm. wide. 
It has two holes in which to receive the ends of the secondary, 
and these, when in place, are soldered to the bridge. Two 
grooves symmetrically placed are filed on top of the bridge, 
1°8 cm. apart. The Lecher wires L rest in these grooves 
and are clamped firmly to the bridge by means of the top of 
the rubber support, which is furnished with two strong brass 
screws. The other ends of the Lecher wires 1°8 cm. apart 
are clamped ina second rubber support. The supports, about 
150 em. apart, are strong enough to allow a tension of several 
pounds on the wires. Unless otherwise designated, the 
Lecher wires are made of no. 18 copper wire. 

The second.and movable bridge B, is a brass wire 1 mm. in 
diameter and 4 cm. long. The post holding the bridge works 
in a socket containing a spring which presses the bridge 
against the two wires. The base of the bridge-holder has an 
index extending over a metre-rod, thus indicating the position 
of the bridge. ! 

P is a Pliicker argon tube, mounted in such a way that it 
may be moved at will along the three mutually perpendicular 
directions. Tubes filled with other gases were tried, but 
none of these glowed with such brilliancy. Professors John 
Trowbridge and ‘J’. W. Richards* have called attention to 
the unusual sensitiveness of an argon tube to oscillating dis- 
charges. In order to observe the glow of the tube to the 
best advantage, it is necessary to work in a darkened room. 

Some Preliminary Experiments. 

(a) Determination of the Line Constants. 

In this adjustment of the oscillator the primary was made 
of copper wire 2 mm. in diameter, and was furnished with 
discharging balls 4 mm. in diameter. The diameter of the 
coil was 4cem. The total length of the secondary, including 
the leading-out wires to the first bridge, was about 25 cm. 
In every case the secondary is made of no. 18 copper wire. 
The wave-length given out by such a combination when 
the primary was °3 mm. from the secondary was 61°33 cm. 
In order to determine the exact wave-length one may pro- 
ceed as follows :—Place the argon tube under the wires, in 
contact with them, and about 14 cm. from the first bridge. 
Slide the movable bridge along the wires until the first 

* American Journal of Science, vol. cliii. p. 19 (1897). 
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position of maximum glow is reached ; this will be 27°80 cm. 
from the first bridge. When the bridge is in the proper 
position, the maximum glow of the tube may be easily noted 
from the extension of the glow into the sealing-off tube. 

Coolidge * found it necessary to connect the first bridge 
with the earth in order to lead off the irregular vibrations 
of the oscillator which otherwise masked the position of the 
node of the fundamental wave. 

I have not found this necessary, however, and attribute it 
largely to the accurately symmetrical arrangement of the 
primary and secondary. 

Table I. contains a set of readings which were taken for 
the determination of the line constants. In this, as in all 
other cases, ten readings were taken in locating the position 
of a node. The average of two or three such groups for the 
same node never varied beyond 4 of 1 per cent. 

Taste I. 

2nd Node 
Ist Node. 2nd Node. |with balance-| 3rd Node. |. 4th Node. 

tube. 

centim. centim. centim. centim. centim. 
27°65 58°85 58:15 89°25 120°75 
27°65 58:95 58:00 89°55 120°45 
27°80 59°15 58°30 89°50 120°65 
27-75 58°75 58:00 89°50 120°55 
27°80 59:00 58°20 89°25 121-00 
27°80 58°80 58°20 89-60 120°80 
27°90 59°15 58°35 89°55 120°80 
27°70 59°15 58:15 89:40 120°50 
28:00 - 58°60 58:10 89°55 120°30 
27°95 59:00 58:00 89°75 120:50 

27°80 58°94 58:14 89°49 120°60 

The readings for the nodes most distant from the first 
bridge are not so concordant, but the percentage of error is 
no greater. Generally a careful adjustment of the three 
spark-gaps will lead to a more brilliant and a more constant 
glow of the tube. Frequently, for various reasons, the tube 
will cease to glow in the dark. If on these occasions white 
light from an incandescent lamp or a lighted match be per- 
mitted to fall on the tube, it will instantly begin to glow. 
This is no doubt “ the effect of ultra-violet light upon the 

* Annalen der Physik, \xvii. p. 582 (1899). 
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electric discharge ” which Hertz* has so thoroughly in- 
vestigated. 

Positive and negative surgings start at the middle of the 
first bridge and meet in opposite phases at the middle of 
the second bridge, thus forming, according to Hertz, potential 
loops at points midway between the two bridges and potential 
nodes at the middle of the bridges. The distance between 
the middle points of the bridges is a half wave-length, the 
value of which can be found by adding the distance between 
the two wires to the scale-reading. It is doubtful just what 
this bridge correction ought to be, but .the determination of 
the wave-length by another method (given later) seems to 
confirm the above correction. 

This half-wave is not the length of a free half-wave along 
the wires. The presence of the tube has added capacity to 
the wires and thereby shortened the wave. The tube correction 
must therefore be determined. To do this find the position 
of the second node. The table shows this to be 58°94 cm. 
Now place a tube, which we shall call the balance-tube, in 
contact with the wires at the middle of the second potential 
loop. The wave is now shortened by an amount which is 
equal to the tube effect. The balance-tube ought to be of the 
same diameter as ‘the argon tube, but its length is not 
essential provided it extends beyond the two wires. The 
balance-tabe as well as the argon tube ought to be within at 
most 13 cm. of the middle of the loop, otherwise the capacity 
effect is lessened. One-half of this last reading (7. e. the dis- 
tance between the first bridge and the second node) will give 
what may be called the half tube-wave, in which one node rests 
on the wires and the other rests on the centre of the bridge. 
We shall call the former the wire node, and the latter the 
bridge node. The balance-tube may now be removed and the 
third and fourth nodes located, leaving the argon tube at the 
first potential loop, though as far as the position of the nodes 
is concerned the tube may be placed at any other potential 
loop. If we add the tube effect to the average reading in the 
second column, and also the distance between the two wires, 
we shall get what may be called a wave-length in air. (To 
this is added also a scale-correction of 3mm.) This is in 
fact the length of a free wave along the wires, but since the 
experiments of Sarasin and De La Rive have + shown that 
the velocity of a rapidly oscillating electrical disturbance 
along a wire is the same as that in air, we have good authority 
for calling the above the wave-length in air. 

* «Electric Waves,’ p. 63. 
+ Archives des Sciences et Naturelles Genéve, 1890, t. xxiii. p. 113. 
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The same quantity may be secured by subtracting the first 
reading from the third and the second from the fourth. 

Summary of the Line Constants, 

(1) 58°94—58'14=°80 cm.=tube effect. 

(2) i = 29°22 cm.=1/2 tube wave. 

(3) 58:°94+4+°3+°804 1°80=61°84 cm.= wave-length in air. 
(4) 89°-49—27°80... =61°69 cm.= a 4 
(5)120°61—58°94 ... =0 HGiuem.c . % 

61°73 cm.= average wave- 
length in air. 

It will be seen that the wave-length in air determined by 
the first method (8).is very approximately the same as that 
secured by the second method (4) and (5). 

(b) Determination of the Dependence of the Wave-length 
upon the Distance between the Primary and the 
Secondary Coils. 

In this experiment the coils were 5 cm. in diameter. The 
primary semicircles were made of 3 mm. wire, and had dis- 
charging balls 5 mm. in diameter. The pitch of the screw 
controlling the primary was 1:27 mm. The primary was 
removed and replaced a number of times in order to test the 
accuracy with which the relative positions of the coils could 
be reproduced. In all the cases the agreement of the wave- 
lengths was very satisfactory. 

TABLE II. 

Distance between eis) 
centres of coils. Wave-length. 

2°84 millim. 89-80 millim. 

BPI k em 87-25, 

346, 84°80 __,, 

SPT ees 3 80:20 __,, 

4:08 ” 76°10 45 

oot es TOG ie 

£69 >, Tila) ay 

* 7 ¥ ” fh wu pa, aL 4 i- aay min = 

ee ee ee ee rp ee ee eee —— 
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Table II. shows the results of this experiment. It will be 
observed that as the distance between the coils increases the 
wave-length decreases, showing that a decrease in the capacity 
and mutual induction of the system decreases the period of 
oscillation. 

(c) Determination of the Relative Velocities of Electrical 
Waves along Magnetic and Non-Magnetic Wires of 
Different Diameters. 

In this experiment the coils were 5 cm. in diameter, and 
the length of the secondary was 48:5 cm. The coils were 
kept at the same distance, and the Lecher wires were changed. 

TaBue III. 

| s diene Diameter of Corrected 
| a TS Wire. Wave-length. 

millim. centim. 
12 0 0 | 1:00 81°52 

i re 2°00 80°84 
ee 3°40 80°80 

“I laa apart 1:00 81-70 
- cil Nee aR RON, 1:25 81°56 
+ Rie eee 1:80 80°36 
_ Sa tere 2°60 80°86 

COP GCN... so.2. 5050. 1:00 81:08 
MAGE oo Seca ccntasce 0°93 80:90 | 
German-silver...... 1:00 80°88 
2 eee 1:00 81-10 

Copper 
Se audaiy Me caie ie 1:00 79:26 | 

Tron | 

Secondary ......... 1-00 79°44 | 

Table III. shows the final results. The last two sets of 
readings show the comparison of waves produced when the 
Lecher wires were kept constant and the secondary of the 
Blondlot oscillator changed. In the first case the secondary 
was made of copper wire, and in the second it was made of 
iron. Great care was taken to make the two secondaries of 
the same size and shape, and to keep the primary and 
secondary the same distance apart in both cases. 

Allowing less than 1 per cent. for error of observation, 
it is readily seen that the wave-lengths for different kinds of 
wires are practically the same. One concludes from these 
observations that conductors offer no resistance to the passage 
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of short electrical waves, and that the magnetization of iron 
is not able to follow oscillations as high as 800,000,000 per 
second. These conclusions agree with those of Hertz * and 
Lodge t. But St. John { found a difference of wave-length 
in iron and copper of from 13 to 3 per cent. This difference, 
however, was for oscillations of 115,000,000 reversals per 
second. 

Dielectric Constant of Paraffin. 

Maxwell has shown theoretically that the dielectric con- 
stant of a substance is equal to the square of the index of 
refraction. The index of refraction of a given substance 
for electrical waves, as well as for light waves, is the ratio 
of their relative velocities in air and in the given substance. 
But since the ratio of the velocity is equal to the ratio of the 
wave-lengths, we have 

where A, = the wave-length of a given electrical disturbance 
in alr; 

As = the wave-length of the same electrical disturbance 
in the given substance ; 

# = index of refraction ; 
K=dielectric constant. 

The Blondlot oscillator offers a unique and very satisfactory 
means of measuring the wave-length in air and in the given 
substance. ‘This means is satisfactory, because one is able to 
keep the oscillator in a constant condition, thus making the 
wave-length in air a constant for a given combination. The 
method of securing the wave-length in air has been described, 
and it now remains to indicate the way in which the wave- 
length in paraffin may be obtained. 

Let us suppose that the oscillator is adjusted for a half 
wave-length of about 40 cm. Take a block of paraffin 40 cm. 
long, 6 cm. wide, and 8 cm. thick. It can be readily sawed 
from a commercial cake by means of a table rip-saw. With 
this same saw make two grooves 1°8 cm. apart and half-way 
through one side. Bring the block up under the two Lecher 
wires, making them lie in the grooves and placing the end of 
the block against the support of the first bridge. Using a 
hot iron and a piece of paraffin, run the melted wax into the 

* ‘ Electric Waves,’ p. 113. 
+ ‘Modern Views of Electricity,’ p. 101 (1889). 
t Proceedings of American Academy, p. 218 (1894). 
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grooves, thus making a solid column around the wires. 
Place the argon tube between the free end of the column of 
wax and the movable bridge. When the oscillator is in action 
and the tube located, it will be noticed that the distance 
between the end of the column and the bridge is less than the 
half tube-wave. The column may now be cut off piece by 
piece until the wire node of the half tube-wave rests on the 
end of the column. The length of the column, plus half the 
distance between the Lecher wires (‘9 em.), is very approxi- 
mately the half wave-length in paraffin. In the actual 
experiment the length of this column was 26°4 cm. And if 
to this we add °9 em., we shall get 27°3 cm. as the approximate 
wave-length. If the base of the apparatus be long enough 
for three half-waves, a column of paraffin 85 or 90 cm. long 
ought to be moulded. For this purpose a box was prepared 
90 cm. long, 8 cm. wide, and 8 cm. deep, and was lined 
with tinfoil. It was put together with screws, so that it 
could be easily taken apart. By a suitable contrivance, two. 
copper wires 1°8 cm. apart could be stretched through the 
middle of the box and made long enough to be fastened in 
the two supports of the base. The melted paraffin was poured 
into the box and allowed to cool partially. Then a closely- 
fitting top was placed on the paraffin and the whole subjected 
to a pressure brought into play by three iron clamps. A 
gauge inserted in the side of the box recorded the pressure. 
All this was necessary in order to secure columns uniformly 
dense and free from air-holes. Having a column thus 
suitably prepared, one must decide two questions before a 
final determination of the dielectric constant is made. 

1st. How much beyond a node may the end of the paraftin 
column rest without changing the position of the second 
bridge ? 

2nd. How large in area must the section of the column be 
in order to include the whole of the effective field surrounding 
the Lecher wires ? 

The first question can be quickly answered. Fasten the 
moulded column between the two supports, making one end 
rest against the first support. It will be about 3 mm. from the 
first bridge, since the bridge rests in a groove 3 mm. from 
the outer surface. Putting the argon tube and the movable 
bridge beyond the column of paraffin and locating the first 
external node (the fourth from the first bridge), it will be 
found that a node (the third) will rest in the column 6 or 8 cm. 
from the end. Saw off a 2 cm. slab from the end of the column 
and again locate the node. Continue this until the wire node of 
the half tube-wave rests upon the end of the column, Frequent 
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experiments have shown that if the column be as much as 
1-5 em. too long or too short, the position of the fourth node 
is not affected. The conclusion, therefore, is that no error 
will be made if the column of paraffin be 1:5 cm. too long or 
too short, or the end be not against the first bridge, This 
fact makes it very convenient when using the same column 
for different wave-lengths. 

This same column of proper length may be used to answer 
the second question, After the position of the fourth node 
has been determined, the column may be removed, and by 
means of the table-saw the section reduced to one 6 x 8 cm. 
The process of locating the node and reducing the section 
may be continued until the column is too thin to allow further 
reduction. 

Table IV. shows the result of this experiment. From it we 
learn that the effective field, as far as it can be determined by 
means of an argon tube, certainly lies within a column whose 
cross section is 5x7 cm. By a comparison of the values in 
the fifth column with those in the first, we find that the effect 
on the half-wave varies approximately inversely as the square 
of the distance of the wires from the outer surface. 

TasLe LV. 

| ee 
Size of Area of Position of | eee ae poe if 
Column.  |Cross-section. Node. | ~ SS mC ea 

| ode. ‘Wave-length. 

em. | sq. em. em. em. em. 
| XB | 56 120°34 
| 6x8 48 120-20 

Df | 35 120°35 
4x6 24 120:28 
ax5 15 120°83 5 2 
2x4 8 123-60 32 | 1-1 

15x35 52 126°68 6:4 |. 2°3 
Li ielises 3 131-14 11:8 4-4 

Four specimens of the paraffin were secured from a 
wholesale dealer. They were known as numbers 120, 125, 
130, and 135, their numbers representing their melting-point 
on the Fahrenheit scale. Two columns of each kind were 
prepared and the melting-point on the Centigrade scale noted. 
The density was determined from four different specimens of 
each column. The total pressure to which the paraffin was 
subjected when in the mould was 2140 lbs.. or 7 lbs. per sq, in. 
Moulding the columns under pressure was the only way in 
which masses of this size could be secured of anything like 
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uniform density. The dielectric constant of a column moulded 
without pressure differed as much as 3 per cent. from that 
of a column of the same kind of paraffin moulded under 
pressure. 

In Table VI. (p. 65) will be found the dielectric constant 
of two kinds of oil, a paraffin oil and a “‘ transformer-oil.”’ This 
grade of paraffin oil is sometimes used for transformers; but the 
so-called “ transformer-oil”’ is said by the wholesale dealers 
to be the best oil procurable for transformer work. In order 
to make the necessary measurements with these oils, a tele- 
scoping box was made and lined with tinfoil. The ends were 
constructed of thin rubber plates, and through them the 
Lecher wires were stretched. When the nodes rested on or 
near the rubber ends, the wave-length in air was not changed 
by the pressure of the box. The box was fiiled with oil, and 
the length adjusted until the outer end rested on the third 
node. ‘The box was also filled with melted paraffin, and the 
temperature effect on the position of the node was noted. 

Table V. shows how the index of refraction, and therefore 
the dielectric constant, increased as the temperature decreased. 
It is very probable that the change of the dielectric constant 
can be accounted for on the ground of the change in density. 
The densities at 79° C. and 18° C. are given in the table. 

TABLE V. 

=e | Index of Dielectric E 
ore | Refraction. Constant. PEA 

Tone rey: 
79 | 144(7) 2°09 (5) ‘764 

mw. L456) 2-12, (5) 
65 1-46 (3) 2°14 (0) 

Or yh hy en Gh) 2°16 (3) 

53°7 1°47 (5) 2°17 (6) 

18 1-48 (2) | 2°19 (8) 908 

In order to illustrate the method by which the dielectric 
constant of each column for each wave-length was determined, 
I have selected a set of readings at random. They are the 
data secured for column 1 of the no. 120 paraffin. 

Diameter of primary ............ 3°00 cm. 
Length of wave inair ......... 40°85 ,, 
Length of tube-wave ............ 39°24 ,, 
Length of column ................ so" JO". 
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Position of Fourth Node. 

First Set of Readings. . Second Set of Readings. 
1625 ip? ita leg ea RR A) i 122°10 
EE cag! sae ca Vanes eee 121-60 
ZZ ea eicavey shees Geek Se Ree Ry Re 122-30 
PZZ- OO RIOT. cot Sanita hae Mee 121-70 
MEDIO (ENE RE OR REP Ree eae 122°30 
DANES) 40. 0 2 RR Oe A ek 122-00 
L2G Ow 43 a Ree ree ere Ne 122°05 
T2205 (thio Deere Dat 122°30 
AAO biart col.ye) peariperh te dal nerae ae 121-80 
Tein fave hearers See eeeNS ap pease, & 122:50 

DA OOD use: bet) Pra etree. kode mies 122:07 

122-07 
121-99 

122-03 
39°24 

82:79 =scale-reading for position of node. 
30 =scale-correction. 
‘90 =bridge-correction. 

3) 83:99 
27-99=length of half-wave in paraffin. 

40°85 
Slit eae = 1°46 ili 5 

o799 0" O 
(40°85? 

By a very simple device the primary of the oscillator was 
replaced by one 4 cm. in diameter, and under this was placed 
a secondary of corresponding diameter. With this com- 
bination the half-wave in air was 30°66 cm. With a 3 cm. 
primary the half-wave in air was 20°85 cm. By a happy 
coincidence, which was not altogether fortuitous, the columns 
were long enough to contain within the limit of error three 
half-waves of the 5-cm. primary, four half-waves of the 4-cm. 
primary, and six half-waves of the 3-cm. primary. 

Table VI. exhibits a comparison of the melting-points, 
densities, indices of refraction, and dielectric constants of the 
paraffins and the two kinds of oils for the three different 
wave-lengths. The dielectric constant of the oils, however, 
was determined for only one wave-length. In the last two 
columns will be found the light-index of refraction for the 
D, line and the corresponding dielectric constant. A com- 
parison of the dielectric constants for any given substance 

= K=213(0). 
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will reveal the fact that in every case there is a gradual 
increase as the wave-length decreases, even including the 
light-wave. These results certainly indicate the analogous 
behaviour of electrical and light waves. A comparison of 
the dielectric constants of the different paraffins shows that 
these constants increase with the melting-point. From these 
experiments it seems necessary, therefore, in tabulating the 
dielectric constant of paraffin to give its density, its melting- 
point, and the wave-length for which the constant was ob- 
tained. The third decimal place is bracketed because the 
accuracy of measurements does not warrant its unqualified 
use, and yet the quantities of which the tabulated numbers 
are the average are of such uniformity that some credence 
must be given to this third place. 

Light-Indew of Refraction. 
The light-index of refraction was obtained by means of an 

Abbe * refractometer. This is constructed upon the principle 
of total reflexion, and is graduated to read directly the index 
of refraction of the D, line of any transparent liquid or solid 
which can be placed between its prisms. Films of paraffin 
were easily procured by floating bits of wax on hot water 
and allowing the melted wax to solidify. In order to ensure 
close contact, both the film and the prisms were gently heated 
before the wax was placed between the prisms. The refracto- 
meter gave data also from which by means of a table one could 
calculate the dispersion-factor between the D, and the F 
lines. 

Having the index of refraction for two lines in the spectrum, 
one may apply Cauchy’s formula, and thus obtain the index 
for infinitely long waves. When the constants A and B of 
this formula are eliminated it takes, according to Gordon f. the 
following form :— 

_ BM ry 
fa=0 = x2 v2 ) 

where #,=~ =index of refraction for infinitely long?waves, 

Pood a 2 ” a given long wave, 

fa ee > ‘ a shorter wave, 

r and A; represent the corresponding wave-lengths. 

* Physikalischer Praktikum, Wiedemann-Ebert. 
+ Phil. Trans. pt. 1. p. 441 (1879). 
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Tape VII. 

p, for | py for H, for u,' for pt,’ for | Hy for 
A=81°64 em. | A=41°64 cm. A=. D, line. F line. N=). 

1-46 (2) 1-48(8) | 1-451) |  1:5380 15567 | 1498 

1:47 (8) 1:50 (4) 1-46 (2) 15430 15589 1:509 

1:48 (3) 1:50 (2) 1:47 (7) 15505 1°5665 1:513 

1:49 (0) 1:51 (2) 1:48 (5) 1°5523 15684 1:519 

Table VII. shows the results obtained from the application 
of this formula to the light-indices, and also to the electrical 
indices. The vaiues of the sixth column should agree with 
those of the third. They should at least be less than the 
index found for the longest wave. This formula does not 
appear to fit the experimental facts. 

Conclusions. 

1. For reversals as high as 800,000,000 per second the 
velocity of electrical disturbances along magnetic and non- 
magnetic wires of different diameters is the same, thus showing 
that the magnetic properties of iron are not able to follow such 
rapid changes. 

2. The effective field around the Lecher wires, as far as it 
can be detected by means of an argon tube, does not extend 
more than 3 cm. from the wires; and the effect on the half- 
wave within this region varies approximately inversely as the 
square of the distance from the wires. 

3. The dielectric constant of a given paraffin increases with 
the density of the paraffin. It increases rapidly from a tem- 
perature 20° above the melting-point to a temperature 30° 
below the melting-point. Among different paraffins the 
dielectric constant increases as the melting-point of the 
paraffin increases. 

4. The dielectric constant increases as the wave-length 
decreases. Itis greater for short light-waves than it is for 
short electrical waves. Cauchy’s formula as a means of 
obtaining the index of refraction for infinitely long waves 
does not meet the experimental facts. 

Jefferson Physical Laboratory, 
Harvard University, Cambridge, U.S. 
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V. Absorption of Réntgen Rays by Aqueous Solutions. By 
R. K. McCiune, W.A., Demonstrator in Physics, and 
D. McIntosu, 1.4., Demonstrator in Chemistry, McGill 
University*. 

(| (pe question of the absorption of Rontgen rays by 
different substances is one which has occupied the 

attention of various investigators since the publication of 
Rontgen’s first paper. The permeability of various salts, 
both in the solid form and in solution, has been studied 
to some extent. The method employed by those who have 
paid the most attention to this subject, up to the present 
time, has been a photographic onef. This consisted, in 
general, in allowing the Rontgen rays to fall upon a photo- 
graphic plate, after having passed through the substance to 
be investigated, and then comparing the impression made on 
the plate when different substances were interposed in the 
path of the rays. A comparison of the intensities of these 
photographs was in general used to obtain a comparison of the 
permeability of the substances in question. 

The most careful investigation of liquids, up to the present 
time, by this photographic method, has been that conducted 
by Lord Blythswood and Dr. Marchant (Proc. Roy. Soe. 
vol. Ixv. 1899), who, after obtaining photographs, measured 
the intensity by a special form of photometer. However, as 
we believed that this method could be replaced by a more 
accurate and convenient one, we undertook to investigate the 
question by an electrical method, which admits of more rapid 
measurements and definite quantitative comparisons. 

Various objections may be raised to the photographic 
method. In the first place, it is almost impossible to obtain 
photographic plates in which the films are exactly the same 
thickness on every portion of the plate. Therefore, if rays of 
the same intensity fall upon different portions of a plate, 
it would not necessarily be darkened to the same extent. 
The intensity of an X-ray photograph would depend then not 
only upon the intensity of the rays, but also upon the film. 
Besides this, even though the film might be quite homo- 
geneous, the intensity of the photograph would depend upon 

* Communicated by Prof, EK. Rutherford. 
+ Bouchard, Comptes Rendus, vol. cxxiii. pp. 967 & 1042. Gladstone 

& Hibbert, B. A. Reports, 1896, 1897, 1898. Meslans, Comptes Rendus, 
vol. exxii. p. 807. Bleunard & Labasse, Comptes Rendus, vol. cxxii. 
pp. 527 & 723. Novak & Sule, Zeit. Phys. Chem. vol. xix. p. 489. F. 
Ré, Elettricita, p. 261 (1898). Van Aubel, Journ. de Physeque, vol. v. 
p. 511. Batelli & Garbasso, Nwov. Cim. [4] iii. p. 40. Winkelmann & 
Strantiel, Jena. Arnold, Zeit. fiir Elektrochem. p. 602 (1896). Chabaud, 
Comptes Rendus, vol. cxxil. p. 237. 
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the time of developing and also upon the strength of the 
developing solution. The individual photographic plate and 
also the developing of the photograph are therefore important 
factors, which enter to a great extent into the intensity of the 
impression made on the plate. 

Again, after the photographs have been taken, it is a 
somewhat difficult matter to compare the intensities of two 
impressions with any great degree of accuracy, and especially 
to obtain definite numerical comparisons. 

In taking a photograph, it is necessary to run the X-ray 
bulb a considerable time ; usually about ten minutes are 
necessary to give an impression of sufficient intensity. In 
order to make a large number of comparisons, the taking of 
photographs for each measurement and developing the plates 
must necessarily involve a great deal of time and labour. It 
is desirable then to obtain a more rapid and also a more 
accurate method for determining these relative absorptions. 

Bigot: 

A 

Earth farth 

, 

A 

For these reasons the following method was adopted. 
The arrangement of the apparatus used and the connexions 
are shown in fig. 1. 
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If two metal plates, which are at different potentials, are 
arranged parallel to each other, and the X-rays allowed to 
pass between them, a current will pass from one plate to the 
other. The amount of this current will be proportional to the 
intensity of the rays, provided other conditions remain the 
same. If the current, which passes between two such plates, 
is measured for different intensities of rays, a direct com- 
parison of the intensities is obtained. Such a current may be 
measured accurately by means of an electrometer, and thus 
the relative amount of rays which pass through different 
substances can be ascertained. 

The bulb used to generate the rays, along with the 
induction-coil by which the bulb was run, was contained in 
a small metal room connected to earth. The rays from the 
bulb passed through a small orifice C in a thick lead plate 
AA'. A few centimetres in front of this, another thick lead 
plate BB! was placed, and the rays passed through a rect- 
angular orifice D, 6 cms. by 0°6 cm., init. After emerging 
from D, the cone of rays then passed between a set of insulated, 
parallel zinc plates, arranged in the form of a guard-ring. 
The large plate S was charged to about six hundred volts, by 
being connected to one pole of a battery of small accumu- 
lators, while the other pole was to earth. ‘The central plate 
R of the guard-ring was connected through suitable keys to 
one pair of quadrants of the electrometer, while the other pair 
was connected to earth. The outside plates N and N’ were 
also to earth. When the rays passed between these plates, a 
current passed from § to R proportional to the intensity of 
the rays, provided the voltage was large enough to produce 
a saturation or maximum current. The potential gradient 
employed was about seventy volts per centimetre. When 
the pair of quadrants connected to R is insulated, the 
deflexion of the electrometer-needle per second is proportional 
to the current passing between S and R ; and since the current 
is proportional to the intensity of the rays, the intensity of the 
rays is therefore proportional to the deflexion of the electro- 
meter-needle. 

The cell, which contained the liquid whose absorption was 
to be measured, consisted of a rectangular box, of which the 
parallel sides through which the rays passed were of thin 
glass. The capacity of the box was about 300 c.c¢. This 
box, containing the liquid, was placed in the path of the 
rays at M, the thickness of the liquid traversed by the rays 
being 2°6 cms, 

In this investigation, the usual difficulty which arises 
in making a series of measurements on X-rays, namely, the 
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variations in the intensity of the radiation, presented itself. In 
order to overcome this difficulty, another box, similar to the 
one used to contain the liquid, was made; and this box, filled 
with water, was used as a standard with which all the other 
measurements were compared. The method of taking the 
observations was as follows :—The standard cell, filled with 
water, was placed in position, and the rate of leak per second, 
as indicated by the deflexion of the electrometer-needle, taken. 
Several readings in succession were made and the mean of 
these taken. As the X-ray bulb usually gives out rays more 
uniform in intensity when run regularly, the observations 
were taken at regular intervals of about a minute and a half. 
The bulb was run for ten seconds before taking the deflexion, 
so as to insure that the ionization would reach a maximum, 
and at the end of this time, the one pair of quadrants of the 
electrometer were insulated, and the deflexion of the needle 
in a certain time observed, the time being taken by means of 
a stop-watch. Now, if the intensity of the radiation remains 
constant, this deflexion should remain constant also; however, 
if the intensity changes, this deflexion will change in the 
same ratio. | 

After taking the deflexion for the standard cell filled with 
water, it was removed, and the other cell (which we may 
call Cell II.) was placed in exactly the same position and a 
corresponding set of deflexions observed. This was again 
removed, and a set of readings taken with the standard in 
place. Replacing the standard by Cell II. filled with water, 
the operation was repeated. This method of alternate sets of 
readings was continued throughout a whole series of observa- 
tions. Hach set of observations being thus followed by a set 
taken with the standard in place, any variation in the rays 
would be indicated by the difference in deflexion produced by 
the standard, and therefore all the readings could be com- 
pared with one another by simply reducing them to the 
same basis. A sample of such a set of readings is shown below. 

| _ Cell. | Mean deflexion per sec. | 
| | Hs 

Standard (..222020.0. 22... | 150 

Be tae Cell II. with water ... 16°6 hice 

| Standard esters aU teien-775: | 

| Cell IL. empty ......... bn 482 ees 

et Standard. os. ec 160 
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A deflexion of 48°2 for Cell II. empty corresponds to a 
deflexion of 16°3 for the standard. It is reduced to the 
basis 15°8 for the standard, and can therefore be compared 
with the reading 16°6 for Cell II. full of water. The per- 
centage absorption of the given thickness of water is thus 
easily obtained. The percentage absorption of any other 
liquid can be obtained in a similar way. By this method of 
taking observations, a considerable number of solutions could 
ie compared with one another during the course of a few 
ours. 
The percentage of the rays absorbed by the given thickness 

of water kept fairly constant from day to day, except in one 
or two cases. These determinations are shown in Table IL., 
the cnes which vary widely from the mean being given also. 

Tass I. 

| 
_ Electrometer Deflexions per sec. 

Percentage 
Cell II. Absorption. 

Celi with water. 

63°4 26'3 58°6 
47-0 18:1 61°5 
55°0 22°6 58°9 
38°9 15:1 61-2 
35°6 17:4 51-1 
45:2 167 63°1 
44.7 16-4 66°3 
49°6 17-2 65°3 
95°3 42°6 55°3 
749 317 57°6 
64:7 27°38 56°9 
775 31:4 | 59°5 
49°1 16:5 66°4 

Mean = 59:9 

The variation is well within the limits of experimental 
error, and the agreement is so close that it indicates that 
the absorptive power of water for the rays at different times 
is practically the same. This agrees with the results found 
by Lord Blythswood and Dr. Marchant, namely, that the per- 
meability of any given substance is the same for rays of 
different intensities. j 
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Fig. 2. 

1 1:02 1:04 1:06 1:08 1°10 112 1°14 1:16 118 1:20 1°22 1°24 1:26 1°28 1°30 1:32 134 

Density. 

From an extended series of experiments on water, made at 
various temperatures, we proved that the absorption is 
independent of the temperature. All subsequent experiments 
were made at room temperature, which varied between 20° 
and 25°C. 

In order to find the effect of concentration on the power 
of absorption, a number of salt solutions at different concen- 
trations were investigated. In each case a concentrated solution 
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Fig. 3, 
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Density. 

of the salt in question was made up, and the percentage of 
the rays which it absorbed determined in the manner already 
explained for water. The density as compared with water 
was determined by means of a Mohr-Wesphal specific-gravity 
balance. The solution was then diluted to a certain extent 
and the absorption agam determined, the density being 
measured as before. This was done for several densities of 
the liquid until the absorption approached that of water. 
This relation between density and absorption was investigated 

ee ee ee ee ee 

ae ee, 

we se) oe eo 
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for several salts in solution, and the same general relation was 
found to exist in each case. By plotting percentage absorp- 
tions as ordinates and densities as abscissee, the curve showing 
the variation of absorption with density is obtained. Several 
of these curves for chlorides are shown in figs. 2 and 3. 
The results shown by these curves, along with a number of 
other chlorides, which are not plotted, are given in Tables 
I]., III., and [V. Then, for comparison, a determination for 
zinc sulphate is shown in fig. 4, the corresponding numbers 
being given in Table V. 

Absorption of Chlorides. 

TaBue II. 

| Hydrochiorie Acid. Calcium Chloride. Sodium Chloride. 

. Percentage : Percentage Percentage 
ota Absorption. oe Absorption. Saat Absorption. 

1-160 94-2 1-259 98:0 || 1158 84-2 
1-112 89°9 1-135 88°3 1:078 (hoe 
1-079 869 | 1:069 78°8 1-039 70°3 

| .1:049 80:3.-.. |}. L034 73°0 1019 67:0 
| 1-026 foe ice LOI 65'7 1-000 63:0 

1-000 630 || 1-000 63:0 | 

TaBLe III. 

| 
Cadmium Chloride. | Zine Chloride. | Copper Chloride. 

| | 

. Percentage || . Percentage , Percentage 
Density. [absorption.|| De™S#t¥- |Absorption.|| Pe™St¥- Absorption. 

1°310 99-9 1:198 GET i L169 92°3 
1157 99-3 1-104 90:5 1-085 86°2 
1-077 96°6 1:053 83°1 1-042 770 
1:038 89°8 1-026 73°2 1:020 69:0 
1:018 776 1-012 65:2 1-009 64:3 
1-009 72:9 | 1-000 58°9 1-000 58°9 
1-000 58°9 | | 
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Tasie LV. 

Magnesium Chloride. || Ammonium Chloride. | Manganese Chloride. | 

Percentage : Percentage 3 Percentage | 
ee Absorption. oes Absorption. Donety. ‘Absorption. 

1140 81:8 1:062 76:4 1:194 9 : 
1:071 69°1 1:033 68°3 L007 | 8oie ae : 
1-036 64:3 1-017 60°8 1:048 | 830 | | 
1:017 59°5 1-004 57-2 1:023.- \ (yf : 
1:000 56°9 1-000 56°7 1:010 635 | : 

| | 1-000 61-2 : 

Barium Chloride. Strontium Chloride. | 

Percentage : Percentage | 
Density. Absorption. ey. Absorption. 

1-175 96:7 1-250 94°9 
1-088 93°0 1:130 90-2 | 
1:044 84°6 1-032 | 83°8 | 
1-022 74:2 7 T01S 78:0 
1-010 71:3 1:007 | 75°6 
1-000 55°3 1-000 65°3 

Mercuric Chloride. Lead Chloride. 

: Percentage : Percentage 
aS Absorption. Psat Absorption. 

1:052 96°6 1-009; 78:1 
1-026 89°9 1-004 70°3 
1:01] 79°8 1:002 65:2 
1:004 68°8 1-000 577 
1-002 58:1 
1-000 51:1 2 

TABLE V. 

Absorption of Zinc Sulphate. 

: Percentage 
| aa oe Absorption. 

| 1:321 99-0 
| 1:165 95°7 
| 1:085 88:0 

1-043 19°7 
1-021 74:4 
1-000 66:4 
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These determinations show clearly that the effect of an 
increase in the amount of salt in solution produces an 
increase in the absorption. These, however, are not directly 
proportional; but, as seen from the form of the curves, 
the relation appears to be a logarithmic one. This agrees 
with what has been pointed out by Lord Blythswood and 
Dr. Marchant. 

Having investigated the variation in absorption with varia- 
tion of density in solutions, a comparison of several solutions 
of a given specific gravity was then made. The result of 
the comparison is shown in Tables VI. and VII., the former 
containing a series of chlorides and the latter a series of 
sulphates, with a few other salts, all of a specific gravity of 1-06. 
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Tase VI. 

Absorption of Chlorides. 

Solution. Percentage Absorption. 

Water (cst itaes Sakae eer 62:0 
Magnesium chloride ...... 75:0 
Sodium 5a Ee ee 751 
Caleium a Ps CON 778 
Potassium 9%, .) esses 786 
Ammonium: 5, o%srect 80°2 
Hydrochloric acid ......... 80°6 
Manganese chloride......... 82-4 
Copper ay | Dae teem e 85°6 
Zine 5 ln ah Sed a 88°3 
Barium Ae. Tom SeRe eee 91°5 
Stromtiam “yao eens 93°4 
Cadmium Tee Oe aes 94°8 

Tasue VII. 

Absorption of Sulphates, &c. 

Solution. | Percentage Absorption. 

Water. Go... a.ce. sheen. beater 66:1 
Ammonium sulphate ...... | 69:2 
Magnesium Re ees 69°5 
SUgAE! ut. .s gossesemnsenmoar eel 69°5 
Sodium sulphate ............ . 69:7 
Sulpliurie vedere o 72:0 
Potassium nitrate ......... 758 

a sulphate......... 76:0 
Manganese)! 1), Ga) ceeeee: 81:9 
Copper sa) 1 eee aes 82°5 
Zine 55 ha eeneeene 84:4 
Cadmium PARTIES cork 93°9 
Potassium iodide........... i 96:1 

bromide fevers: 96:2 99 

This particular density was chosen because, in the majority of 
cases, the absorption could here be measured with the greatest 
accuracy. 

From Tables VI. and VII., and in the case of the salts of 
lead and mercury from the previous tables, it is seen that the 
absorption depends upon two factors, namely, the kation and 
the anion. With one or two exceptions, an increase of atomic 
weight is accompanied by an increase of absorption. For 
the chlorides and sulphates respectively the order of absorption 
is as follows, the first-named being the least absorbent :— 
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Chlorides. Sulphates. 
Sodium. Ammonium. 

- U Magnesium. j Magnesium. 
Calcium. Sodium. 
Potassium. Hydrogen. 
Ammonium. Potassium. 
Hydrogen. Manganese. 
Manganese. Copper. 
Copper. Zine. 
Zinc. Cadmium. 
Barium. 
Strontium. 
Cadmium. 
Mercury. 
Lead. 

For the anion, although the number of salts investigated 
is hardly sufficient to generalize, yet the determinations 
indicate that the absorbing-power is in the following order:— 

SO,, 
NO; 
Cl. 
I, 
Br. 

These results, with one or two exceptions, agree with those 
obtained by previous investigators working in this field. 

Since even very thin sheets of metals absorb the rays 
almost completely, we thought it would be interesting to 
investigate the effect of such metals held in solution in a 
finely divided state. With this idea in view, the metals lead, 
mercury, and silver were investigated in the form of colloidal 
solutions, as described by Bredig (Zeit. fiir Electrochem. iv. 
pp. 014 & 547). With the possible exception of mercury, 
it was found that these metals in solution differed very 
slightly from water in their power of absorption. 

Owing to the short time at our disposal, only a few of the 
solutions which we had hoped to investigate have been 
examined, and the determinations are in some cases not so 
full as could be desired. We hope, however, to continue 
this research and make more complete determinations. The 
question of the variation of absorption with the increase of 
thickness of the layer of solution traversed by the rays, we 
also hope to investigate by a somewhat similar but improved 
method to that used. 

In conclusion we wish to express our thanks to Prof. 
Rutherford for the valuable suggestions which he offered 
during the course of this research. 
McDonald Physical and Chemical Laboratories, 

McGill University, Montreal. July 15th, 1901. 
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VI. The Behaviour of the Phosphorus Emanation in 
Spherical Condensers*.—V, By C. Barusf. 

1. et the preceding papers it was assumed that the con- 
ditions could be so chosen (swift air-currents, highly 

active ionizer, &c.) that the decay of the ionization might be 
temporarily disregarded. Such an assumption is naturally 
precarious, and the following series of experiments are planned 
with particular reference to the factorignored. Accordingly 
a closed spherical condenser was installed with its outer 
surface put to earth and its inner (concentric) surface, always 
very small, in contact with the charged electrometer. The 
intervening space was suitably ionized by a small piece of 
phosphorus, about as large as a pea, suspended at the centre 
From such a condenser no ions can escape; it therefore © 
offers greater theoretical simplicity than the plate-condenser, 
as discussed in an earlier. paper, while the two discriminating 
variables, radius and voltage, may be changed at will. Prac- 
tically, however, the experiments are very difficult, not only. 
because of the baffling irregularity of the ionizer, but because 
it is not easy to lead a charge to or from the centre, without 
conduction. 

As a whole, I think, the. results may be interpreted as 
showing that decay due to the mutual destruction of ions is 
not in direct evidence, and may be considered negligible in 
investigations of the present order of precision. The enclosed 
air at a distance from the phosphorus rather behaves as though 
it contained more ions than reach it from the source. 

2. A series of Konig’s resonators seemed very suitable for 
the present purposes, since they were at hand in a large 
range of diameters, and fig. 1 shows the original adjustment, 
R is the brass resonator; B the curl of wire making the 
inner surface of the condenser, and supporting the piece of 
phosphorus P; C is an insulating glass tube 30 centims. long, 
through which the charge is conveyed by the wire ab, to be dis- 
sipated in the condenser. The tube C is grasped by the hard- 
rubber sheath F, fig, 2. B is thus in contact with the electro- 
meter, and the capacity of the latter (about 60 cm.) is always 
large as compared with the condenser (negligible here and 
less than 1 cm. in the experiments below), JD is a perforated 
copper plate closing the condenser and putting it to earth 
at K. 

3. The early experiments made with this apparatus (Re- 
sonator, K6; 2 R=8°6 cm.) seemed to indicate a linear 

* Cf. Am. Journ. Sci. [4] xi. p. 310 (1901), 
+ Communicated by the Author.—For previous communications, see 

Phil. Mag. [6] 11. pp. 477-488 and references there given. 
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relation of potential and time, at least within the first 7 
minutes of discharge. This constant current was not appre- 
ciably modified by stopping the lower tubulure of the reso- 
nator with cotton, nor after vigorously airing it out; neither 
was there any marked change of current even after 30: 
minutes. 

This interesting result was not, however, borne out by 
longer single periods of observation (20 minutes). Marked 
curvature was eventually in evidence, which did not seem 
referable to leakage errors. Moreover, the conduction de- 
creased in succeeding curves, apparently indicating a dimi- 
nution of the ionization due to the phosphorus. Possibly the 
activity of phosphorus may be quenched by its own emana- 
tion in the lapse of time, but the discrepancy is liable to be 
hygrometric. 

4. A systematic series of experiments was now carried 
through with receivers ranging in diameter from 2 R=3 to. 
2R=23 centims. The results were surprisingly irregular 
seeing that some pains was taken with the work, but they 
mapped out a graph of an exponential character to which 
different interpretations may be given. To repeat them here 
would carry me too far. : 

5. Before continuing the work it seemed advisable to make 
trials to secure more perfect insulation. No means were 
found for removing leakage in the apparatus perfectly 
(paraffin, rubber, &c. were tried in succession with no ad- 
vantage); and a dry clean glass stem, C, fig. 1, held in place 
by a wide hard-rubber sheath F, seemed the best remedy. 

Hxperiments were then tried to ascertain the difference 
between a condenser closed as above and one left open for 
the stem to pass through, as shown in fig. 2. Here the wire 
and plug attachment puts the outer surface to earth at H. 
The closed condenser always introduced the larger leakage. 
Care must be taken to avoid friction in manipulating the 
stem. 

6. Conformably with the experience gained, the condenser 
in the following experiments is left open above, as seen in 
fig. 2, and is put to earth at E by a brass plug wedged into 
the neck. The glass tube, OC, terminating in the ball of 
phosphorus P, is kept clean and dry, and extends to 30 centims. 
above the condenser. Unfortunately there is some escape of 
ions around the neck and the access of air here is a menace, 
but there seems to be no way out of the dilemma. | 

To estimate the loss of ionizing activity of the phosphorus 
pellicle one of the condensers (K 6 and K 4 respectively) was 
treated as a standard, and observations were made upon this 
7a. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 13. Jan. 1902. G 
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before and after the observations of each of the other con- 
densers. Table I. is obtained in this way. The scheme 
adopted limited all observations to an interval of 5 minutes. 
Readings, s, at the electrometer were taken per minute, and 

0. j i a 

Be K4 x ee 
-00 | peepee 7 A Mee oo 3 

—*F-o 5 ra 46 : ) ni 

by dividing them into two parts the rates 6s/6¢ were obtained 
linearly from data 3 minutes apart. The table also contains 
other constants to be discussed below. ‘The first measure- 
ment is given in full as an example of the method, the others 
are abbreviated. 
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TaBLE I.—Leakage of Spherical Condensers with a medium 
ionized by Phosphorus. Initial potential-difference, 
V,=40 volts. Hlectrometer deflexions, s. 

| 
} 

| 
} 

Noe.) 7 ‘Deflex-| 3 No. Deflex-| 1 q; 
Radius R. | ee | ion | ie | Radius RB. ee ion ee 

Field. sch a nies le 9 abn 2a ; Se | 

K6. |29m Os. | 660 | 117 | K6. | 6lm—66m 119 | 
43cm) 60 GOs ty Wa eA Sema | 
9°3 v./em 120 615 | 124 |; 9:3 v./em | 

180 | 590) —— |. -— |__| -_—— 
Ze moc | late) KV pG6gm——fam pe 7S. | 
300) | «5°45 19Siem ai 

— = | | 20°5 v./em 
K*. |37m—42m| ... roa | ee 2s See 

1:5 em. | K6. |/6m—8lm| ... | 113} 
27 v./em. : | 4:3 cm | 

aan | 9°5 v./em 
K6. |45m—50m) ... 122. ,——___— — | ——— 

4°3 cm. | | . K2. | 84m—som| ... 143, 
9:3 v./em. | | 11-7 cm. | 

——-- ——_|——_—_| 3-4 v./em. | | 
K 3. d3m—H8m |... 102.) ——— | ———_— | —_, 

8-8 em. K6. | 93m-98m] ... 135 | 
4-5 y./em. | || 4:3 em. | 

9:3 Vic /em. | 

* The following data are abbreviated by omitting the individual deflexions 
sand times?. Again 2°3 n,K'=7,K. 

Curiously, K6 showed a linear diminution of potential or 
constant current, while in other cases the currents usually 
fell off. Again, the values of 6s/d¢ for K6 in the lapse of 
time, fig. 4, first show a decrease (:0049 to -0039), thereafter 
a constant variation, finally actually an increase (0039 to 
0043). Hence the factors which determine the activity of 
phosphorus are extremely complicated. Moreover, if the 
observations for the other condensers are corrected by the 
results tor K6, by putting the current for the latter -0050 
throughout, the new values show worse agreement than the 
original values. It follows from this that the method of 
correction proposed is not available, and that the discrepancies 
to be eliminated are not regular but incidental fluctuations. 
Moreover, the data of this table are uniformly smaller, 
scarcely } or $ of the values referred to in §4. They are 
insufficiently definite to suggest the form of the locus. New 
observations, Table II., were therefore needed and were made 
in the same way as the results given in Table I. The con- 
denser was slightly modified, consisting in this case of a 
sphere of wire gauze about 1 centim. in diameter, containing 

G 2 
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a much larger piece of phosphorus than above. The larger 
condenser K 4 is now the standard, admitting of easier ad- 
justment. The constancy of the ionizer is shown in fig. 4 
(upper curve K 4), displaced in ordinate, for convenience. 

TasLe 1].—Leakage of Spherical Condensers with a medium 
ionized by Phosphorus. Initial potential-difference 

| | | | | 

No. Deflex- Rae | rn: ee Hla eNO. 3.4 a sa eet 
Radius R. ee Mion i! = \ Radius R. | we ion mea 

; Field. bei oad eal aiRielde =. a as 
eA 2B ie 2 SES Sc ees 

K 4. 24m ()s | C104) eon Ko, | 61™—66y wits 138 | 
6:5 cm. 60 , 690. | 43cm. | 

120 | 675 | | | _ | = 
180 = 660 | | K4. | G&m—73m my 94 | 
240 | 650 | || 65 em. ,| 

| 300 | 6-40 | (eee ce Lie ee 
| aaa eT amc eee K8. | 78m--83m ag 110 

K3. olm—36m... 153 | 3:45 cm. 
88 em. ———— 2 

| —__—__,——-;-—— | K4. | 86m—91m |... | 103} 
KA, | 8m 43m |) 2 2 94] 6Sem, | 

6°5 em. Lh ee | Ee ee 

—— - —— — ——-|--——— K 10. O3m—9sm | ct ia oge 
Kd. | 46m—5lm>_n.. 102 || 2°85 em. 

O72 cn. ——_— ee ee 
acre aie oo ae | aK bum 105m 

K4. | 53m-58m__.. 103 || 65cm. | Lee 
6:5 em. | | | | | 

\ | i 

In Table ILI. the ionizing activity of phosphorus is ex- 
hibited when the condenser, K 4, is left quite without inter- 
ference. A remarkable rise and fall is as usual apparent, 
without discernable cause (fig. 4, lower curve). After this, 

the other condensers are again tested with the object of 
securing sufficient data te at least roughly suggest the form 
of the locus. 

Both Tables IT. and III. have been abbreviated ; the results 
of interest admit of graphic representation, as will be explained 
in relation to figs. 3 and 5. 

7. In view of the fact that the ionizing potency of phos- 
phorus sometimes increases and at other times decreases, as. 
it were incidentally and subject to arbitrary conditions* not 
made out, | have in fig. 5 summarized the uncorrected values 
of the initial currents, 43/é¢, preferably to the corrected 

* Work still in progress has shown me that the variability of the- 
phosphorus ionizer is related to the hygrometric conditions under which. 
the experiments are made. Temperature is of secondary importance. 
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values. The former, as has been stated, usually show greater 
regularity than the latter, upon which the fluctuations of the 
standard condensers have been imposed. The diameters, 2R, 
are in centimetres. 

Tas_E III.—Leakage of Spherical Condensers with a medium 
ionized by Phosphorus. Initial potential-difference 
V,=40 volts. 

3 | 
No. ° | No. | 7 | 

Radius R Time ) pee Radius R. | Time | 10° x | 
Field. Be ee cae sll) biel’, anniv, (og t 

Ee (Yom asm | 69 | KK 14. | 75m—80m 74 
6°5 em. || 2:35 em. | 

See sim | 109 | Kid. | 9im_96m | 97 
2°35 em. | 

me | a | | se Sr ELE 
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W-95 em: | | 

K 4. 58m—63m 103) hy | Son: We 07m) 65 
1:7 em. | 

K 4, pmeegow |) ag TV or gm 190m | eT 
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| | 65 cm 
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It appears at once that the data as a whole, though inves- 
tigated with care, still fail to lend themselves for the nice 
discernment of the nature of the locus in a relation of current 
to the diameter of the condenser. The results, even of a 
single series, are not smooth. Indeed the exceptional posi- 
tions of the currents for the standard condensers, those of 
K 6 (2R=8°7 cm.) being abnormally high, while those of 
K 4 (2R=13°'1 cm.) are low, is perplexing, and has led me 
to suppose that some occult cause of variation has been left 
undiscovered. One is almost tempted to infer that each 
condenser behaves as an individual, a conclusion for which I 
am unable to discover adequate reasons. The curve, which 
has been put through the observations, was computed from 
(dv/dt) (R+a)=A, for reasons presently to be explained. 
The observations are in accord with it, in so far as they show 
an increase of current at an accelerated rate as diameter 
decreases. 

8. Working Hypothesis.—The attempt must now be made 
to derive some theoretical conclusions trom the experiments 
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detailed in the above paragraphs. As before, let n be the 
number of particles per cubic centim., so that » is the concen- 
tration or density of distribution of the phosphorus emana- 
tion. let k be the “absorption” velocity of the ion, treated 
in the first instance as independent of the potential and of 
the concentration gradients. Let k’ be the coefficient of 
decay, so that 4n? is the number of ions vanishing per cubic 
centim. per second. Finally, let R be the external radius of 
the condenser and C its effective capacity including that of 
the electrometer. 

With regard to the electrical currents, let V be the 
potential at a distance 7 from the centre of the condenser 
whose external face is put to earth. Let U be the aggregate 
velocity of the ions in the unit electric field and e the charge 
of each. 

In all cases the observations are made when the flux is 
stationary, so that dn/dt=0 throughout, for any shell. More- 
over, as shown elsewhere, the effect of a potential gradient is 
but a negligible contribution to the number of ions which 
are absorbed by the outer surface of the condenser. 

To begin with the simplest cases :—If the motion of the 
ion is entirely independent of dV/dr and n, the accumulation 
in an elementary shell at a distance 7 from the centre will be 
Amkd(7?n) /dr . dr, per second; the decay per second, f'n? 4a7r?dr. 
Hence 

dG) (Ar (elena. 

or if A is a constant, 

L/n=r( (k//k} + Ar). 

In the absence of decay, 1/A=nr? so that A is the reciprocal 
of the concentration, »,, at a distance 1 from the centre. 
If conduction were prompted solely by the ions which reach 
the external shell kept at V=0, since the charge in this 
shell is per centim. i 

ed R/(R(K'/k) + AR) 

and its time of discharge dR/k, 

CdV /dt =4arkeR/((k'/k) + AR). 
In the absence of decay, /’=0, and 

dV /dt =4rken/C, 

where 2, as stated holds for »=1. ‘This case, in which 
dV /dt=ds/dt =const., independent of the radius of the con- 
denser is effectually excluded by the observations given in 
fig. 5. If k' is not zero, 

dN [dt = (4rrke/C)(1/(k'/kR + A)), 
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so that the current increases with R, which is not admissible. 
Neither of these cases, moreover, would be open to com- 
putation directly, and they are thus without immediate 
interest. 

This may be treated in a slightly different manner, however, 
by supposing the number, x, just found to be “correctly 
evaluated and then introduci ‘ing the ion velocity, U, instead of 
the absorption velocity, &, in “the usual way, é and they then 
become suggestive. If 1/A is replaced by 7, the number of 
ions per cubic centimetre at a distance of 1 centim. trom the 
centre, the above concentration » at a distance 7» may be 
written, 

m/n=1((k/k)nyA1—r)+7). 

If decay is ignored, n=n,/7?, as is otherwise clear, is inde- 
pendent of & also. 
Now if the electric conduction is determined by the number 

of ions which reach the external shell (r=7), 

—dQ/dt = —CdV/dt =47R?U (V/R) ne. 

It is understood that this number is not appreciably modified 
by the occurrence of the field so that when decay is absent 
(’=0), n=n,/R2, as above deduced. Hence 

—(dV /dt)/V = —d(log V)/dt=47eUn,/CR. 

Here the first member is equivalent to —d(log s)/dt, S being 
the deflexion of the electrometer, and is obtainable from the 
observations directly, 47reU/C is a constant, n, expresses the 
waning intensity of the phosphoric source of ionization, and 
R is the external radius of the condenser. The equation 
therefore admits of being tested. The integral of the equation 
found for the potential gradient becomes 

V= eas ee 

which is compatible with the data of tables 1-3. In these 
tables I have therefore inserted data for 

mK = (4reU/C) .n,, 
obtained from 

—(dV/dt)/V.R 
for each case. To facilitate computation, n,K is left in 
common logarithms and written 4’, so that 

Zee — ne IN. 

9, Comparison of data.—The values so found, 2. e., 

i Rd (log V)/dt, 
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are shown graphically in fig. 3, as ordinates in terms of R as 
abscissas. The curve here is apparently sinuous, due to the 
abnormally high values of K 6 and the abnormally low values 
of K4, alluded to, both of which remain unexplained. In 
the absence of these there would bea rise of 7K’, of a gradual 
character with increasing radius. Since in »;K, K is constant, 
this means that relatively more ions, n,, are available at the 
larger radii of the condensers, corresponding to weaker fields, 
than for smaller radii and correspondingly stronger fields. But 
as there is no reason for excluding K4 and K6, and no 
suggestion for the occurrence of the sinuous curve obtained, 
m KK must be regarded as increasing rapidly from the values 
for condensers of small radii, »=2 centim., but reaching a 
practically constant result after the radius 4 centim. has been 
surpassed. On the whole, therefore, the data so far as 
investigation has been possible agree with the remarks made 
in § 1, that the evidence in case of dilution is rather in favour 
of an increased number of ions and that an occurrence of 
decay is not manifest. This means more generally that 
whereas in the saturated emanation the ions are produced at 
the same rate at which they decay so that n is constant, in 
the diluted emanation at a distance from the centre (n=n,/r?), 
the production is in excess of the decay and conduction 
relatively too great. 

Another method of treating n,K, is to refer it to strength 
of field. This, however, may be done more advantageously 
after the data of the next section, in which R is constant and 
V variable, have been similarly brought forward. 

10. One important question as to the availability of 
phosphorus as an ion producer, is the intensity of its action 
or the number of ions produced per second in limiting cases. 
To make an estimate of this quality, it suffices to pass a current 
through the condenser for gradually increasing potential- 
differences, between the faces, in order to ascertain to what 
degree the phenomenon fails to obey Ohm’s law. 

Results to this end were obtained with the spherical 
condenser, K 4, diameter 13:0 centims., the imtérnal surface 
(a copper gauze bag carrying phosphorus) being about 
1 centim. in diameter. Potential-differences, V, as high as 
200 volts were applied, the external surface being put to 
earth. The current is as usual found from equidistant obser- 
vations separated by an interval of 3 minutes. <A few test 
experiments were made by repeating the earlier measurements 
for 21 and 63 volts, but it was thought wisest not to attempt 
to correct the data for the fluctuating ionizing activity of 
phosphorus in the lapse of time, nor to assume curvature in 
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the initial (¢=0, nearly) contours of the curves. It will be 
sufficient to report the results graphically. 

The chart figure, 6, gives the relation of the current 
(6s/8¢), arbitrarily in scale parts, to the potential-difference V 
in volts per centim., or strength of the field. The graph is 
obviously curved so that Ohm’s law is departed from, but the 
curvature is small, indicating a limit as yet a great way off. 

These results are now to be compared with similar data for 
condensers larger and smaller, the diameters chosen being 
2R=6:9 centims. for K 8 and: 2R=23°3 centims. for K 2, 
respectively. 

The currents here obtained are also graphically reproduced 
in the chart figure 6, where the abscissas are the fields in 
volt./em., and ordinates are the currents in the usual arbitrary 
measure. The relative conductivity of the three condensers 
is maintained, and the saturated states (maxima of the curves) 
are in all cases enormously distant. The relative curvatures 
of the three graphs in the same field cannot be made out. 

11. Observations for constant Vo and for constant R com- 
pared.—I shall now endeavour to compare the data of § 6 and 
§ 10, by referring them either to the same radii or to the 
same electric fields. The latter method is preferable not only 
as yielding a greater range of data, but because the values 
of the currents, 6s/d¢, and of ,K, have not been regarded in 
this light. ‘To begin with the former, figure 7 contains the 
values of 6s/6¢ varying with the fields as taken from the 
Tables I., II., III., in which V,/R varies by reason of varying R. 
These data though vague, eventually lie within the limits 
marked by the curves R and R’. In the same chart I have 
inserted the curve F’, taken from fig. 6, in which V,/R varies 
by reason of varying Vo. It is the curve for K 2 for which 
R=11°7 is largest, and the data surest. The point of 
importance is clear at once: as the fields grow stronger the 
curve F lies quite above the curves R. If therefore high 
fields are produced by diminishing the radius of the condenser, 
the currents may be upwards of 20 per cent. or 30 per cent. 
too small, both-because of the escape of ions around the stem 
and of the access of air. Indeed this state of things is not 
unexpected, inasmuch as the chief object of the investigation 
with spherical condensers was the avoidance of such losses of 
ions as occur in plate-condensers. Returning for additional 
consideration to fig. 3, it appears that the definitely low data 
corresponding to the radii 2 and 3 centimetres, are erroneously 

much too low, whence it follows that the probability of a 
constant ,K is enhanced. 

12. Conclusion.—Contrary to my expectation and in spite 
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of the labour spent upon them, the results for spherical 
condensers have not enabled me to give a decisive answer to 
the question at issue. The difficulty encountered and which 
occurs here in accentuated form, is the same which has 
hampered me throughout the present research, namely the 
elusive variability of the ionizer. Moreover, as the conditions 
determining it exist immediately at the surface of the active 
phosphorus, I do not see how they are to be put under 
control; merely keeping the air around the phosphorus at 
constant temperature, &e., is not a sufficient check on the 
behaviour of the surface itself. 

In several respects, nevertheless, definite advances have 
been made. It has been shown that the best results can be 
reached with large spherical condensers (say 20 centims., or 
more, 1n diameter), i in which changes of field are produced by 
applyi ing larger potential-differences while the apparatus itself 
is left quite without interference. 

Finally, to ascertain in how far the present experiments 
agree as a whole with the results for plate-condensers, where 
a theoretically different method is involved, it suffices to 
compute the value of 7, the number of particles per cubic 
centim. at 1 centim. from the centre of the condenser. Since 
mK’ in fig. 3 is of the order of ‘0012, or when referred to 
natural logarithms n,K =:0026, and since n,K=4eU/C, if 
we insert J.J. Thomson’s value of e=2°3/10'° and put U of 
the order of 1 cm./see., C=6:7/10"! farads, it follows that 
m=65x10*. The result agrees very well with the datum 
N)=5'5x 10', as determined from plate-condensers by the 
totally different method there pursued. If in both cases 
U=1-5 em./sec. be assumed, the numbers will be ny=4:3 x 10+ 
amd ny = aro xel 0%, respectively. In either case the saturation 
is that existing at the surface of the phosphorus. They thus 
agree with the datum for the unsaturated emanation n=2 x 10+, 
obtained by a third method from tubular condensers. Finally, 
all are in accord with J. J. Thomson’s value for ionized air 
n=4x 10', resulting from a method theoretically different 
trom that of my papers. 

13. Summary.—With the present paper I have given a 
brief but systematic account of the bulk of my work with the 
phosphorus emanation, the purpose throughout being to map 
out roughly the phenomena in which I am interested, as 
au preliminary to the more rigorous study of the subject 
which I am now beginning. The results as a whole are 
eventually to be tributary to an investigation on the colours 
of cloudy condensation, particularly in “those regions within 
which Lord Rayleigh’s theory must, in any case, cease to be 
applicable. 
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In endeavouring to account for the data obtained it was 
my endeavour to follow the established theory ; but I fear 
that in the explanations given I have little by little made a 
serious departure. If I had obtained but a single coincidence 
the result would not have deserved record ; but after finding 
data of a correct order of values in all the experiments, in 
spite of the variations of method, I have ventured to think 
that more than a coincidence is in question. The theory 
which provisionally underlies the series of papers is sub- 
stantially this :— 

(1) From experiments made in the absence of an electrical 
field I inferred that the nucleus has its own specific velocity 
and that this velocity is identical with the mutual velocity of 
the corresponding ions in the unit electrical field (volt/centim.). 

(2) The nucleus produced by phosphorus is larger than 
the air molecule ; and both for this reason and from the fact 
that it receives promiscuous bombardment of molecules simul- 
taneously, its velocity is of the low order stated, being (say) 
less than 1/300 that of the air molecule. 

(3) It is not necessary to assume that the nucleus decays or 
vanishes within the ionized medium ; the evidence is rather 
in favour of a number of nuclei somewhat larger as the 
dilution increases. 

(4) Whenever the nucleus comes in contact with a barrier 
(solid or liquid) it is absorbed or broken up. If the nucleus 
is jonized as in the case of the phosphorus emanation, the 
absorption is accompanied with the discharge of an electron. 

(5) The observations with plate-condensers, tubular con- 
densers, and spherical condensers are satisfied by supposing 
the nuclear velocity & to be independent of the concentration 
or degree of saturation. 

(6) The nuclear velocity is independent of the potential 
gradient. Instead of putting U .V/R for the velocity of the 
ion along the potential gradient V/R, I have considered this 
velocity a constant, independent of V/R ; while the number 
of nuclei capable of discharging the metallic terminal of a 
field varies as V/R. 

(7) If for e the charge of a nucleus, J. J. Thomson’s 
electron be taken ; if U=4, then the number of nuclei* in 
the saturated phosphorus emanation agrees with J.J. Thomson’s 
value for the number of ions in ionized air. 

Brown University, Providence, U.S.A. 

* I have since found that the lower values found from tubular 
condensers are referable to the inherent non-saturation. By using an 
excess of freshly cut phosphorus, the number of ions could be nearly 
doubled, thus putting these results in accord with the correlative data for 
plate- and for spherical condensers. 



VII. The Effect of Errors in Ruling on the Appearance of a 
Diffraction Grating. By H.8. Auurn, J0A., B.Se.* 

ee effect produced by errors in ruling a diffraction-grating 
on the lines of the spectrum has received considerable 

attention. But the effect on the appearance of the grating 
itself has not been so carefully studied, although from its 
appearance useful information as to the nature of the errors 
may be derived. 

If a spectroscope is adjusted to view a single line of the 
spectrum given by a plane grating, and the eyepiece of the 
observing-telescope is removed, the grating is seen illuminated 
by monochromatic light. In the absence of any errors of 
ruling the illumination would be perfectly uniform ; but in 
general the image is seen to be crossed by a number of bands 
parallel to the lines ruled on the grating. The bands may 
be more conveniently studied by focussing the observing- 
telescope on the surface of the grating instead of on the 
slit of the collimator. The object of the present paper is to 
explain the mode of formation of these bands. 
Ifan absolutely perfect grating were illuminated by a parallel 

beam of monochromatic light, all the hght going to form the 
spectral line of any particular order would be brought to a 
single focus by the objective of the telescope. If the grating 
were self-luminous, and at a sufficient distance from the lens, 
a real image of it would be formed beyond this focus. In the 
case we are considering, we can hardly speak of the rays 
forming a real image of the grating since they do not cut one 
another at the position of this image. However, the cone of 
rays emerging from the focus must be bounded by the image, 
and a screen placed here would be uniformly illuminated. 

In the case of a grating containing two distinct rulings 
differing by only a small amount, the light from each portion 
will be brought to its own appropriate focus. Two different 
cases arise according to the relative positions of the wide and 
narrow rulings. These are shown in figs. 1 and 2. These 
figures are drawn for an order on the right of the central 
image, the observer being supposed to stand facing the 
grating. In fig. 1 the wide ruling is on the observer’s left, 
the narrow ruling on his right. The light from the wide 
ruling is brought to a focus at F,; that from the narrow 
ruling, which is diffracted at a ‘greater angle, at F,. The 

* A paper read before Section A of the British Association, Sept. 17, 
1901. Communicated by the Author. 
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two emergent cones of light are bounded by the correspond- 

ing parts of the image of the grating. The light from the 

wide ruling AB is bounded by the image A'B’, that from the 

narrow is bounded by BC’. Apart from interference-effects, 
a screen placed at A'B'C’ .would be uniformly illuminated. 

If the screen is moved nearer to the lens there will be a 
portion at B" receiving light from both the cones, so that the 
illumination here is increased. If the screen is moved away 
from the lens, the part at B" does not receive light from 
either ot the cones, so that a dark band is formed on the 
screen. 

In fig. 2 (p. 94) the second case is shown in which the relative 
position of the rulings is reversed—-the wide ruling is now on 
the right, the narrow one on the left. The positions of F, 
and I, with regard to the rulings are reversed, and it is clear 
at once from the figure that there will now be darkness at B” 
and increased illumination at B/”. 

If the figures are drawn for orders on the other side—that 
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is the left—of the central image, the results as here expressed 
are exactly reversed *. 

If the change in the ruling is gradual, instead of sudden, 
we should have to consider a series of focal points F, but the 
same line of reasoning may be followed. | 

INN \ 

C ule 

The conclusions may be summarized as follows:— 

Orders on the right of the Central Image. 

Case 1.—In passing from a wide to a narrow ruling in 
going from left to right. 

Focus in. Light band. 

Focus out. Dark band. 

* Tf light of wave-leneth X falls at normal incidence on a grating ruled 
with N lines per unit-length and is diffracted at an angle 8, 

sind=nXN, 

56=ndrA6N/cos 8, 

where 2 is the order of the spectrum. 
The distance F, F, is fd0 where f is the focal length of the lens. 

If the distance I*B' is @, and the distance IB" is 6, the amount of over- 

lapping at BY” is oN 100. 
a 
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Case 2.—In passing from a narrow to a wide ruling in 

cooing from left to right. 
tp) ic Fs) 

Focus in. Dark band. 

Focus out. Light band. 

Orders on the left of the Central Image. 

The results just given must be reversed. 

The theoretical results so obtained were confirmed by 
observations on gratings with prominent errors. It had 
previously been noticed that when the telescope was focussed 
exactly on the surface of the grating the bands disappeared, 
by putting the telescope considerably out of focus the bands 
were clearly seen. Following the indications of the theory, 
and focussing first in and then out, it was seen that the dark 
bands changed to light and the light to dark. On comparing 
the images on the right and left of the central one, the bands 
were seen to be exactly reversed. The same effect was pro- 
duced by the practically equivalent process of turning the 
p ate upside down *. 

In all the gratings that I have examined the principal error 
has been periodic in character, so that the bands are dis- 
tributed over the image with a certain amount of regularity. 

In conclusion I beg to express my thanks to Lord Btyths- 
wood, the resources of whose laboratory have been at my 
disposal in examining the gratings. 

Blythswood Laboratory, 
Renfrew, N.B. 

VIII. A New Specifying Method for Stress and Strain in an 
HMlastic Solid. By Word Kevin fF. 

4 hee method for specifying stress and strain hitherto 
followed by all writers on elasticity has the great dis- 

advantage that it essentially requires the strain to be infinitely 

If we treat F, and , as two sources of light as in Fvresnel’s inter- 
ference experiment, the breadth of an interference-band at B” would be 
br /f08. 
A simple calculation shows that in general this quantity is large com- 

pared with the distance within which there is overlapping, so that the 
interlerence effect is comparatively insignificant. 

* T have devised an arrangement in connexion with Lord Blythswood's 
dividing-engine which makes it possible to cut any number of lines to the 
inch, Since the paper was written I have verified the results by using a 
plate containing two distinct rulings. 
+ Communicated by the Author. 
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small. As a notational method it has the inconvenience 
that the specifying elements are of two essentially different 
kinds (in the notation of Thomson and Tait e, 7, g, simple 
elongations; a, ), c, shearings). Both these faults are avoided 
if we take the six lengths of the six edges of a tetrahedron of 
the solid, or what amounts to the same, though less simple, 
the three pairs of face-diagonals of a hexahedron *, as the 
specifying elements. This I have thought of for the last thirty 
years, but not till to-day (Dec. 16) have I seen how to make 
it conveniently practicable, especially for application to the 
generalized dynamics of a erystal. | 
We shall suppose the solid to be a homogeneous crystal of 

any possible character. Cut from it a tetrahedron ABCD 
of any shape and orientation. Let the three non-intersecting 
pairs (AB, CD), (BC, AD), (CA, BD) of its six edges be 
denoted by 

CFF Ny) (Gy Gy) thls WO) = 20s. aie (1). 

Parallel to the edge AB apply to the faces ADC, BDC equal 
and opposite pulls, P, equally distributed over them. These 
two balancing pulls we shall calla stress or a stress-component. 
Similarly, parallel to each of the five other edges apply 
balancing pulls on the pair of faces cutting it. Thus we have 
in all six stress-components parallel to the six edges of the 
tetrahedron, denoted as follows :-— 

CPS Py COG eN aegis hug) ccc roar (2); 

and we suppose that these forces, applied as they are to the 
surface of the solid, are balanced in virtue of the mutuat 
forces between its particles, when its edges are of the lengths 
specified as in (1). Let 7, 70’, Gos Jo's Ao, ho’, be the values of 
the specifying elements in (1) when no forces -are applied to 
the faces. Thus the differences from these values, of the six 
lengths shown in formula (1), represent the strain of the 
substance when under the stress represented by (2). 

Let w be the work done when pulls upon the faces, each 
commencing at zero, are gradually increased to the values 

* This name, signifying a figure bounded by three pairs of parallel 
planes, is admitted in crystallography ; but the longer and less expressive 
“narallelepiped ” is too frequently used instead of it by mathematical 
writers and teachers. A hexahedron with its angles acute and obtuse is 
what is commonly called, both in pure mathematics and crystallography, 
a rhombohedron. <A right-angled hexahedron is a brick, for which no 
Greek or other learned name is hitherto to the front in usage. A rect- 
angular equilateral hexahedron is a cube. 
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shown in (2). In the course of this process we have 

dw= Pdf+ P’df’ + Qdq + Q’dg’ + Rdh+R’dh’... (8). 

Hence if we suppose w expressed as a function of f, 7’, 
y, 9’, h, h’, we have 

ee G10, Ay OU wo) a, 
ale? a ==): Feet a aH ib it9 47 (4): 

This completes the foundation of the molar dynamics of an 
elastic solid of the most general possible kind according to 
Green’s theory, expressed in terms of the new mode of 
specifying stresses and strains. 7 

In a communication to the Royal Society of Edinburgh 
promised for Jan. 20, 1902, I hope to use with advantage this 
mode of specification in working out some details of the 
molecular dynamics of a crystal. 

aa =~ 
== \ 

IX. Some General Theorems concerning Forced Vibrations 
and Resonance. By Lord Rayieicn, /.R.S.* 

1 heel general equation for the small vibrations of a system 
whose configuration is defined by the generalized co- 

ordinates Wr,, Wo, . - . . may be written fF 

Pie dat) ae av 
di dy dap dnp 

where T, F, V, denoting respectively the kinetic energy, the 
dissipation function, and the potential energy, have the forms 

T= dayWhy? + dan? +... + “bibs <p cept 

F — soy? + Edgy” “= Soot + bio We SS 9° (2) 

V = geuWr’ + Seo? +... + Coie +.-- 

in which the coefficients a, b, ¢ are constants. 
If we substitute in (1) the values of T, F, and V, and write 

D for d/dt, we obtain a system of equations which may be 
put into the form 

enV + eyo + eas +... = Vy) 

ba Wy =F CooWy a 3Ws plan aie 

esr, + exofo + eras +... = Ws; | 

Ey Gn eee 

| Wy 
aN 

eve ~~ 
ee, 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ See ‘ Theory of Sound,’ vol. i. §§ 82, 84, 104, 

Phil. Mog. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 13. Jan. 1902, H 
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where ¢é,, denotes the quadratic operator 

C pk = Op? Eb, SDB ec, eee hn ee 

And it is to be remarked that since 

Ars = Asry Dns = Den, Crs = Copy 

it follows that 

Crs Canis. ic ough fie 

If we multiply the first of equations (3) by hi, the second 
by Wo, &c., and then add, we obtain | 

d(T+V) 
dt 

In this the first term represents the rate at which energy 
is being stored in the system; 2F is the rate of dissipation ; 
and the two together account for the work done upon the 
system in time dt by the external forces V,, V., &c. 

In considering forced vibrations of simple type we take 

Wi =E, e?', Mace &e., - iC (7) 

and assume that Wy, y2, &., are also proportional to e*, 
The coordinates are then determined by the system of 
algebraic equations resulting from the substitution in (4), 
(3) of ip for D. The most general motion possible under 
the assumed forces would require the inclusion of free vibra- 
tions, but (unless F=0) these die out as time progresses. 

By the theory of determinants the solution of equations (3) 
may be expressed in the form 

+2F = Vib, + Valo +... . (6) 

pen SY, +. | 

| 
d ; » fe Vine ln le he 

| 

where V denotes the determinant of the symbols e. If there 

be no dissipation, V, or as we may write it with fuller ex- 
pressiveness \/(7p), is an even function of ip vanishing when 
p corresponds to one of the natural frequencies of vibration. 
In such a case the coordinates yr, &c., in general become 
infinite. When there is dissipation, V (ip) does not vanish 
for any (real) value of p. If we write 

V (tp) = Vi (tp) + ep Veltp), « « « « (9) 
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in which V;, V; are even functions of ip, V. depends entirely 
upon the dissipation, while if the dissipation be small, V, is 
approximately the same as if there were none. 

As it will be convenient to have a briefer notation than 
that of (8), we will write 

p= Ae VP, +A, eR V+ eee | 

Whe = Ag ea pie +- Ags eit? WV, Se ee | 

in which A, a are real and are subject to the relations 

A a Ae, CoA) RR Me UB) 

In order to take account of the phases of the forces, we may 
suppose similarly that in (7) 

Phe, y ELS Ree &e. (12) 

(10) 

Work Done. 

if we suppose that but one force, say Vj, acts upon the 
system, the values of the coordinates are given by the first 
terms of the right-hand members of (10). The work done 
by the force in time dé depends upon that part of dy,/dt 
which is in the same phase with it, corresponding to the part 
of W, which is in quadrature with the force. Thus, taking 
the real parts only of the symbolic quantities, so that 

W,=R, cos (ptt+6,),  Wy=AyR, cos (pt +0, +a), . (13) 

we have as the work done (on the average) in time ¢ 

— pAyR,’? \ cos (pt + 9,) sin (pt + 0, +21) dt, 
or 

ia $pRyAyy sin ENON a che a2, ape ee (14) 

As was to be expected, this is independent of @). 
Another expression for the same quantity may be obtained 

by considering how this work is dissipated. From (6) we 
see that 

J Wirdt=2) Fade 

sly \ pr dt + boo\pordt +. ..+2bie\Wiyedtt+.... (15) 
Taking again the real parts in (10), we have 

(dt Dee. we. (16) 

\arodt =3y7 RP An Ay COS (aii = aie) tee aw 3 (1) 

j Pabsdi= dp Ri Aieds €08 (op ais) -t: 18) 
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so that by (15) the work dissipated in time ¢ 1s 

tp Rit Sh Aqy + dogAn® +. a. 

+ 202A) Ay cos (@1,— a2) +..-$. . (19) 

Kquating the equivalent quantities in (14) and (19), we get 

—p tAy, sin ay) = bi Aye boon AS 

+ QroAy Ars cos (@—ai) +... « . (20) 

This assumes a specially simple form when F is a function of 
the squares only of dy,/dt, &., so that by2, &c. vanish. 

In (14) we have calculated the work done by a force VW, 
acting alone upon the system. Ii other forces act, the ex- 
pression for 4, will deviate from (13); but in any case we 
may write 

ees a ee aL) 

and the work done in unit of time by the real part of VY, on 
the real part of w, will be : 

—4pRrsin (oi--0]), 6 os) 3) 6 ae 

and depends upon the product of the moduli and the difference 
of phases. | 

If yr consist of two or more parts of the form (21), the 
work done is to be found by addition of the terms corre- 
sponding to the various parts. 

One Degree of Freedom. 

The theory of the vibrations of a system of one degree of 
freedom, resulting from the application of a given force, is 
simple and well known, but it will be convenient to make a 
few remarks and deductions. | 

The equation determining wv in terms of WV is 

(—ap’?+¢+ipbyp=V; . 5.) 2.) a 

so that in the notation of (10) 

i 1 Ago = ee tins (24) 

As in (14), the work done by the force in unit time is 

Meet 
(¢— ap?)? + p?b?’ 

and it reaches a maximum (/ and p being given) when the 
tuning is such that c—ap?=0, that is when the natural 

(25) 
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vibrations are isoperiodic with the forced vibrations, The 
maximum value itself is 

+ Mod? V ae 
ail ; (26) 

Let us now suppose that two forces act upon the system, 
one of which VW is given, while the second W" is at disposal, 
and let us inquire how much work can be withdrawn by VW". 
It will probably conduce to clearness if we think of an 
electric circuit possessing self-induction and resistance, and 
closed by a condenser, so as to constitute a vibrator. In this 
acts a given electromotive force VW of given frequency. At 
another part of the circuit another electromotive force can be 
introduced, and the question is what work can be obtained at 
that point. Of course any work so obtained, as well as that 
dissipated in the system, must be introduced by the operation 
of the given force V. 

It will suffice for the moment to take VW such that w due 
to et is unity, which will happen when V=A-e-, If W" be 
Re”, the complete value of y is 

der Me 08 aa) Nl AMR a tama) 

The work done (in unit time) by W’ consists of two parts. 
That corresponding to the second term in (27) is the same as 
if W’ had acted alone and, as in (14), its value is 

—3pR*A sin a, 

The work done by W’ upon the first part of W given in (27) 
is, as in (22), 

—tipRsin (—8). 

The whole work done by W! is found by adding these 
together ; and the work withdrawn from the system by VW is 
the negative of this, or 

aie Leet aS OSA. «| o .,« aa t(28) 

In this expression the first term is negative, and the whole is 
to be made a maximum by variation of R and @. The maxi- 
mum occurs when 

sin @= —1, 2RA sna=—Lby » 2 (29) 

and the maximum value itself is 

—)p 
‘ eae Ae NAN 4630) 
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This corresponds to Mod ¥=A-'; and as the work abstract- 
able is proportional to Mod? WV, we have in general for the 
maximum | 

— pA?Mod? WV 

8Asina — 

Now, as we see from the values of A and a@ in (24), or other- 
wise by (20), 

—p A sina=bA?*; 

and thus the maximum work that can be abstracted is: 

Mod? V Sh 
ACh ° (31) 

It may at first occasion surprise that the work obtainable 
should be independent of a and ¢, upon which the behaviour 
of the system asa resonator depends. But the truth is that 
by suitable choice of WY’ we have in effect tuned the system, 
and so reduced it to the condition of evanescent a and e—in 
the electrical illustration to a merely resisting circuit. Had 
we assumed the evanescence of a and c from the beginning, 
we could of course have arrived more simply at the expres- 
sion (31). 

In the case of maximum withdrawal of energy the com- 
plete symbolical value of x in (27) becomes 

1é 

2 sina y=1+ =1l—t+cota, . .. .7e 

the part of the complete value which is in the same phase as 
before being halved. 

It is not difficult to recognise that the result as to the 
maximum work abstractable admits of further generalization. 
So far we have considered the case of a single degree of 
freedom, e.g., a single electric circuit. Other degrees of 
freedom, e.g., neighbouring electric circuits, do not affect the 
result, provided that the forces in them all vanish and that 
the only dissipation is that already considered. If in equa- 
tions (3) all the quantities b except 0), vanish, as well as the 
forces VW, V3, &c., the second, third, and following equations 
determine real ratios between all the other coordinates and 
v1, and virtually reduce the system to a single degree of 
freedom. ‘The reaction of the other parts of the system will 
influence the force WV,/ required in order to abstract most. 
work, but not-the maximum value itself. 
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Several Degrees of Freedom. 

Hitherto we have supposed that the force by means of 
which work is abstracted is of the same type as that which is 
supposed to be given and by means of which work is intro- 
duced into the system; but in the investigations which 
follow it will be our object to trace the effect of voluntary 
operation upon one coordinate y,, while the system is subject 
to given forces V,, V3, &e., operating upon the remaining 
coordinates. To explain what is meant the more clearly, let 
us consider the simple case of two electric circuits influencing 
one another by induction. Hach circuit may be supposed to 
be closed by a condenser, so as to constitute, when considered 
by itself, a simple vibrator. If a given periodic electro- 
motive force (W.) act in the second circuit, the current in the 
first circuit would depend upon the various elements of the 
compound system. Let it be proposed to inquire what work 
can be withdrawn at the first circuit by electromotive forces 
(V1) there applied. For simplicity it will be supposed that 
the first circuit has no resistance (6;,=0). 
When Y, acts alone, the yy due to it is given by 

Why = Ajo en Po, Salt eo iar Ahly fat (33) 

If we ascribe to WV, the value Ajg—'e—v, the yr; due to it will 
be unity, and this for the present purpose is the simplest 
supposition to make. When a force WV, is introduced, the 
complete value of yw, will deviate from unity, but WV, is 
supposed to retain throughout the above prescribed value. If 
W,=R, e:, as in (12), the complete expression of yr, is 

Vr = 1 == Ay Ry eA tan), ees ag aah (34) 

The work done by VY, upon this is composed of two parts. 
If the real components of the expressions be retained, the 
first is 

—p\ R, cos (pt + 4) . sin pt dt=}pR, sin 6, .¢ ; 

and the second is, as in (14), 

= pRAy sin ay . t, 

a quantity necessarily positive. 
Thus altogether the work done by VW, in unit time is 

Spy sin 0, —4FpRy?Ay sina. . . .. (85) 

The work that may be abstracted from the circuit is the 
negative of this, and it is to be made a maximum by variation 
of R, and §,. We must take 

sin ,= —1l, 2R, Ay sin ayy= —1 sis ° (36) 
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and the maximum work abstractable will be 

Bop Bia gjss:Ot ick tee cee hs tan ak 
SAq) SIN ay 

The symbolic expression for yr, becomes at the same time 
trom (22) 

p=l—st+4icotay,, . . . . (88) 

so that the part of x, in the same phase as when V,=0 is 
half as great as before. 

So far as the results embodied in (37), (88), ail (39) are 
concerned, it is a matter of indifference whether the pre- 
scribed yr,=1 when V,=0 is due to WV, only, or to V, acting 
in conjunction with forces V3, &c., corresponding to further 
degrees of freedom. But for the present we will suppose 
that there are only two degrees of freedom. 

The maximum work that can be abstracted by V,, when V, 
is given, may be expressed as 

ree Pp Mod? yf, 

8Aj, SIN a’ a 

where yy, is due to V, acting alone. By (83) 

Mod? Wy = Ay.?Mod? Vy, 

and by (20) with 6,=0, b;,=0, 

— p—* Aq sin a1 = bg Any’, 

so that the maximum work obtainable is simply 

Mod? ¥, 

ee 20) 
That it is independent not only of ay), ¢, 29, Coy but also of 
the coefficients of mutual influence ajo, ¢y2, is very remarkable. 
To revert to the electrical example, the work abstractable in 
the first circuit (devoid of resistance) when a given electro- 
motive force acts in the second, is independent of the value 
of the coefficient of mutual induction. If indeed this 
coefficient be very small, the supposition of zero resistance 
becomes more and more unpractical on account of the large 
currents which must then be supposed to flow. But the theo- 
retical result remains true, when 0,, is diminished without 
limit. In view of its independence of so many circumstances 
that might at first be supposed material, it may now not be 
surprising to note that (40) coincides with (51), that is that 
the work obtainable in the second circuit is the same as might 
have been obtained in the first where the given force itself 
acts, 
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The existence of further degrees of freedom than those 
corresponding to the given force WV, and the disposable torce 
W, makes no difference to (39). And so long as V,, V; are 
the only forces in operation, we have still 

ee pA’ Mod’, 
Max. work = : 

SAq s1n Oi} 

. (41) 

If further all the coefficients ) vanish, except dogo, 
(40) remains unaffected. If, however, we suppose that 0,3, 
by, Me. are finite, while b,,, %12, D3, 593, &c. still vanish, 
(20) gives 

—p "Ay sin Qj, =D o9Agy? + bs3Aa)” + 0 2 95 ° = (42) 

and the expression for the maximum work becomes 

LAj.?Mod?¥, 

bog Ayg” + O33 Ads? +... j 

Since b33, &c. are positive, the value of (43) is less than when 
D3, Ke. vanish. 

The expression (43) is necessarily more complicated than 
(40); but a simple result may again be stated if we suppose 
that given forces act successively of the second, third, and 
following types, provided they be of such magnitudes that 
they would severally (the non-corresponding resistances 
vanishing) allow the same work to be abstracted by Vj, that 
is provided 

Mode, Mod?V; _ ie Mode 
a lay Guriie Se tian 

On this supposition the swm of the energies abstractable in 
the various cases has the value 

Mod2V R 
eee ri ri (45) 

ot the same form as before. 
In the electrical application we have to consider any 

number of mutually influencing circuits, of which the first 
is devoid of resistance. The electromotive forces acting 
successively in the other circuits are to be inversely as the 
square roots of the resistances of those circuits, 7. e. such as 
would do the same amount of work on each circuit supposed 
to be isolated and reduced (e.g. by suitable adjustment of the 
associated condenser) to a mere resistance. The sum of all 
the works abstractable in the first circuit is then the same as 
if there were no other circuits than the first and second; or, 
again, as if the second circuit were isolated and it were 
allowed to draw work from it. 

(43) 

(44) 
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Action of Resonators. 

We now abandon the idea of drawing work from the 
system by means of Wj, and on the contrary impose the 
condition that V, shall do no work, positive or negative. The 
effect of VW, is then equivalent to a change in the inertia 
@y;, OY spring ¢y, associated with this coordinate and the 
operation may be regarded as a tuning, or mistuning, of the 
system. If, as before, y,, due to the given force W2, be 
unity, and V,=R, e:, the complete value of yf, is that given 
in (34), and (35) represents the work done altogether by V, 
in unit time. Equating this to zero, we get as the relation 
between R, and 4, 

Ay k, sin @,=s1n che aie i ee E (46) 

and the part of yy, due to V, is ; 

sin 6, e%(9\+0;) 

sin ey (47) 

The modulus of this isa maximum when sin@,= +1, and 
the value of the maximum is cosec a. In this case (47) 
becomes 

—1+2 Coty, och +o een 

and the complete value of y, 1s 

r= 2 Cot ayy 1. ho i eee 

in quadrature with the former value, viz., 1, 
We may regard the state of things now defined as being 

in a sense the greatest possible disturbance of the original 
state of things. If the system be quite out of resonance, 
forces and displacements are nearly in the same phase, and 
a, is small. The altered yr, is then a large multiple of the 
original value. 

The work done by VY, on the complete value of yy, is zero 
by supposition ; but the work done upon the part of yr, due to 
itself is by (14) in unit time 

2P 
—t 2A sin a SS — ae 

2P I a Ht Ay s1n Cant 

This corresponds to the original y,=1, or YV,=Aj.7'e~™». 
If the prescribed value of VW, be now left open, we have as 
the work in question 

_ ¥pAi." Mod? Wy © 

Ay sin 11 
(50) 
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and this by (20) is the same as 

1A,.2Mod2V, 
a an aa D1) 

boy Aya” + b33 Ay3? +...” 

by, by, &e. being supposed to be zero. This expression 
differs from (43) only as regards the numerical factor. If 
bs3, &c. also vanish, (51) becomes 

Mod, 

2 bos 

If in (51) we introduce the suppositions of (44), we get as 
in (45) for the sum of all the values 

Mod? 
2b... 

In an interesting paper entitled “ An Hlectromagnetic 
Illustration of the Theory of Selective Absorption of Light in 
a Gas ”’*, Prof. Lamb has developed a general law fur the 
maximum energy emitted by a resonator situated in a uniform 
medium when submitted to incident plane waves. ‘ The rate 
at which energy is carried outwards by the scattered waves 
is, in terms of the energy-flux in the primary waves, 

ees en indie Up a8 ctu hus Bre) 

simply. 

(52) 

where 2 is the wave-length, and mis the order of the spherical 
harmonic component of the incident waves which is effective.”’ 
Prof. Lamb remarks that the law expressed by (53) ‘‘is of a 
very general character, and is independent of the special 
nature of the conditions to be satisfied at the surface of the 
sphere. It presents itself in the elastic solid theory, and 
again in the much simpler acoustical problem where there is 
synchronism between plane waves of sound and a vibrating 
sphere on which they impinge.” 

The generality claimed by Lamb for (53) seemed to me to 
indicate a still more general theorem in the background; 
and it was upon this suggestion that the investigations of the 
preceding pages were developed. An initial difficulty, how- 
ever, stood in the way. The occurrence of n, a quantity 
special to the spherical problem, seemed to constitute a limita- 
tion; and the further question suggested itself as to why the 
efficiency of the resonator should rise with increasing n. For 
example, why in the acoustical problem should a resonator 
formed by a rigid sphere, moored to a fixed point by elastic 

* Cambr. Trans. vol. xviii. p. 348 (1899). 
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attachments (n=1), be three times as effective as the simple 
resonator (n=0), for which the theory is given by my book 
on Sound, § 319? 

The answer may be found ina slightly different presenta- 
tion of the matter. In the above example the rigid sphere is 
supposed to be symmetrically moored to a fixed point, and the 
vibration actually assumed is in a direction parallel to that 
of propagation of the incident waves. Three degrees of 
freedom are really involved here, while the more typical 
case will be that in which the motion is limited to one direction. 
The efficiency of the resonator will then be proportional to 
the square of the cosine (mu) of the angle between the 
direction of vibration and that of the incident waves ; and 
the mean efficiency will bear to the maazmum efficiency (u= 1) 
a ratio equal to that of 

1 1 
\ pe dw : | dp, 

0 0 

that is of 4. Thus, if the vibration in the case of n=1 be 
limited to one direction, the mean efficiency of the resonator 
is the same as when n=O; and a similar conclusion will hold 
good in all cases. In this way the factor 2n+1 is eliminated, 
and the statement assumes a form more nearly capable of 
generalization to all vibrating systems. 
Now that a general theorem (52) has been demonstrated, 

it will be of interest to trace its application to some case of 
a uniform medium, for which purpose we may take the 
simple acoustical resonator. But this deduction is not quite 
a simple matter, partly on account of the extension to infinity, 
and also, I think, for want of amore general theory of waves 
in a uniform medium than any hitherto formulated. If the 
object be merely to obtain a result, it is far more easily 
attained by a special investigation from the formule of the 
Theory of Sound, on the lines indicated by Prof. Lamb. 
It may perhaps be well to sketch the outline of such an 
investigation. 

The time factor ef being suppressed, the velocity-potential 
g@ ot the primary waves is (§ 334) e**, or e#, and the 
harmonic component of the nth order has the expression 

d sin ky LON n= (2n-+1)Pa(w). Pale mm) ( 7 ) .. (58 bis) 
while ($ 329) the corresponding expression for the divergent 
secondary waves is 

d sky —i sin kr is (= seeing PA 7 oe eel (54) 
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Accordingly 
: 2 <td \Vsine hr 

hn + Vr, = {2n + 1— (— 1) 2kAn } Pe eS) aa ee 

ve d \coskr a 
ao (—1) kaPr( 5 al ° . : ° . e (55) 

Now the only condition imposed upon the appliances 
introduced at the surface of the sphere is that they shall do 
no work. The velocity is dé/dr+dwW/dr, and the pressure, 
proportional to dd/dt + dw/dt, is in quadrature with (55). All 
therefore that is required is that (55) and its derivative with 
respect to 7 be in the same phase, or that the ratio of these 
symbolic expressions be real. Since P, is a wholly odd or 
wholly even function, this requirement is satisfied if 

an+1—(—1)"kan 
[lta be real. 

If A,, which may be complex, be written Ae’*, we get | 

—kA=—(—1)"(2Qn+1)sine. . . . (56) 

Thus A is a maximum when 

Sime (= Liteon ae) gat) an GT) 

and the maximum value is 

PACH a eee ee Bee COR)) 

By (57), (58) 
A,= —(—1)"™(Qn4+ fk, 2... (59) 

so that in (55) 

2n+1—(—1)"han=0, . . . . ~ (60) 

but +, does not itself vanish. 
If the incident plane waves are regarded as due to a source 

at a great distance R, we have in correspondence with (53) 

Re-#k : 
-o= pe eek te (61) 

with which we may compare 

ON 

ho rea Pr(m). ° é ° “ é (62) 

The work emitted from the primary source being represented 
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Roy 

by R | dw, that emitted, or rather diverted, by the reso- 
=) 

nator wiil be 
+1 

Mod? anf P ejidp. 
ay 

N Lp (Gi \ Rie eam gaol aeg 1 ow ie ie ee ee an iB w= 2, OoAso 

1): 

Mod? n= see 3 (63) 

so that the ratio of works is 

2n+1 

ER? en 
This agrees with the result given in ‘Theory of Sound’ 
§ 319 for a symmetrical resonator (n=0). 

In order to express (64) in terms of the energy-flux (per 
unit area) of the primary waves at the place of the resonator, 
we have only to multiply (64) by the area (42R?) of the 
sphere of radius R. If we restore 27/A for k, we get as 
the equivalent of (64) 

(Qn+1) Afr oo). oe 

If we limit the resonator to one definite harmonic vibration 
of order n and suppose that the primary waves may be 
incident indifferently in all directions, the mean of the values 
of (65) is A*/a simply, as follows from known properties of 
the spherical functions. 

Before we can apply the general theorem (52) to an inde- 
pendent investigation of these results, it is necessary to consider 
the connexion between the formule for plane and spherical 
waves ; and for this purpose it is desirable to use a method 
which, if not itself quite general, is of a character susceptible 
of generalization. If d denote the velocity-potential due to a 
“force? ® dV acting at the element of volume dV and pro- 
portional to the periodic introduction and abstraction of fluid 
ut that place, we may write 

—ikr 

$=BOdV—,.. . | 

* It will be observed that (65) is the double of the value (53) above 
quoted. 

Dec. 17.—1 have since learned that Prof. Lamb's calculations for the 
acoustical problem have already been published. See Math. Soc. Proc. 
vol, xxxu. p. 11, 1900, where equation (44) is identical with (65) above. 
reference may also be made to Lamb, Math. Soc. Proc. vol. xxxii. p. 120, 
1900, | 
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where £=22r/\ and B is some multiplier, which may be 
complex. The time factor e* is suppressed. In order to 
obtain plane waves we may suppose that ® acts uniformly 
over the whole slice between « and «+dz. The effect may 
be calculated as in a well-known optical investigation. If 
p?=r’—.2’, the element of volume is 27p dp da, or 2ar dr dz ; 
and for the plane waves 

ro) ¢ —ikr 

o= Bd ie) 2rre—"*" dv = B® dex — (67) 

Here ® acts at a= 0, and 

27B ; ; do= as ® dz, do=2raBPdz. . . (68) 

Since $) must be in the same phase as ®, it follows that B 
is real. 

We have now to consider the work done in generating the 
plane waves per unit of time and per double unit area of 
wave-front. For this we have 

Apes: al © $y dt=7aB(de)? Mod?$;. . . (69) 
Ad 

or since by (67) 

Mod $= ="? “" Mod ©, pony rmmcnanees tie (((D) 

we get for the work propagated in one direction per unit of 

area of wave-front 

fa 
87rB 

Reverting now to (66), wesee that for divergent waves 

ltl (eh latin Mecisidod amt) 

2 

Mod? 6= = Mod? (® dV), 
or 

Aor? Mod? 6 = 477 B? Mod? (® dV). 
Accordingly by (71), since at a sufficient distance the dis- 

tinction between plane and divergent waves disappears, the 
work emitted in unit time by a point-source ® dV is 

nig Modz(@dV). ... . = 2. (42) 

It may be observed that in order to preserve a better corre- 
spondence between “force” and “ coordinate” a somewhat 
different interpretation is here put upon ® from that adopted 
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in ‘Theory of Sound,’ § 277. If we compare our present. 
(71) with (10 ); § 245, we find that 

Bee eg tg) ee ON Ee 

so that according to the present interpretation of ®, (66) 
gives 

e —ikr 

o=7- ee age sey ke ee 

whereas in the notation of § 277 
1 é e—tkr 

P= re ddV — 

We are now to some extent prepared for the application of 
(52), but the difficulty remains that (52) deals in the first 
instance with a finite system subject to dissipative forces ; 
whereas the uniform medium is infinite, and need not be 
supposed subject to any forces truly dissipative. There is, 
however, no objection to the introduction of a small dissipativ e 
force of the character supposed in the general theorem, that is, 
proportional everywhere to d¢/dt. Under this influence plane 
waves are attenuated as they advance ; the law of attenuation 
being represented by the introduction into (67) of the factor 
Mid “where @ is a small quantity, real and positive. 

The connexion between « and 6 may be investigated by 

considering the action of the dissipative force —hdy operative 
over a slice 82 at 2=0 in causing the attenuation. By (67) 
the effect at a of this force is represented by 

—thr . 

Bp bby Be, 
SO unali 

66/6 = —27abB Sz. 

By supposition this must be the same as —adér; and 
accordingly 

a= 2rrabB S08 a 

If we use this result to eliminate B from oe we get as 
the work emitted from a point-source 

Ee MoKigiay):, . . . ae 
The formula (52) expresses the sum of all the works 

emitted by the resonator when submitted successively to all 
the various forces VW, subject themselves to conditions (44). 
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_ These conditions are satisfied in the present case if we identify 
each VY with the force ®dV acting over the various equal 
elements dV into which infinite space may be divided, the 
value of ® being everywhere the same. Hach point-source 
is regarded as the origin of plane waves which fall upon the 
resonator, The efficiency of the sources which lie in a given 
direction still depends upon the distance, the waves as they 
reach the resonator being attenuated by the resistance and 
also in the usual manner according to the law of inverse 
squares. 

Let us compare the efficiency of the element ®dV at 
distance 7 with the efficiency of an equal element at distance 
unity, the value of a being so small that no perceptible 
attenuation due to it occurs in distance unity. The element 
ot volume 

Ged dary | ey Cea 
in which for the present do is kept unchanged. The efficiency 
of the element at distance varies as 

CON e ele 

and 

>(DdV)? e— 2" p22 = @2 da av) 
0 

oO 

do 
—2ar Jy — 7\2 Ee? n= Ina © adV)*. 

Hence for the sum of all the elements lying within do we 
have 

eae 
2adV 

This has now to be again integrated with respect to dc. 
The result may be expressed by the statement that the sum 
of all the works emitted by the resonator is 

x efficiency of (@ dV) at distance unity. 

oo x mean work emitted by resonator corresponding to 

the various positions of the point-source on the sphere r=1. 
By the theorem (52) this sum of all the works is also expressed 
by 

(Db dV)? 
20a’ 

or in accordance with (76) is equal to 

Doo x work emitted by (@ dV) itself. 

We see therefore that the mean work emitted by the 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 13. Jan. 1902. I 
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resonator for positions of the point-sources distributed uni- 
formly over the sphere ,=1 is equal to the work emitted by 
each of the point-sources themselves divided by k°. If the 
point-sources are supposed to lie at a distance v in place of 
unity, the divisor becomes 7? in place of /. 

Although the above deduction may stand in need of some 
supplementing before it could be regarded as rigorous at all 
points, it suffices at any rate to show that the general theorem 
(02) really does include the more special cases which sug- 

_ gested it. In some applications, e. g. to an elastic solid, we 
should have at first to suppose the forces introduced at any 
element of volume dV to act in various directions, but no 
great complication thence arises, and the general result 
finally takes the same form. 

Energy stored in Resonators. 

In preceding investigations we have been concerned with 
energy emitted trom a resonator. We now turn to the con- 
sideration of some general theorems relating to the energy 
stored, as it were, in the resonator when the applied forces 
have frequencies in the neighbourhood of the natural frequency 
of the resonator. And we will treat first the simple case of 
one degree of freedom. 

As in (2) we have 

T=taW’, F=iby, Vahey, . . (78) 
giving as the equation of vibration 

abtbb+op=V=E cv. 2... (79) 
The time factor being suppressed, the solution of (79) is 

E 

v= c—ap* +ipb’ (80) 

whence 
Mod? V | Pere LAS aioe come Maem cally Ray 

n, equal to / (c/a), being the value of p corresponding to 
maximum resonance. If, as we suppuse, 0 is very small, the 
important values of Mod’ are concentrated in the neigh- 
bourhood of p=n, and we may substitute n for p in the 
term p°l*, Also n?—p* may be identified with 2n(n—p). 
Accordingly (81) becomes 

2 Mod? p=: f | Med 
n®b? 
a 82) 12 ( 
i] + ape P 
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We now suppose that Mod? V is constant, while p varies 
over the small range in the neighbourhood of 2 for which 
alone Mod’ ¥ is sensible, and inquire as to the sum of the 
values of Mody. Since 

Soy ae 7 

ee ee 

es _ 7 Mod? VY 
{oa vv dp= we 

we find 

or again 

ge| Moderadp= 7 Mod. er) 

On the left $¢ Mod? ¥ represents the potential energy of the 
system at the phase of maximum displacement, which is 
the same as the nearly constant total energy, so that (84) 
gives the integral of this total energy as p passes through the 
value which calls out the maximum and (by supposition) very 
great resonance. 

The most remarkable feature of (84) is perhaps that the 
integral is independent of @ and c. Large values of these 

_ quantities will increase the energy of the system at the point 
where p=n; but on the other hand this maximum falls off 
more rapidly as p departs from the special value. 
We pass next to the more difficult considerations which 

arise when the force VY, is of one kind, while the coordinate 
vr, on which the resonance principally depends is of another. 
In the first instance we shall suppose that there are no other 
than these two degrees of freedom. 

If in equation (3) we assume WV), 3, Yu, Kc. to vanish, 
we vet 

Eee ey, (85) 2 ? 
We 4p — C3629 

where @;, €12, 622 have the values given in (4) with ip sub- 
stituted for D. We suppose further that 4,,=0, 6;,=0, so 
that the dissipation depends entirely on 0... With these 
simplifications the numerator of (85) becomes 

€19= “12 — pA, ° : ° . e ° (86) 

and for the denominator (taken negatively) 

€11€02 — C12" = (C11 — P"n}) (a2 — p29) 

= ‘Gr —p?a),)° +ip bo» (¢4. — 7a). ° - - (87) 

12 
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If n be one of the values of p corresponding to maximum 
resonance, the real part of (87) vanishes when p=n; so that 

(4 2%an) (Cop — 27Ayo) — (C5 1"Aye)?=0, . . (88) 

or written as a quadratic in 7’, 

C1109 Cyp” = 27 (Ay 1 Cop + Ay9Cy + 2A, 5C 1) 

+ n* (dy, — A") == (02 00 (89), 

By subtraction of (89), (87) may be written 

Ceo — Og =—( Pp =n) (ae, 4 AggCy, + 2A2C12) 

ae (pn) (a14,, —@,,’) as ipb,, (¢,, —p'a,,). Sia (90) 

If 6;, were zero, Ww, would become infinite for p=n. If 
we assume that b,,, while not actually zero, is still relatively 
very small, the values of p in the neighbourhood of n retain 
a preponderating importance ; and we may equate p to n with 
exception of the factor (p—n). Thus (86), (90) become 

€1o= Carre Gass ht Jove ot ees Ore ae 

€ 029 C= ee 2n( p i) 1,,Cyo als A, C1) 201.619 

—2n(a,, 

n 

a a,.") } ot inb,, (c,, int nA, ) 

11°22 Ao (1,45. ori a) j 

| +7000. (6.— a, \e ; s\n 

use being made of (89). | 
From (91) with use of (88), 

Mod? e=(¢,, =#4,,) (6, —G,,)3 - = ee ee 

and from (92) 

Mod? (Agnee 2.) 7 ees BORO or ¢.2—ni(a,,4,.—4,,’) ; j 

a mb. (¢, 16.) - . (94) 

If we now, as for (84), carry out the integration with respect 
to p, Mod VW, being constant, we find from (85) 

i Mod? wp, dp _ T (C,.—17Ay5) (95) 

Mod? NU 26,, ; C, C2 — CAS W (G6. f Oe 

So far we have assumed merely that the compound system 
is in high resonance when p=n; but more than this is 
required in order to arrive at a simple result. We must 
further assume that the coefficients of interconnexion d9, 
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¢,, are small (5,, has been already made zero), so that the 
resonating coordinate may vibrate with a considerable degree 
of independence. We are also to suppose that n corre- 
sponds to these comparatively independent vibrations, so that 
¢,— Wa,,=0 approximately, while ¢,,—n’a,, is relatively 
large. These simplifications reduce the bracket in the 
denominator of (95) to 

4 
€ 

€11Cyg— Ay, by9 or to C1 (Coa— 179) : 

whence we obtain finally 

$a,4 Mod? y,dp ag 

Me te ee ee 

In this expression, which is of the same form as (84), the 
numerator on the left may be considered to represent the 
integrated energy of the resonator. It must not be overlooked 
that the suppositions involved are to some extent antagonistic. 
For example, the coefficient of 6,, in (90) is treated as constant 
when p varies, although (¢,,—’a,,) is small. The theorem 
should be regarded as one applicable in the limit when ,, is 
exceedingly small. 

If there be more than two degrees of freedom, the result is 
unaffected, provided that the forces V,, V,, dc., of the new types 
vanish and that the only dissipation is that represented by ,,. 
By the 8rd, 4th, &. of (3) the new coordinates may be 
eliminated. In this process 6,, is undisturbed, and everything 
remains as if there were only two coordinates as above. 

The idea of the integration with respect to p is borrowed 
from a paper by Prof. Planck (Ann. d. Phys.i. p. 99, 1900), 
in which is considered the behaviour of an infinitely small 
electromagnetic resonator under incident plane waves. The 
proof of the general theorem covering Prof. Planck’s case 
would require a process similar to that by which (51) was 
established. Subject to the condition 

Mod? W,. Mod? V, Mod’? V 
; b, z iki SRG Ace Ort) DrOroka kn Nae 3 5 (97) 

we might expect to find, as in (52), 

4 ¢,, ) Mod? Vv, dp= oe (98) 

Terling Place, Witham. 
November 1901. 
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X. The Ionie and Thermal Coefficients of Nitric Acid. By 
V.H. Vewey, D.Sc., F.R.S., and J. J. Mantey, Daubeny 
Curator, Magdalen College, Oxford*. 

4 bad a former investigation + we have published determinations 
of the electric conductivity of nitric acid of different con- 

centrations at the three temperatures 0°, 15°, and 30° C. 
obtained by the method of Kohlrausch with certain modi- 
fications. It has for some time been noted that the strong 
mineral acids do not follow Ostwald’s dilution law 

9 
a“ 

Tae 

and though the results obtained are more in accordance with 
the Rudolphi-van’t Hoff t equation 

a “ be 
—__—,,, =K, e=—— ae ag (I—a)?V a ee : (2) 

yet the relation can only be regarded as empirical. | 
It seemed, therefore, of interest to calculate from our con- 

ductivity determinations the amount of ionization at the 

different percentage concentrations ; for though results for 
dilute samples have been given by Kohlrausch§ and others, 
yet no data have been published for more concentrated 
samples. The value for the molecular conductivity at infinite 
dilution or w,, =K10', according to the data of Kohlrausch 

is K,,= 342, or K,;=325°4 when reduced by the formula 

15 My 342(1 +°0162[15-18]). . . . (3) 
In the following Table values are given: in column I. the 

percentage concentration, in II. the corresponding molecular 
dilution, in III. the values for ~ x 10’, and in IV. the values 

for ee the quotient of ionization. 
fe a) 

Jt will be observed that there is an irregularity in the 
results for the samples from 98 per cent. to 100 per cent., 
which is consequent upon a reversal in the conductivity 
values ; andin our work mentioned above attention was drawn 
not only to this point, but also that whereas nitric acid behaves 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Phil. Trans. 1898, A. p. 365. 
t Zeits. f. physikal. Chem. xvii. p. 3885 (1895), and xviii. p. 301 (1895). 
§ Wied. Ann. xxvi. p. 196 (1885). 
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as other electrolytes in possessing a positive temperature- 
coeficient for concentrations up to 96 per cent., yet beyond 
this point it behaves as a metallic conductor in possessing 
a negative temperature- coefficient. 

TABLE I. 

| 
Percentage Molecular es wena ae 
Proportion. Dilution. wate Wan panes 

1:30 4°568 288:0 (885 
3°12 1°956 281°5 0°865 
3°99 1:164 258'9 0:796 

10-13 ’ 0:559 228°0 0-701 
15°32 | 0:349 190°1 0571 
20°11 0:251 159°3 0-487 
25:96 0°180 123°5 0°379 
30°42 0°144 100°1 0°308 
30°81 0123 85'°8 0°263 
35°90 0°112 73°6 0:226 
39°48 0:096 63°8 0-196 
45°01 0-077 47°9 OrLNG 
51°78 0:059 32°6 0:102 
53°03 0:056 30°4 0:093 
58°20 0°045 92:2 0-086 | 
61:20 0-040 18°6 0:057 | 
65°77 0°032 13°3 0°041 
69°53 0:028 10°3 0-032 
73°82 0-022 6:43 0:020 
76°59 0-019 5:03 0015 
78°90 0017 3:27 0010 
84:08 0012 1:09 0:004 
86:18 0:010 0:94 0-003 
87°72 0:007 0:62 0:002 
89-92 0:007 0:36 0-001 
91°87 0:006 0-17 0:0005 
94°32 0:004 0:07 00002 
96°12 0:002 0:035 0:0001 
98°50 0:001 0:016 0°00005 
98°85 0-001 0:013 0°00004 
99:27 0-001 0:017 0:00005 
99:97 0 0:007 0:00002 

It is evident that this phenomenon cannot be explained by 
the aid of the ionic dissociation theory, as the number of free 
ions would not exceed four per 1000. As we have observed 
a similar abnormality in other physical properties, and espe- 
cially in the contractions as calculated from the density 
determinations, we consider it probable that the result is due 
to an incipient formation of the compound 2HNO;.N,0,, 
which is prepared by dissolving nitrogen pentoxide in an- 
hydrous nitric acid. 
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The values for uw for the acids of lower percentage concen- 
tration (1 per cent. to 42 per cent.) are generally somewhat 

lower than those given by Kohlrausch ; but those for - are 

more in accordance with those calculated by Jones * from the 
treezing-point determinations. 

Kohlrausch and Hallwachs f have pointed out that there is 
an undoubted relation between the contraction, produced even 
in very dilute solutions of electrolytes, and ionic dissociation, 
since non-electrolytes do not show this phenomenon. In the 
present instance, though the points of alteration of direction 
of curvature are the same both for the contractions and the 
quotient of ionic dissociation, if expressed in terms of per- 
centages, yet correlation of the two phenomena does not 
appear to be of a simple character. 

Coeficients of Expansion. 

Very tew data of the coefficients of expansion of nitric acid 
have as yet been recorded. Kobl{, many years ago as a 
result of his density determinations, observes as follows :— 
“Le coéfficient de la dilatation de l’acide azotique est assez 
élevé. Ainsi pour l’acide azotique monohydrate, le coéfficient 
moyen de dilatation entre 0 degré et 15 degrés est a=*001268, 
c’est a dire environs trois fois plus fort que celui de l’eau.” 

Marignac gave values for the constants a, }, and c in the 
equation 

Vji=V dl tattb2tc’) i... ee 

for a few samples; and lastly Lunge and Rey § published 
the corrections of densities at 15° for temperatures between 
13° and 17°, in all seventeen values. From our density 
determinations at 4°, 14°2, and 24°2 corrected to a vacuum 
we have calculated the values for the mean cubic expansion or 
values of a from the equation 

V#=Vid+a). . 2 
; 

These values expressed as a x 10~° are given in the following 
table. 

* Zeits. f. physikal. Chem. xii. p. 623 (1893). 
+ Gottingen Nachrichten, 1893, pp. 350-357. Cf. Drude and Nernst, 

Letts. f. physikal. Chem. xv. p. 79 (1894). 
{ Ann. Chim. Phys. [4, x. p. 140. 
§ Zerts. f. angew. Chemie, 1891, p. 167, and 1892, p. 10. 
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ax10-8, |ax10-8, ax!0-8 |ax1078 | 
pce. Pas ex10-8 Percentage.| 13° 140-9 14°-2-242°2, 

0-625 100 158 56-29 980 950 
9-732 150 PL 1h eae Wee) 6 950 
4-595 205 246 60°42 Mead. eta 
7-55 983 265 at | aa. Cae 990 

10°75 341 370 on) aan ae 1038 
13-99 391 403 65:80 | . 1058 1043 
14:95 402 446 erate | nee 1060 
16-88 498 455 71-60 \015¢ Salea eee 
18:44 476 525 7564 1088 1076 
19°32 7 aed 716-55 1088 1076 
23-89 540 542 78°22 Mido). (cs 
25°50 550 585 81:93 1143 1093 
98:97 | 629 608 85:21 1143 1096 
30°17 647 Gaze 87-00 sc tee 1096 
33:55 700 672 92-94 1200 1141 
38°10 WOnleiads: | 94-04 1200 1141 
42:33 817 790 95°62 1200 ‘1141 
44-41 847 801 96-64 1292 1172 
46-56 864 817 oe 1190 
51-24 942 907 98:07 1250 1210 
54-60 980 950 100-00 1974 1240 

The value obtained for the 100-per-cent. acid for the 
temperature-limit 4°-14°, namely °001274, approximates very 
closely to that obtained by Kolb, namely :001263 between 
the limits 0°-15°; but itappears that he made an arithmetical 
mistake in referring to the value as about three times as great 
as the mean coefficient of water between the same limits; 
this latter, according to Rosetti’s tables, is °000047, so that 
the value for nitric acid is nearly thirty times as great 
(actually 27-1). 

The above results show that as regards the mean coefficient 
of expansion, nitric acid of different concentrations does 
not behave as if it were a mere mixture of the acid and 
water. 

The following selected values illustrate this point :— 

Sum of Coefficients Coefficient found 
Percentage. calculated at 4°-14°°2. at 4°-14°°2, 

10°75 f 180'K 107" 341 x 10% 
30°17 ALT S108 647 x 10-6 

51°24 676 x 10-® 942 x 10-° 
75°64 OT Si dcliOrs 1088 x 10-6 
94°04 L260 >8 1200 x 10-* 

In every case the found value exceeds that calculated, 
though the difference decreases as the percentage-concen- 
tration increases. 

Though there seems to be no simple relation between the 
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ratios of the calculated and found coefficients of expansion, on 
the one hand, and the factor of ionic dissociation, on the other, 
yet such a general result as that given above would follow if 
the sums of the coefficients of expansion of the separated ions, 

namely, H and NOs, were greater than that of the undissociated 
molecule HNO;. The general result is, however, probably 
complicated by the affinity of the acid for water and the 
consequent formation of either hydrates or of complex mole- 
cular structures (say x), each of which would have its par- 
ticular coefficient. The net result is expressible by a general 
equation : : 

K=>/[4(H,) +24'(NO,;) +4’(HNO;) +4'"(@)...]. . (6) 
A further point of interest is that the values for the lower 

temperature-limit are for the lower percentage concentrations 
less than the values for the higher temperature-limit, yet for 
the higher percentage concentration this relation is reversed ; 
the reversal takes place at about 40 per cent. 

If a curve be drawn in which the mean coefficients for 
either limits of temperature are expressed in terms of per- 
centages, the observational results are found to lie approxi- 
mately upon four straight lines—namely, firstly, from 1 to 
8 per cent.; secondly, from 11 to 54 per cent.; thirdly, from 
54 to 70 per cent.; and, fourthly, from 70 to 93 per cent. ; 
and the remainder upon an irregular curve. 

With regard to these several points, it may be noticed that 
the 54 per cent. corresponds to that of maximum contraction 
as found by Kolb and ourselves, while the irregularity from . 
92 to 100 per cent. has already been alluded to. The 
behaviour of nitric acid as regards this physical property is 
so far different from sulphuric acid, which has been com- 
pletely investigated by Pickering*, in that, firstly, the 
variations are much more marked; and, secondly, the 
maximum value occurs at 100 per cent., while that of 
sulphuric acid is at about 86 per cent., from which point 
the value of the coefficient decreases to 98 per cent., and from 
this concentration up to 100 per cent. slightly increases. 

In conclusion, we trust that we may be allowed to raise a 
plea for the more complete investigation of the physical pro- 
perties of solutions of liquids in liquids of a high degree of 
concentration as regards the solute. The results to be ob- 
tained will, we believe, be as full of interest as those already 
obtained with solutions of a high degree of dilution as regards 
the solvent water. 

Oxford, October 1901. 

* Journ. Chem. Soc. 1890, p. 114. 
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XI. On the Necessity for Postulating an Akther. 
By B. Hopkinson *. 

HE meeting of the British Association generally brings 
into prominence the more controversial parts of science, 

and that just concluded was no exception to the rule. 
Professor Riicker’s eloquent defence of the atomic theory 
was perhaps even more striking as an acknowledgment of a 
strong body of opinion for which atoms are by no means 
physical realities ; and though he did not deal with it in any 
detail, the hypothesis of an zether was mentioned along with 
that which was more immediately the subject of the address, 
as a matter regarding which doubts were rife. In fact 
there are representatives of every shade of opinion as to the 
ether, from those who regard it as a wholly unnecessary 
conception, to those who wish to invest it with every material 
property that it will support. 

lt is not my intention to enter into the merits of this 
controversy, but I wish to discuss shortly the nature of the 
difference between the parties to it. How far is the postulate 
of an zether founded on metaphysical grounds, and therefore 
matter of dispute? how far has it what may be called a 
logical basis, such as all must admit ? 

To illustrate what is meant by these somewhat vague 
terms, take the phenomenon of gravitation. All we know of 
gravitation is that if there is matter at a place A, then 
another piece of matter at P distant from A will experience 
a force of attraction towards A. We may further analyse 
and express the phenomenon by attributing to every point of 
space a force, depending according to known laws on the 
nature of A, and the position of the point relative thereto, 
which force, however, can only be made manifest to the senses 
by the use of matter as a detector. Any further analysis 
than this leads us into the realms of speculation, and difference 
of opinion, hitherto out of the question, becomes possible. 
Thus Newton said that one who believed in the possibility of 
attraction between distant bodies without an intervening 
medium must be a fool ; but J. S. Mill cheerfully avowed his 
sympathy with the fools, In fact the question of medium or 
no medium so far as gravitation is concerned may be called 
purely metaphysical ; it is similar in kind to the question 
whether the gravitational force exerted by A has any 
existence when there is no other body to be attracted. Those 

* This paper is an expansion of some observations communicated to 
the British Association at Glasgow, 1901. Communicated by the 
Author. 
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who assert the existence of a medium do so in order to 
satisfy a craving for the explanation of gravity in terms of 
other forces more familar though (be it remarked) not 
necessarily more fundamental. For the expression of the 
laws of gravity it is not necessary to introduce any medium. 

But now suppose that the force of attraction between the 
two bodies (supposed to be alone) were found not to depend 
simply on their masses and relative position, but to vary in 
an apparently arbitrary manner. To account for such 
variation and to express its laws, it would be necessary to 
imagine a new cause, independent of material bodies. In 
mathematical terminology the force of gravity would be no 
longer a function of the distance between the bodies only, and 
to express the facts mathematically we should have to 
introduce new independent variables—for example, the co- 
ordinates of the bodies with reference to a set of axes fixed 
independently of matter. Given these coordinates it might 
be possible, if the facts fitted, to predict the value of gravity— 
a prediction we could not make if the relative positions of the 
two bodies alone were given. There would then be what I 
call a logical basis for postulating a medium having parts and 
serving to define position independently of matter. 
No such logical basis can in fact be found in the pheno- 

menon of gravity, whose laws are entirely expressible in 
terms of matter only. Can any be found in the transmission 
of light? I think there is no doubt that the laws of all 
optical phenomena hitherto discovered, except one to be 
presently mentioned, can be adequately expressed, like that — 
of gravitation, in terms of the state and positions of material 
bodies now and in the past. We know that at a point P, 
distant from a luminous body A, we shall bv the use of 
appropriate instruments experience the disturbance known as 
light. Interference shows the disturbance to be of a periodic 
character, polarization that it is properly represented as a 
directed quantity at right-angles to AP. Its amount is 

ae where ¢ is the time, 7 the distance AP. That is a 
4 

statement of some cardinal optical laws without any mention 
of a medium; and there is no doubt that all known terrestrial 
phenomena of the kind can be dealt with in the same way. 
In our mathematical expressions we need to take as inde- 
pendent variables quantities referring to material bodies only ; 
given the values of these quantities, the luminous effects 
follow determinately. There is here no logical basis for an 
ether. Several attempts have been made (the most notable 
being that of Michelson) to experience directly the effects of 
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the «ther as a disturbing cause in terrestrial experiments, 
and so establish such a basis, but without success. It is still 
open to any one to go a step further than Mill and to say 
that in his opinion “light is an action of one body upon 
another, such action taking place at a distance not only in 
space but in time. 
When we leave the earth and turn to observation of the 

stars, however, we find that there is a possibility of ex- 
periencing the ether as a cause. It is a consequence of the 
undulatory theory that aberration depends on the motion of 
the earth relative to the free ether, and is entirely unaffected 
by the motion of the star. This, if true, furnishes our logical 
basis. For suppose the earth and the star to be fixed, relative 
to one another, but in uniform motion relative to the ether. 
There will be aberration, the star will appear to the observer 
to occupy a different position from that which it would 
occupy if there were no motion relative to the ether, the 
difference depending on the amount of such motion. To one 
who had not thought of postulating an ether but merely 
concerned himself with classifying phenomena and expressing 
their laws mathematically, this new phenomenon would 
appear wholly arbitrary and inexplicable. Ie would in fact 
have to invent a new cause to explain it, and that cause would 
in its essence be our ether. In a way, it may be said that 
the ether would become manifest to his senses as a something 
other than matter having parts and position. We should 
apprehend the existence of an atmosphere in exactly the same 
way, and should ascribe the same properties to it, if we had 
to depend only on the sense of hearing for perceiving it. 
The fact that the noise of a railway -whistle does not alw ays 
appear to proceed from the whistle, though the whistle has 
no motion relative to the hearer, furnishes a logical necessity 
for an atmosphere. 

The only question that remains is this : Is there any direct 
evidence that the motion of the luminous body produces no 
effect on aberration? For of course it will not do to take it 
merely as a consequence of the undulatory theory. In the 
ordinary observations of aberration there is no such evidence. 
It is quite consistent with them to suppose that the motion of 
the star which is uniform produces the same effect on 
aberration as that of the earth. We can in fact only observe 
the changes in aberration, such as those which depend on the 
periodic motion of the earth, and not its absolute amount. 
But there are certain stars—spectroscopic binaries—which, 
apparently single as seen in a telescope, are inferred to 
consist of two components revolving one about the other 
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because of the periodic doubling of certain lines in their 
spectra. Such doubling would occur owing to the well- 
known Doppler effect, when the two components are moving 
one away from, and the other towards, the earth. The 
orbital velocity can be computed from the separation of the 
lines, and amounts in some cases to as much as 150 miles per 
second or many times that of the earth in its orbit. Now 
consider the moment when the two components are in the line 
joining the star to the earth. One A will be moving to the 
right, and the other B to the left with a velocity of 150 miles 
per second. If the effect of motion of the source on aber- 
ration is at all comparable with that of motion of the receiver, 
we should expect (when the light then leaving the star 
reaches the earth) to see star A displaced to the right and B 
to the left. The star would appear double in a telescope, and 
the apparent doubling would occur periodically, and alter- 
nately with the separation of the spectroscopic lines. That 
no such doubling is seen is very strong, if not absolutely 
conclusive evidence of the fact we set out to establish, that 
motion of the source does not affect aberration and it forms a 
real logical basis for postulating an ether. 

XII. A Preliminary Note on the Relation between Primary 
and Secondary Réntgen Radiation. By H. 8. Amy, 
M.A. B.Sc. 

J HEN the Rontgen radiation from a focus-tube falls 
upon the surface of certain solids, the surface becomes 

the source of a secondary radiation. These “Secondary 
Roéntgen Rays’’ are in many respects similar to the ordinary 
rays which produce them. Their properties have been 
investigated by Sagnac ft, Perrin t, and Townsend §. Both 
primary and secondary rays render a gas through which they 
pass a conductor, but while the primary rays suffer very little 
absorption the secondary rays are almost entirely absorbed 
within a few millimetres at atmospheric pressure. The 
object of the present investigation is to compare the total 
ionization produced by the secondary rays with that which 
would be produced by the primary if they continued their 
path in the original medium. Then, supposing that the total 
ionization, if not equal to, is at least proportional to the 

* Communicated by Prof. J. J. Thomson. 
+ Journal de Physique, 3rd series, viii. Feb. 1899. 
] Comptes Rendus, exxiv. p. 455. 
§ Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. x. Part iv. 1900. 
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energy of the radiation, we shall obtain a measure of the 
ratio of the energies in the two kinds of radiation. 

The experimental work involves two separate deter- 
minations. In the first place, the ratio of the total ionization 
caused by the secondary rays to that produced within a 
known space by the primary; and, secondly, the absorption 
experienced by the primary rays in traversing a known 
distance. 

With the assumption just stated, the absorption of energy 
in a parallel beam of rays in traversing a thin layer of gas “of 
thickness d/ at a point where the intensity is I is equal to 
AIdl, where 2 is the coefficient of absorption of the gas. 

For simplicity we may consider the radiation contained in 
a cone of small solid angle dw, with its vertex at the anti- 
cathode. If I denote the intensity of radiation at a distance r 
from the vertex, we obtain the following differential equation 
for determining I in terms of r: 

(1+5 + al ~ a ) (r+ dr)?dw—lr*do=Ali*drdo, 

d a 4 aie (Ir V=AL ° 

The solution of this equation is 

dee Ox 

‘The ionization produced by the rays in the element of 
volume may be expressed as kI7*drdw, where & is a constant. 

Hence the total ionization produced within the boundary 
of the cone between 7, and infinity is 

a Tea) R 2 

{ kIr?drdo = ee 
T9 

The ionization actually measured is that produced in the 
same cone between 7) and 7,+d7), and, using the same 
notation, may be written 

kIry°drydw. 

Thus the total ionization may be obtained by dividing this, 
the observed quantity, by Ad7». 

The method employed in the first determination, that of 
the ionization produced by the secondary rays, was similar to 
that used by Perrin (loc. cit.), and consisted in the com- 
parison of the rates of leak from two condensers, the leak in 
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the first being due to primary radiation alone, that in the 
second to primary and secondary radiation. 

The method employed in measuring the absorption of the 
primary rays was also a comparative one, and was practically 
identical with that of Rutherford *. 

As yet the determinations have only been completed in the 
case of a single gas—sulphuretted hydrogen—in which the 
coefficient of absorption i is comparatively large. In this gas, 
calling the ionization produced by the primary rays in a 
distance of 2°5 cm. 100, the ionization caused by the 
secondary rays from a freshly polished brass plate, 10 cm. by 
5 em. in area, amounted to 11. The variation due to the 
absorption of 20 cm. of sulphuretted hydrogen was found to 
be 3°9 per cent., giving as the value of » 1°9 x 10-°. 

Hence the ratio of the total ionization caused by the 
secondary radiation from a brass plate to the total ionization 
for the primary radiation is equal to 

rt 
100 

Or yoga Very nearly. 
From this it follows on the foregoing assumptions that the 

total energy of the secondary radiation only amounts to about 
one two-thousandth part of the energy of the primary 
radiation. 

The work here described was carried out at the Cavendish 
Laboratory at the suggestion of Professor J. J. Thomson, to 
whom I am glad to express my indebtedness. 

Trinity College, Cambridge. 

x 25 x 1:9 x 10-3, 

XIII. Zhe Anomalous Dispersion of Sodium Vapour. By 
R. W. Woop, Professor of Physics in the ag stig top 
Wisconsint. OE . 

L bea 

[Plates II.-IV.] au. / 

Ee eee proof of the dispoiaal tiene of 
Sellmeier, Helmholtz, and Ketteler has for the most 

part been based upon observations made upon substances in 
the solid state or in the state of solution, where the range 
of absorption extends over a considerable portion of the 

* Phil. Mag. [5] xlili. pp. 259-255 (1897), 
+ Read before the Royal Society June 20, 1901. We are indebted to 

the Royal Society for the use of the stone for the plate and to the Author 
for defraying part of the expense of reproducing it. 
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spectrum, and the molecular condition is in all probability 
vastly more complicated than in the gaseous state. 

In liquid oxygen and in the salts of erbium and didymium 
we have the only examples, so far as I know, of substances 
other than gases which exhibit narrow absorption-bands, and 
in these cases the absorption is scarcely strong enough to 
influence the dispersion to any marked degree. A careful 
study of the dispersion of some substance with absorption- 
bands as narrow and strong as those of sodium vapour, would 
be of great value in aiding us to pass judgment on the 
various modifications of Sellmeier’s original theory. 
The anomalous dispersion of sodium vapour in the 

immediate vicinity of the D lines was first observed by 
Kundt, and has since been studied by Becquerel and Julius, 
but none of these investigators has traced the effect over a 
range of the spectrum greater than two or three times the 
distance between the lines. | 

In a previous paper* I have shown that a spectrum 
closely resembling the bright-line spectrum of incandescent 
sodium can be produced under certain conditions by the 
anomalous refraction of white light in a non-homogeneous 
atmosphere of sodium vapour, in precisely the manner in 
which Julius very ingeniously suggests that it may occur 
in the reversing layer of the sun, giving rise to the pheno- 
menon of the “flash spectrum.” In view of the seeming 
importance of the subject in its bearing on the subject of 
the dynamics of dispersion, and its possible connexion with 
solar physics, I have undertaken to determine whether 
sufficiently accurate quantitative data can be obtained, to 
make a test of the dispersion formula, as applied to sodium 
vapour, possible. 

Though the absolute values of the refractive indices which 
have been found are not as satisfactory as is desirable, very 
interesting relative values have been obtained, and, what is 
of especial interest, the dispersion has been traced and 
measured throughout the entire range of the visible spectrum, 
the refractive index for all waves of higher frequency than 
D, being less than one, and for all waves of lower frequency 
than D, greater than one. In other words, I have been 
able to form a complete anomalous spectrum by means of 
sodium vapour, in which all of the colours between the 
extreme red and violet are present, with the exception of a 
range of perhaps twenty Angstrém units at the D lines. 

Previous investigations have been made exclusively with 

* Phil. Mag. May 1901. 

Pmt. Mag. S. 6. Vol. 8. No, 13. Jan. 1902. K 
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sodium flames, which have been made to assume a prismatic 
form. In view of the great uncertainty regarding the prism 
angle, density of the vapour, and its molecular condition, 
that is whether dissociated or not, it seemed advisable to 
employ non-luminous vapour, obtained by heating metallic 
sodium in some inert gas or 2n vacuo. 

The first experiments were made with a large prism of 
cast iron, furnished with windows of mica or thin plate glass, 
in which the metal was heated in an atmosphere of hydrogen. 
Very beautiful results were at once obtained, but certain 
peculiarities of the vapour’s action showed that the refraction 
was due chiefly to the action of a non-homogeneous medium, 
the planes of constant density being horizontal. Great 
trouble was had with the windows, which soon became 
covered with a white deposit, which cut off most of the light. 
It being apparent, however, that the oblique faces played but 
a very small part, the effect being due almost wholly to the 
variable density of the vapour, it seemed best to make the 
most of this circumstance, and dispense with the trouble 
entirely by removing the glass plates to such a distance 
from the heated vapour that no deposit took place. The 
arrangement finally adopted was simply a tube of glass about 
30 em. long, provided with plate-glass ends cemented on with 
sealing-wax. Hydrogen, dried by passage over calcium 
chloride, was conducted into and out of the tube by means of 
two fine glass tubes arranged as shown in fig. 1. 

The diameter of the tubes should not be over 2 mm., and 
they should lie close against the sides of the large tube in 
order not to cut off any of the light. The most suitable 
diameter for the large tube is 2cm. As the experiments to 
be described in this paper will, I feel sure, repay any one 
who takes the trouble to repeat them, and will be extremely 
useful in illustrating the subject of anomalous dispersion to 
small classes of advanced students, I shall describe in some 
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detail the manner of preparing and using these dispersion- 
tubes, which I have found most advantageous... The ends of 
the tubes are first warmed and thickly coated with sealing- 
wax; one of the glass straws is then placed in position, and 
a small piece of plate glass, previously warmed, pressed 
against the wax, any crevices around the straw being closed 
with wax. The leading-in tube is next placed in position, 
and a piece of freshly-cut sodium (about 5 mm. on a side) 
inserted. The other window is then cemented to the tube, 
and the current of hydrogen started as soon as possible. 
Some experience is necessary properly to regulate the hydrogen 
stream during the experiment. When the tube is first 
heated much white smoke forms. Ifa stream corresponding 
to about one bubble per second is allowed to flow, the smoke 
will usually clear up in a few minutes and give little trouble. 
The tube should be heated by means of a Bunsen burner 
turned down low, the tip of the flame playing against the 
bottom of the tube. If a sodium flame is placed behind the 
tube the formation of the vapour can be watched, for it 
appears almost jet-black azainst the flame, though quite 
colourless in white light. The behaviour of the vapour is 
somewhat peculiar. It grows out trom the sodium globule 
as a dark atmosphere with a sharpiy defined surface, which 
clings to the globule with great tenacity. It resembles at 
first a thick growth of mould more than anything else that 
I can think of, and a sudden gust of hydrogen scarcely 
moves it at all. A wire pushed up through it drags a certain 
amount above the free surface in much the same manner as 
a stick pushed up through the surface of thick molasses 
would do. If the tube be inverted the black cloud chngs to 
the upper surface, behaving on the whole like a very viscous 
mass. It is even possible to dip some of it up on a wire, 

These peculiar physical properties of the metallic vapour [ 
have as yet only studied in a very superticial manner, and 
I mention them now, only because it appears to me that 
there is some connexion between them and the optical 
behaviour of the medium. 

I am of the opinion that the apparent viscosity is an 
illusion, and that the sharply-defined surface is merely the 
boundary at which either condensation or chemical action 
(the hydrogen not being pure) is taking place. The process 
of dipping the vapour up on the wire might be explained by 
condensation on the wire followed by vaporization, A more 
careful study of the physical behaviour of the vapour will be 
made some time in the future. 

The apparatus employed in the study of the dispersion 
K 2 
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of the vapour was essentially identical with that used by 
Becquerel. The light of an are lamp was focussed on the 
horizontal slit of a collimator, after traversing which the 
parallel rays passed lengthwise through the dispersion-tube. 
A second lens brought them to a focus on the slit of a 
spectroscope, when the dispersion was to be studied by the 
method of crossed prisms, or in the focus of an eyepiece 
when the anomalous spectrum was to be viewed subjectively 
(fig. 2). 

Fig. 2. 
Sereen. ~ 

The first experiments were made by the method of crossed 
prisms, the spectrometer being furnished with a Rowland 
plane grating, which showed the sodium lines widely 
separated. It was at once apparent that far better results 
could be obtained with the dispersion-tubes than had ever 
been observed with prismatic flames. The curved branches 
of the diffraction-spectrum on each side of the D lines were 
perfectly sharp and steady, and the dispersion could be 
traced to a considerable distance up and down the spectrum, 
On the slit of the spectrometer appeared, instead of the 
white image of the horizontal slit, a most beautiful anomalous 
spectrum, of great brilliancy and purity. The spectrometer 
was at once removed and an eyepiece put in its place, when 
a most superb spectrum revealed itself. The general ap- 
pearance is shown in the coloured plate accompanying 
this paper, though it is quite impossible to represent by 
means of pigments the sparkling brilliancy of the colours. 

Before discussing this spectrum in detail, it will be better 
to take up the results of the experiments made by the method 
of crossed prisms. On first heating the tube, the curvature 
of the spectrum between the D lines as well as on each side 
is observed, the appearance being identical with that figured 
by Becquerel, but in a few seconds the vapour becomes so 
dense that total absorption of all the light between the 
lines occurs. Julius expresses the opinion that this dis- 
appearance of the light between the lines is only a result of 
the strong dispersion ; that is, it is net absorbed but turned 
off to one side so that it does not enter the instrument. It 
appears to me, however, that this is not the case, for [ have 
observed the same effect under conditions where lateral 
deflexion seems quite out of the question. As I shall show 
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later on, the breadth of the absorption-band is sometimes 
twenty times the width of the spectrum comprised within 
the D lines. 

The oppositely-curved branches adjacent to the region of 
absorption grow out rapidly as the tube grows hotter, the 
ends finally passing out of the field of the instrument. A 
beautiful fluted absorption appears in the red and the greenish- 
blue, which finally blots out a region in the blue almost 
entirely. Meanwhile the curvature of the spectrum increases 
in a most remarkable manner, and the entire red end is 
lifted high above the green-blue end. As the density of the 
vapour increases the red gradually fades away, leaving only 
the yellow and green and the remote blue and violet, the 
curvature increasing all the while. The fluted or channelled 
spectrum was described by Roscoe and Schuster about 
twenty-five years ago, but so far as I know no work has 
been done on it since. I have recently secured excellent 
photographs of it with a Rowland concave grating, from the 
extreme red to the violet, and find that it is much more 
extensive than has been supposed, for the flutings run right 
up to the absorption-band at the D lines on both sides, 
though they are very faint on the side of shorter wave- 
lengths. This spectrum will be described in a subsequent 
aper. 
oe satisfactory photographs of the dispersed grating- 

spectrum were secured, some of which are reproduced. It 
was found impossible to maintain a sufficiently uniform 
density, at the low temperature, for a sufficient length of 
time to enable a negative to be secured showing the 
appearance before the light between the D lines vanished. 
I therefore went back to the old plan of using a prismatic 
flame. After some experimenting it was found that the 
most satisfactory flame was secured by passing hydrogen 
through a tube containing metallic sodium and strongly 
heated, and burning the gas at a flat jet piece made of 
platinum foil. An exceedingly dense and very uniform 
sodium flame is obtained in this way, which can be main- 
tained almost indefinitely. The arrangement of the lamp is 
shown in fig. 3 (p. 134), the diagram requiring no description. 

With this flame as a dispersing piece the photographs 
shown in Plate III. fig. 8 were obtained. In comparison with 
some of the other photographs this example is very poor, and 
I have included it merely to make the set complete. An 
exposure of about ten minutes was necessary, with an 
“ Hrythro” plate. Fig. 9 was taken with one of the 
dispersion-tubes, and shows what may be called the second 
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stage. After the exposure was over, but before the plate 
was removed, a small sodium flame was placed before the 
slit of the spectrometer, and the sodium lines impressed on 
the plate in their proper position, to serve as a reference. 
For securing photographs of the dispersion resulting from 
still denser vapour more light was desirable, and a small 
prism was accordingly substituted for the grating. This prism 
barely resolved the sodium lines in the negatives, but gave 

Fig. 3. 

excellent pictures of the spectrum under strong sodium dis- 
persion. Pl. III. figs. 10 and 11 were obtained in this way. 
In the latter the flutings in the red and green are dis- 
cernible, though not very sharp. 

As much of the fine detail is always lost in reproduction 
I have marked with arrows on fig. 11 the extreme points to 
which the curved branches adjacent to the absorption-band 
can be traced in the original negative. Hye observations 
enable one to trace them much farther, for the tips are 
exceedingly faint, and the light is not very actinic. 
_In order to secure accurate measurements of the dispersion 

in different parts of the spectrum I have made use of two. 
different methods. 

The photographs were not very suitable owing to the fact 
that during the exposure the density of the vapour varied some- 
what, producing a slight blurring of the image. Measure- 
ments of the deviation of the continuous spectrum were 
accordingly made with a filar micrometer, an illuminated 
scale giving the wave-lengths at the points where readings 
were taken. . Several minutes were necessary, however, to 
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get anything like a satisfactory set of readings, and changes 
occurred even during that short period, as was at once 
apparent on repeating observations. I accordingly adopted 
the following method. 

The telescope of the spectrometer was removed and a 
telescope-objective of nearly two metres focus put in its place. 
In the focal plane of this lens a plate of glass was firmly 
mounted, on which a horizontal diamond scratch had been 
ruled. This diamond scratch was brought accurately into 
coincidence with the narrow continuous-spectrum image in 
its undeviated position. An eyepiece mounted behind the 

_ plate enabled the spectrum to be observed. When the dis- 
persion-tube was in good condition, and the deviated branches 
of the spectrum appeared sharp and steady, their positions on 
the plate were marked with a writing diamond, the line being 
drawn along the middle of the spectrum, which was only 
about a millimetre wide on the plate. The dispersion-tube 
was then removed and various metals fed to the arc, the 
bright lines being marked on the plate with the diamond. 
In this way a scale of wave-lengths was secured. For the 
determination of refractive indices we require, however, the 
angular deviation of the different rays. This can be 
determined if we know the focal length of the lens forming 
the image of the spectrum on the slit of the spectrometer, 
and the actual deviations measured in millimetres of the 
images of the first slit formed by light of various wave-length 
at this point. ‘To secure a record of this a glass plate, ruled 
with half-millimetre lines, was placed over the slit of the 
spectrometer, and the position of the lines on the glass plate 
in the focus of the large lens recorded with the writing 
diamond. This scale enabled the recorded deviations to be 
reduced to the actual deviations as they existed on the slit 
of the instrument. 

Fig. 4. 

R D Lines. 
lz aul Wave- -Length scale. 

Line of zero 58.57 56 55 54.58 52 5| 504948 474645 4445 42 41 40 59 38 37 
deviation. »—> ; 
feel 67 6665 64 

-Half millimetre 
marks. 

= 

The dispersion curve obtained in this manner, with the 
half-miilimetre marks, is reproduced on the same scale as 
the original in fig. 4, the prismatic spectrum having been 
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converted into a normal spectrum. It will be seen that 
for all wave-lengths shorter than those of the D lines, the 
refractive index is less than one, while for the rest of the spec- 
trum it is greater than one. This is the only case that I 
know of in which we have a medium beautifully transparent 
even in considerable thicknesses, in which light travels faster 
than in a vacuum. 

To determine the refractive indices we require the angle 
of the sodium prism, and here we encounter a grave difficulty, 
for it appears to be quite impossible to determine this directly. 
As I have said before, we are dealing with the optical 
equivalent of a prism, namely, a non-homogeneous medium, ° 
in which the vertical wave-front is retarded or accelerated in 
a progressively increasing amount as we pass from its upper 
to its lower edge. The equivalent prism appears from ex- 
periment to be bounded by concave instead of plane surfaces; 
in other words, the effective angle is greater near the bottom 
of the tube than at the top. This can be shown by screening 
off different levels. 

The lower part of the tube acting alone gives a much 
greater deviation than the upper.- In practice I have found 
it best to screen off the upper and lower portions, utilizing 
only the light which passes in the median plane, where the 
change in density appears to be quite uniform, this method 
having been used in preparing the dispersion curve alluded 
to above. The effective angle lies probably somewhere 
between 90° and 180°, but even this estimate is mere guess- 
work. 

If a single observation could be made with a vapour prism 
of known angle, in which we could be sure that the density 
was uniform, quantitative values could be assigned to deter- 
minations made.with the dispersion-tubes. I have accordingly 
tried in every way possible to obtain a prism fulfilling the 
required conditions. These endeavours have thus far met 
with only partial success, but an account of the devices tried 
may be of value to others working along similar lines. 

Glass and mica are so quickly attacked by the sodium 
vapour, that the use of these substances for prism-faces seems 
to be out of the question. Added to this there is the 
difficulty of making gas-tight joints between plate-glass and 
metal which will stand a temperature but little below a red 
heat. Repeated failures to secure prisms in this way com- 
pelled me to seek some other method of giving the vapour 
the required form. I had observed that in glass tubes held 
before sodium flames the black vapour retreated before the 
approach of a cold obstacle. This suggested to me that it 
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night be possible to do away with glass surfaces entirely, 
moulding the vapour into the required prismatic form by the 
proximity of cold bodies. Experiments along these lines 
were partially successful. Two pieces of thick-walled iron 
tubing, the ends of which had been cut off at an angle, were 
introduced into a glass tube, and the sodium placed in the 
clear space between the bevelled ends, as is shown in fig. 5. 
The ends of the tube were closed in the usual manner and the 

Fig. 5. 

whole mounted between the collimator and telescope, in such 
a position that the prism formed by the sloping ends of the 
iron tubes stood with its refracting edge vertical. This was 
necessary, for in any other position the refraction due to the 
non-homogeneity of the vapour would have made itself felt. 
With a vertical slit and a vertical prism no lateral deviation 
could result from this cause. It was hoped that the sodium 
vapour formed by sudden and rapid heating of the glass tube 
would refuse to enter the colder iron tube, and that a pris- 
matic form would result from the bevelled ends. The sht of 
the spectroscope was illuminated with monochromatic light 
obtained by prismatic analysis, the wave-length of which 
could be changed by turning the prism, which was furnished 
with a mirror in the manner described by Wadsworth. 

On heating the tube the black vapour was seen to spread 
out and fill the prismatic clear space between the iron tubes, 
while the lateral deviation of the image of the slit, as observed 
m the telescope, indicated that, to a certain extent at least, 
the desired prismatic form had been secured. In the extreme 
red the deviation was very slight, but as the spectrum was 
advanced across the slit by slowly turning the prism the image 
in the telescope moved otf to one side, the deviation in this 
direction reaching-its maximum value just before the wave- 

- length reached that of the sodium lines. At this point the 
image jumped abruptly to the other side just as we should 
expect it to do on crossing the D lines in the spectrum, and 
from now on the image slowly crawled back to its undeviated 
position. The focal length of the telescope was 460 mm., 
and the maximum deviation of the rays adjacent to the 
D lines on the red side, as measured by an eyepiece fiiar 
micrometer, was but 1 mm., while the deviation in the opposite 
direction of the rays on the other side of the D lines was 
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12mm. The angle of the prism was 130, from which data 
we get the following values for the refractive index of the 
vapour for these two wave-lengths (relative to hydrogen): 
w=1:0005 and »=0°9994. 

Similar results were obtained with the device shown in 
fig. 6, when two elliptical pieces of perforated sheet iron were 
used for moulding the vapour. The images formed in this 
case were blurred by diffraction. 

Fig. 6. 

I place very little value however on these figures, for I am 
of the opinion that the effective angle of the sodium prism is 
much less than the angle between the ends of the tubes, it 
seeming probable that the vapour bulges out into the tubes, 
especially near the centre. That this is to a certain extent the 
case is indicated by the fact that the image of the slit is not 
very sharp, though this may well be caused by the varying 
density of the vapour. I have not yet despaired of getting a 
prism bounded by plates of glass, about which there can be 
raised no question, though the problem is a difficult one, and 
observations will have to be made with great rapidity. 

The deviations obtained by this method are very much 
less than those obtained with the dispersion-tubes, indicating 
either that the equivalent angle is very large in the latter 
case (it may be nearly 180° for all we know) or that the angle 
of the: prism formed by the iron tubes was less than the 
estimated value. 

If we calculate the refractive indices from the data given 
by the curve traced with the diamond point, assuming the 
equivalent angle of the stratified vapour to be 130°, we get 
for the wave-lengths adjacent to the absorption-band the 
values w= 1:0024 and w=0:9969. 

The value given by Becquerel (1°0009) is intermediate 
between the values obtained by the two methods, but I feel 
sure that his flame must have been non-homogeneous, and his 
numerical results more or less inaccurate in consequence. 

For the exhibition of the actual spectrum produced by a 
prism of sodium vapour, a long dispersion-tube with a battery 
of four or five prisms gives the best results. A small Bunsen 
burner should be used for each of the fragments of sodium, 
which should be at least 6 or 8cm. apart. (This arrangement 
is shown in tig. 2, p. 132.) 
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The coloured drawing of the spectrum, Plate II., to which I 
have already alluded, was made when the spectrum was 
obtained in this manner. A single prism gives a very pretty 
anomalous spectrum, but the magnificent effect produced by 
the battery makes the slight amount of extra trouble well 
worth while. If the electric are is employed as the source of 
light, extreme violet will be found to occupy the position of 
tie ee aied image of the slit. Then comes the blue, 
sometimes in contact with the violet and sometimes slightly 
separated by a fine dark line, owing to the fact that the violet 
light comes from the fluted carbon band of the arc, which is 
separated from the blue by a comparatively dark region. 
Then comes a wide gap corresponding to light absorbed by 
the sodium vapour in the blue-green region ~ (the channelled 
spectrum), and above this a beautiful flare of colour ranging 
from blue-green through grass-green to yellow. The red and 
orange portion of the spectr um is on the other side of or below 
the undeviated image, forming another brilliant flare of colour. 
It is separated from the violet by a wide dark band, due to 
the absorption in the vicinity of the D lines. If the density 
of the vapour is increased by heating the tube to a higher 
temperature, the red flare extends lower down, grows fainter, 
and finally tades away owing to the presence of the fluted 
absorption-hands in the red. The green and blue persist, 
however, becoming more widely separated, but finally the 
green disappears aimost entirely. It is best to arrange the 
gas-cock so that the height of the flames can be controlled 
without leaving the eyepiece, for it is surprising how slight 
a change is necessary to completely alter the general 
appearance of the spectrum. 

The glass tube should not be allowed to cool until the 
experiment is at an end, otherwise it will immediately fly to 
pieces as soon as the flame is again applied to it. 

While glass answers very well if the experiment is to be 
of short duration, sheet iron is much more satisfactory. 
Suitable tubes can be made by any tinsmith. They should 
be made of thin sheet-iron, and the turned-over seam ham- 
mered until a tight joint is formed. These tubes can be 
heated and cooled any number of times, and can be kept in 
operation for an hour or two, at the end of which time the 
sodium is generally used up, a moss-like deposit of oxide 
gradually filling up the tube. These tubes can be used over 
and over again without deterioration, and are most satisfactory 
in every respect. Their only fault lies in their conductivity, 
the sealing-wax softening and the glass plates falling off, but 
this can be prevented by wrapping a strip of cloth around 
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each end, and wetting it from time to time. I have had one 
tube made with water-jackets at each end, but it seems to 
have no especial sinters, and is more complicated. Por- 
celain tubes are quite satisfactory, but I preter the iron on 
the whole. 

By employing a tube of about 5 cm. diameter I have 
succeeded in projecting the anomalous spectrum, but the 
appearance is so very inferior to that of the phenomenon 
when seen subjectively, that I should never think of employing 
the method. 

No trace of any influence of the fluted absorption-bands on 
tke dispersion has been detected. 

It is a matter of some interest to know what becomes of 
the energy absorbed by a sodium flame, or by non-luminous 
sodium vapour. Most of it is undoubtedly spent in raising 
the temperature of the vapour; this rise of temperature I have 
shown experimentally by making the dispersion-tube the 
chamber of a radiophone, and illuminating it with intermittent 
light. It was found that the radiophone sang loudly when 
illuminated by an intense beam of light which contained 
waves of the trequency of the sodium radiations, but became 
almost silent when these frequencies were removed. 

Prismatic analysis was found to weaken the light too much : 
consequently a very thin film of eyanine was used which was 
quite opaque to the region of the D lines while transparent 
to the rest of the spectrum. Sunlight concentrated by a large 
mirror was employed for the illumination. 

It has always appeared to me thinkable that the absorbing 
sodium ions, when in resonant vibration, might emit a certain 
amount of light laterally. Kayser mentions in his new work 
on spectroscopy an experiment made by Miller, in an attempt 
to detect this phenomenon if it existed. The possibility of 
such a lateral radiation is discussed by Drude in his Lehrbuch. 
der Optik (p. 493), and is shown to depend on a small value 
of the constant 7 in the equation of motion of an ion vibrating 
under the influence of a periodic electric force. For sodium 
vapour, 7 is calculated to be something between 10 and 100. 
If it were equal to one we should expect a lateral radiation 
of light, which, says Drude, has never been observed. | 

While experimenting with the very intense beam of sun- 
light in the radiophone experiment, I observed what appeared 
to be a lateral radiation of a clear green light by the vapour. 
My first thought was that it was light scattered by the 

small particles of oxide which are always floating about. If 
this were the case, the spectrum of the light should be that of 
white light after transmission through sodium vapour. An 
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examination with the spectroscope, however, showed that this 
was not the case, for the spectrum consisted of a diffused red 
band, a very narrow bright band in the case where the D 
lines occur, and a diffused hand in the green, in which 
flutings seemed to be present. The general appearance of 
the light reminds one of the fluorescence of uranium glass. 

I am at the present time engaged in an investigation of 
the spectrum of this fluorescent light, but am not yet prepared 
to say whether the flutings in the green are discontinuities 
in the emission or due to the absorption of the non-luminous 
vapour surrounding the fluorescent vapour. A careful 
photographic study will be necessary before this can be 
decided, for which investigation I am employing an iron tube 
provided with copper jackets at each end, through which 
water circulates. (Fig. 7.) The light emitted laterally is 
observed through a second iron tube inserted at a right angle, 
and provided with a glass window. The sodium is placed at 
the junction of the tubes, which is then raised to a red heat 
with a blast-lamp. 

So far as Iam able to judge by passing the light causing 
the fluorescence through colour-screens, the wave-length of 
the emitted light corresponds very nearly to that of the 
exciting vibrations. Interposing a thin cyanine screen, 
which removes the light in the neighbourhood of the D lines, 
causes no apparent diminution in the intensity of the emitted 
light ; but the spectroscope shows that the bright band at 
wave-length 5890 has disappeared. A film stained with 
aurantia, which removes everything below the “6” group, 

greatly diminishes the intensity of the fluorescent light, and 
changes its colour tored. A solution of cuprammonium of 
moderate strength removes from the light all of the wave- 
lengths which are capable of exciting the fluorescence. <A 
more careful investigation will be necessary before deciding 
whether the wave-length of the emitted light is greater than 
that of the exciting vibrations. My impression is that the 
bright narrow band in the yellow is slightly on the red side 
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of the D lines, but I do not feel absolutely sure of it. It will 
be interesting to see whether the fluorescence persists for an 
appreciable time after the light is cut off, which can be easily 
determined with an especially designed phosphoroscope, a 
matter which I expect to take up next. 

A quantitative study of the absorption of the vapour is 
extremely desirable, though the experimental difficulties will 
be very great. As I bave already said, the width of the band 
at the D lines is often from ten to fifteen times the distance 
between the lines. Julius has, however, called attention to 
the fact that we must be on our guard against attributing the 
absence of light in the spectrum to absorption, when the 
conditions are such that the rays may have been merely 
turned to one side by refraction. ‘This he believes, if I read 
his paper rightly, is the true explanation of the widening of 
the D lines in the absorption-spectrum. To eliminate the 
possibility of this lateral deviation it is necessary, if we are 
working with a non-homogeneous medium, to arrange matters 
so that the rays of light are perpendicular to the surfaces of 
equal refractive index, instead of parallel, as is the case in the 
dispersion-tubes. One obvious method of getting round the 
difhculty would be to vaporize the sodium in a vacuum, thus 
doing away with the variations in the density, but this 
necessitates contact between the corrosive vapour and the 
glass. A better plan appeared to be to send the light through 
the stratified vapour in such a direction that no lateral 
deviation could result, a matter of some difficulty until the 
expedient occurred to me of using the surface of the molten 
metal as a reflector, the rays thus twice traversing the non- 
homogeneous medium in a direction perpendicular to the 
equi-indicial surfaces. 
A photograph of the absorption-spectrum of the vapour in 

the red and yellow region, obtained with a 10-foot concave 
erating, is reproduced on Plate LV. fig. 12. The D tines were 
photographed just below the spectrum for comparison. The 
flutings in the red are well shown in this picture, which is 
but one of a large number that bave been taken. Measure- 
ments of wave-length have not yet been made, as I feel 
confident of getting better plates in the near future. The fine 
dark lines can be found on both sides of the heavy band at 
the D lines, and I have found that they are present throughout 
the entire spectrum. An enlargement of a portion of fig. 12 
is shown in fig. 13 (Pl. 1V.) which gives a better idea of the 
appearance of the fluted bands. 

On increasing the density of the vapour the red end of the 
spectrum finally disappears, and by employing a very powerful 
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light in combination with the method above alluded to of 
reflecting the light from the mirror of molten sodium, I find 
that the spectrum consists of two exceedingly brilliant narrow 
green bands with a narrow dark line between them, and a 
band in the violet which is partially filled with flutings. 
This spectrum I have observed but once, and have given it 
no careful study as vet. 

The flutings in the green-blue portion of the spectrum are 
similar in appearance to those in the red, but they make 
their appearance when the vapour is less dense, this part of 
the spectrum being blotted out entirely when the red bands 
are at their best. __ 

I have not yet investigated the question of whether an 
increase in the thickness of the layer of vapour is the equivalent 
of increasing its density, but I feel quite sure that such is not 
the case. There remains too the question of pressure. All 
of the experiments that I have made thus far have been at 
atmospheric pressure, the variations in density being in all 
probability merely dilution of the metallic vapour with 
hydrogen. 

Sodium vapour possesses another property which requires: 
further investigation, namely, the power of emitting light in 
virtue of temperature alone. This was first observed by 
Hvershed*. lodine and a number of other substances behave 
in a similar manner, the temperature necessary to produce 
the luminous radiations being but little above a red heat. 
On repeating Evershed’s experiment with iodine, my first 
im} ression was that anomalous dispersion might be at the 
bottom of it. ‘The vapour was heated in a tube, and the purple 
luminosity or glow hung close to the inner wall, which was 
red hot. It seemed quite possible that the phenomenon 
might be a mirage effect, the rays of suitable wave-length 
coming from the red-hot wall moving in curved paths through 
the non-homogeneous vapour. To test this I devised a method 
by which this possibility was entirely eliminated, and found 
that the glow was more brilliant than ever. A spiral of 
platinum wire mounted in a small flask in which iodine was 
vaporized was raised to a bright red heat by an electric 
current. The convection current of iodine which rose through 
the spiral was luminous to a height of about 2 em. above the 
spiral, waving from side to side in the form of a reddish-purple 
flame. Focussing the image of an electric arc on the spiral 
increased its luminosity ten-fold, without, however, altering the 
intensity of the glowing vapour. Probably the luminescence 

* Phil. Mag. [5] xxxix. p. 460 (May 1895). 
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of sodium could be shown in the same way, though the one 
experiment that I tried with it gave negative results. 

I expect in the near future to investigate all of the 
questions which [ have touched upon in the latter part of this 
paper, for it appears to me that, with proper coaxing, sodium 
vapour may furnish us with much information regarding 
molecular dynamics. ‘The results obtained up to the present 
time are only a small beginning, but appear to indicate that 
in sodium vapour we have a medium which : approaches more 
nearly to the ideal absorbing medium, with but a single 
natural period of vibration, than any substance heretofore 
investigated. 

Of course I am speaking here only with reference to the 
natural vibration which appears to influence the dispersion. 
Strictly speaking there are two natural periods of course, 
which influence the velocity of the light in the medium, but 
when the medium is very dense the condition certainly 
approaches very nearly to that of a single period medium. 
As I have said before, the fluted absorption-bands are without 
influence on the dispersion, at least their influence is too 
slight to be detected by the methods that have been employed 
thus far. 

XIV. Note on Capillarity Constants of Cr hag Faces. 
By Haroup Hitton*. 

(* page 520 of the 34th volume of the Zeitschr. f. Kryst. 
u. Min. G. Wulff gives avery interesting theorem ; he 

says:—‘‘ Nelimen wir an, dass wir ein Polyéder mit gegebenen 
Flachenrichtungen, Teleie durch die Normalen n,, ng, 73. . 
bestimmt wer den, gefunden haben, welches der Bedingung des 
Minimums der Oberflic henenergie bei gegebenem Volumen 
Geniige leistet. Hs ist cinleuchtend, dass alle Polyéder 
welche dem letzteren fhnlich sind und nur durch’ ihre 
Volumen sich von einander unterscheiden, ebenfalls dieser 
Bedingung Geniige leisten werden. Alle dieser Polyéder 
werden einen Krystall in verschiedenen Wachstumsstadien 
vorstellen, wobei es klar ist, dass der Wachstumsanfang mit 
dem letzten Centrum der Aehnlichkeit der ganzen erhaltenen 
Polyéderreihe zusammenfallen muss. Auf solche Weise kann 
man die Oberfliche eines dieser Polyéder folgendermassen 
ausdrucken : p(n,? + ny" +n;°+...), wo p eine ‘Constant ist, 
und die hostile E bei den Capillaritiitsconstanten 
ky, ka, ks,... auf den verschiedenem Flachen 

B= p(kyny? + kong? + kynz? +...) 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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sein wird. Das Volumen dieses Polyéders kann in folgender 
Form geschrieben werden : 

V=q (ny tnetngz +...), 

wobei ¢ eine Constante ist. 
“Da das Polyéder ein Minimum der Oberflichenenergie 

bei constanten Volumen besitzen muss, so miissen folgende 

Bedingungen erfiillt werden : 

CE = 2p (kynydiny + kyngd ng + kgngdng ...) =0; 

AV =39 (nZdn, + nZdn,+ndnz+...) =0, 

dieses ist aber nur dann méglich, wenn 

ene. 0) 2 Ny 2 tg Ped 

This proof, however, is faulty; for in writing down the ex- 
pressions for Hi and V_—-which should be (hypyny? + kypon,” +...) 
and 3(p,n,;?>+ pong? +...) respectively, where py, po,... are 
constants: this, however, does not affect his ar gument,— 
he has assumed the ratios n,:7 2:73... constant, and there- 
fore in the expressions for dH and dV, dn: dn,:dn3... will 
be constant; but in deducing k,:kg:ks..-=n,: gi 13. 
from me dV— 0 he tacitly assumes dn, dig, dns ge quite 
independent. His result, however, is correct, as the following 
proof shows :— 

Suppose s), sy, s3... the areas of the faces 0, 62, 0; ... per- 
pendicular to the normals through any point whose lengths 
AT Ny, Ny, Nz... respectively. We have then 

Wins’ and... dV=43(nds+ sdn). 

Now if a polyhedron undergoes a small deformation, the 
normals to its faces remaining fixed in direction, we have 
dV =Xsdn; for suppose the polyhedron to be immersed in a 
weightless incompressible fluid which is contained in a cylinder 
of cross-section A, closed at the top with a movable piston of 
weight W. Then the pressure at any point of the liquid 

an 
Ma 

If now the polyhedron undergoes a small deformation of 
the kind stated above, the work done by any surface lies 
between ‘ 

W W W 
1. (s+-ds)dn and - Sten anG 9 = A odn, 

neglecting small quantities of the second order. If now the 
polyhedron’s volume increases by a quantity dV, the piston is 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 13. Jan. 1902. L 

: 
| 
: 
| 
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forced through a height— a and ae the work done by 

the surfaces of the cite is we —— 

dV 
Ane) see. We 

Hence 

=p © san, and 7.90 y= sans 

=1fS(nds) +dV} and «: Snds=2dV. 

Now we have relations between s,, so, s;... due to the fact 
that they can form polyhedron faces whose normals have 
fixed directions. For take any point of reference O, and 
take planes P,, P., P3. . through O, parallel to o,, a, 73. . 

Consider any “ahr A; let the perpendiculars from O on 
the surfaces of the polyhedr on be 7, my, #3..., and trom 
be 27; 737, 757...» and let ‘the perpendicalars from A on 
Pi, P., P3... be a, da, @3, dy d3,.-- (considered positive or 
negative, as ‘A and the corresponding polyhedron surface are 
on the same or different sides of the corresponding plane P). 
Then 2ns=2n%s; for each =3V; and 

S(n—n%)s=0, and... Sas=0, (for ny—n,*=a,, &e.). 

Now a, a9, a3... are sufficient to completely fix the position 
of the point A with reference to O, and there are linear 
relations of the type 

Ay = Pay + Jug F143 5 A5= PsA, + Yodo +7503; Ke. 

Take other points B,C; 'D,:.., and’ let 5, c, d52 >. cor 
ay a to a. Then we have Sas=0, Sbs=0, Ses=0, 
Xds=0,...; an indefinite number of relations, but only 
paeton to 3 independent relations; for choosing A, #, v so 
that 

Aa, + why + vey =, 5 Neer Dati Vedi Nas + wb; + ve3=d3; 

we have 

dy = pady + qydy + 1ydg=py(Acy + oh, + ve) + q(Aay + poly + Vey) 

+7, (Adz + wb; + ves) =, + Gyo $1 yas) + (pay + Gabe + 1403) 

+ (pres + G4lq +1403) = Ady + phy + Ve43 

and similarly 
d;=Xa;+pb,+ve5,, Ke.; 

and hence 
Yds = Aas + pLbs + ves. 

We have then 

Snds=2dV: Lkds=dH; and Lads=Xbds=dcds=0; 
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and for V constant and EK a minimum we have 

0=Xnds=Zkds = Lads=Ybds= Xcds; 

where the quantities ds are connected only by these five 
equations. 

Hence we have 

| ny — 20, — Bb; — yey — pk, = 9, 

Ig — aelty — Bb — Co — pka= 0, 

3 —aa3—Bb3—ye3— pk3=0, 
ke. &e. 

where a, 8, y, p are (unknown) constants. 
Now there can always be found a point O,, whose distances 

from P,, P., P; are 

aay + Bb, +7c}, aay +Bby+ lq, aa3+Bb3+ yes 

respectively; the distance of O, from P, is 

pa(aay + Bb, + y¢,) + Ys(ade + Bho + ez) + 7,(%a3 + Bhs + Yes) 

=a (4c + G42 + 14003) + B(p,40r +- gag + rab) 

+ (P46, + 9402+ 1 C5) = ails + Bb,+ yl 

Similarly its distance from P; is aa;+ Bb; +-ye;, Ke. 
Hence if the perpendiculars from QO, on o,, 62, o3,.-. are 

Ts, ta --., we have 

ny =n —20d,— Bb,—Yo, =p, Ng =Ny—ady— Bly — Yeo= phe, 

Nal =N,— aa, — 3b;— yes=plhs, Ke. Ke. 

Hence there is a point O, for which 

Uae. iis leptin 3 a4 Ns) Ne 

which is Wulft’s theorem. 
It is not always easy to apply the above theorem to the case 

of an actual crystal. It seems therefore worth while to give 
an example which is of use in many cases, 

i Let three planes OBC, OCA, OAB meet along the lines 
OA, OB, OC; and let them be met by two planes ABC, 
mec, so that OA=2za, OB=7b, OC=a2e; OAl=ye', 
OB! =y0', OV’ =ye', where a, b, ca, U!, ¢ are supposed known, 
Let the angles BOC, COA, AOB be a, 8, y, respectively. 

Then the volume of the figure OABC is 
jo a “1+2 cosa. cos 8. cos y—cos? a— cos? B—cos?y, 

and of OA'B'C’ is 

ee 
Z—~- 1+2cosa.cos .cos y—cos? a—cos* 8B—cos* y; 

a 
b 

2 
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the area of ABC is 
2 

9 VE (be? sin? a —be(l? +c’) cos a+ 2a%be cos B . cos sae 

9 
Ue 

| ple! 
the area of OBC is 5 bc sina, and of OBC’ is “9 Sina; 

and we get the areas of A/BIC’, OCA, OC'A’, OAB, OA/B’ 
similarly. 

A 

B 

Suppose now that the figure ABCA'B'C’ represents a crystal 
which is such that its surface energy is a minimum for a 
given volume. Let the capillarity constants of the faces 
BCBIC,, CAC'A!, ABA'B!, ABC, A'B'C! be kj, k2,.k5, &, amdaes 
respectively ; then the volume of the crystal is 

= eS aa 15 ToT 4 » t ! N 

1 V(L+2 cosa. cos 8 .cos y—cos? a—cos? 8—cos? y) {a®abe—yral Vie) 

and the surface energy is Piz? — Poy’, where 

ees (be kysina+cak, sin 8+ abk, sin y 

+hY SE (Be? sin? a — be (b? + c2) cos a+ 2u? be cos B.cos y)), 

Py= 3 (Mk, sin at+daky sin B+ a'l'ks sin y 
|. / oe ee LATA TAR MME — kV > (2% sin? a—ble(U? +c?) cos a+ 20h! cos 8. cos Y) j- 

We have then at once for constant volume and_ surface 
energy a minimum, on differentiating 

eo yeh! P 4a/2h20!2 

ra ~; with t 0 rere: oe y Pas oe with the condition Priahte ins 

Magdalen College, Oxford. 
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XV. Vapour-Pressures of Carbon Droxide and of Ethane 
at Lemperatures below 0° C. By Professor J. P. KunNEN 
and Mr. W. G. Rosson *. 

LTHOUGH from Amagat’s researches the critical con- 
stants and vapour-pressures above 0°C. of carbon 

dioxide are accurately known, much uncertainty exists as to 
the pressures at temperatures below O0°C. The results 
obtained by Faraday, Regnault, Cailletet, and others, are 
not consistent; and as we wanted accurate values of the 
vapour-pressures of this substance—-and also the vapour- 
pressures of ethane—in connexion with an investigation on 
mixtures, we resolved to undertake the determinations our- 
selves. 

1. The Temperatures.—We obtained the low temperatures 
by using liquids boilmg under reduced pressure, the most 
suitable liquids for our purpose being sulphur dioxide ft and 
ammonia {. The liquid was collected in a Dewar vacuum- 
vessel of suitable shape, made by Messrs. Bender & Holbein, 
to our specification. Even at the lowest temperatures the 
liquid in this vessel boiled away quite slowly, so that as 
a rule there was plenty of time tor taking the readings before 
fresh liquid had to be let into the vessel. 

The vacuum vessel was closed at the top by a rubber 
stopper. Through the stopper passed a tube for admitting the 
liquid sulphur dioxide or ammonia, a tube connecting the 
vessel to a water-pump and open mercury-gauge, the ther- 
mometer, and the pressure-tube which contained the carbon 
dioxide or ethane. 

In order to keep the pressure under which the liquid 
boiled, as read on the mercury-gauge, constant, it was found 
sufficient to connect the vessel with a large bottle which acted 
as an air-chamber, and to regulate the pressure by means of 
a tap and of two pinching-screws on the rubber connecting 
the pump with the bottle and vessel. Some gas was allowed 
to bubble through.the liquid in order to keep it well stirred. 
The only source of inconstancy in the temperature was 
the want of purity of the boiling liquids, especially the 
sulphur dioxide. We had to take the precaution to read 
temperature and pressure as nearly as possible at the same 
moment. Hven of the ammonia, although not submitted to | 
a preliminary cooling, only moderate quantities were required 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Obtained from Boake, Roberts & Co., Stratford, E. 
t Obtained from the Scotch and Ivish Oxygen Co., Glasgow. 
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—less than half-a-pound for a complete set of experiments 
lasting for two or three hours. 7 

2 The Pressure Apparatus.—The substances prepared and 
purified by methods described in former papers * were 
inclosed in the glass tube of a Ducretet-apparatus. The part 
of this tube which projects outside was bent twice at right 
angles so as to have its top turned down. This top part 
passed through the stopper of the vacuum-vessel and was 
immersed in the low-temperature liquid. 

3. The Pressure-Gauges.—Three gauges—(1) an open 
mercury-gauge reading from 1 up to 4 atmospheres ; (2) a 
closed gas-gauge with a range of from 3 to 30 atmospheres; 
and (3) a closed gas-gauge reading from 25 atmospheres 
upwards, were used. 

In a former paper }, describing experiments in which the 
same gauges were used, it was stated that the two closed 
gauges—at that time filled with dry air—showed a difference 
of ‘7 per cent. at 25 atmospheres. It was discovered later 
that some change had taken place in the high-pressure 
gauge, and, on taking it out of its pressure cylinder, it was 
found that, owing probably to the oxidation of the mercury, 
the volume of the air had diminished by an amount sufficient 
to account for the above difference. The high-pressure guuge 
was then filled with dry nitrogen, and its behaviour was tound 
to be perfectly satisfactory. We would advise those who have 
to use a high-pressure gas-gauge to take the comparatively 
small trouble of filling it with atmospheric nitrogen instead 
of with air. 

The degree of agreement between the high-pressure 
nitrogen-gauge and the low-pressure air-gauge may be judged 
from the following table :— 

Low-pressure Gauge. | High-pressure Gauge. Difference. | 

25°83 25°86 "05 | 

26°04 25°99 +°05 

26°48 26°50 i — 02 

31°44 31-41 +03 

39°67 39°70 0S 

ee — ey 

* Phil. Mag. | 5] xl. pp. 173-194; xliv. pp. 174-199, 
+ Phil. Mag. [5] xlvin. p. 180. 
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The differences are equally distributed between positive and 
negative, and are accounted for by the fact that the readings 
of the low-pressure gauge are somewhat inaccurate at the 
small volumes. ; 

- In order to deduce the pressure from a reading on a closed 
gas-gauge, the corrections for the deviation from Boyle’s law 
are required. For the calculation of these corrections are 
available: (1) Regnault’s measurements from 1 up to 25 
atmospheres, and the approximate formula deduced by him 
from his observations ; and (2) Amagat’s measurements from 
25 atmospheres upwards. The corrections deduced from the 
former are much larger than those deduced from the latter. 
This difference must be due to the temperature (8°C.) in 
Regnault’s experiments having been lower than in Amagat’s 
(20°:€.). 
We tried to obtain a set of consistent corrections from 

1 atmosphere upwards, by reducing as well as we could 
Regnault’s corrections to the temperature of Amagat’s 
observations and wice versa. The corrections thus obtained 
are probably fairly accurate up to 25 atmospheres. Above 
this pressure, at temperatures differing from 20°C. the 
uncertainties become greater. It would be an extremely 
useful work to repeat Amagat’s experiments at a lower gauge- 
temperature, and to extend them to pressures from 1 to 25 
atmospheres. This latter part is within the scope of labora- 
tory-research work. 

In the experiments on carbon dioxide the gauges were used 
as above; after their completion the low-pressure gauge was. 
filled with nitrogen, so that in the later experiments both 
gas-gauges contained nitrogen. But the uncertainty of the 
corrections remains. The gauges show complete agreement, 
the reading at the same pressure being 26°10 on both. 

4. The Thermometer.—The many advantages claimed for 
the platinum thermometer induced us to use it in preference 
to a gas-thermometer or thermoelectric couple, and although 
we encountered many unexpected difficulties, we found it 
quite suitable for our purpose. It may be of interest to give 
here in some detail an account of our experiences with this 
instrument. In the first place, we are inclined to doubt the 
statement that when measurements are made with an ordinary 
post-office bridge results may be obtained which are consistent 
to a few hundredths of a degree up to 500°C.* Using 
resistance-coils and wire-bridge in the way described by 
Callendar}, and allowing for coil errors, wire calibration, 

* Preston, ‘Heat,’ 1894, p. 148. 
+ Phil, Mag. [5] xxxil. p. 107. 
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and the temperature change of coils and wire, we found that 
at the steam-point differences of as much as 0°06 were 
possible. 

(a) Resistance Measurements——The coils and bridge-wire 
were of german-silver, the smallest box-coil being 0°i ohm, 
and the wire having a resistance of 0°22 ohm per metre. 
The temperature-coefficient of the box-coils was about 00040, 
and all readings were reduced to a standard temperature of 
15°C. The coils were immersed in paraftin-oil, and their 
temperature read on a mercury thermometer divided to 0°05. 
It is to be noticed that german-silver is on account of its high 
temperature-coefficient very unsuitable for measurements of 
this kind. With our apparatus an error of 0°°2 in the box 
temperature—an error which is quite possible when the room 
temperature is changing rapidly—-corresponded at the steam- 
point to a resistance error of ‘00032 ohim, i.¢. the platinum 
temperature would be wrong by 0°032. At the ice-point 
the same error in box temperature would cause an error in 
the platinum temperature of 0°'023. The expensive platinum- 
silver alloy would only reduce these errors to three-fifths of 
their values; and we would recommend, theretore, that the 
coils of boxes meant for use with the platinum thermometer 
be made of some alloy, such as manganin, whose temperature- 
coefhicient is only ‘00002, so that the above errors would be 
reduced to one-twentieth of their values. 

(6) Stem Immersion.—The platinum thermometer is said 
to be free from errors due to incomplete immersion of the 
stem, being on this account superior to the mercury ther- 
mometer *, Qur experience with regard to this is entirely in 
accord with that of Chreet. Defining, as he does, the 
“bulb ” ‘to be that part of the thermometer extending to the 
first mica disk—in our thermometer this is 1 cm. above the 
top of the spiral—we find the following errors due to 
insufficient immersion :— 

! 

Immersion. Tce-point. Steam-point. 

Bulb + 14 ems. +0° 11 —0°°26 
| 

oP) + os ” 05 | -— 

2) + 6 : 99 ‘03 | Say 

yo Viral Wass ~ 00 ‘00 
| 

* Griffiths, ‘Nature,’ vol. li. p. 46. 
+ Proceedings Roy. Soc. 436. p. 28. 
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In our low-temperature determinations never less than 
the “bulb” + 14 cms. was immersed in the liquid sulphur 
dioxide or ammonia, and the bulb + 7 cms. was inside the 
Dewar vessel, so that 54 cms. of the stem was surrounded by 
the vapour of the boiling liquid. This insufficient immersion 
would account for small irregularities—up to 0°:05—in our 
readings. | 

(c) Fiaed Points.—The resistance R, of the platinum 
spiral at the ice point was found by using a bath of partly 
frozen distilled-water surrounded by an air-jacket on the 
outside of which was a freezing-mixture kept at —3° or —4°. 
The following are some of the readings :— 

Values of R,. 

Bay LOR Pe 8 etl 2°8348 
Ser Gee ee 8 

ad OS En ee i 
~ Sc) |: Nees a 8 

Mean ...... 2°8348 ohms. 

The steam-point readings were :— 
Values of R 

100° 

Mee Oe oe crate gee 3°8379 
5 2 Rp PS ae ate 78 
2k oA eat RAMS hai EM CN 81 
sh State Rs Ae IM aR Rea Ga 

es Ale as AAO ahs 76 
wz", 0h) ge eel 45 

RMBINC TE ey rg eee lh 
Ks Evie i Oe ea aa 76 
hoot] CA a pe 77 

Mean ....... 3°8377 ohms. 

The platinum temperatures were calculated trom the 
formula 

and reduced to the air-scale by means of the difference 
formula 

it T T—pt=1 lng“) ia0. 

5. The Results.—Table I. contains the vapour-pressures of 
carbon dioxide as determined by experiment. 
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TABLE JI, 

Vapour-Pressures of Carbon Dioxide. 

Temperature (Cent.). Pressure (Atmos.). 

0 34°34 
= 9:95" 4 26:04 (Low Gauge). 

25°99 (High Garige). 
— 15:27 22°98 
—21‘67 18°32 
—27:-01 15:42 
— 32°88 12°60 
— 33°08 12°59 

| — 41-02 «9:46 
—47°58 7°34 
—54°52 * 5°45 
— 54°68 _ §45 
—56:18 5:10 
-- 56°24 510 (Triple Point). 
—57-80°-: 4:743 
—57 87 4746 
—61:41 4-018 
— 61:60 3991 
—62°39 3°823 
—62:47 3°809 
= Ha7be ~ 8'685 

Solid. Carbon Dioxide. 

Temperature. — Pressure. 

— 57:86 4580 
—61°80 3°532 
— 63°36 3129 
—71-41 1683 
-- 76°90 1-072 
— 78-39 1-000 

i} 

These results were plotted, and Table II. gives the vapour- 
pressure for every five degrees as read from the curve. The 
pressure at 0°C. agrees with that found by Amagat f (34:3 
and 34°4 atmos.) f. | 

+ Ann. de Chim. et Phys. | 6] xxix. pp. 118, 136. 
t Holborn (Ann. der Physik, vi. p. 245) finds —78°34 for the boiline- 

point of carbon dioxide under normal pressure. 
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TABLE If. 

Vapour-Pressures of Carbon Dioxide (read from curve). 

Temperature. Pressure. 

Atmospheres, | Metres of Mercury. 

0 34:3 Pt GT 
— 5 30°0 22°8 
—10 26:0 | 19:8 
—15 22:4 | 17-0 
—20 19°83 14:7 
—25 16°5 | 12°5 
—30 14:0 | 106 
—35 11°8 8:97 
—40 9°82 tives re (SES a ee eh 
—45 8:12 | 6°17 

— —50 6°60 Solid, 502 | Solid 
--55 5°35 |- 4:07 | = 
—60 4°30 aor || 327} 302 
—65 OTe | | 9-41 
—70 1:88 1°45 
—75 1:28 Oi 
—78°32 OOF | | “76 

On close inspection Table I. shows certain small irregu- 
larities; the reading marked by an asterisk does not get 
into the curve and must be affected by a small error of 
observation. The remaining irregularities are very small, 
and may be accounted for by the various uncertainties of the 
method : they do not, however, affect the first decimal of the 
values of the vapour-pressures. In addition to the accidental 
errors there is the systematic error due to the impurity of 
the gas. In the case of carbon dioxide this impurity was 
very small: after a change of temperature the pressure 
adjusted itself almost immediately to its final value, and a 
change of volume had a very slight effect on the pressure. 
At 0° C. the pressure at a large volume with only a little 
liquid carbon dioxide present was 34°32; and at a small 
volume, with most of the gas liquetied, the pressure was 34°38 
atmos 

Because of the scarcity of diagrams of the kind, we think 
it may be of interest to publish the triple-point diagram for 
carbon dioxide. It will be seen that the liquid may be con- 
siderably undercooled, the lowest liquid-vapour point being 
seven degrees below the triple-point. The triple-point was 
determined directly by changing the temperature until no 
gradual change in the amount of solid was observable, and, 
indirectly, by finding the point of intersection of the solid- 
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vapour and lquid-vapour curves. 
are identical, the triple-point temperature being therefore 
—56°2 C., and the pressure 5°10 atmos. 

atmos. 
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right, solid carbon dioxide being denser than liquid. 
In Tables III. and IV. we give our results for ethane. 

| 
| 

TasieE III.— Vapour-Pressures of Ethane. 

Temperature. Pressure (Atmos.). 

23°61 
v 23-97 

es 18°40 

aes \ 18:57 
— 15:06 16:08 
—21-11 13°64 
— 26°24 11°80 
— 32°88 9-78 
— 33°24 953 

—37:93 8:22 
—43°45 6°89 
— 50°87 3°38 
— 57°84 4°21 
— 72°21 2°33 
— 78°46 1°83 

| 

The two points thus found 

Faraday tound 
—57°C. and 54 atmos., and Cailletet —54°6C. and 5°3 

We have no direct experimental data for the liquid- 
solid curve, except that it is a curve rising towards the 

Temperature. Pressure. 

| | 

Atmospheres. Metres of Mereury. 

0 23°6 i) 
— § 20°7 15:7 
—10 pis2 13°8 
—15 16:0 12:2 
==) 14:0° 10°7 
—25 12-2 9°27 
— 30 10°5 793 
-- 35 9°05 6°88 
—40 7 80 0°93 
—45 6°67 207 
— 50 2°60 4:26 
—95 46] 3°50 
— 60 3°79 2°88 
— 65 3°10 2°36 
— 70 2-58 1°96 
—7o | 2-10 | 1-60 
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could not obtain this substance, even after repeated attempts 
at purification, in the same condition of purity as the carbon 
dioxide. The observations showed this distinctly. The 
change of pressure with change of volume was for one sample 
from 23°61 to 23:97 atmos. at 0° C., and for a second sample 
18°40 to 18°57 at —9°7C. On being heated or cooled the 
substance took a considerable time to attain a constant 
pressure ; this very slow process was hastened by introducing 
a stirrer which was moved by a Jarge electromagnet surround- 
ing the Dewar vessel. We extended our observations above 
0° C. up to the critical point for the sake of comparison with 
former results for ethane*. ‘The agreement was satisfactory, 
especially if the small error of our earlier air- -gauge be taken 
into account. Nevertheless we cannot consider the vapour- 
pressures as accurate within one per cent. 

It had struck us that ethane, whose pressures at ordinary 
temperatures are much lower than those of carbon dioxide, has 
higher pressures at very low temperatures. It appears, how- 
ever, from our results that this is entirely due to the solidifica- 
tion of carbon dioxide, the liquid curve for this substance, as 
far as we could follow it, remaining above the ethane curve. 
The two liquid curves do not intersect, and so far there is no 
evidence of association of liquid carbon dioxide. ‘The 
ethane curve intersects the solid carbon-dioxide curve at 
— 63°C. 
University clase Dundee. 

DG iO bgieal || rele for SSiall Currents. 
By R. A. Lesrevprt. 

| GY the course of some experiments with mereury volta- 
meters I had a conversaticn with Mr. E. C. C. Baly, 

during which the suggestion of a remarkably simple form 
of instrument arose. This I have realized in practice, as 
follows :— 

A glass tube of from 0°5 to 1°) mm. bore is provided with 
a pair of platinum electrodes, sealed in near the ends; the 
ends are then drawn out to a small diameter. The tube so 
prepared is filled—by means of the water-pump—with 
mercury throughout, except for one drop of mercurous-nitrate 
solution in the middle of its length; the ends of the tube 
are then sealed off. The tube is placed vertically, and the 
upper portion of mercury made the anode, the lower the 
‘athode. The drop of solution creeps up the tube at a rate 
proportional to the current flowing, the movement being 

i Phil. Mag. [5] xliv. p. 174. 
' Communicated by the Physical Society : read Nov. 8, 1901, 
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measured by any convenient scale, preferably one etched on 
the glass, with or without a micrometer. 

For the successful construction of the apparatus the follow- 
ing points should be attended to :—The parts of the tube where 
the electrodes are sealed-in should should not be widened, 
else difficulty in filling is likely to ensue. The filling can be 
done by placing the tube—aslant—with one point dipping 
under mercury, in a dish. The mercury is covered by 
solution: when enough has been drawn in by the pump to 
form one electrode, the point is lifted momentarily so as to 
allow solution to flow in instead; then depressed, when more 
mercury enters, to form the other electrode. The filling is regu- 
lated most conveniently by a tap sealed on to the upper end 
of the tube, which is subsequently detached. The solution 
is made by weighing out about 26°3 milligrams of mercurous 
nitrate per c.c. of water (2. e. decinormal), and adding enough 
nitrie acid to dissolve the basic salt that forms. The current- 
density may be anything up to 10 or 15 milliamperes per 
sq. em.; more than that causes polarization. Hence a tube 
of 2 sq. mm. cross-section (ordinary Sprengel-pump tubing) 
will take 0°3 milliampere. : 

The electrochemical equivalent of mercurous mercury is 
7-470 grams per ampere per hour, or 0°5509 cc. Hence 
with a current-density otf 0°010 ampere/sq. cm., the rate 
of movement would be 0:005509 cm. per hour, or about 
1mm.aday. The meter is therefore eminently adapted to 
measure long-continued currents of very small magnitude. 
Moreover, with proper precautions it may be shunted, as, 
apart from temperature changes, the resistance keeps steady. 

The following is a record of such an instrument :— 
Cross-section of tube 0°624 mm.: length of thread of 

solution about 6 mm. Micrometer used, 1 scale- 
division = 0'0785 mm. 

Time. Micrometer. 
hy om . 

Oct. 18. 11 10 40°0 Started current of 1/12000 amp. 
12 15 41:0 
13 15 42:0 — Stopped. 

Oct. 21. Reset micrometer. . 
11 50 40°0 Started current of 1/12000 amp. 
15 40 4A3°7 

Wer22: 9-50 60°5 

Caleulated rate of movement 1 micrometer-division in 
1:067 hours; observed rate 1:073. The small discrepancy 
is no doubt due to errors of experiment, and could be 
diminished by greater care in calibration, measurement ot 
current, and of distance moved. 
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XVII. Notices respecting New Books. 

Leureuch per PxHorocHRoMIE (Photographie der naturlichen 
Farben). Von WitHEetm ZENKER. Neu -herausqeyeben von 
Prof. Dr. B. SonwaLBe. Mit einem Bildniss des Verfassers. 
Braunschweig: F. Vieweg und Sohn, 1900. Pp. xiv+ 157. 

| la 1810, Seebeck made the discovery that a thin layer of silver 
chloride when exposed to the light of the spectrum acquired 

colours which to some extent resembled those of the spectrum 
itself. This highly important and interesting discovery, published 
in Goethe’s Furbenlehre, seems to have attracted very little 
attention at the time, and was consigned to oblivion, until John 
Herschel re-discovered it in 1841. Herschel carried out a 
number of experiments on the behaviour of silver chloride when 
under the influence of the light of a spectrum, and his work was 
continued by Edmond Becquerel, who ultimately succeeded in 
producing photographs in colours. Becquerel’s work did not meet 
with the recognition which it merited, and many of his results 
appear to have been regarded with suspicion, if not incredulity. 
In Germany, however, there was at least one man who was able 
to appreciate to the full the practical importance of Becquerel’s 
researches. This was Wilhelm Zenker, who in 1868 published a 
work on colour-photography of which the volume under review is 
areprint. Zenker repeated most of Becquerel’s experiments, and 
a photograph in colours obtained by him formed a frontispiece to 
his work. ‘The present volume contains a short biographical 
notice of Zenker by Dr. Krech, a reprint of the 1868 edition of 
Zenker’s Photochromie, and an appendix on recent developments 
by E. Tonn. ‘he publishers have been unable to reproduce the 
original frontispiece, as in the copy of the work at their disposal 
the colours were so faded as to be unrecognizable. 

To all interested in the subject of colour-photography, the hook 
may be recommended as a simply and clearly written account of 
the consecutive steps by which the art has advanced to its present 
state of development. | | 

La Série de Taylor et son prolongement analytique. Par JACQUES 
Hapamarp. Paris: G. Carré et C. Naud, 1901. (“Scientia ” 
Series, No. 12.) Pp. viii + 102. 

Tue study of functions of a complex variable has given rise to a 
new and important branch of mathematics, which has been de- 
veloping with phenomenal rapidity, and has already furnished the 
key to many interesting problems in physics. The expansion of 
such functions by Taylor’s theorem, and the discussion of the 
regions within which such an expansion is valid, are problems of 
considerable complexity, and involve the consideration of many 
nice points. The little book before us is a concise account of the 
most recent work on this subject, and should prove extremely 
useful to mathematicians interested im the theory otf functions. 
The value of the book is enhanced by the copious bibliography 
compiled by the author for the use of readers wishing to refer to 
original sources of information. 
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i Il. Jonization, Ionic Velocities, and a» 
By Wiriram SurHErLan *. 

T is well-known that in the theory of ions as given to us 
| by Faraday, van *t Hoff, Arrhenius, and Ostwald, there 
occur some gaps, which are very surprising if we consider 
the wonderful completeness of the theory apart from these, 
and also the advanced state of the kinetic theory. The gaps 
are:—(1) Ignorance of the cause of ionization. (2) Ignorance 
of the reason why Ostwald’s law for the ionization of weak 
acids and bases does not apply to ordinary binary elec- 
trolytes. (3) Ignorance of the connexion between the ionic 
velocities and the other physical properties of the atoms. 

The present paper is a contribution towards bridging these 
gaps, and consists of three parts, namely :— 

1. The cause of ionization. 
2. The laws of ionization in binary electrolytes. 
3. Deduction of ionic velocities from the other physical 

properties of the atoms, and their use as a definite means of 
calculating the absolute sizes of the atoms. 

1. The Cause of Ionization. 

To J. J. Thomson and Nernst we owe the sagacious sug- 
gestion that ionization of a solute is caused by the high 
dielectric capacity of a solvent, whereby the electric force 
between the oppositely charged atoms or radicals is sufficiently 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 8. No. 14. Feb. 1902. M 
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reduced. Others have advanced the hypothesis that associa- 
tion of the molecules of the solvent is somehow the apparent 
cause of the dissociation of the solute molecule into ions. 
I think that both these suggestions can be combined in the 
proposition, that exceptionally high dielectric capacity, high 
power of ionization, and marked tendency to molecular 
association, are three effects traceable to the same cause, 
which I propose to call the latent or potential valency of 
certain atoms. Jet us consider the case of water as a solvent. 
In a paper on the Molecular Constitution of Water (Phil. 
Mag. [5] vol.1. Nov. 12900), I have shown that while in steam we 
have H,O, in ice we have (H,Q);, and in water a mixture of 
(H,0); and (H,0),, varying with temperature. Now the 
dielectric capacity of steam is not so abnormal as that of 
water, being given by Lebedew (Wied. Ann. xliv.) as of the 
order 1-001 under ideal standard gas conditions, at which the 
index of refraction » is 1°00025. Maxwell’s law K=7n?, 
or K—l=n?—1, is therefore much more nearly complied 
with by steam than by ice and water in which K is of the 
order 80, while n? is only of the order 2. Obviously it is 
necessary for us to study the formula for ice or trihydrol in 
relation to the electrons which hold together the three H,O 
constituents of its molecule, and similarly with (H,O),. As 
it would be convenient to have symbols different from the 
operational + and — to distinguish the two sorts of electrons, 
I propose to use the musical types # for the + electron and 
b for the — electron, and 4 for the neutron, which consists 
of the = and pb united to form that electric doublet which 
gives to the ether its electric and magnetic properties. ‘Tri- 
hydrol (H,O); wonld be represented graphically thus 

H H 

= 2 
Drea MO 

Htbo# pbobtaH 
b t 

The usual chemical graphic bonds are replaced by the pairs 
of electrons required by electrical theory. This strictly 
symmetrical representation of the trihydrol molecule brings 
out the very important fact that, while oxygen appears as a 
tetrad, it is very different from the ordinary chemical tetrad, 
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since the four electrons attached to the oxygen atom are not 
of the same sort, there are three p electrons to one %. If 
(H,O); gets dissociated it will yield three parts 

H 
= 
b 

bobtH 
t 

which could be more briefly represented by the formula 
Op;(2H),. From the graphic formula we see that in this one 

and the ¢ of the oxygen atom are not in positions of 
equilibrium, and will tend to rush together to form a neutron 
$, in which the p and $ are much closer together than in their 
initial position when the dissociation of the (H,O), first 
occurred, According to this conception H,O in steam would be 
represented by the formula 4 Op,.(4H),. But the change from 
tOp;(¢H). to 4 Op.(#H). would occupy some time, during 
which the p and the #, which ultimately coalesce to form 4, 
would be at a certain average distance apart, and would 
have a certain average electric moment obtained by multi- 
plying the amount of either of the electrons by the average 
distance between them. This electric moment being much 
greater than that of the neutron confers on water its high 
dielectric capacity, though the special neutron in the steam 
molecule probably has a greater moment than that in ether. 
The field of electric force between p and $ at their average 
distance apart is the direct cause of electrolytic dissociation 
produced by water. With a solute like NaClp we may 

expect to have 
H 

a 
b 

eae 

D 
Cl 

as an intermediate configuration from which the Nag and Clb 
are broken off, when too far apart to recombine. 
We have now seen how high dielectric capacity, molecular 

association, and ionization in water are all consequences of 
the latent or potential valency of oxygen. But as this valency 
has the peculiar character of being associated with opposite 
electric charges in the atom, and gives us in ¢Op,(#H), a 
radical with electric charges, yet not an ion, because its 
charges are equal and abe I propose to call such a 

: 2 
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radical or atom a stion, as in static electricity it bears the 
same important relation to dielectric capacity as the ion to 
conductivity in current electricity. The neutron and the 
stion differ as do the electron and the ion; the neutron and 
electron are the molecule and atom of electr icity, the stion and 
the ion are atoms of matter with associated electrons. 

According to this line of thought those substances which 
fail to conform to the law K=n? fail, when K is measured 
electrostatically, because they contain stions, which are 
doublets of exceptionally large electric moment. 
We spoke above of the time taken by the ¢ and bh to rush 

together to form 4, and that they do so ultimately rush together 
is proved by the not very abnormal dielectric capacity of steam 
(Lebedew, loc. cit.), but before they settle down to the 
stationary state which characterizes them in the molecule of 
steam, they will revolve in their relative orbits, dissipating 
their energy till it falls to its stationary value. But a 
40b3(#H)> group broken off from {#0b;(#H») } +3 in water can 
enjoy only a certain average time of independent existence. 
Again, given a number of stions with the electric axes of 
their doublets uniformly distributed as to direction, and 2 
field of electric force suddenly created where they are, it will 
take a certain time for the axes to adjust themselves to the 
directions giving maximum dielectric capacity to the region. 
If the field of electric force is an alternating one, and if its 
period of alternation is only a fraction of the time required 
to produce maximum dielectric capacity, we see dielectric 
capacity must appear to be a function of the period of alterna- 
tion, with limiting values K=2 and K=80. With an order 
of frequency about 10° per second Perot (Compt. Rend. 1894) 
found K=2:04, while with 10° alternations per second, 
J. Hopkinson and Wilson (Proc. Roy. Soc. Ix.) found K to 
be less than 3. It would appear then that the time taken for 
the stion axes to be maximally directed in a field of electric 
force is of the order 10-® second. This time would be an 
interesting subject of calculation if we knew more of the 
relations between electrons and atoms. 

2. The Laws of Binary Electrolytes. 

‘Let i be the degree of ionization of an electrolytic solution 
containing m gramme-equivalents of solute per litre of 
‘olution, or 1/m (=v) litres of solution per gramme-equivalent 
of solute, then Ostwald’s well-known reasoning gives the rate 
of dissociation proportional to mila), say equal to em(1—1), 
and that of recombination equal to ¢ 'm?t? with the condition 
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for equilibrium 
ia em(1—1) =e'm*? 

———“._. =" —_ _._ — =khv. *e . e e P. cl 

This is the simple mass-action formula which Ostwald found 
to be true for over 200 weak organic acids dissolved in water, 
and to fail completely for ordinary binary electrolytes. It is 
to be noticed that the solvent is supposed to exert no effect 
except in so far as it influences the values of cand c’. These 
being determined, the processes of dissociation and combina- 
tion are supposed to go on as if the solute were in a vacuum. 

Recently in volume xvii. of Zeit. f. phys. Chem. Rudolphi 
has given an empirical formula for the ionization of an ordinary 
binary electrolyte, namely, 

Bai (1—1) SOO iyo sulk) sai | yea eer a 

which in vol. xviii, van’t Hoff has proposed to replace by 

BCU gr eras, Uk) Oe rs Eo 

as perhaps a better and more easily interpreted form. In_ 
vol. xix. Storch uses w#/(1—i)=kv?—, where p like & is a 
parameter varying .from one electrolyte to another. Kohl- 

-rausch (Beibl. Ann. d. Ph. xxv. p. 35) finds 

Meee Pah sn es ee Ce 

to be an accurate empirical formula for dilute solutions from 
m= i to m=-0001 (v=10 to v= 10°). 

All these formulze are empirical and applicable only to_ 
dilute solutions.. In them 2 is taken to be given by the ratio 
of the specific molecular conductivity of the solution at 
strength m to that at infinitely small strength, that is at 
infinite dilution. Now, no stipulation is made here about 
the viscosity of solutions, because the formulee apply only to 
dilutions where the difference of the viscosity of the solution 
from that of pure water can be merged in the experimental 
errors in the measurement of molecular conductivity. But 
to satisfactorily investigate dissociation in solutions we must 
be free to push the investigation to far higher strengths than 
hitherto, in fact right up to saturation, and therefore we must 
take account of the effect of viscosity on conductivity. It 
has been argued that because an electrolyte dissolved in a 
stiff jelly has nearly the same conductivity as a pure aqueous 
solution of the same strength, viscosity can be of little 
importance; but it is obvious that the correct inference is 
that in the jelly the water is so immersed in the gelatine 
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that it exhibits great viscosity and quasi-solidity as regards 
bulk movements, while to ions moving through its meshes 
quite freely theconfined water exhibitsalmost only the viscosity 
of ordinary water. Many experiments could be mentioned to 
illustrate how the resistance of electrolytes is proportional 
to viscosity, other things being equal, but a reference to those 
of Manoulier (Compt. Rend. cxxx. p. 773) with mixtures of 
glycerine and water and CuSO, will suffice, as the importance 
of viscosity appears at once in the following elementary 
theoretical treatment. 

Let us regard an ion as a sphere of radius a, moving 
with ionic velocity V through a solution of viscosity 7, then 
for the frictional resistance R experienced by the sphere, if 
there is no slipping at its surface, we have by Stokes’s 
formula 

R=6mNiga:.. <> ere 

Now if the fall of electric potential is at the rate dE/dx 
in the direction of motion of the # ion when a current is 
traversing the solution, then the force on each such ion is 
edHi/dx where e is its charge. For steady ionic velocity V 
the condition is 

dE ; 
AER = 67 V nay. . SEAMED fe . (6) 

For the p ions with velocity U we have likewise 

di 
la = 677 Una. 

In ac. c. of solution 10-3 mi molecules are split up into as 
many ions of each sort, and the current C per em.? is 

C=10-3mie(V — U) 

Sloss alltel Raa eal BBS rp ee ey TO alee face Me cat ae =O Tnwels ee ar \ Rare 

therefore by Ohm’s law and the definition of specific con- 
ductivity the latter is 

idee tee ici ea ) 
67n \a, ay 

and ) the specific molecular conductivity is given by 

pad (< +3). DRS farina 
6am "\a, dg 

Qe 

If y is taken to be constant, as is usually done with dilute 
solutions, V and U are both constant for all dilutions, if 
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dH /de=1; and if at infinite dilution z is assumed to become 
1, then 7 is given by the ratio of the specific molecular 
conductivity at strength m to that at strength 1/o. But for 
‘solutions in general we take 7 to be the viscosity of the 
solvent, and 7 to be that of a solution of strength m, and if 
again we assume that 2 becomes 1 at infinite dilution when A 
becomes Aj, then 

pon 
Arto 

Thus the ionization is found by multiplying the usual A/Xo 
by n/n. 
Now this simple theory must have been written down by 

many a physicist and found to be wanting, for it makes the 
ionic velocities of the different atoms at infinite dilution stand 
to one another inversely as their radii, a result which a brief 
study of data as to ionic velocities and relative atomic sizes 
shows to be not verified. 

But we need to introduce a correction into the too simplified 
equation (6). The electron of the ion must be treated as if it 
were embedded in the atom, which has a different dielectric 
capacity from that of the water or other solvent. 
Now if K, is the dielectric capacity of water, and K that 

of the matter of the atom of our ion, and if all the ions 
_ gathered into a single slab at right angles to the current 
would give it a thickness ¢ in a distance D between the elec- 
trodes whose potentials are E, and H,, then the electric force 
in the slab F, would be K,/K times that in the water, which 
may be denoted by F, and 

BRD 1) + Fy 
=I (D—t#+7K,/K), 

ts Ki 1 ea 
Pat Ke, josie i 2°) D 

pik 
As (E,—E.,)/D is the same as dH/dz of our previous reason- 
ing, we find the electric force acting on the electron of the 
ion to be K,/K{1—t/D(1—K,/K) }times what we assumed it 
to be according to the ordinary too simplified method of 
treating ions in the theory of electrolysis. We therefore 
amend equation (8) to the following form :— 

1 oi eee dag a K Mei (pt pe Oe Gea Koh Se See eee (9) 
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This introduces some interesting considerations. In the first 
‘place it shows that the dielectric capacity of each electrolytic 
solution must be taken into account in a complete investiga- 
tion of ionization. It should be noticed that ¢/D is pro- 
portional to the strength of the solution. The dielectric 
capacity of solutions demands special investigation. But if 
we consider only solutions so dilute that ¢/D may be neglected, 
we find from (9) that in different solvents the specific velocity 
of a given ion must vary as K,/n. Now Whetham has pointed 
out (Phil. Mag. [5] xxxviii., xliv.) that with water, methyl 
alcohol, and ethyl alcohol as solvents, the conductivities for ‘a 
given electrolyte are approximately as K,/n, one estimate of 
An/IX, for the three substances in an arbitrary unit giving the 
relative values 1, 0:9, and 1:1, and another giving 1, 1°2, and 
1°3, the conductivities standing in the ratios of 1 to °73 and 
*34, Whetham considers the dielectric capacity of the solvent 
to have most bearing on its ionizing power, in accordance 
with the suggestion of J. J. Thomson, but according to our 
reasoning the effect of dielectric capacity on ionization is 
secondary to its immediate effect on ionic velocities. But 
Whetham’s results verify in a broad way our equation (9) 
when applied to very dilute solutions. 

It is important to remark that this equation might appear 
to violate the law of the conservation of energy by seeming 
to make the work done in carrying a charge e from potential 
Hy; to E, in'a very dilute solution to be K,e(E,—H,)/K 
instead of e(E,—H,). But the difficulty disappears if energy 
(K,/K—1)e(H,—E,) is assumed to be taken from the 
dielectric. The total energy ultimately given to the dielectric 
is e(H},—H,) in the form of the heat generated by the friction 
of the ion carrying the charge e. Evidently the dielectric 
has a profound role to play in ionic matters. It should be 
noticed that the introduction of K the dielectric capacity 
of the atom into the expression for ionic velocity is important, 
and is to be returned to in the final section. 

From equation (9) with the assumption that at infinite 
dilution :=1 we can write the general value of i thus :— __ 

i= MZ {1—(1—-K,/K,) 4/D—(1—K,/K,)ts/D}. . (10 
040 

To realize the order of magnitude of the eftect of dielectric 
capacity here, let us consider the case of an electrolytic ion 
having the same volume as a molecule of H,Q in a solution 
containing 0°1 gramme-equivalent of it per litre, then, in 

_ round numbers, we can say that we have 104/18=555 mole-__ 
cules of H,O to each ion, so t/D=1/555. For an ordinary 
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ion we may take K_ as of the order 2, while Ky is 80, and 
theretore (1—K,/K)t¢/D is of the order 1/14; for m=:0l, 
this expression will be 1/140, for m=:001 it will be 1/1400, 
For dilute solutions itis therefore negligible, but for solutions 
of the order m=:OL it cannot safely be neglected, especially 
in the study of formule where 1—z plays an important 
part, for though the error in 2 may be relatively small, that 
in 1—7 may be relatively large. In the case of an ion for 
which K is larger, say 20 instead of 2, then the effect of 
dielectric capacity becomes less important. But this line 
of thought does not lead direct to the explanation of the 
diverse behaviour discovered by Ostwald for. weak acids and 
ordinary binary electrolytes; because if a large value of K 
secures that.2 measured in the usual way is nearly correct 
for CH,COO in acetic acid, it ought also to act in the same 
way for sodium acetate, and so bring this electrolvte under 
Ostwald’s law for weak acids like acetic, whereas sodium 
acetate ranges itself with the ordinary binary electrolytes. 
It seems to me that the following is a probable explanation 
why Ostwald’s formula applies to weak acids. Many of these 
acids are known to polymerize. Acetic acid is probably 
(CH;COOH)., and when dissolved in water is partly dis- 
sociated into CH,COOH, which is practically all ionized into 
CH,COO and H at the dilutions of Ostwald’s experiments. The 
conductivity measurements of Ostwald thus give him the 
amount of (CH;COOH), which has been dissociated into 
CH;COOH, and his law for acetic acid is probably the ex- 
pression for equilibrium between di-acetic acid and the 
products of its dissociation, namely, mono-acetic acid. A 
similar explanation will apply to all his cases of weak acids. 
In the case of acetates like that of sodium, we must consider 
that the polymerization is not so stable in the presence of 
water as that of acetic acid, and that in dilute solutions the 
di-acetate is practically all dissociated into mono-acetate, 
in which form the acetate is usually assumed to be present in 
aqueous solutions, and, finally, that with the acetates it is 
really the dissociation into CH;COO, and Na or K that we 
investigate by means of conductivities, and not as in acetic 
acid the relative amounts of diacetate and monoacetute. 

As it has been shown that we must have an experimental 
investigation of dielectric capacity in solutions before we 
can determine ionizations satisfactorily, I do not propose to 
dwell at length on the wealth of existing data, but a brief 
discussion of a few typical solutions is necessary. The 
solutions chosen are those of NaCl, BaCl,, CaCl, (NH,).S0,, 
and ZnSO, For solutions of NaCl we have the latest 
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determinations of Kohlrausch (Bedi. xxv.) for strengths from 
m=*0001 to m="1 at 18° C., with which we can join on his 
previous determinations from m=1 to m=5. Kohlrausch 
estimates the specitic molecular conductivity of NaCl at 
infinite dilution in water as 108°99 cm! ohm—!. We need 
give then only X/X, in the following table along with m/y 
found by interpolation from Hosking’s data (Phil. Mag. [5| 
xlix.), the viscosity of water at 18° being taken as ‘01059 c.G.s. 

-TasiE I.—NaCl Solutions. 

Mies vsbeh 1/o 0001 001 O01 1 1 Ag) 1 els 
mus... 00 0464 10 2154 -464 10 1:26 1-442 1587 1-710 
SU ehans: 10 9918 -9770 -9354 -8443 -6822 -504 517 450 ‘391 
nyt tae 10 10 10 ‘9995-995 -927 -832 -786 -645 -558 

vi=)yldono-. 10 9918 “977 -936 “849 -736 -715 -701 -697 -700 
vicale.... 10 ‘983 ‘964 +925 -851 -741 -712 -701 -697 -699 

x is put for 1/{1—(1—K,)/K,)é,/D—(1—K,/K,)¢#,/D} 
which for the small values of m differs so little from 1°0 that 
wi may be taken to give an approximate value of 2 for very 
dilute solutions. In the second row values of m1/? have been 
given, because Kohlrausch found several years ago that for 
dilute solutions X/A, is a linear function of ml, so that ai 
must also be nearly a linear function of m”? when 7m is small. 
But the rest of the data show that wi reaches a minimum 
value at nearly the strongest solution. In the graph of these 
data, given in the figure (p. 171) with m1? as abscissa and wi as 
ordinate, we see that the graph instead of being a straight 
line for small values of m?1is a curve with a point of inflexion 
separating two parts of small opposite curvature. Some 
graphs given by Whetham (Proc. Roy. Soc. 1900) for A/Xo 
showthe same effect. Kohlrausch’s straight line is the simplest 
approximation to this part of the curve ; but the whole graph 
looks like a parabola which at small values of m!? gets 
distorted. The cause of the distortion is probably this. 
Kohlrausch pointed out that in experiments on molecular 
conductivity for dilute solutions it is necessary to subtract 
from the conductivity of the solution that of the solvent, 
assuming that the conductivity of the solvent is not altered 
by the addition of the solute. Now, for a liquid like water 
which contains (H,O); and (H.O). in delicately equilibrating 
amount, it is not safe to assume that its conductivity is not 
altered by the mere presence of a small amount of electrolyte. 
The fact that the electrolyte is dissociated makes it probable 
that the slight ionization and conductivity of water are 
altered by the presence of the electrolyte. In fact it is well 
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known that some strong acids appear to have maximum 
molecular conductivities Thetoke infinite dilution is attained. 

2154 94 1:0 126) =1°44e 2-0 

This seems to ee ie an exaggerated manifestation of the 
change of curvature shown in our graph for Na(l solutions, 
and to be ascribable to the same cause, namely our present 
inability to estimate the change in the ionization of the water 
‘brought about by the presence of the electrolytic solute. In 
spite “of the experimental refinements in recent measurements 
of electrical conductivities, our knowledge of the molecular 
conductivities of solutions at infinite dilution is less definite 
than most physical chemists have assumed it to be. If we 
take the Na] graph to be a parabola whose vertex is the 
point m!?=1°62, 21=°697, we find its equation to be 

zv— "697 = "1159 (162— m"*)29". ck. SELL) 

the values of a given by this being entered up in Table I. 
as wt calc. The discrepancies between the actual and 
calculated values of 2 are probably due to the distortion of 
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the graph, which has been already discussed. As, theoreti- 
cally, « must generally diminish'with increasing values of m, 
because K,/K is generally large compared to 1, it follows 
from the existence of a minimum value for w that 2 must have 
a minimum value. This is important, because.a formula like 
Ostwald’s for weak acids could not give such a result. It 
appears that even when we can measure 7, and especially 
1—i, with the requisite accuracy, we shall not be able to use 
Ostwald’s formula for binary electrolytes. 

The data for the other typical solutions are contained in 
Table II., the results being graphed in the figure. The con- 
ductivities are Kohlrausch’s, and the viscosities derived by - 
interpolation from Sprung’s measurements (Pogg. Ann. clix.) 
and Grotrian’s for ZnSO, (ibed. clx.), The temperature is 
18°C., at which the equivalent conductivities at infinite dilution 
in cm.—? ohm! are :— 

+BaCl,. $CaCl,. 3(NH,).S80,. 3ZnSO,. 
ease 118°9 133°9 Liz 

Taste IT. 

+BaCl). 
i aR abe ‘Ol ‘] 1:0 3:0 
WS) ees "2154 464 1:0 1442 
De iota 868 ‘743 ‘567 420 
nla wevearee 999 ‘989 -895 698 

wi=XnfAony ... 869 751 ‘634 602 

@ECales, varices 859 area k ‘630 ‘607 

ECaCly. 
// areas Soe $5) 1 2 3 4 4) 6 7 “8 Q 

m3... ‘794 1:0 1:26 1-442 1587 1-71 1:82 191 20 2-08 
MIN ee 622 566 484 +414 -356 -298 +245 ‘197 -153 -116 
Ti eae ‘927. 863 . “741 ‘649 587 -487 353 -285 214 -150 

xi=Ay/dono--. 671 “656 653 638 662 682 693 -691 ‘716 -776 

3(NH,).SO,. 
ORES A REE “by 1 2 5 4 5 6 

N/Xq wecrBDF ‘511 449 -406 368 +3381 +295 
No/N «+. *946 GO2 IGE SIS yi FSI 647 568487 
Pho Ne 589 566 552 556 “569° 5838 ‘GOT © 

4ZnSO,. | 
Wy eee ‘00001 O01 i iss) Ge Seta 5 
HMB... cn 02154 2154 464 1. Vas 1-71 
NOP Nae ‘962 ‘621 “891 O26 ay 182 ‘0742 
Nol sesnee 1-0 ‘997 968 "724 57 168 | 
Te ae 962 623 404 819 ‘370 443 

CP Caley was ‘909 565 402 “308 B47 440 
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These tables and their graphs bring out more clearly the 
important fact that wi or Ay/AoN passes through a minimum. 
The curves are parabolic, those for BaCl,, (NH,),SO,, and 
ZnSO, having axes inclined to the axis of a. The sinuosities 
of the CaCl, curve are smoothed out in the dotted curve. 
The equations for the BaCl, and ZnSO, graphs are respectively 

(969m? — i —-350)2= 718i + °824mN3—5°35 . (12) 
(-969m"8 —7—-442)? = 3-511 +°403m"3—1:433 . (13) 

with which the values marked a cale. in Table II. have 
been found. For reasons which are obvious atter what has 
been said in discussing the NaCl graph, little importance 
attaches to these equations. The main point about the graphs 
is that they make it plain that zi attains a minimum value at 
a certain strength of the solution. In interpreting the form 
of these equations we must first consider how m!° and m7? 
come in. On general principles it is clear that they do not 
enter because of a direct dependence of ionization on the 
distance apart of the molecules of solute, which is proportional 
to m—¥?, It is possible that the m1 enters on account of the 
following train of circumstances. The solute molecules in a 
watery s solution, such as that of NaCl, probably change a 

‘ certain amount of (HO); into Om as is shown by” the 
occurrence of shrinking on solution, and they also probably 
dissociate into ZOps( (¢H)b a number of tr ihydrol molecules. 
Let y be the average part of each second for which 2Op,(ZH),p 
is separate, 1—y the part for which it is combined with others, 
then the actions producing fresh stions do so at a rate 
e(1—y)m, wile those forming sees on of the stions do so 
; a rate c'y’m’®, and for equilibrium c(l—y)m=c'y*m’, and 
when y is small, yx m— and y varies as ratte 
Now the rate at which the stions #Op.(¢H).p form the 

labile compound ClbzO0p2(£H) beNa will be proportional both 
to y and to m, that is to say, it varies as m’/, and therefore 
the index 1/3 enters because of the 3 in the formula for 
trihydrol. Our equations connecting x2 and m?°® are there- 
fore equations of chemical equilibrium, expressing that a rate 
of combination denoted by a square is propor tional to a rate 
of dissociation denoted by a linear, whence the parabolic 
graphs.. It would not be profitable to follow this train of 
thought further, until the dielectric capacities of solutions 
have been quantitatively studied. The complete theory of 
the ionization of binary electrolytes in aqueous solutions is 
more complicated even than it has been hitherto supposed 
to be. 
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Similar considerations to those adduced for water must 
apply to other ionizing liquids. Take for example liquid 
NH;. The constitution of NH,Cl suggests for it the formula 

a H 
a sf 

by b H# ; aE 
Cl 

whence gaseous NH;, like steam, has a neutron associated 
with each molecule, though this neutron need not have the 
same electric moment as the neutrons of free ether. Liquid 
NH; may consist of di- or tri-ammonia, the molecules of which 
on dissociation yield stions $Np3;(#H.),p, whence the ionizing 
power of liquid NH;. For PCl; we can imagine the 
constitution 

ara 

ab  b*ba 
Cl 

in which one of the Cl atoms is quite differently attached 
from the other four, being ready to form Cl#pCl and PCI, 
when PCI; dissociates. The easy dissociation of NH,Cl 
would be explained in the same way, and probably a large 
part of the phenomena connected with variable valency could 
receive a similar electrical treatment. 

3. Lone Velocities and Absolute Sizes of Atoms. 

For what is usually called the velocity ,\ of an ion at any 
dilution we have from (9) the equation 

iL iL 
0 

ete. eK Ta aK KD > Ka Ree 
At infinite dilution 

yap =e" Ko / Gana Ky. 0). tow i a eelon 

Of the quantities entering into this last ¢?, a, and K, are not 
capable of direct physical measurement like the others, but 
if K, were known, then since we know M,/e from the electro- 
chemical equivalent of the ion of mass M,, and as M, =47rp,a,? 
where p; is the limiting density of the substance at absolute 
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zero, which can be closely estimated, jequation (15) would 
become a definite one for a, the atomic radius. For an ion 
of valency v, e? must be replaced by v’e? and ,)\o by 1A and 
(15) becomes . 

ges PETG [Bama Katia ae eayts.  ¢(16) 

We can derive values of K, from the relation K, =N,*, where 
N, is the index of refraction of the stuff of the atom. In 
a recent paper (“The Cause of the Structure of Spectra,” 
Phil. Mag. [6] ii.) Ihave given values of N, for a number 
of metals of known density, which may be taken to be the 
limiting density, and so the data are to hand for calculating 
a, for a number of elements. But before proceeding to 
absolute values we can test how the equation behaves 
relatively for a number of elements. As e*, 7, and Kg are 
the same for all ions when we deal with infinitely dilute 
aqueous solutions, we must have ,A;@,K,/v the same for all 
ions. To test this relation we gather for several atoms and 
radicals in Table III. the values of Nj, and of B which is 
the limiting volume of a gramme-atom or gramme-radical, 
of ,A, according to Kohlrausch, and of ,A,B¥?N,?/v which 
by (16) is to be constant. The values of N, are derived from 
the refraction formula (n—1)M/p=(N—1)B with the values 
of (n—1:!M/p given in the text-books as atomic retractions 
(see for example L. Meyer’s ‘ Modern Chemistry’), and with 
values of B as given in “Further Studies on Molecular 
Force” (Phil. Mag. [5] xxxix.) and reproduced here. v=2 
for Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, and Zn, and v=1 for the rest. 

Tasxe [Ii. 
Li. Na. K. Rb. Cs. Mg. Ca. Sr. Ba. Zn. 

wigs ooo.) 444 653 673 678 48 53 54 573 475 

z 74 186 344 36 56 86 106 166 10°6 

Ne. 29 1°65 P44) >: 14) PAS 228 elie C225 teeta, 196 

379 235 360 435 400 215 265 310 217 200. 

F. - Cl. Br. ik H. OH. 
BOR As. 46+] 659 675 667 318 174 
grey 9 19 26 36 4:5 95 
Biel: 1-16 156 = 1-65 176 «1:37 1-44 

A,BUSN2/y ... 180 430 545 680 980. 765 

HCOO. CH,COO. ©,H,COO. C,H,COO. C,H,COO. C,H,,COO. 
Sukie 472 Bo-4 31:8 28-3 26-5 253 
Bees: 24-5 49 595 77 94-5 112 
1 ee 1494 1-469 1-458 1-454 1-450 1-448 

ApBYUSN7/y .. 305 265 264 255 253 256. 
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Among the metals though ,A,B’°N?/y varies from 200 to 
400, the approach to constancy. appears remarkable when 
it is noticed that N? varies from 1°53 to 8:4, and B"? from 
1:26 to 3°8. In the six fatty acid radicals from formie to 
caproic the approach to constancy is satisfactory. In the 
halogen atoms ,A,B’3N?/y fails to approach constancy in a 
striking manner, ranging from 130 to 680. Itis probable that 
the discrepancy here is due to the assumption that in these 
atoms K=N?. If we remember that the halogens are heptads 
as well as monads, and that therefore each halogen atom con- 
tains three pairs of = and p as neutrons, or as doublets, giving 
each the possibility of acting as a tri-stion, we can see that the 
assumption K=N? is unsafe. The exceptional behaviour of 
H and OH in having such large values as 980 and 765 tor 
ij\,B’N?/v is probably due to the fact that these are the ions 
of water itself. It 1s possible therefore that these two ions 
have their real ionic velocities largely increased by a sort of 
Grotthus-chain action, whereby an H or an OH, instead of 
passing through the space of a water molecule which is 
in front of it, simply. combines with part of the molecule 
and liberates the other part at the other side, so that the same 
effect is produced as if the ion had traversed the space of the 
molecule with a higher velocity than the true ionic velocity. 

To proceed with our equation (16) to the calculation of a, 
absolutely, let us fix our attention on the ion of Li. We 
must first convert ;\, its ionic velocity per gramme equivalent 
G into the velocity of an atom by dividing by 3G/47p,ay’, 
which is the number of atoms in a gramme equivalent. 
Again, to express 1A, in O.G.S. units we must multiply A, 
cm.—! ohm? by 10-° to pass to: the electromagnetic unit of 
resistance, and by 9x10” to get the appropriate C.G.S. 
expression. Again, the electrochemical equivalent of hydrogen 
is ‘0001035 in E.M. units, and therefore for Li 

Mh/e=-000725/3 x 10" 

in electrostatic units. As G/p,=B given along with ,\, and 
N in Table III., we have for Li with K,=80, v=1,7=:01059, 
and pi=3'5. ) , 

dn, Ae eal A 9 x 10” x 80 
Bp at * 859 x9 x 10" —(Anpran')” D0 7a5E x Gm x 01059 x 29a, 

nS 3°8 x Oe, 

ay, =2 x 1O-2, 

array= Cox 10ree 
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Now Kelvin’s estimate of the volume of an ordinary mole- 
cule is between 3 x 10-* and 10-6 c.c. with which the value 
just calculated for Li, the smallest of the ions in Table III, 
is in agreement. The molecular radius of ordinary gases, as 
found by the kinetic theory from measurements of gaseous 
viscosity, is of the order 5 x 10~-° em., which is about 25 times 
our value of a, just found for the Li ion. The process of 
calculating the size of a molecule from its observed ionic 
velocity might prove helpful in the case of large organic ions 
such as physiologists have to deal with, for the molecular 
weight could be estimated from the size when other recognized 
methods of determining it fail. Ostwald’s measurements of 

_ the ionic velocities of a large number of organic radicals 
(Wied. Ann. Beibl. xiii.) might supply useful material for a 
preliminary study in making equation (16) available for the 
estimation of very large molecular weights. 

Melbourne, October 1901. 

XIX. On the Variation with Temperature of the Thermo- 
electromotive Force, and of the Electric Resistance of Nickel, 
Iron, and Copper, between the Temperatures of —200° and 
+1050°. By H. Parte Harrison, University College, 
London*. 

. ee main objects of the investigation which forms the 
subject of this paper are as follows :— 

To trace over as wide a range as possible the change with 
temperature of the thermoelectromotive force and the resist- 
ance of Nickel and Iron, using in all experiments the same 
specamens of metal ; to investigate any singularities that may 
be present in the curves representing the change ; and to 
determine whether they occur at the same temperature in 
each of the curves. It was originally intended to investigate 
the magnetic properties of the same specimens, but time has 
not sufficed for this. 

Srction I. 

THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTIES. 

(1) Results of Previous Observers. 

In his researches on thermoelectricity + Tait gives the 
results of some of his measurements for iron which extended 
from 0° to the melting-point. The second portion of his iron 

* Communicated by the Physical Society : read October 25, 1901. 
t+ Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin. December 1873; ‘Nature,’ Rede Lecture, 

May lst, 1873. 

Phil. Maa. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 14. Feb. 1902. N 
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couple was either platinum or an alloy of platinum and 
iridium ; he used mercury thermometers up to 300°, but did 
not correct for stem-exposure, and the experimental difficulties 
due to chemical action and the measurement of temperature 
made observations above 500° quite unreliable. His results 
within a moderate range of temperature (obtained with the 
hot junction in an oil-bath) showed that the H.M.F’. tempera- 
ture-curves were made up of aseries of “excellent parabolas.” 
At hiyher temperatures “the parabola was slightly steeper 
on the hotter than on the colder side.” He also found that 
between 200° and the melting-point, two or more distinct 
neutral points existed. 

Professors Fleming and Dewar’s experiments on the same 
subject * extend from the temperature of boiling oxygen 
to 100° C. Their paper gives the experimental methods used 
and the numerical results, but a discussion of the latter 
is reserved by the authors for a further communication. 
The temperature of the “ hot junction” in their experiments 
was measured by a platinum thermometer, and their results 
were expressed on the platinum scale. 

Holborn and Day + compared a platinum-platinum-rhodium 
couple with the air-thermometer, and { tested a number of 
similar couples, but were unable to obtain consistent results 
with oxidizable metals at high temperatures. They adopt 
Tait’s method of representing their results by portions of 
parabolas for limited ranges of temperature. 

Stansfield §, from observations on couples formed of plati- 
num and platinum-iridium or platinum-rhodium alloys, found 

that for these couples the Peltier effect ( it =! approximated 

closely to a linear function of the temperature, but that the. 

thermoelectric power (a) could not be so represented. 

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS. 

A. Measurement of E.M.F. 

An ordinary potentiometer method was used and the 
general arrangement of apparatus is shown in fig.1. A two- 
metre bridge-wire BP was connected in series with a resist-. 
ance-box RK and a 1 ohm rheostat O. The P.D. due to the 

* Phil. Mag. 1895, vol. xl. pp. 95-119. 
+ Wiedemann’s Annalen, August 1899, 
t Berlin Academy, July 1900. 
§ Phil. Mag. 1898, vol. xlviii. 
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thermo-couple was balanced against that due to two accumu- 
lators M. Before each reading of the H.M.F. of a thermo- 
couple the standard cadmium cell C* was balanced on a 
definite resistance AB of the box by adjusting r, fine ad- 
justment being made by the rheostat. Alterations in the 
E.M.F. of the cadmium cell with temperature were too small, 
to affect the observations to 1 part in 1000. Since the iron- 
copper couple gives an E.M.F. about 10 times smaller in 
places than the nickel-copper, a shunt equivalent to 1/9 
of the bridge-wire resistance was constructed, and arranged 
so that it could be inserted at will between the ends of the 
bridge-wire. 

Fig. 1. 
ae 
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The bridge-wire was calibrated by the Carey Foster method. 
A galvanometer of the Wiedemann pattern was used with 
a pair of 1 ohm coils, and with the usual scale and telescope 
arrangement for reading deflexions. Thermoelectric effects 
at the slide-wire contact were avoided by always depressing 
the key with a glass cap. With the above arrangement 
of apparatus, the position of the key on the potentiometer- 
scale could be adjusted in the case of copper-nickel junction 
to the fifth of a millimetre, in the case of copper-iron junction 
to half a millimetre. Readings of H.M.F. of copper-nickel 
couples were accurate to 1°8 microvolts, while those of copper- 
iron couples were accurate to less than 1 microvolt at 
moderate temperatures. 

* E.M.F, 1019 millivolts. 
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B. Measurement of Temperature. 

In all cases the hot-junction temperatures were measured 
by a platinum thermometer and recorded automatically by 
Callendar’s Recorder, the advantage of this method being 
that simultaneous readings of H.M.F. and of temperature are 
obtained without the necessity for two observers. While 
the temperature was changing slowly (say 3° per minute) the 
readings at 500° were correct to 1/10 degree. Observations 
were taken in all cases with rising and falling temperatures 
in order to make sure that the “lag” of the thermometer or 
recorder did not introduce appreciable errors. 

The heating-apparatus (fig. 2) 
consisted of several concentric Fig. 2: 
iron cylinders closed at one end. 
For temperatures below 700° this 
arrangement was placed on a small 
Fletcher burner, and the whole 
surrounded by a _ cylinder of 
polished tin-plate large enough to 
leave an air-space of two or three 
ems. between itself and the iron 
heater, The inner wall of the 
“tin” cylinder was lined with 
+ inch asbestos board. 

For heating above 700°C. a 
Fletcher gas-furnace with an air 
draught was used, two dampers — 
being arranged for regulating the 
temperature. 

The hot junction formed by 
fusing together in a reducing 
blowpipe-flame the ends of the 
copper, nickel, and iron wires, 
was placed nearly at the bottom CHA TIEN. 
of a 12-inch porcelain tube of 
J mm. internal diameter. The platinum thermometer-tube 
was then placed by the side of the tube containing the 
couple, and the two were bound together with several layers 
of thick sheet-copper, extending six inches from the bottom 
of the tubes, which were then placed in the heater and packed 
round with asbestos. The top of the heater was covered 
with 4 or 5 layers of asbestos-paper separated from one 
another by air-spaces. 

The other ends of the nickel and iron wires were soldered 
to copper leads, and the junctions placed in very small 
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glass tubes, which together with a mercury thermometer 
reading to 1/10 degree C. were placed ina large test-tube full 
of water, the test-tube itself being also immersed in water. 
This arrangement formed the cold junctions, and _ their 
temperature always varied with the temperature of the room. 
Every observation is reduced to cold junction at 0° C. by 
means of a separate series of observations applied graphically. 
‘Observations at the higher temperatures were taken first in 
each case, so that any change that might be caused by the 
heating would occur at the beginning of the experiments. 
Confirmatory observations were made in steam, aniline 

vapour, and sulphur vapour. In the case of steam an 
ordinary hypsometer was used, the couple-tube and pyrometer 
being placed in it simultaneously, and the temperature of the 
steam calculated as well as observed by the pyrometer. The 
aniline was boiled in a glass beaker about 2 ft. high, 
provided with “tin” plates at intervals up its length to 
prevent convection-currents. For the sulphur point an 
ordinary sulphur boiling-point apparatus was used. 

The effect of heating the junctions in hydrogen and in 
carbon was tried in every case. A large rubber bag was 
filled with 96°/, hydrogen fromacylinder. The bag commu- 
nicated with one arm of a three-way tap, the other two arms 
of which went to the pump and couple-tube respectively. 
The couple-tube was washed out with hydrogen by alternately 
exhausting the apparatus and letting in the gas, and observa- 
tions were taken at pressures slightly in excess of atmospheric 
pressure. The hot junctions when packed in bone-black in 
the porcelain tube gave consistent results up to 700°, but 
quite inconsistent results above that temperature. Finally, in 
each case observations were taken in liquid air. The 
junctions were put naked into the liquid with the platinum 
thermometer, alse without its tube, beside them. Tempera- 
ture of the air was recorded. | 

Method of avoiding Oxidation. 

For observations above 500° it was necessary to protect 
the couples as far as possible from any gases that might 
chemically affect them. Owing to the difficulty of obtaining 
any argon at the time of the experiments, it was finally 
decided to use as good a vacuum as possible. The porcelain 
tube containing the junction was closed with a rubber cork 
through which a glass tube passed. The three wires were 
brought up between the cork and the sides of the tube, and 
were gently burnt into the former. Marine glue was melted 
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-and poured over the cork and top of the tube, which was then 
warmed till the glue ran into every hole. Finally a coating 
of beeswax was spread over the glue—a precaution which 
-was found to be very necessary to the preservation of the 
vacuum, though as beeswax melts at a low temperature, 
the top of the hot-junction tube had to be kept well protected 
from the heat of the burner. The glass tube which passed 
out of the cork was then sealed directly on to a Fleuss pump. 
Two P.O; tubes were interposed between the porcelain tube 
and the pump, and a mercury gauge was set up with a 
barometer by its side for comparison. The wires above 
the hot junction were in the first instance insulated by being 

separately wrapped in several layers of asbestos-paper as far 
up as the mouth of the tube. Subsequently, the wires inside 
the tube were insulated by little circular mica disks instead 
of asbestos, because the latter was found to evolve gas on 
heating which contaminated the couples. With mica insula- 
tion no, difficulty was found in keeping the vacuum as good 
as that above the barometer for several days. 

Regulation of the Temperature. 

It was thought possible that hysteresis occurred at the 
singular point of the nickel curve. To investigate whether or 
not this was the case, it was necessary to take observations 
with a very slowly-rising or slowly-falling temperature. 
_A special apparatus was constructed for regulating the gas- 
pressure, and for slowly turning on or off the gas-supply to 
the small Fletcher burner. This apparatus worked very 
satisfactorily, although only a small hysteresis effect was 
detected, which is shown by the double line at the summit of 
difference-curve D(Ni) (fig. 4); the upper branch was 
obtained with rising, the lower one with falling temperature. 
The difference could not be explained by temperature-lag in 
either the thermometer or the couple. 

Method of taking the Observations. 

The temperature of the hot junction being steady, or 
cnanging not more than 1 degree in five minutes, a stop-watch 
was started when the pen of the Recorder was crossing a hori- 
zontal “time-line.” The scale of the potentiometer was 
adjusted by reference to the cadmium-ceil, and the latter was 
then cut out and the Cu-Ni couple switched into the galvano- 
meter-circuit. Time on the stop-watch at which balance 
occurred, and the bridge-reading at balance being noted, as 
soon after each observation as possible the temperature of 
the cold junction was read to 1/10 degree. The same 
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observations were repeated on the ees on junction with 
the bridge-wire shunted. 

All temperatures are expressed as air-thermometer tem- 
peratures, correction from the platinum-scale being EE 
graphically by means of a difference-curve. 

All E.M.F.’s are given in microvolts. 

. Discussion of Results. 

_.... The curves for variation of E.M.F. with temperature of 
copper-nickel and copper-iron couples might be roughly 
described as a straight line and a parabola respectively up to 
700° C., but the differences in either case far exceed the 

| possible errors of observation (fig. 3). In order to exhibit 

Fig. 3. 

Scale of .M.F. (inicrovolts), 

ia), /t-Cuiz. 

Scale of Temperature. 

any peculiar points on a satisfactory scale in either case, 
difference-curves were constructed. For copper-nickel, differ- 
ences from.a straight line were plotted from the equation 

Difference = Eohservea— 2 2¢. 
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Values of D (difference) thus obtained were plotted against 
temperature (Carve D (Ni), fig. 4). In a similar way for 
the iron-copper couple a parabola 

Ei =11°228 ¢ —:021924 2?, 

passing through the ice, aniline, and sulphur points, was 
calculated, and differences from this parabola were plotted. 

Fig. 4.—Differenee Curves. 

Scale of Differences. 
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This gives Curve D (Fe), fig. 4. In this case differences are 
much smaller than in the case of the nickel. The parabola 
itself is shown in fig. 3. 

From these differences it is seen that maximum variations 
occur in the case of Cu-Fe, (a) at 70°, when the thermo- 
electric E.M.F. is less than the corresponding parabolic 
ordinate by 45 microvolts; (6) at 230°, when the thermo- 
electric E.M.F. is greater than the corresponding parabolic 
ordinate by 20 microvolts; (c) at 370°, when the thermo- 
electric E.M.F. is again less than the corresponding parabolic 
ordinate by 5 microvolts. Between 0° and 200°, and between 
400° and 750° there is a gradual divergence from parabolic 
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form more strongly marked on the hot side (the reverse of 
Tait’s observation). 

The temperature of i inversion, cold junction at 0°, is found 
to be 536° C., and is given by the intercept on the axis of 
temperature, between 0° and the point of section by the curve 
of thermoelectric power (fig. 6, p. 188). 

The neutral point is at 262° C 
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Scale of E.M.F. (microvolts). 

Scale of Temperature. 

Above 700°, Cu-Fe E.M.F. increases almost as a linear 
function of the temperature till 900° is reached, when a rapid 
increase in the E.M.F. is noticed, with no indication of a 
second neutral point (fig. 5). 

In the case of-Cu-Ni, maximum variations occur at about 
70° C. and 340°C. The divergence at 340° is very marked, 
and after 500°C. increases rapidly. There appears to be a 
small hysteresis effect at the maximum. The temperature of 
inversion, if there be one, does not occur within the limits of 
the experiment, and there is no neutral point. Above 700°, 
the Cu-Ni curve (fig. 5) remains almost linear up to 1050°, 
the limit of the experiments, while the slope of the curve is 
practically unchanged. 

The H.M.F. curve for Ni-Fe couple (fig. 3) up to 700° Q, 
was obtained by adding the ordinates of the copper-nicke} 
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and copper-iron curves corresponding to definite temperatures. 
It has no neutral point above 0°, though at the temperature 
of liquid air there is an indication of one. The fact that no 
neutral point occurs in the iron-nickel “ line ”’ is also evident 
from the fact that copper-nickel and copper-iron thermo- 
electric-power curves, when plotted on the same scale, do not 
intersect. 

The E.M.F. curve is a nearly linear function of the tem- - 
perature up to about 900°, when a decrease in the E.M.F. is 
noticed (fig. 5). Above 700° the curve was obtained by 
direct observation of the E.M.F. of a fresh nickel-iron 
couple, the copper being omitted in order to avoid the 
uncertainty due to its evaporation, which became quite 
appreciable at 900° C. The junction of iron and nickel was 
made by fusing the wires in the electric are. 

The dotted parts of the nickel and iron “lines” (fig. 3) 
were obtained when the couples were known to be affected 
by oxidation, 7. e. when the vacuum was known to be faulty. 
The shift only occurred at the higher temperatures. The 
H.M.F., when determined on the same “ oxidized” couple 
for lower temperatures (such as 200°), coincided with the 
original values. Any error in measuring temperature or 
E.M.F. would be constant for the copper-nickel and copper- 
iron “lines.” The observed facts, however, show that the 
effect is not the same in the two cases. The vertical dis- 
placement of the nickel curve is about 425 microvolts, while 
at the same temperature that of the iron curve is about 
120 microvolts, the horizontal shift in the first case being 
14°, and in the second case 18°, in the same direction. 

The effect for Cu-Fe is as if an applied E.M.F. were 
acting so as to produce a current in the same direction as 
that due to the junction. Thus the fact that the effect is an 
increase of ordinate above 500°, and a decrease of ordinate 
below 500° (in the case of Fe-Cu) is accounted for. For 
Cu-Ni there is always a decrease, such as might be due to an 
H.M.F. giving a current in the opposite direction to that due 
to the junction. Moreover, the two dotted bits are not abso- 
lutely parallel to the original curves, making it still more 
probable that the explanation of the shift is to be found 
in the fact that chemical action took place and altered the 
H.M.F.’s. 

When the couples were heated in hydrogen, so as to 
preclude the possibility of oxidation, those points taken below 
895° C. lay on the main curve, which bears out the idea that 
the shift in question is due to oxidation. Bie ; 

Above 895° other effects were observed when the couples 
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were heated in hydrogen, which were more systematically 
investigated (see below). | 

In carbon, observations taken up to 700° agreed with the 
hydrogen and vacuum results. Above this temperature, 
carbides of iron are probably formed which give rise to 
the inconsistency in the results, which has already been 
remarked on. It may be mentioned that these observations 
gave values of E.M.I’. which were considerably greater than 

those in hydrogen. 
It is evident that thermoelectric couples of copper-iron 

and copper-nickel packed in carbon will give consistent 
readings of H.M.F. up to 700° or 800°, but that above this 
temperature the method fails. 

Under every condition tried, copper, nickel, and iron wires 
were always extremely brittle after heating above 700°. 
After heating in hydrogen they were invariably quite bright, 
notably the copper. This last metal volatilized considerably 
above 900°. 

The curves of thermoelectric power S, shown in fig. 6, 

were obtained by drawing tangents to the E.M.F’. curves 
(figs. 3 and 5). A considerable range 

( from —200° to + ieee) 
and from +100° to + 400° 

of the copper-iron curve can be represented by straight lines. 
Between + 400° and + 800°, however, the curve appears to 
be parabolic, and cannot be built up of bits of straight lines. 

Above 800° = Increases rapidly, being nearly linear be- 

tween 900° and 1050°. The Cu-Ni power curve can be 
represented by bits of straight lines. Changes in slope occur 
at 240° and 380°. 

The Peltier coefficients De , obtained by multiplying the 

thermoelectric power by the corresponding absolute tem- 
perature, are given in the same figure (fig. 6). The curve 
for iron-copper is approximately parabolic between —200° 
and +300°. After that it can be made up of straight lines, 
The break just below 800° is due to the fact that the H.M.F. 
curve for results above 800° did not quite join, but was 
approximately parallel to that for lower temperatures. For 
Cu-Ni the Peltier coefficient-variation can be built up of bits 
of parabolas, if the power-curve is strictly linear; but 
uncertainty in the values obtained by differentiating an 
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E.M.F. curve makes it better to show the Peltier coefficient- 

variation as bits of straight lines. 
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Changes in sign of the Thomson coefficient, or specific 
heat of electricity, are indicated by these changes i in slope of 
the Peltier coefficient, and the former are remarked on by 
Tait, and he gives the temperatures at which they occur as 
just above 200°. and again just below 300°. It is also 
evident that the E.M.F. curve for Cu—Ni can be represented 
very well by bits of parabolas over the whole range. 

Changes in E.M.F. on heating above 900°. 

It was noticed that changes in the value of the E.M.F. 
for any particular temperature occurred on continued heating, 
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and in order to investigate these changes observations were 
made with the Fe-Cu couple under the following four con- 
ditions :— 

(i.) New couple in air-vacuum. | 
(i.) Same couple after continued heating in air-vacuum. 
(iii.) New couple in hydrogen at about 860 mm. pressure. 
(iv.) Same couple after continued heating in hydrogen. 

G.) On heating a new couple rapidly to the highest tem- 
perature required, and then taking observations throughout 
the range as quickly as is consistent with accuracy, Curve V 1. 
was obtained (fig. 5). 

The H.M.F increases almost as a linear function of ¢ up to 
about 895° C., when an abrupt change of slope occurs and the 
H.M.F. increases more rapidly up to the limit of the 
experiments. 

(ii.) Using the same couple after 10 or 15 hours’ heating, 
the abrupt change of slope previously noticed no longer 
occurs, but as is seen by V II., the curve is continuous over 
the whole range so that above 895° the curve consists of two 
branches, the lower one obtained with a once-heated couple 
and the upper one with a couple that had undergone more 
prolonged heating, while below 895° the curve is common to 
the two branches, and appears to be independent of the 
length of time the couple has been heated. Measurements 
were then made with continuously rising and continuously 
falling temperatures to find if hysteresis occurred above 890°. 
Evidence was obtained of small effects of this nature, slightly 
greater values of H.M.F. being obtained with falling tem- 
perature, though any exact estimation of the phenomenon was 
made somewhat difficult by the change which was going on 
in the value of the H.M.F’. owing to continued heating. 

‘“‘Lag” errors due to a temperature which was changing 
too rapidly would not account for these effects, for such 
errors would affect the result in the opposite direction—for 
instance, with a too rapidly falling temperature the curve 
would be shifted upwards owing to “lag” in the recording 
of the temperature. 

The variation of H.M.F. above 900° is about 20 microvolts 
per degree for the freshly heated couple. Probably the 
effects of continuous heating are going on the whole time in 
Curve VI.: hence the rapid, though continuous change of 
slope. At 895° a change, most likely chemical, occurs in the 
Fe, and below this temperature the couple is in a new state, 
and secular changes go on more slowly, if at all. 
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After these experiments the copper was exceedingly bright 
while the iron was covered with a black deposit. | 

(iii.) When a new couple is heated in hydrogen, Curve HI. 
is first obtained, no change of slope being noticeable and the 
values for the E.M.F. being greater than those obtained in a 
vacuum. ‘This curve therefore approximates more nearly at 
700° to the one obtained at lower temperatures, than does 
VI., the lowering of the curve under the influence of 
hydrogen being consistent with previous observations on the 
effect of this gas. 

(iv.) After continued heating in hydrogen, just as in 
Curve V{II., the values of the H.M.F’. become less, and finally 
the curve representing them lies slightly above the values 
obtained zx vacuo (Curve HII.). HII. is nearly, but not 
quite, parallel with VII. The wires at the end of the experi- 
ments were both perfectly clean although the iron had lost 
its polish. The copper was exceedingly bright. 

In the case of iron heated in hydrogen, possibly a gradual 
reduction of impurities in the substance of the iron accounts 
for the change in the E.M.F. on continued heating. 

[There is no break or change of slope in the thermoelectric 
curves for Cu-Fe at 800°, the temperature at which the 
resistance of Fe alters. ] 

In order to eliminate any possible effect of the copper, a 
Ni-Fe couple was used. The H.M.F. was affected by 
continued heating in hydrogen, in just the same way as 
when copper was present. Hvidently the effect is due to 
physical or chemical changes or both going on in the iron, 
and the change of slope at 895° is not connected with a 
decomposition of copper oxide at this temperature, as was at 
one time thought possible. 

Only the means of the observations of H.M.F. at the 
temperatures of steam, aniline, sulphur vapour, and liquid 
air are given in the table below. 

The observations at other parts of the curves were much 
more numerous than those shown by circles in the figures, 
but they could not be satisfactorily represented by means of 
tables or empirical formule, on account of the singularities 
presented in the variations of E.M.F. The E.M.F. at any 
temperature can be very accurately deduced from the dif- 
ference curves, é. g. for copper-iron at 250° 

the parabolic formula gives. . . . +1452°1 microvolts. 
the reading of Curve D (Fe) gives . + 1755 » 

Hence Total Ei Mi Sis) wule oi fe + 1469°6 i 
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Section II, 

Resistance Experiments. 

A potentiometer method was used and the general arrange- 
ment of the apparatus is shown in fig. 7. 

Fig. 7. 

The wire the resistance of which was to be measured was 
wound into a spiral, and the main current leads and 
potential leads of No. 28 B.w.@. copper were silver-soldered to 
the ends of the spiral; the other extremities of these four 
leads being soldered to four No. 18 copper leads which 
projected through the cork of the porcelain tube. The thin 
copper was used in order to minimise conduction of heat 
from the spiral. The standard coil for comparison was of 
manganin and, with its potential leads, was immersed in 
paraffin oil. It was not found necessary to apply any 
correction for temperature changes in the standard. 

The porcelain tube containing the spiral was placed in the 
heater as before, with a pyrometer. Care was taken that 
the temperature was steady before making an observation 
of resistance, and in every case a reading of the standard 
resistance was taken before and after each reading of the 
resistance (Ni or Fe) required. 

Discussion of Results. 

The resistance of nickel increases with temperature almost 
parabolically up to 370°, when a change of slope occurs, and 
the resistance increases much less rapidly and almost as a 
linear function of the temperature up to 1050° (fig. 8). 

A parabola which fitted the resistance observations very 
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well up to 350° C. was calculated passing through +100° and 
+ 300°, and was plotted from the equation 

Ryi ='10288 + -00048¢ —-00000071262?, 

The change of slope in the nickel resistance-curve is not 
sudden but extends over 10° or 15°. 

In the case of iron, the resistance-curve does not change 
its parabolic form till nearly 800°, when it becomes linear and 
remains so within the limits of the experiments. 

The parabola 

Rye = "3318 +°001230¢ + 0000022098? 

fitted the iron resistance-curve up to 500°. 
The shape of the nickel and iron resistance-curves are 

strikingly alike at the temperature of the change in each, 

Fig, 8. 
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There was very little oxidation in these high-temperature 
experiments; in most cases the copper leads at their junction 
with the spirals appearing perfectly bright. A reddish 
deposit (apparently of metallic copper) was usually seen on 
the spiral and mica disks. 

A further series of measurements was made in hydrogen. 
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No change whatever in the temperature at which the change 
of slope for iron occurred was produced by this, although 
the two curves were not absolutely coincident. 

The change of resistance for copper was determined 
between 750° and 1000°. The copper wire (No. 28 B.w.a.) 
was wound on a mica frame and was heated in hydrogen. 
It is known that up to,500° or 600° the resistance of copper 
changes like platinum. The present experiments show that 
above that temperature a point of inflexion occurs, and the 
resistance-curve becomes convex towards the temperature 
axis. : 

Above 800° the curve is nearly linear, with another less 
clearly defined change of slope just below 1000°. 

Numerical Results. 

E.M.F. in microvolts. Cig Note. 

Copper-Nickel. 
— 2907 —191-2 Liquid:air. — 

2233 99:8 Steam. 

10335 445°5 Sulphur vapour. 

4321 182°5 Aniline vapour. 

Copper-Iron. 
— 2195 —191°2 Liquid air. 

1334 182'5 Aniline. 

870 99°9 Steam. 

684 445° Sulphur vapour. 

98 11-2 

Lron- Nickel. 

—51l11 —191:2 Liquid air. 

11807 500 

3130 100 

6160 200 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 14. Feb. 1902. 
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Peltier Coefficients. 

fits 2 - Temperature. Note. 

Copper-Lron. 
+1156 —191°2 Liquid air. 

Copper-Nickel. 
—7697 191-2 Liquid air. 

A Comparison with Fleming’s Results for Iron, Copper, 
and Nickel- Copper. 

Present Experiments. | Fleming and Dewar’s. 

E.M.F. in microvolts. | E.M.F. in microvolts. 

Copper-Nickel. 
Liquid air. — 2907 — 2380 

100° C. 2233 2205 

Copper-Lron. 

Liquid air. —2191 — 2589 

100° C. 870 1138 

Nickel-Ivon. 

Liquid air. —dl1l1l — 4969 

The main object of the present research was originally to 
correlate the peculiar thermoelectric points with the changes 
of slope on the resistance-curves. 

The result from this point of view is that the thermoelectric 
change in nickel-copper coincides approximately with the 
resistance change, but that no theremoelectric peculiarity 
exists for iron-copper at the temperature of the Fe resistance 
change. Asis shown by the Peltier coefficients, a marked 
change occurs at about 500° in the case of Fe-Cu. ‘This is 
approximately the temperature at which a flexure occurs in 
the copper resistance-curve. 
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It is perhaps worth noticing that if the dotted part of the 
Fe-Cu curve (fig. 5) (which is marked HI and represents 
the first few points obtained by heating a fresh couple in 
hydrogen) be produced, it cuts the upper and “ constant ”’ 
portion of the curve at a temperature just below 800°, the 
temperature of the resistance-changes in iron. | 

In conclusion [ wish to express my best thanks to Professor 
Callendar, F'.R.S., for constant help and advice during this 
research, which was undertaken at his suggestion. 
My thanks are also due to Mr. G. M. Gibbins, of University 

College, for help during the first part of the thermoelectric 
measurements. 

XX. On a kind of Radioactivity imparted to certain Salts 
by Cathode Rays. By J.C. McLennan, PA.D., Demon- 
strator in Physics, University of Toronto*. 

I. Introduction. 

i has been shown by Curie+ that every substance, placed 
in the neighbourhood of radium, itself acquires a radio- 

activity which persists for many hours and even days after 
the removal of the radium. Curiet has also obtained a 
similar but more feeble effect with the active preparation 
polonium. 

Rutherford§, too, has shown that thorium compounds 
under certain conditions possess the property of producing 
temporary radioactivity in all solid substances in their 
neighbourhood. | 
Up to the present time we appear to have only two recorded 

cases of substances becoming radioactive by the action of 
cathode rays. 

Hofmann and Strauss || observed that radioactive lead 
sulphate prepared from the minerals uranpecherz, broggerite, 
cleveite, uranglimmer, and samarskite, after losing its activity 
through lapse of time, was again made radioactive by exposing 
it to cathode rays. 

Villard { found that a small piece of bismuth which had 
been used as the anticathode of a discharge-tube produced a 

* Communicated by Prof. J. J. Thomson. 
+ Rapports présentés au Congrés International de Physique, Paris, 

tome ili. p. 108 (1990). 
; Curie, Comptes Rendus, t. exxix. p. 714, Nov. 1899. 
§ Rutherford, Phil. Mag. vol. xlx. p. 161 (1900). 
|| Chem. Ber. xxxiv. pp. 8-11 & 907-13; Beibl. xxv. pp. 317 & 633 

(1901). Hee 
@ Villard, Socrété de Physique, juillet 1900. 
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faint impression on a photographic plate. The action was 
very weak, and an exposure of eight days was necessary in 
order to make the effect visible. 

This latter, case appears to be the only example, hitherto 
recorded, of a substance normally inactive being made radio- 
active by exposing it to cathode rays. 

In the following paper an account is given of an investiga- 
tion in which several salts, showing no radioactivity as 
ordinarily prepared, were found to exhibit a very marked radio- 
activity on being gently heated after being exposed to cathode 
rays. With several of the salts a temperature of 100° C. 
sufficed to exhibit the effect, though with still higher tem- 
peratures the radioactivity was more pronounced. 

» The radiation emitted by these salts was found to discharge 
positively charged bodies, but not those negatively electrified. 
In no case did it appear to impart a charge to an unelectritied 
body. 

II, Measuring System. 

In order to study this radiation the system devised by 
C. T. R. Wilson* was used. A thin strip of brass, A (fig. 1), 
was suspended vertically in a small metallic box, B, by means 
of an insulating bead of sulphur, C. ‘To this strip there was 
attached a gold leaf whose deflexions, observed with a 
micrometer microscope through a glass window in the 
apparatus, gave a measure of the potential of the brass strip. 

The capacity of the whole measuring system was small, 
and at most did not exceed two centimetres. 
A brass rod, D, which supported the measuring system 

passed through an ebonite plug, E, and was connected to one 
of the terminals of a battery of small storage-cells, the other 
terminal of the battery being joined to the case of the 
electroscope. 

' A fine steel wire which was attached at its upper end to the 
rod, D, extended below the sulphur bead, and was there bent 
into a loop surrounding the brass strip. This steel wire could 
be readily drawn into contact with the strip, A, by means. of 
a small magnet, and the measuring system by this operation 
was raised from time to time to any desired potential. 

‘ Besides having a small capacity, this measuring system 
possessed the advantage of being entirely free from leakage 
along its supports. In practice the conducting rod, D, 
was maintained, throughout any measurement, at the initial 
potential of the gold leaf, and consequently, when the latter 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. lxviii. p. 154. 
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indicated any loss of charge, it was evident that such loss 
arose from a leakage through the gas surrounding the 
measuring system. Any conduction across the sulphur bead 
could only be in such a direction as to partially counteract 
the loss arising from leakage through the gas. 

Big. 

In order to get rid of disturbances of the gold leaf by air- 
currents set up on applying heat to the base of the electro- 
scope, the observations were made generally at a pressure 
of 15 mms. of mercury. | ‘ 

III. Methods of making Salts Radioactive. 

In the initial stages of the investigation the salts to be 
tested for radioactivity were subjected to bombardment by 
cathode rays in a tube similar to that shown in fig. 2 (p. 198). 
This tube, while carrying but a single anode, was provided 
with a number of cathodes so that several salts could be 
simultaneously exposed. } 

The salts were generally exposed to the rays for half an 
hour, and from time to time during exposure were gently 
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shaken in the tube so that fresh surfaces might be presented | 
to the rays. 

Fig. 2. 

C Cc C C 

This method of exciting the salts was somewhat tedious, 
as it necessitated the exhaustion of the discharge-tube each 
time an exposure was made. 

It was found, however, on trial that a radioactivity, similar 
and equal in intensity to that obtained with cathode rays, was 
imparted to the salts by simply exposing them in air at 
atmospheric pressure to the spark-discharge of an induction- 
coil or Wimshurst machine. Short thick sparks were more 
effective in exciting radioactivity than long thin ones; and 
therefore, in most cases in which this method was adopted, a 
leyden-jar was inserted in parallel with the terminals of the 
induction-coil during the exposures. 

Various metals were used in turn as terminals for the coil, 
but no difference in their efficiency was observed. 

In order to see whether the excited radioactivity was due 
to the presence of ultra-violet light in the spark-discharge, a 
quantity of one of the salts which could be made radio- 
active was placed in a shallow tray beneath the spark-gap and 
close to it. The sparks were made to pass between terminals 
of aluminium, and a thin quartz plate was placed between the 
salt and the spark-gap. | | 

With this arrangement no radioactivity was imparted to 
the salt.. On removing the quartz plate, however, so that 
nothing but air intervened between the salt and the spark- 
discharge, the salt became radioactive with the usual exposure. 

From this experiment it seemed clear that the observed 
radioactivity could not be due to the action of the ultra- 
violet light, but was in all probability excited by a peculiar 
kind of radiation shown by E. Wiedemann * to be emitted 
by the spark-discharge and called by him “ Entladung- 
strahlen.” 

* Lettschrift fiir Electrochemie, vol. ii. p. 159 (1895). 
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1V. Radioactivity imparted to certain Salts. 
When testing a salt for radioactivity the upper part of 

the electroscope which carried the measuring system was 
detached at F’, and the salt placed in a thin layer on the base 
of the electroscope. The measuring system was then replaced 
and the apparatus made air-tight with sealing-wax. The air 
was then exhausted to a pressure of 15 mm. of mercury, and 
the gold leaf was given a charge either positive or negative 
as desired. After this a Bunsen flame was applied to the 
base of the electroscope, and changes in the charge on the 
measuring system were observed by noting the motion of the 
gold leaf. 
A list of the salts examined in this way, after bombard- 

ment by cathode rays, is given in Table I. With several 
no radioactivity was observed, but with others, such as the 
sulphates and sulphides of a number of the elements, a 
radiation was obtained which discharged the measuring 
system when positively electrified. In no case did this radia- 
tion discharge the gold leaf when negatively electrified. If 
the gold leaf was charged negatively, then on heating the 
salt the only effect was a slight disturbance of the leat due, 
doubtless, to convection currents. If, however, the gold leaf 
was charged positively, no effect was observed until the salt 
reached a certain temperature ; the leai then began to fall, 
and continued falling with a rapid and regular movement 
for a few minutes, and then stopped even though the heating 
continued. 

TABLE I. 

Column I. | ColumniI.| Column III. 

Substance. Gold leaf Gold leaf 
positively: | negatively 
charged. charged. 

Thermo- 
luminescence. 

Manganese Sulphate. MnSO,| No leak. | No leak. None observed. 
Zine i ZnSO, ioe eee Ee Faint white. 
Lead Mi PbSO, peady sek by (Aya e os None observed. 
Beryllium si BesO, | beak (small).| ., -,, None observed. 
Calcium i CaSO, Weaker | es Very faint. 
Strontium a SrSO, a alte Faint white. 
Barium we BaSO, cA arches: Faint. white. 
Potassium 3 K.S8O, \ a ee 15. None observed. 
Calcium Sulphide. CaS bi aa Nove observed. 
Strontium Hf SrS 5 BSS 3 ks None observed. 
Barium @) BaS bs A eatunie None observed. 

| Calcium Oxide. CaO No leak. paar None observed. 
| Calcium Chloride. CaCl, pang ee ea ee Faint white. 

| Barium By BaCl, Lek Se Pte) Faint white. 
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The sulphates of calcium, strontium, barium, and potassium 
were found to differ but little in their radioactive powers, 
while the effect obtained with beryllium sulphate was quite 
small. In the case of the sulphides the radioactivity was 
found to be only about one-fifth that of the sulphates of the 
same elements. 

It is of interest to note in this connexion that althouee 
calcium chloride could not be made radioactive, still calcium 
sulphate prepared from this salt became quite radioactive on 
being exposed to cathode rays. 

All the salts examined rapidly lost their radioactivity 
on being heated. From three to five minutes’ exposure in 
the electroscope to the flame of a Bunsen burner generally 
sufficed to drive off completely every trace of radioactivity. 

The active salts also gradually lost their radioactivity with 
the lapse of time without being heated. With a specimen of 
calcium sulphate tested twenty hours after exposure to 
cathode rays, the leak obtained was faint though still quite 
marked. 

In a series of comparative measurements with active 
calcium sulphate, in air at pressures varying from 480 mms. 
down to 1 mm. of mercury, no difference either in the rate 

or the total amount of the positive leak was observed. At no 
pressure was any leak of the negative charge obtained, and 
the gold leaf, when initially unelectrified, did not acquire any 
charge from the radiation. 

With the same salt (calcium sulphate) a magnetic field of 
3000 C.G.8. units was found to slightly decrease the leak. 

In order to obtain an approximate estimate of the lowest 
temperature at which the radioactivity appeared in the case 
of calcium sulphate, a jet of steam was directed against the 
base of the electroscope. The temperature so obtained was 
sufficient to bring on the discharge, but the rate of leak 
was much smaller than when the electroscope was heated 
with the flame of a Bunsen burner. 

Each of the salts given in Table I. was carefully tested 
for radioactivity at the temperature of the laboratory (about 
18° C.), both before being exposed to the cathode rays and 
after bombardment; but with the exception of potassium 
sulphate none of them produced a leak under these circum- 
stances. With potassium sulphate, a small leak of positive 
electricity occurred if the test was made immediately after 
exposure to cathode rays. But this effect soon passed off, 
and was followed on the application of heat to the electroscope 
by the usual larger leak obtained with the other active salts, 

None of the salts examined exhibited any radioactivity 
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when heated without being previously exposed to cathode 
rays or to the spark- dischars ge. 

‘As an exampie of the magnitude of the offects described 
in this paper, it may be stated that in one instance the 
radiation from a thin layer of active calcium sulphate, spread 
on the base of the electroscope over an area of twenty 
square centimetres, discharged from two to three electro- 
static units of positive electricity. 

Ve Impressed Radioactivity and Thermoluminescence. 

E. Wiedemann * has shown that a number of substances, 
when exposed to cathode rays or to the spark-discharge, 
acquire and possess for some time the power of becoming 
luminous when their temperature is raised to a point far 
below that at which they become luminous in their normal 
state. To this phenomenon he has given the name thermo- 
luminescence. 

Now the methods of exciting this phenomenon are pre- 
cisely the same as those adopted in imparting radioactivity to 
the various salts just mentioned; and asthe range of tempera- 
tures over which both phenomena appear is about the same, it 
seemed possible that some connexion might exist between the 
two effects. 

To investigate this point each of the salts was carefully 
tested for thermoluminescence, and the results obtained are 
recorded in column III., Table I. A reference to this table 
will show that in the case of three salts only was the radio- 
activity accompanied by the phenomenon of thermolumines- 
cence. In the case of the remaining salts, some exhibited 
thermoluminescence, but not radioactivity, while with others 
radioactivity was observed, but no visible thermoluminescence. 

From these results it seemed clear that no connexion 
existed between the two phenomena ; but in order to test 
the matter still further, some experiments were made with a 
number of Van’t Hoff’sT so-called solid solutions, which were 
known to exhibit a powerful thermoluminescence. From 
Table IL., which contains a summary of the results, it will 
be seen that radioactivity was observed with but one solution, 
namely CaSO,+2p.c.MnSU,. The radioactivity obtained 
in this case was practically of the same intensity as that 
obtained with the simple salt, calcium sulphate. 

* Zeitschr. f. Electrochem. vol. ii. p. 159 (1895). 
+ Zeitschrift f. phys. Chemie, vol. v. p. 322 (1890). 
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TasxeE II. 

Gold leaf Gold leaf midi 
Solid Solution. positively negatively i 

charged. charged. ADaun Se IE 

CaSO, +2 p.c. MnSO, Leak. No leak. | Intense green. 

ZnSO, +1 p.c. MnSO, No leak Sibir Intense red. 

MicSO,--1 pce MnSOml ae; ee tate Intense dark red. 

CdSO, +1 p.c. MnSO, Gana asinine Intense yellow. 

Bright green. | CaF, +2 p.c. MnFl, ” ” ry) ” 

Since, therefore, radioactivity was impressed on but one of 
the five solid solutions, while they all exhibited a very 
powerful thermoluminescence, it seems obvious that no direct 
connexion exists between the two phenomena. 

This conclusion is also confirmed by the fact that while a 
temperature of 100° C., or even less, sufficed to exhibit 
radioactivity in connexion with most of the salts examined, a 
temperature considerably higher than this was found to be 
necessary to produce visible thermoluminescence. In fact, in 
a test made with the sulphates of strontium and barium the 
radioactivity had almost entirely disappeared before thermo- 
luminescence became well-marked. 

Moreover a difference exists in the intervals of time during 
which the excited salts retain the power to exhibit the two 
phenomena. As is well known, bodies exhibiting thermo- 
luminescence retain this proper ty for weeks, or even months, 
atter exposure to cathode rays. On the other hand, the 
present investigation goes to show that salts rendered radio- 
active by cathode rays completely lose their activity in the 
course of one or, at most, two or three days. 

V1. Character of the Radiation. 

An experiment was made to see whether the radioactivit 
could be detected when the electrostatic field of the gold leaf 
was screened off from the salt by means of a sheet of wire 
gauze placed above the salt, as shown by the dotted line 
in fig. 1. Little difference was observed when gauze with 
meshes 3 millimetres in width was used, but with ganze 
made from wires 1 mm. in diameter, placed 1 mm. apart, the 
leak from the measuring system was greatly diminished. 

From the experiments made so far, there appear to be but 
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two obvious ways of explaining this peculiar rauiation. _ One 
of these is to regard the effect as due to ultra-violet light 
produced by heating the excited salt, this light acting on 
the negatively-charged salt and thereby causing a leak from 
its surface. 

To test this view, an amalgamated zinc sphere, Z (fig.1), 
was attached to the lower end of the measuring system. With 
this arrangement, though the zine sphere was within four 
millimetres of the radioactive salt, no indication of a discharge 
of negative electricity from the gold leaf was observed. 

It seems scarcely possible that an ultra-violet radiation, 
eapahle of producing the effects observed, could be absorbed 
completely in passing through air at 15 mms. pressure for a 
distance of only four millimetres. 

Probably the simpler view to take is that the salts on being 
heated emit a stream of negatively-charged particles or cor- 
puscles which are drawn to the positively-charged gold leaf 
by the electrostatic field, and thus discharge it. If this view 
be correct, these negatively-charged particles must be sent 
out from the salt with exceedingly small velocities, otherwise 
we would expect the gold leaf, when initially unelectrified, 
to acquire at least a small negative charge. 

The experiments described in this paper were conducted in 
the Cavendish Laboratory, and my sincere thanks are due to 
Professor Thomson for many valuable suggestions and much 
encouragement given throughout the investigation. 

August Ist, 1901. 

XXI. A Comparison of various Notations employed in 
“ Theories of Crystal-structure,’ and a Revision of the 230 
Groups of Movements. By Harotp Hirton, Magdalen 
College, Oxford *. 

ia CE the determination of the possible groups of move- 
ments must hold an important position in any future 

theories of crystal structure; and since the mathematical 
theory of these groups has been practically brought to a 
completion; it seemed. advisable to draw up tables com- 
paring the different notations of the various workers on the 
subject, with the hope that at the same time a judgment 
might be formed on the correctness of the statement that the 
number of groups of movements which are applicable to 
erystallography is 230. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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Mr. W. Barlow and Mr. G. F. H. Smith have begun a 
similar piece of work together for the latter reason. When 
they heard that [I had independently finished such a com- 
parison, they placed my work side by side with their own to 
some extent, and found that we agreed. They also kindly 
gave me some useful hints. I take this opportunity of 
thanking them, and also Prof. H. A. Miers, who has very 
kindly given me his help throughout. 

The chief workers on the subject have been C. Jordan 
(Annali_di_ Matematica pura ed applicata, Serie 2, Band ii. 
1869); L. Sohncke (Entwickelung einer Theorie der ‘Krystall- 
struktur, Leipzig, 1879); HE. von Fedorow (Zertschr. 7. Kryst. 
u. Min. xxiv. 1895) ; A. Schoenflies (Mathematische Annalen, 
XXViil., xxix. (1887), & xxxiv. (1889), and Arystallsysteme 
und Krystallstructur, Leipzig, 1891); and W. Barlow (Zeétschr. 
jf. Kryst. u. Min. xxiii. 1895). (Fedorow’s work was pub- 
lished in Russian in 1890.) 

The notations are taken from the periodicals or books just 
named, and compared in the tables given below. 

I have myself carefully compared Barlow’s notation with 
that in Schoenflies’ book; and have also compared the two 
notations used by Schoenflies in his book and in the Mathe- 
matische Annalen. Fedorow has compared his own work 
with that of Barlow* and of Schoenflies 7, and thus indirectly 
has compared Schoenflies’ and Barlow’s work. If there was 
any discrepancy between this and my own direct comparison, 
I have investigated the case carefully, and have given a note 
on the subject. The comparison of Schoenflies’ work (and 
hence of Fedorow’s and Barlow’s) with that of Jordan and 
Sohncke is that given by Schoenflies in the Mathematische 
Annalen. 

The diagrams given by Fedorow f are not always correct ; 
thus e. g. the diagrams of 62s, 63s, 64s, 49 h, 50h, 91a, 92a, 
should be identical with those of 18 8, 20s, 21s, Ui h2ere 
29 a, 21a, respectively, which is ane always the case ; in 
particular, as Mr. Smith has kindly pointed out to me, the 
diagrams of 64s and 50h are identical and both wrong. 
It would be beyond the scope of this paper to prepare fresh 
diagrams. I hope to do this on some future occasion. 

It is as well to call attention to the fact that Fedorow 
altered his notation a little in Zeitschr. Kryst. Min. xxiv. 
pp. 233 & 237; that Barlow pointed out a few errors in 
his previous work in Zevtschr. Kryst. Min. xxv. pp. 86 & 87; 

* Zeitschr. Kryst. Min. xxiv. pp. 242-244. 
+ Ibid. xx. pp. 48-61... 
{ Tafeln V., VI., Zectschr. Kryst. Min. xxiv. 
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and that Schoenflies did the same in Kystallsysteme und 
Krystallstructur, p. 622. 

In some cases Schoenflies (in his paper in the Math. 
Annalen, xxxiv.) gave the same symbol to two groups. 
Where one of these groups is derived from the other by the 
substitution of the operation S(r) for 8, or S(¢+7) for S(¢), 1 
have underlined the symbol in the case of the latter group. 
Similarly he gives the symbol V, as representing 3 distinct | 

groups. 
For convenience of printing, English capitals are substituted 

for German in the symbols of Schoentlies, as no error can 
thereby arise. 
An asterisk against a symbol means that a reference 1s 
made to it in the notes following the tables. 

TasLe I. 

A, Schoenflies.|A. Schoenflies., C. Jordan. | L. Sohncke. | W. Barlow. \E. v. Fedorow, 
Krystallsyst. |Mathem. An-| Annali di Entwickel- | Zeitschr. f. | Zeitschr. 
u. Krystall- Inalen, xxviii.| Matema- ung einer | Krystall.u.  f. Kryst. u. 

structur, |p. 319; xxix.| tica pura | Theorie der | Min. xxii. | Min. xxiv. 
1891. p. 50 (1887); | ed appl. Krystall- pp. 1-63 pp. 232-237 

7 & xxxiv. p.172; Band ii, struktur, (1894). (1895). 
(1889). 1869. 1879. 

C, no symbol 3 1 65 ls 
given. 

Ce e{(2) 29 2 63 38 

C? C,(2) 31 3 62 la 

cS C,(2) 33 4 64 4s 
Vv} ae 91 5 56 9s 
Wy? XN. abs. 6 53 4a 

Ags Ni 93 12 59 7a 
NS V, abs. 14 54 8a 

Ve We abs. *» OF 13 57 5a 
Ve V; 92 7 59 10s 

Vv" Ms 99 8 61 12s 
vs W 100 10 60 Ils 

v° V; 101 tt 58 6a 
One C,(8) 61 Li 48 38 s 

C.? C,(3) 63 15 42 68 a 

On C,'(3) 64 16 43 69 a 

Oe C,(3) 62 18 51 39 s 

iD D,(8) 130 21 49 * 458 

1,7 D.(3) abs, 25 50 ea eas 

D,8 D,(3) 132 19 44 x 72a 
1D D,(8) abs. 28 46 x T0a 
Dy. D,'(3) 133 20 45 x T3a 

D° D,'(3) abs. 24 47 x Tla 

D,! D,(3) 131 22 52 46 s 
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TABLE I. (continued). 

A. Schoenflies,|A. Schoenflies.| C. Jordan. | L. Sohneke, | W. Bariow. \E. v. Fedorow. 
Krystallsyst. | Mathem. An-| Annalidi | Entwickel- | Zeitschr.f. | Zeitschr. 
u. Krystall- | nalen. xxviii.| Matema- ung einer | Krystall.u. | f. Kryst.u, 
structur, . 319; xxix.| tica pura | Theorie der | Min. xxiii. | Min. xxiv. 
1891. p. 50 (1887) ;| ed appl. Krystall- pp. 1-63 pp. 232-237 

& xxxiv.p.172} Band ii. struktur, (1894). (1895). 
(1889). 1869. 1879. 

(Oe C,(4) 54 30 34 22 s 
0,2 C.(4) 5B 26 2676 Fil 30 a 
Cr C,(4) 56 29 29 33 a 
Cre al C,'(4) 57 27 27 3la 
C, C,(4) 58 31 38 23 s 
C,° C,(4) 59 28 28 32 @ 
Di D,(4) 116 36 39 30s 
D? D,(4) 124 41 40 43 a 
De D,(4) iby Sy 30 x 44a 

Die D,(4) 125 38 | 32 * 48a 

pe? D,(4) 118 35 36 47 a 
‘De D,(4)!| 126 40 37 50a 
Dy D,'(4) 119 33 31 x 45a 
iD ye D,'(4) 127 39 33. x 49a 
De D,(4) 120 37 41 31s 
1D) D,(4) 121 34 385 46 a 
(0 C,(6) 47 47 23 49 s 
C,? C.(6) 48 42 14 T4a 
Cr 0,'(6) 52 43 15 75a 
C,* C,(6) 49 44 16 76 a 
Cr C,'(6) 51 45 17 17a 
Of C,(6) 50 46 20 78 a 
IDR D,(6) 108 53 25 54s 
IDs ~ D,(6) 109 ‘ 48 18 82a 

D,? D,'(6) 113 49 19 83 a 
IDs D,(6) 110 50 21 84a 
DP D,'(6) 112 51 22 85a 
IDG D,(6) 111 52 24 86 a 

ae Aue 150 54 if 59 s 
3 Bs 164 55 6 61s 

mM AN 151 56 10 60s 
ie A 155 58 89a 
ae ay 156 oT 2 904 
O! 20), 166 59 12 68 s 
0? O, 169 164 11 98 a 
O83 O, 168 60 8 70s 
OF O; 172 63 9 97 a 
O° O, 167 61 - 13 69 s 
O° O, 170 65 3 94 a 
oO" OQ,” 171 66 + 95 a 
OF O, abs. 62 5 96a 
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The work of drawing up the tables has led me to the con- 
clusion that the number of possible groups of movements 
which contain 3 independent translations which are not | 
infinitesimal, is really 230. 

Norrs.—Sohnecke’s groups 9 and 13 are identical, as 
Schoenflies pointed out. 

1 

Fedorow gives* 44 s=D,, 45 De 70 a=D> 71 a=D., 
4 6 : 

12 a=D,, 73a=D,, in his table of his own and Schoentlies’ 

results, That this is wrong appears from his own words on 
‘p. 228 of the Zeitschr. f. Kryst. u. Min. xxiv. Similarly he has. 

wrongly compared 55 s= D,., 56 s=D, p oh= D, , t6h= 
D Bi a 1 1 SA ns ae Ram 
9 #4 8=D,,, 48 s=D,, 42h=D,,, 48h=D,. 

. ‘ ; 4 8 
Again, he gives in the same place 44a=D : 45 a=D» 

3 

3 7 
48a=D,, 49 a=D,; which is incorrect as appears from_ 

p- 229 of the Zeitschr. ~. Kryst. u. Min. xxiv., and from 
Table V. at the end of the same volume. 

In Barlow’s tablet there is a small error; there he says. 
that 58 B,, 58 By, 58 Bs are of type 62 (3 of Sohncke), so: 
specialized that its axes lie as those of the type 58 or 60) 
(11 or 10 of Sohncke) ; now these two last groups, which are 
V® and V® of Schoenflies, belong to Schoenflies’ Raumgitter: 
P," and therefore all their 3 series of binary axes are of type 

e., not g (3 of Sohncke). For “62 (3 of Sohncke)” should. 

be read “64 (4 of Sohncke).” 

Vv, appears as ‘ Ve. ” on p. 51 of the Zeitschr. f. Kryst. u. 

Min, xx.—obviously a misprint. The corresponding group 
(98 a) of Barlow is not given quite correctly by him. He 
gives as the position of the centre ‘On a line midway 
between two neighbouring screw-axes of different sorts in its 
point of intersection with a rotation-axis.” This would make 
his types 58 a, and 58 a, identical, and the same as Schoenflies’ 

28 : . : 
V, ; the last phrase should run “ midway between its points 

of intersection with a rotation axis.” par 

* Zeitschr. Kryst. Min. xx. (1892) p. 56. 
+ Ibid. xxiii. (1895) p. 56. Mae 
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Schoenflies does not appear to give his groups ue and V, 
quite correctly * ; he puts the plane of the operations Sq(rq), 
‘Sa(ta+7,) in the same position as the operations Sz and 

‘§,(7,) of ve and v. ; but in that case the operations referred 
to would not bring the axes of V° into self-coincidence, as is 
necessary. Barlow gives the position of the plane quite 
correctly on p. 54, Zectschr. Kryst. u. Min, xxiii. ; and _ this 
remark agrees with Schoenflies’ own treatment of these 
groups in the Math. Annalen, xxxiv. 

Fedorow’s comparison of his groups 36h, 37-h, 55 a, 57 a, 
60a, 6la, 65a, 66a with Barlow’s types seems to be: in-- 
correct, judging by the Tables V. and VI. given at the end 
of the 24th volume of the Zectschr. 7. Kryst. u. Min. ; as is 
also his comparison of 364, 37a, 38a, 64a, 65a, 66 a with 
the corresponding groups of Schoenflies. 

Fedorow compares 72s, 73s with O’ and O°; an obvious 3 : 
misprint for O, and Os 

Fedorow’s remark on Barlow’s type 9 a, (Zetschr. Kryst. u. 
Min. xxiv. p. 244) seems not to be accurate. The position of 
the inversion centre given by Barlow agrees entirely with 
that given by Schoenflies, and involves symmetry planes 
parallel, not to the surface planes, but to the diagonal planes 
of the cube. 

XXII. On the Electrical Conductivities produced in Atr by 
the Motion of Negative Ions. By P. J. Kirxsy, M.A., 
Fellow of New College, Oxford F. 

ie the February number of the Philosophical Magazine for 
1901 Prof. Townsend described in detail a series of expe- 

riments by which he demonstrated the remarkable fact that 
negative ions produced in a gas are capable of disintegrating 
other molecules with which they collide, and thus generate 
other ions by collision. As this adds one more to the few 
known methods by which ions are produced, the discovery 
opens up a new field of research. A series of experiments 
were given (J. 8. Townsend and P. J. Kirkby) in the June 
number of the Phil. Mag. 1901, which proved that the same 
results which apply to air apply also to hydrogen and carbonic 
acid gas. These researches exhibited the extraordinary differ- 
ence in the behaviour of positive and negative ions. It 
seemed therefore desirable further to emphasize this difference, 

* Krystallsysteme und Krystallstructur, p. 497. 
+ Communicated by Prof. J. S. Townsend. 
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‘and for this purpose the following experiments were under- 
taken. 
1.’ The form of the apparatus is shown in the accompanying 
figure. It consisted of two coaxial cylinders. The outer one 
was of aluminium in order that the Réntgen rays, which were 
used to ionize the air within, might pass freely through it. 
‘The internal diameter was 41°5 mm. A copper wire formed 
_the inner cylinder : its diameter was *206 mm. The ends of 
the external cylinder were cemented into grooves turned in 
pieces of ebonite E,, E,, as shown in fig, 1. Brass tubes, 
T,, Ts coaxial with the aluminium cylinder projected from 

Fig. 1. 
© 

Aur Pump. 

ELECTROMETER. . 

the ebonite pieces H,, H,, and carried the ebonite plugs P,, P,, 
into the centres of which metallic rods R,, Ry were fastened. 
The copper wire was stretched between these rods. The 
-brass'tubes T,, T,, which were permanently earthed, formed a 
divided. insulation which effectually prevented any leakage 
between the cylinders when the outer cylinder was charged 
toa high potential. The space within the aluminium cylinder 
was exhausted to the required amount by means of the thin 
_vertical tube shown in the diagram, which was soldered into 
the brass tube T,. The pressure was determined by a Macleod 
gauge which was in permanent connexion with the aluminium 
cylinder. | : 

The Rontgen rays passed through a slit in a lead-covered 
box which contained the Crookes tube and the Ruhmkorf 
coil. The aluminium cylinder was placed over the slit. 

2. The method of conducting the experiments was similar 
-to that adopted in the paper already referred to. One pair 
of quadrants of the electrometer was permanently connected 
to the copper wire. The other pair was permanently :to 

-earth. The potential of the aluminium cylinder was raised 
to any required amount by connecting it to one terminal of a 
battery of small Leclanché cells, the other terminal being to 
-earth. ‘The voltage used ranged in general from 37 to 370. 
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The cells throughout these experiments underwent no per- 
ceptible variation. 
Before each observation the quadrants in connexion with 

the copper wire were put to earth and then insulated. The 
Rontgen rays were then turned on for a certain time (generally 
10 seconds), and the electrometer-deflexion was observed. 

The copper wire which formed the inner cylinder was 
never raised to a potential materially higher than zero when 
compared with the potential of the aluminium cylinder. And 
so, the intensity of the field of force between the cylinders did 
not vary. materially during an experiment. The ions formed 
by the Réntgen rays playing upon the attenuated air within 
the apparatus were driven along the lines of force which 
radiated out from the wire. 

It was found that the electrometer-reading was proportional 
to the time, showing that the current was practically steady 
and ceased the instant the rays were turned off. 

3. The observations given in the table on p. 215 show that 
when the aluminium cylinder was negative, the current varied 

~ greatly with the electric intensity. Thus, on some occasions, 
on multiplying the intensity between the cylinders by 10 the 
current increased twenty- or even thirtyfold. On the other 
hand, if the aluminium cylinder was positive, the current 
remained nearly of the same order of magnitude, although 
.the electric force between the cylinders was great enough 
almost to produce sparking. 

At the head of each double column will be found the 
pressure of the air measured in millimetres of mercury by the 
Macleod gauge. ‘The left of each pair of columns gives the 
reading when the external, 2. e. the aluminium, cylinder was 
at a negative potential, so that the negative ions were driven 
away from it onto the copper wire and the positive ions attracted 
to it away from the wire. The right of each pair of columns 
gives the reading when the force was reversed. The numbers 
are simply the electrometer-readings without being reduced. 
Those which are given under each pressure are proportional 
to the quantities of electricity received by the copper wire 
during an observation, the potential of the aluminium cylinder 
(positive or negative as the case may be) for that observation 
being given in the first column of all. The electrometer- 
reading for a Clark cell was nearly always less than 80, 
so that thou gh the potential of the wire departed from zero 
during an experiment, yet in comparison with the potential 
of the aluminium cylinder, it is easy to see that this departure 
may be neglected. The bulb which produced the rays varied 
from day “to day, so that no relation exists between the 
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numbers which belong to different pressures. Nevertheless, 
only those sets of observations are presented during which 
the bulb remained constant within the limits of other expe- 
rimental errors. 

4, It thus appears that there is a remarkable difference in 
the behaviour of positive and negative ions when moving ina 
small pressure under electric force. 

The curves here given (fig. 2) serve as an illustration of the 

Big, 2: 

“T Se 
CHES oe ee 
EBB casianmam ae) 7 
Ee EE eee 

20 40 60 80 100 Ico 1440 160 180 200 220 240 260. 280 300 320 340 360 380 

columns B and G. The abscissee measure the potentials of 

the aluminium cylinder whether positive or negative. The 

ordinates of the four curves are simply proportional to the 

numbers in the four columns respectively of Band G. Hach 

pair of curves exhibits how, as the intensity of the field 

between the cylinders is increased, the negative current 

rapidly separates itself in magnitude from the corresponding 
positive current. | 

It was |to give prominence to this curious distinction 

between the positive und negative electrolytic currents in a 

gas under low pressure, that coaxial cylinders were used. 

And to demonstrate it the more emphatically, a thin wire was 

used in order that there might be a great electric intensity in 
the field of force. 

5. Owing to the constants of the apparatus, it does not 

appear possible to exhibit any exact or detailed agreement 
between all the numbers given in the table above and 

Professor Townsend’s theory; but the tests which have sug- 
gested themselves show, as far as they go, a satisfactory 

agreement. | ae : 

Let a, 6 be the radii of the internal and external cylinders. 
Let N, be the number of ions of one kind generated per second 
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in unit volume by the Réntgen rays. Let C, be the steady 
eurrent inwards of negative ions across a coaxial cylinder of 
unit length and of radius r. 

Then on increases as 7 diminishes. Let a be the number 
of ions generated by a single ion in moving through 
1 centimetre. 

Then 
—dC,=C,adr+2rr dr Noe. 

e being the charge on an ion. 
The integral of this equation is 

7b ie adr 
C,= 2 Noe , pdpe 

since C,=0. 
Therefore the quantity of negative electricity received 

per second by the wire is 
ad 

er p dp inn ne 

ul a=0 we have 

Cy =7 Ne(d?—a?) 
Theretore 

Cy 

\, “edi 

SN | dre : 
Pa. 

ae en may be approximately determined by observ ation. 
The tables show that for small forces between the cylinders 
the positive current is greater than the corresponding negative 
current. This arises from the secondary radiation which 
originates from the copper wire. ‘Lhus it has been shown 
by P. Curie and G. Sagnac (Comptes Rendus, vol. cxxx. 
9th April, 1900), that a metal like copper which gives out a 
large secondary radiation loses negative electricity under the 
action of the Rontgen rays. In the present case, the secondary 
radiation and the loss of negative electricity were small on 
account of the small dimensions of the wire. Nevertheless, it 
was sufficient to indicate that voltage beyond which the 
potential of the aluminium cylinder cannot be lowered without 
causing the negative current sensibly to exceed Cy. For 
example, to consider column B, it is ee that when the 
potential of the cylinder was a 8, —17°7, —37, there was 
‘nro detectable increase in the negative snore then negative 
being so far less than the corresponding positive current, and 
that the differences in both currents up to this point are due 
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to errors of observation: But when the potential was lowered 
to —74 the negative current began perceptibly to increase; for 
then it had begun to exceed the positive current which is 
represented too highly by 20. Therefore the voltage of the 
cylinder beyond which the negative current ceases to be prac- 
tically Cy lies between —37 and —74. And, similarly, it 
may be seen about at what potential of the cylinder the 
negative current begins to increase for the other pressures of 
the tables. ) he baht : 

7. Unfortunately, at the low pressures given the initial 
ionization was so small that it would have been useless to 
employ a voltage numerically lower than —37 with the view 
of finding Cy. To bring Co within the range of accurate 
observation the aluminium cylinder would require to be 
larger. On the other hand, it was too large to admit of an 

" adr 
a 

: : : | 

evaluation of the integral | r dr é. in the expression 
a 

given above for C, though this would be possible under certain 
more restricted circumstances, by using the approximate form 
for a, which is given later. . | 

8. Professor Townsend gave «/p both by means of a curve 
determined experimentally and by means of ‘a series of the 
form 

ice) _ x 

= Pre a 
, 

the coefficients of which he partly determined (Phil. Mag. Feb. 
1901). But his numbers were found to be quite inadequate tothe 
present case where the circumstances are different from his, and 
they lead to a series which scarcely converges at all. In addition 

to this, though, since Xo ~ adr can be immediately found, 

yet the next step, if it were possible, would involve great 
labour. Nevertheless it is possible, without effecting this 
integration, to show to some extent that the figures of the 
tables are in agreement with Professor Townsend’s results. 

9. The force between the cylinders at the distance 7 from 
their common axis is 

Vi 
) y) 

1 log 

e ° ‘ = V which, since a='0103 cm., )=2°08 cm., is equal to aaa 

where V is the potential of the outer cylinder, the wire being 
approximately at zero. The strong field of force lies close 
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to the inner axis, the intensity at the wire being fifty 
times the intensity at points where r=5 mm. Thus, for 
moderate values of V the region where ions are generated by 
collisions is a small cylindrical volume inclosing the wire. 
Let the radius of this multiplying space be R. Let I 
negative ions entering this cylindrical space from regions 
external to it be increased by multiplication to zI ions when 
the wire is reached. Those ions which are generated by the 
Rontgen rays within the cylinder R will be multiplied by the 
process of collision to a lesser extent. Therefore the whole 
negative current will be - 

R?—a? R’—d 
C.=2r co age sa ua? Co, ° (1) 

where y<2. 
When the force is reversed, the only ions which undergo 

multiplication are those which start within the cylinder R, 
so that the corresponding positive current will be | 

| Be 62 aie ee yea 
C=O. aoa Ot? ara ©. eo te (2) 

in which ¢ is plainly <y. : 
Now, since «>y>z>1, it follows that the negative current 

always exceeds the positive, the secondary radiation being 
‘neglected. And if R? is small compared with 1?, the negative 
current will be about zx times the positive. 

10. As an illustration we may suppose in particular that 
R is 1 mm., i. e. about twice the mean free path of a negative 

‘ion in air at a pressure of 1 mm. Let the cylinder R be 
divided into two parts by means of a coaxial cylinder of 
radius } R=*5 mm. Then if 100 ions are uniformly dis- 
tributed within the cylinder R, 25 will g. p. fall within the 
inner cylinder R/2, and 75 between the two cylinders, 
Further, let it be supposed that every ion executes its mean 
path R/2, and at the end of it generates another negative 
ion by collision. Then, when the negative ions are driven to 
the wire, the original 100 will be increased to 25+ 2x 75 on 
reaching it. Therefore y=1°75. Now let the force be re- 
versed. Then the same 100 ions will produce a total flux of 
2 x 25+ 75 ions across the cylinder R. Therefore z=1°25. 

Thus Ue xc: 

11. To apply these results to the tables above, it is to be 
observed that a/p is negligible unless 

: >30 (Curve, Phil. Mag. Feb. 1901, p. 212), 
and that then it is at first extremely small. 
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Therefore, to determine R, one has 

V pe 
SS b = 30 X p. Petey aces. (3) 

Rlog | — 

In the case of column A we may take C,=47. The negative 
current corresponding to the voltage 333 is 180. . 

Therefore by equation (1) 

Gx) 180 R 
Gn Ha meen —(4— ee a 2 a, See 

0 

From (3) since log =5°3, V=333, ca we get 

333 
| SREUPU ee 

and therefore, 
Meet ee 0a ne, 

Ce eo.c 
for a='0103 em., 6=2:08 cm. Therefore (4) gives 

| a—(w—y) X 0216 =3'83. 
Now z>y>1, so that x lies between 3°83 and 3°89. 
Therefore by equation (2) the positive current cannot exceed 

AT{1 42°89 x -0216} or 50. 
If we take z to be equal to half the lower limit just found, 

which is more or less justified by the illustration given above, 
we should get for the positive current 48. This agrees very 

“well with the observed value 50. 
We may apply the same theory to the columns B, 0, D 

‘for the voltage 370. Simple calculations give :— 

| (ey | Values of C+ 
cn Reon ah ae aS a Lim Ms of | +h 

I~ — AES | 

; | ' caleulated. observed. 

ee ae IG ie nate 1 Hed oe es 93-8 

Gon Maier 16 1-083 72) McG. sD 36°8 30:3 

Die 3°38 | 1:32 405 | 21:2, 35 186 8-0 

It aalll thus has seen that these afer ne as they 
are, are capable of giving accurate agreement with observed 
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quantities so Iong as R is small: But as the multiplying 
space is expanded on diminishing the pressure, the limits 
assigned by the method to the positive current far exceed its 
actual value. 

12. There is, however, another simple test which may be 
mentioned, and which serves to define the voltage of the 
outer cylinder for which the negative current just begins 
perceptibly to increase owing to the cere effects of 
collisions. 

Referring to the curve for air (Phil. Mag. Feb. 1901, 
p-. 213) connecting a with X4, it is easy to show that from 
X,= 440 and onwards the equation 

440 

aj=20e <* Sih ape Bee a OD) 

represents the curve with accuracy. It is necessary, before 
proceeding, to give a physical interpretation of this equation. 

Out.of x free paths which a molecule of gas traverses 
Cm 

exceed m times the mean path. Now if one supposes that 
every ion starts from rest and that every ion which has fallen 
through more than U volts after its previous collision has 
sufficient velocity to produce another pair of ions by its impact, 
then every ionizing impact must terminate a path greater than 
U Bd i gany 
xy where X is the force in the neighbourhood of the 

collision. Let L be the mean free path of a negative ion 
. 1p . e 

for a pressure of 1 mm. Then iA is its mean path for the 

*1de fa hl ’ . * . 

pressure p millimetres. Therefore in traversing a centimetre 

it makes = collisions and of these 

Oper e 
z/> 

will be ionizing collisions. 
Now if L=54, cm., the previous equation becomes 

20U 
20 pe x; where X, = X/p. 

The statistical meaning of the equation (5) 

440 

a,=20e xX, 

is therefore this: when X, exceeds 440, ¢. e. when X exceeds 
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440 x p, we may suppose ‘05 to be the mean free path of a 
negative ion, and that whenever its free path constitutes a 
fall through more than 22 volts, the molecular impact which 
terminates the free. path breaks up the molecule.struck into 
two other ions. This is, of course, only a statistical inter- 
pretation. Some collisions which terminate a greater fall 
than one of 22 volts are ineffective. Others which terminate 
a lesser fall than this may be effective. 

13. When X<440 the above equation fails to represent 
the curve. The value of a, 

90 e7H40/X1 

is then too small. The smallest value of X, which gives an 
appreciable value of a 1s 40. The curve may then be repre- 
sented for a small range of X, by 

220 

a=20¢ % ree ° ° ° ° (2) 

Now =}, cm. is about the true free path of a negative ion 
in a pressure of 1 mm., so that this equation will admit of a 
similar statistical interpretation to that given to the equation 

440 

Gy = AOE sli ory ok oti oes ae 

provided the field of force is constant and its intensity equal 
to 40 p. In the case of the equation (1) just written the 
only condition is that X, must exceed 440 and not vary too 
rapidly. 

14. To apply these results it is to be remarked that in the 
theory of gases only 100 e~%, 7. e. only about 5 paths in 100, 
exceed three times the mean free path L. Let V be the 
potential of the aluminium cylinder when the current shows 
a tendency to increase along with the force, the increase 
being slightly less than 5 per cent. 

Then if equation (1) held for all values of X, we should 
have 

| ees j dr=22 volts, 
ii log 5 

and if equation (2) held universally | 

{ a+3L dt jie volts. 

7 log- 
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Therefore | 
Tan hLniice HN 

lies between 11 and 22. 
The limiting voltage of the aluminium cylinder at which 

the increase of the negative current should be-just measurable 
therefore falls between 

22 log : ll log z 

=: and as 
L Bla; 

log (1+ =") log (1+—) 

These limits calculated for the pressures in the table are 

respectively : 

for OA 102 and d1 
B 70 30 
C o7 28 
D D2 26 
EK 45 22 
Fr 42 21 
G 40 20 
H a7 18 
I 31 15 
J 28 14 
KK 25 12 

It will be seen that where the limiting voltages can be 
detected in the tables they fall between these limits. 

14, This is another test which is too rough to be conclusive. 
Yet if the mean ionizing fall of an ion were taken to be one 
which fell outside the limits (11, 22) determined above, con- 
spicuous discrepancies would arise between the numbers of 
the tables and those furnished by theory. And, as a matter 
of fact, it is often difficult to fix the limiting voltage of the 
cylinder by observation more accurately than the calculated 
numbers determine it. 

16. It has been shown that the observations presented in 
this paper are, so far as it has been found practicable to 
submit them to analysis, in accord with Professor Townsend’s 
Theory of Collisions. And to this extent they afford addi- 
tional evidence of its truth. Thus it appears necessary to 
suppose that negative ions, when moving with adequate 
velocity, disintegrate other molecules upon colliding with 
them, This at least must be the case when the pressure is 
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small. On the other hand, the positive ions do not appear 
to have the same effect. 

17. Professor J. J. Thomson (Phil. Mag. Dec. 1899) 
deduces from experiments with ultra-violet light 3 x 10-% 
of a gramme as the mass of a negative ion. Professor 
Townsend (Phil. Trans. i899) finds 4°5 x LO-*4 grammes as 
the weight of a molecule of hydrogen, a determination which 
makes 6°6 x 10~?3 the corresponding weight for air. This is 
more than three times the number given by Meyer (Kinetic 
Theory of Gases, art. 121). Thus, if we assume that the 
negative ions produced by the Réntgen rays are identical 
with those obtained by means of ultra-violet light, the mole- 
cules of air are 2200 times the size of the negative ion ac- 
cording to these numbers. If the positive ion is what remains 
of the molecule atter the negative is detached from it, it 
follows that the positive ion does not materially differ in 
mass from the ordinary molecule of air. In any case it 
appears evident that it far exceeds in magnitude the negative | 
ion. Therefore the mean path of tie latter exceeds that of 
the former. In fact, Prof. Townsend (Phil. Mag. Feb. 1901) 
finds about *47 mm. as the path of the negative ion in 1 mm. 
pressure of air. The corresponding path of the positive ion 
assumed to be equal to that of the molecule of air, is about 
‘094 of a millimetre. This must be multiplied by /2 
when the ion is moving under electric force, its velocity far 
exceeding then the velocity of agitation of air. Its free 
path then becomes*13 mm. If eis the charge on a positive or 
negative ion, the energy acquired between successive impacts 
in a field of electric force, X at any point, is e | Xds, the in- 

tegral being taken along the free path. Thus there will be 
a marked difference, so far as energy is concerned, between 
the impacts of the positive and negative ions. It appears, 
however, from observations of sparking points during these 
experiments, that this difference of energy before impact 
does not suffice to account for the difference of the effect of 
impact. But this is, of course, only to be expected. 

18. It is proved above that the negative current is always 
greater than the positive when only negative ions generate 
others by collision. Nevertheless, observation seems to show 
that sparking occurs sooner when the aluminium cylinder is 
positive than when it is negative. Moreover, it is possible 
to find for this cylinder a potential which upsets the stability 
of the gas, so that a current starts across to the wire either 
spontaneously or when the slightest amount of ionization is 
supped by the Rontgen rays. This unstable condition 
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appears also to be reached sooner when the outer cylinder is 
positive than when it is negative. It follows that as the 
potential of the cylinder is numerically raised, a voltage 1s 
reached at which the positive current overtakes ‘the negative; 
an event which, however, only happens when the sparking 
point is nearly reached. 

19. These phenomena possibly indicate that when X/p 
attains a certain magnitude, positive ions under certain cir- 
cumstances of impact are capable of generating others by 
collision, and such an hypothesis would easily account for all 
the facts, including sparking. But experiments will be 
undertaken in order, if possible, to throw light on this subject. 
Another series of experiments are being undertaken to exhibit 
the difference of behaviour between positively and negatively 
charged ions generated from, and moving in, hydrogen and 
carbonic acid gas. 

[ must take this opportunity of thanking both Professor 
Townsend, who suggested this research, for his many sug- 
gestions, and Professor Turner for his kindness in providing 
a laboratory, doubtless at great personal inconvenience, in 
the University Observatory, Oxford, where the experiments 
were carried out. 

——— 

XXII. On Irreversible Processes and Planck’s Theory in 
relation thereto. By S. H. Bursury, F.2.S.* 

LANCK’S theory is developed in his treatise “ Ueber 
irreversible Strahlungsvorgiinge” (Berlin, Sitzungs- 

berichte, 1897, pp. 441-480), and is modified in subsequent 
papers in detail only. It will be found to depend on some 
well-known algebraic theorems, and on a certain law of 
interchange of energy between the parts of a material 
system. 

1. If u,v be two quantities necessarily positive, and which 
vary subject to the condition that u+v=2c, a constant, the 
least possible value of ulog w+ v log v is when u=v, and the 
greatest is when either uw=0 or v=0. For we may write 
u=c+ a2, v=c—2, x being positive and less than c. Then 

d 
£ (wlog ute log v)= Jp (e+ log c+tu+c—xloge—z) 

and as this is necessarily positive, the proposition is proved. 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 14. Heb. 1902. Q 
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Corollary—If «/, v! lie between u and v, uw log u'+v! log o 
<ulogut+v log”. 

A System of masnaen 

2. Let u, uw’ be two essentially positive quantities, for example 
the energies of two material systems. In time dt let u emit, 
and wu’ receive, the energy kudt, and let w’ emit, and wu receive, 
the energy k’u/ dt, k and k’ being constants. 

Then du du! LS EN, Hilpert | af =hk'u' — ku, ae =hu—kw’, 

and (a) let S=u(log es eel ae u’) —1) 

ds t du’ 
ZS nats Merlf bie a a =log (yu) ‘ e + log (q’u’) ai 

= (hu — ku) log 4 ale 

If then, 4, k’ being eet af the mie conditions, g, q/ be: 

so chosen that y/q’ = h/h!, * —— is necessarily negative. 

-§ may be put in other ohne For instance, 

(6) let S=qu log (qu) —(1 + gu) log (1+ gu) 
+q'w log (y’u’)— (1 a Ce log (1 +q'u') 

ds = (iu! hu) log oY L+q/u' : 

dt qu 1L+qu 

which is again negative if q/qy’=h/k’. 

The Physical Application of this Theorem. 

3. A material system is divided into n parts, a, dg... Gn, and 
we assume that the energy, U, which the system possesses. 
can be localized, so that at any instant a... dn possess. 
respectively the energies 1... %,, which vary with the time 
subject to the condition that u+... +u.=2u=U. 

For the law of this time variation, let us assume that 
every @ emits in time dt a quantity of energy proportional to. 
the corresponding u, that is a, emits kyu,dt, ae. 

By conservation of energy, what a, emits is received by 
some one or more of the other parts dg...d,. Let us then 
assume that Ay, u, dt is received by ag 

ky3 Uy dt 43 ae 
and so on, where ky+higt+ .. . thiyp=hy. 

In the same way let a, receive from a, in time dt the 
energy hg, Ug dt, 

from as : kay ug dt, Ke. 
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~ du 
Then oy =ho Ug thy gt... +hnitty 

—ky (ir ees kis Cy sa" shies — kyu}. 

ae du 
Similarly ie = Kio Uy + keso U3 bg: al we kon 

— hoy Ug— keg Ug» « - — Rontta 
and so on. 

4, Let us now assign to u,... uv, respectively the constant 
positive coefficients 9, ... qn, and form the function 

$= (wlog (qu) —u) = du log, if e=2°7182818. 

Then —- % 
dS d 
ee Pa, 

= log (q1u;) (Koyo —k12) + log (Gotta) (120 — kaye) 

+ log (q3ts) (kit —kg1Ug) 4+- &e. 

+ log (qt) (A313 — Ay31) + log (date) (kg2thg — Kogtty) 

+ log (qsts) (kag: — Kggtts) + Ke. 

= log (qyuy) (ky — ky qu) + log (Gotle) (K4g, — Kotte) 

ar log (gts) (Ay3ttg =F Kzgt3) + &e. 

+ Ke. 

=log7 ary 7 (Rata ky) + log-— Boule * (egyuz— ky) + &e. 

+ log ee (K3qz — kogttg) + Ke. 
Y3lt3 

a this is necessarily negative, provided that constants 
pee Gn exist such that hyo/kn = 1/2, ky3/ks1 = 91/q3, ke , 

aad generally kpr[Krp = Qp/Qr« 
If therefore the exchanges of energy between the parts of 

our system take place according to the above law, the 
function 8S necessarily diminishes with the time, and we may 
call it the entropy of the system. Further, ‘when § his 
reached its minimum, we have: 

(1) By conservation of eee 2a =(), and (2) by con- 

servation of entropy & log ( aay. = “=(, and therefore log yu 

is an absolute constant, having the same value for every u. 
Any function whose time-variation has always the same 

sign until a certain state is reached, and is then zero, may be 
called an entropy function. It is not necessary that it should 

Q 2 
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have the logarithmic form. For instance, let u,v be two 
functions: of ¢ which satisfy at every point in a given space 
the conditions 

du dv 
an =o, “sand a =—k'u 

where k, &' are positive constants. These correspond to 

circular functions. Then if S=\\\w dx dy dz throughout the 
space in question, 

dS . 
aa \\\ (kv? — Ku’ )dae dy dz, 

and has always the same sign until on average of the whole 
es dS 

space kv?== ku’. Further, when this state is reached, ai =0, 
2 

and = —AKK \\\uv dxdydz, and § retains its minimum 

value if uww=0. 

Planck’s Theory. 

5). A vacuum space is traversed by an arbitrary system of 
electromagnetic waves. In this space is a linear electric 
resonator, or Dipol, whose proper period of vibration ecorre- 
sponds to a wave-length very great in comparison with its 
own linear dimensions. And it is assumed that its oscilla- 
tions are damped only by radiation of energy into the 
surrounding space, and not in any degree by ohmic resistance 
or other internal dissipative process. Let / (¢) denote the 
moient at time ¢ of the resonator, Z the component at time ¢ 
in the direction of the resonator of the intensity of the electric 
field at the point where the resonator is, both / and Z bein 
expressed in absolute electrostatic measure. Then the oscilla- 
tion of the resonator is given by the equation 

a d 3c 
aes 2am + dm¥y,2%/= Ga ZL, Jie. 

in which ¢ is the velocity of light in vacuo, v, the number of 
oscillations of the resonator per unit of time, supposing it 
uninfluenced by any other bodies, and o is the damping, or 
logarithmic decrement of the amplitude of its oscillations. 
Tt is essential to the theory that o, and also ov,, be very 
small. 

6. The vibrations Z in the surrounding medium may con- 
sist of waves of all periods. But expressing Z in a series of 
the form 

z= | dv ©. cos (2arvt—86,), 
0 
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where C, and 6, are functions of v, and (, is always positive, 
Planck obtains (p. 443) for the solution of (1) 

age “eae dy "sin Y, cos (2rvi—O,—y), 
P 0/0 

in which 
2 2 

Vo SV 
cot y= 2 

oVyV 

Now co is assumed very small. Therefore sin y, is negligible 
for all values of v except values nearly equal to y. Whence 

oe 2m. Planck concludes that 

only those waves which have a period very nearly equal to 
that of the resonator affect it or are affected by it. 

__ Henceforward we will use v without the suffix to denote the 
frequency of the resonator. 

7. Planck now distinguishes between rapidly and slowly 
varying quantities. Z isa rapidly varying quantity, and on the 
average of a time 7, which though very short contains many 

Vat 
also we may write cot y,= 

complete periods =, the mean value of Z is zero. But the 

important thing is not its mean value but the mean value of 
its square. And 7?, if taken on average for two different 
periods of time, each equal to 7, will generally vary. It 
belongs to the class of slowly varying quantities. And Planck 
now defines Z? to be the intensity of the exciting oscillation. In 
like manner the mean energy of the resonator is understood to 
be the mean taken over an interval of time 7 many times greater 
than the period of the resonator, and other quantities are 
treated in like manner. The assumption in Planck’s theory 
is fundamental, that we may use these mean values, p. 445 & 

. 457, 
4 8. Let U be the energy of the resonator. Then by known 
formule 

U=3KP+4L(G) wrogres “abUge) 
in which 

; . aj? 
and, o being very small, Kf =L( ra) on average. 

Further, Planck obtains, analysing Z, 
; , 

OU A papi 819 (29) p. 455, 
dt 167 
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in which I, is the intensity of the vibrations of the surround- 
‘ing eether whose period is the same as that of the resonator. 
And 2ovU is the whole energy emitted per unit of time 
by the resonator having mean energy U. This equation, (22) 
in Planck’s notation, is the fundamental equation. 

9. Now suppose such a resonator fixed in space, and 
electromagnetic waves to fall upon it, coming from all 
directions, and consider these waves at the small distan ‘e 7 

_trom O the centre of the resonator. Taking the axis of the 
resonator for polar axis, let 0, ¢ be the nsual angular coordi- 
nates, so that sin 6d@d@ defines the solid angle dQ at oe in 

‘direction @ ep. 
Let us consider these waves aoe rato. separate waves, 

each having front r2dQ. Let K denote the intensity of the 
vibrations of the wave. Consider an element of area ds=r?dQ, 

on the surface of the 7 sphere, and an element do at the 
centre perpendicular to the radius to ds. Then the energy 

which in time dt passes from ds to dois dt” ae ioe (p. 456), 

that is dtdo.dQ K. It follows that the ener e per unit of 
volume at the centre ue to the wave is the last expression 

divided by cdé do, thatis — = iO) and the whole energy per unit 

of volume at the centre is, ‘if K is constant for all positions of 

cits tes if 
10. The vibrations are in the plane of the wave. But the 

polarization may have any direction in that plane. There are 
then, continues Planck, in that plane two mutually perpen- 
dicular. directions in which the vibrations have intensity 
respectively greater and less than in any other. These are 
called the principal directions, and the intensities of vibration 
in them, which shall be denoted Py K, K’, are the principal 
intensities. | 

We might, however, resolve the vibrations in any other two 
mutually perpendicular directions in the plane of the wave, 

making with the principal directions the angles » and . +a 

respectively. If K,, K, denote the intensities of these re- 
solved vibrations respectively, 

K, =K sin’? w+ K’ cos? 

K,=K cos’?w+K' sin’ , 

and K,+K,=K+K’ whatever w may be; also K, and K, lie 
between K and K’. , 
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Let now the plane of the paper be that of the wave, and 
let the dotted line Oz be the-direction of the resonator axis 
which makes the angle 6 with the normal. ~~ 
~ Let OP he the projection of Oz on the plane, OR a line in 

K 

the plane perpendicular to OP, and therefore to Oz. Also let 
OK denote the ase direction corresponding to the in- 
tensity K. 

Then the angle KOP= 

des: POs — ae 

K, is the intensity of vibration in OR, 

K, 3 # ef OF: 

The electric force due to the vibrations K, in OP is per- 
pendicular to OP, that is in OR, and is therefore perpen- 
dicular to Oz. Theretore the vibrations K, have no electric 
force in Oz. They do not affect, and are not affected by, the 
resonator. If 9K denotes for any K the change in it due to 
incidence on the resonator, QK,=0. 

On the other hand the vibrations in OR, whose intensity is 

K,, have electric force in OP, which makes the angle > —@ 

with the axis.: Therefore a part of the energy of these 
vibrations is absorbed by the resonator, and lost to the wave, 

And this part is in time dé, a K, sin? @ dé dQ (p. 461, 
equation (36)). is 

It should be noted that 

CLG Maelo Co. 
av 

Anv 4a vP 

=x Ra ih 
dor 

where 2 is the wave-length. Now cy has been assumed to 
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D2 

be very small. Therefore - “is a quantity whose square 
may be neglected. ¢es 

The result stated above for the absorbed energy involves a 
relation between the magnitude of the elementary area r°dQ, 
that is the section of the wave which we are considering, and 
the cross section of the resonator. For the quantity of 
energy absorbed by the resonator will depend on the cross 
section, so therefore must dQ. I understand Planck to state 
this, p. 461. 

11. Again, the energy emitted by the resonator per unit of 
time is 2ovU (art. 8). It is emitted uniformly in all 
directions, making with the axis angles between @ and 
6+d@. But the energy emitted in such directions is pro- 
portional to sin?@. Therefore the energy emitted in any 
direction dQ, is per unit of time 

2ovU sin? 0dQ, _ 30vU 

‘i sin? 0dQ Waar 

81 
because \ sin? ddQ = 3° 

12. The energy thus emitted by the resonator is absontal 

—— sin’ 0dQ, 

by the waves of the same period . It follows “ if 

f K,dQ, dt denotes the energy of the wave of period = = See 
passes the elementary area 7?dQ, in time dt, 

eS) =f =— ees 2 “2 U sin? 6 

= eee oe K,) sin? 6. 

But dU  3e?e LUN 9 

Te = dey (Ri a) sin. 
Therefore d(fK,) _dU_ 0 

3 Tees. vate 

expresses the conservation of energy. 
13. The conditions of the transfer of energy between 

resonator and wave are precisely the conditions necessary for 
application of the theorem of art. 3. Each system emits to 
the other per unit of time an amount of energy proportional 
to the energy which the emitting system has for the time 
being. Further, the ratio h,:/hko, of art. 2 is here c?/v*. We 
expect then to find that an entropy function exists. 
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The klectromagnetic Entropy. 

14. According to Planck’s definition, the entropy, 8, of the 
resonator whose energy is U, is 

= ~~ (log; —1) 

where a and 6b are constants. It is independent of the 
entropy of the incident waves. 

Again, if s denote the entropy per unit of volume of a 
monochromatic wave dQ of intensity K, we have by analogy 

toart, 3,.s=—adQ : , where 

which has a determinate value at every point. The actual 
entropy of any given volume of the wave throughout which 
K is constant is, or is proportional to, the last expression multi- 
plied by the given volume. 

15. Up to this point I have closely followed Planck. I 
now deviate somewhat from his method. Let f/KdOd¢ denote 
as before the energy of the wave of intensity K which passes 
the elementary area 7?dQ in time dt. Then / is proportional 
to the volume of the wave in question. And let us define 
the entropy of that same wave as follows : 

— + 7K (loge ie 71 )ao dt, 

whence ages ie c?K d(fK) 

, Po Gee nae 
, Then we have for an unpolarized wave 

as as me Gave. 1 c?K d(f K) 

i, ema a y og ee Hi av = bv! at 

But 

dU _ 3ee UN a5 
eae al ik ee £ 

and 

d(fK)  3ea7vU 2g 
ai aie 7" —K) sin 

Therefore 

d(S+ 8) _ i. 8 

dt av Aor 
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which, owing to the minus sign prefixed, is necessarily positive 

if not zero, and then only zero when K= - for SvAny wave 
and resonator. Gi RC 

“A Polarized Wave. 

Ele. We cannot in calculating entropy, as we did in calcu- 
lating energy, use K, and K, instead of the pr incipal intensities 
K, K’. For K, and K; lie Bene K and K’. 

_ Therefore by art. 1_ 

— A) te ai i. K, = ( ie pact 

al Bae oe 

is greater al 

— © (tog f — oe. Cee 
Let us then define 

[' aaa J eK! i . Hh 

of R (log pe ol) = AR (log 5 
to be the actual entropy of the wave above defined before 

incidence. And let 

eK if eK | 
3\s=- 27, (log 5 —_ i yf Ee ( log ir —1) 

denote the hypothetical entropy of the wave before incidence. 
It is what the entropy would be if K, and K, were the 
principal intensities. 

After incidence let s become s', and s, become s,/. xa 
similarly the entropy of the resonator shall be 8 before and 
S! after, incidence. 

Now,.as we-have seen, - (7 KG) 0. itt 

30 ON 
- — (fK,) = — i e{ Ki- = sin? @. 

We will, following Planck, denote by K; Pay: K, becomes 
after incidence. We haye then 

Ven cig ft ee Uae a et 
ae av 2 bv, dt a 

ie aa a ose VN cae 
ine + av log by apy a = )sin 6 dt: 
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Also 

; S—S= — : y Slog ps Sede 

1 U 3c*e yu ae 
= + — ca log at bts —x,) int Odt. 

Therefore 

s/+S'— (@+9)=—! sie in? @( > —K,) log grid, 

which is necessarily positive owing to the minus sign 
prefixed. 

Dut s,>s by art. 1. 
Therefore, a fortiori, s;/+S’>s+8; or the entropy of the 

resonator plus the hypothetical entropy of the wave after 
incidence is greater than the sum of the actual entropies of 
wave and resonator before incidence. 

17. But also s;’>s' by art. 1. 
It does not therefore yet follow that s‘+S'>s+8, w hich 

is the proposition we wish to prove. 
To make the proof complete at this point it is necessary to 

assume that K, and K; are after incidence the principal inten- 
sities; and therefore s;/=s’. And this Planck asserts to be the 
case (p. 468). 

He does not, however, explain the grounds for this 
assertion. The principal directions before incidence are 
independent of the direction Oz (see figure) of the resonator 
axis. They cannot therefore generally be OP, OR, which are 
determined by the direction Oz. Therefore generally K, in 
OP is neither the greatest nor the least intensity. By the 
incidence on the resonator the intensity K, in OR is altered by 

a very small quantity proportional to — This cannot 

generally have the effect of making K, either the greatest or 
the least intensity. 

18. The proof can, however, as seems to me, be completed 
as follows :—For any given wave-front, all dic ections of the 
axis Qz of the resonator are equally probable. Therefore on 
average of all waves and resonators with the same », 

(s;—$) = (s,'—s’). 
And now 

sl + S’—(s+ S) =3,'+ S’—(s, ar S) F (s;—s)— (s— yp 

=s/+S8'—(s,+8), on average, | 

And this we have proved to be positive. 
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It follows that, on average of all waves and resonators 
having the same vy, the entropy must increase until a state is 
reached, the stationary state, in which 

vU 
Ce 

Another difficulty that I find is as follows :—Assuming 
that K, and K; are the principal intensities after incidence, 
the argument proceeds in Planck’s own words as follows :— 
“wird der Resonator von einem irgendwie _polarisirten 
Strahlenbiindel getrofien, dessen Energiestrahlung die Haupt- 
intensititen K und K’, und dessen Entropiestrahlung daher 
die Intensitit L+L' besitzt. Dieses Strahlenbiindel J&sst 
in der Zeit dt die Entropie 

3C:o 
(74 ! (L+ Liat - dQ, 

K,=K,=K=K'= 

auf den Resonator fallen, und dadurch wird auf dieser Seite 
der nimliche. Kntropiebetrag dem Felde entzogen. Auf der 
anderen Seite geht vom Resonator ein in bestimmter Weise 
polarisirtes Strahlenbiindel aus dessen Hnergiestrahlung die 
Hauptintensitdten K, und K;, und dessen Entropiestrahlung 
daher die entsprechende Intensitaéten L, und Lz, _besitzt. 
Dadurch wird dem umgehenden Felde die Entropie 

Ae 3 
(L, -- L;)dt 7, 1m, 

zugefiihrt. Im ganzen betragt also die in der Zeit dt ein- 
getretene Entropieanderung des den Resonator umgebenden 
Feldes 

* dt 2oe (L, == L;— L—L')dQ. (46)” 
Aqrv 

And to this has to be added the change of entropy of the 
resonator itself. And Planck thence proves that the sum of 
the entropies is increased. 

The difficulty in this reasoning is in the introduction of the 
) 2 

factor a If @ denotes for any function the change due 

to incidence on the resonator, or the difference between the 
values of the function before and after incidence, then the 
quantity in brackets in the expression (46) is equivalent (on 
Planck’s assumption that K, and K; are principal intensities) 
to 90(4+ L), that is to 

Lie eae 
log i OK + log hy? AK! 7.- 

av \ 
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Further, from the equations 

K,=Ksin’ # + K' cos’ a, 

K,=K cos*o+ K' sin’ er, 

K and K’ may be expressed as linear functions of K, 

and K,. And since 0K,=0, and 9K, is proportional to 

= by (86), it follows that 9K and OK’, and therefore also 
TV ; 
d(L+L), and therefore also the quantity in brackets in 

2 2 omen 
(46), is proportional to on The factor pues is then not 

Aqry 

wanted outside of the bracket, and has no right to be there. 
It is true that since L/c denotes entropy per unit of volume, 

the quantity in brackets requires some factor to make it 
express an actual amount of entropy. But such factor must 

3 2 

be independent of o, and therefore cannot be — The 

above are the difficulties which I have found, Very pro- 
bably they are capable of explanation. 

On Planck’s Theory in relation to the Distribution of 
inergy in the Spectrum. 

19. Planck has given no account of interchanges of energy 
between systems of different vibration periods. His method 
is in fact based on the assumption or proof (art. 6) that waves 
of different period from that of a resonator pass the resonator 
unatfected, so that no interchange of energy takes place. 
This, however, is not quite rigorous. If the difference of 
periods, though not zero, be very small, some very small 
interchange of energy between the wave and the resonator 
will consistently with the equation of p. 443 take place. We 
may admit, therefore, that if all values of v are represented, 
vy varying continuously between different systems, energy 

will pass indirectly from systems of period : to systems of 

period a though the rate of interchange will be much slower 

than between systems of the same period. 
20. Now Planck does not investigate the law of these slow 

interchanges. He assumes that an entropy function exists 
for them, and that it is precisely the same function (but with 
variable v) which has been defined above for systems having 
the same period. That may be true, but it cannot, I think, 
be accepted as an axiom, It seems to me that this branch of 
the subject requires further elucidation. 
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21. According to Planck, if the entropy has the general 

form pU log = for the resonator, and pK log ® for the wave, 
we have 

LL es ae fies 
BY Ge Van pas aay 

where vy is now a variable. As he himself explains, the 
constants p, g, g’ are not determined by the analysis (which 
appears to determine the ratio g'/g but no more), but are 
chosen to make the results of analysis agree with those of 
experiment. 

22. For any infinitely small “ virtual ” change of state the 
variation of the total entropy must in the stationary state 
vanish. The “virtual” change of state supposed is that a 
small quantity of energy proportional to OK, is added to one 

system of period 2 and another small quantity proportional 

to OK, is added to another system of period Sie cceteris paribus. 
2 

Now a “ virtual”? change—if there is any virtue in the term 
—means a change consistent with the conditions of our 
system. In this supposition, therefore, we haye definitely 
thrown overboard the restriction that energy can only be 
interchanged between systems of the same period. 
However, given that the above change takes place, we have 

by conservation of energy 

OK, + OK, =) 

And by conservation of entropy in the stationary state, 

Pr log (Ki) 0K, + pe log (g2K,) OKo=0. 

From which it follows that in the stationary state p log (gK) 
is an absolute constant, independent of v. 

Assume | l 

p log (QE) =— @ 

he =f whence K= ; Sipe, 

Instead of v Planck now introduces the new variable A, the 
Wav e-length, by the formula 
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_ And thence using his own form for pand g, namely p= Ea 
av 

i = he obtains for the intensity E,, of the wave-length A, 

2be? —@ 
= -—= dO: 

Ka rx € 2} 

which is Wien’s law. And this at the date of Planck’s” 
paper now under discussion was considered to be sufficiently 
accurate. | 

23. Later researches of Beckmann, Pringsheim, and others: 
throw doubt on the accuracy of Wien’s law. It becomes. 
then necessary, in order to make the results of Planck’s. 
analysis agree with experiments, either to vary the constants. 
Ps % 9, or else to vary the form of the function 8. And this 
Planck does in his paper ‘“ Ueber irreversible Strahlungs-. 
vorginge ” (Preuss. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, Sitzungsherichte, xxv. 
pp- 544-555, May 9, 1901). He there, without altering the 
general theory as developed in the former treatise, assumes. 
for the entropy of the resonator 

S=k4 (1+ a log (1+ Re ioe = 
hy hv Phys’ 

where kand/ are constants, and obtains results in accordance. 
with the later experiments. 

Is Planck’s a true irreversible process ? 

24, According to the theorems of art. 2, every interchange 
of energy between the parts of a material system, if such 
interchanges are made in accordance with the law there 
assumed, is an irreversible process, just as, and for the same 
reason that, interchanges of heat between hot and cold bodies. 
are irreversible. Now according to Planck the interchanges of 
energy between different parts of his system do take place 
according to the law assumed in art. 2. The process, if it 
exists In nature, is therefore an irreversible process. 

But the existence of such a machine as Planck’s resonator 
cannot be proved by experiment. For any actual electric 
vibration such as he supposes must be accompanied by dissi- 
pation of energy. It may be that ether, the universal solvent 
of mathematical difficulties, supplies us with the instrument 
required. But if not, Planck’s process is non-existent. And 
can a non-existent process be irreversible ? 
25. It seems to me thatif at any instant all the velocities in 
Planck’s problem were reversed, the system would no¢ retrace: 
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its course, executing in the reverse direction all the changes 
through which it has passed. In this respect Planck’s problem 
differs toto calo from that of Boltzmann’s H theorem, where 
we have a process, consisting of a number of separately 
reversible processes, supposed to be irreversible in the 
aggregate, 

XXIV. Note on a Paper by Prot. Fleming, F.R.S., and 
Mr. Ashton, entitled “ On a Model which Imitates the 
Behaviour of Dielectrics.” By Joun BucHanan, D.Se. 
(Lond. )*. 

} | NDER the above title there has appeared in the Phil. 
Mag. for August 1901 a description of a very ingenious 

model inyented by the authors of the paper. The diagrams, 
obtained by help of the model, which illustrate the paper are 
exceedingly interesting and suggestive. 

There are some points in the theory of the action of the 
model, and of the behaviour of the dielectric in a condenser, 
which may be deemed worth attention. 

1. The action of the model clearly depends on the viscosity 
of a liquid. The diagrams show by their form the very 
interesting fact that the motion of the pencil which traced 
them approximated closely to what may be expressed by the 
term ‘‘ motion of a viscous fluid by diffusion’’y. 

In other words, the displacement curves obtained from the 
model, and their derived velocity curves, are of the same form 
as the graphs of certain solutions of Fourier’s well-known 
equation 

dv d?v 
dt =Ke, ° e ° e ° e e (1) 

For comparison with figs. 1. & m1. (Pl. V.) respectively, 
ot Prof. Fleming and Mr. Ashton’s paper, I give here figs. 1 
and 2, which are the respective graphs of equations (2) 
and (3) below. In these solutions of (1) v denotes the dis- 
placement, ¢ the time, x the distance from the origin at which 
exists the motion under consideration, and K denotes the 
“ diffusivity.” 

Without the guidance afforded by some such theory as is 
here given, it would be quite impossible to discover from 
experiment such a law of displacement as is expressed by (2) 
for instance, or of velocity as expressed by (3). Thus, the 

* Communicated by the Physical Society: read November 8, 1901. 
+ Cf. Lord Kelvin’s Math. and Phys. Papers, vol. iii. art. xcviii. 

p. 433, 
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right-hand member of (2) expresses that when ¢=0 a sudden 
displacement C (=“ charge”) is impressed on the model at 
the point r=. This displacement is maintained untila time 
t=T has elapsed, when release (=“ discharge”) is allowed 
to take place. 

| RSE 
_ Sc 

2) oi See ee) Pree Seat mma le tS: | [ae Voie Ghia lZ, 

7 Pree 
Re ise Ag 

ee ae le 
_ oS ee 

| SSeS 
Ee 
As an example of a more complex set of operations, for 

comparison with fig. v, Pl. V. loc. cit., I give here figs. 3 & 4 
(p. 242). 

The former is the graph of (4) below, the latter is the 
derived velocity-curve. 
We can from these examples see how, by solutions of (1), 

we can express the effect of any given set of conditions as 
regards “charge ” or “ discharge.” 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 14. Feb. 1902. sat 
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7|_o/s / ACEWMEN T a 

The solutions of (1) referred to above are :— 

9 7 VvaKt 9 Ti 
= tL —_— —— ene |= poate =e v o( Fah. ze ) C ( 1 Jz | dze ) (2) 

du _ Mi (: ~ aK or Tae T) 
dt ai C vf Merl tz mane {aa eS Sie ). ° ° ° . ° ° e | (3) 

Also, 

% 9 ui ia\. Of. 2 fumes 
v=O(1- va fe) 5(1- Al a) 

C/, 2 CviRCR 5(1- Tah, sige ene les 

2, The reasons why the model gives curves of the same 
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form as the curves of ‘‘charge”’ and “discharge” of a 
condenser appear fairly obvious. 

Lord Kelvin showed long ago in his paper “On _ the 
Theory of the Electric Telegraph”*, that the potential and 
the current at any point in the wire of a cable can be ex- 
pressed by appropriate solutions of (1) above. In precisely 
the same manner, by use of solutions of (1) we can treat 
the question of the diffusion of electricity into or out of the 
dielectric of a condenser. That such a dielectric has usually 
an enormous resistance per centim. compared with a centim. 
length of the wire of a cable, does not alter the fact that the 
law, according to which electric diffusion goes on in both, is 
the same, Resistance merely affects the magnitude of the 
proportion of distance, or of time, at which corresponding 
states of potential are reached in the dielectric of the con- 
denser and in the wire of the cable. In the case of a distance 
the magnitude of this proportion may be of the order 10-", 
in the case of a time it may be of the order 10”, 

The whole argument, then, may be summarized in the 
statement that the motion of the model, and the diffusion of 
electricity in the dielectric of a condenser, are subject to one 
and the same mathematical law expressed by equation (1) 
above. : 

In conclusion, I would take the liberty of suggesting 
to the inventors of the model to obtain “ hysteresis ” 
diagrams by cyclical loading of the springs. I feel sure that, 
when published, such diagrams would also prove extremely 
instructive. 

Gordon's College, Aberdeen, -\ 
Sept. 1901. cake () 

; [ 

a ‘Miki, Wai re: Vv 

XXV. Notes on Gas-Thermometry.—I1. By Dr. P. CHappuis, 
Attaché au Bureau International des Poids et Mesures, 
Sévrest, 

ESSRS. Holborn and Day have published recently in 
a research on the air-thermometer f the results of a 

new determination of the expansion of Berlin porcelain 
between 0° and 1000°. 

These experiments are of considerable importance as 

* Math. and Phys. Papers, vol. ii. art. Ixxiii. 
+ Communicated by the Physical Society : read November 22, 1901. 
t Annalen der Phys. und Chem. 4th series, vol, ii. 1900, p. 505, 

R 2 
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bearing on the reduction of temperature measurements, 
in which reservoirs of Berlin porcelain have been employed. 
I drew attention in a former note * to the fact that part of 
the divergence found between the results of Messrs. Callendar 
and Griffiths and of Harker and myself for the boiling-point 
of sulphur may be attributed to the uncertainty in the values 
assumed for the expansion of porcelain. J propose now to 
examine in what way our results would be modified by the 
introduction of the value for the expansion deduced from the 
experiments of Messrs. Holborn and Day. I would like at 
the same time to make clear and correct one or two errors 
in the note previously mentioned, to which Dr. Cie has 
been kind enough to draw my attention. 

1. Messrs. Holborn and Day have measured ihe expansion 
of a rod of unglazed porcelain ahout 483 mm. in length by 
the method of the comparator. ‘Their observations are re- 
presented in a fairly satisfactory manner by the expression 

L,— Ly = {2954¢ + 1°12577}10-9 

between the limits of temperature +250° and 625°. This 
function diverges considerably from the observations at 750° 
and at 875° to again agree better at 1000°. Below 250° it 
gives values which are too high. 

In fact the expansion of Berlin porcelain cannot be 
represented exactly by a two-term function throughout an 
interval of temperature exceeding a few hundred degrees. 

It follows therefore that an expression for the expansion 
deduced empirically cannot be applied outside the limits of 
the experiments without running the risk of committing 
serious errors f. 

The following table contains the values of the mean co- 
efficient of expansion between 0° and T° deduced from our 
measurements, those of Messrs. Holborn and Wien in 1892 f, 
and the recent ones of Messrs. Holborn and Day. 

* Phil. Mag. [5] vol. 1. p. 436 (Oct. 1900). 
+ The case is not the same with platinum, whose expansion measured 

by Messrs. Holborn and Day by the same method between 0° and 1000° 
has been found to be (8889¢-+1°274t?) 10-9. M. Benoit had previously 
obtained between 0° and 100° in the Fizeau apparatus (Zrav. et Mém. du 
Bur. Inter. t. vi. p. 190) the almost identical expression 

(8901¢-+1:2127)10-%. 

Here extrapolation would have led to no serious inaccuracies. 
t Holborn & Wien, Ann. der Phys. und Chem. Bd. xlvii. p. 121 

(1892). 
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p Harker & Chappuis, Holborn & Wien, Holborn & Day, 
1898. 1892. 1900. 

uP 2090 « 10-9 2954 x 10-° 
100° 2989 a B00G) ”,, 
200° (3288) _,, SLT 2,5 
300° (8997) ;, d291 3 
400° (3886) _,, 3404 ,, 
300° (P2485): “5, BOLO 36 
600° oy, 4400 x 10-9 3629... 

At the time of our experiments the absence of precise data 
for the expansion of porcelain compelled us to deduce the 
values for the higher temperatures by extrapolation of the 
expression determined between the limits 0° and 100°. The 
values we thus obtained seemed to be confirmed by Messrs. 
Holborn and Wien, but are not in agreement with the new 
experiments of Messrs. Holborn and Day. 

The following diagram represents the mean coefficients as 
given by our determination and that of Messrs. Holborn and 
Day, 

5000x1072 | 

4000x1079 f 
site 

ays 
lle | ot 

ship ik ae ee ee eae 
| 

, 

| | 

2000x1072 | 

: 

1000x1072 

| | 

0x1079 L . : ule ai ais 
0° 100° 200° 300° 400° 500° 

Since the formula of Messrs. Holborn and Day gives too high 
values for temperatures below 250° the curve should approach 
ours in this region. It is evident from the diagram that 
there is therefore no incompatibility between their results and. 
ours, and that they may be considered as approximate values 
of the same function representing the expansion of Berlin 
porcelain. 

Although there may be doubts as to the identity of the 
material subjected to experiments in the two cases, and even 
as to the invariability of the properties of a single specimen, 
when subjected on several occasions to a lengthy annealing 
process, it seemed to me interesting to recalculate some of 
our observations on the boiling-point of sulphur, assuming 
for the mean coethcient of expansion of the reservoir the 

600° 
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value given by the experiments of Messrs. Holborn and Day 
for the temperature 445°. I have kept in this calculation 
the coefficient obtained by me for nitrogen between 0° and 
100°. 

It follows from the introduction of the new values, that the 
boiling-point of sulphur deduced from our experiments with 
a porcelain-reservoir thermometer would be lowered 05 C. 
from 445°2 to 444°7. This number is very close to that 
obtained by Messrs. Callendar and. Griffiths. , 

It is possible that the measurements in which we employed 
a reservoir of “verre dur,’ and which also gave us a value. 
for the .boiling-point close to 445°:2, may be affected by a 
similar error, but the data at present available for the ex- 
pansion of this glass at high temperatures do not now permit 
of the error, if any, being calculated. 3 

I think there would be some interest in redetermining the 
boiling-point of sulphur, using a bulb of platinum-iridium 
whose expansion follows a regular and better known law. 

2. In the note mentioned above (Phil. Mag. [5] 1. p. 431) 

I gave the values of the coefficient = a for nitrogen for an 
0 Ls 

initial pressure P) of one metre, at different temperatures 
comprised between 0° and 100°. Examination of the table 
of these values shows that the coefficient of nitrogen gradually 
diminishes and reaches near 75° a limiting value equal to _ 

Alim = 0°003 673 80. 

It may be assumed that starting from this temperature the 
gas is in the perfect state. . We agin 

Direct observations of the constants of the nitrogen ther- 
mometer having given 

Po=1:000 000m. «and Pign=1°367,.466 m, 

we may deduce the initial pressure Po’, which should have 
been observed had the nitrogen retained down to 0° the 
properties of a perfect gas; that is to say, if the pressure had 
continued to vary from 100° downwards at the rate of 
0003 673 80 metre per degree. 

We should then have 

Po’ =P 90 —0°003 673 80 x 100 =1°000 086 m.. 

The thermometer supposed perfect would therefore have at 0° 
the pressure Po’ =1:000086 m. and at 100° Pioo = 1°367 466 m., 
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whence 

P00 eu oe 

100 Py 

The values for a, and P,! here found should be substituted 
for those given in my previous communication (p)=1°000 063 
and ai=0: 003 668 80). 

The divergences between the uncorrected nitrogen pers 
and the theoretical scale, whose constants have Fast been 
calculated and which represents the normal scale of tem- 
peratures, are proportional to the temperature measur ed from 
‘100° and have the following values :— 

—(:003 673 48. a= 

(e) 

BAG LOO? ee a 0-000 

DOOCR Ge Be MIU iii, 0:025 

300° Ot SS TT, 0-047 

- 400° a) wee 0-070 

The difference between these values and those given 
previously is too small to be of appreciable practical im- 
portance, and our previous conclusions remain unaltered *. 

Sévres, Jan. 1901. | 1 

XXVI. On Asymmetry of the Zeeman Effect. By GEORGE 
W. Watker, W.A., A.R.C.Se., Fellow of Trinity College, 
Cambridge +. 

N his valuable papers on the Zeeman Phenomenon, 
Professor W. Voigt} "predicted an asymmetry of the 

normal triplet in the sense that the new component lying 
towards the violet end should be at a greater distance from 
the central component than the new component lying towards 

* IT take this opportunity of correcting a few mistakes in my previous 
note, loc. cit. 

p. 483, line 23, -- a f 5 = 
p: 488, line 7. y=%)(1-+ (10275¢-48" 24t?) 10-9). 
p. 438, line 10. v,=v)(1+(9715°6¢-+4:4327) 10-9), 
p. 438, line 14. »,=v9(1-+(9781:4¢4.4°2762?)10—9). 
p. 440, line 23. Read-—‘‘ the thick part of the tube expands more than 

the thinner part,” instead of “Jess than etc.” 
p. 441, Table, 3rd column, Ist line. Read —0:17 instead of —0°27. 
p. 442, Table, 2nd column, 4th line. Read +-0-081 instead of +0°031. 

t Boantinicated by the Physical Society : read October 25, 1901. 
eae der Physik und Chemie, \xvii. 1899, p. 345; ibid. i. 1900, 

Pp: ff 
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the red end of the spectrum. Professor Zeeman has verified 
this and is endeavouring to measure the amount, which is 
excessively small. 

Professor Voigt finds that 

6=—F+ VAR? + &, 

where 7) and 7 are the undisturbed and disturbed periods 

ea ne" ee TO 
Dar’ 

o=3—%, 

E=E%, 3 
R=strength of the magnetic field. 

The quantities e, and care constants depending on the system 
which produces the fundamental line. & is supposed very 
small, and upon it the asymmetry depends; for if =0 we 
get 

6= +cR, 

which represents the ordinary Zeeman effect. If € is 
retained we see that the asymmetry will be most marked in 
a weak magnetic field. 

I find that asymmetry may be accounted for as a second 
order term arising from the magnetic field, and will now 
obtain the result. 

Let us take as our representative molecule producing 
radiation, a system consisting of two atoms equally and 
oppositely charged. Let the charge be e and the effective 
masses m, and m, respectively. In order to avoid difficulties 
about the law of force between the two atoms we shall 
consider the motion as a disturbed circular orbit, so that we 
may write the equations of motion as 

m2, + 0? (#,—2x,)=eHy,, ma, — 0? (#,—2#,) = —eHy,, 

my, BI CGY) wee eHe,, ’ m.y,— a (Y,— Ye) ale Beli 

mz, + @(2,—2,)=0, m,zZ,—@(z,—z,) =0, 

where &, Y, 2;, % Y, 2, are the coordinates of the centres of the 
two atoms and H is the strength of magnetic field supposed 
uniform and parallel to the z axis. 

In general @ in these equations may differ slightly from 
the undisturbed value, but for the present purpose this does 
not matter. 
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As first integrals of the equations we get 

m,2, +m, v,=(m,+m,)u+eH(y,—y,), 

my, + Mol), = (m,+m,)v—eH (v,—2,), 

mz, +m,z,=(m, + m,)w 

where w, v, w are constants of integration. 

Using these equations and putting 

y dba 1 

Dee. a 
: #,—#,=6, Yi:—Y2>="; 2,—%,=6, 

we ge 
“ eH? eH(m ea die , cH( (m, +m,) 

2 SA ed 

ee aa mm, m,m, eh 

2H? H(m. . ae n+ e I= eH(m,—m,) Ew eH (m,+m,) i 

m,m, mm, 

2 eee E+ 0% =0. 

The terms in u and v have no influence on the periodic 
parts of € andy. Hence putting &, , ¢ proportional to ¢ 
we get for the ¢ vibration 

P=Po 

and for the & and y vibrations the roots of p given by 

ale eH(m,—m,) 
P Po mm, + mm, ? 

and hence ; 
i leH(m, — mM, D) oe e?H?(m, +m Hm, +m,) 

pHt 9 a m, + po 1+ an aa z 3,3 ‘ 

Neglecting squares of 

e?H* (m, + m,,)2 

4 py m,?m,? 
we get 

a leH(m,—m,)  1eH?(m, +m)? 
P=Pot inten 8 s Gi a a 

Putting 
1 1 

| al Bo 30 9 d=3—H, 

we get 

tite 1 Tens: pide rola +m)? 

2 MM, 8 my7m,” 
aq 
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The new lines looking at right angles to the field are 
therefore: — 

The central line S=%, polarized perpendicular to the 
direction of the lines of force, 

and the lateral components 

LeH(m, —my) 52 le’ H*(m,+m,)? oan mea 
2 My Nis S MyM” 

843=So+ ops fs (A) 

polarized perpendicularly to the central line. 

The first term represents the ordinary Zeeman effect. 
For comparison I rewrite Voigt’s formula 

= eet VR + &, 
or approximately . 

The asymmetry is therefore in the same sense in the two 
theories, viz., the lateral component towards the violet 
having the greater displacement. They differ, however, in 
one important respect. On the present theory the asym- 
metry is greater the greater the strength of the magnetic 
field, whereas on Voigt’s theory it is more marked the 
smaller the field. 

The term 
i 1 eH(m,—m,) 3,” 
i; MMs 

in this theory is of course the same as +cR in Voigt’s 
theory: . 3 

Let us next compare the effect in different parts of the 
spectrum. ) 

On Voigt’s theory the difference of displacement of the two 
components is 

De Or ey. 

and the fraction of the separation is 

2& E90. ote 1 
So ets aes that is eres” 

On the present view the difference of displacement is 

1¢H (m,+m.)’ , 5 
7 0 4 mM," 
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and the fraction of the separation is 

1 eH(m,+m,)° 
Amym3(m,— mM) ° 

On both views, then, the actual difference of displacement 
is greater, other things being equal, at the red end. But the 
fraction which the asy mmetry is of the separation would be 
greater at the violet end of the spectrum on Voigt’s theory, 
and greater at.the red end on the present theory. This has 
an important bearing on the experimental detection of the. 
effect. 

We may further consider the probable numerical v: alues. 
_ The quantity ¢, is connected with the molecule in such a 
way that the dielectric constant 

K=1+ de, 

the summation referring to all the molecules: ¢« is thus 4 
quantity of order about 10~”, and it $,=4 x 107, | 

) E is of order 4x 10-41. 

If, asa variety of experimental work indicates, mz is very 
sal eoepared with m,, the formula (A) becomes 

= leH, eccle 
= a ee 

De aer Ps oa We 

| ree a field of 104 C.G.S. units we “ey take" about 108 

therefore zt | is about 8x ees 
2. Mg 

and vu oe s about 8x 10-*6 
8 m," 

Thus & appears to be very small compared with 

er? 
Sm? °? 

and the latter term might just come within eaemenle 
amount by increasing the ‘field, 
One more point in connexion with the pr oposed. view may 

be noted, which is that it provides an explanation of why a: 
line may not be resolvable. If m,=m, there would be no 
doubling of the line, but only a small shift towards the violet. 
In this case the system is dynamically symmetrical. 

It is almost unnecessary to remark that the simple system 
selected for discussion is merely illustrative of the charac- 
teristic features of the problem. 
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XXVIII. Notices respecting New Books. 

Expédition Antarctique Belge. Résultats du Voyage du S.Y. ‘ Belgica 
en 1897—-1898-1899 ...... Aurores Australes par HENRYK 
Arcrowsk!. Anvers,1901. 64 pp. quarto & 2 plates. 

Expédition Norvégienne de 1899-1900 pour Vétude des Aurores 
boréales. Résultats des recherches magnétiques par KR. BIRKELAND. 
Christiania, 1901. 81 pp. large 8vo & 12 plates. 

(PHESE two works possess a special interest in view of the 
expeditions which have recently set out, or are now in con- 

templation, having the Antarctic for their objective. <A study of 
their contents will give the reader an idea of the nature of some 
of the more important problems with which these expeditions 
have to deal, and hence of the special training and wide scientific 
knowledge desirable in the observers. 

Mr. Arctowski was one of the observers on the ‘ Belgica.’ Of 
the 62 auroras he deals with, most were observed by himself, 
and all, with one exception, during the seven months March to: 
September 1898. During the observations in 1898 the latitude of 
the ‘ Belgica’ varied from 69° 51’ to 71° 36’ S., the longitude from 
83° 35’ to 92° 21’ W. (of Greenwich). Particulars are usually 
given of the times of appearance and disappearance of each 
aurora, as well as of the more important changes observed. The 
more characteristic forms—arcs, bands, curtains, ribbons, &c¢.— 
are illustrated freely in the text, and in the two fine plates at the 
end of the volume. The descriptions occupy the larger part of the 
work. Mr. Arctowski concludes, p. 50, that the visual phe- 
nomena were very similar to those described by Nordenskiold 
during the voyage of the ‘ Vega’ in 1878-79. As he remarks, 
this is all the more significant from the fact that the times of the 
two voyages occupied similar positions in the sun-spot cycle, and 
that the distance of the ‘ Belgica’ from the assumed position of 
the south magnetic pole was similar to that of the ‘ Vega’ from 
the north magnetic pole. 

Mr. Arctowski investigates, pp. 53-56, the diurnal variation :— 
(1) treating all the auroras; (2) including only those where the 
meteorological conditions were throughout favourable for visibility ; 
(3) allowing weights according to the luminous intensity (estimated. 
apparently by the number of special glass plates required to render 
the aurora invisible, see footnote to p. 8). The time found for the 
maximum varied between 9 and 11 P.M., according to the method 
of treatment. The great majority of the auroras were observed 
between 8 P.M. and 2 a.m. The results are very similar to those 
obtained at the polar station, Jan Mayen, in 1882-3. As concerns 
the annual variation, Mr. Arctowski found very decided maxima 
in March and September, with a much smaller maximum in July,, 
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and two nearly equal minima in May and August. The existence 
of maxima near the equinoxes has been generally observed in the 
northern hemisphere. 

During a single appearance of an auroral arc there was usually 
a movement from the horizon towards the zenith and back again 
—sometimes several such alternations—the maximum altitude 
attained varying considerably even at the same season. As be- 
tween one month and another Mr. Arctowski remarks, p. 63, on 
a distinct tendency for the altitude to be greater at the equinoxes 
and less at midwinter. The azimuth of the crown of the are, 
though usually not very remote from the magnetic meridian, 
varied considerably. Ou p. 36, fig. 25 illustrates an interesting 
case in which the lower of two simultaneously existing arcs 
appeared distinctly elliptical, whilst the crowns of the two ares 
‘diftered appreciably in azinuth. 

A number of other points are dealt with, on which the obser- 
vations were somewhat few to throw much fresh light, and 
references are given to many recent authorities. In a few cases— 
é.g., in that of the supposed 26-day period dealt with on p. 60— 
Mr. Arctowski is perhaps a little too ready to treat as facts what 
are more safely regarded as hypotheses; but this is a matter of 
‘opinion. 

Mr. Arctowski’s volume is the work of an observer who has 
mainly in view the description of phenomena, and not the attain- 
ment of a complete physical explanation. In many respects Prof. 
Birkeland’s volume stands in marked contrast. The occasion for 
its appearance was an expedition, partly at the expense of the 
Norwegian Government, which occupied a station on the mountain 
of Haldde, near Bossekop, in the north of Norway, during the 
winter of 1899-1900. In addition to Prof. Birkeland, the 
expedition comprised two physical assistants—one killed by an 
avalanche—and a telegraph engineer. It had some of the newest 
patterns of instruments, including self-recording magnetographs 
of the Eschenhagen pattern, with arrangements for rotating the 
drum carrying the photographic paper in 24 hours, as usual, or in 
2 hours. It had also an electrograph, with similar slow or rapid 
drum rotation, in which radium took the place of the ordinary 
water-dropper as “ collector.”’ 

The book gives only a general preliminary summary of the 
‘observations—more especially of the magnetic ones—and a good 
deal of it is devoted to Prof. Birkeland’s theoretical deductions 
and to laboratory experiments supporting his views. From the 
observational standpoint, the most interesting part is that dealing 
with the magnetograph records. By pre-arrangement, quick 
rotation of the drum carrying the photographic paper was simul- 
taneously adopted on a number of days at Haldde and Potsdam, 
and Prof. Birkeland was subsequently allowed free access to all 
the Potsdam records. Time telegraph-signals were received at 
Haldde from Christiania twice a week, and special attention was 
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given to recording exact times on the magnetic curves. In the 
case of the declination, 44 small perturbations were identified in 
the Haldde and Potsdam curves. In no case did the apparent 
difference in time exceed 18 seconds, and in 38 of the 44 cases 
the difference did not exceed 10 seconds. The mean apparent 
difference was 1 second. As Prof. Birkeland does not guarantee 
accuracy to nearer than 10 seconds, practical coincidence in 
time seems well established. The importance of this result is 
increased by the very considerable distance—about 2000 kilo- 
metres—between the two stations. Another interesting feature 
was the occurrence of well-marked magnetic waves, similar to 

those to whose elucidation so much has been done by Prof. 
Eschenhagen, whose recent death is a serious loss to Terrestrial 
Magnetism. 

At first, it may be remembered, Prof. Eschenhagen’s observations 
pointed to the conclusion that these waves were limited to one or 
two approximately constant periods, one notably of 30 seconds. 
Prof. Birkeland, however, gives, pp. 8 & 9,a complete list of all 
the ‘‘ waves” recorded by the quick-moving apparatus at Potsdam 
from May 1898 to May 1900, and this shows periods of all lengths 
from 7°8 to 125:0 seconds. At Haldde the average periodic time 
would seem to be longer, for in the wave series observed there 
in March 1900 the periods varied from 62 to 130 seconds. 
Waves with such periods have been of course copiously recorded 
by Kew pattern magnetographs during the last 40 years; but 
with drums run at the usual rate, only the general features can 
be traced. 

Whilst arriving, as we have seen, at the conclusion that dis- 
tinctive small magnetic movements occurred simultaneously at 
Haldde and Potsdam, Prof. Birkeland concludes, p. 14, from a 
comparison of the more notable large disturbances observed at 
Haldde with those recorded on the same days at a number of 
observatories (including Pawlowsk, Copenhagen, Pare St. Maur, 
Greenwich, and Toronto), that there was not absolute identity in 
the times of occurrence, but that on the contrary there was a distinct 
retardation of phase in westerly as compared to easterly stations. 
The magnetic curves on which this conclusion is based appear in 
Plates m1. to vit. If confirmed as a general fact, this would be 
very important, but meantime it should be borne in mind that no 
such phenomenon seems to have been detected by either W. G. 
Adams or Ellis, who made independent and more comprehensive 
investigations of this kind. ey | 

Pp. 15 to 38 are devoted mainly to the cause of magnetic 
disturbances, which Prof. Birkeland believes to be mainly, if not 
exclusively, electrical currents in the upper atmosphere. On this 
hypothesis he investigates the position, direction, and to some 
extent the intensity of the currents to which may be ascribed 
the magnetic disturbances observed at Haldde, and also those 
recorded at various stations during the international polar year 
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1882-3. The results are shown graphically in Plates 11., viII., 
Pee x. 

The remainder of the volume is mainly devoted to a description 
of experiments made with cathode rays and magnetic fields in high 
vacua, to a discussion of recent physical work by Goldstein, J. J. 
Thomson and others, and to the enunciation of Birkeland’s own 
theory of the proximate cause of magnetic storms and aurora. 
He believes in the emission from the sun—notably at times of 
maximum sun-spot frequency—of cathode rays. When these 
reach the earth’s rarefied atmosphere they come under the in- 
fiuence of the earth’s magnetic field, and tend to coincide with the 

direction of the lines of magnetic force. For aurora the primary 
requisite is local intensity of current ; for big magnetic disturbance 
a large total current is required, but :t need not always be suffi- 
ciently concentrated to occasion much aurora. 

The laboratory experiments consist mainly in the production of 
phenomena resembling aurora. Judging by the descriptions, by 
fig. 6 p. 57, and by Plates x1. and x11., the resemblance between 
the laboratory phenomena and auroral bands, ribbons, and ‘‘ merry 
dancers” must be striking. 

That aurora is an electrical manifestation, and that it is usually 
concurrent with magnetic storms and earth currents, 1s now 
generally believed; but it would be prudent as yet to regard with 
reserve any of the theoretical speculations advanced to account for 
the interconnection. A theory may be in general accord with a. 
number of facts discussed by its founder, and yet be found wanting — 
when tested over another range of phencmena by independent 
critics. This may be the fate in store for Prof. Birkeland’s theory ; 
but in any case it should serve a useful purpose in suggesting 
lines of research and focussing attention on crucial points. 

By the older tvpe of magnetic observer, the physicist, with his. 
laboratory experiments and proclivities to theory, is apt to be 
regarded as a relative of the chamber philosopher, who aims at the 
immediate regeneration of Society. There is sometimes a good 
deal to be said for this view ; but at the present time another side 
of the picture may be more profitably regarded, at least in this 
country. We have in England various magnetic observatories, 
some of which devote a good deal of time to recording magnetic 
results and dealing with them in a routine way; but there is no 
adequate provision for securing the existence on their staffs or the 
co-operation of men possessing wide theoretical knowledge, with 
the brain-power and the leisure necessary to secure the best 
results. ‘The volume before us seems evidence that the Norwegian 
Government and People take a sympathetic view in such matters, 
and it is to be hoped that they have in contemplation the con- 
tinuance of the Haldde observations during the forthcoming 
“Antarctic Year.” 

C, CHREE, 
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Die Partiellen Differential-Glechungen der Mathematischen. Physik. 
Nach Riemann’s Vorlesungen in vierter Auflage neu bearbeitet 
von HerryricH WerpeEr, Professor der Mathematik an der 
Universitit Strassburg. Zweiter Band. Mit eingedruckten 
Abbildungen. Braunschweig: F. Vieweg und Sohn. 1901. 
Pp. xii+ 527. 

Ir is not very long since we had occasion to notice the first 
volume of this highly important work on mathematical physics. 
The second volume has now made its appearance, and fully 
maintains the high standard of excellence of its predecessor. It 
is divided into five sections. Section I. is purely mathematical, 
and contains a succinct account of that portion of the theory of 
linear differential equations which is of importance in connexion 
with physical applications. Section II. deals with the theory of 
heat conduction. Section III. 1s devoted to the theory of elasticity, 
and includes a brief general account of elasticity, statical elastic 
problems, and the vibrations of strings and plates. Section IV. 
is on electrical oscillations, and deals with electromagnetic waves, 
the propagation of current along a cable, and the reflexion of 
electromagnetic waves. The concluding Section V. is devoted to 
Hydrodynamics. 

To the student of mathematical physics the completed work will 
be one of exceptional value and interest. 

XXVIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

THE MICHELSON-MORLEY EXPERIMENT. 

Dunheved, Endcliffe Crescent, 
Sheffield 

January 9, 1902. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— 

yore reference to my remark in the second paragraph on 
page 38 of the last number of the Philosophical Magazine, 

I learn from Prof. Morley that although the observations were 
taken in reverse order, the results were printed in direct. As he 
remarks, the curves would therefore show either that the maximum 
drift took place about 3 P.m., or that they were due to instrumental 
errors. 

Whatever may be the cause, it may be noted that if, as the 
latest authorities say, Vega is the apex of the sun’s way, and 
the sun’s proper motion is 15 miles per second, then on July 8, 
the resultant velocity of the earth would give at Cleveland, Ohio 
(lat. 42° N.), a maximum drift at about 7.45 P.M. 

Iam, Yours faithfully, ; 
W. M. Hicks. 
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XXIX. Aepinus Atomized. By Lord KEtvin*. 

$ 1. CCORDING to the well-known doctrine of Aepinus, 
commonly referred to as the one-fluid theory of 

electricity, positive and negative electrifications consist in 
excess above, and deficiency below, a natural quantum of a 
fluid, called the electric fluid, permeating among the atoms of 
ponderable matter. Portions of matter void of the electric 
fluid repel one another ; portions of the electric fluid repel 
one another ; portions of the electric fluid and of void matter 
attract one another. 

§ 2. My suggestion is that the Aepinus’ fluid consists of 
exceedingly minute equal and similar atoms, which [ call 
electrions T, much smaller than the atoms of ponderable matter; 
and that they permeate freely through the spaces occupied by 
these greater atoms and also freely through space not occupied 

* Communicated by the Author. From the Jubilee Volume presented 
to Prof. Bosscha in November 1901. 

+ I ventured to suggest this name in a short article published in 
‘Nature,’ May 27, 1897, in which, after a slight reference to an old idea of a 
“‘one-fluid theory of electricity ” with resinous electricity as the electric fluid, 
the following expression of my views at that time occurs :—“T prefer 
at consider : an atomic theory of electricity foreseen as worthy of thought 
“ by Faraday and Clerk Maxwell, very definitely proposed by Helmholtz 
“in his last lecture to the Royal Institution, and largely accepted by 
“present-day theoretical workers and teachers: Indeed, Faraday’s law 
“of electrochemical equivalence seems to necessitate something atomic 
“in electricity, and to justify Johnstone Stoney’s word electron. The 
“ older, and at present even more popular, name zon given sixty years 
“ ago by Faraday, suggests a convenient modification of it, electrion, to 
“denote an atom of resinous electricity. And now, adopting the 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 15. March 1902. S 
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by them, As in Aepinus’ theory we must have repulsions 
between the electrions; and repulsions between the atoms 
independently of the electrions: and attractions between 
electrions and atoms without electrions. For brevity, in 
future by atom I shall mean an atom of ponderable matter, 
whether it has any electrions within it or not. 

§ 3. In virtue of the discovery and experimental proof by 
Cavendish and Coulomb of the law of inverse square of dis- 
tance for. both electric attractions and repulsions, we may now 

“suppose that the atoms, which I assume to be all of them 
spherical, repel other atoms outside them with forces inversely 
as the squares of distances between centres; and that the 
same is true of electrions, which no doubt occupy finite spaces, 
although at present we are dealing with them as if they were 
mere mathematieal points, endowed with the property of 
electric attraction and repulsion. We must now also assume 
that every atom attracts every electrion outside it with a force 
inversely as the square of the distance between centres. 

§ 4. My assumption that the electrions freely permeate the 
space occupied by the atoms requires a knowledge of the law 
ot the force experienced by an electrion within an atom. As 
a tentative hypothesis, T assume for simplicity that the 
attraction experienced ‘by an electrion approaching an atom 
varies exactly according to the inverse square of the distance 
from the centre, as long as the electrion is outside; has no 
abrupt change when the electrion enters the ea : and 
decreases to zero simply as the distance from the centre when 
the electrion, approaching the centre, is within the spherical 
boundary of the atom, This is just as it would be if the 
electric virtue of the atom were due to uniform distribution 
through the atom of an ideal electric substance of which 
each infinitely small part repels infinitely small portions of 

“essentials of Aepinus’ theory, and dealing with it according to the 
“ doctrine of Father Boscovich, each atom of ponderable matter is an 
“ electron of vitreous electricity ; which, with a neutralizing electrion of 
‘“‘yesinous electricity close to it, produces a resulting force on every 
« distant electron and electrion which varies inver sely as the cube of the 
“ distance, and isin the direction determined according to the well-known 
‘‘ requisite application of the paralleiogram of forces.” It will be seen 
that I had not then thought of the hypothesis sug geested 1 in the present. 
communication, that while electrions permeate freely through all space, 
whether occupied only by ether or ocenpied also by the volumes of finite 
spheres constituting the atoms of ponderable matter, each electrion 
in the interior of an atom of ponderable matter experiences electric 
force towards the centre of the atom, just as if the atom contained 
within it, fixed relatively to itself, a uniform distribution of ideal 
electric matter. 
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the ideal substance in other atoms, and attracts electrions, 
according to the inverse square of the distance. But we 
cannot make the corresponding supposition for the mutual 
force between two overlapping atoms ; because we must keep 
ourselves free to add a repulsion or attraction according to 
any law of force, that we may find convenient for the explana- 
tion of electric, elastic, and chemical properties of matter. 

§ 5. The neutralizing quantum of electrions for any atom 
or group of atoms has exactly the same quantity of electricity 
of one kind as the atom or group of atoms has of electricity 
_of the opposite kind. The quantum for any single atom may 
be one or two or three or any integral number, and need not 
be the same for all atoms. The designations monelectrionic, 
dielectrionic, trielectrionic, tetraelectrionic, polyelectrionic, 
&e., will accordingly be convenient. It is possible that the 
differences of quality of the atoms of different substances 
may be partially due to the quantum-numbers of their 
electrions being different ; butit is possible that the differences 
of quality are to be wholly explained in merely Boscovichian 
fashion by differences in the laws of force between the atoms, 
and may not imply any differences in the numbers of electrions 
constituting their quantums. 

§ 6. Another possibility to be kept in view is that the 
neutralizing quantum for an atom may not be any integral 
number of electrions. Thus for example the molecule of a 
diatomic gas, oxygen, or nitrogen, or hydrogen, or chlorine, 
might conceivably have three electrions or some odd number 
of electrions for its quantum so that the single atoms, O, N, 
H, Cl, if they could exist separately, must be either vitreously 
or resinously electrified and cannot be neutral. 

§ 7. The present usage of the designations, positive and 
negative, for the two modes of electrification originated no 
doubt with the use of glass globes or cylinders in ordinary 
electric machines giving vitreous electricity to the insulated 
prime conductor, and resinous electricity to the not always 
insulated rubber. Thus Aepinus and his followers regarded 
the prime conductors of their machines as giving the true 
electric fluid, and leaving a deficiency of it in the rubbers to 
be supplied from the earth. It is curious, in Beccaria’s 
account of his observations made about 1760 at Garzegna 
in Piedmont on atmospheric electricity, to read of ‘* The 
mild excessive electricity of the air in fair weather,’’? This 
in modern usage would be called mild positive electricity. 
The meaning of either expression, stated in non-hypothetical 
language, is, the mild vitreous electricity of the air in fair 
weather. PDs . 

82 
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_ § 8. In the mathematical theory of electricity in equilibrium, 
it 1s a matter of perfect indifference which of the opposite 
electric manifestations we call positive and which negative. 
But the great differences in the disruptive and luminous 
effects, when the forces are too strong for electric equilibrium, 
presented by the two modes of electrification, which have 
been known from the earliest times of electric science, show 
physical properties not touched by the mathematical theory. 
And Varley’s comparatively recent discovery * of the mole- 
cular torrent of resinously electrified particles from the 
‘“‘kathode” or resinous electrode in apparatus for the trans- 
mission of electricity through vacuum or highly rarefied air, 
gives strong reason for believing that the mobile electricity 
of Aepinus’ theory is resinous, and not vitreous as he acci- 
dentally made it. I shall therefore assume that our electrions 
act as extremely minute particles of resinously electrified 
matter ; that a void atom acts simply as a little globe of 
atomic substance, possessing as an essential quality vitreous 
electricity uniformly distributed through it or through a 
smaller concentric globe; and that ordinary ponderable 
matter, not electrified, consists of a vast assemblage of atoms, 
not void, but having within the portions of space which they 
occupy just enough of electrions to annul electric force for 
all places of which the distance from the nearest atom is 
large in comparison with the diameter of an atom, or mole- 
cular cluster of atoms. 

§ 9. This condition respecting dideince would, because of 
the inverse square of the distance law for the forces, be 
unnecessary and the electric force would be rigorously null 
throughout all. space outside the atoms, if every atom had 
only a single electrion at its centre, provided that the electric 
quantities of the opposite electricities (reckoned according to 
the old definition of mathematical electrostatics) are equal in 
the atom and in the electrion. But even if every neutralized 
separate atom contains just one electrion in stable equilibrium 
at its centre, it is obvious that, when two atoms overlap so far 
that the centre of one of them is within the spherical boundary 
of the other, the previous equilibrium of the two electrions is 
upset, and they must find positions of equilibrium elsewhere 
than at the centres. Thus in fig. 1 each electrion is at the 
centre of its atom, and is attr acted and repelled with equal 
forces by the neighbouring atom and electrion at zts centre, 
In fig. 2, if E and EH! were at the.centres ©, C’, of the two 
pee E would be repelled by = more than it would be 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. xix. pp. 239, 240 (1871). 
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attracted by the atom A’. Hence both electrions being 
supposed free, H will move to the rignt; and because of its 
diminished repulsion on EH’, H! will follow it in the same 
direction. The equations of equilibrium of the two are 
easily written down, not so easily solved without some slight 
arithmetical artifice. The ‘solution is correctly shown in 
fig. 2, for the case in which one radius is three times the 

Bio. I. Fig. 2. 

Radii 3 and 1, 
C’'C=2-7. C'E'=1458, CE=-0462. ° 

other, and the distance between the centres is 2°7 times the 
smaller radius *. The investigation in the footnote shows 
that if the atoms are brought a little nearer, the equilibrium 
becomes unstable; and we may infer that both electrions 
jump to the right, E’ to settle at a point within the atom A 
on the left-hand side of its centre; and Ei outside A’, to 
settle at a point still within A. If, lastly, we bring the centres 
closer and closer together till they coincide, H comes again 
within A’, and the two electrions settle, as shown in fig. 3, at 
distances on the two sides of the common centre, each equal to 

oe: 2 

2 1 1 
ny tas a a 

* Calling e the quantity of electricity, vitreous or resinous, in each 
atom or electrion; ¢ the distance between the centres of the atoms; a,a’ 
the radii of the two atoms: a, 2’ the displacements of the electrions from 
the centres; X, X’ the forces experienced by the electrions ; we haye 

2 we Papa D iis st Caine = 
X=e | - ae =F Cc =r\- ae i 

4 J 

nag ee Oe a 
x'=e[ — Sst ea (reeeyl | 

Each of these being equated to zero for equilibrium gives us two equations 
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which for the case a! =3a is 

15 18, J2:27 ‘ 
9% 28, = 622 Ae 

Fig. 5. 

H’C=CE='622. 

§ 10. Mutual action of this kind might probably be pre- 
sented in such binary combinations as O,, N., Hy, Cl,, CO, 
SO, NaCl (dry common salt) if each single atom, O, N, H, 
Cl, C*, 8, Nat, had just one electrion for its neutralizing 

which are not easily dealt with by frontal attack for the determina- 
tion of two unknown quantities x,2'; but which may be solved by a 
method of successive approximations, as follows :—Let 2, 2,,... i, xo, 
a',,... ai, be successive approximations to the values of x and 2', and take 

v. = = : ar; ¢ 3 Qe ee ) I — sie Ee 

Ser Une Dee are). ai? (CFaisi 24? 2? 

where D?;=(€+2ai—2'i)?. Asan example, take a=1, a’=3. To find 

solutions for gradual approach between centres, take successively 
(=2'9, 2:8, 2:7, 2°6. Begin with 2,=0, 2',=0, we find 2,='01243, 
ve 0297 and the same values for 2;, and a’; Take next (=2°8, 
xv = '01243, 2’, ="0297; we find 1,=7;='0269, 2’,=2';='0702. Thus 
we have the solution for the second distance between centres. Next 
take (=2°7, 2) ='0269, x’, ='0702 ; we find 4, =x; = ‘0462, x’ = a', = '1458. 
Working similarly for ¢=2°6, we do not find convergence, and we infer 
that a position of unstable equilibrium is reached by the electrions for 
some value of ¢ between 2°7 and 2°6. 

* The complexity of the hydrucarbons and the Van’t Hoff and Le Bel 
doctrine of the asymmetric results (chirality) produced by the quadri- 
valence of carbon makes it probable that the carbon atom takes at least 
four electrions to neutralize it electrically. 

+ The fact that sodium, solid or liquid, is a metallic conductor of 
electricity makes it probable that the sodium atom, as all other 
metallic elements, takes a large number of electrions to neutralize it 
(see below, § 30). 
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quantum, If the combination is so close that the centres 
coincide, the two electrions will rest stably at equal distances 
on the two sides of the common centre as at the end of § 9. 
IT see at present no reason for considering it excessively 
improbable that this may be the case for SO, or for any other 
binary combinations of two atoms of different quality for 
neither of which there is reason to believe that its neutralizing 
quantum is not exactly one electrion. But for the binary 
combinations of two atoms of identical quality which the 
chemists have discovered in diatomic gases (OQ, No, &e.) 
there must, over and above the electric repulsion of the two 
similar electric globes, be a strong atomic repulsion preventing 
stable equilibrium with coincident centres, however strongly 
the atoms may be drawn together by the attractions of a 
pair of mutually repellent electrions within them; because 
without such a repulsion the two similar atoms would be- 
come one, which no possible action in nature could split 
into two, | 

§ 11. Returning to fig. 3, let us pull the two atoms gradually 
asunder from the concentric position to which we had brought 
them. It is easily seen that the electrions will both remain 
within the smaller atom A, slightly disturbed from equality of 
distance on the two sides of its centre by attractions towards 
the centre of A’; and that when A’ is infinitely distant they will 
settle at distances each equal to $a,°/2='62996 a on the two 
sides of the centre of A. If, instead of two monelectrionic 
atoms, we deal with two polyelectrionic atoms as in § 9, we 
find after separation the number of electrions in the smaller 
atom increased and in the larger decreased ; and this with 
much smaller difference of magnitude than the three to one 
of diameters which we had for our monelectrionic atoms of 
§ 9. This is a very remarkable conclusion, pointing to what 
is probably the true explanation of the first known of the 
electric properties of matter; attractions and repulsions pro- 
duced by rubbed amber. Two ideal solids consisting of 
assemblages of monelevtrionic atoms of largely different sizes 
would certainly, when pressed and rubbed together and 
separated, show the properties of oppositely electrified bodies; 
and the preponderance of the electrionic quality would be in 
the assemblage of which the atoms are the smaller. Assuming 
as we do that the electricity of the electrions is of the resinous 
kind, we say that after pressing and rubbing together and 
separating the two assemblages, the assemblage of the smaller 
atoms is resinously electrified and the assemblage of the 
larger atoms is vitreously electrified. This is probably the 
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true explanation of the old-known fact that ground glass is 
resinous relatively to polished glass. The process of polishing 
might be expected to smooth down the smaller atoms, and to 
leave the larger atoms more effective in the surface. 

§ 12. Itprobably contains also the principle of the explana- 
tion of Erskine Murray’s* experimental discovery that sur- 
faces of metals, well cleaned by rubbing with glass-paper or 
emery-paper, become more positive or less negative in the 
Volta contact electricity scale by being. burnished with a 
smooth round hard steel burnisher. Thus a zinc plate bright- 
ened by rubbing on glass-paper rose by °23 volt by repeated 
burnishing w ith a hard steel burnisher, and fell again by the 
same difference when rubbed again with glass-paper. Copper 
plates showed differences of about the same amount and in 
the same. direction when similarly treated. Between highly 
burnished, zinc and emery-cleaned copper, Murray found a 
Volta-difference of 1:13 volts, which is, I believe, considerably 
greater than the greatest previously found Volta-difference 
between pure metallic surfaces of zinc and copper. | 

§ 13. To further illustrate the tendency (§ 9) of the smaller 
atom to take electri ions from the larger, consider two atoms : 
A’, of radius a/, the greater, having an electrion in it to begin 
with ; ; and A, radius a, the smaller, void. 
By ideal forces applied to the atoms while the electrion is 

free let them approach gradually from a very great distance 
apart. The attraction of A dr aws the electrion from the 
eentre of A’; at first very slightly, but farther and farther as 
the distance between the atoms is diminished. ey will be 

Fig. 4. 

a=); CC=25) C38, CC 189) hes, 

the position of the electrion when the distance between the 
centres is, as in fig. 4, 2a’? Without calculation we see that 
the electrion would be in equilibrium if placed at the point 

* “On Contact Electricity of Metals,’ Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. Ixiii. 
p- 113 (1898). See also Tord Kelvin, “ Coatact Electricity of Metals,” i 
Phil, Mag. vol. xlvi. pp. 96-98 (1898). 
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in which the surface of A! is cut by the line of centres ; but 
the equilibrium would be obviously unstable, and a simple 
caleulation* shows that the stable position actually taken by 
the electrion is *38 a from C’, when the distance between the 
centres is 2@’ (fig. 4). If the distance between the centres 
is now diminished from 2a! to 1°89a’' (a being now supposed 
to be anything less than ‘89a/) the electrion comes gradually 
to distance *63a! from C’ (fig. 5) ; its equilibrium there becomes 
unstable; and it jumps out of A’ towards A (like a cork 
jumping out of a bottle). It will shoot through A (A! and 
‘A being held fixed) ; and after several oscillations to and fro, 
perhapst ten or twenty, if it has only quasi inertia due to 
condensation or rarefaction { produced by it in ether ; or 
perhaps many times more if it has intrinsic inertia of its 
own; it will settle, with decreasing range of excursions, 
sensibly to rest within A, attracted somewhat from the centre 
by A’. If, lastly, A’ and A be drawn asunder to their 
original great distance, the electrion will not regain its 
original position in A’, but will come to the centre of A and 
rest there. Here then we have another illustration of the 
tendency found in § 9, of the smaller atom to take electrions 
from the larger. 

§ 14. In preventing the two atoms from rushing together 
by holding them against the attractive force of the electrion, 
we shall have gained more work during the approach than 
we afterwards spent on the separation; and we have now 

* Denoting by ¢ the distance between the centres, and by X the force 
on E when its distance from C’ is a2’, we have 

ett ff) tenn ail 
X=e ley | e 

i = _. This is a cubic for 2’ of which 
(¢—a') a 

the proper root (the smallest root) for the case (=2a’ is ‘88a’. The 

formula for X has a minimum value when (—a"=a' 3/2, which makes 

re. 3 
X= [5 Ni D2 Carnet 

a v4) a 
a 

Hence for equilibrium 

Hence the value of 2’ for equilibrium coincides with the value of X, a 
minimum, and the equilibrium becomes unstable, when ¢ is diminished to 

/2 V2 
3 = = 1-890 a’, For this, the value of 2’ is—5— a’='68a’. 

+ “On the Production of Wave Motion in an Elastic Solid,” Phil. 
Mag. Oct. 1899, § 44. 

{ “On the Motion of Ponderable Matter through Space Occupied by 
Ether,” Phil. Mag. Aug. 1900, §§ 15, 17. j 
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left the system deprived of the further amount of energy 
carried away by ethereal waves into space. 

§ 15. ‘he system in its final state with the electrion at the 
centre of the smaller atom has less potential energy in it than 
it had at the beginning (when the electrion was at the centre 
of A’), by a difference equal to the excess of the work which 
we gained during the approach above that which we spent on 
the final separation of A’ and A, plus the amount carried 
away boy the ethereal waves. All these items except the 
last are easily calculated from the algebra of the footnote on 
§ 13; and thus we find how much is our loss of energy by 
the ethereal waves. 

§ 16. Very interesting statical problems are presented to 
us by consideration of the equilibrium of two or more 
electrions within one atom, whether a polyelectrionic atom 
with its saturating number, or an atom of any electric strength 
with any number of electrions up to the greatest number 
that it can hold. To help to clear our ideas, first remark that 
if the number of electrions is infinite, that is to say if we 
go back to Aepinus’ electric fluid, but assume it to permeate 
freely through an atom of any shape whatever and having 
any arbitrarily given distribution of electricity of the opposite 
kind fixed within it, the greatest quantity of fluid which it can 
take is exactly equal to its own, and lodges with density equal 
toits own in every part. Hence if the atom is spherical, and 
of equal electric density throughout as we have supposed it, 
and if its neutralizing quantum of electrions is a very large 
number, their configuration of equilibrium will be an assem- 
blage of more and more nearly uniform density from surface 
to centre, the greater the number. Any Bravais homogeneous 
assemblage whatever would be very nearly i in equilibrium if 
all the electrions in a surface-layer of thickness a hundred 
times the shortest distance from electrion to electrion were 
held fixed; but the equilibrium would be unstable ex- 
cept in certain cases. It may seem probable that it is 
stable if the homogeneous assemblage is of the species which 
Ihave called* equilateral, being that in which each electrion 
with any two of its twelve next neighbours forms an equi- 
lateral triangle. If now all the electrions in the surface- 
layer are lett pertectly free, a slight rearrangement among 
themselves and still ‘slighter among the neighbouring elec- 
trions in the interior will bring the whole multitude (of 

oO 

thousands or millions) to equilibrium. The subject is of 

* “Molecular Tactics of a Crystal,” § 4, being the Secon! Robert 
Boyle Lecture, delivered before the Oxford University Junior Scieutific 
Olub, May 16, "1893 (Clarendon Press, Oxford). 
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extreme interest, geometrical, dynamical, and physical, but 
cannot be pursued further at present. 

§ 17. To guide our ideas respecting the stable equilibrium 
of moderate numbers of electrions within an atom, remark 
first that for any number of electrions there may be equili- 
brium with all the electrions on one spherical surface concentric 
with the atom. To prove this, discard for a moment the atom 
and imagine the electrions, whatever their number, to be 
attached to ends of equal inextensible strings of which the 
other ends are fixed to one point C. Hvery string will be 
stretched in virtue of the mutual repulsions of the electrions ; 
and there will be a configuration or configurations of equili- 
brium with the electrions on a spherical surface. Whatever 
their number there is essentially at least one configuration of 
stable equilibrium. Remark also that there is always a con- 
figuration of equilibrium in which all the strings are in one 
plane, and the electrions are equally spaced round one great 
circle of the sphere. This is the sole configuration for two 
electrions or for three electrions; but for any number ex- 
ceeding three it is easily proved to be unstable, and is there- 
fore not the sole configuration of equilibrium. For four 
electrions it is easily seen that, besides the unstable equilibrium 
in one plane, there is only the stable configuration, and in 
this the four electrions are at the four corners of an equilateral 
tetrahedron. 

§ 18. For five electrions we have clearly stable equilibrium 
with three of them in one plane through O, and the other two 
at the ends of the diameter perpendicular to this plane. 
There is also at least one other configuration of equilibrium: 
this we see by imagining four of the electrions constrained to 
remain in a freely movable plane, which gives stable equili- 
brium with this plane at some distance from the centre and 
the fifth electrion at the far end of the diameter perpendicular 
to it. And similarly for any greater number of elecirions, 
we find a configuration of equilibrium by imagining all but 
one of them to be constrained to remain in a freely movable 
plane. But it is not easy, without calculation, to see, at all 
events for the case of only five electrions, whether that 
equilibrium would be stable if the constraint of all of them 
but one to one plane 1s annulled. For numbers greater than 
five it seems certain that that equilibrium is unstable. 

§ 19. For six we have a configuration of stable equilibrium 
with the electrions at the six corners of a regular octahedron; 
for eight at the corners of a cube. For ten, as for any even 
number, we should have two configurations of equilibrium 
(both certainly unstable for large numbers) with two halves 
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of the number in two planes at equal distances on the two 
sides of the centre. For twelve we have a configuration of 
stable equilibrium with the electrions at positions of the 
twelve nearest neighbours to C in an equilateral homogeneous 
assemblage of points *; for twenty at the twenty corners of 
a pentagonal dodecahedron. All these configurations ot § 19, 
except those described for ten electrions, are stable if, as we 
are now supposing, the electrions are constrained toa spherical 
surface on which they are free to move. 

§ 20. Except the cases of § 18, the forces with which the 
strings are. stretched are the same for all the electrions of 
each case. Hence if we now discard the strings and place 
the electrions.in an atom on a spherical surface concentric 
with it, its attraction on the electrions towards the centre 
takes the place of the tension of the string, provided it is 
of the proper amount. But it does not secure, as did the 
strings, against instability relatively to radial displacements, 
different for the different electrions. To secure the proper 

2 seria dear 
amount of the radial force the condition is —- =T; where 

A 

i denotes the number of electrions ; e the electric quantity 
on each (and therefore, § 8, ie the electric quantity of vitreous 
electricity in the atom) ; r denotes the radius of the spherical 
surface on which the Seon lie; « the radius of the atom; 
and T the tension of the string in the arrangement of § 17, 

2 e : ee: 
We have generally T=95 where g is a numeric depending 

on the number and configuration of the electrions found in 
: - 3 ‘ 1 ¢ 

each case by geometry. Hence we have — Se _ “ for the 

Pitt of the radius of the smaller sphere on which the elec- 
trions lie to the radius of the atom. For. example, take the 
case of eight electrions at the eight corners of a cube.  T is 
the resultant of seven repulsions, damage easily find 

=7( “3+ / 5+ : 5) and ly " = 6756. 

Dealing similarly with the cases of two, three, four, and. SIX 

electrions, we have the following table of values of (< =) and 

; to which 1 is added a last column showing nainee of 

* “ Molecular Tactics of a Crystal,” § 4. 
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§ 21. in the configurations thus expressed the equilibrium 
is certainly stable for the cases of two, three, and four elec- 
trions. It seems to me, without calculation, also probably 
stable for the case of six, and possibly even for the case of 
eight. For the case of twenty at the corners of a pentagonal 
dodecahedron the equilibrium is probably not stable: and 
even for the cases of twelve electrions and ten electrions, the 

_ equilibrium in the configurations described in $§ 18, 19 may 
probably be unstable, when, as now, we have the attraction 
of the atom towards the centre instead of the inextensible 
strings. 

§ 22, In fact when the number of electrions exceeds four, 
we must think of the tendency to be crowded out of one 
spherical surface, which with very large numbers gives a 
tendency to uniform distribution throughout the volume of 
the atom as described in § 16 above. Thus, in the case of 
five electrions, § 18 shows a configuration of equilibrium in 
which the two electrions lying in one diameter.are, by the 
mutual repulsions, pushed very slightly further from the 
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centre than are the three in the equatorial plane. In this 
case the equilibrium is clearly stable. Another obvious con- 
figuration, also stable, of five electrions within an atom is one 
at the centre, and four on a concentric spherical surface at 
the corners, of a tetrahedron. From any case of any number 
of electrions all on one spherical surface, we may pass to 
another configuration with one more electrion placed at the 
centre and the proper proportionate increase in the electric 
strength of the atom. Thus from the cases described in 
§ 19, we may pass to configurations of equilibrium for seven, 
nine, eleven, thirteen, and twenty-one electrions, All these 
cases, with questions of stability or instability and of the 
different amounts of work required to pluck all the electrions 
out of the atom and remove them to infinite distances, present 
most interesting subjects for not difficult mathematical work; 
and I regret not being able to pursue them at present. 

§ 23. Consider now the electric properties of a real body, 
gaseous, liquid, or solid, constituted by an assemblage of 
atoms with their electrions. It follows immediately from our 
hypothesis, that in a monatomic gas or in any sufficiently 
sparse assemblage of single atoms, fixed or moving, faraday’s 
‘conducting power for lines of electric force,’ or what is now 
commonly called the specific electro-inductive capacity, or the 
electro-inductive permeability, exceeds unity by three times the 
ratio of the sum of the volumes of the atoms to the whole volume 
of space occupied by the assemblage, whether the atoms be 
monelectrionic or polyelectrionic, and however much the 
electrion, or group of electrions, within each atom is set to 
vibrate or rotate with each collision, according to the kinetic 
theory of gases. To prove this, consider, in a uniform field 
of electrostatic force of intensity I’, a single atom of radius 
a, and, at rest within it, a group of 2 electrions in stable 
equilibrium, The action of F produces simply displacements 
of the electrions relatively to the atom, equal and in parallel 
lines, with therefore no change of shape and no rotation; 
and, x denoting the amount of this displacement, the equation 

for the equilibrium of each electrion is =F, This gives 
a 

1ex =a? F' for the electric moment of the electrostatic polariza- 
tion induced in the atom by F. In passing, remark that a3F 
is also equal to the electric moment of the polarization pro- 
duced in an insulated unelectrified metal globe of radius a, 
when brought into an electrostatic field of intensity F : and 
conclude that the electric inductive capacity of a uniformly 
dense assemblage of fixed metallic globules, so sparse that 
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their mutual influence is negligible, is the same as that of 
an equal and similar assemblage of our hypothetical atoms, 
whatever be the number of electrions in each, not necessarily 
the same in all, Hence our hypothetical atom realizes 
perfectly for sparse assemblages Faraday’s suggestion of 
“small globular conductors, as shot ”’ to explain the electro- 
polarization which he discovered in solid and liquid insulators. 
(Experimental Researches, § 1679.) 
§ 24. Denoting now by N the number of atoms per unit 

volume we find NVa?F as the electric moment of any sparse 
enough assemblage of uniform density occupying volume V 
in a uniform electric field of intensity F, Hence Na? is what 
(following the analogy of electromagnetic nomenclature) we 
may call the electro-inductive susceptibility * of the assem- 
blage ; being the electric moment per unit bulk induced by 
an electric field of unit intensity, Denoting this by mw, and 
the electro-inductive permeability by w, we have (Hlectro- 
statics and Magnetism, § 629 (14)) 

3 
@=1+4ru=14+3 (x=3") 

3) 

which proves the proposition stated at the commencement 
of § 23. 

§ 25. To include vibrating and rotating groups of elec- 
trions in the demonstration, it is only necessary to remark 
that the time-average of any component of the displacement 
of the centre of inertia of the group relatively to the centre 
of the atom will, under the influence of F, be the same as if 
the assemblage were at rest in stable equilibrium. 

§ 26, The consideration of liquids consisting of closely 
packed mobile assemblages of atoms or groups of atoms with 
their electrions, forming compound molecules, as in liquid 
argon or helium (monatomic), nitrogen, oxygen, &c. (dia- 
tomic), or pure water, or water with salts. or other chemical 
substances dissolved in it, or liquids of varicus complex 
chemical constitutions, cannot be entered on in the present 
communication, further than to remark that the suppositions 
we have made regarding forces, electric and other, between 
electrions and atoms, seem to open the way to a very definite 
detailed dynamics of electrolysis, of chemical affinity, and of 
heat of chemical combination, Estimates of the actual 
magnitudes concerned (the number of molecules per cubic 
centimetre of a gas, the mass in grammes of an atom of any 
substance, the diameters of the atoms, the absolute value of 
the electric quantity in an electrion, the effective mass or 

* Suggested in ny ‘ Electrostatics and Magnetism,’ §§ 628, 629, 
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inertia of an electrion) seem to show that the intermolecular 
electric forces are more than amply great enough to account 
for heat of chemical combination, and every mechanical 
action manifested in chemical interactions of all kinds. We 
might be tempted to assume that all chemical action is electric, 
and that all varieties of chemical substance are to be explained 
by the numbers of the electrions required to neutralize an 
atom or a set of atoms (§ 6 above); but we can feel no 
satisfaction in this idea when we consider the great and 
wild variety of quality and affinities manifested by the 
different substances or the different ‘‘ chemical elements”; 
and as we are assuming the electrions to be all alike, we 
must fall back on Father Boscovich, and require him to 
explain the difference of quality of different chemical sub- 
stances by different laws of force between the different atoms. 

27. Consider lastly a solid; that is to say, an assemblage 
in which the atoms have no relative motions, except through 
ranges small in comparison with the shortest distances be- 
tween their centres*, The first thing that we remark is that 
every solid would, at zero of absolute temperature (that is to 
say all its atoms and electrions at rest), bea perfect insulator 
of electricity under the influence of electric forces, moderate 
enough not to pluck electrions out of the atoms in whick they 
rest stably when there is no disturbing force. ‘The limiting 
value of IF here indicated for perfect insulation, I shall for 
brevity call the disruptional force or disruptional intensity. 
It is clear that this disruptional force is smaller the greater 
the number of electrions within an atom. 

§ 28. The electro-inductive permeability of a solid at zero 
temperature is calculable by the static dynamics of § 24, 
modified by taking into account forces on the electrions of 
one atom due to the attractions of neighbouring atoms and 
the repulsion of their electrions. Without much calculation 
it is easy to see that generally the excess of the electro- 
inductive permeability above unity will be much greater than 
three times the sum of the volumes of the electric atoms per 
unit volume of space, which we found in § 24 for the electro- 
inductive permeability of an assemblage of single atoms, 
sparse enough to produce no disturbance by mutual actions. 
Also without much calculation, it is easy to see that now the 
induced electric moment will not be in simple proportion to 

* I need scarcely say that it is only for simplicity in the text that we 
conveniently ignore Roberts-Austen’s admirable discovery of the inter- 
diffusion of solid gold and solid lead, found after a piece of one metal is 
allowed to rest on a piece of the other for several weeks, months, or 
years. 
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I’, the intensity of the electric field, as it was rigorously for 
a single atom through the whole range up to the disruptional 
value of F; but will tend to increase more than in simple 
proportion to the value of F; though for small practical 
values of I the law of simple proportion is still very nearly 
fulfilled. 

§ 29. Raise the temperature now to anything under that 
at which the solid would melt. This sets the electrions to 
performing wildly irregular vibrations and rotations, so that 
some of them will occasionally be shot out of their atoms. 
Each electrion thus shot out will quickly either fall back into 
the atom from which it has been ejected, or will find its way 
into another atom. If the body be in an electric field F, a 
considerable proportion of the electrions which are shot out 
will find their way into other atoms in the direction in which 
they are pulled by F ; that is to say, the body which was an 
infinitely perfect insulator at zero absolute temperature has 
now some degree of electric conductivity, which is greater 
the higher the temperature. There can be no doubt that 
this is a matter-of-fact explanation of the electric conductivity, 
which so nearly perfect an insulator as the flint glass of my 
quadrant electrometer at atmospheric temperature shows, 
when heated to far below its melting-point, (according to 
Prone Gray © 98.10" at: 60° cent.;: 4°9.10-* at 100° ; 
8300.10-74 at 200° cent.); and of the enormous increase of 
electric conductivity of rare earths at rising temperatures 
above 800° C., so admirably taken advantage of by Professor 
Nernst in his now celebrated electric lamp. 

§ 30. If the hypotheses suggested in the present com- 
munication are true, the electric conductivity of metals must 
be explained in the same way as that of glass, guttapercha, 
vulcanite, Nernst filament, &c., with only this difference, 
that the metallic atom must be so crowded with electrions 
that some of them are always being spilt out of each atom 
by the intermolecular and electrionic thermal motions, not 
only at ordinary atmospheric temperatures, and higher, but 
even at temperatures of less than 16° centigrade above the 
absolute zero of temperature. I say 16° because in Dewar’s 
Bakerian Lecture to the Royal Society of London, June 13, 
1901, “The Nadir of Temperature,” we find that platinum, 
gold, silver, copper, and iron have exceedingly high electric 
conductivity at the temperature of liquid hydrogen boiling 
under 30 mms. of mercury, which must be something between 
20°:5, the boiling-point of hydrogen at 760 mms. pressure, 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. Jan. 12, 1882. | 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No.-15. March 1902. st 
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and 16°, the temperature of melting solid hydrogen, both 
determined by Dewar with his helium thermometer, There 
is no difficulty in believing that the electrions in each 
of the metallic atoms are so numerous that, though they rest 
in stable equilibrium within the atoms, closely packed to 
constitute the solid metal at 0° absolute, and may move about 
within the atom with their wildly irregular thermal motions 
at 1° of absolute temperature, they may between 1° and 
2° begin to spill from atom to atom. Thus, like glass or 
a Nernst filament below 300° absolute, a metal may be an 
almost perfect insulator of electricity below 1° absolute: 
may, like glass at 333° absolute,show very notable conductivity 
at 2° absolute: and, like glass at 473° absolute as compared 
with glass at 333° absolute, may show 8000 times as much 
electric conductivity at 2°8 as at 2°. And, like the Nernst 
filament at 1800° or 2000° absolute, our hypothetical metal 
may at 6° absolute show high conductivity, comparable with 
that of lead or copper at ordinary temperatures. The electric 
conductivity in the Nernst filament goes on Increasing as 
the temperature rises till the filament melts or evaporates. 
Nevertheless it is quite conceivable that in our hypothetical 
metal with rising temperature from 2° to 16° absolute the 
electric conductivity may come to a maximum and decrease 
with further rise of temperature up to and beyond ordinary 
atmospheric temperatures. In fact, while some extent of 
thermal motions is necessary for electric conductivity, too 
much of these motions must mar the freedom with which 
an electrion can thread its way through the crowd of atoms 
to perform the function of electric conduction. It seems 
certain that this is the matter-of-fact explanation of the 
diminution of electric conductivity in metals with rise of 
temperature. 

§ 31. Regretting much not to be able (for want of time) 
to include estimates of absolute magnitudes in the present 
communication, I end it with applications of our hypothesis 
to the pyro- elec tricity and piezo-electricity of crystals. A 
crystal is a homogeneous assemblage of bodies. Conversely, 
a homogeneous assemblage of bodies is nota crystal if the 
distance between centres of nearest neighbours is a centi- 
metre or more ; it is a crystal if the distance between nearest 
neighbours is 10~® of a em. or less. Pyro-electricity and 
plezo-electricity are developments of vitreous and resinous 
electric forces such as would result from vitreous and resinous 
electrification on different parts of the surface of a crystal, 
produced respectively by change of temperature and by stress 
due to balancing forces applied to the surfaces, 

§ 32. To see “how -such properties can or must exist in 
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erystals composed of our hypothetical atoms with electrions, 
consider first merely a row of equal tetraelectrionic atoms in 
a straight line, each having its quantum of four electrions 
withinit. Fig. 6 shows a configuration of stable equilibrium 
of the electrions not, however, truly to scale. The sets of 

Fig, 6. 

IG 

three dots indicate trios of electrions at the corners of equi- 
lateral triangles, the middle dot in each row being alternately 
on the far side and the near side of the plane of the paper, 
which contains the centres of the atoms and the remaining 
electrion of each four. Let C,, C, ©’, be the centres of the 
atom A;, A, A’. An easy calculation shows that the quartet 
of electrions within A, regarded for the moment as a group 
of four material points rigidly connected, is attracted to the 
left with a less force by A, than to the right by A’ (in making 
the calculation remember that A, attracts all the electrions 
within A as if it were a quantity e of vitreous electricity 
collected at C,, and similarly in respect to A’). There are 
corresponding smaller differences between the opposite 
attractions of the more and more remote atoms on the two 
sides of A. Let 6 denote the excess of the sum of the right- 
wards of these attractions above the leftwards. The geometrical 
centre of the electrions within A is displaced rightwards to a 

eee Rh eotal to 72 istance, 1, from © equal to 759. 

§ 33. Imagine now a crystal or a solid of any shape built 
up of parallel rows of atoms such as those of § 32. The 
amount of the displacing force on each quartet of electrions 
will be somewhat altered by mutual action between the rows, 
but the general character of the result will be the same; and 
we see that throughout the solid, except in a thin superficial 
layer of perhaps five or ten atoms deep, the whole interior 
is in a state of homogeneous electric polarization, of which 
the electric moment per unit of volume is 4eN/; where N is 
the number of atoms per unit volume, and / is the displace- 
ment of the geometrical centre of each quartet from the 
centre of its atom. This is the interior molecular condition 
of a di-polar pyro-electric crystal, which I described in 1860 * 
as probably accounting for their known pyro-electric quality, 

* ‘Collected Mathematical oe nee Papers,’ vol. i, p. 315. 
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and as in accordance with the free electro-polarities of fractured 
surfaces of tourmaline discovered by Canton*. If a crystal, 
which we may imagine as given with the electrions wholly 
undisturbed from their positions according to § 32, is dipped 
in water and then allowed to dry, electrions would by this 
process be removed from one part of its surface and dis- 
tributed over the remainder so as to wholly annul its external 
manifestation of electric quality. If now either by change 
of temperature or by mechanical stress the distances between 
the atoms are altered, the interior electro-polarization becomes 

~ necessarily-altered ; and the masking superficial electrification 
got by the dipping in water and drying will now not exactly 
annul the electrostatic force in the air around the solid. If 
at the altered temperature or under the supposed stress the 
solid is again dipped in water and dried, the external electric 
force will be again annulled. Thus is explained the pyro- 
electricity of tourmaline discovered by Aepinus. 

§ 34. But a merely di-polar electric.crystal with its single 
axis presents to us only a small, and the very simplest, part 
of the whole subject of electro-crystallography. In boracite. 
a crystal of the cubic class, Hatiy found in the four diagonals 
of the cube, or the perpendiculars to the four faces of the 
regular octahedron, four di-polar axes: the crystal on being 
irregularly heated or cooled showed as it were opposite elec-_ 
tricities on the surfaces in the neighbourhood of opposite 
pairs of corners of the cube, or around the centres of the 
opposite pairs of triangular faces of the octahedron. His 
discoveries allow us to conclude that in general the electric 
eolotropy of crystals is octopolar with four axes, not merely 
dipolar as in the old-known electricity of the tourmaline. 
The intensities of the electric virtue are generally different 
for the four axes, and the directions of the axes are in general 
unsymmetrically oriented for crystals of the unsymmetrical 
classes. For crystals of the optically uniaxal class, one of the 
electro-polar axes must generally coincide with the optic axis, 
and the other three may be perpendicular to it. The intensities 
of the electro-polar virtue are essentially equal for these three 

* Wiedemann (Die Lehre von der Elektricitdt, Second Edition, 1894, 
vol. i. § 378) mentions an experiment without fully describing it by 
which a null result, seemingly at variance with Canton’s experimental 
discovery and condemnatory of my suggested theory, was found, 
Interesting experiments might be made by pressing together and 
reseparating fractured surfaces of tourmaline, or by pressing and rubbing 
polished surfaces together and separating them. It would he very 
difficult to get trustworthy results by breakages, because it would be 
almost impossible to avoid irregular electrifications by the appliances 
used for making the breakage. The mode of electric measurement 
followed in the experiment referred to by Wiedemann is not described. 
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axes: it may be null for each of them: it may be null or of any 
value for the so-called optic axis. Haiiy found geometrical 
differences in respect to crystalline facets at the two ends of 
a tourmaline ; and between the opposite corners of cubes, as 
leucite, which possess electropolarity. There are no such 
differences, there are only the chiral differences, between the 
two ends of a quartz crystal (hexagonal prism with hexagonal 
pyramids at the two ends) but there are differences (visible or 
inyisible) between the opposite edges of the hexagonal prism. 
The electropolar virtue is null for the axis of the prism, and 

‘is proved to exist between the opposite edges by the beautiful 
piezo-electric discovery of the brothers Cope according to 
which a thin flat bar, cut with its faces and its length perpen- 
dicular to two parallel faces of the hexagonal prism and its 
breadth parallel to the edges of the prism, shows opposite elec- 
tricities on its two faces, when stretched by forces pulling its 
ends. This proves the three electropolar axes to bisect the 
120° angles between the consecutive plane faces of the prism. 
§ 35. * For the present let us think only of the octopolar 

electric zolotropy discovered by Haiiy in the cubic class of 
erystals. The quartet of electrions at the four corners of a 
tetrahedron presents itself readily as possessing intrinsically 
the symmetrical octo-polar quality which is realized in the 
natural crystal. If we imagine an assemblage of atoms in 
simple cubic order, each containing an equilateral quartet of 
electrions, all similarly oriented with their four faces per- 
pendicular to the four diagonals of each structural cube, we 
have exactly the required zeolotr opy ; but the equilibrium of 
the electrions all similarly oriented would probably be un- 
stable; and we must look to a less simple assemblage in 
order to have stability with similar orientation of all the 
electrionic quartets. 

§ 36. This, I believe,.we have in the doubled equilateral 
homogeneous assemblage of points described in § 69 of my 
paper on ‘f Molecular Constitution of Matter,” republished 
trom the Transactions of the Royal Society of fidiabue oh for 
1889 in volume iii. of my ‘ Collected Mathematical and 
Physical Papers’ (p. 426); which may be described as 
follows for an assemblage of equal and similar globes :— 
Beginning with an equilateral homogeneous assemblage of 
points, pon make another similar assemblage of points, B, by 
placing a B in the centre of each of the similarly oriented 
quartets of the assemblage of A’s. It will be found that 
every A is at the centre of an oppositely oriented quartet of the 
B’s. To understand this, let Aj, A;, As, Ay be an equilateral 
quartet of the A’s; and imagine ae Az, A, placed on a 
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horizontal glass plate* with A, above it. Let B, be at the 
centre of A,, As, As, A,, and let B,, Bo, B3, By be a quartet 
of the B’s similarly oriented to Ay, Ay, A3, Ay. We see that 
B., B;, B, lie below the glass plate, and that the quartet 
B, B,, B;, B, has none of the A’s at its cenure. © Burstiey 
vertically opposite quartet B,, B',, B’,, Bl, contains A, within 
it ; and it is oppositely oriented to the quartet Aj, Ay, A3, Ay. 
Thus we see that, while the half of all the quartets of A’s 
which are oriented oppositely to A,, As, Az, Ay are void of 
B’s, the half of the quartets of B’s oppositely oriented to 
A,, Ag, As, A, have each an A within it, while the other half 
of the quartets of the B’s are all void of A’s. 

§ 37. Now let all the A’s and all the B’s be centres of 
equal and similar spherical atoms, each containing a quartet 
of electrions. The electrions will be in stable equilibrium 
under the influence of their own mutual repulsions and the 
attractions of the atoms, if they are placed as equilateral 
quartets of proper magnitude, concentric with the atoms, and 
oriented all as any one quartet of the A’s or B’s. To see 
that this is true, confine attention first to the five atoms 
Ay, Ay, A3, Ay, By. If the electrions within A,, A., A3, Ay are 
all held similarly oriented to the quartet of the centres of these 
atoms, the quartet of electrions within B, must obviously be 
similarly oriented to the other quartets of electrions. If, 
again, these be held oriented oppositely to the quartet of the 
atoms, the stable configuration of the electrions within Bb, 
will still be similar to the orientation of the quartets within 
Ay, Ay, Az, Ay, though opposite to the orientation of the centres 
of these atoms. Jf, when the quartets of electrions are all 
thus similarly oriented either way, the quartet within B, is 
turned to reverse orientation, this will canse all the others to 
turn and settle in stable equilibrium according to this reversed 
orientation. Applying the same consideration to every atom 
of the assemblage and its four nearest neighbours, we have 
proof of the proposition asserted at the commencement of the 
present section. It is most interesting to remark that if, in 
a vast homogeneous assemblage of the kind with which we 
are dealing, the orientation of any one of the quartets of 
electrions be reversed and held reversed, all the others will 
follow and settle in stable equilibrium in the reversed 
orientation. 

§ 38. This double homogeneous assemblage of tetra-elec- 
trionic atoms seems to be absolutely the simplest? molecular 
structure in which Hatiy’s octo-polar electric quality can 

* Parallel glass plates are useful auxiliaries for graphic construction 
and illustrative models in the molecular theory of crystals. 

+ Not the simplest. See § 40 below. 

ee 
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exist. To see that it has octo-polar electric quality, consider 
an octahedron built up according to it. The faces of this 
octahedron, taken in proper order, will have, next to them, 
alternately points and triangular faces of the electrionic 
quartets within the atoms. This itself is the kind of electric 
ceolotropy which constitutes octo-polar quality. Time pre- 
vents entering fully at present on any dynamical investigation 
of static or kinetic results. 

§ 39. [Added Oct. 23.| Since what precedes was written, 
I have seen the explanation of a difficulty which had pre- 

vented me from finding what was wanted for octo-polar 
electric eolotropy in a homogeneous assemblage of single 
atoms. I now find (§ 40 below) that quartets of electrions 
will rest stably in equilibrium, under the influence of the 
mutual repulsion between electrion and electrion and attraction 
between atom and electrion, in an equilateral homogeneous 
assemblage in the configuration indicated in fig. 7. The 

quartets of electrions are supposed to have their edges parallel 
to the six lines of symmetry of the assemblage. The plane 
of the paper is supposed to be that of the centres of the seven 
atoms. ‘The central point in each circle represents a simple 
electrion which is at distance 7, according to the notation of 
§ 20 above, from the plane of the paper on the near side; and 
therefore the other three are at the corners of an equilateral 

by on the far side to make the electric 
3 

centre of gravity of the quartet coincide with the centre of 
its atom. The radius of circle on which these three lie is 

2/2 

3 

triangle at distance 

ror ‘947. The diagram is drawn correctly to scale 
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according to the value °612a@ given for 7 in the table of § 20, 
on the supposition that the circles shown in the diagram 
represent the electric spheres of the atoms in contact. 
§ 40. Imagine now the electrions of each quartet to be 

rigidly connected with one another and given freedom only 
to rotate about an .axis perpendicular to the plane of the 
paper. To all of them apply torques; turning the central 
quartet of the diagram siowly and keeping all the others at. 
rest. It is clear that the first 60° of turning brings the 
central quartet to a position cf unstable equilibrium, and 60° 
more to a position of stable equilibrium corresponding to the 
first position, which we now see was stable when the others are 
all held fixed. We are now judging simply from the mutual 
actions between our central quartet and the six shown around 
it in the diagram; but it may be easily proved that our 
judgment is not vitiated by the mutual action between the 
ere quartet and all around it in space, including the six in 
the diagram. Similarly we see that any one quartet of the 
assemblage, free to turn round an axis perpendicular to the 
plane of the paper while all the others are fixed, is in stable 
equilibrium when oriented as are those shown in the diagram. 
And similarly again we see the same ‘conclusion in respect to 
three other diagrams in the three other planes parallel to the 
faces of the tetrahedrons or corresponding octahedrons of the 
assemblage. Hence we conclude that if the axial constraints 
are all removed, and the quartets left perfectly free, every 
one of them rests in stable equilibrium when oriented either 
as one set or as the other set of equilateral tetrahedronal 
quartets of the assemblage. It is interesting to remark that 
if, after we turned the central quartet through 60°, we had 
held it in that position and left all the others tree to rotate, 
rotational vibrations would have spread out among them from 
the centre; and, after losing in waves spreading through 
ether outside the assemblage the energy which we gave by 
our torque acting on the central quartet, they would come to 
stable equilibrium with every one of them turned 60° in one 
direction or the other from its primitive position, and oriented 
as the central quartet in the position in which we held it. 

§ 41. We have thus found that an equilateral homogeneous: 
assemblage of atoms each having four electrions within it, 
arranges these electrions in equilateral quartets all oriented 
in one or other of two ways. The assemblage of atoms and 
electrions thus produced is essentially octo-polar. Of the 
two elementary ‘structural tetrahedrons, of the two orien- 
tations, one will have every one of its electrionic quartets 
pointing towards, the other from, its faces. The elementary 
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structural octahedron has four of its faces pointed towards, 
and four pointed from, by its electrionic quartets. This is 
essentially a dynamically octo-polar* assemblage; and it 
supplies us with a perfect explanation of the piezo-electric 
quality to be inferred from the brothers Curie’s experimental 
qHRCONOTY and Voigt’s mathematical theory. | 
§ 42. Look at the diagram in § 39; and remember that it 

indicates a vast homogeneous assemblage consisting of a vast 
number of parallel plane layers of atoms on each side of the 
plane of the paper, in which seven atoms are shown. The 
quartets of electrions were described as all similarly oriented, 
and each of them equilateral, and haying its geometrical 
centre at the centre of its atom; conditions all necessary for 
stable equilibrium. 

43. Let now the assemblage of atoms be homogeneously 
stretched from the plane on both sides to « any extent, small or 
great, without any component motions of the centres of the 
atoms parallel to the planes of the layers. First let the stretch 
be very great; great enough to leave undisturbed by the other 
layers ‘the layer for which the centres of atoms are, and the 
geometrical centres of the quartets were, in the plane of the 
paper. The geometrical centres of the quartets are not now 
in the plane of the paper. The single electrions on the near 
side seen in the diagram over the centres of the circles are 
drawn towards the plane of the paper; the equilateral tri- 
angles on the far side are also drawn nearer to the paper; and 
the equilateral triangles are enlarged in each atom by the 
attractions of the surrounding atoms. ‘The contrary inward 
movements of the single atoms on one side of the plane, and 
of the triplets on the other side, cannot in general be in the 
proportion of three to one. Hence the geometrical centres of 
erayity of the quartets are now displaced perpendicularly to 
the plane of the paper to far side or near side ; I cannot tell 
which without calculation. The caloulation is easy but 
essentially requires much labour; involving as it does the 
determination of three unknowns, the length of each side of 
the equilateral triangle seenin the diagram, the distance of 
each of its corners from the electrion on the near side of the 
paper, and the displacement of the geometrical centre of 

* The octo- ~polar pyro-electricity, which is supposed to have been 
proved by Haity’s experiment, must have been due to something xolo- 
tropic in the heating. Uniform heating throughout a regular cube or 
octahedron could not give opposite electric manifestations in the four 
pairs of alternate corners of the cube, or alternate faces of the octahedron. 
Nevertheless the irregular finding of electric octo-polarity by Haity is a 
splendid discovery; of which we only now know the true and full 
significance, through the experimental and mathematical labours of the 
brothers Curie, of Friedel, and of Voiet. 

‘ 
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gravity of the four to one side or other of the plane. Hach 
one of the three equations involves summations of infinite 
convergent series, expressing force-components due to all the 
atoms surrounding any chosen one in the plane. A method 
of approximation on the same general plan as that of the 
footnote to § 9 above would give a practicable method of 
calculation. 

§ 44. Return to § 42, and consider the diagram as repre- 
senting a crystal in its natural unstressed condition, consisting 
of a vast train of assemblages of atoms with centres in the 
plane of the paper, and in parallel planes on each side of it. 
We now see that the forces experienced by the electrions of 
one quartet from all the surrounding atoms in the plane of 
the paper would, if uncompensated, displace the geometrical 
centre of oravity of the quartet to one side or other of the 
plane of the paper, and we infer that the forces experienced 
from all the atoms on the two sides of this plane give this 
compensation to keep the centre of gravity of the quartet in 
the plane. Stretch now the assemblage to any degree equally 
in all directions. The quartets remain equilateral with their 
centres of gravity in the plane of the paper and parallel 
planes. Lastly stretch it farther equally in all directions 
parallel to the plane of the paper, with no component moticn 
perpendicular to this plane. ‘This last stretching diminishes 
the influence of all the atoms whose centres are in the plane 
of the paper tending to displace the centres of gravity of 
their electrions in one direction from this plane ; and therefore 
leaves all the atoms out of this plane to predominate, and to 
cause a definite calculable displacement of the centres of 
gravity of all the quartets in the contrary direction to the 
former. 

§ 45. To realize the operations of § 44, cut a thin hexa- 
gonal plate from the middle between two opposite corners of 
a cubic crystal, or parallel faces of an octahedron. Fix 
clamps to the six edges of this plate, and apply forces pulling 
their pairs equally in contrary directions. The whole material 
of the plate becomes electro-polar with electric moment per 
unit bulk equal to 4Nex; of which the measurable result is 
uniform electrostatical potentials* in vacuous ether close to 
the two sides of the plate, differing by 47.4Nezt, where ¢ 
denotes the thickness of the plate, # the calculated displace- 
ment of the centre of gravity of each quartet from the centres 
of the atoms parallel to the two faces of the plate, e the electric 
mass of an electrion, and N the number of atoms per cubic 

* See my ‘ Electrostatics and Magnetism,’ § 512, cor. 3. 
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centimetre of the substance. This, for a crystal of the cubic 
class, is, in Voigt’s mathematical theory, the analogue to the 
electric effect discovered in quartz by the brothers Curie, and 
measured by aid of thin metal foils attached to the two faces 
of the plate and metallically connected to the two principal 
electrodes of an electrometer. 

XXX. The Rate of Recombination of Ions in Gases under 
Different Pressures. By R. &. McCiune, M.A., formerly 
Demonstrator of Physics, McGill University, Montreal; 1851 

_ Hehibition Scholar, McGill University, Trinity College, 
Cambridge *. 

A’ Y gas which has been exposed to Rontgen rays, retains 
the ionization thus produced for a short time after 

the source of radiation has been removed. The negative 
and positive ions take an appreciable time to recombine with 
one another; and it is necessary in some cases to take into 
consideration the rate at which these ions disappear by 
recombination. This question of the rate of recombination of 
ions has been investigated by Prof. Rutherford (Phil. Mag. 
Noy. 1897) for air and some other gases at atmospheric 
pressure. In that paper he points out that if, when the rate 
of production becomes equal to the rate of recombination, the 
rays be then stopped, the rate at which the conducting 
particles decay is given by the equation 

dn. 

abe: 
where n is the number of ions per c.c. in the gas at any time 
¢t after the rays have ceased, and «@ is a constant for any given 
gas at ordinary atmospheric pressure. If N be the maximum 
number of ions per c.c. when a steady state has been reached 
before the cessation of the rays, then the above equation 
becomes by integration 

paul 
BINT Merger | 3... faa 

Object of Investigation. 
At the suggestion of Professor Rutherford, the present 

research was undertaken in order to ascertain the conditions 
which exist in regard to the recombination of the ions in 
gases under pressures other than atmospheric pressure, and to 
find the relation between the rates of recombination at dif- 
ferent pressures. ‘he objects of the present investigation 
have been therefore :— 

(1) To determine whether the law of recombination, as set 
* Communicated by Prof. E. Rutherford. 

SN ya eee ee woe an CL) 
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forth in equation (1), holds true for air under pressures above 
and below an atmosphere. 

(2) If it does hold true, to find the relation which the 
quantity a at any given pressure bears to that at any other 
pressure. 

(3) To make an absolute determination of a. 
This quantity a may be called the coefficient of recom- 

bination. 
For this purpose the method employed by Pr Vas 

Rutherford in his previous investigation was adopted in 
principle, but with an apparatus differing somewhat in detail. 

In order to investigate the law, as given by equation (2), it 
is necessary to be able to measure the maximum number of 
ions in a given volume of the gas when a steady state has 
been reached, and also to measure the number remaining at 

o 

the end of any given interval of time after the rays have 
ceased. For this purpose, then, the following arrangement 
of apparatus was adopted. 

Description of Apparatus. 
The complete arrangement of the several parts and con- 

nexions is shown in the diagram (fig. 1). 

Jeers i 
=) 

Ls 
The bulb used to produce the Réntgen rays was of the 

usual form of automatic focus-tube, ‘with an alternative 
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spark-gap connexion, and was driven by a large Ruhmkorff 
induction-coil. The coil was run by the current from the 
110-volt circuit, with a Wehnelt interrupter of slow frequency 
in series. In order to intensify the discharge in the focus- 
tube, a spark-gap of about a centimetre and a half was placed 
directly in series with the secondary of the coil and the 
electrodes of the tube. 

The induction-coil and z-ray bulb were completely inclosed 
in a small metal room connected to earth and the rays issued 
through a small orifice A in a thick lead plate BB’. A short 
distance in front of this was placed another thick lead plate C C’. 
The rays passed through a small rectangular orifice H in this 
plate and then into a brass cylinder through an aluminium 
window. This cylinder, which is shown more in detail in 
fig. 2, contained the electrodes between which the leak was 
measured. | 

RSS RN WS SS BS 

The electrodes employed consisted of extremely thin alumi- 
nium-foil, stretched on narrow zinc rings, the rings being 
for the purpose of support. These rings were supported 
on ebonite blocks, which were rigidly fastened to a metal 
frame, which could easily be removed from the cylinder, 
These thin plates were eleven in number, and were placed 
at distances of about two centimetres apart. Six of them, 
namely the two end ones and the four alternate ones of the 
remainder, were all connected together and also to the 
terminal Hj, while the other five alternate plates were con- 
nected to Hi’. 

This arrangement of electrodes was adopted in order to 
secure a large volume of gas to be ionized, and thus obtain 
a larger effect than could be obtained otherwise, while at 
the same time the electrodes were close enough together to 
secure a saturation-current with a reasonable voltage. All 
the ions could thus reach the electrodes in a very short 
time. This precaution was essential as it was necessary that 
all the ions should reach the electrodes before disappearing 
by recombination. An arrangement consisting of a guard- 
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ring was tried, but the effect produced was so small that 
it was not suitable for measurement, and so was abandoned. 

Thin aluminium-foil was used in the first place because, 
being so very thin, it would not absorb the rays to any 
appreciable extent, and, secondly, because the secondary 
radiation produced at the surface of metals is small in the 
case of aluminium. The actual thickness of the foil used 
was only 00036 of a centimetre. Before finally adopting 
the aluminium a set of electrodes consisting of paper covered 
with powdered graphite and then soaked with dilute acid so 
as to make them conductors, was tried. These gave very 
satisfactory results while they lasted ; but they were not 
durable, and so had to be abandoned also. The final arrange- 
mentof the aluminium plates seemed to be the most satisfactory, 
and was therefore adopted. The terminals connected to the 
electrodes passed through ebonite corks in the end of the 
cylinder to secure insulation. 

The cylinder was made so that the air might be exhausted 
from it through the opening F, and it was also made strong 
enough to stand considerable internal pressure. 

In order to measure the maximum number of ions in a 
given volume of the gas when a steady state had been 
reached, and also the number remaining at the end of any 
given interval of time, it was necessary to be able to apply the 
electromotive force to the electrode E at the same instant that 
the rays ceased, and also at any given time after the cessation 
of the rays. For this purpose the following method was 
used. L and L’ were two contact-breakers, pivoted at P 
and P’ and making contact with Q and Q’ respectively. The 
primary circuit of the induction-coil was closed through the 
contact-maker L. The lever L’ was connected to earth, while 
(’ was connected to the electrode E and also, through a very 
Jarge resistance R, to one pole of a battery of small accu- 
inulators, the other pole of the battery being connected to 
earth. The resistance R which was used was a carbon one 
of about a megohm. 
Now since the resistance between Q’ and E was extremely 

small compared with R, then, if the lever L’ were closed 
against Q’, the plates connected with E would be practically 
at zero potential, since L'is connected to earth. But as soon 
as the contact was broken between L’ and Q', then E would 
be instantly charged up to the potential of the battery, The 
contacts at Q and Q’ were broken by means of a heavy pen- 
dulum which swung along the path wy. If the levers were 
placed directly opposite to each other, the rays could be 
stopped and the electromotive force applied to HE at the same’ 
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instant ; while if they were separated from each other along 
the path «x y, the rays could be stopped and-the H.M. F. 
applied at a known interval afterward. This interval could 
be varied by varying the distance between the levers L 
and L’. 

The time taken by the pendulum to pass from one contact- 
breaker to the other was determined by calibrating the 
pendulum. ‘This was done by attaching a smoked-glass ; plate 
to the pendulum and obtaining a trace on this plate made by 
a vibrating tuning-fork of known frequency. By this means 
the time taken by the pendulum to pass from one point to 
another could be calculated. The electrode E' was connected, 
through a suitable key at K, to one pair of quadrants of the 
electrometer, while the other pair was connected to earth. 

Method of Observation. 

The following was the method of observation for deter- 
mining the values of N and n in equation (2). The induction- 
coil circuit was closed and the rays allowed to pass into the 
cylinder for about ten seconds, to insure the ionization 
reaching a maximum. ‘This point was tested by running the 
bulb fora longer time betore applying the E.M.f., and it was 
found that about ten seconds was quite sufficient for the 
ionization to reach a maximum. The pendulum was then 
released, which stopped the rays and applied the H.M.F. to 
H by breaking the contacts. During all this time both pairs 
of quadrants of the electrometer were to earth. In order to 
avoid the violent throw of the electrometer-needle, which 
would occur by induction if the pair of quadrants connected 
to E’ were insulated before the E.M.F. was applied to E, 
the connexion between the electrometer and EY was broken 
by the key K until after the lever L’ was replaced against Q’, 
which was done immediately after the passage of the pendulum. 
After replacing L’, the charge in the plates connected with EH’, 
due to the ions which passed across on the application of the 
H.M.F. to 1, was thrown into the electrometer by closing 
the contact K. The deflexion of the electrometer-needle 

_ should then be proportional to the number of ions in the gas 
between the electrodes at the instant of the application of the 
E.M.F. to HE, if the E.M.F. is large enough to produce 
saturation. The potential-gradient employ ed in most of the 
observations was about 110 volts per centimetre. 

One of the great difficulties encountered in this pices 
was the want of constancy in the intensity of the radiation 
given out by the bulb. To obviate this to some extent when 
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taking a series of observations, the bulb was run at regular 
interv: als as faras possible, Besides that, instead of depending 
on a single observation in any one ease, several observations 
were made, and then the mean of these taken. All through 
the investigation this system of averages has been adopted. 

Theoretical Considerations. 

Before proceeding to the actual results obtained by expe- 
riment, some theoretical questions must be considered. 

Suppose that the number of ions per c.c. which are being 
produced at any given point in the gas per second is g, and 
suppose n equals the actual number per c.c. in the gas at the 
same point, then it has been shown (J. J. Thomson and E, 
Rutherford, Phil. Mag. Nov. 1896) that when a steady state 
has been reached, that is, when the rate of production is equal 
‘to the rate of recombination, 

geass 

In fig. 3 let O represent the source of the rays, and let O C C; 
represent the cone of rays passing through the rectangular 
orifice H (fig. 1) and thence into the cylinder, Let bb, 6 
represent the part of the cone included between the two 
extreme plates within the cylinder. Suppose H, A,, and A, 
to represent the cross-sectional areas of the cone at the orifice 
and the two plates, respectively. Let / and d represent the 
distances of aa, and $b, respectively from O, while Z is the 
distance between the plates 0), and ¢ ¢. 

Let y,=the number of ions per c.c. produced per second 
at the plate 4 by. 

Let ()=total number produced per second in the volume 
between 6 0, and ¢¢; 

oe Q = \qaV, 

where g=the number of ions per ¢.c. at a distance « from O, 
and dV=Adz, the cross-sectional area at the distance 2 
being A. 

and since the number of ions per ¢.c. varies inversely as the 
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square of the distance from the source, neglecting the ab- 
sorption of the rays by the air, 

Tyee 

Go 10 

This absorption of the air may be neglected without causing 
any serious error; for it has been found (H. Rutherford and 
R. K. McClung, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. vol. exevi. 1901) that 
only about 3 per cent. of strong radiation was absorbed in 

_ passing through a metre of air at atmospheric pressure. The 
absorption was shown, by the same authors, to be proportional 
to the pressure of the gas. In the present case, the distance 
between the two plates 6 6, and ¢c, was only 20 centimetres; 
so the absorption would be very small, and_ therefore 
negligible. 

Therefore, supplying these values in the above equation, we 
get 

d+1J2 2 
a= { 210+ pide 

= gqoAyl. Mele ree?) er + fe Ae tet ete (4) 

Again, let N=total number of ions in the same volume at 
the cessation of the rays ; 

N= \ndV, 

where n=residual number per c.c. at the distance w from O. 

Re 7dV, since g=an® 
a 
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a=PA,2(1+ od as 

But go= ie from equation (4) ; 

1\2Q Z a=1A,(1+ 33) nist dee ee) 

This equation gives the value of the constant « in absolute 
measure, since the quantities A,,/,andd can be measured 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 8. No. 15. March 1902. U 
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and Q and N determined. This equation may be written. 

K2 ie 
Ky» e e e ° e e e (7) 

where K is equal to the constant 1A, (1+ ua)’ which de- 

pends entirely upon the dimensions and position of the 
apparatus. 

The value obtained fora will be discussed later in the 
aper. 
The theory of recombination may che considered also in 

regard to the time taken by the maximum number of ions to 
fall to half their value. 

Let No= maximum number nee ions per c.¢, jab a . point 
distant # from O (fig. 3). 

Let n:=number per c.c. at the end of a time ¢ eB the 
rays have ceased. 

Then by equation (2) 

a — =al. 
MU 1, 

The decrease in time ¢ per ¢.c. =) —7. 
The decrease in a thin cross-sectional area A, of a thick- 

ness daz, would be A(n,—nz)dz. 
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Therefore the decrease in the cross-sectional area A in time 
¢ is equal to 
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Therefore the total decrease in the number of ions in the 

volume 6/,¢,¢ in the time ¢ 

(td+l tdV 0.2 

mA. :(1— HoP.\ 7 
\ nz tae) fi 

Ais i+ 14tdVv qua = Argot { ltd yor log, (~ d+td 5 
If we let T be the time that it takes the number of ions to 

fall to half their value, then the total decrease in the time T 

Na d+l+Tdv goa =Aygil 4 1—"td V ce log. ( = Te) ‘ 
Yo 

But the maximum number of ions is equal to 

1A, (1+ Ja /leby equation (4); 
2d or 

oe d4+l4TdV gon) 
AygT4 1-TaV que log, ( Shine yt 

=HA,(1+ Ve 
This equation for pita the value of T is incapable of 

an exact solution. An approximate solution may, however, 
be obtained as follows :— 

14+B Asgit {1-Blog.(“F 3) } =#7As( (1+ ah/®, Jo 

where B=TdV que, 
l ] os 

a Aygol {1—Blog.(1+ a8) =+1A,(1+ sq/ 23 

l 
*. by expanding log, (1+ ==) 

\ l f - eh 

as a first approximation, provided that / is smali | aes 
with d+ Bb. 

It is found by supplying the experimental values of the 

quantities involved in the expression — that the second 

term in the expansion of the logarithm amounts to approxi- 
U2 
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mately *125 ; and therefore the above expression is a fair 
value for the first approximation. 
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This gives a fairly close approximation for the time taken 
for the number of ions in the given volume in the cylinder to 
fall to half of their maximum value. 

_ Having discussed the mathematical theory, we are now in 
a position to give some experimental results in support of the 
above theory. 

Haperimental Proof of the Law of Recombination. 

We have endeavoured to establish the foregoing theory at 
the various pressures by obtaining experimental curves showing 
the relation between the number of ions and the corresponding 
time-interval after the cessation of the rays and then com- 
paring them with the theoretical values, as deduced from 
equation (2). Curves were obtained for different pressures, 
varying from three atmospheres to *125 of an atmosphere. 
A considerable number of such experimental curves were 
obtained, some of which are shown in figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7. 

In these curves, the ordinates represent deflexions, which 
are proportional to n, while the abscissez represent the corre- 
sponding times in seconds. The experimental points in each 
curve are marked with a cross, while the theoretical points 

by equations (4) and (6); 
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deduced from equation (2) are marked with a circle. Only 
the experimental curve is drawn in each case in order to avoid 
confusion by having the two curves so close together. The 
theoretical points are obtained by choosing two experimental 

Fig 4 e 
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points on the curve with which to determine a and N, and 
having obtained these, then the different values of n are cal- 
culated from the formula for arbitrarily chosen values. of ¢. 
On referring to the diagrams it is seen that the experimental 
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and theoretical curves correspond very closely with each other. 
Any slight disagreement is well within the limits of experi- 
mental error, especially taking into consideration the fact 
that the intensity of the rays may vary slightly during the 
course of takiny the observations necessary for one such curve. 
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The agreement is quite close enough to show the accuracy of 
the theory. The experimental investigation therefore supports 
the theory, and we see that the same law of recombination 
holds true at different pressures, at least for the range of 
pressures. investigated. 

It was not easy to obtain curves for pressures wore below 
-125 of an atmosphere, for at the very low pressures the effects 
obtained by this method were so small that they could not be 
relied upon with any great degree of certainty. However, 
there are no indications that the law does not hold below this 
pressure. 
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Fig. 6 
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From these curves we see, what we should naturally expect» 
that the rate at which the ions recombine is much greater at 
the high pressures than at the low ones, owing, of course, to | 
the fact that at the high pressures there are many more ions 
produced in a given volume of the gas, and therefore the 
chance of their coming in contact with one another is much 
greater than at low pressures. | 

If we consider the theory from the point of view of the 
time taken for the maximum number of ions to fall to half 
their value, we get a further confirmation of it from experi- 
ment. By determining the ratio of N to Q at each pressure 
and substituting these values, along with the values of d and 
/ in centimetres in equation (8), we obtain the value of T in 
seconds in each case. Comparing these calculated values 
with the values of T obtained directly from the curves, we 
find the agreement fairly close, considering the fact that 
formula (8) is only an approximate formula, and also that a 
slight variation in the intensity of the rays would cause a 
corresponding deviation in the shape of the curve, and there- 
fore a slight alteration in the value of T obtained from it. 
A comparison of these values of T is given for several 
different pressures in Table I. 
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Pressure. | obtained | 

for N. forkQ ays) oven | value of T. prot Genel 
| . | | 

Zatmos. | 236 | 148 166 died to hela 
| | | 

Decriirhiag 196 >) 112 166-2 161 
] | 

oe 181 51 GG, (cea 208 

Fen’ ok cA 166259249 | | 
| Ae 136 26 1:46 hier 3G0 368 

| | | 

The agreement between theory and experiment is close 
enough to show that the theory is quite valid no matter from 
which point of view it may be considered. 

d: 
We see, therefore, that the relation oA = —an?* gives actually 

the rate at which the ions recombine in air, not only at atmo- 
spheric pressure, but also for air at pressures other than 
atmospheric, at least between the limits already indicated. 
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Although it has not been practicable to take observations 
beyond these limits, yet we think the same law would, in all 
probability, hold true at other pressures as well. 

The Relation of a to Pressure. 

The next question to be considered is the relation which 
the value of the quantity a, at any given pressure, bears to 
that at any other pressure: in other words, to decide whether 
the coefficient of recombination is a constant for all pressures, 
‘or whether it varies when the pressure varies. 

In order to get over the difficulty of any variation in the 
intensity of the radiation which might occur in the course 
of taking observations at different pressures, the following 
method was adepted :— 

Selecting two given pressures at a time, sets of observa- 
tions were taken alternately for the two pressures, and then 
taking the mean value of the observations for one pressure, I 
compared them with the mean for the other. By this means 
it was possible to compare the value of 2 at various pressures 
with that at atmospheric pressure. 

Suppose a, is the value of the coefficient for air at atmo- 
spheric pressure, and a, that any other given pressure, then 

eee le Qi and a = KY, 
2 

where (,, N,, and Qs, N. are the corresponding values of Q 
and N; 

i ey ne Q: N;° 

“us a ” Qo Ni 

By comparing the values of @ by this formula, it was found 
that the coefficient is not only a constant for any one given 
pressure, but has the same value at different pressures. In 
other words, the coefficient of recombination is independent 
of the pressure. The value of a at several pressures, as com- 
pared with the value at atmospheric pressure, is given in 
Table II. (p. 298). 

In the table, , is the value of @ at atmospheric pressure, 
while a, is the value at the other pressure compared with it. 

The numbers given in the last column of Table IT. do not 
show an absolute constancy in the value of a at the different 
pressures, but the difference from unity, in each case, is well 
within the limits of experimental error, considering the various 
sources of error which may come into the results. Since N 
is squared, any small error which might occur would be 
intensified by squaring. 
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TaBLeE II. 
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The set of comparisons above were not all made at the same 
time, but several of the observations were made on different 
days, extending over a period of about two weeks, and the 
comparison in each case was made with air at atmospheric 
pressure, so they do not represent a single set of values. 

We have thus arrived at the fact that not only does the 
same law of recombination of the ions in air hold at various 
pressures, but the value of the coefficient of recombination is 
independent of the pressure of the air in which the ionization 
takes place. If the value of a@ is therefore determined for 
air at atmospheric pressure, it is determined for air at other 
pressures as well. 

Determination of the Absolute Value of a. 

We now proceed to determine the absolute value for this 
coefficient of recombination. Since the value of @ is the same 
for different pressures, it is only necessary to determine it for 
a single given pressure, so atmospheric pressure has been 
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selected for the determination given below. A considerable 
number of absolute determinations at other pressures have 
been made as well, which it is not necessary to reproduce 
here. : 

On referring to equation (7), it will be seen that it is 
necessary to make an absolute determination of the three 
quantities K, Q, and N, in order to determine a K is a 
constant depending entirely on the dimensions and position 

of the apparatus. Q is the total number of ions produced 
per second within the volume of the cone of rays included 
between the two extreme electrodes, and is proportional to 
the deflexion of the electrometer-needle per second. WN is 
the total number of ions in the same volume at the instant 
that the rays cease, and is proportional to the steady deflexion 
of the electrometer-needle. 

From formula (6) 

K=1A,(1+ 53): 
where the quantities 7, A,, and d represent the dimensions as 
described in fig. 3 

{ =20 ems. 

ad =25-07 cms. 

d2 
A Se 2 x A, 

where H = area of the orifice in the lead plate through which 
the rays passed before entering the cylinder, and A its dis- 
tance trom the source. 

25°07? 
A\= 19-072 x 7 14 

= 12°26 sq. CMs. 

Ko 20312-9351 aN ees ats ( * 50: aia 

If d,=deflexion of the electrometer-needle per second due to 
the passage of the ions to the electrodes ; 

S = deflexion due to a standard Clark cell; and 
¢, = capacity in microfarads of electrometer, connexions, &c., 

then the quantity of electricity which passes between the 
electrodes per second is equal to 

AE aan i uy aa 
ate wea Ss ease 9 ae aime ape 3x 10° electrostatic units. 
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But quantity of electricity = number of ions x charge on an 
ion. Q=number of ions, and let e = charge on an ion: 

d 14 
g * eee x a x3x10=O0 xe. 

ids 1434 Gy 
Q= ¢ X ioe ies 2 Xe 

The value of N may be determined by the same formula if 
we substitute d, for the deflexion corresponding to N and ¢, 
for the capacity in the circuit. Substituting the mean value 
of the quantities experimentally observed, viz.:— 

d,=24:07 divisions of scale, 

S902 . 

¢ =-00380 m.f., 

7) 

we obtain 

ie 2407 1434 | 0088, 
—~ 93-9 1 € f 

ae 
PSO 

Also 

d,=104°5 divisions of scale, 

¢, ="00016 m.f, 

aye 104°5 y 1434 . ‘00016 38 

mT AG32) ] € 

te OZ 

Pex OY 

us = (“000 €; 

a= 4738°9x7-076e 

DOANE. 

This value of « represents the mean value of a number of 
determinations. 

If we substitute the value of e obtained by Prof. J. J. 
Thomson, namely 6°5x 107", then « becomes 2°20 x 10~°, 
which gives the absolute value of the coefficient. 

This value of the coefficient of recombination agrees very 
closely with that obtained by Prof. Townsend for gases at 
atmospheric pressure (Phil. Trans. vol. excili. 1899) by an 
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entirely different method. The method which he used was 
that of sending a current of ionized air along a tube con- 
taining an insulated electrode connected to an electrometer. 
By taking the deflexion for the electrode at different positions 
along the tube, he was able to determine the rate at which the 
number of ions diminished in consequence of recombination. 
In that paper he gives the value as 3420¢. The agreement 
between the two determinations is remarkably close con- 
sidering the diversity of methods and apparatus employed 
by Prof. Townsend and myself. 

The value of a which has been obtained by this determina- 
tion for air at atmospheric pressure may be considered as the 
value of the coefficient of recombination for air at all other 
pressures, at least between the limits of 125 and 3 atmo- 
spheres, since it has been shown in a former part of this paper 
that a is independent of the pressure of the air. 

It might be worth while to mention briefly the method 
which was employed io determine the electric capacities in 
the circuit, as it is rather an unusual one. 

To determine the value of N, the capacity in the circuit 
was simply that of the plate electrodes, the connexions, and 
electrometer. To determine Q, however, it was necessary to 
introduce a considerably larger capacity into the circuit, as 
the rate of movement of the electrometer-needle was too rapid 
withoutit. or this purpose, an air-condenser was connected 
in parallel, as shown at Min fig. 1. It was necessary there- 
fore to determine the capacity both of this condenser and of 
the electrometer, together with the connexions. ‘To do this, 
the following method was used. 

If the air between two insulated parallel plates be ionized 
by means of uranium oxide, and if one of the plates be 
charged while the other is connected to the electrometer ; 
then the deflexion of the electrometer-needle per second is 
inversely proportional to the capacity in the circuit. 

Two parallel zinc plates were therefore arranged horizon- 
tally ina closed metal box. The inclosing box was connected 
to earth, while the two plates were carefully insulated. On 
the lower plate a thin layer of uranium oxide was placed. The 
lower plate was connected to the battery, while the upper one 
was connected in parallel with the electrometer circuit. This 
of course introduced the additional capacity of the two parallei 
plates. The ratio of the capacity of these plates to that of 
the rest of the electrometer circuit was, however, determined 
by the method of mixtures. ‘ 

The rate of leak was taken with a condenser of known 
capacity in the place of M, fig. 1. Then the known capacity 
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was removed and the air condenser, to be determined, in- 
troduced, and the rate of leak taken again. A third obser- 
vation was then taken without any condenser in the circuit 
at all. 

Now by comparing the last observation with that obtained 
when the condenser of known capacity was in circuit, the 
capacity of the electrometer, connexions, and plate-electrodes 
was determined. Then, having obtained this capacity, 
that of the air condenser was determined by a compa- 
rison of the deflexions obtained in the second and third 
observations. } 

This method of determining capacities was found to be 
much more satisfactory than the method of mixtures. The 
capacity of the electrometer, connexions, &., was found to be 
‘00016 of a microfarad, while that of the air condenser was 
°00364 of a microfarad. 

Consideration of other Gases. 

This question of recombination of ions was investigated 
also in the case of carbonic acid gas and hydrogen gas. The 
same method was employed as for air. The recombination 
of the ions in these gases under different pressures could not, 
however, be satisfactorily investigated, as the supply of gas 
was limited in each case and no means of filling the cylinder 
with these gases, under increased pressure, was at our disposal. 
The results given here, therefore, for carbon dioxide and 
hydrogen are for these gases under a pressure just slightly 
above atmospheric pressure. The pressure wasafew millimetres 
above that of the atmosphere, in consequence of the pressure 
of a short column of the acid, from which the gas was gene- 
rated in each case, in the generating apparatus. In the case 
of both hydrogen and carbon dioxide, it was tested whether 
the ions in these gases followed the same law of recombination 
as was found to hold in the case of air. The law was found 
to be the same in these gases as in air. A comparison of the 
experimental and theoretical curves is shown for carbon 
dioxide and hydrogen in fig. 8. 

The agreement between theory and experiment in these 
two gases is therefore seen to be as close as is the case with 
air. The indications are then that this law of recombination 
of the ions is an invariable one. It has been shown con- 
clusively by this research, that the rate at which ions 
recombine is governed by this law in the cases of air, carbon 
dioxide, and hydrogen. 
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The absolute value of the coefficient « for these two gases 
was also determined. Carbon dioxide presented a little 
difficulty, as the determinations made on it did not keep 
perfectly constant from day to day. A considerable number 
of determinations were made, however, extending over several 
days and the mean of these values taken. This value of a 
was found to be 3492 x e, which on substituting the value of 
e becomes 2°27 x 10—*, ‘This is practically the same as the 
value of the coefficient obtained for air. 

The corresponding determination for hydrogen resulted in 
a value only about 87 per cent. of the value for air. The 
actual result for hydrogen was 2938xe, which becomes 
1°91 x10-® on substituting the value of e. From this it 
appears that, although the coefficient of recombination is a 
constant for any gas, it has not necessarily the same value for 
all gases. 

Referring again to Prof. Townsend’s paper (Phil. Trans. 
Roy. Soc. vol. exciil. 1899) we find that these results are again 
in close agreement with his. The result for hydrogen given 
above is also the mean result of several determinations. 

Removal of Nuclei. 

Throughout this investigation, care was taken to thoroughly 
dry the gas and to remove dust particles from it before 
allowing it to pass into the cylinder in which the measure- 
ments were made on it. For this purpose, the air which was 
used in the cylinder was first passed slowly through an iron 
tube (about two feet in length) filled with calcium chloride, 
to remove the moisture, and then through a bulb containing 
cotton-wool, to remove any dust particles. 
When hydrogen and carbon dioxide were used, the gas was 

passed through a series of drying-bcettles containing small 
pieces of pumice-stone moistened with strong sulphuric acid, 
and thence through the cotton-wool as before. These pre- 
cautions were taken of course on account of the fact, which 
has been previously investigated (EK. Rutherford, Phil. Mag. 
Nov. 1897), that when any nuclei are present in the gas, the 
ions collect about these nuclei and become neutralized. The 
number of ions decreases therefore much more rapidly when 
any nuclei are present in the gas than it does if the gas is 
quite free from these particles. As the object was to determine 
the rate of decrease in the number of ions due simply to the 
recombination with one another, the precaution was therefore 
taken to remove all foreign particles from the gas as far as 
possible. 
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Summary of Results. 

The results obtained from this research may be summarized 
-as follows :— 

(1) The rate at which the ions recombine in ionized air 

is determined by the same law, namely, Or a an’, 

no matter what the pressure of the gas may he, at 
least between the limits of :125 of an atmosphere and 
3 atmospheres. 

(2) The coefficient of recombination for the ions in air is 
independent of the pressure of the air for the same 
range of pressures as above. 

(3) The absolute value of this coefficient has been deter- 
mined and has been found to be 3384.e, or on sub- 
stituting the value of the charge on an ion it becomes 
22 x J0—%. 

(4) Hydrogen and carbon dioxide were also examined; and 
the same law of recombination was found to hold true 
as for alr. 

(5) On determining the coefficient for carbon dioxide, it 
proved to be practically the same as for air, while the 
coefficient for hydrogen is only about 87 per cent. of 
the value for air. 

In conclusion, 1 wish to express my sincerest thanks to 
Prof. Rutherford, at whose suggestion this research was 
undertaken, and who has so kindly rendered me the most 
valuable assistance by his advice and suggestions throughout 
‘the whole investigation. 

Macdonald Physical Laboratory, 
McGill College, Montreal, 

July 4, 1901. 

XXXI. Condensation of the Vapours of Organic Liquids in 
Presence of Dust-free Air. By F. G. Donnan, J.A., 
PRD” 

[Plate V.] 

§ 1. Introduction. 

| ae question why some liquids act as ionizing solvents 
while others do not, is one of fundamental importance 

in the theory of electrolytic dissociation, yet, although various 
suggestions have been made, no satisfactory explanation of 
these differences has hitherto been given. The experiments 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 15. March 1902. Ds 
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to be described below were made in order to test a certain 
_view of the matter, which may be briefly sketched as follows. 
In a solution in which the solute is more or less ionized, one 
might suppose the ions to be surrounded by clusters of 
solvent-molecules which had, so to speak, ‘‘ condensed ” round 
them and opposed an obstacle to their recombination. Now 
one might regard this state of things as being caused by some 
sort of “specific attraction’? between the solvent-molecules 
and electricity, 2.e. the electrons or electrical charges which 
are associated with the ions. Were this the case, one might 
expect this specific attraction to manifest itself in other ways. 
For example, if electrical nuclei of any sort were present in, 
or were produced by any means in, air which was saturated 
with the vapour of an ionizing liquid, then it would be just 
possible that the specific attraction referred to above might 
help to produce condensation of the vapour round these nuclei 
under suitable conditions; i.e. if the vapour were super- 
saturated by a sudden adiabatic expansion. If the liquid in 
question did not act as an ionizing solvent, it would be 
natural to expect that the condensation just alluded to would 
only occur when the vapour entered the really unstable 
(labile) region, or at any rate would only be produced by a 
much higher degree of supersaturation. 

The very interesting experiments of C. T. R. Wilson * on 
the condensation of water-vapour in the presence of dust-free 
air and other gases, have rendered it extremely probable that 
this condensation occurs round electrical nuclei of some sort. 
It was found that an adiabatic expansion produced no con- 
densation in dust-free air saturated with aqueous vapour until 
the expansion attained to a certain value, viz., 1°25. This 
expansion (ratio) produces a small shower of fine rain, and 
expansions ranging from the above value up to 1:38 produce 
small fine showers of not much greater density. At an 
expansion of 1:38, however, the phenomenon changes in 
character, a more or less dense fog being then produced. 
Now air or any other gas exposed to Roéntgen radiation 
becomes a conductor; and the experiments of Prof. J. J. 
Thomson and his tellow-investigators have made it practically 
certain that this conduction is of a convective nature, due to 
electrically-charged nuclei produced in the gas. The im- 
portance of this in the present connexion lies in the fact that 
Wilson’s experiments showed that air which was saturated 
with water-vapour and exposed to Roéntgen radiation gives, 

* Phil. Trans. A. 1897, vol. clxxxix, pp. 265-807 ; A, 1899, vol. exciii. 
pp- 289-308. 
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when adiabatically expanded, no condensation before the 
expansion 1°25, and a dense fog instead of a fine rain at 
that point. The natural conclusion is that the rain-like 
condensation for expansions ranging from 1°25 to 1°38 is due 
to condensation round a comparatively small number of 
electrical nuclei either existing in the gas or produced by the 
sudden expansion. Here, then, is a case of the condensation 
of the vapour of a liquid of unique ionizing power round 
electrical nuclei. It becomes a matter of interest to compare 

with water-vapour the vapours of other liquids whose ionizing 
powers are either much smaller or practically zero, and the 
following experiments were carried out for that purpose. 

§ 2. Apparatus. 

The apparatus employed was, so far as concerns the method 
used to obtain adiabatic expansion, essentially the same as the 
apparatus described by Wilson in his later experiments. A 
drawing of it is shown on Plate V. a is a glass tube floating 
on mercury and fitting pretty accurately into the cylinder (b). 
The end (e) of the class rod (c) is rounded into a knob 
and covered with rubber ; it is pressed, by the elasticity of 
the piece of rubber. tubing (d), firmly against the turned-out 
end of the tube (/), into which the rubber-covered knob 
accurately fits. 7 connects with the vacuous space (gq). 
This was a large strong bottle which could be readily evacuated 
by means of a Fleuss vacuum-pump. On pulling the glass 
rod (c), connexion is made between the interior of a and g, 
the result of which is that the piston-tube (a) is suddenly and 
sharply brought down against the smooth flat rubber stopper 
(h), and a practically adiabatic expansion produced in the 
cloud-vessel (2), where the formation of the rain or fog is 
observed. The lower end of a must be very car efully 
ground flat so that it fits perfectly tightly against the upper 
surface of the rubber stopper. The liquid to ‘be experimented 
on is introduced into 2 through 4, which can be closed by 
a ground-glass cap rendered secure against entrance of air by 
an external mercury seal. The cloud-vessel is connected by 
capillary tubing with the manometer (/). The mercury in the 
manometer was alw ays brought before an expansion to a fixed 
mark just below the capillary joint by means of the fine 
adjustment (hinge and screw) n. In this way the dead space 
at m was rendered negligibly small. During the expansion 
the tap (p) was closed, and then, when the expanded air and 
vapour had recovered its thermal and saturation equilibrium, 
p was opened and the mercury brought to the same fixed 
mark. The ratio of the pressures, after allowance has been 

X 2 
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made for the pressure of the saturated vapour at the tempera- 
ture of the experiment, gives the volume-expansion ratio. 
An etched scale on 6 enables one to repeat any given ex- 
pansion as often as necessary, and serves as a fiducial scale 
generally. A layer of mercury protects the rubber stopper 
(r) from the action of the liquid in 7. The wired rubber 
connexion (s) enables the cloud-vessel to be readily detached 
and cleaned. ‘The experiments were made in a dark room, 
and the cloud-vessel (2) was illuminated as recommended by 
Wilson*. 

§ 3. Liquids used. 

‘ater.—Ordinary distilled water. 
Ethyl alcohol—Dried by lime first, and then by repeated 

distillation from small quantities of sodium. B.-Pt. constant. 
Methyl alcohol.—Similarly treated. (Kahlbaum’s _ best 

quality.) 
Benzene, Chlorobenzene, Carbon tetrachloride, Carbon disul- 

phide—From Kahlbaum. They were dried by P,O;, and 
fractionated to constant B.-Pt. These B.-Pt.’s agreed with 
the values taken by interpolation from Ramsay and Young’s 
results for the corresponding pressures. The carbon disul- 
phide was purified by shaking with mercury before distillation. 

The data as regards the vapour-pressures of the organic 
liquids employed were obtained by calculation from Ramsay 
and Young’s results. 

§ 4. Results. 

Rain-point Fog-point | Temperature of 
SULT. Husson ie aicions Ba renntele 

| INViiber = chai scents aceetes 1°29 1-42 20°5-20°8 
| Methyl alcohol............ 1°32 1-42 16°8 
Ethyl aleohol ............ 1:20 1:25 17°2-17°5 
Carbon tetrachloride ... 1:89 Not observed. 16:5 
Carbon disulphide ...... 1:05 1:08 16°5 
Chlorobenzene ............ 1:48 1°60 163 
| IBenZENe Latent te tee 1:53 1:78 18-18°5 

The results for water are not quite the same as the values 
given by Wilson; but, as Wilson has pointed out himself, the 
values obtained depend somewhat on the form of apparatus 
used. Doubtless in the present case the connecting neck 
between the cloud-vessel and the expansion-cylinder would 
tend to make the measured expansion greater than the 

* For the methods of obtaining dust-free air and other particulars of 
manipulation, reference must be made to Wilson’s papers. 
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effectively adiabatic expansion in (i). For comparative 
purposes, however, this source of uncertainty is of no 
account. As pointed out by Wilson and confirmed by 
myself, differences of two or three degrees are practically 
without influence on the results, so that the differences recorded 
in the last column do not materially affect the comparison. 
A more important point is the fact that, owing to differ- 

ences in the vapour-pressures of the liquids, a proper 
comparison would require the calculation of the degree of 

supersaturation in each case, not simply the expansion-ratio. 
This calculation seems to me to be very uncertain, as it 
requires the assumption that the supersaturated vapour obeys 
the simple gas laws. By comparing liquids of such very 
different volatilities as say carbon tetrachloride, benzene, and 
chlorobenzene, this difficulty can be more or less obviated so. 
far as a qualitative comparison is concerned. 

Without going into fine distinctions, the above results on 
a cursory examination seem to justify the conclusion that 
condensation takes place with greater difficulty in the case of 
non-ionizing solvents. The case of carbon disulphide is, 
however, very peculiar. An extremely small degree of ex- 
pansion appeared to produce condensation in this case, and 
scarcely any region of increasing expansion and rain-like con- 
densation appeared to exist. And, so far as I know, it does 
not act as an ionizing solvent. This cannot be due to its. 
greater volatility, as a comparison with carbon tetrachloride 
shows*. 

On the other hand, experiments with acetone, whose results 
I have not included in the table, as the vapour-pressure data 
for pure acetone do not appear to be known with sufficient. 
certainty, showed conclusively that it required an extremely 
high expansion-ratio to produce even rain-like condensation, 
and yet acetone may be classed with ethyl and methyl alcohols 
as a solvent of moderate ionizing power. 

_ Under these circumstances I do not feel entitled to draw 
_ any certain conclusion from the above experiments. They 
seemed, however, to be of sufficient interest to warrant publica- 
tion, owing to the importance which attaches at the present 
time to the new theories which are being developed in con- 
nexion with the question of electrical nuclei in gases. 

In conclusion I wish to point out that ihe tern fog- 
point ” is somewhat of a misnomer in the case of the organic 
liquids enumerated above. I found it always possible to 

* Light is known to induce chemical change in carbon disulphide. It 
is just possible that this chemical change may be preceded by electrical 
disturbances in the molecule, giving rise to ions or free electrons. 
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measure with considerable accuracy a point at which the 
previously obtained very sparse rain-like condensations passed 
rapidly into very much denser condensations ; these, however, 
I could scarcely term fogs, as their duration was never very 
great. 

My very best thanks are due to Professor Ramsay, at 
whose suggestion these experiments were begun and whose 
advice and assistance were constantly at my disposal. 

Chemical Laboratory, University College, London, 
April 1901. 

XXXIL. On Circular Filaments or Circular Magnetic Shells 
equivalent to Circular Coils, and on the equivalent Radius 
of a Coil. By Professor THomas R. Lyie*. 

[Plate VI.] 

le fi Ree magnetic potential of a coil, with current C, at any 
point in its axis is given to a high order of 

approximation by 

re BS eae ey 
VedmnO(l—2 +5 + Bp? a) ciel 

if the dimensions of the cross section are small compared with 
the radius of the coil and the winding is uniform ; 

where a= mean radius, 
& = axial breadth, 
n = radial depth, 
v = distance of point on the axis from the centre 

of the coil, 
and p?=a? +2”. 

(See Maxwell, sect. 700.) 

Expanding in ascending powers of 2/a, 

ie) a? E pit 3 (dE? —47)?) 

24a2 Dar. in 2402 a 
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; ae 24a? | 

att steele se 

V =2anC { 1—#(1.1- 
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Pay 24a? 
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* Communicated by the Physical Society: read December 13, 1901. 
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2. The potential V’ of a circular filament concentric and 
coaxal with the coil of radius r and with current nC flowing 
is given by 

V'=2mnC 4 1— Soe 
V/ x? + 7? 

which expanded in ascending powers of a/r gives 

Go LG. Waco een \ 
a s — Xe. e 

Sy Oke. ee ea | 
3. The two potentials V in (1) and V! in (2) will be 

identical provided 

V/=2anC : _ = “ 

1 _16,_ 3—29 
‘cabaret © 24a? , 

L_1 ¢,_ 3(56—4%) 
Oe 2402 iy 

i a1 fy SB—69")) 
Fe oF 24a? : 

Ke. Ke. 

which equations can all be satisfied to the order of approxima- 
tion adopted if 

32? — Qn? =5E? —47? = 71? — 67" = Ke., 

that is it £?= 7° 

and WL yh) 
7 is: 24a? 

or W 2 

es Uf] 
~= a1 + ais). 

4, If we expand the potentials in ascending powers of a/z 
the same result is arrived at, hence the potentials of a circular 
coil of square cross section (7,7), mean radius a, with n turns 
and carrying a current C, and of a circular filament of radius 

2 

a (1+ sia] carrying a current nC, lying in the median 
24a" 

plane of, and coaxal with the coil, are identical at ail points 
on the common axis, and hence by Legendre’s theorem 
identical at all points of space without the coil. | 

This particular filament, therefore, is equivalent to the coil 
and can replace it, and the radius of this filament I shall call 
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the equivalent radius of the coil, and a coil of square cross: 
section I shall call a sengle-shell corl. 

5. In the construction of coils there is no reason why 
with ordinary care a very approximately square section could 
not be attained, and then the above theorem would, as | will 
explain, simplify the theory of galvanometers and electro- 
dynamometers, as well as the determination of coil-constants, 
coefficients of mutual induction, and current-balance con- 
stants. 

6. A coil of n turns the axial breadth & of whose section 
is greater than its radial depth 7, of mean radius a and 
carrying a current U, can be replaced by two equal filaments 
coaxal with the coil, each carrying a current 4nC, whose: 

ae 
24a? 

8 on either side of the median plane of the coil, where 

radii are a (1 ++ ), and which are placed at equal distances. 

For: 

The potential of the two filaments as specified above, at 
any point on the common axis distant « from their median 
plane, is 

Vi=2eny {1-8 41-248) 
2 P1 fe 

where 

pi="+(@—By,  pP=rt (e+ 8) 
r being the radius of either filament. Expanding by Taylor’s 
theorem 

? en Oye 
V2=2nnC } 1—" + ce Oe \ 

(where p?=2? +77) 

Tn Oe Sate 38] ga [1- 2228 
V2 mi { 1 , i chm ia 27° - 27? 

a x 3 On Ge Gomee 

a tml ecale roma ea 
and in order that this may be identical with the axial potential 
of the coil given in section 1, the following equations have 
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to be satisfied :— 

Dg ye Wisse yet Se 
es ak ee, 24a? 4 

1 er es a | 3(5E2— 4m?) 
aio Te balan co , 
ie Oia OE 1 ee 6) 
Ts Soe a ie 

&e. Ke. 

It is easily seen that this series of equations will be satisfied 
to the order of approximation adopted if 

ea "2 

ae “(4 a3) 

or 2 
a 7 

ane a( 1 a sel 

and Bee 

If we expand the potentials in ascending powers of a/a for 
the portion of the axis where « is > a the same result will 
be arrived at; hence the potentials of the coil and of the 
double filament are equal at all points in space external to 
the coil, and in all calculations (except those bearing on self- 
induction) the coil can be replaced by this double-shell or 
filament. 
A coil of this type (2.e. in which §>7) I shall call a thick 

double-shell coil ; the radius of either of the two replacing 
filaments I shall call the equevalent radius of this coil ; and the 
distance 28 between the two filaments I shall call the equiva- 
lent breadth of the coil. 

It is obvious now that the coil will be completely specified 
when its type, its equivalent radius, and its equivalent breadth 
are given ; that all magnetic actions of the coil on systems 
external to itself will be identical with those of the equivalent 
filaments; and that all magnetic action on the coil from 
external systems will be identical with the action of these 
systems on the filaments, the order of approximation being 
up to the fourth power of the dimensions of the section of 
the coil divided by its radius. 
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7. A coil of » turns, the axial breadth ¢ of whose cross 
section is less than its radial depth y, of mean radius a, and 
carrying a current C, can be replaced by two concentric and 
coplanar filaments coaxal with and lying in the median plane 
of the coil, each carrying a current 4nC, and whose radii are 
r+6 and r—6 respectively, where 

mes e r=a (la Se) 

n? — & 
2 —— eat 

It is unnecessary to give the proof of this, as it follows easily 
on the same lines as that of the last theorem. A coil of this 
type might be called a thin double-shell coil, while ras defined 
above I shall call its equivalent radius and 26 its equivalent 
depth. 

8. In the case of a coil whose cross section is so large that 
the fourth power of its dimensions divided by its radius 
cannot be neglected, it is easy to imagine it divided up into 
portions whose dimensions are small enough for the above 
theorems to apply, and then to determine the system of fila-_ 
ments that will replace each of these portions. A few extra 
filaments adds nothing to the difficulty and little to the time 
required to calculate a coefficient of mutual induction or a 
current-balance constant, seeing that tables are available by 
means of which either of these quantities referring to any 
two coaxal filaments can be quickly determined. 

' 9. The principles embodied in the preceding sections may 
be established in a totally different way, which is interesting 
enough to record here. 

Its application to a thick double-shell coil (€ >) will be 
sufficient to explain the method. 

If the position of any turn of the coil be defined by wx 
the distance of its centre from a fixed point on the axis, and 
y the radius of the turn, then N the magnetic flax passing 
through this turn due to any system whatever of magnets or 
currents will be a function of # and y. 

Let us specify a small portion of the coil considered by 
rectangular coordinates », g referred to axes through the 
centre of the section parallel to the axis of the coil and its 
radius respectively, then the current round an element dp, 

dq of the coil will be dp .dq. 

— and 7 having the same meaning as in previous sections. 

} 

: 
: 

| 
q 

j 

4 
’ 
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‘* The mutual energy of this filament and the external mag- 
netic field will be 

nC dN dN ii UN d?N 

En [Not(Z, ), +a(7,), Thoma Saas ee day 
d2N 

¢( ee é +o f t-te 

where N, is the value of N at the centre of the section. 
Integrating between the limits (+4&,—3&) (+ 30,—3) w 

get the total mutual ener i 

oe qa By 5G ONY op 

Again, if we have two oye filaments whose p and qg coordi- 
nates are (a, 8), and (—«, 8) respectively, and if a current 
4nC circulates in each, the mutual energy of the external 
system and the filaments will be 

a aN, dN, tees @No a? No _a aN, 

wie [No+e‘T: le Re dy Tee da* has oe nas B dy 

( GN! 1 dN, 1 @N, aN d’N d. G saul) ee WO’ 3: 0 DO 

pean ' aa da ie Gy ju, WD « div* ar err e dy* 

need Glass 
dN) 41 nan UNo a | +: i | 

LaN_@N , aN 
yody aa’ dy” 

_ (See Maxwell, section 703) ; 

then the energy of the two filaments reduces to 

d2N NG ] n {Not Brut!) Tae + (Ryo 38") aout Sea 

and in order that this may be identical with the expression 
for the energy of the coil 

2 
By) + eno and Byot3P= x7 

Solving the second equation we have to the order of 92) Ox1- 
mation adopted 

Ses aie 

‘}} 
J} 
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and then from the first 

but the radius of the replacing filaments being yo+8 1s — 

=y(1 + Jay Thy? >) 

and their distance apart is 2a where a= 
ee 

oa as before. 

As an illustration of this method of treating the problem, 
the following case may be considered :— 

Let the external field be uniform and the axis of the coil 
parallel to the lines of force of the field. 

_ The mutual energy is CXN, where N is the magnetic flux 
through any one turn. 

But C>N=(n.C.H) x mean area of the coil 

=nCH x m(a? + Bi) 

as is easily shown by integration: a being the mean radius 
as before. 

In this case the equivalence of the filaments replacing a 
thick double sheli or a single shell to their corresponding 
coils is obvious. 

For a thin double shell the mean area of the two fila- 
ments 1s 

m(1 2+ §?) 

: é 7? — £2) 

arfor G4? 2 
n* } pale: 

and this is again equal to the mean area of the corresponding 
coil. 

Applications of the foregoing Principles. 

10. The constant of a single-shell galvanometer-coil cor- 
rected for cross section 1s 2n7/r where r is its equivalent 
radius ; while that of a thick double-shell coil is 

Qn 3 S) 
1— eeowe | 

42 2 YS 

where 7 is its equivalent radius and 28 its equivalent breadth, 
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and that of a thin double-shell coil is 

QnTr _ 2n0 ( 62 
——_———. 

y2 — 62 ao 7 

where 7 is its equivalent radius and 26 its equivalent depth. 
11. The magnetic force H at any point on the axis of the 

three types of coils distant « from their centres is given by 

H=2anC for a single shell, 

2 Boyes: 
H=2mnC 41 + oe > es et for a thick double shell, 

and 
me A 2a Nee ae. | Lor a thin deuple 

H=2anC - + 2 - p! ) shell, 

where p?=7?+ 2”. 

It will be noticed that in the expression for the axial H of 
a thick double-shell coil the second term, depending on the 
equivalent breadth, will disappear when #w=r/2: hence a 
Helmholtz galvanometer made of equal coils of either the 
first or second type which are placed at half their equivalent 
radii apart is an ideal instrument of its kind, as the cor- 
rections both for the cross sections of its coils and for the 
length of its needle disappear from its constant. _ 

12. In practice the equivalent radius of a coil may be 
determined in one or other of three ways. 

a. By measurement of the mean radius and cross section 
and substituting the values so obtained in the expressions 
given for the equivalent radii of the three types of coils in 
$§ 4, 6, and 7. 

b. By comparison by Bosscha’s method with a standard coil, 
preferably a single-shell one, whose equivalent radius has 
been carefully determined by method a. 

c. By a second electrical method which I will presently 
describe. 

13. It is important to note that the comparison of two 
single-shell coils by Bosscha’s method gives directly the 
ratio of their equivalent radii, no corrections having to be 
added if the length of the small needle at the common centre 
of the two coils be neglected. (This latter correction is, 
however, larger than, I think, many people imagine and 
should be applied in most cases, taking five-sixths of the 
actual length of the small magnet for the distance between 
its poles *.) ; 

* See W. Hallock and F. Kohlrausch, Wied. Anz. xxii. p. 411, or 
abstract in Phil. Mag. [5] vol. xviii. p. 390, “On the Distance apart of 
the Poles of a Magnet.” 
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Thus if R, and R, be the resistances of the parallel branches 
in which the two coils r, 2 and ry, nm, are included when the 
needle at their common centre is unaffected, then 

"7 Lae mR, 4 

i) ny, F 

and if the distance 2X between the poles of the small magnet 
be taken into account (see Maxwell, § 711), 

Ly mRs 
T.  NoKy {4 + 4X & - <3) f 

where for 7, and 7, on the right side the mean radii a, and ay 
got by approximate measurement may be substituted. 

In general we have 

a or ‘ at 

=@qltp (e al 
where R,, R, are ae resistances of the two parallel branches 
in which the coils lie, and G,, G. their galvanometer constants 
given in terms of equivalent radius, breadth or depth in § 10. 

14. The proposed electrical method of measuring the equi- 
valent radius of a coil will be easily understood from the 
following. If, with the apparatus used in Bosscha’s method 
for determining the ratio of the equivalent radii of two coils, 
some arrangement be made by means of which the smaller 
coil can slide to either side of the larger one, still remaining 
coaxal with and parallel to it, then if “the former be moved a 
distance « to either side, and if the resistances be readjusted 
so that the magnet at the centre of the large coil is not 
attected, we have 

Ny nk arse! 
a I Pes (>) . Py >] ® 

mR, 9 Rel (ro? + @") 2 

if the coils be single-shell ones, where R,’ and R,’ are the new 
resistances in the parallel branches. If with the same resist- 
ances R,’ and R,’ in the branches, balance is obtained with 
the small coil first at one side and then at the other, the distance 
between the two positions of the small coil will be 27; and as 
the ratio of 7, to 7, determined by the method in the last 
section is known and given by 

(I.) 

Vy Zou mR, maT eeae eae at rast 

we can from equations I. and II. determine both 7, and 7, in 
terms of 2 and the two ratios of resistances. 

ip) 

ea ee a ee ee A 
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The most sensitive position in which to place the small coil 
is that at which dH/dzv is a maximum, that is when the small 
coil is at a distance from the needle (and the plane of the large 
coil) equal to one half of its equivalent radius. 

For this position, equation 1. becomes 

Ny 5 «Ws to) 

TRY rae! 555 
-so that 

Hees OA) Ry 
ine Sr aie 

R, and kh, being the resistances in Bosscha’s comparison 
method. 

Hence we arrange the resistances R,’ and R,’ so that 

their ratio is 5\/5/8 times the resistance ratio in Bosscha’s 
method, adjust the small coil accurately first on the east and 
then on the west of the large coil so that the magnet is 
unaffected ; the distance between these two positions is the 
equivalent radius of the small coil. Four determinations of 
7 can be made by varying the relative aspects of the faces of 
the two coils, and increased sensitiveness can, if desired, be 
obtained by using a compensating magnetic system to partly 
neutralize the earth’s field. Thisis, however, rarely necessary 
as the method is exceedingly sensitive. It would be an advan- 
tage, however, when extreme accuracy is required, as one 
could then work with smaller currents, and so minimize the 
variation of the resistances due to heating. 

15. Similar treatment can obviously be applied to the 
large coil. Thus when the coplanar resistance ratio is now 

changed to R,//R,” so that Eig ty 13 
H A a RY 575 R, 

coil moved to equilibrium positions east and west of the small 
coil and the needle, the distance between these two positions 
of the large coil will be equal to its equivalent radius. This 
determination can then be used to check the one made by 
moving the small coil. 

16. Plate VI. shows a diagrammatic section of the apparatus 
I have used for the above purpose. 
A isa strong wooden base on levelling-screws. B is a 

strong flat bar which can slide parallel to the length of the 
base, and can be clamped in any position to a slow-motion 
screw a of small pitch and having a small range. To B is 
attached an upright piece C, one of whose faces is very carefully 
planed and set perpendicular to the upper surface of B and to 
the line of motion of B. To C the larger coil is to be attached 

and the large 
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by means of a clamp as in the diagram. A pair of uprights F 

and another pair F’ rise from the base, each pair being joined 

near the top by a cross-piece. In the upper sides of these 

cross-pleces rectangular slots are cut in which a strong bar D 

can slide parallel to the other slide B. D can be clamped in 

any position to the slow-motion screw 6 which is of fine pitch 

and has a short range. To the lower side of D is fixed a 

piece E, one of whose faces is carefully planed and set per- 

pendicular to D. To this piece the smaller coil is to be 

attached. Resting on the upper ends of the four pillars F 

and FE’ is a brass table fitted with short levelling-screws for 

carrying the magnetometer. The telescope and scale are set 

up on the left side, and to the opposite ends of the beams 

B and D are attached (as in the diagram) carefully ruled 

glass millimetre-scales S and 8! by means of which, with the 

assistance of two micrometer-microscopes, the motion of B 

and of D and so of either coil in the axial direction can be 

accurately measured. 
There is little difficulty in setting up and centering the 

coils, but I have found the following method convenient :—The 

magnetometer being replaceable in a given position, the axial 

line through the centre of the magnet is determined b 

directing a horizontal telescope whose line of sight is parallel 

to.D to the centre of the magnet. A small scriber which 

takes the place of the magnetometer is now adjusted so that 

the image of its point coincides with the cross wires of the 

telescope. Across one face of each coil a fine wire is stretched 
along a diameter by means of a centre square and the middle 

points of the diameters marked. The coils are now clamped 

in position so that the middle points of these diametral wires 

coincide with the point of the scriber. 
17. In measuring the equivalent radii of the coils we must 

frst determine the ratio of the resistances that are included 
in the parallel arms containing the coils when their actions 

on the needle balance each other, the needle being at the 

common centre of the coils. The adjustment of the coils so 
that the needle is at their common electrical centre is of 
importance, and is managed as follows. first adjust by eye, 

then arrange the resistances so that with currents lowing the 

needle is not affected; now, by means of the slow-motion 

screws attached to each slide, the coils can in turn be moved 

axially until they both have maximum magnetic effect on the 
needle. When this has been effected in the usual way for 

adjusting for a maximum or minimum, we know that the 

centre of the needle lies at the common electrical centre of 
the two coils. 
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The resistance ratio of the branches will now require slight 
readjustment, and then its value R,/R, is determined as 
Lord Rayleigh * and Mrs. Sidgwick have done, by means of a 
specially arranged Wheatstone’s bridge. The resistances in 
the branches are then aes Romney and R,/ Ae 

where rae - 5/5 Ra 

Re RR; 

if both thecoils are es ones, and the small coil moved 
‘first to one side then to the other to positions in which with 
currents flowing the needle is not affected. The distance 
between these two positions is the equivalent radius of the 
smali coil, 

The small coil having been replaced at the centre, the 
resistances in the branches are again changed to R," and R,", 
where 

i, ote Or. bey 

oY) 9.5 1/5 Ree 

and the large coil is now moved, first to one side and then to 
the other, to positions of equilibrium. The distance between 
these two positions will be the equivalent radius of the large 
coll. 

As the ratio R,/R, determined in the first part of this 
process gives us (see § 13) the ratio of the equivalent radii of 
the two coils, 

this value of the ratio 7,/r, can be used as a check on the ratio 
of re values of 7, and vr, determined separately. 

If both coils be thick double-sheli ones the second 
rice catto, that is the one (R,’/R,’) used in measuring 2, 
must be adjusted so that 

Ry’ Aes 5) Vali 3 Be 

Re | 5 2 Ginn z ; 

and the third resistance-ratio R,/’/R,”, 7. e. the one used in 

measuring 7,, must be adjusted so that 

Hy nate (1 ae 
Be EWa\ fae 

where 28, and 28, are the equivalent breadths of the two coils 

and a, and a, their approximate mean radii. 

* Phil. Trans. 1884. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 15. March 1902. ¥ 
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For any combination of two coils of different types, the 
factors that have to be applied to the coplanar resistance- 
ratio to get the second and third ratios can easily be deduced 
from the expressions given in §§ 10, 11. 

18a. The length of the small needle in the magnetometer 
should be known, and the factors for getting the second and 
third resistance-ratios from R,/R, should be corrected for it. 

~The correction to be applied to each factor will be the same. 
for ali kinds of coils. 
When the coils and needle are coplanar there is equilibrium, 

provided 
271, 3 “= ZIM io eee 
Rr (it ie) i es mp 

where 2) is the distance between the poles of the needle. (See 
Maxwell, section 711.) 
When the small coil is displaced along the axis a distance 

=half its radius, there will be equilibrium provided the 
resistances are changed to R,' and R,! so that 

2771 === Au EO 

for as the needle is now in ie ae a position with respect. 
to the small coil, its length disappears from the expression 
for the torque exerted by the small coil on the needle. 

Hence from the two equations above we get 

Ry’ =B(14 32\5 V5. 
BR,’ Ry Ai To a 8 

Similarly it may be shown for the other factor that 

R,“ _R, 1 7) : 

a= Bel BRE) 55" 

so that the factors in § 18 would become 

cen eae 
8 3 2) 3 Toa)3 

= 1 reset z 
and similarly in other cases. 

19. The practical application of the above plan of mea- 
suring the equivalent radii of coils offers no difficuity to a. 

and 
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careful experimenter. The method is accurate and sensitive, 
its accuracy depending (1) on the accuracy of the comparison 
and adjustment of resistances; (2) on the slide-apparatus 
being well enough made to give very nearly true axial 
motion to the coils with a minimum of friction; (3) on the 
delicacy of motion given by the slow-motion screws to the 
sliding-bars. 

The accurate measurement of the displacement of a coil 
offers no difficulty. 7 

In regard to (1), the arrangement used by Lord Rayleigh 
and Mrs. Sidgwick to compare the mean radii of the coils of 
their current-balance leaves nothing to be desired. The 
apparatus I have described is the one I have used, and is not 
necessarily of the most suitable design. The slow-motion 
attachments to the sliding-bars are not altogether a success, 
and will have to be modified. The motion realized was not 
delicate enough and was rather jerky, so that I could rarely 
adjust the displaced coil inan exact equilibrium position. The 
necessity for a sensitive slow motion will appear from the 
following. 

Two ordinary galvanometer-coils were being measured, 
one, the larger, of 36 turns and resistance nearly 1 ohm, the 
other of 30 turns and resistance a little over half an ohm. 
The battery-power used was three secondary cells with a 
resistance of 20 ohms included in the circuit. When the 
small coil was very near the equilibrium position ($7 from the 
large coil), a motion of ‘016 cm. of the small coil caused a 
motion of the needle represented by 14 millimetres on a scale 
40) cm. from the mirror. The little magnet was swinging in 
the earth’s field slightly neutralized so that it made one swing 
in 2 seconds. Thus 1mm. motion of the scale in the telescope 
corresponded very nearly to a motion of one-hundredth of a 
millimetre of the coil, and at a distance of 40 cm. from the 
mirror a half-millimetre scale could be used with comfort, and 
each half millimetre divided into tenths. 

In order to indicate the degree of accuracy obtainable, as 
well as the necessity of having the motion of the slide-bars 
as frictionless as possible, I will quote the following results 
for the equivalent radius of a small galvanometer-coil obtained 
with a rough preliminary apparatus. 

In this apparatus the slow-motion screw could only apply 
a thrust to the slide-bar at the end near the observer, the 
bar being drawn back by hand, when it was necessary 
to do so. 

The two equilibrium positions of the small coil are indicated 
Y 2 
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by Aand B, A being on the side of the magnetometer furthest: 
from the observer. 

1. Coil adjusted at A so as to give a balance, then 
drawn to other side of magnetometer and adjusted 
similarly at B. Distance A to B=8°7280 cm 

2. Similarly, but pushing the coil from B to A position. 
Distance B to A=8°7258 cm. 

3. Same as 1. Ss A to B=38"7278;eme 
4, Same as 2. 

It will be seen that there is a nearly constant difference 
between the results obtained when the slide-bar is drawn 
towards the observer from the A to the B position, and when it 
is thrust from the observer from the B to the A position. 
There was, I found, considerable friction between the slide- 
bar and the far upright which fully accounted for this 
discrepancy, as the force of a few pounds was sufficient to 
compress that part of the bar (it was not a very thick one) 
between the coil and the far upright, in which it slid, by an 
amount equal to the discrepancy. 

20. From the theory established in the early sections of 
this paper, it is obvious that the determination of the mutual 
inductance of any two coaxal circular coils is reduced to that 
of coaxal circular filaments ; and in this method no terms 
are neglected of order lower in small quantities than the 
fourth power of the ratio of the cross section to the radius. 

Hence by using Maxwell’s tables (see Maxwell, Chap. xiv. 
M 

Appendix) for log Pen function of y, where 
J 4 *9 

Ary, TIN IRo A es 
sin = 

YS (rit 19)? + a 

r, and 7, being the radii of the filaments, and « the distance 
between their planes, we can quickly and accurately determine 
the mutual induction of two coils. 

21. For single-shell coils of equivalent radii 7, and 7, and 
distance # apart the process is very expeditious, for M, 
determined as in § 20, has only to be multiplied by nynq to 
get the mutual inductance of the coils. 

22. To determine the mutual inductance of two double-shell 
coaxal coils, we replace the coils by their equivalent filaments, 
determine the M’s as in § 20 for the four pairs got by 
combining a filament of one coil with a filament of the other, 
and multiply the mean of these by n,n. 

3 B to A=8'°7255 cm. 

ee eS) ae ee 
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For, the mutual inductance of two coils being their mutual 
energy when unit current is circulating in each, and as unit 
current in a double-shell coil is replaced by a current of $n 

in each of its equivalent filaments, then, if ab be Maxwell’s M 
for two coaxal filaments a and b, and if aa’ be the pair 
equivalent to one coil and 60’ be the pair equivalent to the 

_ other, the mutual energy of currents of $n circulating in a 
and a! with respect to currents 3n! circulating in 6 and 0! will 
be 

nn!) Ap ab Melb tally 

=n! X mean of the four M’s, 
Thus four determinations of an M are required in the 

ease of double-shell coils, but this does not involve four times 
the labour of a single determination if the four calculations 
are worked concurrently, as corresponding numbers in the 
four will be found on the same or consecutive pages of a 
logarithm book. 

23. As an example I will give the leading figures in the 
calculation of the mutual inductance of Rowland’s coils A and 
B used in his determination of the ohm. 

Coil Ae... a=13°710, $= "84, 7, =°90, n= 154. 
Coils Bay.. dg=13°690, &=°84, n2='90, mg=1054. 

Distance apart=6°534. 

So both coils are thin double-shell ones and are specified in 
the notation used by 

2 

: VY} ae al (1 + i 3)= Wot deals 

A 2 £2 
s2= 2 oat — +0087, 5,=:0933. 

2 
ry=a,(14 sit a) = 186021, 

B 
Op == c=" 090. 

Hence the radii of the filaments equivalent to A being 

7, +6, and 7;—6, are 

} 13°8054 and 13°6188 

and to B are 

13°7854 and 13°5988, 
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so we have to determine the four M’s where 

Radii. Distance. 

1... 13°8054 and 13°7854 6°534 
2.0, 1d S0DE M15 70988 6°534 
Diss Vdd 6188), 13 (604 6°534 
AL OUOSIT Ge Lacd0 ce 6534 

From which we get (see Maxwell, chap. xiv.) 

y= 716° 40! Fay ag Ce BA a ie 35's ya 16° 80! = | ” 302 
Wee 161-2805 

M,=159°1388 
M,=159°1642 
Mp 15 77 1594: | 

Mutual Inductance = nyn.M 

= 3075250; 

Rowland’s value for the same pair of coils was 

| 3775500. 

24. In determining the constant of a current-balance of 
the type used by Lord Rayleigh and Mrs. Sidgwick in their 
determination of the electrochemical -equivalent of silver, 
and of which the coils should preferably be single-shell ones, 
we should first determine the equivalent radii of the two 
large coils and of the suspended coil by the method I have 
explained above, which involves in the first instance deter- 
mining the ratios of these equivalent radii. 

It is possible also to realize an accuracy, if due care be 
taken, that is comparable with what can be obtained in 
measuring a straight line by the well-known methods. 
We can now imagine the coils replaced by their equivalent 

filaments and calculate for each pair of attracting or repelling 
tilaments the value of the parameter y where 

Mean M=159-1857. 

; Arr 
sin ?y = ( ee as before. 

dint i In)? + Yea 

From Lord. Rayleigh’s Table* we get the value of 

loa V/ 1119 “) 

corresponding to each value of y and thence 2 for the 

* Phil. Trans, 1884, 
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pair of filaments considered. The total force between the 
four mutually attracting or repelling pairs of filaments is 

dM. 
=4n,n,0? x sum of the four values of ae 

25. As an example I give the leading figures in the 
calculation of the constant of the current-balance used by 
Lord Rayleigh and Mrs. Sidgwick. 

Particulars of the large coils :— 

a, =a,’ = 24°81016 

hon Hi 120; 

Number of turns on each =n, = 225. 

It is a thick double-shell coil and its equivalent radius 7, 

bei ul eng =a,(1+ 24a, i 

is =24°81295. 

Its equivalent breadth 28 is given by 

B os E,? —n;? 
1 12 p) 

hence 

8i7="0490 and 6,=°221. 

The distance between the median planes of the two large 
coils was 25 cms. 

Particulars of the suspended coil :— 

dy approximately = 10°25, 

&,=1:3843, ,.='9690, 

Number of turns (n.)= 242. 

It is also a thick double-shell coil whose equivalent radius 
(7) will be determined by Bosscha’s method and whose 
equivalent breadth 28, is given by 

¢ £2 —n,? ou: 
aie os. ? 

hence 
6-="06l4 and 6,="285. 

It was found that when balance was obtained in Bosscha’s 
comparison method with resistances R, and R, in the parallel 
arms containing either of the large coils and the small coil 
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respectively, that the mean value of 

OR, = 8x R, was = 2'60070. 

Hence (see §§ 10 and 13) as the ratio of the equivalent radii 

Sees, (3 (exe _£) \ 
ie. i) WP Wales 2 a,? ina 

we get 

_ a = 519 x12 60070: x 1:001044, 

; 24°81295 
Or | lo = 949053 = 10 25104. 

The force between the suspended and one of the fixed coils. 
is now equal to the sum of the four forces between two 
coaxal circular filaments of radii 24°81295 and 10°25104 
{each small filament car ple current =4n,U and each large 
filament carrying current }n,C] at the four different distances 

“+B, +22, 2—Bi—Ps, 

a+PBi—P2, #—B, +P, 

that is 13:006,° 11994, e236. 1264s 

The parameter y for each of these pairs will be 

98° Bl 14, O09" 237-68. od 1729" ye, oto, 

which give respectively for os the values 

1:032198, 1:055872, 1:046662, and 1:043648 

whose mean value is 

1:044595. 

Lord Rayleigh’s value for the same was 

1°:044627. 

26. If, in the above calculation, I made allowance for the 
length of the small magnet used in comparing the equivalent 
radii of the coils, there would be a very appreciable difference: 
in the result even if the needle were very short. Ido not know 
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the length of the needle actually used by Lord Rayleigh *, 
but if it was half a centimetre long or 4 mm. between its 

poles M would be 

1:045154 instead of 

1:044595, 

that is the correction would be 54 in 100,000. For other 
lengths the correction can be got as it varies as the square of 
the distance between the poles of the needle. Thus, if the 
pole distance were only 1 mm., the correction would be more 
than 3 parts in 100,000, and if it were 3 mm, (a fairly short 
needle) the correction would be 3 parts in 10,000, which 
would affect the measurement of current to the extent of 
14 parts in 10,000. 

27. In the case of a standard of mutual inductance of 
which the coils are very approximately single-shell ones 
whose equivalent radii have been accurately determined by 
the electrical method, it might be worth while taking account 
of the effect of change of temperature on the value of M. 

Tf the distance-piece between the two coils be of the same 
material as that on which the coils are wound, and whose 
coefficient of linear expansion @ is nearly equal to that of the 
copper wire in the coils, then at once 

M:=M,(1+at), 

seeing that M is a homogeneous function of 7, 72, and « of 
one dimension. 

For a current-balance in which the two large coils are 
wound on the same frame, and the suspended coil wound on 
a ring of the same material whose coefficient of expansion 
is nearly equal to that of copper, the temperature-coefficient 

dM . 
of its constant vanishes seeing that i homogeneous 

G 

function of 7,r2, and x of no dimensions. 

* In the discussion on the paper, when read before the Physical 
Society, Lord Rayleigh pointed out that the length of the needle was 
one-tenth of an inch, and the error due to the neglect of the length was 
less than one part in ten thousand. 
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XXXII. The Velocity of Light. By A. A. MicHELson*. 

HE fact that the velocity of light is so far beyond the 
conception of the human intellect, coupled with the 

extraordinary accuracy with which it may be measured, makes 
this determination one of the most fascinating problems that 
fall to the lot of the investigator. 

The experiment of measuring the velocity of light was 
originally devised by Arago, as a means of furnishing a 
crucial test between the two great rival theories of light. 
History has recorded the triumph of the undulatory theory, 
as the result of the classic experiments of Foucault and 
Fizeau. 

It was found in the course of these and subsequent experi- 
ments that the experimental determination of the absolute 
value (V) of the velocity of ight was capable of so high a 
degree of accuracy that instead of obtaining V by observations 
of the eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites, or the aberration of 
the fixed stars, together with the astronomically calculated 
value of the sun’s distance (with results of relatively small 
accuracy)—the process is exactly reversed; so that the 
experimental value of V, together with observed values of 
the light equation, or the constant of aberration, furnishes 
a far more accurate value of the sun’s distance than can be 
obtained by rare and costly expeditions for observing the 
transit of Venus. This appears quite clearly if we contrast 
the numbers given by Professor Harkness+, which give the 
solar parallax as obtained from astronomical datat, 

878405, 

with the results given by Professor Todd of the same quantity, 
as determined by the combination of velocity of light with 
the light equation or with the constant of aberration. 

In an article on “Solar Parallax from the Velocity of 
Light ” §, Professor D. P. Todd gives the following résumé 
of the determinations of the solar parallax from L, the light 
equation, and from a, the constant of aberration :— 

“The elements of sensible uncertainty considered are : 
““(1) Uncertainty in the determination of terrestrial 

velocity of light.... Iam disposed to think that the limit 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ The numbers here given are not Professor Harkness’s estimates, 

but only a rather rough guess from the data he presents, which I think 
are nevertheless of about the right order of magnitude. 

t Am. Journ. Sci. 1881. 
§ Am. Journ. Sci. vol. xix. p. 59. 
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of uncertainty of the velocity of light concluded above 
(299,920 kilometres) may be fairly taken at 70 kilometres. 
(2) Uncertainty in the coefficient of the light equation 

from observations of the satellites of Jupiter... . The amount 
of uncertainty is probably not far from one second of time * 

“‘(3) Uncertainty in the constant of sidereal aberration. 
I conceive that a variation of 0°025 in this well-determined 
constantt will not be regarded far from the limit of un- 

- certainty. ... 
‘““(4) Uncertainty in the relation of the absolute terres- 

trial velocity to the velocity in space. ... The impossibility 
of an experimental determination of this relation renders the 
assumption of identity necessary. 

“In conclusion, then, all the experimental determinations 
of the velocity of light ‘hitherto made give, when combined 
with astronomical constants, the mean equatorial horizontal 
parallax of the sun, 

8-808 + 0:006. 

The corresponding mean radius of the terrestrial orbit is 

149,345,000 kilometres.”’ 

Roughly speaking, it appears that the velocity-of-light 
method of obtaining the solar parallax is about ten times as 
accurate as the astronomical method. 

It also appears that in the last-named method the order of 
accuracy in the determination of the astronomical factors is 
about one one-thousandth part. 

The undulatory theory does not specify the nature of the 
undulations, and it is no argument against it that the special 
mode of motion assumed by Fresnel (vibrations of an elastic 
solid, which so elegantly explains all the known phenomena 
of light) has met with some serious objections. If, according 
to Maxwell, these undulations are electromagnetic changes, 
these objections no longer’ apply; and this electromagnetic 
theory of light is now universally accepted t. 

In accordance with Maxwell’s theory, the ratio of any 
electric or magnetic unit measured electrostatically to the 

* This is taken from the observations of aR 493°2, weight 1, 
and of Glasenapp, 500:°84+1:02, weight 2.. -.--. | 

+ Professor Todd accepts Struve's value 2'-0445. 
{ While the electromagnetic theory gives a satisfactory explanation 

of light and goes a long way toward the explanation of the mechanism 
of radiation, yet it seems not at all unlikely that a return to something 
analogous to the now discarded elastic solid theory may be necessary to 
explain electromagnetic phenomena. 
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same unit measured eiectromagnetically, the ratio usually 
designated as Maxwell’s v, must be equal to the velocity of 
light. The verification of this relation would be a powerful 
argument (were any such needed) in favour of the theory ; 
and in fact the value of v agrees as well with V as do the 
separate accepted values of v among theinselves. 

M. Abraham, in a report to the International Congress of 
Physics, gives the following résumé of these determinations : 

Fimsted tang. ate: 3°0057 x 10'° 
ERO saree i cue ape pats eee 3°0000 x 101° 
Ji tomson tase eee 2°:9960 x 10° 
Eis Al brava. eae aleve. 10 
EIDE esate Mae nen aan 3°0092 x 10" 
Elvacmiuzeseucr).. 24.4.4: 30010 x 101° 
Ferotand Mabry, 2.44... DEO ores 

M. Abraham accepts the mean value 

v=3°0001 x 10! 

which he regards as probably correct to the thousandth part,. 
and concludes with the following significant remark : 

‘* Htant donné lintérét qui s’attache a la détermination de 
la vitesse v, il parait désirable que de nouvelles expériences. 
soient entreprises. La précision des anciennes mesures peut 
étre dépassés : toutes les méthodes s’y prétent. Ily a encore 
& réduire quelques corrections trép incertaines; il ya a 
simplifier quelques mesures auxiliaires trop complexes, et par 
ce nouvel effort on pourra sans aucun doute, apporter dans 
la mesure de v une precision, supérieure a celle aujourd’hui 
acquise pour la vitesse de la lumiére.”’ 

Again, Blondlot and Gutton, in the same report, give the 
following résumé of some of the best determinations of the 
velocity of Hertzian waves : 

DlOndlOey cep oon tere cok 302,200 km./sec. 
296-400 ke aa 

Blondlot a eRe ae 298,000 : : 

Trowbridge and Duane ... . 300,300 ,, ,, 
Mie Geana pe terre te ts. cee es el BK) agen 

e if 298,200 0 eae 
Saunders. leak. eee 1299, 700' ane 

Messrs. Blondlot and Gutton do not make any estimate of 
the most probable value, but doubtless the mean of the pre- 
ceding results, 

299,130 + 1000 
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cannot be far from the truth. The authors conclude as 
follows : 

“ls (ces valeurs) sont sensiblements égaux au rapport 
des unités électromagnétique et électrostatique de quantité 
d’électricité, comme la théorie de Maxwell Vindique, et aussi 
2 la vitesse de la lumiére. I] y a un intérét capital a rechercher 
si cette égalite des trois nombres est seulement approximative, 
ou si elle offre un caractére absolu ; on devra done s’efforcer, 

dans les déterminations ultérieures de la vitesse de propaga- 
tion des ondes électromagnétiques, non seulement d’atteindre 
la plus grande exactitude possible, mais aussi de déterminer le 
degré d’approximation des nombres obtenus.” 

It would appear, then, that there is but little doubt that in 
the near future both these determinations will be made with 
at least the same high order of accuracy as obtains in the 
measurement of the velocity of light. Jn this case, any 
possible difference in the resulting values would not cast any 
doubt upon the electromagnetic theory, but would doubtless 
be traceable to the enormous difference in the conditions 
determined by light-waves on the one hand, and electric 
oscillations or static charges on the other. On the contrary, 
such a difference might almost certainly be predicted, and 
would probably throw much light on the structure and mode 
of action of dielectrics. , 

Having reviewed in’ some detail the order of accuracy 
attained in the astronomical elements which are to be com- 
bined with V, and the electromagnetic results which are to 
be compared with V, let us consider the actual order of 
accuracy obtained in the measurement of V itself. 

Concerning this, as in the cases just reviewed, a con- 
siderable diversity of opinion will prevail concerning the 
relative weight which should be attributed to the various 
determinations. 

The following table is taken from Professor Newcomb’‘s 
report : 

Per mMonteniltkSooem estore ei SS 298,000 
(2 C orem A ON 8 I 298,500 
fay) Worn (2 ye 1Srepier sua eS. 300,400 
(4) Cornu (2) as discussed by Listing ... 299,990 
(5) Young and Forbes, 1880-81............ 301,382 
Roe Niichelsome Ch)... we. oo. cs ict ce: 299,910 
Or lichelsom (yes Ci sen. ee wes awe: 299,853 
(8) Newcomb (selected results) ............ 299,860 
(9) Newcomb (all observations) ............ 299,810 

There is no doubt that the weights which should be assigned 
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to these results vary enormously. Still, in view of the 
limited number, and keeping in mind the criticism of 
M. Cornu, which will be presently referrred to, it may be of 
interest to find the mean of these nine values, giving them 
equal weight. The result is 

V =299,664, 
with an average difference from the mean of 600 kilometres. 

But the results (1), (2), (6) are admitted to be only first 
approximations, and (5) is undoubtedly affected by some 
serious constant error ; so that a much closer approximation 
to the true value will be obtained by combining (3) or (4), 
the mean of (6) and (7), and (9). 

The first combination gives : 

Corman et ye gers 300,400 + 306 
Michelson ...... 299,882+ 60 
Newcomb......... Sone (60) 

Giving these equal weight we find 

V — 3005030, 

with an average difference from the mean of about 250. 
If, however, we take Listing’s value of Cornu’s results, we 

ce: 
(VOTH a, nae ten tae cee mare aera 0 
Michelson. vie ee 299,882 
Newcomb, 33. 4.9. 299,810 

Giving for the mean 
V=299,890, 

with an average difference from the mean of about 60, 
In a paper presented to the International Congress in 1900, 

M. Cornu expresses serious doubts concerning the order of 
accuracy of the results obtained by means of the revolving 
mirror; and, giving equal weights to the two methods 
regardless of the number of determinations, and ignoring 
Listing’s discussion of his own results, gives as his estimate 
of the most probable value of the velocity of light 

 V =300,130, 

with average difference from the mean of 270. 
The criticism of M. Cornu embraces the following points: 
1. Can the ordinary laws of reflexion be applied to the 

case of a mirror in rapid rotation ? 

2. Can the ordinary laws of reflexion be applied to the 
case of a light-ray whose axis moves with a velocity com- 
parable with the velocity of light ? 
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3. Does the dragging along (entrainement) of the light 
waves in the air-vortex close to the mirror affect the dis- 
placement ? 

These criticisms have been carefully considered by H. A. 
Lorentz*, who states that “ Quoiqu’elles (quelques considéra- 
tions . . .) laissent encore beaucoup a désirer au point de vue 
de la rigueur, elles me semblent bien propres a dissiper les. 
doutes que je viens de rappeler.” 

It seems to me that M. Lorentz has satisfactorily answered 
M. Gornu’s questions ; and my own estimate of the most 
probable value of V agrees with the second result given on 
p. 334, namely, 

Vi = 299,890 + 60: 

Nevertheless an experimental determination which should 
more or less completely avoid the necessity for the considera- 
tion of these questions, or at least materially diminish any 
error which could possibly arise, even if they were valid ; 
and which, in any case, would furnish one more independent 
result to be combined with the very few reliable ones already 
obtained,—would surely be welcome. 

The preceding exposition makes it clear that the measure- 
ments and observations to be combined with or to be com- 
pared with the velocity of light, namely : 

(1) Astronomical observations of EE 
(2) Electromagnetic ratio v, 
(3) Velocity of Hertzian oscillations, 

are all capable of measurement with an order of accuracy 
which even now approaches, if does not equal, that of the 
measurement of the velocity of light. 

This, it seems to me, is a sufficient excuse—if any were 
needed—for once more attacking the problem. 

The following plan suggested itself during the experiments. 
upon the “ Relative Motion of the Harth and the Luminiferous 
7Gther’’ |. 

The essential feature is the combination of a grating with 
a revolving mirror, which combination acts as a toothed 
wheel, the “grating-space representing the distance between 
the teeth, the radius being the distance from the revolving 
mirror to ‘grating. 

It was proposed to utilize this combination in an attempt. 
to solve the problem of the “relative motion” by measuring 
the velocity of light in one direction, that is, without return- 
ing the light to the source. This was before the celebrated work 

* “Sur la méthode du miroir tournant pour la détermination de la 
vitesse de la lumiére.”’ Arch. Néer. des Sciences, sér. ii. t. vi. p. 303. 

+ Am. Journ, of Science, vol. xxxiv. Nov. 1887. 
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of Hertz showed that the electrical impulses (which were 
to be used to establish the required phase relation between 
the two revolving mirrors) would be affected in the same 
way as would the light-waves themselves. 

(It may also be noted in this connexion that the method 
proposed in the same article, and illustrated by fig. 1, is also 
not sound.) 

It may aiso be worth mentioning that some preliminary 
experiments, made about two years ago, have shown that it 
is not entirely impossible to employ a mechanical method of 
keeping the two revolving mirrors in a constant phase 
relation. For instance, it was shown that the vibrations of a 
‘tuning-fork could be transmitted over a mile of piano-wire 
with a diminution of amplitude of less than one half. 

The plan proposed is virtually a combination of the methods 
‘of Foucault and Fizeau. The essential feature of the observa- 
tion of eclipses corresponding to the latter method, while the 
production of the eclipses is brought about by a revolving 
beam of light as in the former method. 

Figures 1 & 2, in which the lettering is the same, will 

Hip 

illustrate the essential features, subject to such minor modi- 
fications as experiment may suggest. 

The light starts from a slit at a, passes through a lightly 
silvered glass plate P and a lens e, and falls upon the upper 
half of the revolving mirror 6. Thence it proceeds to. the 
erating c, upon the surface of which it forms an image of the 
slit. Itis thence reflected to the lower half d of the revolving 
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mirror, which reflects the beam through the lens / to the 
‘distant mirror upon the surface of which the second image of 
the slit is formed. The light then retraces its course and 
returns to its source at a, part being reflected to a, for con- 
venience of observation by the eyepiece. 

The limit of closeness of the grating-space is determined 
by the aperture of the revolving mirror viewed from c. 

If the “ radius ”’ bc is 8 metres and the revolving mirror is 
6 cm. wide, this angle will be 0-U2; and the breadth of the 
diffraction image at c will be of the order /:02, or, say, 
1/40 mm. The grating-space should therefore be at 
least 1/20 mm., and probably better 0-1 mm. If the number 
of revolutions is 250, and the distance to the fixed mirror be 
3 kilometres, the displacement of the first image over the 
erating surface will be 18 em. , corresponding to 1800 eclipses. 
‘There need be no difficulty i in counting the order of the 
eclipse observed, if the speed is gradually increased to its 
final value. The fractions could probably be observed cor- 
rectly to something like 2 per cent., so that this element’ of 
the computation for V could be measured to something like 
one part in a hundred thousand. 

This same or even a higher order of accuracy may be 
obtained in the measurement of all the other elements. 
Previous experiments have shown that the speed of the 
mirror may be obtained, by means of a rated tuning-fork, to 
within one in one hundred thousand. 

The measurement of the distance may be made directly on 
.a base line especially prepared for such work to within one 
in two hundred thousand. 

Finally, the grating may be calibrated to an order of 
accuracy depending on the angle subtended by the diffraction- 
fringes, 2. e., 1/40 x 1/3000, or less than one in 100,000. 

It seems not unreasonable to hope that with proper care 
nd patience the value of this great fundamental constant of 
Nature may be found to within five kilometres or less. 

It will be noted that in the form of experiment here pro- 
posed, the more serious of the difficulties pointed out by 
M. Cornu no longer exist, or are very much diminished ; 
while the possible a accuracy is greatly increased. It may be 
hoped, therefore, that the result of this combination of the 
methods of Foucault and Fizeau will be to reconcile the 
differences which thus far seem to exist between the results 
of the work of their respective followers. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 15. March 1902. Z 
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XXXIV. On the Pressure of Vibrations. 
By Lord Rayuuien, /AR.S.* 

HE importance of the consequences deduced by Boltz- 
mann and W. Wien from the doctrine of the pressure 

of radiation has naturally drawn increased attention to this. 
subject. That sethereal vibrations must exercise a pressure 
upon a perfectly conducting, and therefore perfectly reflecting, 
boundary was Maxwell’s deduction from his general equations. 
of the electromagnetic field ; and the existence of the pres- 
sure of light has lately been confirmed experimentally by 
Lebedew. It seemed to me that it would be of interest to. 
inguire whether other kinds of vibration exercise a pressure, 
and if possible to frame a general theory of the action. 
We are at once confronted with a difference between the 

conditions to be dealt with in the case of sethereal vibrations. 
and, for example, the vibrations of air. When a plate of 
polished silver advances against waves of light, the waves. 
indeed are reflected, but the medium itself must be supposed 
capable of penetrating the plate; whereas in the corre- 
sponding case of aerial vibrations the air as well as the 
vibrations are compressed by the advancing wall. In other 
cases, however, a closer parallelism may be established. Thus. 
the transverse vibrations of a stretched string, or wire, may 
be supposed to be limited by a small ring constrained to. 
remain upon the equilibrium line of the string, but capable 
of sliding freely upon it. In this arrangement the string 
passes but the vibrations are compressed, when the ring 
moves inwards. 
We wili commence with the very simple Fig. 1. 

problem of a pendulum in which a mass C is 
suspended by a string. B is a ring con- 
strained to the vertical line AD and capable 
of moving along it; BC=J, and @ denotes 
the angle between BC and AD at any time ¢. 
If B is held at rest, BC is an ordinary pen- 
dulum, and it is supposed to be executing 
small vibrations; so that @=©-cos nt, where 
n?=g/l. The tension of the string is approxi- 
mately W, the weight of the bob; and the 
force tending to push B upwards is at time t ec 
W (1—cos @). Now this expression is closely 
related to the potential energy of the pendulum, for which 

V = W/(1—cos 6). 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Ss) 
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The mean upward force upon B is accordingly equal to the 
mean value of V—/; or since the mean value of V is half the 
constant total energy Hi of the system, we conclude that the 
mean force (I), driving B upwards, is measured by 3 H/l. 

From the equation 
Sel: se a), I ee da EL) 

it is easy to deduce the effect of a slow motion upwards of 
the ring. The work obtained at B must be at the expense 
of the energy of the system, so that 

di=—Ldl=—4 Edis, 
By integration 

H=H,l-2, res ohh ier ite eRe anos (2) 

where EH, denotes the energy corresponding to 7=1. From 
(2) we see that by withdrawing the ring B until / is infi- 
nitely great, the whole of the energy of vibration may be 
abstracted in the form of work done by B, and this by a 
uniform motion in which no regard is paid to the momentary 
phase of the vibration. 

The argument is nearly the same for the case of a stretched 
string vibrating transversely in one plane. The string itself 
may be supposed to be unlimited, while the vibrations are 
confined by two rings of which one may be fixed and one 
movable, 

If the origin of 2 be at one end of a string of length /, the 
transverse displacement may be expressed by 

yaoi me 4 gosin +. eter 3) 

jh 4 bo sin =e +. ay ay eee) 

where ¢;, $o, ... are coefficients depending upon the time. 
For the kinetic and potential energies we have respectively 
(‘Theory of Sound,’ § 128) 

S=O . S=00 Glpene 

T=ipl > $2, V=3}WI > — $2, aera) 

in which W represents the constant tension and p the longi- 
tudinal density of the strmg. For each kind of ¢ the sums 
of T and V remain constant during the vibration; and the 
same is of course true of the totals given in (5). | 

From (8) 

dy St Tk 2arx , 
ar aC cos 7- + 2d, cos WE +., “p 

LZ 2 
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so that when w=/ 

d T s 
= 7 (Git 22-33 t- 5) 

Accordingly the force tending to drive out the ring at 
xz=lis at time t 

qT 

aW. ZB (Git 2h2—3¢$5 + - nye) os 

or in the mean taken over a long interval, 

Soa 
4W. Mean > —p be 

Comparing with (5), we see that the mean force L has the 
value 27x mean V; or since mean V=mean T=4H, E de- 
noting the constant total energy, 

eee 6 5 
The force driving out the ring is thus numerically equal to 
the longitudinal density of the energy. 

This result may readily be extended to cases where the 
vibrations are not limited to one plane; and indeed the case 
in which the plane of the string uniformly revolves is espe- 
cially simple in that T and V are then constant with respect 
to time. 

If the ring is allowed to move out slowly, we have 

dK=—Ldl=—LHdil/l, 
or on integration 

BSB oh ie ee a 

analogous to (5), though different from it in the power of J 
involved. If / increase without limit, the whole energy of 
the vibrations may be abstracted inthe form of work done on 
the ring. 
We will now pass on to consider the case of air in a 

cylinder, vibrating in one dimension and supposed to obey 
Boyle’s law according to which p=a’p. By the general 
hydrodynamical equation (‘ Theory of Sound,’ § 253 a), 

et fe a ek Se de w= |" (6) 
where @ denotes the velocity-potential and U the resultant 
velocity at any point; so that in the present case, if we 
integrate over a long interval of time, 

a@flogpdt+}3(U'dt . . . . . (9) 
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retains a constant value over the length of the cylinder. 
If p) denote the pressure that would prevail throughout, had 
there been no vibrations, p— py is small and we may replace 

(9) by oe: 
oe f {2=P_ =p PEDO ara gf UP ae . (10) 

The expression (10) has accordingly the same value at the 
piston as for the mean of the whole column of length/. Now 
for the mean of the whole column 

§ (p—po) de=0; 
and thus if py; denote the value of p at the piston where x=J, 

el Pi-Po — di 

Po 

=~§,\\ eo Aya 51 || Urdeat (11) 

It is not difficult to prove that the right-hand member of 
(11) vanishes. Thus, expressing the motion in terms of ¢, 
suppose that 

STL sTrat 
p= cos > Cos Haeke ae Mewar (12) 

Then 

P—Po=Po dd/dt, U=dd/dz ; 

and since py=a?po, we “sy 

eile oar) } ded 
and this vanishes by () oe 

{(ri-p)aem J PPM ae, eve te) Gloy 

Again by (12) 

dd ; ee (a?) 

so that 

for —po) dt= ib ( pi— po)? dx dt = Pol | U2 de dt. 
Pol l 

Now po) U? dx dt represents twice the mean total kinetic 
energy of the vibrations or, what is the same, the constant 
total energy E. Thus if L denote the mean additional force 
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due to the vibrations and tending to push the piston out, 

a 

As in the case of the string, the total force is measured by 
the longitudinal density of the total energy; or, if we prefer 
so to express it, the additional pressure is measured by the 
volume-density of the energy. 

In the last problem, as well as in that of the string, the 
vibrations are in one dimension. In the case of air there is 
no difficulty in the extension to two or three dimensions. 
Thus, if aerial vibrations be distributed equally in all di- 
rections, the pressure due to them coincides with one-third of 
the volume-density of the energy. In the case of the string, 
where the vibrations are transverse, we cannot find an 
analogue in three dimensions; buta membrane with a flexible 
and extensible boundary capable of slipping along the sur- 
face, provides for two dimensions. If the vibrations be 
equally distributed in the plane, the force outwards per unit 
length of contour will be measured by one-half of the super- 
ficial density of the total energy. | 

A more general treatment of the question may be effected 
by means of Lagrange’s theory. If / be one of the coordi- 
nates fixing the configuration of a system, the corresponding 
equation is 

dt\ dl’ at an ° othe ae e (15) 

d (sr) yy dle aN, 

where T and V denote as usual the expressions for the kinetic 
and potential energies. On integration over a time t 

ide Sat ial Io faV Va 

eo ricaleas . 
If dT/dl’ remain finite throughout, and if the range of integra- 
tion be sufficiently extended, the integrated term disappears, 
and we get 

idea (lind sale | == Al EC aah ee ae 

On the right hand of (16) the differentiations are partial, 
the coordinates other than / and all the velocities being sup- 
posed constant. | 
We will apply our equation (16) in the first place to the 

simple pendulum of fig. 1, J denoting the length of the 
vibrating portion of the string BC. If a, y be the horizontal 
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and vertical coordinates of C, 

w=lsin 0, y=l—lcos 0; 

and accordingly if the mass of C be taken to be unity, 

T=317(2—2 cos 0) +U0.lsin 0+40777, . . (17) 

l!, & denoting di/dt, d0/dt. Also 

| Vol Ci cos ye art. tT aes CIS) 
From (17), (18) 

| av | aT 
dl == Cos Q), ay ==i/6/ cine cle ee (19) 

These expressions are general; but for our present purpose 
it will suffice if we suppose that /’ is zero, that is that the 
ring is held at rest. Accordingly 

ie en de tt OT 
tsi cdl. bo? 

and (16) gives 
5 aavaces 
ieee ae ee 

On the right hand of (20) we find the mean values of V and 
and of T. But these mean values are equal. In fact 

Ver dt Blan, |... cased) geod) 

if E denote the total energy. Hence, if L now denote the 
mean value, 

Bae appa be. Deisiny edd cl22) 

the negative sign denoting that the mean force necessary to 
hold the ring at rest must be applied in the direction which 
tends to diminish /,1..e. downwards. In former equations 
(1), (6), (14), L had the reverse sign. 

We will now consider more generally the case of one 
dimension, using a method that will apply equally whether 
for example the vibrating body be a stretched string, or a 
rod vibrating flexurally. All that we postulate is homogeneity 
of constitution, so that what can be said about any part of 
the length can be said equally about any other part. In 
applying Lagrange’s method the coordinates are / the length 
of the vibrating portion, and qj, ¢,, &c. defining, as in (3), 
the displacement from equilibrium during the vibrations. 
As functions of /, we suppose that 

Mics i? catalbct tly vor hs vagun(aay 
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Thus, if L be the force corresponding to /, we get by (16) 

|= i (a —" me ) 

ra ce 

{ Vde=\Tdt=48 .t,, 
E representing as before the constant total energy. Accord- 
ingly, L now representing the mean value, 

in which 

_ (m—n)E | L= Ge 

In the case of a medium, like a stretched string, propagating 
waves of all lengths with the same velocity, m=—1, n=1, 
and L=—H/l, as was found before. 

In the application to a rod vibrating flexurally, m=—3, 
n=1, so that 

LS 2B/0) O03. Oe eae 

If m=n, L vanishes. This occurs in the case of the line of 
disconnected pendulums considered by Reynolds in illustra- 
tion of the theory of the group velocity *, and the cireumstance 
suggests that L represents the tendency of a group of waves 
to spread. This conjecture is easily verified. If in conformity 
with (13) we suppose that 

Vea Vit Oe DT oor 
and also that 

2at 5 2m, 1. 2grt 
}=sin—; me ar (COSs ray 

Pr 7 if 

7 being the period of the vibration represented by the co- 
ordinate 1, we obtain, remembering that the sum of T and V 
must remain constant, 

Vo iteag dl? . 4an/7. 

This gives the relation between 7 and 7. Now v, the wave- 
velocity, is proportional to J/7; so that 

Rea iaess Re Pe olay an jg ty gen 

Thus, if uw denote the group-velocity, we nape by the general 
theory 

UU ZN~> FM 4 | eid ad yelieh: Wea ame 

and in terms of u and v by (24) 
ul 

Lee treat wildly tiated ulgh Beem 

* See Proc. Math. Soc. ix. p. 21 (1877); Scientific Papers, i. p. 322. 
Also Theory of Sound, vol. i. Gpahdix, 
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Boltzmann’s theory is founded upon the application of 
Carnot’s cycle to the radiation inclosed within movable re- 
flecting walls. If the pressure (p) of a body be regarded 
as a function of the volume v%*, and the absolute temperature 
@, the general equation deduced from the second law of ther- 
modynamics is 

apie Blog To or vargas wats (C9) 

where M dv represents the heat that must be communicated 
while the volume alters by dv and d@=0. In the application 
of (29) to radiation we have evidently 

M=U+p, AEM EI BY NO WIC oe (30) 

where U denotes the density of the energy—a function of @ 
only. Hence f 

oe meg re Gosh ob fUergiaeci aco) 

If further, as for radiation and for aerial vibrations, 

tes ce stiavie ohh: aan 
it follows at once that 

dlog U=4d log @. 

Nice Oe eee Sara nae) 

Mie weli-known law of Stefan. It may be observed that the 
existence of a pressure is demanded by (31), independently 
of (32). 

If we generalize (32) by taking 

i! : 
[= _U;, oe, ci Mere ibers ier. /.cer te (34) 

where 7 is some numerical quantity, we obtain as the genera- 
lization of (233) 

whence 

aCe eer Wiss Cipie, o ee of COON 

It is an interesting question whether any analogue of the 
second law of thermodynamics can be found in the general 
theory of the pressure of vibrations, whether for example the 
energy of the vibrations of a stretched string is partially 
unavailable in the absence of appliances for distinguishing 
phases. It might appear at first sight that the conclusion 
already given, as to the possibility of recovering the whole 
energy by mere retreat of the inclosing ring, was a proof to 

* Now with an altered meaning. 
+ Compare Lorentz, Amsterdam Proceedings, Ap. 1901. 
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the contrary. This argument, however, will not appear con- 
clusive, if we remember that a like proposition is true for the 
energy of a gas confined adiabatically under a piston. The 
residual energy of the molecules may be made as small as we 
please, but the completion of the cycle by pushing the piston 
back will restore the molecular energy unless we can first 
abolish the infinitesimal residue remaining after expansion, 
and this can only be done with the aid of a body at the absolute 
zero of temperature. It would appear that we may find an 
analogue for temperature, so far as the vibrations of one 
system are concerned ; but, so far as I can see, the analogy 
breaks down when we attempt a general theory. 

XXXV. On the Physical Peculiarities of Solutions of Gases 
in Liquids. By J. AurreD WANKLYN, Corresponding 
Member of the Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences*. 

Ln who are acquainted with Bunsen’s methods of 
manipulating gases, and especially those chemists who 

have enjoyed the privilege of Bunsen’s personal instruction, 
will be familiar with Bunsen’s zealous care in so using his 
“ Absorptiometer ”’” that every drop of the liquid solvent 
should come into repeated contact with the gas to be dissolved. 
Bunsen’s arrangements presuppose that only those particles 

of the solvent brought into actual contact with the gas be- 
come charged with “the gas, and that actual passage of the gas 
from one stratum of liquid to an adjacent stratum either does 
not take place at all, or is exceedingly slow. 

The question may be fairly asked :—Given a ainintieg of 
gas in contact with the surface of pure water in a state of 
absolute quiescence, will that gas penetrate below the surface 
of the water except with a degree of slowness calling to 
mind the slow passage of the less diffusive salts which do not 
traverse a space of 100 millimetres in a fortnight? An 
experiment on the action of carbonic acid has been made in 
my laboratory, which I will now describe. 

First of all there was the very simple observation that 
carbonic acid, confined in a tube over mercury, is capable of 
being absorbed by distilled water kept at rest, that is to say, 
without being subjected to the shaking up which is usually 
resorted to in order to bring about such absorptions. The 
rate of absorption was also noted, and found to be about one 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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cubic centimetre per hour, the absorption-tube being of such 
a diameter that a length of 3°75 millimetres corresponded to 
a capacity of one cubic centimetre. 

Of course, after the lapse of time, the water in the tube 
would become more or less charged with the gas, and then 
the rate of absorption would diminish. 

This observation would seem to have disposed of the 
question ; but the experiment about to be described puts a 

_ different face forward. 
A graduated tube in the mercurial! trough was charged with 

a given volume of carbonic acid superposed over a known 
volume of water saturated with carbonic acid: and the whole 
arrangement was left at rest for two days, and then a careful 
reading was performed. The volume of the CO, being found 
to be 52°39 c. c. at 0° centigrade and 760 mm. pressure (dry). 

The volume of the layer of water saturated with CQ, was 
AD G. ¢. 

By means of a very delicate pipette with suitable delivery 
tube, 2 c. c. of strong solution of caustic potash (25 grammes 
KHO in 100 ec. c. of the solution) was passed up through the 
mercury into the tube, without disturbing the 19 ¢.c. of 
water saturated with CQ,. 

Under these conditions, the natural result was looked for 
that the CO, in the water would have passed into the potash- 
solution, and that the water would have taken up the CO, 
which rested upon the water. Nothing of the kind came to 
pass. ‘The volume of the CQ, in the tube remained almost 
absolutely constant for 48 hours ; the first reading (20 hours 
after the addition of the potash) being 52°05 c.c.: the second 
reading (about 44 hours after the addition of the potash) 
being 52°19 c.c.: the third reading 51°33 c. c. about 70 hours 
after the potash. 

Of course it will be understood that after the lapse of 70 
hours a little of the caustic potash on the bottom layer would 
have had time to reach the surface of the aqueous liquid by 
liquid diffusion, as was shown in Graham’s memorable in- 
vestigation of forty years ago. 

The experiment was brought to a conclusion by shaking 
up the contents of the tube—whereupon the potash was 
enabled to absorb the CO,, which consequently disappeared 
in the course of a few minutes, leaving behind a very small 
residue of atmospheric air. 

The author considers that this experiment with potash 
establishes the fact that isolated molecules of CO, do not 
travel amongst the molecules of H,O, but that the single 
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molecule CO, attaches itself to many of the molecules of 
H,O, and forms a big compound molecule. 

It has been shown by direct experiments, several years. 
ago, that a solution of carbonic acid in water has a greater 
specific gravity than pure water. When, therefore, CO, 
comes into contact with the upper surface of a column of 
water, a liquid is produced which is specifically heavier than 
pure water ; and the heavier liquid sinks, and so a current is. 
set up, and in that manner water may become saturated with 
carbonic acid without any shaking up. 

Carbonic acid is more than thirty times as soluble as. 
oxygen in water; and the penetration of oxygen into water 
kept at rest must be very much slower than the penetration 
of carbonic acid into water. There can be no doubt that a 
layer of still water of four inches in thickness would protect 
organic matter from the oxidizing action of the oxygen of the 
atmosphere for more than a month—a fact which has an 
important bearing on the sanitary questions of the present. 
time. 

The Laboratory, New Malden, Surrey, 
5th February, 1902. 

XXXVI. Arrangement of Bands in the First Group of 
the Positive Band-Spectrum of Nitrogen. By CLIvE 
CUTHBERTSON *, 

if SHALL attempt to show that the bands which make 
up the first group (A=6622 to X=5000) in the positive 

band-spectrum of nitrogen can be arranged in series which 
conform to a law similar to that given by Deslandres for the 
second group, which lies between X=5000 and A= 2820. 

The results of Deslandres are published in the Comptes 
Rendus, vols. ciil., civ., and cvi. In the first of these papers 
he states that the bright lines in the band X=391 of the 
negative band-spectrum of nitrogen are distributed according 
to the law that ‘“ the intervals between one line and the next 
are approximately in arithmetical progression ”’ ; and he adds 
that he has verified this law in the case of several banded 
spectra. In the second paper he announces that the same 
law applies to the frequencies of the heads of the members of 
a group of bands in a certain number of spectra. This was 
first discovered by him in the case of the second group of 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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bands of nitrogen (A=500 to X=280). The following are 
his figures :— 

. observés |N. observés MRSC IND besiv as N. caleulés |N. observés | Intervalles 
Series I.).| (Ser. II.). | (Ser. III.). | (Ser. IV.). | (Ser. IV.).| (Ser. V.). | calculés. 

See oo AOD Seaham : 

183251 | 183241 201045 
14136 

197360 | 197377 215179 | 
| | 14428 
| 193162 2WW792 | 211805 229578 | 

| | 14719 
Hess72 "| 207770 ..|, 226517 | 226524. | 244979 

15010 
203388 222737 241518 241526 259316" —| 

be a0 
198776 218685 | 2388080 256837 | 256828 274664 

15593 
214352 234256 253714 272444 272430 290247 

| } ; 15885 

230247 250117 269587 288337 288315 306077 
| | 1ok76 

246374 266350 | 285791 | 3804492 304492 322247 | 
| | 16468 

262872 282831 302230 | 320946 320961 338707 
| | 16759 

279636 299569 318990 SON oot tal 300419 | 
| | | 17051 

296664 | 316628 | 336020 | 304772 BIA7T79 | ae. | 

The measurements are partly by Hasselberg, partly by 
Lecoqg de Boisbaudran, and partly by Deslandres himself. 
The results are sufficiently good to justify his claim to have 
established the law, though in many instances the intervals 
depart widely enough from the figures given in column 7. 
Deslandres states that he has veritied this law on the first 
positive group of nitrogen (A 700 to > 500) “ with at least 
three series,” and on other spectra. In 1890 Prof. J.S. 
Ames* published a fresh set of measurements of the wave- 
numbers of the middle line in the head of the bands of 
the second group of the spectrum of nitrogen, and added 
an amended table of the series picked out by Deslandres. 
The following are his figures, with the addition of the first 
differences between the wave-numbers (p. 350). 

The regularity of the first differences seems to prove 
beyond reasonable doubt that we have here the expression of 
a law which governs the bands of the second group. _ 

So far as I am aware, however, the bands of the first 
group have never been reduced to order in the same way. 

* Phil, Mag. [5] vol. xxx. p. 48. 
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Prof. J.S. Ames’s arrangement of the Second Group. 

I, AL ITI. LV. V. 

2010-05 
141-23 | 

2151-28 | 
144°25 

2117-48 2295°53 
147-17 147-07 

2077-32 2264:65 2442-60 
150-05 150-11 150-16 

2033°72 2227-37 2414-76 2592°76 
152°69 153°10 15315 152-98 

2186°41 2380°47 2567°89 2745'74 
155°98 15596 155°90 156°01 

2143°CO 2342°39 2538643 2723°79 2901°75 
15881 158°86 158-88 158°82 158°69 

2301°81 2501:25 2695°31 2882°61 3060°4-4 
161°85 161-76 161-71 161-71 161-42 

246366 2663:01 285702 304432 3221°86 
: 164:56 164°64 164°68 164-51 164°52 
2628 °22 2827-65 3021:70 3208°83 3586°38 

167°54 167-62 167°38 167-38 167-09 
2795°76 2999°27 3189-08 3376°21 350347 

170°54 170°39 17034 17027 
2966°30 3165°66 J300'42 354648 

This first group consists of about 36 bands, the first lines 
of which respectively have the following frequencies given to 
them by Dr. Hasselberg (Watts, ‘ Index of Spectra,’ p. 213). 

15096 17080 18726 
182 148 116 

15278 17.228 18842 
180 147 113 

15458 17375 18955 
179 144 112 

15637 17519 19067 
178 146 111 

15815 17665 19178 
176 143 108 

15991 17808 19286 
174 143 109 

16165 17951 19395 
154 142 107 

16319 SeS00S 19502 
155 139 105 

16474 * 18232 19607 
153 141 118 

16627 18373 19725 
152 118 

16779 18491 
152 120 

16931 18611 
149 115 

#* Angstrom and Thalén selected 18129 and-18251 as heads of bands 
in place of these two lines. But there is overlapping here, and the lines 
given above make the most regular series. 
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The differences between these numbers form three rough 
arithmetical progressions, which are shown divided by lines ; 
and these I believe to be the three series of which Deslandres 
speaks. But the divergencies from strict regularity are 
too large to be accidental, and the breadth of the bands is 
only about one-tenth of that of the bands of the second group. 
It seemed, however, improbable that the law which is so 
abundantly evident in the second group should not be re- 

_ presented by some similar rule in the adjoining portion of the 
spectrum. 

I searched, therefore, for such a law, and found that the 
frequencies of the heads of bands could be arranged in the 
following order on the model of Deslandres’ series (see p. 352). 

The figures, thus distributed, fall into thirteen series, in 
some of which only two members are present, and the first differ- 
ences decrease in arithmetical progression from 153'1 to 112°9. 

This arrangement differs so much from that of the second 
group made by Deslandres that its reality may appear open 
to doubt. The number of bands is so great, and the differ- 
ences between the frequencies of the heads of consecutive 
bands so regular, that it might be surmised that almost any 
law could be “fudged ” out of the figures. But the following 
reasons tend to show that this arrangement is a true one, and 
not accidental :— 

1. It accounts for every one of the bands mapped by 
Angstrém and Thalén, and all, with two exceptions (16319 
and 16474) conform to the ‘law with ver y considerable 
accuracy. Only one (18373) is used twice. 

2. In addition, it accounts for many of the subsidiary 
strong lines interspersed in some bands, and, in particular, 

for the overlapping which occurs at about pe =18000 (¢, 1, 

and v of Angstrém and Thalén). Thus, the font lines at 
18093, 18232, and 19782 become the heads of bands, and 
the curious line at 19872 is accounted for. So also the line 
at 21225 is seen to be the head of a band in the Series IV. 

3. The distribution was arrived at by tabulating differ- 
ences between the frequencies of every pair of bands in the 
group. On examining the table it was seen that the numbers 
lying in a certain line transversely across the page were 
connected in the manner shown above. No other series, so 
far as I can discover, can be picked out of the table so as to 
give anything like fie same regularity. 

4, The series die out after the thirteenth. And it is 
remarkable that the last member of that series, 19502, is 
consecutive to the last member of the first series, 19607. 
The chances against this occurring in an accidental arrange- 
ment are high. 
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5. The arithmetical series which connects the frequencies 
in the first group of hands is not merely similar to, but 
‘identical with, that found by Deslandres for the second group, 
and it begins almost exactly where the other leaves off. 

If these facts are sufficient to show that the arrangement 
given above is a real one, there are several points of interest 
to be noticed in it. 

(1) The true breadth of a band seems to be the interval 
of frequency between the strongest line in the head and the 
corresponding line in the head of the next consecutive band 
of that serves (not the next numerically consecutive band, 
e.g. 15096 to 16627, and not 15096 to 15278) ; forit is only 
by classifying the bands on this system that. we discover the 
law of their distribution. 

(2) Asarule the visible portion of the band is confined to 
the first eighth or tenth of its brea Ith. 

(3) The breadth of the bands in each series of the first 
group decreases as the frequency increases, while in the 
second group, of which the law was found by Deslandres, the 
breadth increases as the frequency increases. This fact, as 
interesting as it was unexpected, seems to offer a clue to 
the cause of the banded spectrum. 

(4) The arrangement of the bright lines in a band of the 
first group differs slightly from that of those in a band of 
the second group. In the former the lines are comparatively 
few and the three lines forming the head are widely separated. 
In the latter the lines are numerous and run in triplets, 
and the three lines forming the head are close together. 
As the bands also differ in the circumstance mentioned 
above {3), it is possible that these two results are both due 
to the same cause. 

(0) The bands in each series seem to be related like the 
notes in a scale, while the series may be compared to the same 
seale in different keys. 

XXXVIL On the Liffect of a Riadicetiee Magnetic Field on 
Metallic Resistance. 

Cavendish Laboratory, reas 
February 12, 1902. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Gee 

GENTLEMEN, 

i fa ‘Communications from the Physical Laboratory of 
Leiden,’ No. 72, Dr. E. van Everdingen gives an investi- 

gation of the effect of magnetic force on the resistance of 
Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3, No. 15. March 1902. 2A 
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metals, and comes to the conclusion that the theory that the 
electric current is carried by charged particles which move 
freely through the metal requires the resistance to be dimu- 
nished by a transverse magnetic force and not increased. __ 

In a Report presented to the International Congress of 
Physics at Paris, 1900, I had previously come to the opposite 
conclusion, namely, that the resistance on this theory ought to 
be increased. I wish in this letter to give the reasons for 
adhering to my original result. Dr. van Everdingen’s results 
are based on the assumption that the corpuscles which carry 
the current behave like a perfect gas ; that the collisions which 
the corpuscles make with the molecules through which they move 
are similar to those which take place between hard elastic bodies; 
and thirdly, thut the corpuscle between two colliscons is free from 
any force excepi that due to the external field producing the 
current. ; 

The second and third of these assumptions seem to me 
extremely unlikely ; but before discussing them I will explain 
how they are required in the calculation given by Dr. van 
Everdingen. In the paper alluded to I showed that if X is 
the external electric force, H the magnetic force, e the charge, 
m the mass of a corpuscle, U the velocity of the corpuscle 
parallel to x at the beginning of the free path, ¢ the free time, 
2. e. the time between two collisions, then the mean velocity 
of an ion parallel to the axis of « during the free time is 

1 Xet Pegi Dal ot et : 1 He? 

2m a 12 m? e) + -U (l= —t). 2 

Thus the current parallel to a is equal to 

Syn =“ (1 eee) e) +3nU (1 ee 

where n is the number of corpuscles having the free time ¢, 
The effect of the magnetic field is represented by the terms 

ae nee aie 

Bh pine eG ee 
The first of thers “des a decrease in the current, and 
therefore an increase in the resistance ; itis only the second 
term that we need consider. In the paper referred to [ took 
zero 9s the most probable value of this term. Dr. van 
Everdingen, on the contrary, makes it have a large positive 
value, large enough to sw amp the negative term and change 
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the sign of this effect. The way in which this result is 
arrived at is substantially as follows. If we consider two 
corpuscles, one projected in the direction of the current and 
the other with equal velocity in the opposite direction, since 
the one moving along the current has its velocity increased 
while that moving against the current has its velocity di- 
minished by the external electric field ; thus if the free puth is 
unaltered, ¢ the free time for the one moving against the 
current and for which U is negative will be greater than the 
time for the one moving down stream and for which U is 
positive, because the average velocity in the first case is less 
than that in tiie second. If we assume that the free path 
does not depend upon the velocity, and that the corpuscle is 
not acted on by any forces except those due to the external 
electric field, we can easily show that if 26¢ is the excess of 
the free time for the ion projected against the current over 
that for the ion projected along it, then 

é 

ase a is 

The second term in (2) is proportional to the value of 6, 
and with the value of §¢ given by equation (3) is greater than 
the first, indicating that the resistance is diminished by the 
magnetic field. Hquation (3) depends, however, entirely upon 
the assumption that the mean free path is independ ‘nt of the 
velocity; 2. ¢., that the collision between a corpuscle and a 
molecule is analogous to that between two hard elastic bodies 
which do not exert any force upon each other until they are 

in contact. If we remember that the corpuscles are highly 
charged with electricity and always within very short distance 
of tie molecules, it seems extremely improbable that the 
collision can be of the type of that between hard elastic 
spheres. {t would seem much more reasonable toadopt a view 
of the collisions analogous to that used by Maxwell when he 

‘investigated the properties of a gas in which the force between 
the molecules varied inversely as the fifth power of the 
distance. On this view the collision consists of a deflexion of 
the path of the corpuscle due to the force exerted on it by a 
molecule near to which it passes. If we take this view, then 
equation (3) no longer holds: the equation which replaces it 
depends upon the law of force between the corpuscle and the 
molecule. If, for example, the law is inversely as the fifth 
power of the distance, 6¢=0 and the second term in (2) 
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vanishes ; if the law of force varies less rapidly with the dis- 
tance than the inverse tifth power, d¢ is negative and the second 
and first terms of (2) are of the same sign: thus the increase in 
resistance is greater than that calculated by the first term alone. 
J have calculated that it is not until the force varies more rapidly 
than the inverse ninth power of the distance that the second 
term overpowers the first. These considerations show that we 
cannot calculate the second term in (2) unless we know the law 
of force ; but that there is no reason why it should reverse the 
effect of the first term: in fact, the probability is the other 
way. I think, however, whatever be the law of force, the 
second term will be small compared with the first: for take 
the most favourable case for the second term, 27. e. when the 
collision is between hard elastic bodies—in this case (3) is 
obtained on the supposition that the only force acting on the 
system during its free path is that due to the external electric 
field. Now the corpuscles are highly charged and are always 
within distances of less than 10-7 em. of the molecules of the 
metal: it is almost certain, therefore, that the local forces 
exerted on the corpuscle by the surrounding molecules are 
enormously greater than those exerted by the external electric 
field, and that at the end of its free path the corpuscle rushes 
into or past the molecule with which it is colliding with a 
velocity very large compared with that with which it started. 
Now when the velocity i is changing during the free path it 
is easy to prove that d¢/é is less than that given by equation 
(3) in the proportion of the initial to the final velocity of the 
corpuscle. As this proportion is small, we see that dt/é will be 
very small compared with the value given by (3), and there- 
fore that the effect of the second term is very small compured 
with that calculated by Dr. H. van Everdingen. 
The conclusion at which we arrive is thus that, while the value 

of the second term in (3) is uncertain, depending, as it does, 
upon the law of force between the molecule and the corpuszle, 
this uncertainty is not important, as the effect of it is small 
compared with that of the first term in (3) which gives an 
increased resistance in a magnetic field. 

I am, Gentlemen, 
Yours very truly, 

J. J. THOMSON. 
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XXXVIIL. Notices respecting New Books. 

Original Papers by the late John Hopkinson, D.Sc., F.RS. Vol. I. 
_ Technical Papers. Pp. Ixii+294. Vol. IL. Scientifie Papers. 

Pp. vii+393. Edited, with a memoir, by B, Hopxinson, B.Sc. 
Cambridge: At the University Press, 1901. 

(QF the many names associated with the development of electrical 
engineering during the last quarter of the nineteenth century, 

that of John Hopkinson claims a position of undisputed and 
honoured pre-eminence. Gifted with remarkable ability and 
originality, he stood head and shoulders above his fellow-workers 
as the man of genius by whose unwearied efforts were largely 
built up those general scientific principles on which is based the 
practice of modern electrotechnology. 

The term ‘* magnetic ag as will ever be associated with the 
name of John Hopkinson. No less remarkable than his technical 
work are his researches in pure science. John Hopkinson’s 
position is unique in that he was the first to convince an 
incredulous school of engineers that a thorough training in pure 
science does not disqualify a man from grappling with the problems 
of practical engineering. 

In view of the importance and variety of Hopkinson’s con- 
tributions to both pure science and electrotechnology, and of his 
restless mental activity, the events of his outward life strike one 
as being singularly calm and peaceful. If we except his tragical 
death, there seems to be nothing-in his career which could arouse 
the interest of the general public, or appeal to the student of 
human nature. Life for him seems to have spelt success. At no 
stage in his brilliant progress to the head of his profession does 
he appear to have met with serious disappointment, or to have 
known its bitterness. Adverse circumstances appeared to have no 
power in the face of such brilliant endowments as those which 
nature had bestowed on John Hopkinson. It seemed as though 

-eyerything he laid his hand to was bound to succeed. 
It is only fitting that his papers should be published in collected 

form by the Cambridge University Press. A most interesting 
memoir is contributed by Mr. B. Hopkinson. 

This is not the place to attempt any detailed review cf 
John Hopkinson’s work. The sterling value and permanent 
quality of that work are well known to all students of physical 
science, and his ‘ Original Papers’ will tind their place among 
the classical works in this branch of science. 

The publishers deserve great credit for the beautiful “ get-up ” 
of these two volumes, the first of which is embellished with two 
portraits of John Hopkinson, at the ages of twenty-three and 
forty-eight respectively. 
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A Handbook for the Electrical Laboratory and Testing-Room. By 
J. A. Fuemine, M.A., D.Sc., #.RS. Volume I. Pp. viii+538. 
London: The Electrician Printmg and Publishing Company, 
Limited. 

Dr. Frumine is so well known as a writer of books on electro- 
technology, and his success in this line has been so great, that one 
naturally expects either novelty of matter or novelty of treatment 
in anything bearing his name. A perusal of the volume before us 
has not disappointed our expectations. The book fills a distinct 
gap, and lacks none of that vigour and freshness of treatment 
which have established the author’s reputation as a writer of 
text-books. 

The introductory chapter deals with the equipment of an 
electrical laboratory, and contains a detailed description of the 
various standards and instruments employed in electrical measure- 
ments. The author recommends the use of incandescent lamps 
for galvanometers, a sharp image of the filament being obtained 
ou the scale. It appears to us that this method is never so good 
for exact deflectional work as the older one in which a brightly 
illuminated spot is used with a dark line across it. The former 
method, is, in fact, not suited to a really dark room, as there is 
then no illumination of the scale, and it becomes difficult if not 
impossible to take readings. The importance of a good galvano- 
meter mirror is, perhaps, not sufficiently insisted on. It is 
wonderful how many manufacturers spoil their highest class 
instruments by providing them with mirrors which render it 
impossible to obtain a good definition of the ‘‘spot” on the scale. 
Another frequent source of annoyance is the extremely poor 
optical quality of the glass used for the windows of galvanometer 
eases. Any kind of mirror or glass seems, by many makers, to be 
thought good enough for instruments cf the highest finish and 
delicacy. We are glad to notice the author’s strong condemnation 
of all the usual forms of tachometers and speed-indicators, and 
have often wondered how people could be induced to squander 
money over these costly but useless instruments. The extremely 
sensitive hydraulic speed-indicator described by the author should 
prove very useful. On p. 103, in the description of the cadmium 
cell, *‘ melted paraffin” should read “ parattin oil.” On p. 127, 
we came across the following sentence (toot of page): ‘the 
logarithm of one excursion bears a nearly constant ratio to the 
logarithm of the next one. This ratio is called the logarithmic 
decrement of the galvanometer.” This must evidently have been 
written in a hurry, and requires an obvious correction. 

Chapter II. contains a very full account of various methods of 
measuring resistance. In describing Price’s Guard-wire method, 
p- 290, the author says, ‘‘The guard wire short-circuits the 
galvanometer.” Surely this statement is, to say the least of it, 
extremely misleading. At the end of this chapter, we find a very 
useful colléction of tables of resistivity. 
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Chapter III. deals with the measurement of current. The 
author passes in review the electrolytic and absolute methods of 
measurement, giving full directions and useful hints in connexion 
with each method. On p. 342 there is an obvious erratum, the 
electrochemical equivalent of silver being given once as 0-001182, 
and again as 0:001193, instead of -0011182 and -:0011193 
respectively. This chapter also contains an account of wave-form 
measurements, frequency- and phase-meters. 

Electromotive-force measurements form the subject of Chapter LV. 
The use of a Kelvin balance in this connexion is carefully ex- 
plained, and is followed by an account of potentiometer methods, 
several forms of this instrument being described in detail. The 
calibration of a high-tension voltmeter is next dealt with, and 
descriptions are given of some standard forms of laboratory and 
switchboard voltmeters. 

The concluding Chapter V. deals with the important subject of 
power measurement. We are probably not far wrong in asserting 
that the wattmeter 1s an instrument of which more utterly useless 
specimens have been offered to a confiding electrical public than 
of any other instrunent. The author gives a thorough discussion 
of the precautions which must be observed in constructing and 
using this important instrument. 

The value of the work under review is largely increased by the 
numerous references to origiual sources of information. We hope 
that the author will soon be able to bring out Vol. IL, and thus 
complete a work which will earn him the gratitude of all interested 
in electrical engineering measurements. 

Annuaire du Bureau dvs Longitudes. Avec des Notices Scienti- 
fiques. Paris: Gauthier-Villars, 1902, Pp. iv+850. Prix 
1 fr. 50 ¢. 

Tis well-known and handy little annual contains, as usual, a 
mass of useful information for the physicist, chemist, astronomer, 
and engineer. Among the articles speciaily contributed for this 
vear must be mentioned the following :—Polyphase Currents, by 
M. A. Cornu; Wrreless Teleyraphy, by M. H. Poincaré; and 
The Decimal Division of the Circumference, by M. Guyou. 

XXXIX. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

ON THE FLUORESCENCE AND ABSORPTION-SPECTRUM OF SODIUM 

VAPOUR. BY R. W. WOOD, PROFESSOR OF EXPERIMENTAL 

PHYSICS, JOHNS HOPKINS UNLVERSITY. 

1S my paper on the anomalous dispersion of sodium vapour, 
which was communicated to the Royal Society jast June, and 

which appeared in the January number of the Philosophical 
Magazine as well as in the Society’s Proceedings, I mentioned having 
observed an emission of light by sodium vapour illuminated by a 
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powerful beam of light. At the time of writing this paper I was 
unaware that the phenomenon had aiready been observed by 
Wiedemann and Schmidt, whose paper I have since discovered. 

A paragraph in Drude’s ‘ Optics,’ which I cited in the original 
paper, led me to infer that such a behaviour of the vapour had 
never been observed, though it had been repeatedly sought for ; 
and I therefore took no trouble to go over the literature on the 
subject. : | 
Wiedemann and Schmidt worked with exhausted glass bulhs, 

which I find, on repeating their experiments, soon become opaque 
to light, owing to the liberation of silicon by the action of the 
sodium vapour on the glass. One of my students is at the present 
time engaged in an investigation of the phenomenon with an im- 
proved apparatus, which permits of a much more careful study of 
the spectrum than can be made with glass bulbs. We are also 
making an exhaustive study of the absorption of the vapour over a 
wide range of density and pressure. Ihave found, as I said in my 
previous paper, that when the vapour is exceedingly dense the 
transmitted light is of a deep violet colour, the spectrum consisting 
ot a rather narrow bright band in the yellow-green and a broad 
band in the violet, the rest of the spectrum being absorbed, the 
transition from the channelled spectrum first observed by Roscoe 
and Schuster being a gradual increase in the extent and intensity 
of the flutings, photographs of which are shown in my last paper. 
As the vapour becomes still more dense, I find that a narrow and 
very black line appears almost exactly in the centre of the yeilowish- 
green band. My first impression was that this corresponded in 
position to one of the well-known emission-lines of the element ; 
but I now find that it is apparently a new absorption-line, its wave- 
leneth being very nearly 552. 

As I have already shown, the channelled absorption extends 
throughout the entire range of visible spectrum. ‘The behaviour 
in the ultra-violet and infra-red we are now examining. Iam in 
hopes of detecting photographically anomalous dispersion at the 
infra-red lines which appear in the emission-spectrum. This is a 
matter of considerable importance, for they are near enough to the 
visible spectrum to modify the. dispersion-eurve which I have 
already given. 

It is also important to determine whether the complicated 
channelled spectrum depends on the density of the vapour or its 
amount ; in other words, whether the thousands of free periods 
are present in the sodium atom or molccule as it ordinarily occurs 
in flames or vapour of small density, or whether molecular aggre- 
gates form under the conditions under which it is observed. I 
propose to investigate this question by means of very long 
absorption-tubes heated toa rather low temperature. 

Baltimore, January 28, 1902. 
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XL. Some Experiments upon the Relations between Aither, 
Matter, and Electricity. By Norman E. Giiperr*, 

N the following paper are described a number of experi- 
ments, undertaken at the suggestion of Professor H. A. 

Rowland, upon the relations between ether, matter, and 
electricity. The theories advanced in the paper as suggestive 
of the experiments are, to the best of the writer’s ability, 
statements of Professor Rowland’s ideas. Unfortunately, 
the sudden illness and death of Professor Rowland prevented 
him from reviewing the paper. 

Since the development of the wave theory of light by 
Huygens in 1678, the most important problem which has 
contronted the physicist has been the determination of the 
nature and the:properties of the medium which we must 
imagine to fill all space for the propagation of the waves 
which give rise to the sensation of light. Numerous ethers 
have been postulated, each with properties which might 
account for the phenomenon under consideration, but none of 
which has made any claim to universal application. Green 
has developed extensively the elastic solid theory and has even 
made estimates of the density and rigidity of the ether. The 
recent development of the electromagnetic theory of light and 
the location of the electromagnetic energy in the ether, have 
demanded properties entirely different from any which could 
be furnished by a rigid elastic solid, and new ethers have been 
postulated accordingly. Faraday’s discovery of the rotation 

* Communicated by Prof. J. S. Ames, 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 16. April 1902. 2B 
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of the plane of polarization of light in a magnetic field sug- 
gested that the particles of matter, or the zether in connexion 
with them, must be in rotation. As the result of the theories 
proposed by Ampere and Weber, and developed by Maxwell, 
modern theories of magnetism are based on some kind of 
rotary or vortical motion in the ether ; and if a piece of iron 
is magnetized, we imagine that the molecules, or something 
about them, rotate also. Maxwell * has fea to detect the 
presence ae any such rotation in an electromagnet. With a 
kind of gyroscope he showed that, if it exists, the angular 
momentum must be small compared with any quantities w Shieh 
we can measure. An attempt was made, at the suggestion 
of Professor Rowland, by Mr. Paul McJunkin and the author, 
to determine within what limits it is possible to say that there 
is no frictional or viscous resistance in the sether connected 
with such rotation. 

Frictional or Viscous Resistance in the Atther —The existence 
of permanent magnets shows that any retardation due to any 

kind of resistance must be very slight. In the case of an 
electromagnet, any energy used in overcoming such resistance, 
if it exists, must be derived from the exciting current, and 
the disappearance of such energy will produce an apparent 
resistance added to that of the wire. An attempt was there- 
fore made to determine whether a wire carrying a current 
had the same electrical resistance when producing a magnetic 
field that it had when not producing it. 

The experiment consisted in winding: two coils of wire 

together on an iron core and determining whether the 
resistance was the same in two cases :— 

(1) When the current was so passed through the coils that 
both produced a field in the same direction ; 

(2) When the current was so passed that the fields produced 
counterbalanced each other. 

The great difficulty in the experiment lay in the necessity 
of measuring the resistance of a coil in which a comparatively 
large current was flowing. In order to overcome the effect 
of changes 1 in resistance due to changes in temperature, two 

coils were wound, as nearly as possible identical, and these 
double coils were used for the four arms of a Wheatetones 
bridge so that the temperature would rise in all four arms 
equally. Hach coil consisted of about 2500 turns of doubled 
No. 30 copper wire, the whole inclosed in an iron case, boiled 
in wax for five hours and cooled in a vacuum. The insulation 
resistance was then about eleven megohms. Iron cores were 
used, and it was found that the cases effectually protected the 

* Maxwell, Elect. and Magn., art. 575. 

: 
| 
| 
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coils against sudden changes in temperature due: to? air 

currents, while at the same time they served as yokes to the 

magnets. A current of one-tenth ampere was used, which 

insured a high state of magnetization in the iron when the 
two coils were in series, giving 5000 turns. 

The coils were connected in the bridge in such a way that 

the two coils in one case formed the opposite arms of the 

bridge, as shown in the diagram. 

Fig. 1. 

A and B are the two cases and G the galvanometer. AtS 
was a reversing switch by which the current in one of the 
coils could be reversed. This changed the field which might 
affect two opposite arms of the bridge, and thus doubled the 
effect on the galvanometer. Another switch might have been 
inserted in the other pair of arms, and thus the effect have 
been again doubled ; but errors due to the switches would 
also have been doubled and no advantage gained. The 
reversing switch was carefully constructed with large copper 
rods fitting into mercury cups made of copper. The contact 
of the copper on copper was so good that thermal effects were 
probably inappreciable. However, at best, the inaccuracies 
of the switch limited the accuracy of the experiment. 

The fine adjustments were made by resistance-boxes shunted 
around one of the coils. About 15,000 ohms in this shunt 
balanced the bridge. A change of one ohm in the shunt 
gave a deflexion of two millimetres, and indicated a change 
in the resistance of the arm of 5/100,000 ohm. The whole 
resistance being over 100 ohms, this would give a determination 
of one part in 2,000,000 or, since the deflexion is doubled, 
one part in 4,000,000 for each arm. 

2B2 
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The final readings were made on the night of May 29, 
1899, when the oalvanometer was reasonably steady. The 
switch 8 was so placed that the currents in the two coils in 
the case B maintained magnetic fields in the same direction 
and the bridge was balanced by means of the shunt R. The 
direction of flow of the current in one of the coils in B was 
then reversed, causing the two fields to oppose each other, 
and the bridge w was balanced again. The current was then 
reversed again and the bridge balanced once more. From 
fifteen to thirty seconds were required to balance the bridge 
between readings. Thirty readings were taken in this way, 
the mean of which showed the shunt resistance to be 3-4 ohms 
less when the magnetic field was maintained in B. The 
shunt was so placed (see fig 1) that this indicates a smaller 
resistance, in the coils in B, by one part in 1,200,000 when 
maintaining a field than when not maintaining a field. 

The above result is not in the direction to indicate that any 
energy is used in maintaining the field. The difficulty may 
lie in the fact that the oalvanometer, though used at night, 
was unsteady at best, the probable error of the mean being 
1:9 ohms ; or it may be due to leakage. The resistance of 
the coils was 100 ohms, while the insulation resistance was 
11,000,000 ohms. Ifthe leakage is symmetrical along the 
doubled wire, it will not affect the galvanometer upon reversing 
the current in one coil, but the assumption that it is sym- 
metrical may not be justified. 

Relative motion of Aither and Matter.—Another important 
question to be decided by experiment concerns the relative 
motion of ether and matter. Does the ether immediately 
surrounding a mass of matter move with the matter in its 
excursions through space, or does it allow the matter to pass 
unopposed ? Experiments upon this subject give discordant 
results. If, as the above experiment seems to show, the ether 
offers no frictional or viscous resistance, we might expect it 
to remain stationary, allowing the free passage of matter 
through it. The phenomenon of aberration and the shift of 
spectrum lines in accordance with Doppler’s principle are 
explained on this hypothesis, as well as the fact that no comet 
has yet shown any acceleration due to ethereal resistance. 
The elaborate experiments of Oliver Lodge*, in which he 
passed a beam of light several times around the space between 
two rapidly rotating disks, failed to show any difference in 
the velocity of the beams passing round in opposite directions. 

On the other hand, the fact that a vibrating molecule can 

* Phil. Trans. vol. clxxxiv. p. 727 (1893). 
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set up vibrations in the wether may indicate that there is some 
sort of frictional connexion between the molecule and the 
ether. Fizeau* has shown that when two beams of light, 
passing in opposite directions through a tube of water, are 
made to interfere, the fringes are displaced when the water 
is set In motion, indicating that the ether is carried with the 
water. His measurements indicated that the water moves a 
little faster than the ether. This experiment has been repeated 
and the results confirmed by Michelson and Morley f. Again, 
Michelson and Morley { have made an elaborate series - 
experiments with their interferometer, and have been able to 
detect no displacement of the fringes as the instrument was 
rotated through different angles with respect to the direction 
of motion of the earth, thus seeming to show that the ether 
moves with the earth. Sutherland§ tried to explain this by 
showing that the displacement, while per fectly possible, would 
be too small to be detected by the adjustment of their 
experiment; but Lodgel|| dismisses this se plamaeoe and sug- 
gests, with FitzGerald { and Lorentz **, that the molecules a 
the instrument and of the heavy stone slab on which it rests 
may bear such a relation to the ether that they are compressed 
along the line of motion and so distort the instrument just 
enough to balance the effect of the relative motion. Whether 
or not this explanation is valid, it remains for future experi- 
ments to decide. 

Another method by which this problem may be attacked is 
to study the nature of electricity and its relation to matter. 
Maxwell tf made two interesting experiments along this line. 
One of these, in which he showed that a coil of wire, carrying 
a current, had no angular momentum due to the current, has 
already been mentioned. In the other, he showed that 
electricity has no linear momentum, since a delicately sus- 
pended coil showed no tendency to rotate in its own plane 
when a current was started or stopped in it. It was while 
discussing these experiments that Professor Rowland suggested 
the experiment which has since been carried out. The 
experiment consisted in trying to detect a current generated 
in a wire wound on the periphery of a wheel in such a way 
that it would move in the direction of its length when the 

* Ann. de Chimie et Physique, tome lvii. p. 385 (1859). 
+ Am. Journ. of Sc. (3) vol. xxxi. p. 377 (1886). 
{ Phil. Mag. xxiv. p. 449 (1887); Am. Journ. of Sc. (8) p. 475 (1897), 
§ Phil. Mag. xlv. p. 28 (1898). 
Phat. Mag. xlvi. p. 343 (1898). 
“| Public Lectures in Trinity College, Dublin. 

** Versuch einer Theorie der Electrischen Korpern. 
++ Elec. and Mag. vol. ii. arts. 574, 575. 
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wheel was rotated. Connexion was made to a delicate 
galvanometer by bringing out the ends of the coil of wire at 
the centre of the axis, one on either side of the wheel. 

Several lines of thought might lead us to expect to find a 
current in such a cireuit when the wheel was rotated. If we 
consider an electric current to be a continuous giving way of 
the ether under the action of the electric stresses, which, in a 
dielectric, give rise to electric displacement, then we may 
think of a moving stream of zether as constituting an electric 
current, and we might expect that a wire, moving relative to 
the ether, would have a current generated in it. Moreover, 
we are familiar with several phenomena in which the behaviour 
of positive electricity is different from that of negative, such 
as the discharge of negative, but not of positive, by ultra- 
violet light, and the complete dissimilarity between the phe- 
nomena at the electrodes of a Crookes’ tube when a discharge 
is passing through the tube. In practically all of these cases 
the positive electricity has been shown to be more sluggish 
in its action than the negative. J. J. Thomson* has 
imagined that ordinary metallic conduction may be only a 
kind of electrolytic action, in which case we might expect 
the positive electricity to move more slowly or to lag behind 
the negative in a moving conductor. Such a lag would 
constitute the current for which we are looking. 

But the consideration which, above all others, has led us 
to look for such a current is the fact that it would give us at 
once a simple explanation of the cause of the earth’s mag- 
netism. If we may assume that a moving bedy has generated 
in it, by virtue of its motion, an electromotive force, then a 
rotating body like the earth, which presents a closed circuit, 
will contain a current capable of producing a magnetic field 
identical with that which a constant current, produced by an 
E.M.F. equal to > H.M.F. around the circuit, would produce 
mel 2h stationary earth. Dr. Schmidt}, by an extension of 
Gauss’ harmonic analysis, has recently arrived at the conclusion 
that 97°5 p. cent. of the terrestrial magnetism is due to causes 
within the earth, while Schuster + believes that not more 
than 5 p. cent. can possibly be attributed to outside causes. This 
fraction is so small that in the present investigation it may 
be neglected entirely. 

The earliest explanations of this phenomenon, which depend 
upon the existence of permanent magnetism within the earth, 

* Recent Researches, Par. 34. Rapports présentés au Congres Inter- 
national de Physique (Paris, 1900), p. 138. 

+ Cel et Terre, Dec. 16, 1900. 
t B. A. Report, 1898, p. 745. 
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apparently fail, since no known substance can retain its 
magnetism at the high temperatures which exist in the 
mierior, In 1879 Ayrton and Perry * advanced a theory 
which depends upon Rowland’s se sarohoniel proof that a 
moving electric charge acts magnetically Jike a current. 
This theory assumes the presence of a large negative charge 
of static electricity placed upon the surface of the earth 
and rotating with it. Rowland ft disproved this theory, by 
showing that a surface-density great enough to account for 
terrestrial magnetism would involve a repulsive force sufficient 
to tear away articles on the earth’s surface. To overcome 
this difficulty Sutherland { has assumed that an equal positive 
charge is concentrated at the centre which will confine the 
field to the interior of the earth. To keep these charges 
apart an insulation resistance is necessary which will stand 
fall of potential of 2x 10% volts per centimetre. The high 
temperature within the earth would destroy the insulating 
power of most substances which are known at the surface, so 
that Mr. Sutherland is forced to assume that pressure will 
counteract this effect and restore the insulating power. Until 
we have more evidence on this point it seems that this 
assumption is hardly warranted. As far back as 1825 Barlow 
suggested that magnetic polarity might be induced by mere 
rotation of matter, and tried the experiment with iron spheres, 
but found no effect except that due to hysteresis. Tn recent 
years, however, the belief has been gaining ground that 
terrestial magnetism is due to the rotation of the earth. 
Schuster §, in his presidential address before Section A of the 
British Association, 1892, asks the question: “ Is every large 
rotating mass a magnet ?”’; while Lord Kelvin || “ finds “it 
unimaginable but that terrestial magnetism is due to che 
ore eaimess and the rotation of the earth;” and Professor 
Rowland has frequently suggested such a cause in his lectures, 

If now we may assume that matter , by virtue of its motion, 
has induced in’ it an electromotive force in the direction 
opposite to that of its motion, currents will be set up within 
the volume of the earth, flowing in cylindrical sheets about 
the axis of the earth, and producing y a magnetic field at any 
point on the surface. Assuming ‘the electromotive force in 

* Phil. Mag. vii. p. 401 (1879); Proc. Phys. Soc. of London, iii. p. 57 
(1880). 

1 Phil. Mag. vii. p. 102 (1879); Proc. Phys. Soc. of pon ill. 
p- 95 (1886). 

t ‘Terrestial Magnetism and A SpE: Ie Electricity,’ June 1900. 
§ British Association Reports, 1892, p. 634. 
|| Popular Addresses, vol. ii. p. 511. 
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any elementary circuit to be proportional to the linear velocity 
and to the length of the circuit, we may find an expression for 
the magnetic intensity at a point on the surface of the earth 
due to such currents in the interior. 

Fig. 2. 

The magnetic potential at a point P (fig. 2) due to a current 
in an elementary circuit is equal to the ae of the current 
multiplied by that of the solid angle subtended at P by the 
cireuit. Let O represent the centre of the earth and r the 
distance of the circumference of the circuit from the origin, 
6 the angle subtended at O by the circuit, R the distance 
of P from the origin and 2» the latitude of P. Then the 
expression for the solid angle at P is 

o= 2m PO) s 2PO)P: (5 +4) + Fa Pal? )P( r)— | 

—2n cos | 7 — eared 2 +r) 495 P 2(6) P.(3 +r) | 

where P, (), Ps (), &c. represent zonal harmonics. 
To find the current, due to the rotation of the earth, in an 

elementary eireult whore centre is on the axis vad) whose 
plane is perpendicular to the axis of rotation,— 
let v be the linear velocity of a point on the dinemnn meme: 

T be the period of rotation, 
K be the E.M.F. generated | in one cm. moving at rate of 

1 cm. per sec. in direction of its own length, 
E be H.M.F. generated in one circle, 
C be the current generated in one circle, 
p be the specific resistance, 7. e. the resistance of 1 c.c. Hf 
m be the magnetic potential at P due to one circle, 
uw be the magnetic potential at P due to whole earth. 
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Then (fig. 2), 

v=27r sin 6 . — oa sin 0. 

ee 
nD} =ae sin 6. 277 sin @. 

9rrsinO.Qarrsin@ AwKr? . 
C= K = ee os fs) ———— Jape sin ed dé di -, 

rdbdr 

Whence 

An?K (1 ; 7 

20 =Cw = RpT 7 ey (0) —= COS 0) = R (P3(8) 

— P,(@) cos a)P(5 +) )+ iy He sin 6 dé dr. 

Integrating this from 9=0 to 6=7 and from r=0 to 
r=A, the radius of the earth, we have 

Ome MAR 7 > 
LepyaRena h 

If F,= the vertical component and F, the horizontal 
component of the magnetic intensity at a point, we have 
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where C is a constant defined by the above equation. 
Also 

Ke fou LC 
ae (3) 

The present investigation requires a knowledge of only 
the order of magnitude of the values of F',/ sin X and F;/ cos X. 
To determine these ten observatories, representing all sections 
of the earth, were chosen from the tables given by Bigelow 
in Johnson’s Cyclopeedia, vol. v. p. 469. In each case the 
value of the latitude was reduced to magnetic co-ordinates, 
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the position of the magnetic pole being taken from the same 
article. The average of the values of the constant C derived 
from the two components of intensity are 

CF) coo N= olla, 20 = K,) sin A= la 

and these agree as well as could be expected in view of the 
irregularity in distribution of the magnetic elements owing, 
possibly, to unsymmetrical permeability and conductivity in 
the interior and particularly to local causes of disturbance. 
From the two series of determinations we obtain a mean 
value C=°311. Substituting this in equation (3) with 
T= 86,400 sec. and A= 6336. 10° em. we have K/p=1276.10-" 
(log = 6°10585-— -20). 

It now remains to determine by experiment whether such 
a value of K exists as shall give to p a reasonable value. 

The galvanometer used for this test was one which could 
be made extremely sensitive, more sensitive, in fact, than it 
was possible to use in Baltimore. The laboratory has trolley- 
lines on two sides, and a railway tunnel, in which heav y 
electric locomotives are used, passes nearly underneath. As 
a result, there were only one hundred minutes daily, divided 
into the ee periods between 1.30 and 4 A.M., when the instru- 
ment could be expected to be usable, and occasionally entire 
nights passed without the possibility of obtaining any satis- 
factory readings. Owing to this cause the progress of the 
work has been slow and the results at best are unsatisfactor VE 

The magnetic system of the galvanometer consisted of two 
sets of magnets, each containing three small magnets about 

co) con) 

one eighth eae an inch long, mounted on a fine glass thread 
") 

at a distance apart of about 1 inch. Midway between the 
two sets of magnets was placed a very small mirror. The 
inertia of the whole system was reduced to a minimum. 
The suspension was a quartz fibre. Frequent attempts were 
made, by testing the sensibility in both directions on the 
scale, to determine whether there was any appreciable torsion 
in the fibre, but none was detected which was comparable 
with onde irregularities, though the system sometimes 
turned through soul AIEDE W hile being made astatic. A 
magnetic shield consisting of three concentric cylinders of 
core iron was used during a part of the time, but even with 
this the galvanometer could be used only during the three 
quiet periods. It was found advisable to demagnetize the 
shield occasionally either by, heating to a red heat or by 
placing around it a coil carrying an alternating current, and 
then slowly reducing the strength of the Garnet By 

“ sensibility ” of the galyanometer is meant the current 
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required to give one millimetre deflexion when the resistance 
of the galvanometer (for coils in series) was 50 chms and 
the scale was distant one metre. The _ test-current was 
derived from a dry cell of 1:4 volts E.M.F. cut down by 
shunts of 10/1400 and 100/10,000 and then passed through 
10,000 ohms in series “Hier ihe galvanome ater. The coil on 
he experiment wheel was always i in series when the sensi- 
bility was tested, the resistance being negligible in comparison 
with the 10,000 ohms. The testing system was kept con- 
nected so that it could be used at frequent intervals during 
the progress of the readings and while the wheel was running. 
The sensibility during ihe last and best of the readings was 
kept,at, 10- ae. At this sensibility the oalvanometer was 
« dead-beat ” and the time required for a single throw, or 
one-fourth of a complete period, was about fifteen seconds. 
The sensibility could be increased beyond this by further 
eutting down ‘the field. Occasionally 10—" and on one trial 
ASS 10- —12 was reached, but the time required for a single 
throw was increased to ia or even three minutes ; and the 
time demanded for a complete reading seldom elapsed without 
a variation in the thermal current or some magnetic dis- 
turbance from outside, 

At these high sensibilities it is interesting to note that the 
throw due to a small instantaneous induction-current depended 
directly upon the current, but was practically independent of 
the sensibility of the oaly anometer, showing that the inertia 
of the system was negligible compared with the damping. 

The first attempt to discover an electromotive force due to 
the longitudinal motion of a wire was made with a coil of 
rectangular cross section, of No. 30 copper wire, wound in a 
slot eae in the side of ithe rim of a wheel. The rim was slit 
radially to avoid currents in the wheel itself. The mean 
radius of the coil was 6°25 ems. and the speed was 70 turns 
per second. The length of wire was about 42,000 ems., with 
a resistance of 146 ohms. This wheel was rotated in both 
directions at a time when a deflexion of one millimetre might 
have been detected ; but no reversible deflexion of this 
amount was obtained, though some irregular deflexions 
occurred, which were due, doubtless, to slight variations in 
the magnetic field through the coil. The continuity of the 
circuit was frequently tested by moving a magnet near the 
coil and noting the throw due to the ees current. The 
sensibility of fie galvanometer was 1:6 x 107° and the resist- 
ance of the circuit 200 ohms, so that an E.M.F. of 3:2 x 10-7 
volts in the circuit, corresponding to K=3 x 10—% volts (K 
being the hypothetical H.M.F. generated in one centimetre 
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of wire moving with unit velocity) would probably have been 
detected, though this is by no means certain. 

The form of the above coil was not satisfactory. It was 
inclosed on three sides by brass, and the turns on the interior 
were so shielded by those on the exterior that comparatively 
few would be exposed directly to the action of the ether if 
the ether were dragged along as a viscous fluid would be. A 
new wheel was therefore built whose periphery was a cylinder 
4°2 cms. broad and 7°3 ems. radius. On this was wound in 
a single layer 175 turns of No. 33 copper wire giving a 
resistance of 57 ohms. A test similar to the above was made 
with this wheel with the result that no reversible E.M.F. as 
large as K=1:2x 10-1! volts was detected. The practical 
result of these two tests was to show that any H.M. F, which 
might exist could be detected only by averaging a long series 
of readings, and this was next undertaken. 

The sources of difficulty in making these measurements 
were numerous. In order to insure smooth running at the 
high speeds attained, the most delicate balancing of the wheel 
was necessary. The wheel was mounted on a long slender 
steel shaft which was sufficiently flexible to allow rotation 
about a true principal axis when a high speed was once 
reached ; but trouble was experienced in passing the point at 
which the speed of the wheel equalled the period of vibration 
of the wheel on the shaft. Here vibration became so excessive 
that the motor was sometimes unable to increase the speed 
beyond that point. The difficulty was overcome by allowing 
the cast iron base of the machine to stand unclamped on 
cotton or on several thicknesses of cardboard, and by most 
careful balancing. Another source of trouble lay in the 
thermal currents in the circuit caused by the heating of 
the copper-silver junctions by the heat flowing away from the 
bearings when the wheel was running. The terminals of 
the coil were led out through the end of the shaft in order to 
avoid as far as possible any friction and consequent heating 
at the brushes, and to reduce to a minimum any alternating 
currents due to motion of conductors in the earth’s field. 
After running for some minutes the temperature w ould 
become approximately steady ; but at best the variations in 
the thermal E.M.F. at the junctions of the wire were much 
greater than the E.M.F. for which we were looking. ‘These 
thermal currents were reduced to a minimum by using the 
same wire, so far as possible, for all connexions ; but this could 
not be done where the circuit passed from the tip of the axis 
to the brush, for it was necessary to use silver to insure good 
contact. Silver wires were used for several inches in both 
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directions from the brushes. The contact at the brushes was 
another’ source of difficulty. The lead wires were led side 
by side from the rim to the axis of the wheel, but still a slight 
alternating current existed sufficient to give a throw of about 
five millimetres on the galvanometer scale when the wheel 
was turned quickly through a half-turn. This would give no 
difficulty at high speeds unless the brush were thrown off 
periodicaliy so as to act as a commutator. This appeared 

sometimes to occur when the silver tip dug a small cavity in 

the plane surface of the spring bearing against it. This was 
overcome by frequently smoothing off the plane surface with 
a file. This difficulty was so oreat with copper contacts that 
it was necessary to use ae er, aS was mentioned above. 
Another difticulty lay in the fact that the inertia was so 
great that, though all joints were carefully soldered, earth- 
connexions and breaks were frequent at the joints or in the 
wire itself. These breaks were frequently not complete, but 
simply gave a variable contact and were extremely hard to 
locate without remov ae all connexions and replacing with new. 
This was particularly true among the complicated connexions 
of the reversing switch in the later experiments. 

The wheel was run by a belt from a one-sixth horse- power 
electric motor. It was found necessary to keep the frame of 
the machine in electrical connexion with the gas fixture, in 

Co) 

order to avoid violent throws of the ogalvanometer-needle due co) 

to static electricity. The speed first used was 85 turns per 
second. Later a larger pulley was used giving 125 turns, 
and this was sometimes increased to 150 by shifting the 
brushes on the motor at each reversal. If this was done 
after a high speed was reached, sparking was not excessive. 
In the early experiments the motor magnets changed the 
zero of the galvanometer by about two centimetres. It was 
impossible to detect any unsteadiness due to the motor when 
running ; but in the later experiments it was moved to the 
farther side of the room where it had no perceptible effect on 
the galvanometer. 

In taking the first extended set of readings, the wheel was 
run in one direction while five deflexions were taken. Then 
the motor was reversed by reversing the current in the 
armature, so as to affect the galvanometer as little as possible, 
and five more deflexions were recorded, and so on. A 
reading was thrown out if there was any indication that it 
had been affected by outside influences. The wire was so 
wound on the wheel, that positive electricity lagging behind 
would flow to the oalvanometer through the end of the axis 
away from the pulley when the wheel was rotating in the 
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positive direction. To determine in which direction this 
would deflect the galvanometer, a small test battery was used. 
This consisted of two copper wires to one end of each of which 
brass plates were soldered ; to the other end of one wire a 
zine plate was soldered ; the brass plates were separated by 
a piece of paper and inserted between the silver spring and 
the tip in the axle ; on the zine plate was placed a moistened 
piece of paper, and this was touched by the copper wire 
which was connected to the brass plate nearer the galvano- 
meter. Thus the current from this battery passed through 
the galvanometer in the same direction as a positive current 
from the wheel. This direction was such, during the first 
readings, as to give a “‘negative’’ deflexion, and these 
readings, while very variable, were uniformly in the direction 
looked for. The sensibility of the galvanometer was 3 x 107%, 
length of wire 8000 cms., velocity "3900 ems. per second, and 
resistance of circuit 100 ohms. The mean deflexion was 
°335 mm. in each direction, which would give K=3 x 10—% 
volts. Substituting this in equation (3) we find p=°34 ohm, 
a resistance about 3000 times that of mercury. Such a con- 
ductivity is easily possible considering the high temperature 
existing in the interior of the earth ; and at this stage the 
experiment appeared most promising. 

The experiment was next varied by crossing the lead wires 
on the wheel so as to bring them out at opposite ends of the 
shaft, with the result that the readings failed to reverse 
properly. The galvanometer terminals were also reversed 
occasionally, the readings being consistent in every case. 
The wires were reversed on the wheel several times, and the 
readings were so inconsistent that a reversing switch was 
devised which was placed directly en the shaft and could be 
reversed while the wheel was in motion. This device removed 
the large variations in thermal currents due to stopping the 
whee!, and eliminated the effects of all electromotive forces in 
the circuit except those on the wheel itself, only these being 
commuted. The switch with its connexions is shown in fig. 3. 
The wires from the wheel and from the silver tips in the 
shaft end in copper springs aa. Contact is made between 
these springs by means of two copper plates b b, mounted on 
a fibre collar which can be moved along the shaft by a small 
rod placed in the groove in the movable collar c. The copper 
springs were properly bent and were controlled by adjusting- 
screws, so that good contact was assured. The complete 
switch shown plane in the figure was cylindrical and was only 
cms. in diameter, so that the various parts were kept as 
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nearly as possible at the same temperature. The reversing- 
rod was touching the collar ¢ only during the instant of 
reversal, The switch moved easily, but was held firmly in 
position at the end of the throw by the pressure of the copper 
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springs. ‘The connexions of the switch were such that the 
positive terminal from the wheel was connected to that end 
of the shaft towards which the switch was thrown. This was 
verified by passing a current through the machine and noting 
the deflexion of a small compass held above the wheel. This 
test was also applied when the wheel was rotating, as an 
assurance that everything was in order. Another test 
frequently applied was to passa current through a delicate 
milliammeter in series with the wheel. The slighest change or 
unsteadiness in the needle when the machine was started was 
an indication of trouble. 

if any friction exists between the xether and the moving 
wire, and if there is any viscosity within the ether itself, it is 
probable that the motion of the wheel would produce con- 
vection-currents which would greatly reduce the amount of 
relative motion between the wire and the ether in immediate 
contact with it. To overcome this as far as possible a copper 
ring or shield was cast and placed around the wheel. The 
width of the shield was the same as that of the wheel, the 
internal diameter 3 mms. greater than the diameter of the 
wheel, and the thickness of copper was 2 ems. The weight 
was 12 lbs. To eliminate any possible effect due to the 
earth’s magnetic field, the wheel was rotated alternately in 
and at right angles to the plane of the magnetic meridian, 
but no effect due to this cause was detected. 

Table I. contains the results of 920 readings by this method. 
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Hach reading consists of a zero, a deflexion given by throwing 
the reversing switch, and sober zero given by throwing the 
reversing switch back. In the first row, 11 is the sum of AG 
readings to the west on the galvanometer-scale, and 55 is the 
sum of the corresponding readings to the east; the sixth 
column gives the sums of differences in the various sets ; the 
last two columns give the connexions of the wires. The 
galvanometer circuit was kept closed, thus eliminating thermal 
currents which may have appeared in ‘the earlier r eadings. The 
galvanometer terminals were reversed by a single mercury 
switch. Care was taken to avoid touching any part of the 
circuit during a series of readings. The sensibility of the 
galvanometer was 10-°. The signs have been so adjusted in 
the columns of differences, that positive differences always 
mean deflexions in the direction looked for. The wheel 
during this series was wound with 8000 cms. of No. 36 
copper Wire, giving a resistance of 180 ohms in the cireuit. 
The speed was 6000 ems. per second. The average deflexion 
of ‘04 mm. then corresponds to K=15x10-" volt or to 
p='012 ohm, a resistance only 130 times as great as that of 
mercury. In the series recorded in Table IL., taken eight 
months later with a galvanometer ten times more sensitive, a 
deflexion of -175 mm. in the opposite direction was obtained, 
and this is about sufficient to balance the last. It seems 
certain, then, that a resistance as small as 130 times the re- 
sistance of mercury would be required for the interior of the 
earth if terrestrial magnetism were due to this cause. Schuster* 
has shown that, to account for the earth-currents induced by 
the currents in the upper atmosphere, which are undoubtedly 
the primary cause of the short-period variations, the average 
specific resistance of the earth must be of the order of mag- 
nitude p=1°23 x 10” c.a.s. units, a value 1,000,000 times as 
great as that derived above. 

It is evident from this comparison that the largest value 
obtained for the hypothetical electromotive force is far too 
small to account for the magnetism of the earth. The second 
series of readings gives an average which just balances the 
first, reducing the final average to zero. ‘The result of the 
entire research is then purely negative. If any such cause 
for terrestrial magnetism exists, it has not been detected by 
this experiment. 

As has been mentioned, an attempt was made in some of 
the experiments to reduce possible convection-currents in the 
ether by placing a heavy copper shield around the wheel. 

* Phil. Trans. of Royal Soc. 1889, p. 496. 
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Another attempt to accomplish the same thing was made by 
placing an electric charge on an insulated brass shield sur- 
rounding the wheel. Professor Rowland’s Berlin convection 
experiment proves that a moving charge is accompanied by 
the «ther, thus producing the magnetic phenomena. Con- 
versely, a charge held at rest should hold the surrounding 
ether at rest. The shield, with the wire on the wheel, formed 
a thin cylindrical condenser whose dimensions were 

{=4-3 ems.=length. 
b=8:0 cms. reli of shield. 
a=7°3 cms.=radius of wheel. 
d=0:7 cm.=b—a=distance between plates. 
S=197 sq. cms.=area of wheel. 

Thus the capacity was 

g 
Paidsieo C= py = 224 o.4.s. 

The potential V was 5000 volts or 16 ¢.c.s. units, giving for 

the surface-density ida 

V 
p= = 1°9 C.G.s. units. 

In making these readings, one point of the ealvanometer 
circuit was connected to earth while the galvanometer frame, 
magnetic shield, frame of wheel, and one pole of the electric 
machine were also earthed. The other pole of the électric 
machine was connected to the shield. A battery of six one- 
gallon leyden-jars was used to prevent rapid changes in 
potential. The wheel was wound with 8000 ems. of No. a 
copper wire, single silk-covered, giving a resistance of 70 
ohms. Owing to some difficulty which it was found im- 
possible to locate or eliminate, the silver brushes were removed 
and the silver tips in the shaft were replaced: by fine copper 
wires passing out along the line of the shaft and entering 
small horizontal glass tubes filled with mercury. The gal- 
vanometer terminals entered the other end: of the tubes. 
After several hours of running the wheel, the large unsteady 
deflexions almost entirely disappeared. . ) 

There was an air-gap in the shield which prevented the 
electricity from flowing around on the shield when the wheel 
was running. If now the stationary charge on. the shield 
holds stationar y the induced charge on tke wheel, and if the 
charge holds the ether, then the wire must move, with 
reference to the ther in its immediate neighbour hood. This 

2C2 
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experiment was tried with negative result, three times at 
intervals of several months. The final series of readings 

from the last trial, taken when the sensibility of the galvano- 

meter was 10—°, is given below :— 

No. of Diff. of 
Jan readings, Rotation charge. readings, Average. 

20. ee + nF +32 439 

PAN ee 10 + — =f 36 a 2-6 

7 ope &: 10 = + es | aa 

Dee 10 - — + 17% ae 17 

The last set was taken within 30 minutes of an accident 

which necessitated the soldering of two joints on the wheel 

in the galvanometer circuit, and therefore cannot be compared 

with the one above taken on the same night, If, however, 

we average these readings, assuming that the direction of the 

readings should reverse both with the charge and with the 

direction of rotation, we obtain a mean of *35 mm. or “175 mm. 

in each direction, which is identical in magnitude with that 

obtained under similar circumstances with no charge. 

Tn conclusion I take pleasure in acknowledging my obli- 

gation to Professor Rowland, who suggested the work and 

who followed its progress with much interest ; to Professor 

Ames for his kindness in many ways; to Mr. Harold Pender 

for his assistance in obtaining the later readings, and to 

Professor L. A. Bauer for valuable criticisms and references. 

Johns Hopkins University, 
Feb. 1, 1901. 

XLI. A new Hygrometric Method. 
By HE. Be BO War, i ae 

(1) LE object of this note is to describe a new hygrometric 
method, in which a thermometer is wetted not with 

water but with sulphuric acid of suitable strength. 
(2) It is claimed that the method is (a) theoretically sound, 

(b) cheap and easy to manipulate, (c) specially suited for the 
study of ordinary wet bulbs, (d) independent of ventilation. 

(3) Theory of the method.—Let t=temperature of dry bulb, 
t'=the same for wet bulb, @=the same for bulb wet with acid 
(acid bulb) ; f=tension of vapour in air, /’= maximum tension 
of water-vapour at ¢', ¢=maximum tension for acid at @. If 

* Communicated by the Physical Society: read December 13, 1901. 
Published by permission of the Under Secretary of State, Public Works 
Ministry. 
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t=, f=¢, and ¢ is known from Regnault’s work. Hence 
7 follows. In studying wet bulbs by this method assume 
further that over a small range of conditions 

f=f'—et—t!) =p—k(t—9), 
and from two such comparisons obtain ¢ and &, or from a 
large number treated by the method of least squares. 

The range of conditions over which it is admissible to 
assume that ¢ and & are constant must be found by experi- 
ment, but it must be admissible over some range. Special 
attention is drawn to this device for finding ¢ and &, since it 
does not involve an appeal to any method supposed to be 
standard. 

(4) Mantpulation.—To apply this theory to the study of 
wet bulbs, the bulb of a thermometer is wrapped in linen 
secured by a rubber band just above the bulb. A little 
higher the stem passes through a rubber stopper, which 
closes the mouth of a test-tube containing a little acid 
which wets the rag. When this thermometer reads about 
the same as the dry bulb, withdraw the test-tube exposing the 
rag to air. Between the fourth and sixth minutes after this, 
read repeatedly the acid thermometer and the wet and dry 
bulbs, and take the respective means. Rinse the linen 
repeatedly with the stock of acid and replace the test-tube. 
A very little experience enables one (from a reading of the 
wet and dry bulbs at 8 a.m.) to select a solution which will 
be appropriate to the humidities met with during most of the 
morning and again in the evening. A point is made of 
the simplicity of the method. 

(5) Illustrative results—The results below are to illustrate 
the method and to show that k may be taken constant between 
limits ¢—@= + 2° and in very different ventilations. Table I. 
gives results with the apparatus described and an ordinary 
psychrometer. Light winds prevailed, but an exact record 
was not kept. The series is preliminary : & appears constant, 
but the question of ventilation remains. ‘lo test this the 
ordinary psychrometer was replaced by Assmann’s well-known 
construction. The high artificial ventilation of this instrument 
is thought to render it independent of changes in the natural 
ventilation. The acid bulb was still exposed to the natural 
ventilation which was estimated on a scale whose unit is about 
6 kilometres per hour. The agreement of columns /; /Q in 
Table Il. is held to show the acid bulb’s independence of 
ventilation. & is practically the same as in Table I. over 
range t-@0=+2°. The value of ¢ was taken as unknown. 
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enn Te 

D. Dry bulb Fuess No. 2035, Reichsanstalt certificate 
+ 12050 . 

No. Fgq9- | Bulbs spherical 

W. Wet bulb Fuess No. 2043, corrected by No. 2035. 9 mm. diam. 
A. Acid bulb Fuess No. 2063, corrected by No. 2035. 
f,. Tension by formula f'—c(¢—7'). 
iB ” re) o—kt —8). 

iD), W. A. Jee ie Remarks. 

259 161 24:3 8-58 853 |} 
24-7 16-0 24-1 9-29 ED || 
23-4 156 23-4 9-11 O30 HN ate 
22-6 15-4 23:0 9-26 93 eee lc 
21-6 15-4 22-5 9-78 9:63) i te, ics 
2-8 15°8 23-0 9-70 9199) NI etna 

93:3 1671 23:6 9-86 9-7 | 
29-8 15°8 23-9 ‘70 9:47) 
21-9 15°6 D5: 9-57 10:21 |) 
20-6 156 20:8 10-47 10350 
19-2 15-9 90:2. 10-68 10-67 | | 
29-4 16:0 21-6 10-05 9-93 | 
23-2 16:0 21:8 961 9-51 ||} Acid 41°50 °/, 
19-9 15°9 21:3 11°34 1163 [4 c=:54 
186 12:1 17-2 7:00 6-88 k= 91 
17-4 11-7 16:8 7-13 745 
16-4 11-4 16-0 7-33 7-16 
156 10-6 15:2 6:81 6:81 
150 9-6 14-0 5-90 571 |) 
191 14:5 18-2 9:97 1010 
17-8 13:8 17-0 9:73 9-40 
15-4 12-2 15-5 8:97 9-32 | Acid 33:45 9/, 
13-2 10°8 13-6 8-44 851 |$ c=50 
10-6 9-0 11-4 775 7-74 k= 91 
14-4 11-23 143 8-41 8-44 
17-2 10-9 146 6:55 633 |) 

| 

TABLE II. 
D = Air temperature in Renou screen for mean of thermometers 

Fuess 2035 Reichsanstalt certificate No. 12040 | agreeing 
and Fuess 1143 y ee le2O gal closely. 

W = Wet bulb temperature by Fuess No. 1144 corrected by No. 2035, 
certificate No. 12207. 

A = Acid bulb as in Table I. c= -4 and 4 = ‘98. 
J, = Tension of vapour in air from formula f, = fw — ‘4(D—W). 

a ja fA SoC): 
‘Constants ¢ and & deduced fr om all the observations. 
Acid A 43°75°/.. B.52:13°/,. 

1Dy W. A. Ta hes Diff. Acid. Vv. 

168 13°8 193 10°5 10°5 0-0 A 1 
167 13°3 TOR i ORO. 10:2 —02 A 1-2 
17-2 13:6 LO Sie: NO 10-1 +0°1 A 1-2 
18-4 LA ED QO Oa, 10°5 +0:2 A io 
ISSR 156 2os9) a a7, 11:3 +04 B 0 
18°4 14:0 20'0 10:1 10:0 +01 A f) 
24-0 ISPs 26:2 15:0 14:6 -+0'4 A 1 
19°3 14:6 20°8 LOFo) SMO +0:2 A it 
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Table III. deals further with ventilation. A wet bulb and 
an acid bulb were mounted at opposite ends of a diameter of 
a whirling machine, in a room where the air was very calm 
and of even temperature. They were read at rest and again 
after 2 minutes’ whirling at about 6 metres per sec. The 
result shows an almost perfect immunity towards ventilation 
except in the cases where D—A_ exceeds + 3° (see Table III.). 
The observers who kindly assisted were kept entirely unaware 
of the effect to be looked for. | 

TABLE III. 

D=Temperature by dry bulb thermometer. 
W, —— 99 wet 9 before \ whirlin 

W.= 3) be) 39 after = 

jh = acid before ~ Lee 99 99 th i : 

ie 2 ater tl amie 
All bulbs 0°9 centimetre diameter. 

Strengths of acid adjusted to give very different values of D—A for similar 
values of D— W. 

DO) WV NW | a AC a owt a Aen Ww. JOpsecrem 

24-0 | 15-8 | 15:0 | 20:7 | 20-6 3:3 +01 +0°8 M.K. | 
23°83 | 15:8 | 148 | 21:2 | 21-0 2-6 | a-O2 +10 eit | 
238 | 160] 153 | 186 | 18-2 5:2 04) Oy f 
238] 15:8 | 15:0} 22:8 | 22:8 1:0 On |) +08 - 
23-7 | 16-1 | 15:3 | 23-7 | 23:8 ) —0O-1 +08 i 
23:8 | 16-2) 15:3 | 262) 26-1 26.) pee Oe +0:9 ae est | 
23-7 | 162 | 15:3 | 29:6 | 29-2 59 | +04 | +09 is 
936 | 16:0°| 15:3 | 275 | 280) —39 | —05 +07 » 
24-4| 162] 154 | 270) 972 | —26 | —02 | +08 . 
236 | 158] 15:0 | 276) 276) —40 0 +0°8 Ww. 
23°6 | 15°8 | 15-0 | 27-2 | 2731 -26 —01 +08 i 
23-4 | 160 | 15:2 | 260] 260 | —26 Ome a e208 - 
93-4 | 156 | 148 | 254] 256! —20 | —02 | +08 ! 
93-4 | 158} 150 | 252| 954] -18 | -02 | +08 he) 
23-4 | 156 | 146] 25:2 | 25:2) —2-2 OF es 1c0 A) 
23:4 | 158} 150] 248 | 249] —14 | —0O1 | +08 é: 
93-9 Wo Sibel de O4ca aoa 6-0 1-9 | oon eo = 
23:0 | 160 | 14:8 | 244) 245 | —14 | —01 412 is | 
23-4 | 15°7 | 14:8 | 244] 24-4 | —1-0 0 +09 MS. 
21-4 | 156] 151 | 206 | 206) +08 0 +05 W. 
92°2 | 150 | 144) 19:0 | 190) +32 0 +0°6 3 
29-2 | 149 | 142] 199 | 199) +423 ) +07 M.K. 
22-6 | 15:4 | 148) 20° | 208) +1°8 0 +0°6 i | 
29:3.) 15:6.) 145099165) | 881 | ea sO a eZ "| 

(6) Applicability of the method.—The method is recom- 
mended as a reference method to those who wish to find the 
constants for their wet and dry bulb. They may proceed 
exactly as described above, preferably taking ¢ and k as 
both unknown. The method is also available as a substitute 
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for the wet bulb. It cannot compete in simplicity with the 
wet bulb in its simplest form, but it can compete with the 
various modifications (whirled thermometers, &c.). 

For the range studied the constant ‘93 can be used for f, 
and it is hoped that this will be tested for other climates and 
below the freezing-point. A small error in k is of very little 
importance, owing to the small value of t—@. 

(7) Conelusion.—The method has been shown simple; the 
elementary theory is thought rigorous; the extension to 
small thermal effects is justified in numerous experiments ; 
k has turned out to be very nearly -93 over as wide a range 
as was open to study ; ¢ is unexpectedly low. The last point 
requires some discussion. According to a mass of published 
dew-point observations, a value 0°5 for c was expected in 
Table Il., and the writer thinks it superfluous to make 
additional dew-point observations. The low value 0:4 found 
tor c, though opposed somewhat to the dew-point results, is 
favoured by Maxwell’s theory*. To make c=°5 in high 

ventilation is to make his ratio . (loc. cit.) practically unity, 

but he considers it probably °77 and “certainly less than 
unity.” His estimate is supported by the experiments of 
Graetz, Winkelmann, and of Kundt and Warburg, so that a 
considerably lower value of c is suggested. Jt is not, however, 
the object of this note to determine the value of c. It is the 
method with its theoretical and practical claims which is put 
forward. A wider basis was rendered impossible from want 
of leisure. 

Abbasia Observatory, Egypt. 
August 22, 1901. ‘ 

XL. Atr-Pressures used in playing Brass Instruments. By 
Epwixn H. Barron, D.Sc., FLR.S.E., Senior Lecturer im 
Physics at University College, Nottingham, and 8. C. Laws, 
B.Sc., 1851 Hehibition” Science Research Scholar ft. 

[Plates VII. & VIII.! 

T is well known that in playing upon the “brass”? or 
‘‘wood-wind”’ instruments of the orchestra the particular 

note, at any instant desired, is produced by the simultaneous 
use of the mechanism of the instrument and the correspond- 
ing ‘ embouchure,” through which air at a suitable pressure 
is driven by the performer. The mechanism adjusts the 

* Art, “Diffusion,” Eneyc. Britt. 
+ Communicated by the Physical Society: read December 18, 1901. 
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length of the tubing in use so that the note in question is 
one of those with which the instrument is now in resonances 
The correct embouchure and air-pressure pick out, as it were, 
from the notes then possible to the instrument, the particular 
one sought, and cause it to sound. 

Some of the problems here involved are chiefiy of a 
musical character. 

But the pressure of air which solicits the desired sake 
although several others are possible with the same fingering, 
and the variations of this pressure with the pitch, loudness, 
and other circumstances form a problem belonging rather to 
the domain of physics, and one which is attacked in the 
experiments here described. 

Some previous work on the air-pressures required for 
various Instruments has been done by Dr. W. H. Stone (see 
p- 171, ‘Hlementary Lessons on Sound,’ Macmillans, 1891), 
who gives maximum and minimum pressures for the oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, horn, cornet, trumpet, euphonium, and. 
bombardon. No details, however, are there given of the 
pressures for each note of the scale, nor of the variations of 
the pressure with loudness. 

The present work deals with three brass instruments, viz., 
the tenor trombone, the trumpet, and the cornet. The re- 
sults of the experiments on these are sufficiently consistent 
to support certain general conclusions which are summarized 
at the close of the paper. 

Haeperimental Method.—Following the hint given by Dr. 
Stone, the pressures were taken by a water-manometer con- 
nected to the performer’s mouth by an indiarubber tube 
terminating in a glass nozzle which could be held by the 
side teeth. After a little practice, the instrument could be 
played without the insertion of this side nozzle producing 
any serious annoyance. ‘The open end of the manometer 
was provided with a plug of cork and cotton-wool which 
just damped out the oscillations of the water columns in it 
without interfering with their prompt assumption of the 
correct levels’ when a note was sounded. To arrest the 
columns immediately in these positions and retain them 
there until the readings were taken, a pinch-cock was used 
on the indiarubber pipe connecting the manometer with the 
player’s mouth. Thus the modus operandi was as follows: — 
A series of notes and their loudness being decided upon and 
indicated in the note-book and the player and recorder in 
position, the recorder calls for a certain note, at the same 
time opening the pinch-cock. The player sounds the note 
and sustains it till it is judged to be of the desired intensity ; 
the pinch-cock is then released, thus immediately closing 
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and so retaining the water columns in place. These are read 
and recorded and then the next note is called for. 

The manometer-scales were graduated to centimetres and 
estimated to quarters of a division. 
A mercury manometer was tried for some of the higher 

pressures exceeding a metre of water, but was quickly 
abandoned as being far less convenient. 

Lines of Investigation.—It was decided to find how the 
_ air-pressure required to sound the different notes varied with 
(1) the pitch of the note, (2) its loudness, (3) the fingering 
or other manipulation of the instrument, (4) on the instru- 
ment itself. In each of these cases of inquiry as to the effect 
of any one variable cause, the other variables were kept con- 
stant so far as circumstances permitted. Thus, to test how 
the pressure depended upon pitch, a scale was ‘play ed with 
the loudness maintained as nearly as possible the same. The 
fingering was, however, necessarily changed to produce the 
consecutive notes of the scale. Again, for dependence of 
pressure on loudness, the same note was ‘played with various 

intensities, then another note with various intensities, and so 
on. Thirdly, where the same note was obtainable with two 
fingerings, the sound was obtained of the given pitch and 
with the same intensity, first with the usual and then with 
the alternate fingering. 
The Scale on Brass Instruments.—In order to render sub- 
sequent references quite clear, it seems desirable to exp lain 
here how the scale is obtamed both with slide and valve 
instruments. In the slide instruments, when the slide is in 
the first position, z. e. closed, the minimum length of tubing 
is in use, and the only notes obtainable are those with which 
that length of tubing is in resonance. These form the har- 
monic series, the relative frequencies of the notes being 1, 2, 
38, 4, 5, 6, &e.; the fundamental or prime is termed by 
“musicians the “pedal” and is rarely used. By drawing the 
slide out to the le position, sufficient length of tubing is 
introduced to put the instrument in resonance with notes a 
semitone lower. The other positions to the seventh inclusive 
lower the notes of the instrument by a tone, a tone anda 
half, &c. to three tones respectively. The use of the slide 

“has thus three effects : (1) itfurnishes the complete chromatic 
scale in the largest interval which occurs between the notes 
in use natural to the instrument with the slide closed, viz., 
between the second and third harmonics, whose ineenvull Is a 
fifth ; (2) and consequently it more than bridges all the other 
intervals (fourth, major third, &c.) which occur in the higher 

—part of the harmonic series, thus giving alternate methods of 
playing various notes ; (3) it extends the scale downwards. 
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In valve instruments the same results are usually approxi- 
mately obtained by the use of three valves. The first valve, 
when depressed, adds sufficient tubing to lower the notes by 
a whole tone, the second valve a semitone only, and the third 
about a tone and a half. 

These facts are exhibited collectively in Table I. for an 
instrument tuned to B? like the Cornet and Tenor Trombone. 
The lower notes are at the bottom of the table. Those in 
round brackets indicate alternative fingerings. The numerals 
under some of the notes give approximate frequencies for the 
trombone in complete vibrations per second. For the cornet, 
all these require doubling. 

TABLE I.—The Scale on Slide and Valve Instruments. 

Positions of Shide te vat, (i. Qnd! doSede 10 4b | ll Genie ict ae eee 
on ‘Trombone. 

“hibar dbcvected é lst & | 1st & |) Saas oleae 
on Cornet. Wigine | au 2nd. ord. ord. & 3rd. 

Number of partial 
tone or 

“ Harmonic” 
elicited by suitable 

| “embouchure” Naines of Notes. 
| and air-pressure. — — A—— — —, 

8 Boa iA G 
480 

vi This harmonic is | not 
general ly used 

6 nv) 8 (D) 
360 | 300 

5 D C (Bb) 
300 240 

- BBS OH? 9A. G (F) 
240 180 

3 Poy Be D C B 
180 | 

2 Bo A G F E 
120 

1 Bo This} prime | note, caljled the | ‘ pedal,” 
60 | is not generally used. 
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EXPERIMENTAL Resutts. Tenor Trombone.—The instru- 
ment used for these experiments is in B? by Millereau & Co. 
of Paris, and was throughout played by HE. H. Barton with a 
Higham mouthpiece. 

The mean results of scales and exercises over two octaves 
tried on it at different intensities are given in Table II., and 
graphically exhibited in Plate VII. The ordinates of the curves 
are the manometer pressures in centimetres of water, and the 

_ abscissee represent the intervals in cents, the intonation being 
assumed in equal temperament. 

Both in the table and on the Plate the C in square 
brackets is the middle C between the staves, and is of 
frequency about 269 complete vibrations per second. 

TABLE I].—Pressures tor Scales on Trombone. 

Notes ...... ela aipi ol B/G) A/mjic}D 8] R 

} | | = = 

Positions | | p Hees a Wek, = ye A eee ea ee nr a ae a a 

f. 

ru. 18 | 26 | 32/37 | 40 | 47| 53/58/65] 73 | 80 | 88 |108117)122 

— — | —— | | | . | BE pmeeny ah Sel bel aah 
! | 

eS eee) | eS > ee) ee ee 

Mm, 

5 ales } 17 | 28 aM 84 | 42] 51 | 52) 57 (63°7 642/71] 76, 81] 90 

Pp: 

| Mean of ‘ | 99 | eer | 13) 17) 22 

The results of experiments on given notes sounded in close 
succession but with different intensities are given in Table III. 
(p. 390). 

The experiments as to change, if any, of pressure with 
change of fingering are detailed in Table IV. (p. 390). 

Cornet.—These experiments were made with a Higham 
Cornet played by a professional trumpeter and cornettist, 
Mr. E. C. Pickerill of Nottingham. The results for scales 
over two octaves soft, medium, and loud, each played once 
only, are shown by the three curves on Plate VIII. marked 
respectively p, m, and 7. The C in square brackets denotes 
the middle C between the staves. The abscissze and ordinates 
are as in Plate VII. 

a SE bees cae Ro phiel | 

65) 74 27 ene 30 | 42} 39) 44) 48 |45°5| 52) 59 
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TaBLE IITI.—Pressures for given Notes, Loud and Soft. 

| | eared 
Notes ...... F BD | F BD | D | 

Bases 8dr PO Pita hae AN on 

Pppeerinate) a0 iy Pk Reg 240)" ahem frequencies. Ff | °. ¥ 

Positions of SPM ITN ey hile ees sie 
Slide. 6 “ | l ! 

pp 13 24* 27 50 73°5 

D. 18 345 50 oT &3 

m. 19°5 36'5t 55:5 63 88:5 

i 23 40 67°5 82 106 

Single pp 20 | p 00 p O61 
crescendo to to to to | to to 
“Agee f 38] ee eee 

* This pressure was obtained with a small aperture between the lips. With 
a larger aperture, the note stili being pp, the pressure fell to 15! 

t The pedal note an octave lower than this was produced m with a pressure 
of 7 cm. 

TapLE 1V.—Pressures for same Notes in Alternative 

Positions. 

Notes ...... F | Bb Haeki 4 D 

Approximate | 9 es 
frequencies. = a eat 

Positions of = 
Slide. ! 6 u Da beal ee a 

“Woof Hon lt ase ee ne eee ee 
monic” used 3 4 4 b 5 6 

ce EES Ss OD) One Me Fe eh | ee Se oem | (ee ee ome | eee Se ae Ce AE Bs | 

a Dp 50°5 48 72 70 72 Cian 
SS 

= mf | 50 50 75 75 98 92 | | 

Pipe Gey es 94 92/1) gud, ive ang 
RR | 

2 ae 80 83 113 110 | 
th hE Bo ee si BS) oie S Se ae es | eee ee Pe | 

anal Series 7) ae lag 50 | 675 | 685 72 72 (1901) 
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The experiments on the cornet as to different intensities of 

given notes are detailed in Table V. 

Taste V.—Pressures for given Notes, Loud and Soft. 

Notes ...... A E A Ct E 

BA ointc Recut ye yin DAS: beds Paiencies, (1) 228 539 452 | 568 678 

Pressures 

di iP 26°75 34-25 44 527750) (OG 

a m 25 26 315 38°75 415 
oO 

5 p 12 15°5 20°5 30°25 34 

Trumpet.—For the experiments on the Trumpet a Besson 
trumpet in F was used, played by Mr. H. CU. Pickerill with 
a mouthpiece by H. Keats & Son. The results of once 
playing the scale in F through two octaves at medium intensity 
is shown on Plate VIII. by the dotted curve marked TT. 

Comparison of Trumpet and Cornet.—Table V1. gives the 
result of a comparison of trumpet and cornet as to the pressures 
for given notes of different intensities. 

TasLe VI.—Trampet and Cornet compared. 

IN@EES 0.53 Br i) | Bo D F | 

See ee 0 60, 31 | 480 600 720 frequencies. r | oF 

2 f 25°75 4375 °| 45-5 48°75 68 | 

5 fie, Gg BS OBE, AWE WARY ve lt 8455 41-5 BT25 

= p 16 18°5 26°75 28:75 42 
SS SS | SSS SSS Vis Bee be 

if 26°5 45 47-25 55°75 TDTd.- «| 

Bi m 18 28:5 32°75 41 SPS | 
oO | 

S p | 13 24 92-5 32:25 39-25 
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Conclusion.—In reviewing the results of the experiments 
it is clear that the following general inferences may be 
drawn :— 

1. Other things being equal, the louder the note the greater 
the pressure, as was to be expected. See Tables III., IV., 
V., and VI. 

2. Again, all else being retained the same, the higher the 
pitch of the note played on a given instrument the greater 
the air-pressure used. See Tables III, V., and VI. 

In the scales (Table II. and Pls. VII. & VIII.) this is some- 
times apparently violated, not only on the trombone played by 
the writer but also in the professional playing of the trumpet 
and cornet. This seems to be due to a slight unintentional 
difference in intensity or in the manner of producing the 
notes. (See first footnote to Table III.) In the higher 
parts of the scale it is hard to avoid increasing the loudness. 
This may account for the upward turn of the curves at this 
art. 

‘ 3. In the preliminary experiments, on plotting the frequency 
of the notes of the scale as abscissee and the pressures as 
ordinates fairly smooth curves were obtained convex upwards. 
When, however, quantities proportional to the logarithms of 
the frequencies are taken for abscissze, the curves become 
almost straight lines. See Pls. VII. & VIII., in which the 
abscissee are Mr, Ellis’s logarithmic cents, 100 to the equally- 
tempered semitone, represented by the large squares, and the 
intonation is assumed to be in equal temperament. 

4. Now if the logarithms of the frequencies be taken to 
measure pitches of notes, then the difference of logarithms 
measures the ratios of frequencies, 7. e. measures the intervals 
between them. And, as is well known, this is the only way 
which admits of simple addition of numbers representing the 
component intervals giving the number representing the re- 
sultant interval. Thus the logarithm of the frequency is in 
a certain very real and important sense the best physical 
measure of the pitch of a note. Hence, adopting this method, 
and noting that the curves in Pls. VII. & VIII. are nearly 
straight lines, we may say that the air-pressure required to 
sound any note with given intensity is approximately pro- 
portional to its pitch defined logarithmically. 

5. Where alternative positions or fingerings are used for 
the same note the pressures are practically the same, see 
Table IV., the results in which were confirmed also by 
Mr. Pickerill with his instruments. In other words, it is 
almost indifferent as regards pressure required, whether a 
note is played on a given instrument as the third harmonic 
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of a short tube or the fourth of a longer one, &ec., &e. This 
is contrary to what is implied by some writers. 

6. The pressures for identical notes on trumpet and cornet 
are almost the same for any given intensity, but very much 
less than those for the same notes on the trombone. See 
Table VI. and Plate VIII. (cf. with Table III. and Plate VIT.). 

7. The pressures used for loud low notes may exceed those 
for soft high notes, in some cases even where the notes are an 
octave apart. See Tables III., IV., V., and VI., also Pls. VII. 
& VIII. 

8. The present results as to maximum and minimum pres- 
sures are in accord with Dr. Stone’s, so far as comparison is 
possible. 

Our thanks are due to Mr. Pickerill for kindly placing his 
services at our disposal. 

University College, Nottingham, 
ae 1901. 

XLII. The Pn ani By Prof. JoHn Towner 

ORD Ray.eicH, in a recent article Philosophical 
Magazine, Dec. 1901), has shown the significance of 

the electrostatic capacity between the primary and the 
secondary of the induction-coil, and has proved that in certain 
cases a condenser in the primary is of no advantage, and in 
certain cases may be prejudicial. 

The performance of a powerful coil devised by Mr. Heinze, 
of Boston, U.S., for me, operated by his liquid interrupter, 
justifies fe points raised by Lord Rayleigh ; and, on account 
of the importance of the induction-coil in rineless telegraphy, 
merits I think wider knowledge than it has received. 

The dimensions of the coil are as follows :— 

Length of iron of primary coil, 48 inches. 
Dionne Olena! 2 me Niles Oran eds 
Wound with one layer of no. 6 copper wire. 

The secondary coil consists of 140 coils separated from 
each other by plates of glass one eighth of an inch thick. 
Hach of these coils is wound with, between 400 and 500 turns, 
fine wire. The entire resistance of the secondary coil is 
246,600 ohms. 

The secondary is merely inclosed ina box. By unscrewing 
the cover of this box the sectional coils can be inspected, and 
any sectional coil can be removed if its insulation breaks 
down; for the coils are not imbedded in paraffin. It was 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 16. April 1902, 2D 
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found necessary to use glass at least one eighth of an inch 
thick between the sectional coils, on account of the great 
electric density developed. Mr. Heinze’s experience in this 
respect corroborates my own. In employing a storage- 
battery of twenty thousand cells with an electromotive force 
of forty thousand volts to charge Franklin plates, I have 
found it necessary to also employ plates of glass one eighth 
of an inch thick. The great surface-density developed by a 
powerful rush of current into such condensers to raise them 
to a difference of potential of even five or ten thousand volts, 
makes it unsafe to employ glass of less thickness than one 
eighth of an inch. 

When this coil is excited by five storage-cells and is 
provided with a condenser in the primary, it gives, under the 
effect of an ordinary vibrating break, a fifteen-inch spark. 
When, however, the condenser is removed, and the coil is 
operated by a liquid interrupter shown in fig. 1, the length 
of spark is increased to thirty inches and is of astonishing 
body. 

The interrupter is contained in a wooden box A (fig. 1), 
the cover of which swings on hinges and supports all the 
mechanism. JBy lifting the cover, the parts can be easily 
examined. ‘The front of the box consists of a door which, 
when open, exposes a glass jar C containing acidulated water, 
through which the mechanism can be seen. A small motor 
on the top of the box drives the oscillating mechanism, 
which consists of a base-casting H having a bearing and a 
shaft F, upon one end of which is a crank-disk G, and at the 
other end a pulley for receiving its power from the motor. 
By the rotation of disk G and crank-pin H, an up and down 
movenient is imparted to a brass sleeve I, which moves up 
and down upon a vertical spindle J secured to the base- 
casting E. This sleeve I has adjustably secured to it a 
platinum wire K, which projects below the cover B, and 
moves in and out through a capillary tube closely fitting the 
wire. This glass tube L is held in a lead electrode M, so 
constructed as to partly surround and to come very close to 
the platinum wire when the latter projects through the 
capillary tube. The electrode M, glass tube L, and platinum 
wire K are immersed in the acidulated solution, so that the 
end of the capillary tube is about an inch below the top of 
the liquid N. The liquid is a twenty per cent. solution of 
sulphuric acid, The crank-disk G is made of slate, and has 
upon its periphery a 90-degree segment of brass O which is 
connected to the shaft F. The segment O bears a certain 
relation in position to brass sleeve I and depth of platinum 
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wire K. There is also a movable brush-holder yoke P, which 

has secured to it, but insulated from it, a brush- holder ( and 

brush R, which rest on disk and segment O during one-fourth 

of its revolution. 
Big. 

The electric current flows as follows :—The positive wire 
from the mains (I use a one-hundred-and-ten volt circuit) 

‘connects with the brush-holder P, and the current flows 
through the brush R to segment O, to shaft F, to base- 
casting H, to vertical spindle J, to brass sleeve I, to platinum 
wire K ; and when the wire is immersed in the liquid N, the 

2D 2 
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current flows through it to the lead electrode M, to one end 
of the primary of the coil, and out by the other end to the 
negative wire of the mains. By the movement of the brush 
one can regulate the amount of current passing through the 
primary. 

The number of interruptions per minute can be changed 
from sixty to five thousand by varying the speed of the 
motor. The regulating handle of the motor wil! change the 
spark-length of “the coil from zero to thirty inches and will 
also vary ‘the quantity of the discharge. 

The momentary rush of current throu eh the primary coil is 
probably very great, although the ammeter in the primary 
circuit indicates not more “than 5 > or LO amperes. I have 
found it impossible to produce a spark in air longer than 
seven feet by means of a storage-battery and a Planté 
transformer. I imagine that a large coil built on the above 
principle and actuated by’very powerful commercial currents 
could produce sparks much longer than seven feet. Dynamos 
are now built of a size far exceeding what was once thought 
possible. The needs of wireless teleoraphy may demand a 
corresponding increase in the size of induction-coils ; and 
the coil of the type I have described, without a condenser and 
with a liquid break, seems to be the type for the future, if 
powerful discharges are desired. The mechanical break and 
the primary condenser must be relegated to the historical 
physical cabinet. 

Jefferson Physical Laboratory, 
Harvard Univ aad Cambridge, US. 

XLIV. A suspected case ee the Electrical Pe of I He 
Metal Particles for Light-waves. A New Type of 
Absorption. By R. W. Woon, Professor of Experi- 
mental Physics in the Johns Hopkins University *. 

ERTAIN experiments on which I have been engaged of 
late have led me to believe that I have fouritls a new 

type of light absorption, which it may be possible to refer to 
the electrical resonance of small metallic particles for waves 
of light. The experiments of Garbasso and Aschkinass have 
shnomae that a pes, of glass covered with uniformly arranged 
strips of tintoil of equal size, which serve as “resonators, 
shows the phenomenon of pplbccige transmission and rofleien 
for electromagnetic waves of different wave-lengths. In 
other words, a plate of this description exhibits the electrical 
analogy of surtace-colour. I have succeeded in producing 

* Communicated by the Physical Society : read March 14, 1902. 
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metallic deposits on glass which the microscope shows to be 
made up of particles ‘smaller than the wave-lengths of light, 
which by transmitted light exhibit colours quite a as brilliant as 
those produced by aniline dyes. I have sought in every way 
to explain these colours, by all the well- known principles of 
interference and diffraction, and at the present am forced to 
accept the hypothesis suggested in the title of this paper, 
which I have chosen not without some misgivings. 
_In the present paper I shall content myself with giving a 

full account of the experimental data which i have thus far 
obtained, postponing for the present anything like a definite 
conclusion. 

The metallic deposits are obtained by heating small frag- 
ments of the alkali metals in glass bulbs, thor oughly exhausted 
and hermetically sealed. Only the small por tion of the bulb 
on which the metal particle lies’is heated, leaving the 
remainder, where the condensation is to take place, quite cold, 
The metallic film which condenses on the wall, when viewed 
by transmitted light, shows colours of excessive brilliancy, as 
brilhant in fact us films strongly stained with aniline dyes. 
On first obtaining these films, I was of the opinion that these 
colours could be attributed in some way to interference, but 
more careful consideration showed that many difficulties were 
present. In the first place, the transmitted colours, in the 
case of thin plates, are never of any considerable intensity, 
being diluted with a large excess of white light. Moreover, 
the extraordinarily high absorption-coefficient of metallic 
sodium makes it impossible for us to apply the theory of the 
colours of thin plates, except on the assumption that the 
thickness of the film is exceedingly small in comparison with 
the wave-length, and that there is a relative change of phase 
at the two surfaces, which varies with the wave length. This 
seemed on the whole not very probable, for, as far as experi- 
ments go, indications are that the phase-change in metallic 
reflexion is nearly independent of the wave-length. Moreover, 
metallic films obtained in other ways, as by chemical or 
cathodic deposition, do not show these colours. Thin films of 
metal show a more or less marked colour by transmitted light, 
but the colour is fixed for any definite metal, and, except in 
the case of gold and silver, not very pronounced. The sodium 
films, on the contrary, may be deep purple, blue, apple-green, 
or red according to conditions. I noticed at the outset that 
where the deposit was somewhat dense in the immediate 
vicinity of the sodium drop, the outside of the bulb, seen by 
reflected light, exhibited halo effects, similar to those shown 
by certain “minerals, This pearly or silky lustre, which is 
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difficult to describe, I at once recognized as a diffraction 
effect due to the scattering of light by small reflecting 
particles. Examination under the microscope showed this to 
be the case, the sodium having deposited on the glass in the 
form of small isolated drops. It at once occurred to me that 
the condition might be the same in the coloured films, the 
particles here being small enough to respond to the light- 
waves, in the same manner as the resonators of Garbasso and 
Aschkinass. I examined some of the more transparent of the 
coloured films, under a one-twelfth inch oil-immersion 
objective, and found that my suspicions were verified, the 
films being made up of particles just barely visible as 
individual grains lying close together. [I was unable to 
satisfy myself that the size varied with the colour of the film, 
and am of the opinion that if the resonance theory is the true 
one, the free period depends more on the proximity of the 
particles than on their actual size. ‘The diameter of the 
particles, as measured with the micrometer, varies from about 
"0003 to 0002 mm. In other words, they are of about the 
size of the smallest micrococci described by the bacteriologists. 

It occurred to me at first that the colours might be similar 
to those shown by mixed plates, which are explained in the 
same way as the coloured central images seen in certain 
transparent diffraction-gratings. This would, however, neces- 
sitate the presence of minute transparent particles of a thick- 
ness sufficient to give a retardation of \/2. The formation 
of such particles could be conceived of as resulting from the 
oxidation of the sodium particles by a layer of absorbed air 
on the glass. It is therefore necessary to show at the outset 
that the cause of the colour is the presence of metallic sodium. 
That this is the case I feel sure, for if the slightest trace of 
air be allowed to enter the bulb, the colour, no matter how 
intense, instantly vanishes, the glass becoming as clear as 
before the formation of the film. The oxidation process could 
be made to take place slowly, by drawing out one end of the 
bulb into a long fine capillary, with a bore of about ‘01 mm., 
and breaking off the end alter the coloured film had been formed. 

In certain cases it was observed that the colour changed 
before disappearing entirely. I also found that the colour of 
the film could be permanently changed by carefully heating 
the glass to a temperature just below that necessary to 
evaporate the film. Local heating to a slightly higher 
temperature drives off the film entirely, leaving the glass 
pertectly clear. By means of a small flame, it is possible to 
drive a patch of colour all over the inside of a bulb, and it is 
in this way that some of the best films are prepared. It was 
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next found that cooling the films by the application of ice to 
the exterior of the bulb produced most extraordinary changes 
of colour. Vale green films, almost transparent, on being 
cooled ten or fifteen degrees, changed to a violet as deep as 
that shown by dense cobalt-glass. Pink films were changed 
to deep blue-green, while films originally deep blue became 
transparent. These effects were most puzzling at first, but I 
finally succeeded in finding out the cause, as I shall show 
later on. At the beginning of the work it was almost 
impossible to predict what sort of a film would be obtained 
in any experiment. Sometimes, on first heating the sodium, 
a film of a deep claret colour would be obtained; once formed, 
it could be driven from one part of the bulb to another with- 
out any great change of colour. In another experiment, 
made under exactly the same conditions, so far as I could see, 
it was impossible to obtain anything but a deep blue. I 
prepared and experimented with fully fifty bulbs, without 
being able to arrive at any definite conclusion in regard to 
the conditions necessary for producing a definite result. It 
was finally found however, by blowing connected bulbs, that 
if the sodium was thoroughly boiled in one of them, and 
while still molten was shaken into an adjoining bulb, the 
surface of which was of course free from any deposit, on 
heating the globule in the fresh bulb, only blue films could 
be produced. This made it appear as if the claret-coloured 
film were produced by something volatile in the sodium 
which was driven off by the first heating. It was necessary, 
if possible, to find out what this was, for these red films 
were found to be more interesting than the blue, and it 
was desirable to be able to produce them at will. Asa result 
of many experiments, I had formed a vague notion that bits 
of sodium cut from certain lumps in the bottle produced the 
red films on the first heating, while portions taken from other 
lumps did not. It seemed not unlikely that the sodium might 
contain potassium as an impurity, which might be the agent 
concerned. I accordingly prepared a set of bulbs containing 
potassium, and immediately found that magnificent reds and 
purples could be obtained at will; and I felt firmly convinced 
that the anomalies shown by sodium were due to potassium 
impurities. Similar coloured films could be obtained with 
lithiam, though, owing to its higher boiling-point, bulbs of 
bohemian glass are required. Letting this serve as an 
introduction, it will be well to take up the experiments 
somewhat in detail. 

As the optical behaviour of the films is extremely interesting, 
regardless of the ultimate cause of the colour, I shall describe 
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in some detail the manner of preparing and filling the bulbs. 
It is in the first place a great economy of time if a number 
are exhausted at once. To accomplish this I have fitted the 
mercurial pump with a glass tube having half-a-dozen lateral 
branches drawn down as shown in fig. 1. The bulbs are 

Fig. 1. 

blown of the form shown in the same figure, and a piece of 
sodium or potassium is cut up under ligroin into blocks about 
3mm. on each edge. These are introduced into the bulbs as 
quickly as possible after wiping off the fluid, and the stems 
of the bulbs drawn down to a small bore for subsequent 
sealing. 

They are quickly fastened to the branch tubes and exhausted. 
I find it a good plan to heat the metal until it fuses while 
the bulb is still on the pump ; the whole bulb may be warmed 
by a Bunsen flame to drive off absorbed air. If tiie exhaustion 
is carried down to the point where the mercury begins to 
hammer, it is generally sufficient. The bulbs are now sealed 
off from the pump, and may be put away for future use, or 
experimented with at ence. A burner should be made by 
drawing out a glass tube, which will give a pointed flame 
about half a centimetre high, and the tip of the flame allowed 
to play against the spot on the bulb where the metai lies 
(fig. J,a). Sometimes the whole bulb will suddenly flash a 
deep violet or blue, and sometimes the film will develop 
more slowly. A chain of three or four bulbs may be made, 
the sodium heated in one, and the clean molten metal shaken 
into the others, drops of various sizes sticking to the bulbs. 
Coloured films can then be formed by heating these clean 
drops in the bulbs. ‘This shows that the oxide present in the 
first lump has nothing to do with the production of the colour. 

I shall now take up in order and in some detail the 

— Se ee ee ee, ee ee 
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appearances of the films by reflected and transmitted light, 
the spectral analysis of the light, the polarization effects, Be 
the very remarkable temperature changes. 

If the metal is heated at one end of a rather long tapering 
bulb, the colour is most intense near the metal and gradually 
fades away to nothing at the other end of the bulb. It the 
bulb is placed in strong sunlight with a black background, it 
is seen that in some places where the deposit is too slight to 
show much colour by transmission the light is scattered or 
dittused, and this diffused light is coloured. The claret- 
coloured or purple film, where the deposit is slight, scatters a 
green light, the surface appearing as if fluorescent. Now the 
spectrum of the transmitted light in these purple films has a 
heavy absorption-band in the yellow-green, consequently the 
scattered: light is the complementary colour of the transmitted. 
If the film is greenish blue, the scattered light is reddish. 
The microscope shows that in these deposits, which have the 
power of scattering light, the individual particles are rather 
widely separated, that i is, ‘the distance between them is large 
in comparison to their diameters. T shall speak of this light 
as the “fluorescent” light, to distinguish it from the light 
scattered by the large particles, which is not coloured except 
by diffraction. This light, which gives the bulbs a slightly 
silky lustre where the particles are large, I shall call dittused 
light. 

Returning now te the fluorescent light : in the case of the 
purple films, the appearance of a bulb in strong light is ie 
much as if certain portions of its interior surface had been 
painted over with a solution of fluorescein. No trace of 
regular reflexion is shown by these films, except of course 
the reflexion due to the glass. The particles are so far apart 
that they apparently act as independent sources, the inter- 
ference necessary for rectilinear propagation not being present. 
If the incident light i is polarized, the fluorescent light is also 
polarized, which is not the case for ordinary diffuse reflexion. 
On the resonance theory, we may regard this fluorescent light 
as the energy radiated from the resonators, as a result of 
their forced vibrations. Passing now to a part of the film 
where the colour of the transmitted light is deeper, we find 
that there is no longer any trace of this fluorescent light. 
The colour absent in rilis transmitted light is now regularly 
reflected, the particles being so close together that interference, 
as imagined by Huygens, takes place. In strong sunlight, 
this portion of the film shows neither the fluorescent nor the 
diffused (diffracted) light. Except at the spot where the 
regularly reflected image of the source of light appears, it is 
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quite dark like the clear glass. Still farther down the bulb 
where the particles are very large, we get ordinary scattered 
light, and the film has the silky lustre to which I have alluded. 

Summing up the results thus far, we find :— 
Coarse particles diffract or scatter light, and give the bulb 

a silky lustre. 
Minute particles very close together, regularly reflect those 

wave-lengths absent in the tr ansmitted ‘light, but give no 
scattered light. 

Minute particles far apart, diffuse light of the same wave- 
lengths as those which are, to some extent, absent in trans- 
mitted light. This type of scattered light, which for 
convenience I have called fluorescent, is exhibited by deposits 
which are too scant to show any trace of colour when viewed 
by transmitted light. 

Spectrum of the Transmatted Light. 

An examination of the transmitted light with a small direct- 
vision spectroscope showed that in some cases the films 
completely refused transmission of certain wave-lengths. 
The claret-coloured films had an absorption-band in the 
yellow, which was exceedingly black and quite narrow, its 
width rather less than one tenth of the easily visible spectrum. 
Any theory accounting for the colour of this film must 
explain the complete extinction of certain wave-lengths. In 
the case of the blue films, the absorption-band was in the red, 
but in this case it invariably appeared more diffused. The 
green films apparently absorbed, more or less completely, the 
blue and red ends of the spectrum. 

The changes of colour which accompany change of 
temperature are of two distinct types: a permanent change 
usually the result of local heating, and a temporary change, 
the result of cooling. 

I was much puzzled by the fact that the change in colour 
was in the same direction in both cases; the region of 
absorption appearing to shift in the direction of greater 
wave-lengths. Purple-red films, with an absorption-band in 
the yellow, changed to blue, the change being due to the 
shifting of the band into the red. The effect can be best 
observed by touching the outside of the bulb with a hot glass 
rod. A transpar ent spot then appears where the metal has 
entirely evaporated, surrounded by a blue ring on a purple 
field. Placing the ‘slit of the spectroscope along a diameter 
of the ring, the spectrum appears as in fig. 2,a. With 
potassium films, T have sometimes obtained permanent changes 
in the opposite direction ; a violet-blue film becoming pink 
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when heated, the spectrum appearing as in fig. 2,d. Ido not 
feel sure that I have determined the exact cause of the per- 
manent colour-changes, due to heating. It doubtless depends 
on the partial evaporation of the metallic particles, and we 

Fig. 2. 
VIOLET Rep 

must bear in mind that the period of vibration depends, not 
only on their size, but on the distance between them ; both 
of which quantities will be affected by evaporation. The 
matter is probably further complicated by the fact that, in 
some cases, | have had films made up of particles of two 
different sizes. In this case it is not difficult to imagine 
that the smaller ones are completely vaporized, while the 
larger ones, which previously were of too great size to produce 
colour, are brought down to dimensions smail enough to 
enable them to resonate. This might explain the change 
from purple to blue. Experimental evidence is, however, 
rather against this hypothesis; and for the present I prefer to 
leave the cause of the permanent change in colour an 
open question. 

The changes produced by cooling are much more startling, 
and of greater interest, for the cause has been discovered. 
We may summarize these effects something as follows :— 
Pink and purple films become blue when cooled, the original 
colour returning as soon as they are warmed up again. A 
pale green film becomes deep violet, while in some cases I 
have found that films, originally blue, become almost per- 
fectly transparent when cooled, the blue colour returning 
subsequently. These effects are best shown by touching the 
outside of the bulb with a small piece of ice. At first sight, - 
it seems as if the only possible effect of cooling would be a 
slight reduction of the size of the particles, and a contraction 
of the supporting wall. That this should be sufficient to 
affect the period of their vibration was almost unthinkable. 
If it were so, a further lowering of temperature should 
produce further changes, but I found that it was_quite 
immaterial whether the bulb was touched with ice, or with a 
mixture of solid carbonic acid and ether ; the resulting colour 
being the same in both cases. I have frequently obtained 
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films so sensitive, that merely moistening the outside of the 
bulb and blowing upon it was sufficient to produce the change. 
On wiping it, or on stroking the bulb with the finger, the 
original colour would return. This was strongly suggestive 
of a molecular change, and for a while I was inclined to 
regard it as analogous to the well-known case of iodide of 
mercury. ‘The fall solution occurred to me in the following 
way. I had been for some time endeavouring to introduce 
into the bulb some fluid of high dielectric constant, to deter- 
mine its effect on the colour. All flaids tried apparently 
contained sufficient oxygen to instantly bleach the films. The 
introduction of such a fluid should, it seemed to me, increase 
the capacity, slow down the period, and shift the absorption- 
band towards the red, or perhaps out of the visible spectrum 
entirely. Films had often been obtained which showed 
absolutely no trace of colour-change on cooling, and it occurred 
to me that possibly traces of hydrocar bon vapour, from the 
ligroin in which the metal had been kept, might be condensed 
on the wall by the application of a cold body. I first prepared 
some films from sodium and potassium which had been heated 
for some time 2m vacuo, in order to remove all traces of the 
hydrocarbon. These films were inv ariably unresponsive, to 
either ice or solid carbonic acid. I next made a double bulb, 
and formed a film in the usual way in one of the bales 
This film proved to be exceedingly sensitive to the application 
of ice, changing from apple-green to the colour of dense 
cobalt-glass. I now packed the other bulb in carbon dioxide 
and ether, in order to condense in it all of the suspected 
hydrocarbon vapour. It was then found that the film was 
no longer sensitive to the application of cold. To make 
absolutely sure that the true cause had been found, I cooled a 
small spot on a pink film to a low temperature by means of a 
small piece of carbon dioxide, which was left on the bulb for 
some time. The spot became almost colourless, the absorption 
having passed entirely out of the spectrum. On examining the 
spot quickly under the microscope, I had no trouble in seeing 
minute globules of a transparent liquid, suthicient quantity 
having condensed to form dr oplets. These grew rapidly 
smaller as the glass warmed, and the instant they disappexred, 
or perhaps a fraction of a second afterwards, the field of the 
instrument became first bluish, then pink, in consequence ot 
the entrance of the absorption- band into the spectrum again. 

There is a temperature effect of a different nature, which 
at first seems wholly inexplicable, but which I now ahs i 
understand. On one or two occasions I have had potassium 
films, originally deep violet, become almost transparent on 
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the application of cold, and remain so permanently. What was 
still more remarkable, the appearance of the spot viewed in 
reflected light indicated clearly that the size of the particles 
had been increased, the spot showing the silky lustre to which 
I have already alluded, while the film surrounding it scattered 
no light at all. I had steel that these films were apparently 
made up of two sets of particles—one set large enough to be 
seen under a low power, the other only coming into view 
‘under the highest power obtainable. After the temperature 
change, the smaller ones seemed to have disappeared entirely; 
and Iam now of the opinion that the condensation of the 
fluid film enabled them in some way to gather about and 
adhere to the larger particles, building up aggregates large 
enough to diffuse light. 

Changes produced by Oxidation. 

If the tip of one of the bulbs is cut off, the entrance of the 
air causes the coloured film to vanish like a flash. In some 
instances, I was of the impression that I detected a momentary 
change of colour before the film disappeared. To lengthen 
the process, 1 adopted the expedient of drawing the end of 
the bulb out into a long fine capillary, with a bore less than 
one one-hundredth of a millimetre. In this bulb a film of a 
deep pink colour was formed, and on cutting off the tip of 
the capillary the colour changed to blue, and the film vanished 
almost immediately. The small amount of air necessary to 
efface the films is indicated by the fact that at the end of an 
hour there was still a fairly good vacuum in the bulb, not- 
withstanding the fact that the end of the capillary had been 
open all the while. If the mouth of the capillary is fused 
immediately after the oxidation of the film, a new coloured 
film can be formed by heating the metal, the oxygen having 
been removed by the first film. This process can ‘be repeated 
a number of times, showing that the presence of the oxide on 
the glass does not interfere with the deposition of the coloured 
film. If the process of oxidation be made very slow, by 
employing a very long capillary, and the process watched 
under the microscope, the black particles slowly become dim, 
and finally fade away. J am of the opinion that the micro- 
scope merely shows us the diffraction-disk due to the opaque 
particle. This would become dimmer as the size of the 
particle is reduced, without any apparent change of size. 
Examination with the spectroscope shows us that, ‘during the 
process of oxidation, the absorption-band sometimes moves out 
of the spectrum through the red end, and sometimes merely 
fades away without any motion. it have tried filling the 
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bulbs with carefully dried hydrogen gas, after the film had 
been formed, but the traces of oxygen present in the gas were 
sufficient to bleach the films. By employing two adjoining 
bulbs, each hned with a coloured film, and cooling one 
of these in carbonic acid and ether, I was enabled to fill 
the bulbs with hydrogen at atmospheric pressure without 
destroying the coloured film in the cooled bulb. The low 
temperature prevented chemical action, and the oxygen was 
wholly removed by the film in the warmer bulb. On warming 
the bulb again, the colours persisted, showing that no change 
was produced by the presence of pure hydrogen. 

I find that it is even possible to fill a bulb with air at 
atmospheric pressure without destroying the colour, if the 
bulb is thoroughly cooled with the carbon dioxide and ether, 
the chemical action not taking place at this low temperature. 
These experiments were tried to test a certain theory of the 
cause of the colours which occurred to me one day, which it is 
not necessary to go into as it was found to be worthless. 
The extreme sensitiveness of these coloured films to minute 
traces of oxygen makes it seem probable that they will prove 
useful in the study of the flow of gases through small apertures 
and capillaries. I have noticed that if the capillary is 
exceedingly fine, the film, instead of disappearing all at once, 
gradually melts away, beginning at the end of the bulb near 
the capillary. Sometimes it is half-a-minute before the colour 
at the other end of the bulb bleaches out. It is as ifa fluid 
were slowly rising in the bulb and dissolving the film. This 
seems rather surprising, in view of the ideas which we hold 
about the diffusion of gases in highlv exhausted receivers. 

Relation between the Colour of the Film and the Size and 
Distribution of the Particles. 

One peculiarity of the coloured films is that the colour 
produced under a given condition seems to depend in some 
way on the condition of the glass surface on which the film 
is deposited. Circular pink spots are frequently found on a 
blue field, while sometimes circular spots quite devoid of 
colour are observed. The centre of the circle is usually 
occupied by a dark speck, which I believe to be a small 
particle of the metal thrown up when the globule is heated. 
This speck, strangely enough, seems to modify the nature of 
the surface of the glass over a circular area surrounding it, 
so that a film of a different colour forms on it, or in certain 
cases no film at all forms. One of these spots which I studied 
under the microscope proved interesting. The black speck 
in the centre was found to be made up of a number of coarse 
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particles of the metal lying close together. Surrounding 
this was a transparent ring, the particles here being very 
minute and very widely separated. Next came a ring of 
pinkish purple (absorption-band about at the D lines), taliile 
outside of this came a ring of deep blue (absorption-band in 
the red). The surrounding field was practically colourless, 
being made up of ~ ge Ce similar to those at the centre 
. the ring (fig. In the blue ring the particles were 

distinctly closer together than in the pink one; a circumstance 
which I'made sure of by having a number of other observers 
express an opinion on the matter. If now the particles are 
packed closer together in the blue film, we should expect the 
capacity to be increased, the same as by the introduction of 
the medium of high dielectric constant. The period would 
consequently become slower, and the absorption-band would 
lie further along towards the red, which is exactly what was 
observed. In some instances, I have been of the opinion that 
the particles in the blue films are larger than those in the 
pink ones, but of this I am not sure. 

Behaviour of the Films with Polarized Light. 

One of the first experiments which I tried with the deposits 
which were made up of particles large enough to scatter 
light, was their polarizing power. The angle of complete 
polarization in the case of non-metallic particles is 90°, 
as is well-known. J. J. Thomson (Recent Researches) 
has calculated the scattering effect of metallic spheres on 
light-waves, and has found that we should expect complete 
polarization on a line making an angle of 120° with the 
direction of the incident light. I am not aware that any 
experiments have been made to test this calculation. The 
results which I obtained gave a value somewhat larger than 
this, the mean being avout 135°. It is difficult, however, to 
get very accurate ‘results with films deposited on spherical 
surfaces. 

Very interesting results were obtained as soon as the 
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coloured films were examined by polarized light. To enu- 
merate all of the different effects which I have recorded in 
my note-book would require too much space, and I shall 
only mention two or three typical effects. The arrangement 
of the apparatus was as follows. The light of a Welsbach 
burner passed through a Nicol prism mounted in an opaque 
screen in such a way that it could be turned through a right 
angle, then through the coloured film at oblique incidence, 
and then into the direct-vision spectroscope. It was found 
in the case of one of the purple films, which had a strong 
absorption-band in the yellow-green, that this band was only 
present when the electric vector was parallel to the plane of 
incidence. When the electric vector was parallel to the 
surface the spectrum appeared continuous. In every case 
the colour was much more pronounced when the electric 
vector had a component normal to the surface. On turning 
the nicol from one position to the other, no motion of the 
absorption-band could be detected in this film, the change 
consisting in a gradual fading away. In other films, how- 
ever, I have sometimes found that the absorption-band shifts 
its position when the nicol is turned. For example, in the 
case of a film which showed an absorption-band a little below 
the D lines with the electric vector perpendicular to the 
plane of incidence, on turning the nicol the band moved 
along into the red and became broader and fainter, the eftect 
being similar to that produced by cooling the film. 
When the films are viewed between two nicols more com- 

plicated effects are obtained, which I shall omit for the 
present as they have not yet been carefully studied. 

Until someone has calculated the behaviour of a sheet 
of resonators at oblique incidence with reference to waves 
polarized in and at right angles to the plane of incidence, 
it will be impossible to say whether the polarization experi- 
ments are in accordance with the resonance hypothesis or 
not. It seems to me, however, that the results obtained with 
polarized light will be the means of eventually determining 
the exact cause of the colours, or at least in deciding in favour 
of, or against, the theory of electrical resonance. 

Electrical Conductivity of the Films. 

The coloured films are apparently non-conducting. Inas- 
much as it was difficult to make sure that the films were 
deposited up to and against the “sealed-in” electrodes, a 
bulb was fitted with a ground joint through which the wires 
passed as shown in fig. 4. After the film had been depoisted 
the joint was turned, causing the tips of the wire to be drawn 
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over the film. With a sensitive galvanometer in circuit 
with the bulb, 75 volts gave no deflexion when the wires were 
drawn over the film, though they scraped the glass clean of 

Fig. 4. 

ae 

the deposit. No change was produced in the appearance of 
the film between the wires with a potential-difference of 700 
volts obtained from a storage-battery. With higher voltages 
a gas-discharge commenced, and the colour changed in the 
neighbourhood of the electrodes, owing to the heat. I have 
tried the effect of illuminating the films with the light of an 
are brought close up to the bulb, but there is absolutely no 
trace of conductivity, even under these conditions. ‘This is 
true even for deposits so dense, that under the microscope 
the particles appear to be in contact with, and even piled up 
on top of one another. A possible explanation of the absence 
of conductivity may be, that the granules consist of a metal 
core, surrounded by a non-conducting film of some sort, 
possibly oxide. I have noticed that bulbs, in which films 
have been repeatedly formed and driven off by the appli- 
cation of a flame, finally reach a state in which it is no longer 
possible to form coloured deposits, but I have not yet deter- 
mined whether this is due to a modification of the surface of 
the glass, the removal of the oxygen, or some other «cause. 
At the present time, I am studying the effects of the intro- 
duction of a small amount of liquid ligroin, which can be 
accomplished without impairing the vacuum, or destroying 
the coloured film, in the foliowing way:—One end of the 
bulb is drawn out into a thin-walled tube with a bore of 
about 1mm. After a satisfactory coloured film has been 
formed, a swinging motion of the arm drives the drop of 
molten metal down into the small tube, sealing it hermeti- 
cally. The tip of the tube is then cut off under ligroin, 
which completely fills the tube, as far up as the plug. By 
means of a small flame, it is possible to close the mouth of 
the tube, the empty portion containing practically nothing 
but hydrocarbon vapour. On carefully warming the metal 
plug to the fusing-point, the hydrocarbon is discharged into 
the bulb, passing through the shell of liquid metal which 
adheres to the walls of the tube and removes from the 
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fluid any impurities which are detrimental to the film. In 
this way, I have been able to introduce ligroin in quantities 
sufficient to thoroughly wet the inside of the bulb, and have 
obtained in this way colours of even greater brilliancy than 
before. 

Conclusion. 

At the present stage of the work, it seems to me thai it is 
impossible to decide either in favour of, or against, the theory 
of resonance. Most of the changes produced by varying the 
conditions seem to be what we should expect. The idea of 
electrical resonance has, at all events, proved useful as a 
working hypothesis, for it led directly to the discovery of 
the cause of the changes produced by low temperatures. 
White I have obtained coloured films from sodium, potassium, 
and lithium, I have been unable to obtain them from thalium 
and cadmium, which give granular deposits very similar in 
other respects. I cannot help feeling that I shall eventually 
find some other explanation than the one ventured in the 
title of this paper, though I have been unable to conceive 
of any arrangement of media which will show colours of 
this nature by interference. At all events, it appears to me 
that we have colour phenomena quite unlike any that are 
already known, and which are of some interest, regardless of 
the ultimate explanation which may be given them. 

Baltimore, February 1, 1902. 

XLV. Aggregates of Minors of an Axisymmetric Determinant. 
By Tuomas Mui, LL.D., C.M.G., F.RS.* 

4: Fo the purpose of stating Kronecker’s theorem 
regarding certain aggregates of minors of an axi- 

symmetric determinant of even order, there does not seem to 
be a more appropriate notation than that introduced in the 
Philosophical Magazine + in 1884, which consists in giving a 
typical term of the aggregate in question and adding some 
distinguishing mark to the letters or figures appearing 
therein whose variation gives rise to the other terms. Thus, 
the aggregate 

1934 | | 1985 1236 | _ | 1287 | | | 1238 
5678 | | 4678 | T | 4578 | — | 4568 4567 |? 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ The article is entitled “An Overlooked Discoverer in the Theory of 

Determinants,” and appears in vol. xvii. pp. 416-427. 
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which according to Kronecker vanishes when the parent 
12345678 | determinant 12345678 | is axisymmetric, may be written 

1 1235 
> | 5678 | ° 

it being understood that in each term under the sign of sum- 
mation the row-numbers are taken in natural order and the 
column-numbers in order, and that the sign-factor of the 
term is (—1)’ where v is the number of inverted-pairs in the 
single line of numbers formed by writing the column-numbers 
immediately after the row-numbers. 

2. Kronecker’s theorem was originally published in 1882, 
and since that date considerable additional light has been 
thrown on it, including such light as comes from generalization. 
The first generalization was pointed out in 1897* and the 
second in 1901 7. The latter, due to Professor Meizler, is 
noteworthy because of its width; and on this and other 
grounds deserves some special attention such as the present 
paper aims at giving to it. In effect, Professor Metzler 

Says that not only = | oa vanishes in the circumstances 

referred to, but also = | oes and | Bree ; in other 

words, that Kronecker need not have confined the propo- 
sition to the case where n—1 of the row-numbers are 
invariable, because all that is necessary is that the number 
of such invariable row-numbers shall be greater than 0) 

coo) 

and less than n.. The mode of investigation is that em- 
ployed in my second proof of Kronecker’s theorem, viz., 
expansion of each member of the aggregate in terms of 
products of complementary minors and re-condensation re- 
sulting from the union of such of these products as have a 
factor in common. 

3. The main point calling for notice in the new generali- 
zation is the manner in which the vanishing of the aggregates 
comes about. A slight examination of a special case makes 
clear that in this respect there is an essential difference 
between the new and the old, and that further investigation is 

* Transactions Roy. Soe. Edinburgh, vol. xxxix. p. 226. 
+ Transactions American Math. Soe. vol. ii. pp. 395-408. 
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therefore called for. Let us consider the case of = eee ‘ 
In less compact notation it is — 

1234 1235) , [1236] _ | 1287] , |, 123 
5678 | — | 4678 | | 4578 4568 4567 

1245 1246 OA a) las | 1256 
3678 | — | 3578 3568 | — | 3567 3478 

_ | 1257 | , | 1258) , | 1267] _ | 1268| , | 1278 
3468 | + | 3467 | 7 | 3458 3457 | + | 3456 
1345 1346 1347) 1 sds 1356 
2678 2578 | | 25684 2567 | 4) 2a 

1357 1358 1367.1.) ses 1378 
+ | 2468 | — | 2467 | — | 2458 | + | 2457 | — | 2456 

1456 1457 | , | 1458 Be 14671 | 1468 
2378 | — | 2368 2367 | * | 2358 2357 

1478 | _ | 1567} , | 1568 1578 1678 
T | 9356 9348 | © | 9347 2346 9345 | ° 

the number of terms being of course C73, 2. e. 35. This may 
be viewed as consisting of four sub-aggregates, A, B, C, D, 
viz. A occupying the first line, B the second and third lines, 
C the fourth and fifth lines, and D the sixth and seventh 
lines. Of these the first is seen to bea Kronecker aggregate. 
The second B consists of two parts which cancel each other ; 

for the sum of the first four terms being equal to sane | 

diminished by a Kronecker aggregate is equal to — Be > 

and the sum of the last six terms can be shown to be 

aie . Similarly, the sum of the first four terms of C 

cancels the sum of the last six terms: and the sum of the 
first six terms of D cancels the sum of the last four terms. 

The new aggregate, > | ares | , is thus seen to be the sum of 

four zeros; and it will be found that all the others havea like 
constitution. 

4. The four sub-aggregates in the preceding are easily 
seen to be 

| 1234 
215678 

1245, 1345 1456 (sere = [dete =|) 
The last three are not essentially different; so that to 

\ 
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1234 
Kronecker’s fundamental aggregate & | se7 

1245 | 
3078 

the two being the invariability of the lme-numbers 1, 2, 3. 

1245 
3678 

established by separating the four terms of it which have 
4 as a row-number from the six terms which have 4 as a 

column-number, and showing that the one group cancels the 

other. Thus 

there has to 

be added one other, > , the common characteristic of 

The vanishing of this new aggregate, secs 

1245| =| 1245 1256 
2 | 3678 |= = 3678 +2 su78 

) 1243 . | 1284 
= 15678| T |5678|° 

=U: 

The penultimate step here presents two expressions for 
1234 
5678 

the vanishing of Kronecker’s aggregate = 

The second of these is new; the first is not, since 
1234 
5673 | may also 

be viewed as a statement that 

1234) _ | 1235 | 
5678 4673 

where, as is often convenient in dealing with sub-aggregates, 
the typical term on the right is reckoned positive and the 
others determined from it. We are thus led to a series of 
identities - 

1234|_ y/1285|__ + | 1256] __ ~| 1567 
[5678 ==) 4673/2 |3ars = 2] o343|- 

5. If in the case of five-line minors we denote the funda- 
mental Kronecker aggregate, 

9345 d a 
2 6789; | pales 

the Metzler aggregates 

| WRAP 
‘ S 12345 12345 | 12345 

> | ) »2 6789 r 67897 167897 . by M,, Ms, Ms; ; 
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and the still more recent aggregates 

Aggregates of 

12356, + | 12567 12456 13456 
>| 4789, ; ent : > | s780- | 2|5 2789 7r 

by | 

M1, Ke, B35 M43 
1400425 

the following partition of the 126 terms of > oe will 

make clear the various relationships involved. 

(6 terms), Me = { US 

M. = | aa 

Lee 

/ 
Ben yy eal 

es { 2 
4] 

Be ite 

(15 terms), 

(15 terms), 
(20 terms), 

(15 terms), 
(20 terms), 

(20 terms), 
ie = 2 Ba ue (15 terms). 

Of course for perfect completeness we should have started 
12345 e e s e 

with the 252 terms of the aggregate 3 oe , dividing it 
5 23456 : : ines = | and > | 1789+ .—that is to say, into M, and 

M.’: but nothing would thereby have been gained, as the 
difference between the one half and the other is made to 
disappear by row-and-column interchange. 

The fundamental aggregates in the collection are seen to be 
K, (4, fe; that is to say, 

OFAT Abeer bee > | 12567 
| 3489 7 ie 7897? 

the others on the extreme right being variants of two of these 
and therefore indicated by the same letters with one or more 
dashes. The common characteristic of the three is the inva- 
riability of four line-numbers, all the possible distributions of 
four such numbers among rows and columns being 

aes); Dap le Bae ae 

6. The proof that ~; and yw, vanish on the imposition of 
axisymmetry is accomplished by continuing in each case the 
process of fission by which they themselves arose, and then 
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showing that the two components differ only in sign. Thus 
the fifteen-termed aggregate 

12456 
t's i.e. 2 | 3789,)7 

ci | 12456 12467 
= 2/3789; + | 5589, 

__ | 12453), | 12435) 
=| 6789--| + | 67897 |° 

% = (.: 

and the twenty-termed avgregate 

14567 
fiz!) 1. € 2 | 93897 ? 

ee Pe aie 
~ | 23897 2359 

_|14523! 114235! 
T6780 | | 67897” 

=). 

9 

The 35-termed aggregate w; and the 70-termed aggregate 
4, are seen to resemble the M’s in their constitution, the one 
being the sum of two zeros and the other the sum of four. 

7. Finally, let it be noted that two lines of generalization 
are herein marked out. The first is indicated in the series of 
identities— 

8-2 (83: 
oe OU eed EEE 

jeegol-=lieaa) = =1pbnal -21ay 28h 
Be eietl o 7c tent snekee 

where the opening identity in each line is Kronecker’s. The 
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second is seen in the series, 

0=2 et 
y 0 d 

(== ee ay are) | 

o=d [7878] oy qe aS oe 

a2 [Pobis(-2 tad —2 ee 

where again on the extreme left the same Kronecker identities 
appear, sa 

Capetown, South Africa, 
ord February, 1902. 

XLVI. On the Question of Hydrogen in the Atmosphere. 
By Lord Rayueien, £.R.S.* 

i will be remembered that M. Armand Gautier, as the 
result of very elaborate investigations, was led to the 

conclusion that air, even from the Atlantic, contains by 
volume nearly 2 parts in 10,000 of free hydrogen. The 
presence of so much hydrogen, nearly two thirds of the 
carbonic acid which plays such an important part, is of 
interest in connexion with theories pointing to the escape of 
light constituents from the planetary atmospheres. Besides 
the free hydrogen, M. Gautier found in the air of woods and 
towns considerable quantities of hydrocarbons yielding CO, 
when led over hot copper oxide. 

Spectroscopic Hvidence. 

In the Philosophical Magazine for Jan. 1901, I described 
some observations upon the spectrum of sparks taken in dried 
air at atmospheric pressure, which seemed “to leave a 
minimum of room for the hydrogen found by M. Gautier.” 
Subsequently (April 1901), these experiments were repeated 
with confirmatory results. The spectra, taken from platinum 
points, of pure country air and the same to which ima of 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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hydrogen had been added were certainly and easily dis- 
tinguished by the visibility of the C-line. An improvement 
was afterwards effected by the substitution of aluminium 
points for platinum. A strong preliminary heating reduced 
the C-line with a stream of pure dried air to the least yet 
seen, only just continuously visible, and contrasting strongly 
with the result of substituting the air to which the two 
parts in 10,000 of hydrogen had been added. 
* To air from outside one thousandth part of hydrogen was 
introduced and allowed time to mix thoroughly. Excess of 
chlorine was then added, and after a “soil the whole was 
exposed to strong sunshine, after which the superfluous 
chlorine was removed by alkali. Tested in the spectroscope, 
this sample showed only about the same signs of hydrogen as 
the pure air, indicating that the added hydrogen had_ effec- 
tively been removed—a result which somewhat sur prised me. 

As there now appeared to be a margin for further dis- 
crimination, three samples were prepared, the first pure air, 
the second air to which w = added 4) of hydrogen, and the 
third air with addition of —. of hydrogen. In the spectro- 

10,00¢ = 

_ scope the three were just certainly distinguishable, showing 
C in the right order. The chlorine-treated mixture showed 
about the same as the pure air. On repetition with fresh 
samples these results were confirmed. 

In my former note I mentioned that nitrous oxide and 
oxygen showed the C-line as much as, if not more than, air. 
I cannot say whether this result is inevitable, but the gases 
were prepared with ordinary care. In the more recent repe- 
tition N20 showed the C-line about the same as the air to 

which —_ 0 H, had been added. Oxygen, prepared from 

permanganate, showed C much more than does pure air ; 
and there was not much change when oxygen from mixed 
chlorates of potash and soda was ; substituted. 

The impurity in the oxygen, if it be an impurity *, does 
not appear to be easily removed. The visibility of C was not 
perceptibly diminished by passage of either kind of oxygen 
over hot copper oxide. On the other hand the air containing 
TT 5 of added hydrogen was reduced by the same treatment 
to equality with pure air. Possibly the impurity is a hydro- 
carbon not readily burnt. 

Neither by treatment with chlorine could oxygen from 
either source be freed from the property of exhibiting the 
C-line. 

* It is possible that traces of hydrogen, derived from the electrodes or 
fron the glass, show more in oxygen than in air. 
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The spectroscopic evidence here set forth is certainly far 
from suggesting that air, previously to any addition, already 
contains 2 parts in 10,000 of free hydrogen. The passage 
from 2 to 3 parts in 10, VOO might possibly produce the 
observed change of visibility which followed the introduction 
of one ten-thousandth of hydrogen; and the behaviour with 
chlorine and hot copper oxide is not absolutely inconsistent 
with the initial hydrogen. But the reconciliation seems to 
involve coincidences of little @ prior probability. 

Determinations by Combustion. 

In M. Gautier’s experiments large volumes of dried air 
were passed through tubes containing copper oxide heated in 
a specially constructed furnace, the water formed being col- 
lected in suitable phosphoric tubes and accurately weighed. 
In unsystematic experiments the source of the water so 
collected might be doubtful, but it is explained that the 
apparatus was tested with pure dry oxygen, and that under 
these conditions the phosphoric tube showed no increase of 
weight exceeding ‘1 mg. The work was evidently very 
eareful and thorough ; and the impression left upon the mind 
of the reader is that the case is completely made out. Indeed, 
had I been acquainted with the details, as set forth in Ann. 
d. Chamie, t. xxii. Jan. 1901, at an earlier stage, I should 
probably have attempted no experiments of my own. It so 
happens, however, that I had already begun some work, 
which has since been further extended, and which has yielded 
results that I find rather embarassing, and am even tempted 
to suppress. or the conclusion to which these determina- 
tions would lead me is that the hydrogen in country air is 
but a small fraction, perhaps not more than one eighth part, 
of that given by M. Gautier. Although I am well aware that 
my experience in these matters is much inferior to his, and 
that I may be in error, I think it proper that some record 
should be made ot the experiments, which were carefully 
conducted with the assistance of Mr. Gordon and many 
times repeated. ) 

The quantity of air upon which I operated was almost 
yeaa 10 litres, much less than was used by M. Gautier. 
A glass aspirating bottle, originally filled with water, was — 
discharged upon the lawn, so that the water was replaced by 
fresh country air. During an experiment the air was driven 
forward, at the rate of about 14 litres per hour, by water 
entering below. After traversing a bubbler charged with 
alkali, it was desiccated first by passing over a surface of 

a ae ee 
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sulphuric acid, and subsequently by phosphoric anhydride. 
Next followed the hot copper oxide, contained in a hard glass 
tube and heated by an ordinary combustion-furnace. Next 
in order followed the U-tube charged with phosphoric anhy- 
dride whose increase of weight was to indicate the absorption 
of water, formed in or derived from the furnace-tube. The 
U-tube was protected upon the further (down-stream) side by 
other phosphoric tuhes. It was provided with glass taps and 
was connected on either side by short pieces of thick rubber 
of which but little was exposed to the passing air. The 
counterpoise in the balance was.a similar closed phosphoric 
tube ot very nearly the same volume, and allowance was made 
for the pressure and temperature of the air included in the 
working-tube at the moment when the taps were closed. 

Two parts in 10,000 of free hydrogen, 7. e. 2 ¢.c., yield on 
combustion the same volume of water-vapour, and oe this the 
weight would be 1-5 mg. to be collected in the phosphoric 
tube. Any water, due to hydrocarbons originally present in 
the air and oxidized in the furnace-tube, would be additional 
to the above 1°5 mg. 

The earlier experiments, executed at the end of 1900 and 
beginning of 1901, gave results which I found it difficult to 
interpret. The gain of weight from the passage of 10 litres 
of fresh air was about -4 mg., that is, far too little ; and, 
what was even more surprising, this gain was not diminished 
when the air after passage was collected and used over and 
over again. The gain appeared to have nothing to do with 
hydrogen originally present in the air, being maintained, for 
example, when a single litre of air was passed round and 
round eight or nine times. Neither did the substitution of 
oxygen for air make any important difference. Subsequently 
it was found that the gain was scarcely diminished when the 
furnace remained cold during the passage of the air. 

Warned by M. Gautier, I was prepared for a possible gain 
of weight due to relations of oxygen ; but this gain ought to 
be additional, and should not mask the difference betw een 
air containing and not containing free hydrogen. Faulty 
manipwation ‘might be expected to entail an excessive rather 
than a defective gain ; and the only cause to which I could 
attribute the non-appearance of the hydrogen was a failure of 
the copper oxide to do its work. The sample which I had 
employed was of the kind sold as granulated. M. Gautier 
himself found a considerable length of copper oxide necessary 
to complete the action. The question is, of course, not one 
of length merely, but rather of the time during which the 
travelling gas remains in close proximity to the oxidizing 
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agent. Taking into account the slower rate of passage in 
litres per hour, it would seem that my arrangement had the 
advantage in this respect. 

An attempt was made to improve the phosphoric anhydride 
by a pr eliminary heating for many hours to 260° in a current 
of dry air, somewhat as recommended by M. Gautier, but the 
results were not appreciably altered. When one remembers 
the experiments of Baker, from which it appears that, if all 
is thoroughly dry, heated phosphorus does not combine with 
oxygen, it is difficult to feel confidence in this process. 

It was certain that the s sample of phosphoric anhydride 
hitherto employed in this work was inferior. When a tube 
of it which had been used for some time (in other work) and 
had become gummy at the ends, was strongly heated over a 
spirit flame, occasional flashes could be seen in the dark. 
Treatment in the cold with ozonized air seemed to effect an 
improvement ; but experiments in this direction were not 
pursued to a definite conclusion in consequence of the dis- 
covery that when another sample of phosphoric anhydride 
was substituted for that hitherto in use the anomaly disap- 
peared. Thus in four trials where 10 litres of air were 
passed without a furnace, the gains were 

Nov. 26, 1901 | —:00016 
Bees eae —-00008 
5S oO saheee +°00014 

Dec e2 256 +:00006 

Mean: 2: “00000 

thus on the whole no gain of weight. The errors would 
appear somewhat to exceed ‘1 mg., but it may be noted that 
in this and following tables the real error is lable to appear 
exaggerated, If in consequence of an error of weighing, or 
of allowance for weight of included air, or of a varied con- 
dition of the outer surface of the tube, a recorded gain is too 
high, the next is likely to appear too low. 

In the operations which followed, the furnace-tube was 
charged with copper oxide prepared zn situ by oxidation of 
small pieces of thin copper foil with which the tube was 
packed. Examination once or twice after a breakage showed 
that the oxidation was not complete, but no measurements 
were taken until there was no appreciable further absorption 
of oxygen. After the copper oxide has been exposed to the 
air of the room, many hours’ heating to redness in a current 

co) e 

of dry air are required to remove the adherent moisture. 

eh CS ee ee re 
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The results, referring in each case to 10 litres of fresh 
country air, are as follows, the weights being in gms. :— 

Dec. 6,1901 | +-°00023 

sek) Sx eb + 00042 
A i este +:°00010 
SS ee +:00014 
sere eee ts + 00025 
At Lovee. as we OUO ON 
Bebe it Dice + 90031 
Uaee Over? ade +:00028 

ze + -00025 
DED oer -+ 00016 

Mean .... +°00021 

It will be seen that the mean water collected is only about 
one seventh of that corresponding to the complete combustion 
ot the hydrogen, according to M. Gautier’s estimate of the 
amount. 

As has already been suggested, a defective gain of weight 
ean hardly be explained by faulty manipulation. The 
important question is as to the efficiency of the copper oxide. 
Did my furnace-tube allow the main part of the free hydrogen 
to pass unburnt? The question is one that can hardly be 
answered directly, but I may say that variations of tempera- 
ture (within moderate limits) did not influence the result. 

What it is possible to examine satisfactorily is the effect of 
small additions of hydrogen to the air as collected. In my 
later experiments the added hydrogen was only 1 ¢.c., that is, 
fou by volume, or half the quantity originally present 

according to M. Gautier. The hydrogen was first diluted in 
a gas pipette with about 100 c.c. of air and allowed time to 
diffuse. The 10 litre aspirating-bottle being initially full of 
water, the diluted hydrogen was introduced at the top, and 
was followed by 10 litres of air from the open, after which 
the mixture stood over night, precautions which had been 
found sufficient to ensure a complete mixture in the spectro- 
scopic work. The results were : 

Dec. 19, 1901. {| +:00091 

ey Dan + 00084 
Oh 4+-00103 

Medics <j +:00093 

The additional gain is thus ‘00072, very nearly the full 
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amount (‘09075) corresponding to the 1 ¢.c¢. of added hydro- 
gen. We may say then that the copper oxide was competent 
to account for a small additzon of hydrogen to air. 

Following a suggestion from the spectroscopic experi- 
ments, I have examined the effect of treatment with chlorine. 
‘To 10 litres of air 10 ¢.c. (in one case 5c. c.) of hydrosen 
were added, followed by excess of chlorine and exposure to 
sunshine. The excess of chlorine having been removed by 
alkali, the air was desiccated and passed thr ough the furnace 
as area The resulting gains of welght in the phosphoric 

tube were : 
Dee. Sie 190m | =e 0001 
Jan. - 1902. a + -00050 

a + -Q0044 

oy) + -00030 

Mean .... + 00034 

According to these figures, the treatment with chlorine 
after hydrogen left the gains somewhat larger than in the 
case of pure air; but the sunshine, especially on Jan. 2, was 
feeble, and the difference of +13 mg. may be the consequence 
of incomplete insolation. In any case the added hydrogen 
was very nearly removed by the chlorine. 

In two experiments 10 litres of pure air were subjected to 
the chlorine treatment, and after removal of excess were 
mixed with 1 c. c. of hydrogen. The gains of weight recorded | 
in the phosphoric tubes were 

Jan. 1, 1902 | +:00082 
le Hou ea _ +700069 

Mean .... +:0007 

The difference between this and -00093 would suggest that 
perhaps some original hydrogen had been removed by chlorine, 
but the amount is very small. 

I shall best fulfil my intention if I refrain from attempting 
to sum up the whole of the evidence. So far as my own 
work is concerned, the natural inference from it eta be 

that the free hydrogen in country air does not exceed aan of 

the volume. If I may make a suggestion, it would be in 

favour of working with some a quantity as 10 litres, 

collected in glass bottles, and of comparisons between fresh 
air and air already passed once or twice through the furnace- 
tube. 
fy February 1902. 
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XLVIL. On a Law of Molecular Attraction. 
By J. W. Meuior, D.Se. (N.Z.)* 

HE term = which occurs in the well-known van der 
v 

Waals-Budde equation of siate, 

(p =e =) (»—b) = R89, 

was added by van der Waals in order to provide for the 
diminished outward pressure p of the gas caused by mole- 
cular attractions. a is a constant. 

Let us assume van der Waals’ correction to be an approxi- 
mate representation of the magnitude of the molecular 
attraction. 

The total work of expansion W! is, therefore, 

w= ((r+5 =)ae=(p. dv + +f ae, 

The first term \ p.dv represents the external work of ex- 
pansion, while the second term gives the internal work of 
expansion. That is, the work W done against molecular 
force when a gas expands from a volume v, to a volume 2, 
is 

w= fi Pr aae eels ev 
U1 U9 

It is apparent that this expression represents the internal 
work done when a liquid expands into a very great volume 
of its vapour, and it is a simple matter to evaluate the con- 
stant a when the latent heat of vaporization + of the given 
substance is known. v, then represents the volume of the 
liquid, v, the volume of the vapour. 

For the sake of fixing our ideas, consider a volume of gas 
containing two molecules at a distance a Since 7 is 
linear, the volume of the gas will vary as 7°. Let 

V= Cr’, 

where c is the constant of variation. From (1), therefore, 

Git 1 
W= 4 poem :) Po 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ See van ’t Hoff’s Vorlesungen, i. p. 55 (1900), 
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which may be more compactly written 
iN 

w=i{ Pm dr’, ee a) Tey aie ° (2) 

Oni 

where /: has been written in place of a/c. 
If F denotes the force of attraction between the two mole- 

cules, the “internal”? work dW done against molecular 
attraction when the molecules are separated a distance dr, is 

aW=F dr... ren 

and if the molecules at a distance 7, apart are separated to a 
distance 7, 

Wa | "Far. en 

{"F.dem | "Fae 
1 I 

From (2) and (4), 

This identical equation in dr allows us to write 

k if 
r . 

That is to say, the force of attraction between two molecules 
Is Inversely as the fourth power of the distance between them 
(Sutherland’s law). 

Van der Waals’ assumption that the force of attraction 
between two molecules is inversely proportional to the square 
ot the volume occupied by the gas, and Sutherland’s law of 
the inverse fourth”, are, therefore, two modes of stating the 
same hypothesis. 

I am not aware that this simple relation has been previously 
pointed out. 

The Owens College, Manchester. 

* Sutherland, Phil. Mag. [5] xxii. p. 81 (1886). 



XLVI. An Experimental Investigation into the ‘Skin ’?-effect 
in Electrical Oscillators. By C. A. CHANT*, 

1. Introductory and 1 heoretical, 

T HH first explicit reference to the fact that, when a con- 
ductor is subjected to a periodic electromotive force, 

the current is not uniformly distributed over a cross-section 
of the conductor is to be found in Art. 690 of Maxwell’s 
‘Electricity and Magnetism.’ Upon obtaining the equation 
connecting the impressed electromotive force with the 
effective electromotive force and the inductive electromotive 
force, he introduces terms which “express the correction of 
this value [of the inductive electromotive force] arising from 
the fact that the current is not of uniform strength at differ- 
ent distances from the axis of the wire. The actual system 
of currents has a greater degree of freedom than the hypo- 
thetical system in which the current is constrained to be of 
uniform strength throughout the section. Hence the electro- 
motive force required to produce a rapid change in the 
strength of the current is somewhat less than it would be on 
this hypothesis.” 

It is quite certain, however, that Maxwell did not foresee 
the great interest and importance which the subject was 
destined soon to develop. 

In a series of papers written between 1884 and 1887, 
Heaviside dealt with the entire question of the propagation 
of electric currents into conductors and of magnetization 
into cores when produced by a periodic electromotive force. 
He was one of the first to insist that the action should be 
considered as entering the conductor from the surrounding 
dielectric. He compares the transmission of the effect into 
the metal to the transmission of motion into the inner por- 
tions of liquid in a cylindrical vessel when the vessel is given 
a rotatory vibration about its axis. 

Especial attention was drawn to the subject by Hughes tf, 
who treated the question experimentaily. 

In 1886 Rayleigh § published his well-known paper in 
which he obtained expressions for the resistance and self- 
induction of a straight conductor carrying a periodic current. 

* Communicated by Prof. J. Trowbridge. 
+ Electrical Papers, vol. i. pp. 853, 429; vol. ii. p. 168. 
t Jour. Soc. Tel. Engineers, Jan. 28, 1886. 
§ “On the Resistance and Self-induction of Straight Conductors,’ 

Phil. Mag., May 1886, p. 382; Scientific Papers, voi. 11. p. 486. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Voi. 3. No. 16. April. 1902. Zz E 
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For very rapid oscillations the resistance 

R= J/(epipR) | 0 2 

in which / is the length of the conductor, w its magnetic 
permeability, R its resistance to steady currents, and p=2qn, 
where n is the frequency. 

In 1890 Stefan*, in a paper on electric oscillations in 
straight conductors, also obtained formulas for the resistance 
and self-induction. With very high frequency his expression 
for the resistance is 

R= Raa) oy (2 a 

where a is the radius of the conductor and o its specific 
resistance. This formula is equivalent to that given by 
Rayleigh. He remarks that for very great frequencies 
metallic conductors act much as though without resistance, 
but electrolytes behave very differently on account of their 
very high resistance. He finds that for a cylindrical copper 
conductor 1 cm. in diameter, with a frequency of 50 millions, 
the current-density at a depth of 0:004 em. is only 1/100 of 
that at the surtace ; while for a tube of equal size of carbon 
disulphide the current-density at the centre is but 0°8 per 
cent. lower than at the surface,—in other words, the current 
is practically uniform. 

If, now, the action enters the conductor from the surround- 
ing dielectric and is prevented from penetrating very far by 
the rapidity of the oscillations, it is evident that very thin 
layers of metal should be sufficient to ward off electrical 
undulations, either by absorption or reflexion.. 

In a paper published in 1889, Hertz} described experi- 
ments made to find out how thick a metallic film was needed 
to screen from his rapid oscillations. Tinfoil, Dutch metal, 
and gilt paper acted perfectly. ‘The thickness of the metal 
on the latter he estimated at 1/20 mm., though it was probably 
much less than that amount. Chemically deposited silver 
failed when the film was so thin as not to be opaque to light. 
The thickness of the film he places at less than 1/1000 mm. 
It was probably not 1/10 of that thickness and, moreover, 
hardly continuous metal. He remarks that the action of the 
waves scarcely penetrates farther into the wire than does the 
light which is reflected from its surface. Similar experi-— 
ments on the screening effect of extremely thin metal leaf 
are given by Lodge and others. 

* Wied. Ann. xli. p. 400 (1890). 
T ‘Electric Waves,’ p. 160. 
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A calculation of the superficial shell effective in the re- 
flexion of Hertzian oscillations is given by Poincaré *, who 

finds the thickness at which the effect is of its amount at 
the surface, ¢ 

for frequency, n=50 x 10°, thickness=0°002 cm. ; 
- 4 n=500 x 10°, thickness=0°0006 cm. 

This estimate is probably too high. 
J. J. Thomson has treated the ‘skin’-effect with consider- 

able fulness. In a note appended by him to Art. 690 of the 
third edition of Maxwell+, he obtains as the resistance per 
unit length of the conductor 

R= (Se), BA See ha Re ae 
27a 

where the symbols have the meanings given above. This, 
again, is the same as the values obtained by Rayleigh and 
Stefan. 
We can obtain the relative current-densities at different 

depths below the surface for any given frequency in the 
following way. Stefant has shown that if w be the com- 
ponent of the current in the direction of the axis of z, and if 
it does not vary with z, the equation 

dw ao (dw dw 

de7” ae zi ap) (4) 
must be satistied. 
When the depth to which the action penetrates i is small, the 

effect of curvature of the surface may usually be neclected, 
in which case (4) may be replaced by 

dw o dw g 

dt Srp da ene! 
This is Fourier’s well-known equation of diffusion which 

Lord Kelvin § has shown to he applicable to the motion of a 
viscous fluid, of closed electric currents within a homo- 
geneous conductor, of heat, of substances in solution, of electric 
potential in the conductor of a submarine cable ; and, indeed, 
to every case of diffusion in which the substance concerned is 
in the same condition at all points of any one plane parallel 
to a given plane. 

* Oscillations Electriques, p. 246 & fol. 
+ See also ‘Recent Researches,’ p. 246 & fol. 
i Sitzungsberichte der Wiener Akad. der Wiss. xcy.-2 Abth. iy oly 

(1887). 
§ Report of British Assoc. 1888, p. 571. 

2 F 2 
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Suppose, now, the periodic current at the surface to be 
represented by 

w=lsin pt... 4 6) rn 

We have to solve (5) subject to the conditions 

w= I sin pt, when, .2=0;:4)).1) 2a 

>». §=0. . .* a 00), 

The solution is 

2 ive) oO 

n= Ee sin ff bas Coss ie pdb —cos ptf oP sing! sin 4 2B 7g|, ; 

2K Jt 2 Jt 

wherein «?=o/47ru. 
As ¢ increases the condition of affairs approaches a ‘ per- 

manent’ state, and then (9) reduces to * 

an / 27HP 
w=le Me sine (pt—a on / me), 2 GLO) 

At the surface, 7. e. when v=0, the maximum value of the 

current is I. It becomes - of this value at a depth 

ro 1 

P= Qeup Qa 
This depth J. J. Thomson ¢ and Poincaré t take as the thick- 
ness of the ‘skin.’ The difference in phase between the 
current at the surface and that at this depth is easily obtained 
from (10), and is 

(11) 

ia(radiam)-"o 1273: 

For high frequencies this thickness becomes exceedingly 
small, and an object of the present investigation was to see 
whether an oscillator behaved differ ently when the metal con- 
stituting it was thinner than this ‘skin’; and if so, what was 
the critical thickness in any particular case. 

In the experiments to be described, oscillators were used 
with frequencies approximately 375, 825, 2000, 3200 millions 
per second, respectively. Substituting these values for » in 
the above value (11) for #; and taking w=1, o=1600, 
approximately, for copper or gold, 13,500 for platinum, and 

* See Byerly’s ‘ Fourier’s Series and Spherical Harmonics,’ Art 51. 
+ Recent Researches, pp. 260, 281. 
} Oscillations Flectriques, p. 959, 

(9) 
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4,770,000 for electric-light carbon, we obtain the following 

fable iy 

TABLE I. 

Thickness of §Skin.’ 
Frequency 

N. 08h a ahaa SE eres 

| Copper. Platinum. Carbon. 

Millions: % weeny 7 ’ Al hen em. 
375 0:00033 000092 001749 

825 0:00022 

2000 000014 

3200 000011 

We can obtain an approximate value for the thickness of 
the ‘skin’ in another way. Suppose the conductor to be a 
circular cylinder. From Stefan’s formula (2) 

R’ np, 

and assuming that, as with steady currents, the resistance is 
inversely propor tional to the area of the section used by the 
current, the oscillatory current must occupy the R/R’th part 
of the section. Since this portion is a thin layer next the 
surface we have 

2 ee x Ta TAV = 7 7 : R/ p) 

Sean): mtx Ta”, 

1 o 
ancl w= 57 —3 

7 Nb 

which turns out to be precisely the value we obtained before 
C11}, 

Hertz * stated that, as far as he could observe, the nature 
of the metal out of which his resonator was formed had no 
influence upon the phenomena, but experiments by Bjerknes + 
did not confirm this conclusion. He found the efficiency of 
the metals copper, brass, silver, platinum, nickel, iron, to be 
in the order in which they are here named. By depositing 

* ‘Klectric Waves,’ p. 45. 
+ Wied, Ann. xlviii. p. 592 (1898), 
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electrolytically on the surface of a metal forming a resonator 
a shell of another metal, he determined what thickness he 
must add in order that the resonator should behave as though 
formed of the second metal. He used an electrometer 
method, and his results are shown in the following table :— 

TaBue II. 

Original Final Thickness of 
Reading. Reading. Layer. 

Copperon Ino) oe) enn os nn Ganeanlenees 

Zincion Lrone. seek. 13°4 Gea 0016: 

Zine on Copper ...... 100 80 O-O12 =; 

Nickel on Copper...... 100 40 C010) +5; 

Cobalt on Copper...... 100 10 0:003 _,, 

Iron on Copper ...... 100 10 0003 _,, 

The wave-length used by Bjerknes was 420 cms. and the 
frequency, therefore, about 70 millions per second. 

I have not been able to find any record of experiments on 
the thickness of the effective portion of the metal of an 
oscillator except by Preece and Righi. 

The former, in describing experiments made in conjunction 
with Marconi on signalling without wires, says * :— 

“The distance at which effects are produced with such 
rapid oscillations depends chiefly on the energy of the dis- 
charge that passes. A six-inch-spark coil sufficed through 
1, 2, 3, up to 4 miles, but for greater distances we have used 
a more powerful one——-one emitting sparks 20 inches long. 
It may be pointed out that this distance increases with the 
diameter of the spheres and it is nearly doubled by making 
the spheres solid instead hollow.” 

He used the regular Righi oscillator with 10 cm. spheres 
sparking in vaseline oil, from which, he says, there were 
emitted waves 120 cms. in length, with a frequency of 
250,000,000 per second. How this wave-length was deter- 
mined is not given. 

Righi states } :— 
“Finally I made the perhaps unlooked-for observation 

that an oscillator composed of hollow spheres is less effective 
than one such of massive spheres. For example, when the 

* Proc. Royal Inst. vol. xv. p. 472 (1897). 
tT Righi, Optik der elektrischen Schwingungen, pp. 14, 15. 
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oscillator had massive spheres of about 4 ems. diameter the 
action on a resonator first ceased at about 11 metres ; while, 
on the other hand, it ceased at about 6 metres when these 
spheres were replaced by hollow ones of equal external 
diameter and about 1°5 mm. of wall-thickness. Two others 
with yet decidedly thinner walls gave still smaller effects. 
The knobs connected to the machine * might, however, quite 
as well be hollow as solid, and also, within certain limits, 
might be of less or greater diameter without the efficiency of 
the oscillator being thereby affected.” 

As just remarked, these are the only references to the 
subject that I have found. Indeed, considering the import- 
ance of the oscillating doublet, it is somewhat surprising 
that so little has been done in the direction of a satisfactory 
theory of it. 

2. The Oscillators. 

The oscillators were of two types, cylindrical and spherical 
respectively. The cylinders were circular in section with. 
hemispherical ends; and were 2°5 cms. in diameter and 
12°5 cms. long. Yor exciting the oscillator an induction- 
coil capable of giving a 12°5 cm. spark was used. It was 
placed in a metal-lined box and connexions were made to it 
as follows. 

The cylinders C, D (fig. 1) were placed along the focal 

line of a parabolic reflector M, made of sheet zinc, being held 
in position by wooden supports hollowed to receive them. 
To the ends of the wires L, L were soldered strips 7, 7 of 
brush copper about 5 mm. wide bent into circular form as 
shown in G (fig. 1). The ends of the cylinders were slipped 
into these copper holders, and a rubber band placed about 
the holder drew it closely to the cylinder, thus ensuring good 
and ample contact. The wires were then led through a 
wooden block R (as shown in fig. 2, p. 432), into which they 
were securely wedged, and then through small glass tubes 
firmly held together by rubber tape ; and were finally joined 

* Influence electrical machine. 
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to A and B, the terminals of the secondary of the coil. The glass 
tubes passed through openings in the mirror M and the box. 

a  # 

OSCILLATOR OETECTOR 

By this arrangement a pair of cylinders could be removed 
and another pair substituted for them while the connexions 
remained precisely the same. 

The spark-gap was always the same for the cylinders, 
being about 0°7 mm. long. 

The spherical oscillators were of the Righi pattern. The 
spheres C, D (fig. 3) were held in circular disks of hard 

rubber, in which openings had been turned to receive them, 
by melting paraffin about them. The smaller knobs K, K 
were on the ends of jointed rods R, R which were held in 
hard rubber rods N, N rigidly fastened to the disks carrying 
the spheres. By this means the knobs could be adjusted to 
the spheres, and would remain so when the spheres were 
adjusted to each other. To allow this latter to be done, one 
disk was held to the horizontal support beneath by a screw 
passing up through the support into it, while the other could 
be slid along the support by a screw. The entire arrange- 
ment is shown in fig. 4. The spheres were of three sizes. 
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With those 2°5 cms. and 4 cms. in diameter, knobs K, K of 
diameter 19 mm. were used. When the spheres had a 
diameter of 10 cms., the knobs had a diameter of 37 mm. 

The membrane m, m was first softened by soaking for a 
few minutes in water and glycerine, and was then securely 
bound to the circumference of the hard rubber disks by cords 
which rested in grooves made to receive them. The mem- 
brane was such as is used as a container for the familiar 
‘Bologna sausage,’ and was obtained at a large packing 
house. It made a perfectly oil-tight vessel, the largest 
oscillator being in action for hours without a single drop of 
oil escaping. 

The oil used was described as white liquid vaseline 
When in operation the oscillator was placed in the para- 

bolic reflector on a suitable support, seen in fig. 7, and was 
connected to the coil by wires L, L passing through tubes as 
in the case of the cylinders. 

The interrupter was that used by G. W. Pierce with his 
Radio-micrometer *. It consisted of a platinum-tipped rod 
which, by means of a fan-motor, was rapidly plunged into 
and withdrawn from a cup of mercury, the surface of which 
was kept clean by a stream of water continually flowing over 
it. In series with the interrupter was a pendulum contact- 
maker. The metallic rod of the pendulum carried a platinum 
wire soldered to its lower end, which, as the pendulum swung 
to and fro, dipped into a mercury trough. By raising or 
lowering the pendulum the time during which it was im- 
mersed in the mercury was shortened or lengthened. This 
was so adjusted that whilst the pendulum made circuit during 
a single semi-oscillation, the motor-break made about 6 inter- 
ruptions. In addition an ordinary key was in circuit. This 
was pressed down while the pendulum made any desired 
number of vibrations. For most of the work the key was 
depressed for 10 swings of the pendulum, that is, for about 
60 interruptions of the coil. Thus in the primary circuit the 
current traversed in succession the primary of the induction- 
coil, the motor-break, the. pendulum rod into the mercury 
and the circuit-key. The battery consisted of ten storage- 
cells arranged in two banks in multiple, 7.e. giving 10 volts 
on HM. 

The parabolic mirrors, both for oscillator and receiver, 
were 75 cms. high, 60 ems. wide, and had a focal length of 
12°5 cms. At first reflecters of but 5 cms. focal length were 

* American Jour. of Science, vol, ix. p. 252 (1900). 
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tried, but they were entirely useless, the reflected waves 
apparently destroying completely the direct waves *. 

3. The Receiver. 

As a receiver I used the magnetic detector devised by 
Rutherford + and described by him in 1896. A few inches 
of iron wire 0:14 mm. in diameter were dipped in melted 
paraffin and, after cooling, the wire was cut into about 20 
pleces. Holding these together, about $0 turns of fine 
(No. 40) insulated copper wire were wound upon about 
1 cm. of their length; and after the protruding ends of the 
iron wire had been cut off and the fine wire had 
been soldered to heavier copper wires, the helix Fig. 5. 
with its iron core was mounted in the end of fe e 
a small glass tube, the connecting wires being 
drawn through the other’ end of the glass tube. 
The helix was kept in place by simply dipping 
the tube in melted paraffin and then allowing 
it to cool. The entire arrangement is shown 
(half size) in fig. 5. The helix is seen at H and 
the ends of the wire are shown at e, e, curved as 
they were used. 

On a wooden rod about 65 cms. long two wires (fig. 6) 

H 

Fig. 6. 

were fastened with soft wax, their near-together ends termi- 
nating in small mercury cups. The bar was cut out at its 
central portion so that the detector could hang vertically 
with its ends in the mercury cups. Thus the wings hecame 
electrically a portion of the wire of the helix. The wooden 
bar was mounted in a parabolic reflector so that the wire lay 
along a focal line (fig. 7). 

The method of using was as follows. The iron of the 
detector was first magnetized to saturation by being thrust 
into a helix in which a current was made to circulate. The 
detector was then hung so as to connect with its wings, and 
on placing it in the field of an electric oscillator, the surgings 

* I had forgotten Hertz’s experience. ‘See Electric Waves,’ pp. 172, 175. 
“faded calle Trans. A 1897, vol. clxxxix. pp. 1-24. 
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gathered up by the wings destroyed a portion of the mag- 
netization of the iron. The change in the magnetization was 
observed in a magnetometer. 

Fig. 7. 

A section of the magnetometer is shown at M in fig. 8. It 
was of the plainest construction, consisting simply of a 
mirror 10 mm. in diameter with two small steel magnets 
fastened on the back by paraffin, and suspended by a silk 

fibre about 12 cms. long. Behind it was a block B, in which 
a small glass tube, closed at one end, was wedged. ‘The 
inner diameter of this tube was approximately equal to the 
outer diameter of the detector-tube, so that the latter moved 
snugly into the former, and, when pushed in as far as it 
would go, was in a definite position which could easily be 
recovered. 

The block B was fastened on the upper face of a board N 
by a screw a around which it could be given a slow motion 
by a screw 8, thus easily making the detector approach or 
recede from the magnetometer by a smal] amount. The 
telescope and scale A were about 120 cms. trom the magneto- 
meter. 

The position of the magnetometer was adjusted so that 

ee 2 
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~when the detector, fully saturated, was pushed into the tube 
T, the magnetometer deflexion was 40 ems., the scale being 
numbered so that this read zero. After partial demagnetiza- 
tion through the electrical oscillations, it was replaced in its 
position behind the magnetometer and the alteration in 
reading observed directly. 

It was found that the detector could be removed and 
replaced with no observable difference in the reading; and 
successive magnetizations to saturation produced the same 
deflexion. 
Rutherford * showed that the demagnetization produced 

by rapid oscillations is confined to the outer layers of the 
magnet. The diffusion of the magnetic force from the 
dielectric into a magnetizable substance is, indeed, similar to 
the passage of electrical action into a conductor. Hence for 
rapidly alternating currents the magnetic action is confined 
to the outer layers, the more rapid the alternation the thinner 
the layer affected. Hence the reason for using fine wire and 
insulating the pieces from each other. By so doing more 
surface is presented to the dielectric and the effect is greater. 
In some of his detectors Rutherford used iron wire 0°07 mm. 
in diameter (2. e. only one half the diameter of mine), with 
160 turns of fine wire on the helix, and much longer wings. 
Thus he was able to obtain noticeable effects at a distance of 
over half a mile from the oscillator, which consisted of large 
plates. My detector, however, was sensitive enough for my 
purpose. 

In the reportt on Hertzian Oscillations which Righi pre- 
sented to the International Congress of Physicists in Paris in 
190, he enumerated 21 kinds of apparatus for indicating 
the presence of electric oscillations. Of these the magnetic 
detector is one of the easiest to manage and possibly the 
simplest for quantitative comparisons, though I know of few 
investigations in which it has been used {. Its sensitiveness 
increases as the wings are lengthened, and the greatest 
difficulty I experienced arose from the fact that it is specially 
sensitive to the surgings in the connecting wires of the 
oscillator. An illustration may be interesting. 
A wire 3 metres long was stretched from one terminal of 

*VTLOCs Cit. 
+ Rapports présentés au Congrés International de Physique réuni a Paris 

en 1900, Tome iu. p. 801. (Paris, 1900.) 
t In the June (1901) Phil. Mag. is a paper by C. G. Barkla, in which 

are described experiments on the relative velocities of electromagnetic 
‘disturbances along wires of different diameters, in which the magnetic 
detector was used as an indicator. 
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the secondary of an induction-coil across to the side of the 
room, and sparks were made to pass between the ordinary 
pointed terminals of the coil. The coil was in the basement 
of the laboratory. A fully magnetized detector, with wings 
each about 90 cms. long arranged parallel to the wire running 
out from the coil, was placed in position by the magneto- 
meter, giving the usual deflexion of 40 cms. The magneto- 
mar was In a room on the next floor above, and was distant 

about 35 metres, with brick walls, numberless wires and 
other pieces of metal betw een; and yet, as soon as sparks 
began to pass at the coil, the magnetometer deflexion was 
reduced by 2 cms. 

The detector was also used to determine the wave-length 
of the oscillators used. The wave-length for the cylinders 
was found to be approximately 80 cms. ; that for the 10 em. 
spheres approximately 38°5 ems., 7. e. 3°85 times the 
diameter. An account of these experiments will be published 
later. Using these results the frequencies given in Table i. 
were obtained. 

4, Heperiments on the * Skin ’-effect. 

During the study of the ‘ skin ’-effect cylindrical oscillators 
with the dimensions given above were made as follows :— 

No. 1. Solid brass. 
No. 2. Solid Norway iron. 
No. 3 & No. 4. Copper 1°5 mm. and 0°8 mm. thick respectively. 

The mantle was of copper tubing and the hemispherical 
ends were spun and then soldered on. 

No. 5. Solid electric-light carbon. 
No. 6. Sheet platinum, over a wooden form. The mantle was 

0-0013 cm. thick ; the hemispherical ends, which were 
soldered on, were 0°015 cm. thick. 

No. 7. Sheet silver. Mantle, 0-002 cm.; ends, 0-014 cm. 
No. 8. Tin-foil, 0°0025 cm. thick, on a wooden form. 
No. 9. Gold-leaf laid upon a wooden form. According to 

manufacturer, the leaf was about 1/220,000 inch, or 
0:0000114 cm. thick. 

No. 10. Silver-leaf laid upon wood. Thickness about 0:00003 cm. 
Upon cylinders covered with gold-leaf, copper was deposited 

electrolytically, the thickness of the copper being in 
No. 11, No. 12, No. 13, No. 14, No. 15, respectively, 
0:0001, 0°00015, 0:0002, 0:0003, 0-0005 em. 

No. 16. Silver deposited chemically on glass blown to the proper 
shape. The thickness, obtained by weighing, was 
approximately 0:000013 cm. 

In order to have the ends between which the sparks were 
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to pass as nearly alike as possible, these ends were faced with 
sheet platinum of a thickness 0:003 cm. By means of a die 
disks of 1 em. diameter were punched from the sheet. In 
the case of cylinders No. 1 to No. 4, these disks, after being 
given the proper spherical curvature, were soldered: directly 
on the cylinder, after which the surplus solder was removed 
and the platinum polished by a buffing-wheel. 

In the case of No. 5, copper was first deposited on the end, 
and a cap with curvature rather greater than that of the end 
face was cemented on with shellac. To do this, a small piece 
of shellac was placed on the end, and the cap placed in position 
over it. The shellac was melted by holding a hot wire on the 
cap, which was then pressed by the finger firmly against the 
end until the shellac hardened. In this way excellent contact 
was made all about the circumference of the cap. 

No. 6 had excellent platinum faces already, and No. 7 was 
left without them. On all the rest caps were fastened as on 
No. 5, z.¢., directly cemented with shellac. 

Later on, some of the caps were secured in place by holding 
them firmly against the end of the cylinder and then depositing 
copper on the edge of the cap and on the cylinder where it 
rested. This certainly insured perfect electrical connexion, 
and is superior to the cementing method, being more durable, 
but the results obtained were not noticeably better. 

By referring to Table IL. it will be seen that for every 
frequency mentioned there, gold and silver leaf are decidedly 
thinner than the ‘skin’ as there given ; while in the case of the 
lowest frequency (that of the cylinders), beside the gold and 
the silver leaf, the metallic portion of cylinders numbered 11, 
12, 138, 14, and 16 was thinner than the calculated ‘skin.’ 
One would expect, therefore, that if the efficiency of the 
oscillator depends on the thickness of the metal constituting 
it, that dependence would manifest itself in the use of these 
cy rlinders ; but extended and careful observation failed to 
detect any evidence whatsoever of such an effect. 

The manner of experimenting was as follows. The cylinders 
were placed in position in the zinc reflector, and the connexions 
and sparking-distance carefully adjusted. Then the magnetized 
detector was hung in the other reflector, which was placed 
directly before the first reflector with a certain distance (usually 
30 cms. at first) between the focal lines of the two. The 
key was then depressed while the pendulum made 10 swings, 
after which the detector was placed in its pocket behind the 
magnetometer and the change noted in the scale-reading. 
The detector was then magnetized again, and the same work 
performed with the mirrors at a greater distance apart. This 
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was continued until readings at a sufficient number of distances 
had been secured. Then another pair of cylinders was taken 
and a similar set of readings obtained. 

Rutherford reported that in his experiments no difference 
could be detected whether the first semi-oscillation in the 
receiver tended to magnetize the core or the reverse, but in 
my experiments this was very evident. For instance, on 
putting the detector in place at 30 cms. from the oscillator, a 

-seale-reading of 57 mm. was obtained. Next, after re- 
magnetizing, the detector was hung up so that the face 
presented to the oscillator was the reverse of that in the former 
ease. In other words, if the detector were now raised out of 
its mercury cups, turned through 180° about its axis and then 
dropped into its cups again, its first position would have been 
recovered. With the detector in this second position, a 
deflexion of but 37 mm. was obtained. The oscillator is very 
dead-beat, and with the detector in the first position, the first 
(and greatest) pulse received by it was in the direction to 
demagnetize the core ; in the second position this first pulse 
was in the opposite direction in the helix, and the total 
resulting demagnetization was not so great. This difference 
in reading gradually diminished as the detector was withdrawn 
from the oscillator, and at about 60 cms. it disappeared. In 
Table III. is given a series of readings at distances between 
30 and 90 ems., the two positions of the detector being 
denoted by 1 and 2. 

TasBLE ILI. 

| Oscillator ; position of detector ; and scale- 
| Distance of reading in mm. 
| Oscillator |_—s 

from = 
Wetector i No: l. No. 9. Nowe No. 12. 

inems. | 
1 2 1 2 1 2 ae eh, 

Sian hy 0084 251), 15a 4p 2 39°)" 50) 1) 180) ||), 68) 4) 4814) 

40 (80k ioe) 4g Bie oa wea Ol heer 
| 

| 50 27 9 | 35 | 35 B04) |) (AAS las 9eN 4 

| 60 OOD OG ar SO CON iy Bon ade Baas 

70 93 | 22 Dei ih Grobe hes 

80 JOG OL aS le ke 250. | Om. Uh OG | Bhi os 

90 201 BO) 1291)| 96°) SOR BF 
| 
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It would naturally be suspected that this reversal effect 
was due to the direct action of the coil or the connecting 
wires ; but on removing the cylinders and substituting there- 
for small knobs, no effect was obtained. Indeed, the wings 
of the detector were made at right angles to the wires leading 
from the coil to the oscillator in order to avoid such action. 
Moreover, if it were due to the direct action, the effect would 
have been more pronounced with the spherical oscillators, but 
such was not the case. 

The readings in the table show irregularity in the action 
of the oscillators, though I believe it is not so great as in many 
experiments with electric waves, a fact due largely to the 
constancy of the interrupter used. 

In Table IV. readings obtained with various cylinders are 
exhibited. Each reading is the mean of the two readings 
obtained, at the distance indicated, by the detector in its two 
positions. An examination of the results will lead to the 
conclusion that, for frequencies as high as those here used, 
the effectiveness of an oscillator is not impaired by using a 
thin shell instead of a solid. 

As stated above, the platinum caps were soldered to the 
iron and brass cylinders, and were then given an excellent 
polish. The caps on the gold-leaf and other delicate shells 
could not be polished in this way. They were simply rubbed 
clean with chamois. One would naturally expect, therefore, 
that the solid cylinders would perform best, but such was not 
the case. Indeed the brass and iron oscillators were the 
hardest to adjust and seemed about the least effective ; and 
the gold-leaf acted so continuously better than the solid, that 
I began to think its thinness was a determining factor. The 
average of the readings for gold-leat given in the table is 
decidedly better than for the brass oscillator, and numerous 
readings accentuated this result. Afterwards, however, the 
platinum shell (No. 6) was constructed, and proved the most 
reliable and efficient of all. Now this shell was thicker than 
the calculated ‘skin’ (Table 1.), and further, on wrapping two 
layers of heavy tinfoil (thickness 0°005 cm.) about the 
mantle and binding it closely there, no alteration whatever 
was made in its efficiency. The proper conclusion, therefore, 
seemed to be that, within the limits of the experiments, the 
thickness of the metal had no effect. 

if one could obtain a thin continuous carbon shell possibly 
more decisive experiments might be made, as the ‘skin’ for 
carbon is comparatively thick, but such was not available. 

The magnetic nature of the iron made no difference what 
ever ; iron and brass were indistinguishable in their behaviour. 
Silver did not appear equal to platinum as a spark-surface, 
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TABLE LY, 

Distance of | No. of Oscillator ; scale-reading in mm. 

Oscillator 
from | | | 

Detector | No.| No. | No.| No. | No.! No.| No.| No.! No.| No. | No. | No.! No. | No. 
pete 215. | 6.47.11 8.1-9. (.10-| 11. | 12.1 13.) 14,115,116. 

30 37 | 46 | 47 | 46 | 37 | 39 | 39 | 52 | 40 | 48 | 49 | 46 | 57 | 44 
47 | 26'| 49 | 69 | 45 | 58 49 | 55 45 | 34 
49 54 lems iheheaes| | 

40 22 | 40 | 28 | 38 | ... | 33 | 30 | 40 | 28 | 34 | 37 | 48 | 45 | 88 
26 51 39 | 33 46 
29 40) 

50 96) 28 | 98 | 37 | ... | 82:| 26 | 35 | 27 | 30 | 47 | 87 | 41 | 37 
30 | 17 | 30 | 44 35 | 32 4] 29 
30 35 | 38 

60 20 | 26 | 32 | 39 | 35 | 30 | 19 | 3a | 30 | 32] 41 | 40! 40] 27 
26 AT 34 31 43 | 26 | 27 
28 | 

jor? | 18 25 32| 19 | 28 | 27 | 28 | 31 | 26| 36! 29 
& 28 

80 16 | 21 | 25 | 33 | 22] 30 | 18 | 26/| 27 | 25 | 26/3118 
21 | 12 5 38 93 35 | 29 | 
20 29 | 

90 | 20 24 29 | 27 | 25 | 26 | 21 | 23 | 27 | 29 

100 18 18 || 25 26 | 23 21 | 26) 19 | 21| 22) 28 
22 23 | 26 | 24 

120 13) U7 12.) 22 20): TA. On ge). 15-1 18: | 18. 25 
15 | 10 23 23 19 26 rE 

140 id 19 gle deter) 1S) loli; Ley) Wa 
10 15 | 18 17 

foe 112.) 12:| 8} 12) ie aA fs | 12°) 18.) 
pig} 8 17 21 | 12 1 | 10 

pe Te ee Ne ee) ie 12 9.) 195 1D | 1a 

300 «6©| 8] 5| 6] 11/10/10} 11] 6| 10] 12| 10 
| | ee) Te 12 

As the experiments with cylindrical shells failed to exhibit 
any trace of the ‘skin’-effect, it was decided to try with 
spheres, and Righi oscillators with spheres 2°5, 4, and 10 ems. 
respectively in diameter were constructed. By these, solid 
brass spheres were compared with gold-leaf spherical shells ot 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 16. April 1902. 2G 
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the same diameter. The latter were made by covering with 
gold-leaf accurately turned and beautifully polished lignum- 
vitee spheres of the required sizes. 

In the oscillators composed of solid spheres the brass 
surface was used as sparking faces. Observation showed that, 
in air, newly polished brass is at least equal and possibly 
superior to sheet platinum, and the oil dielectric prevents the 
rapid deterioration of the surface. 

For the gold-leaf shells platinum faces were necessary. 
Two were fastened on each sphere, at the extremities of a 
diameter, by electro-deposition of copper. 

The results obtained with the three oscillators are given in 
Tables VI. and VII., which explain themselves. With the 
solid spheres the first reading was usually the highest, but 
with the shells there were usually two or three indifferent 
ones to start with. This was observed with platinum faces 
generally. The readings recorded are: for the solid spheres, 
the first 8 taken; for the 4 em. shells, the first 8; for the 
2°5 cm. shells, the last 8 ofa series of 14; and for the 10 cm. 
shells, all the satisfactory readings obtained. 

TABLE V.—Spheres 2-5 cms. in diameter. 

TIEN IRE | Detector position ; and scale- 
Becillaian readings in mm. | 

from | : Mean. | 
| Detector Te JUL, | IHUEs | IV. | 

in cms, ae are 
1) 2,1) 2)1) 2] 4 [2 

1. Solid 

30 40 | 44 | 41 | 40 | 46 | 39 | 46 , 35 41°4 
50 O71 2324 | 234 8 20 5 125 ale posi 

100 LS Say Be S| Stel eal Oa) ell eae 11:8 
140 LOR eign GAO. ie Salma an all 7 8-4 
200 TON TEL EE 5 Aa) ORG ee Og te 6-4 
250 7 5a eO.| KOs) eal Gee eat 61 
300 TaN IG Weert) A Wg Aa ey a ae Aa aay 50 

2. Shell 

30 39 | 40 | 46 | 87 | 40 | 41 | 50 | 45 | 42:3 
| 50 18) 52275) 20) |b se ee oun al 
| 100 10) 12 On) 2 Vo ay TG aioe 26 

140 oI Waa (iani ea oleae hese) Ilha al) es) S12 86 
200 6, Nav GH AD) ae orne Nom ora: spare 6-9 
250 Gal 160 E (Onl) aoe | LOM) alee! 6-9 
300 Dr We oes ge Ree ge nna aS 61 
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TasLE VI.—\Spheres 4 cms. in diameter. 

Distance of 
Detector position ; and scale- 

readings in mm. 
Oscillator 

from Mean, ane dap gloat abed| oie tind aa, ia 
in cms, | ; 

Wi eb nae ee Weoesfonh |e 
a ———— ee Se 

| 1. Solid. 
30 ve | Of | .2 | 60| Gd | 56 | 68 | 50 62°3 
50 |33/|...|46/ 40/30/43 32.30] 363 

100 AGH 23 202k 1S WG) Ue 14s) 10 18°6 
140 Melitta i eal by | LOK LOry LOu sag) 20 115 
200 Soy Geet, pee ee Ms ear nas 
250) Se VSPA Rey Bean: 71 
360 Oe ponie ya es | Sy ve Ome ad hy 4:8 

2. Shell. 

30 70 | 43 | 74 | 60 | 66 | 48 | 60 | 51 59°0 
50 82 | 31 | 40 | 36 | 28 | 88 | 83] 33| 333 

100 Lop la kor 1G | Le ai Lo |) be) 1G | 15°4 
140 (ey Selah Le LO. Pony el Ue 109 
200 ea Os os) Th eh aro 
250 SO! eS yt Salk 6 lieu te [igh On Ue 
300 T)7)12) 7) a Aba ae 

| | 

Taste VII.—Spheres 10 cms. in diameter. 

_ Distance of 

| 

Detector position ; and scale- 
readings in mm, 

Oscillator 
from Mean. 

ieee i | EL Pe IV. 
in cms. 

ja aoe oa | Mtoe nk mh bes 

| 1. Solid. 

50 | 97 | 117] 120| 80,133) 78] 98) 95} 1023 
100 81 | 90| 88/104} 78/100] 66 | 72] 849 
200 55 | 57| 52| 43] 471 40| 39 | 45 47°3 

Ot «00 34 | 34/1 37| 35] 38] 35| 29 | 27 33-6 
500 1 |e 140s 10). 1F|- 10.\. 10} 9 11-0 
600 Gite Slrnroel Si, Gh Z 7-8 
700 Pern omro aha sie bl. 8 5-4 

| | 

2. Shell 
50 110| 92 1113! 107|136/115|120; 85 | 109°5 

100 101| 85 | 73| 89] 76] 80] 98] 89 85'8. 
200 45) 45 | 49| 44 a ss 458 
300 30| 34 | 32] 34 31 32:2 
500 15| 12 a 13°5 
600 7! 10 ie 85 
700 5| 6 5b 

2G 2 
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The 4 cm. spheres seem to show evidence, at the distance 
of 30 cms., of the reversal effect mentioned above, but it 
disappeared before a distance of 50 cms. was reached. With 
the other spheres no trace of the phenomenon ean be found. 

No difficulty at all was experienced in handling the smaller 
spheres, but the larger ones gave some trouble. Buta single 
reading had been secured with the first pair of 10 em. shells 
before one of them failed. Veins appeared in the gold-leaf 
encircling one platinum cap. On replacing this sphere by a 
new one, only three or four readings were secured before the 
other sphere of the first pair failed in the same way. This 
was removed and a new one put in its place, and with the 
pair thus formed the readings in Table VII. were obtained. 

If curves be drawn with the mean readings of Tables Ve 
VIL., and VII. as ordinates and the distances from the oscillator 
as abscissee, the curve for a shell will be found to practically 
coincide with that for the solid sphere of the same diameter. 
The experiments, therefore, indicate that, both in the case of 
the cylindrical and of the spherical doublets, the excessively 
thin gold-leaf shells were quite as efficient as the solid metai 
bodies. 

This investigation was made in the Jefferson Physical 
Laboratory, Harvard University ; and while under especial 
obligation to Professor Trowbridge for his never-failin eg 
consideration and encouragement, 1 would express my grati- 

tude to every member of his staff for innumerable kindnesses, 

Jefferson Physical Laboratory, 
Harvard University, U.S. 

XLIX. A New Specifying Method for Stress and Strain in 
an Elastic Solid. By Lord Krnvin*. 

HE method for specifying stress and strain hitherto 
followed by all writers on elasticity has the great 

disadvantage that it essentially requires the strain to be 
infinitely small. As a notational method it has the in- 
convenience that the specifying elements are of two essentially 
different kinds (in the notation of Thomson and Tait e, 7, I) 
simple elongations ; a, 0, ¢, shearings). Both these faults 
are avoided if we take the six lengths of the six edges of a 
tetrahedron of the solid, or, what amounts to the same, 
though less simple, the three pairs of face-diagonals of a 

* Communicated by the Author, From the Proceedings of the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh of Jan. 20, of which a preliminary notice was 
published in the Phil. Mag. for Jan.-1902. _ 
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hexahedron*, as the specifying elements. This I have 
thought of for the last thirty years, but not till a few weeks 
ago have I seen how to make it conveniently practicable, 
especially for application to the generalized dynamics of a 
crystal, 

§ 1. We shall suppose the solid to be a homogeneous 
erystal of any possible character. Cut from it a tetrahedron 

_ ABCD of any shape and orientation. Let the three non- 
“intersecting pairs (AB, CD), (BO, AD), (CA, BD) of its 
six edges be denoted by 

(PoP IS COG AG! \at OOP |) tei ee rode) 

This notation gives 

OTE Di ENC G PR a UI ER tate (2) 

for the six edges of a tetrahedron, similar to ABCD, formed 
by taking for its corners (a, B, y, 6) the centres of gravity f 
of the four triangular faces BUD, CDA, DAB, ABC 
respectively, so that we have p=a8, g=By, r=ya, p'=y¥6, 
g =a0, 7’=66. Consider now, in advance, the amounts of 
work done by the six pairs of balancing forces constituting 
the six stress-components described in § 2, when the strain- 
components vary ; for example, the balancing pulls P, 
parallel to AB, when a@ increases from p to p+dp, all the 
other tive lengths g, 7, p’, g', 7! remaining constant. For 
the reckoning of work we may suppose the opposite forces, 
P, to be applied at a and f, instead of being equably 
distributed over the faces ADC, BDC. Hence the work 
which they do is Pdp; and other five pairs of balancing 
polls, ©) kh, Eb! Q’, R’, do no work. 

§ 2. Parallel to the edge AB apply to the faces ADC, 
BDC equal and opposite pulls, P, equally distributed over 
them. These two balancing pulls we shall call a stress or 
a stress-component. Similarly, parallel to each of the five 
other edges apply balancing pulls on the pair of faces cutting 
it. Thus we have in all six stress-components parallel to the 

* This name, signifying a figure bounded by three pairs of parallel 
planes, is admitted in crystallography ; but the longer and less expressive 
“parallelepiped ” is too frequently used instead of it by mathematical 
writers and teachers. A hexahedron, with its angles acute and obtuse, 
is what is commonly called, both in pure mathematics and crystallography, 
a vhombohedron. A right-angled hexahedron is a brick, for which no 
Greek or other learned name is hitherto to the front in usage. A 
rectangular equilateral hexahedron is a cube. 

+ For brevity I shall henceforth call the centre of gravity of a triangle, 
or of a tetrahedron, simply zs centre. 
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six edges of the tetrahedron, denoted as follows :— 

(PP) (Q,09) | GEG RN cor ne ema 

and we suppose that these forces, applied as they are to the 
four faces of the solid, are balanced in virtue of the mutual 
forces between its particles, when its edges are of the lengths 
specified as in (1). Let po, 0’, Go, 90> 70, 7). be the values of 
the specifying elements when no forces are applied to the 
faces. Thus the differences from these values, of the six 
lengths shown in formula (2), represent the strain of the 
substance when under the stress represented by (3). 

Let w be the work done when pulls upon the faces, each 
commencing at zero, are gradually increased to the values 
shown in (3). In the course of this process we have 

dw = Pdp + P’dp’ + Qdq + Q’dgq' + Rdr+ Rldr! . . (4). 

§3. Hence if we suppose w expressed as a function of 

P> P q> q's Vs ", we have 

dw ep: AW. 35, nde dw dw 
— —— aes — —()! — = 
dp apy ar dete dq! Q, dr R, dl 

dw 
77 (4). 

This completes the foundation of the molar dynamics of 
an elastic solid of the most general possible kind according 
to Green’s theory, expressed in terms of the new mode of 
specifying stresses and strains, without restriction to in- 
finitely small strains. 

$4. To understand thoroughly the state of strain specified 
by (1) or (2), let the tetrahedron of reference, AjByO)D,, 
for the condition of zero strain and stress, be equilateral 
(that is to say, according to the notation of § 2 (1) let + of 
each edge=P9==1o=Po = 90 =10). In ApByOoDo inscribe 
a spherical surface touching each of the six edges. Its 
centre must be at Ko, the centre of the tetrahedron ; and the 
points of contact must be the middle points of the edges. 
Alter the solid by homogeneous strain*, to the condition 
(Pp, 9% p, g, 7) im which A,BjC)D, becomes A DUM: 
‘The inseribed spherical surtace becomes an ellipsoid having 
its centre at K, the centre of ABCD, and touching 
its six edges at their middle points+. This ellipsoid shows 

* Thomson and Tait’s ‘ Natural Philosophy,’ § 155; ‘ Elements,’ 
§ 136. 

+ Thus we have an interesting theorem in the geometry of the tetra- 
hedron :—If an ellipsoid touching the edges of a tetrahedron has its 
centre at the centre of the tetrahedion, the points of contact are at the 
middles of the edges. 
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fully and clearly the state of strain specified by p, q,7, p', q'.7"- 
it is what is called the “ strain ellipsoid ”’ *. 

§ 5. Two ways of finding the an touching the six 
edges of a tetrahedron are “obvious. (1) Through AB and 
CD draw planes respectively parallel to CD and AB; and 
deal similarly with the two other pairs of non-intersecting 
edges. The three pairs of parallel planes thus found, 

constitute a hexahedron which contains the required ellipsoid 
touching the six faces at their centres; or (2) draw AK, 
BK, CK, DK, and produce to equal distances KA’, KB’, 
KC’, KD’ beyond K. We thus find four points, A’, Bp Cr 
by, chich, with A, B, ©, D, are the elght conten of the 
hexahedron which we found ‘by construction CL)” Ar on 
cumscribed hexahedron being thus given, the Se AXES 
of the ellipsoid, and their orientation, are found by the 
solution of a cubic equation. 

§ 6. Another way of finding the strain-ellipsoid, which is 
in some respects simpler, and which has the advantage that 
in its construction it does not take us outside the boundary of 
our fundamental tetrahedron, is as follows :—In the equi- 
lateral tetrahedron ApB,( Do ‘describe, from its centre Ky, a 
spherical surface touching any three of its faces. It touches 
these faces at their centres ; ; and it also touches the fourth 
face, and at its centre. Hence, if we solve the determinate, 
one-solutional, problem to draw an ellipsoid touching at their 
centres any three of the four faces of any tetrahedron ABCD, 
and having its centre at K, this ellipsoid touches at its centre 
the fourth face of the tetrahedron ; and it is the strain- 
ellipsoid for the homogeneous strain by which an equilateral 
tetrahedron of solid is altered to the figure ABCD. 

§ 7. To bring our new method of specifying strain and 
stress into relation with the or dinary method for infinitesimal 
strains and the corresponding stresses :—Let X denote the 
length of each edge of the equilateral tetrahedron of reference, 
Ee and let h be the edge of the cube of which 
ap, 5, Wo are four corners (this cube being the hexa- 
hedron found by applying either of the constructions of $5 
to the tetrahedron AyByC)D). The twelve face-diagonals of 
this cube are each equal to X, and thereforeN=AW/2. Let 
now the cube be infinitesimally straied so that its edges 
become A(1+e), h(L+/), h(1+g) ; and so that the angles in 
its three pairs of faces are altered from right angles to acute 
and obtuse angles differing respectively by a, 6, c from right 
angles. This is the strain (e, 7, g, a, 0, c) in the notation of 

* Thomson and Tait’s ‘Natural Philosophy,’ § 160; ‘ Elements, 
§ 141 
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Thomson and Tait referred to in the introductory paragraph 
above. By the infinitesimal geometry of the affair, we 
easily find the corresponding alterations of the face-diagonals, 
which according to our present notation are (p—1)A, (p’—1)A, 
(g—1)A, ete., and thus we have as follows :— 

p-l=3ftgt@ | 
pila f+y-a) 
Gp ee Se) | i 
apie b Cid ad ets ee eae 
g—1=$(9+e—5) | 
y —L=t(e+ +o) | 

r—1l=s(e+ f—c) 

for the relation between the two specifications of any 
infinitesimal strain. Adding these, and denoting e+/f+g 
by s, we find 

pty tqtqdtrt —b6=2s ta) eae 

And solving’ for @, 6, ¢, 2, 7, 9, i terms!or pg) 7.0 51g ee 
we have 

a=p—p' ; b=q—q'; ¢c=r—r': 7 

e=s—p—pt+2; f=s—q—q +23 g=s—r—1r' +2 }s 

§ 8. The work required to produce an infinitesimal strain 
é, J, g, 4, 6, ¢, in a homogeneous solid of cubic crystalline 
symmetry is expressed by the following formula :— 

2w=A (e+ /2+ 97) +238 (fotgetEf) +n(a?+b?+0¢?). (8). 

This may be conveniently modified by putting 

b= 2A 238) 3 = 3A) 

where / denotes the bulk modulus and 7, 7 the two rigidity- 
moduluses. With this notation (8) becomes 

2w=klet+f+g)?+3mlCf- 9)? + g—e)? + (e—f)*] +n@? +0* +c) (10). 
The rigidity relative to shearings parallel to the pairs of 

planes of the cube, or, which is the same thing, changes of 
the angles of the corners of the square faces from right angles 
to acute or obtuse angles, is 2. The rigidity relative to 
changes of the angles between the diagonals of the faces trom 
right angles to acute or obtuse angles ism. The compressibility 
modulus is k Using now (7) in (10) we have 

Ake stl (9 he Tan ha Pe) aka od aaa 
aN dae OO rea Ci coecleiNo GG ge ELL): 
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L. Multiple Transmission Fixed-Arm Spectroscopes. By 
W. Cassin, IA., Professor of Physics in the Royal 
Flolloway College * 

ARIOUS forms of spectroscope have been devised to 
diminish the number of prisms required for great dis- 

persion by using each prism more than once. Contrivances 
for reflecting the beam of light back through a prism or train 
of prisms a second time by means of a mirror or a reflecting 
prism have been used by many observers. Au instrument has 
been devised by Prof. Wadsworth in which the beam is sent 
six times through one prism by the use of seven mirrors. 

The spectroscopes described in the present paper secure 
many transmissions of the beam through one or two prisms 
by the use of a principle which will be best explained by 
describing the instruments themselves. 

| 

The first form of instrument I have to describe, which is in 
some respects the most satisfactory of the first three, is a 
with two half-prisms each silvered on one side. Figs. 
and 2 (p. 450) show the essentials of the instrument, fig. i 
in plan and fig. 2 in elevation. 

A is the collimator, B the telescope. abc and def are two 
equal half-prisms silvered on the faces ac and df and placed 
with their faces vertical. The beam of light, after emerging 
from the collimator A, passes under the prism a 0c and strikes 
the prism def near the lower edge of the face de. This 
prism is so placed that the beam entering at de is reflected 
almost normally at the silvered tace d/, and comes out again 
at the face de.» Now this beam is not horizontal in direction, 
but is slightly inclined upwards. The consequence is that 
the beam returning after emergence from d e can be caused 
to strike the prism abc on the lower part of the face ab. 
This prism also is placed so that the beam is reflected almost 
normally at the silvered face ac, and after emerging from 
ab again strikes de ata place higher than at first; and so 
travels backwards and forwards between the two prisms, 
gradually climbing upwards until at last the beam from ab 
passes over the top ) of the prism d ef and enters the telescope B. 
Each reflexion through a half-prism is equivalent to transmis- 
sion with minimum deviation throu cha prism w hose refracting 
angle is twice that of the half-prism. So that this arrange- 
ment is equivalent to a train of as many prisms as there are 

* Communicated by the Physical Society : read November 22, 1901. 
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reflexions of the beam. The loss of light can be reduced toa 
minimum by choosing the angles of the prisms so _ the 
light is incident at the angle of polarization. 

Thef adjustment for light of different refrangibilities is 
secured by turning the prisms in opposite directions so that 
they are always inclined to the beam of light at equal angles. 
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This is done by supporting the prisms on disks with cogged 
edges, represented by the circles surrounding them in fig. 1, 
and having a rod X Y with tangent-screws pressed against 
these disks by springs h, k. The rod X Y can be turned 
about the point m so as to remove the tangent-screws from 
the disks for a quick motion of the prisms. The prisms are 
attached to the disks by mountings which admit of their 
accurate adjustment. When the instrument has been adjusted 
for light of one refrangibility, it is adjusted for all refran- 
gibilities; and the whole spectrum can be made to cross 
the field ot view by turning the head of the tangent- 
screws. 

The mounting of a prism is shown in fig. 3. The prism is 

Fig. 3. 

fixed in a brass cell X which is attached by springs and screws 
to the upright plate P. From the back of the prism-cell a 
rod v passes freely through a hole in the plate P, and is sur- 
rounded by a spiral spring which presses the cell against the 
fixed point # (which enters a slight depression in the back 
of the cell) and the points of the screws y and z. The 
cell is pressed against the point of the screw w by a 
spring on the opposite side. The plate P is supported with 
freedom for adjustment by a bolt and nut passing through 
the siot g. ; 

The breadth of the beam which can be used is limited 
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horizontally only by the breadth of the face of the prism ; but 
vertically the beam must be narrow if a number of rofleiont 
are required. Thus the resolving power of the instrument 
depending, asit does, on the horizontal breadth of the beam, 
is not affected by this restriction. The resolving power is 
that of a train of as many complete prisms as there are 
reflexions in the half-prisms. 

The beam does not traverse the prisms exactly in a prin- 
cipal plane. But the smallness of this obliquity and the 
narrowness of the beam in a vertical direction make any such 
effect of small consequence. Moreover, the obliquity can 
be indefinitely diminished by increasing the distance between 
the prisms. 

If. 

Another form of instrument is illustrated in plan i in fig. 4 
and in elevation in fig. 5. In this case one prism and two 
plane mirrors are used. 

A is the collimator and B the telescope. C is the prism 
mounted on a levelling-table which rests on and turns with 
the arm Cf. dis a plane mirror fixed above the object-glass 
of the collimator and facing towards the prism. e isa plane 
mirror supported on the extremity of the arm Ce, and also 
facing towards the prism. The arm Ce is free to turn round 
the centre of the table of the instrument. To the arm C/ is 
attached a screw carrying a block Z, which is free to move 
along the arm, and is linked to a pin X fixed on the table of 
the instrument and to a pin Y onthe arm Ce. To use the 
prism with minimum deviation ZX and ZY are made equal, 
and the prism and the mirror e are moved simultaneously by 
turning the screw. 

The beam of light emerging from the collimator A passes 
under the mirror d and is deviated by the prism. The 
mirror ¢ is so placed that the light strikes it near its lower 
edge and goes back through the prism. The beam being 
inclined shehtly upwards, now strikes the mirror d, and so is. 
reflected backwards and forwards between the mirrors tra- 
versing the prism at each journey and gradually climbing 
upwards until finally it passes from the mirror d over the top 
of the prism into the telescope B. If the prism and mirrors. 
are once properly adjusted for minimum deviation for light 
of one refrangibility, they are brought in adjustment into 
the position for any other refrangibility simply by turning 
the head of the screw Cf. 
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EME 

A third form of instrument which may be convenient when 
it is desired to have the reversed beam in a separate position 
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from the direct one, is shown in plan in fig, 6 and in elevation 
in fig. 7 (p. 454). 

and B are the collimator and telescope as before. The 
refracting prisms are cde and fgh. k is a right-angled 
reflecting prism above the object-glass of the collimator. 
The beam from the collimator inclined slightly upwards as 
betore is refracted at the face cd of one prism, is totally 
reflected at the face de, and emerging at the face ec enters 
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the face hf of the next prism, is totally reflected at the face 
gh, and refracted out at the face fg. The angles and positions 
of the prisms are made such that the beam emerging from jg 
is parallel to that entering at cd (except for a slight incli- 
nation upwards). After leaving the two refracting prisms 
the beam enters &, which returns it after two reflexions to 
the face ed in a direction parallel to that in which it first 
entered that face. Thus the beam circulates round the 
system of three prisms, gradually rising until it finally passes 
over the top of the prism cde into the telescope B. For 
adjustment of the refracting prisms they are mounted on 
levelling-tables which are free to turn about centres at p 
and qg, and are linked as shown in fig. 6 to a screw working 
in a fixed block Y, so that by turning the screw the angle 
between the faces ce and fh can be altered while the positions 
of the prisms aré kept symmetrical with respect to the central 
line of the system. Thus when the instrument is adjusted for 
one wave-length, the whole spectrum can be brought into 
view by simply turning the adjusting screws. 

It is not necessary that the refracting prisms be complete, 
because a ray entering near ¢ strikes the face ec after 
refraction, andis for present purposes lost ; consequently the 
portion shaded in fig. 8 may be cut from the prisms at the 

Fig. 8. 
g 

f : A 
corners cand f. If hgm/Jis the actual form of prism used, 
it is necessary to cut it so that the beam in passing between 
the refracting prisms meets the faces ¢e and f/ as nearly as 
possible at normal incidence ; because if, for instance, the 
prism were made triangular of the form h mg, the refraction 
at the face mh would produce dispersion opposite to that due 
to mq. 

This instrument is much inferior to the others in resolving 
power. ‘To get the internal reflexions in the refracting prisms 
total, it is necessary to make the refractions at a large 
obliquity. That gives, no doubt, considerable dispersion. 
But the difference between the longest and shortest paths of 
rays through the refracting prisms is comparatively small. 
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For flint-glass the angles atd and g do not differ much from 
90°; so that if de=a=gh and the angles at e and h are 
about 60°, the difference of the paths for the pair of prisms 
: a | 
is about =. Whereas the same two prisms with the corners 

2 
at cand f not cut off, used as reflecting half-prisms in the 
arrangement first described, would give a difference of path 
about 4a for rays traversing each once. ‘That is to say, the 
resolving power of such an instrument of type I. would be 
about eight times that of one of type III. 

Other combinations involving similar principles will readily 
suggest themselves. But the three described are sufficient to 
illustrate the method. ‘The number of transmissions may by 
increased by lengthening the prisms or mirrors. The length 
of slit that can be used may be increased in the same way. 
In the instruments I have had made for trial the prisms and 
mirrors were 5 centimetres high and gave very good results. 
They are simple in construction, and the adjustments are easy 
compared with those of a train of prisms. Moreover, by a few 
turns of an adjusting-screw one can change the number of 
transmissions, and with them the degree of dispersion, step by 
step through a wide range. 

ve 

| Addition made Dec. 6, 1901, after the reading of the paper. | 

Another arrangement in which the reflectors are totally 
reflecting prisms is shown in figs. 10 and 11. 

The back of the half-prism instead of being silvered is 
formed into a right-angled totally-reflecting prism with its 
edge at right angles to the refracting edge of the half-prism, 

Pig. 79: 
a 

as shown in fig. 9. The beam is reflected back to this com- 
bined half-prism and reflector by two right-angled prisms fh 
and /m, as shown in figs.10 and 11, The prism /‘/ is exactly 
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half the breadth of the refracting prism, and is exactly 
opposite to the full upper half of it. The prism Jm is of the 

Fig. 10. 

same size as fh, but has its lower edge at a lower level than 
the bottom of the refracting prism, so that a space is left 
between the reflecting prisms. A beam of light from the 
collimator passes from C between the reflecting prisms, is 
refracted and reflected at the half-prism, and so passes to 
and fro, taking the course indicated by the arrows in figs. 10 
and 11, and finally passes from the reflector 7m under the 
refracting prism into the observing-telescope at T. The 
result in dispersing and resolving power is equivalent to 
passage through a train of as many complete prisms as there 
are to-and-fro journeys of the beam. 

This arrangement is better than I. and II., because less 
light is lost by reflexion; and it is better than III. because it 
gives full resolving power. Moreover, the beam passes 
through the refracting prism in a principal plane, so that all 
the prisms may be placed quite close together, and the 
apparatus thus made more compact. The number of trans- 
missions possible depends upon the width of the opening left 
between the reflecting prisms fh and ¢m. A very large 
number of transmissions may be used if this opening is made 
small. Another possible form would be to make the prisms 
fh and /m also refract, by giving them the form produced by 
cutting the prism of fig. 9 by a plane through e at right angles 
to the face a bed. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 16. April 1902. 2H 
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ELE. Notices respecting New Books. 

Die Theorie der Beobachtungsfehler und die Methode der Kleinsten 
Quadrate mit ihrer Anwendung auf die Geoddsie und die Was- 
sermessungen. Von Orro Kort, Mit in den Text gedruckten 
HFiguren. Zweite Auflage. Berlin: Julius Springer, 1901. 
Pp. xii--323431. 

(pees is in every way an admirable text-book. The somewhat 
- difficult and generally neglected subject of the theory of observa- 

tions and the method of least squares is here handled with a lucidity 
of exposition and a wealth of illustration which compel the reader’s 
attention. The treatment is a thoroughly practical one, the main 
purpose of the book being to train the reader in the intelligent 
application of the theory of probabilities to the results of measure- 
ments eonnected with surveying operations and hydraulic 
engineering. The book is divided into two parts, Part I. dealing 
with the theory of errors of observation; and Part IT. with the 
method of least squares. A collection of the various working, 
formule forms an appendix of 31 pages to the book. <A noticeable 
feature is the liberal use of fully worked out numerical examples, 
which should prove extremely useful to the student. A further 
point of interest which may be referred to, is that the working 
formuls have been thrown into a shape which renders them 
convenient to use in connection with a calculating machine, the 
author expressing his belief that tables of logarithms will be 
displaced by such machines. 

LIL. Proceedings of Learned Soeieties. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

[Continued from vol. ii. p. 660. | 

November 6th, 1901.—¥F. J. H. Teall, Esq., M.A., ¥.P.B.S., 
President, in the Chair. 

MOHE following communications were read :— 
1. ‘ Note on a Submerged and Glaciated Rock-Valley recently 

exposed to view in Carmarthenshire.’ By Thomas Codrington, Esq., 
M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. 

This valley was brought to light in building a bridge across the 
River Towy at Drysllwyn, 9 miles above Carmarthen to which 
the tide now flows. At the bridge, the valley is narrowed to about 
half a mile. Near the water-edge the rock sloped down gradually 
to 23 feet below summer water-level, and was glaciated in large 
furrows a foot or more across, and striated blocks of grit rested upon. 
it. About 60 feet farther out into the river, rock was not met 
with till depths of from 34 to 42 feet below summer level were 
reached, and the rock-surface was found to be sloping towards the 
south at an angle of from 28° to 18° with a vertical lme; it was 
followed dewn to between 45 and 56 feet below summer water- 
level. Scratched stones were again met with in the clay near the 
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rock. The glaciated surface on the northern bank is only 25 feet 
above sea-level; and the rock-surface is sloping down at a precipitous 
angle at 8 feet below sea-level at a distance of 18 miles from the 
mouth of the river. 

2. ‘On the Clarke Collection of Fossil Plants from New South 
Wales. By Edward Alexander Newell Arber, Esq., B.A. 

3. ‘On an Altered Siliceous Sinter from Builth (Brecknockshire).’ 
By Frank Rutley, Esq., F.G.S. 

A rock-specimen, given to the author many years ago by the 
late H. W. Bristow, forms the main subject of this paper. It shows 
no trace of original sand-grains ; 1t is compact, and with a fracture 
platy to conchoidal: small splinters of it can be fused on their 
edges to a white, frothy glass. Under the microscope the rock is 
decidedly tufaceous, containing small fragments chiefly of pumice, 
less often of crystals which are apparently epidote. In the slides 
of this rock and in some of the siliceous sinters from New Zealand, 
used for comparison, there are small patches of a brown substance 
which may possibly be of organic origin; in connexion with it, 
Prof. Weed’s discovery of algous growths in some of the New 
Zealand sinters is mentioned. A specimen of hard breccia, also 
from the vicinity of Builth, is described. The cement of this rock 
is also possibly siliceous sinter, as well as some of the fragments, 
which latter show faint evidence of the inclusion of little shreds of 
pumice. 

November 20th.—J. J. H. Teall, Esq., M.A., V.P.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 

1. ‘ Notes on the Genus Lichas.” By Frederick Richard Cowper 
Reed, Esq., M.A., F.G.S. 

2. ‘Some Remarks on the Meteorological Conditions of the 
Pleistocene Epoch.’ By Dr. Nils Ekholm, Meteorologiska Central- 
Anstalten, Stockholm. 

The opinion of the author on this subject differs in some im- 
portant respects from that of Mr. Harmer. He considers the 
subject under two heads: (1) What are the meteorological con- 
ditions necessary and sufficient to produce a permanent ice-sheet 
such as that of the Great Ice-Age? (2) What will be the influence 
of such glaciation on the meteorological conditions, especially on the 
cyclones and anticyclones, of the ice-covered land and on its neigh- 
bourhood? ‘The snow-line does not correspond with the mean 
annual isotherm of 32°, for Verchojansk in Siberia is not glaciated, 
whereas the southern point of Greenlandis. The former has a winter 
anticyclone, while the latter is traversed by the central or northern 
part of cyclones during the whole year. The area of Pleistocene 
glaciation in America and Europe coincides with the areas now 
traversed by the most regularly-frequented storm-tracks. There 
seems to have been about the same difference between the mean 
annual temperatures of Europe and North America in the Great 
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Ice-Age as now, and it is generally agreed that a lowering of 
the present snow-line by 1000 metres would give rise to a similar 
Ice-Age. The hypothesis that a glaciation of North America 
would raise the temperature of Europe, and vice versa, seems 
to the author physically untenable. The positions and move- 
ments of anticyclones are not generally ruled by the ground 
temperature in our latitudes: they are in most cases eddies formed 
by the air-circulation in general, and in this the greater area and 
receipt of heat hy the Equatorial regions must always be a pre- 
ponderating factor. The author considers that the imfluence of 
the Glacial Period on atmospheric circulation would probably be 
similar to that of a cold winter nowadays. ‘The cyclones would be 
gradually deviated into a more and more southerly track, while an 
anticyclone would be formed in the north, not, however, a stationary 
one, but travelling like a cyclone, only more slowly and irregularly. 
The summer must have been cold and stormy, with frequent fogs, 
somewhat like that of Cape Horn or Kerguelen Island at the present 
day. The author considers that Mr. Harmer underrates the effeet 
of insolation and overrates that of the winds. ‘The temperature 
of the summer only is essential for the phenomenon of glaciation.’ 

3. ‘On the Origin of certain Concretions in the Lower Coal- 
Measures.’ By H. B. Stocks, Esq., F.1.C., F.C.S. 

In certain of the Lower Coal-Mcasures of Lancashire and York- 
shire and in the ‘hard-bed coal,’ peculiar concretions known as 
‘ coal-balls’ occur, which have a considerable interest because they 
contain well-preserved plant-remains. The author’s analysis shows 
that they consist mainly of calcium earbonate and iron-pyrites, 
in varying proportions. Carbonate of lime appears to have been 
introduced by osmosis through the cell-walls; and that it was in- 
troduced in small quantity and under exceptional circumstances 
appears to be proved by the comparative rarity of the concretions 
and their presence in this seam of coal only. During the decay of 
the vegetable matter of which coal is formed, in contaet probably 
also with animal matter, some of the organic matter would pass 
into solution in water, causing the absorption of the oxygen in 
solution ; the result of this is that further decay would take place 
under anaérobie conditions. This, occurring in water containing 
sulphates, would give rise to sulphuretted hydrogen and mud 
blackened by the presence of ferrous sulphide, while carbonates 
would also be produced. Experiments were tried (1) on the pre- 
cipitation of carbonate of lime under varying conditions (in presence 
of organic matter, etc.); (2) on the action of salts of lime and of 
iron on wood; and (3) on the aetion of bacteria on solutions con- 
taining calcium sulphate in solution and ferric oxide in the deposit. 
In the first series carbonate of lime was deposited in spheres; in 
the second it was found that iron-salts are preservatives but lime- 
salts are not; and in the third, black mud largely consisting of 
ferrous sulphide was produced, while the calcium sulphate was 
converted into carbonate. It is considered that these experiments 
explain the origin of the ‘ coal-balls,’ 
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LI, A Recording Manometer for High-Pressure Expbodions. OY 
By J. BE. Peraven, Harling Fellow of the Owens Coblege.~ 
Manchester *. 

[Plates IX. & X.] 

Introduction. 

: ae study of the phenomena which take place during an 
explosion is of considerable importance both from a 

theoretical and practical point of view. An exact knowledge 
of the variation of pressure will provide information on the 
rate of cooling of gases under high pressures, on the variation 
of specific heat at high temperatures, and on the question of 
dissociation. _ 

From a practical point of view such information is needed 
in the design of modern artillery, and in all problems con- 
nected with ballistics. It enables the civil engineer to select 
the explosive suitable for the purpose to be attained. It 
guides the mechanical engineer in the design of the heat- 
engine, 

Brief Historical Account. 

It is impossible within the scope of the present paper to 
give more than an enumeration of the principal devices which 
have been used for the measurement of explosive pressures, 
The first systematic experiments were carried out by. Robins 

* Communicated by the Author, Read before the Manchester Literary 
and Philosophical Society on November 26th, 1901. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No, 17, May 1902. Det 
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in 1743, Hutton in 1778, and Count Rumford in 1797. 
tumford’s method consisted in determining the minimum 
weight required to prevent a valve from lifting under the 
pressure of the explosion, and was used, with slight variations, 
by a long succession of inv estigators, the best known expe- 
riments being those carried out in 1867 by Bunsen. 

The relative strength of solid explosives was in these early 
days estimated by the two following methods :— 

I. Firing them in a closed chamber in the centre of a 
block of lead, the permanent increase of volume of the 
chamber being taken asa measure of the explosive force. 

II. By measuring the angle through which a heavy pen- 
dulum was moved when acted upon by the explosion. 

The Rodman gauge, invented in 1859, was improved and 
modified some ten years later by the Committee on Hxplosives, 
the work resulting in the instrument known as the Crusher- 
gauge, which since then has been almost exclusively used. A 
piston works in a steel cylinder screwed into the explosion- 
chamber. One end of the piston is exposed to the pressure of 
the explosion, the other rests ona short copper cylinder. The 
explosion crushes the copper by an amount which bears a 
known reiation to the maximum pressure attained. 

In 1875, Noble and Abel measured the explosive pressure 
of gunpowder by determining the rate of acceleration of 
projectile. 

In recent years many new instruments have been devised. 
Le Chatelier and Mallard have used a modification of the 
Bourdon gauge. Vieille has used a piston controlled by a 
stiff sprmg. Noble and others have obtained records from 
an instrument not unlike an ordinary steam-engine indicator, 
the initial compression of the spring being, howev er, reg ulated 
to nearly correspond to the maximum explosive pressure. 
Many useful results have been obtained by causing the piston 

of the ordinary crusher-gauge to inscribe its rate of motion on 
a revolving cylinder. 

Finally, the chemical phenomena which occur during the 
firing of the charge, and the rate of explosion of several 
gaseous mixtures, have been most carefully studied by 
Berthelot j in France and H. B. Dixon in this country. =, 

Theoretical Consideration. 

The all important condition for a gauge destined to record 
the rise and fall of pressure caused by an explosion is that its. 
time-period should be as small as possible. If “A” represent 
the force required to produce unit deflexion of the vibrating 
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system, W the weight of the moving parts, the time-period 

will he=27 nail W 
We have anette two variables at our disposal, namely, 

the weight of the moving parts and the controlling force. 
The former must be made a minimum, the latter a maximum. 

In most instruments where a short period is desirable the 
strains to which the parts are subjected are very small, and 
the desired result is obtained by decreasing the size of all 
moving parts, and using, wherever possible, materials of low 
density. This method is employed in the case of all oscillo- 
graphs, telegraph-recorders, phonograph-receivers, galvano- 
meters, Ke. 

In the present case, the instrument having to withstand 
pressures of ten or tw enty thousand pounds per square inch 
applied with extreme suddenness, strength becomes a con- 
dition of vital importance; and steel is the only material 
which will withstand the strain. We cannot therefore use 
materials of small density, neither can we reduce the dimen- 
sions of the moving parts below a certain limit. 

It is thus evident that we must have recourse to the second 
variable factor to secure the short time-period which is 
necessary. As we have seen above, the controlling force 
brought into play per unit length of motion must be as great 
as possible. In other words, we must use the stiffest spring 
we can obtain. 

The stiffness of a spring will vary with the material of 
which it is made and its shape, increasing for a given size 
as the shape approaches more nearly to that of a solid bar 
subjected to longitudinal strain. This bar can be made as 
short as may be desired, and in theory the time-period of the 
system is only limited by the density of the material and by 
its modulus of elasticity. 

Design of the Recorder. 

In practice, however, the travel of the moving parts cannot 
be indefinitely decreased, for the deflexions must remain of 
such dimensions as to be accurately measurable. The fol- 
lowing figure is a theoretical representation of a recorder 
designed on the principles we have just established. 
A cylindrical groove is cut half through the walls of the 

inclosure. The upper part P of the cylinder thus obtained 
represents the piston of our indicator, and the lower portion 
S the spring. Under the pressure of the explosion the 
piston P will be forced er a certain small amount 

7a lie 
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corresponding to the elastic compression of the material of 
which the spring is made. This motion is transmitted to the 
exterior by the rod R, 

Fig. 1.—Diagrammatic Representation of the Recording Manometer. 

EXPLOSION CHANBER 

STEEL WiRE TENSION ABOUT 

The lever L supporting the mirror rests on the fulerum F 
at “3”; itis kept against the kmife-edge “2” of R by the 
tension of the wire W. The wire W is of consider able Bee's. 
and it is stretched to near its limit of elasticity. The lever L 
ean therefore follow the small advance of the rod R without 
greatly diminishing the tension of the wire W. 

The mirror focusses a point source of light on to a 
rapidly revolving cylinder, thus recording on a magnified 
scale the motion of the piston P. It is not ‘impossible that an 
indicator of this type would work in practice; but the de- 
flexion of the mirror, and therefore the scale of the records 
obtained, would be much too small. To increase the deflexions 
three modifications are necessary: the spring S must be made 
longer, the ratio of its cross-sectional area to that of the piston 
must ibs decreased, and the knife-edges “2” and “3” brought 
closer together. 

In fig. "9 the design of the actual instrument is given, the 
lettering being the same as in the previous figure. 
By means of the thread U the gauge screws into the ex- 

plosion- chamber, C being flush with the inside surface; an 
air-tight joint is formed by the ring D pressing against a flat 
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steel ledge *. The end of the gauge from D to H isa good fit 
in the walls of the explosion-chamber, and the joint is thus 
protected from the direct effect of the explosion. 

Fig. 2.—Sectional Plan of the Recording Manometer. 
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SCALE IN INCHES 

The spring 8, about 5 inches in length, is tubular in shape. 
To prevent any buckling it is made to closely fit the cylinder 
in which it is contained at two places, e; and e,. The spring 
is fixed at the outer end Z, being held in place by the nut K; 
at the inner end it is free and supports the piston P. The 
ordinary U-leather is replaced by a leather washer attached 
to the piston by the screw C and to the fixed part of the 
gauge by the rim EH. The end of the piston projects about an 
hundredth of an inch above the rim H, and it can therefore 
move back without straining the leather. 

The mirror (not visible in the figure) 1s carried by the 
lever L. This lever is so designed that the knife-edges 1, 2, 
and 3 (see fig. 1) are in the same plane, it being at the same 
time possible to bring the knife-edges 2 and 3 within one- 
hundredth of an inch of each other should so great amplifi- 
cation be found necessary. Up to the present, however, the 
distance has not been decreased below ;', inch, the scale 
obtained with this distance being found satisfactory. 

* In the case of apparatus designed for gases under high pressures all 
joints should be made directly metal to metal, no packing being used. A 
joint thus made, if properly designed, is and remains absolutely air-tight. 
It can be made or broken in an instant, and as many times as may be 
required. 
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With regard to the chronograph there is but little to be 
said: the films on which the deflexions are photographically 
recorded are wound on a drum which is kept in rapid rotation 
by an electric motor ; the usual devices being used to regulate 
and measure the speed. The drum is inclosed in a light-tight 
box; along narrow slit (about =); inch in width) runs the entire 
length of the box parallel to the axis of rotation. One of the 
filaments of an incandescent lamp is focussed by the mirror 
on to this slit, forming a fine straight line perpendicular to 
the axis of rotation and to the slit. The sharp point of light 
thus formed on the film moves from right to left as the pressure 
increases. ‘To secure the quality and intensity of light which 
is necessary, the lamp is run at twice its normal voltage at 
the moment of the explosion. 

To avoid the blurring of the zero-line the light is cut off an 
instant later, and the zero marked in when the products of 
the explosion have had ample time to cool to atmospheric 
temperature. 

The gauge is calibrated by hydraulic pressure, and the 
results are checked by comparison with the values of the 
maximum pressure obtained by the statical method described 
at last year’s Meeting of the British Association *. 

For each explosive mixture two records are taken, one at a 
high speed giving the rise of the pressure, the other at a low 
speed giving the rate of cooling. 

Records obtained. 

Two typical records are given in Plates IX. and X.7; they 
refer to a mixture of air and coal-gas fired at an initial pressure 
of about eleven hundred pounds per square inch. Oxygen 
was in excess, the residual gases containing about 3 per cent. 
of it. 

In tracing out diagrams like the above, no part of the 
instrument except the light frame carrying the mirror moves _ 
more than one or two thousandths of an inch. Im spite, 
therefore, of the suddenness of the rise in pressure the velocity 
of the moving parts remains small and the usual trouble 
due to inertia does not arise. Pl. 1X. is an illustration of this 
fact ; 0°055 of a second after ignition the pressure is rising 
at the rate of over a million pounds per square inch per second, 
none the less the curve turns sharply at nearly a right angle 

* See Proceedings of the Brit. Assoc., Bradford, 1900, p. 655. 
t The original films can be measured to about one thousandth of an 

inch; the points given in Plates IX. and X. have lost somewhat ir 
sharpness, but are still sufficiently good to give a fair idea of the records 
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without any sign of vibration. The necessary data with regard 
to Pls. IX. and X. will be found in Tables [. and II. 

It is intended to obtain similar curves covering a range of 
pressure up to 20,000 lbs. per square inch, and referring to 
mixtures from the most explosive to the non-explosive. The 
work will be divided into four parts: namely, I. Oxygen and 
hydrogen; IT. Coal-gas and air; III. Other gaseous explosive 
mixtures; 1V. Solid and liquid explosives. 

With regard to coal-gas and air, barely half the work has 
as yet been finished; it is therefore too soon to draw any 
general conclusions. A few points, however, in the records 
here given deserve attention, 

Fig. 3—Coal-gas and Air. Rate of Cooling. 
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1. The time required to reach the maximum pressure, 
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required with the same mixture at atmospheric pressure. 
_ 2. The ratio of explosive to initial pressure has been 
increased. At or near atmospheric pressure the ratio for 
this mixture would be about 7; in the present case it is 8°6. 
This fact is due to three causes which work simultaneously, 
namely:—(A) The departure of gases from Boyle’s law; 
(B) The relative decrease of thermal loss during the time 
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3. The rate of cooling has greatly decreased. 
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The quantity of heat dissipated per unit of cooling surface 
increases with the temperature interval and with the pressure 
of the gas, but not at the same rate as the latter*. The heat 
developed, on the other hand, is simply proportional to the 
pressure. 
By increasing the pressure from 1 to 70 atmospheres we 

increase the heat generated in a given volume 70 times, but 
we do not increase the rate at which heat is dissipated in 
anything like the same ratio. The increase of efficiency 
which, in the case of gas-engines, has always been connected 
with the use of high initial pressures, is mainiy due to this 
cause. Itis also to some extent due to the higher tempe- 
rature obtained and to the smaller dimensions of the moving 
parts. 

One more point deserves attention. It will be noticed that 
0:05 second after firing the rate of rise of pressure suddenly 
increases, and becomes over nine times as fast as before. 
For the less explosive mixtures this change in curvature does 
not occur, the curve of rise of pressure being similar to the 
cooling-curve, only of course much steeper. It is worthy of 
note that the change of curvature occurs when the gas is at a 
mean temperature about equal to that at which spontaneous 
ignition would take place. A similar result would therefore 
be obtained if we heated the gases by the combustion of a 
certain portion of them until the entire bulk was at the 
“ flash-point”’; the combination would then take place simul- 
taneously throughout the entire mass, resulting in an almost 
instantaneous rise to the maximum temperature and pressure. 
Explosives may be divided into three classes—instantaneous, 

medium, slow,—according to the speed at which the maximum 
pressure is attained. The first class comprises fulminate of 
mercury, nitro-glycerine, &c.: the duration of explosion being 
equal to or less than the natural period of vibration of solid 
bodies, the term pressure hardly applies, the phenomenon 
being not static, but kinetic, of the nature of an impact rather 
than a pressure. If the ignition takes place in a closed vessel, 
a certain pressure will follow the combustion ; but this pres- 
sure isno measure of the strains exerted. The second class 
would contain such explosives as ordinary gunpowder, cordite, 
and mixtures of hydrogen or coal-gas with oxygen or air. 
The time of rise varying according to circumstances from 
0-0001 to 0:1 second. The more diluted mixtures of hydrogen 
and of coal-gas take their place in the third category with 
speeds from 0'1 second to 2 seconds. 

* See Phil. Trans. of Royal Soc. vol. excvii. p. 229 (1901). 
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It is advisable to reserve the term “ explosion” for the second 
of the above classes, denoting by the word “detonation” a 
reaction which occupies less than one ten-thousandth of a 
second, and by the word “combustion” one which requires more 
than one tenth of a second. 

Manometer for High-Pressure Laplosions. 

TaBLE 1.— Rise of Pressure. 

See Plate IX. (Film 41, explosion 181.) 

Spherical inclosure 4 in. diameter. Capacity 551°91 c.e. 
== (0195 enbi it. 

Temperature of inclosure before firing 18° C. 
a 7 after products of combustion had cooled 

24° C. 
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Ratio: Air to Coal-gas .. 60 
646°2 atmospheres. 
=9508 lbs. per sq. inch. 

Ratio: maximum explosive | g. 
pressure to initial pressure i 

Initial pressure 

Maximum explosive pressure { 

63°8 atmospheres 
= 937 lbs. per sq. inch. 

Residual pressure 

Analysis of Residue. 
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a EE aR a ag IN ee Saale || a ar Ac | 

OMOO WE th | 284. 1136 0:058 21-99 9508 
0-010 On0T 1237 0-060 21-91 9477 
0-020 1-57 1549 0-062 21°91 9477 

| 0°080 3°06 2130 0-064 21-67% 9385 
| 0-040 503 2898 0 066 21°63 9369 

0042 5°21 2968 0-068 21:60 9357 
0-044 584 3204 0-070 21°56 9340 
0:046 6°38 o424 0-080 21°22 9209 
0-048 6°86 3612 0-090 21-07 9149 
0-050 (ey 3850 0-100 20:87 9071 
0-052 10°80 AR we |) +O 150 19°73 8628 | 
0-054 15°92 “43 |, ~—0;200 18°61 8192 | 
0-056 19°83 8667 : 
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Tasie I1.—Fall of Pressure. 

See Pl. X. and fig. 8. (Film 38, explosion 175.) 

Spherical inclosure 4 in. diameter. Capacity 551°91 c.c. 
= 'O195Renb. 1 

Temperature of inclosure before firing 21° C. 
” * atter products of combustion had cooled 

Des 
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By Si tee a | = 1094 lbs. per sq. inch. 
Ratio: Air to Coal-gas .. 5°71. 

654:2 atmospheres 
=9618 lbs, per sq. inch. 

Maximum temperature...... 2488° C. 
Ratio: maximum explosive 3.8 

pressure to initial pressure : 
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Residual pressure 35.6. ee { ieee ae sq. inch 
— S. AY SQ. . 
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Maximum explosive pressure 
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| 

* The temperatures in this column are calculated in the usual manner from 
the pressure allowing for the quantity of water-vapour formed. 
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- Before closing it should be stated that the present research 
has been vreatly facilitated by funds awarded by the Govern- 
ment Grant Committee of the Royal Society. This oppor- 
tunity is taken to thank Professor Schuster for so kindly 
placing the ample resources of his laboratory at my disposal ; 
my thanks are also due to the Committee of the Davy-Faraday 
Research Laboratory for the loan of certain parts of the 
apparatus. Lastly, itis only just to state that the satisfactory 
results obtained with the apparatus described are attributed 
to the care and skilled workmanship of Mr. Charles W. Cook. 

LIV. On Flutinas in a Sound-Wave and the Forces due 
to a Flux of a Viscous Fluid around Spheres. By 8. R. 
Coox, M.S., AM., Former Fellow in Physics, University 
of Nebraska; Professor of Physics in Washburn College, 
Kansas * 

COUSTIC attractions and repulsions have been carefully 
id studied and much of the accompanying phenomena 
explained by Messrs. Guyot +, Schellbach ft, Guthrie §, and 
Lord Kelvin ||. Attractions and repulsions with the sound- 
wave have been more recently discussed bv Walter 
Koenig {. 

In his discussion Koenig makes use of the hydrodynamical 
equations for a perfect fluid, and from them deduces formulee 
which represent forces brought into action by the flux of a 
fluid around spheres. He finds that the flux of a perfect 
fluid around spheres produces a force of repulsion parallel, 
and attraction perpendicular to the stream-lines; also a 
movement of rotation tending to move an ellipsoid or disk 
into a plane transverse to the stream-lines. These forces are 
considered by Koenig sufficient to explain the formation 
of Jaminze and flutings i in the sound-wave. 

Although Koenig’ s explanation has been generally ac- 
cepted *” , yet it seemed to the writer that frictional forces 
must be ‘present, and that opposite forces were necessary 
to maintain the particles forming the laminz in their respec- 
tive positions. 

The purpose of this paper was to make a careful study 

* Read before the Denver Meeting of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science. Communicated by Prof. D. B. Brace. 
+ Presse Scientifique, 1861, t. ii. p. 150. 
t Pogg. Ann. vol. cxxxix. st. 4, p. 670, 
§ Phil. Mag. [4] xl. 1871, p. 405. 
| Phil. Mag. [4] xli. 1871, p. 428. 
@ Wied. An. t. xlii. pp. 353, 049; t. xlii. p. 45 (1891). 

** Lord Rayleigh, Theory of Sound, vol. ii. p. 46. 
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of the formation of laminee by different fluting materials, with 
different media under varying conditions, for the purpose of 
making manifest other forces than those of a perfect fluid, 
and also to experimentally verify the presence of the forces 
theoretically deduced from hydrodynamical equations for 
a perfect fluid. 

The apparatus were modified forms of the Kundt sound- 
apparatus. The vibrating brass bar was 277°7 cm. in length, 
with a frequency of 1287-5 per second and an amplitude 
of vibration, with ordinary bowing, of 0:2 mm.; the bar 
being clamped for its first overtone. 

In the stationary sound-wave, as that of the organ-pipe or 
Kundt tube, are to be found two distinct phenomena :—l1st, 
The separation of the tube into nodes and antinodes; 2nd, the 
formation in the antinodes or ventral segments of flutings 
and laminz. Two theories have been advanced to explain 
the formation of these laminee :—ist, They are the nodes 
of very high overtones produced in the vibrating system ; 
2nd, they are produced by forces originated by the flux 
of the medium. : 

I. As Nodes of High Overtones. 

The rapid motion of the particles in the laminz, the move- 
ments of these laminz, the breaking up of old and the 
forming of new lamin, make it highly improbable that they 
are produced by overtones. However, in order that this 
might be more firmly established, a tone was produced by a 
siren in front of a tube closed at one end by a moving piston. 
With the proper adjustment of the vibrating air-column, 
laminee of magnesium carbonate could easily be produced. 

Il. Lamine due to Hydrodynamiecal Forces. 

Koenig’s solution of the hydrodynamical equations for a 
perfect tluid seem to give a more rational explanation of the 
problem. The formule: obtained by Koenig for the forces 
between two spheres, whose radii are R and R, and whose 
distance apart 1s 7, were 

8 3 3 2 

Kee a We sin @(1—5cos?6),. . (1) 
0 

3 3R 3 2 

Lm — STE Ne cos 0 (3—5 cos?6)s « - (2) 
0 

W, being the velocity of the stream, p the density of the 
medium, and 6 the angle which the line of centres of 
the spheres makes with the direction of the stream. If the 
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particle is in the form of an ellipsoid or disk, Koenig finds 
a moment M tending to diminish the angle @, 

WE Soles VV on Sli 2h. ve oy ot eee a) 

where R, is id radius of the disk. 

When 6=' i , 2 being an integer, 

3 7pR? RW oe ee heh ee 
When 0=n7 

377p R?R,? W 
L= ae Dba Cas lgidoees | tvetsuca sate) 

This gives repulsion parallel and attraction perpendicular 
to the stream-lines. 

In the equations, the factors susceptible to variation are the 
density of the medium p, the size and shape of the particles 
used for fluting material, R, R,, and R,, and the stream 
velocity Wo. 

I shall first allow p and W, to remain constant and vary 
the fluting material. 

1. A study of various fluting materials with air as a 
medium.—The ordinary form of the Kundt sound-apparatus 
was used ; the medium being maintained at normal pressure. 
FIntings were obtained with the following materials :— 
magnesium carbonate, lycopodium, amorphous silica, cork 
dust, magnesium, anthracene, ammonium chloride (as 
fumes), sand, aluminium, brass and iron filings, timothy blue 
grass, red top, and petunia seed. 

After a careful microscopical examination of these materials, 
it was noticed .that as the radii of the particles or disks 
increased, the mass of the particles remaining the same, the 
more readily flutings formed ; that the more nearly spherical 
the particles were the more easily they swept into the nodes ; 
and that the greater the radii of the particles the farther 
apart the lamin. 

2. A study of various fluting material with carbon dioxide 
and chlorine as media.—With carbon dioxide as medium 
flutings were obtained in all the substances used with air, and 
in addition flutings were obtained in filings of coin silver. 
It was noted that flutings were obtained more easily in carbon 
dioxide than in air. This was clearly shown by the fact that 
flutings with coin silver could not be obtained in air, > With 
chlorine as medium, in addition tv the above-mentioned 
substances, flutings were obtained with platinum filings. It 
is to be noted that in the last two experiments the density p 
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has been increased, and the forces X and Z and the moment 
M have also been proportionally increased. 
We may, however, use the same fluting material so that 

R, R,, R, will remain constant, and vary the density p. 
3. Lhe ratio of the density of air to the density of carbon 

diowide and hydrogen for minimum disturbance.—In order to 
determine this ratio, it is quite essential that not only the 
fluting material be exactly the same for the two gases, but 
also that the stream-velucity W, be the same. This was 
accomplished by constructing a double-tube Kundt apparatus, 
one tube at each end of the vibrating brass bar, arranged 
with manometers and drying trains, and so placed that the 
tubes were parallel and close to each other. One of these 
was filled with air ; the other with the gas to be compared. 
The pressure was then adjusted for minimum disturbance, 
2.e. the pressure at which the fluting material could just 
be made to form strive. The manometers were then read and 
the observation repeated with gases interchanged. 

The results obtained for different fluting material with air 
and carbon dioxide are given in the following table :— 

TABLE J, 

Substance, ERIN Cee ie ane Po: P| Pas 

21 9} 97:1) 21:7) 0001258 | 0000514 42 Magnesium | 
carbonate. 18 20 | 1246] 52:8] -0001982 | -0001278 | -64 
Amorphous 19 8 | 886°8) 137-5} :0005376 | -0003335 “62 

silica. 18 11 | 340°5/ 142-2} -0005415 | -0003438 | -63 
Aluminium {| 20 10 | 400:2| 180°5| -0006360 | :000434 | ‘68 

filings. 22 10 | 335-0) 140-0| 000533 | 000338 | -64 
Lycopodium ...) 21 | 10 | 223-3} 114:7| -0008552 | 000275 | “77 
Anthracene ...| 17 | 10 | 213°9) 117°5| :0003401 | -0002840 83 

Bane | 20 | 10 | 641-0} 343:5| -0010200 | 0008360 | -82 
or ae || 21 | 10 | 627-3] 337-3| -0009980 | 0008153 | -82 

T equals the temperature ; N, the number of determinations in each 
experiment; P,, P., p;, p., equal the respective pressures and densities of 
air and carbon dioxide for minimum disturbance. » 

It will be seen by the last column that the ratio of the 
density of carbon dioxide to air is always less than unity. 
The determination of the ratio of air to hydrogen required 
great precaution as the slightest admixture of air would 
vitiate the results. With the apparatus used the minimum 
disturbance was obtained at a pressure for hydrogen ;of 
1694 mm. of mercury, and for air ata pressure of 20 mm. 
of mercury. The corresponding densities were ‘0001868 and 

Pg 
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"0000318, the ratio of the density of hydrogen to air being 
5°89, that of air to hydrogen ‘17. 
i these experiments, since R, R,, Ry, 7, and Woy have been. 

made constant for the two gases, if ae Z,, and ML, are the 
forces of minimum disturbance in ae si ko. Zig LOR. dhe 
carbon dioxide, then ps M, hae : 

oa en oi lee re NY 
where p,; and p, are the densities of air and carbon dioxide 
respectively. And since at minimum disturbance X,, Z,, M, 
must be equal respectively to X»,, Z,, Ms, then, if there are no 
forces other than the forces of a perfect fluid, the ratio p,/p2 
should be unity ; and since this is not the case, the supposition 
is that there are other forces which do not vary directly 
as the density, and since the internal friction of fluids, within 
the limits of these experiments, is independent of the density, 
it is not improbable that these forces partake of the nature of 
frictional forces. 

For any gas the coefficient of internal friction R=kpcr * 
and for any “other gas of equal density Ry = kpc. 

Taking the ratios en oN 
ff eae let hee ane (7) 

Hence, if there are forces other than the perfect fiuid forces 
proportional to the coefficient of internal friction, they must 
also be proportional to the product of the velocity and the 
mean free path. This led to the study of the influence of 
the density on flutings and the ratio of the mean free path 
to the distance apart of the laminee. 

A. Ratio of the mean free path of the molecule to the distance 
apart of the lamine.—A Kundt tube was so arranged that the 
pressure could*be reduced to any desired amount and 
accurately determined. The following table obtains for 
amorphous silica and air. 

Tasie II. 
| | i t qi f 

| Molecular Mean free | Tistance apart | 
| Density. | Velocity C.| path=). | of flutings =d. | d/X. | 

— | — 

00lgs0 | 9 -502—Sés«|:«G1l4x10-8§ | 72 118000 | 

000228 + =—-506 4748 x 1078 50 | 105000 

000360 | 504 | 3077x10~° 82 _ 104000 

000695 ~=—Ss«i502 1557 x 1078 | ae 146000 | 

001152 501 940x 1078 | 15 159000 
| | | 

* Boltzmann, Gas Theorie, t. 1. p. 81. 
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The last column of this table indicates that for a given 
medium and fluting material there may exist a direct ratio 
between the distance apart of the flutings and the mean free 
path of the molecule. 

Brief studies on flutings are here presented on account of 
their peculiar interest in acoustic attractions and repulsions, 

5). Flutings produced by a direct sound-wave.—A plane glass 
plate was substituted for the Kundt tube. The vibrating 
cork was cut by a horizontal plane and the plate was placed 
about one millimetre below. When the bar was clamped for 
its fourth overtone flutings of amorphous silica were produced 
on the plate. ‘These flutings were elliptical in form, having 
for their common axis the line between the vibrating cork 
and the glass plate (fig. 1). Flutings were also produced 

Fig, 1. 

when the bar was clamped perpendicularly and the glass plate 
placed within a centimetre of the cork. These flutings were 
concentric circles around the cork (fig. 2): 

6. The vibration of lamine.—A mica disk was threaded on 
a fine wire stretched through the centre of the Kundt tube. 
A cork was fastened to one prong of a large tuning-fork— 
frequency 32 per second—and placed in the end of the Kundt 
tube. The cork was thus made to vibrate in unison with the 
prong of the tuning-fork. The mica disk, though in no way 
connected to the cork, vibrated in unison ae it.) “The 
ainplitude of the vibration of the cork was from one to two 
centimetres. That of the mica disk was less. 

This experiment suggests that the laminze might vibrate in 
unison with the vibrating bar. In order to examine this, a 
glass tube was split longitudinally, the edges were ground 
smooth, and the opening was overlaid with cover-glasses 
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sealed around to make them air-tight. A microscope was 
focussed on the amorphous silica or other substance used for 
flutings. When the sound-wave was established, the particles 
of amorphous silica could be seen quickly gathering into thin 
laminz which would either sweep out of the field of view or 
move about in the field with irregular motion. 

Fig. 2. 

As the number of vibrations of the bar was 1287°5 per 
second, and the amplitude of vibration for ordinary bowing 
0-2 mm., the only means by which a vibration of the lamine 
could have been detected would have been by the broadening 
of the laminz, and this, when under the microscope, was such 
a heterogeneous mass of moving particles that no vibration 
could be detected. The study became very interesting, 
however, in watching the motion of the individual particles. 
A larger particle would move towards a smaller particle until 
within a certain distance, when the small particle would 
suddenly move away. Again, a particle might be swept up 
close to another until it seemed to be within another sphere 
of action, and be drawn to it. The two would then take a 
osition with their line of centres transverse to the stream- 

lines. Particles lying in a transverse position at some 
distance apart would be attracted, always assuming the 
laminal condition. It was noted, however, that these 
particles, with their spheres of attraction and _ repulsion, 
Pia Mag: 8: 6 Vol. 3 Now iT, May 1902. 2K 
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appeared never to come into actual contact, and it was dis- 
tinetly evident that they were not in actual contact in the 
laminee. 

If only the three forces deduced from the equations of a 
perfect fluid are to be considered, the particles should at 
least be in contact transversely. After a careful study of 
these phenomena it was decided, if possible, to obtain spheres 
small enough and light enough to flute. 

III. Forces due to a Flue of a Viscous Fluid around 
Spheres. 

The three forces deduced from the theory of a perfect 
fluid have already been discussed, and the experiments have 
pointed to other forces. The presence of these new forces 
will be more clearly manifest in the following experiments 
with spheres in a viscous fluid. : 

The spheres used were obtained by blowing out from a 
glass tube melted sealing-wax, and allowing the hot spray to 
filter through the air into a vessel of water. In this manner 
a large number of variously-sized spheres could be quickly 
and easily obtained. The spheres, when placed under a 
microscope, were found to be very perfect in form, with 
smooth surfaces, and having a diameter of from 0°1 to 2:0 mm. 
When placed in the resonance-tube of the Kundt apparatus, 
spheres whose diameter was not more than 1 mm. readily 
formed flutings. A careful microscopic study was then 
made of attractions and repulsions of these spheres in the 
centre of the ventral segment of a stationary sound-waye, and 
the following observations were determined :— 

1. Observations on a Concave Surface. 

(1) Spheres whose line of centres was parallel to the 
stream-lines and whose distance apart was greater than 
between one and two tenths of a millimetre repelled. 

(2) Spheres whose line of centres was transverse to the 
stream-lines and whose distance apart was greater than 
about half the diameter of the spheres attracted. 

(53) Spheres whose line of centres was transverse to the 
stream-lines and whose surfaces, owing to the concavity of 
the tube, were in contact when there was no sound-wave 
present, did not remain in contact when the sound-wave 
obtained but were driven by some repellant force farther up 
the side of the tube. 

(4) Spheres whose line of centres was parallel with the 
stream-lines and whose distance was less than half their 
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diameter rotated as a single body until their line of centres 
was transverse to the stream-lines. 

The roughness and shape of the bottom of the tube inter- 
fered somewhat with the best observation. To overcome 
this difficulty a plane piece of plate-glass was fringed with 
paper, to prevent. the spheres from rolling off, and placed in 
the tube. The spheres resting on the surface of the glass 

readily formed flutings across its. plane surface, but by 
slightly tilting the olass surface the spheres could be made 
to roli from side to side where flutings would be formed 
projecting somewhat up the incline. With this arrangement 
of the apparatus the following observations were determined:— 

2, Observations on a Plane Surface. 

(1) Observations (1) and (2) of the previous section were 
verified. 

(2) Two spheres with line of centres transverse to stream- 
lines were attracted and then repelled to a distance of about 
half their diameter, and remained thus while moving for ward 
and back on the glass. 

(5) Three spheres situated as in (2) acted in all soapout 
like two spheres. 

(4) The surface of the glass plate was inclined at an angle 
of about 20° to the horizontal. One sphere was resting 
against the side of the tube, another was in contact with it, 
resting on the inclined plate. Their line of centres was 
transverse to the stream-lines. When the sound-wave was 
present the second sphere was repelled to a distance of about 
half its diameter up the incline from the first, and maintained 
that position during the duration of the sound-wave, then 
returned to its original position. ‘Three spheres in line acted 
in a similar manner. 

(5) Glass plate as in (4). First sphere fixed to upper 
side of plane surface. The two spheres in relatively the same 
position as in (4). When the sound-wave ceased the second 
sphere would start to roll down the inclined surface from the 
first sphere, but as soon as the sound-wave was again started 
this sphere was attracted up the inclined plane to within a 
distance of about half its diameter, where it was maintained 
during the maintenance of the sound-wave. 

Although the sealing-wax spheres seemed to move with 
perfect freedom on the surface of the plate-glass, and there 
seemed to be nothing that could possibly vitiate the results 
obtained, yet the question of possible surface-conditions arose, 
and it was decided to ibe uae same spheres in the 
centre of the tube. . aise | 

2K 2 
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? 3. Observations with Suspended Spheres. 

A small hole was blown at the centre of a ventral segment 
in the Kundt resonance-tube, and a small cork was fitted flush 
with the inner surface of the tube. To this cork two spheres 
were suspended on the end of fine spider-threads about two 
centimetres in length, and at any desired distance apart. 

Two spheres, whose diameter was about 0°9 mm., thus 
suspended, with their line of centres parallel to the stream- 
lines, were repelled, but with their line of centres per- 
pendicular to the stream-lines they were attracted. When the 
line of centres was at an angle of about 45°, or less, they 
would rotate their line of centres perpendicular to the stream- 
lines and approach each other. 

The sealing-wax spheres were replaced by glass spheres of 
the same size. ‘The results were the same, but not so 
pronounced. : 

These observations were repeated with other sealing-wax 
spheres, whose diameters were from *} mm. to ‘7 mm., » their 
distance apart being from ‘1 mm. to *8 mm. The same 
results were observed. 

Spheres of from *2 mm. to *3 mm. were then suspended in 
like manner with similar results, except that the forces were 
more pronounced. With these small spheres suspended 
within half of their diameter apart, it was observed that the 
suspensions approached each other when the spheres were in 
contact. 

In order to eliminate this attraction of the fibres, one of 
the spheres was mounted on the end of a fine glass fibre, 
which was brought in from the side of the Kundt resonance- 
tube, and the other was mounted on a single fibre-suspension 
as before. 
When the two spheres were brought within a distance of 

about half their own diameter, with their lines of centres 
perpendicular to the stream-lines, the suspended sphere was 
repelled from the sphere mounted on the glass fibre. When 
their line of centres was parallel to the stream-lines, and 
their distance apart less than half their diameter, the sus- 
pended sphere approached the fixed sphere and moved around 
until their line of centres was perpendicular to the stream- 
lines. 

These observations were verified by other sets of spheres 
in other ventral segments. 

4. Influence of Surface on the Forces between two Spheres. 

In order to determine whether or not a surface would 
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influence the forces between two spheres, a cover-glass was 
mounted on the end of a glass rod, and was made to approach 
the spheres from below. It was found that when the cover- 
glass was very close to the spheres, the attraction parallel and 
repulsion transverse to the stream-lines was increased. 

IV. Discussion of the Data. 

The data here presented have experimentally verified the 
presence of the forces deduced from the theory of a perfect 
fluid, and make manifest other forces. The presence of these 
new forces, which are opposite in direction to the perfect 
fluid forces, were indicated in the experiments with different 
gases, but in the observations with spheres the effect of these 
forces has not only been seen, but the relative magnitude of 
the two forces has been roughly measured, so that the function 
of the distance apart of the spheres varies more rapidly than 
the perfect fluid function. 

The experiments with different gases, whose coefficient of 
viscosity varies, the increase of these forces on the approach 
of a plane, and the fact that they are opposite in direction to 
the perfect fluid forces, indicate that these forces are due 
to internal friction or viscosity of the fluid used as medium. 

V. Formation of Laminw. 

As has already been stated, Koenig considered the two 
torces, and the moment deduced from the theory of a perfect 
fluid, sufficient to explain the formation of the laminez pro- 
duced in the ventral segment of a Kundt’s resonance-tube. 
If no other than the attractive force existed between particles 
whose line of centres is perpendicular to the stream-lines, the 
particles would, in the transverse plane, only be in stable 
equilibrium when they are in actual contact. But this 
condition is not in accord with the most careful observation 
both of particles and spheres. If, however, there is a repulsive 
force which is only effective when the particles are not more 
than one half their diameter apart, there will be a position in 
the transverse plane in which two particles are in stable 
equilibrium, and this position is the position in which the 
particles will be found in the lamine. 

And if in the direction parallel to the stream-lines we 
consider only a repulsive force, all particles having their 
lines of centres parallel to the stream-lines would be repelled 
from each other regardless of their distance apart ; but this 
does not agree with observation for particles or spheres lying 
within about *3 mm. apart. Particles thus situated act as a 
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single system, and are rotated by the moment M into the 
plane perpendicular to the stream-lines. 

The attractive force parallel to the stream-lines, in con- 
junction with the moment of rotation, causes the particles 
which are within the sphere of action to form in lamine 
transverse to the stream-lines; and the attraction and re- 
pulsion perpendicular to the stream-lines maintain these 
particles in the laminee. _ If, however, there are particles in the 
plane parallel to the stream-lines, and not within the sphere 
of action of sufficient intensity, they will be repelled to some 
oreater distance, and may come within the sphere of action 
of some other particles, and with them form other laminz.. 

ova pStrgearsy 

i, —The chins are not confined to the ventral segment 
of a stationary “ sound-wave, but the conditions for the 
formation of laminze are found wherever there is a to and fro 
flux of a viscous fluid around solid particles. 

2.—The ease with which flutings may be formed depends 
upon: the size, shape, and specific gravity of the fluting- 
material, and also upon the molecular weight, density, and 
viscosity of the medium. 
3.—A perfect fluid contains forces which are essential but 

are not sufficient to Dred laminee in the form in which 
they exist. 

4.—The experiments here noted show that there is another 
znd opposite force both parallel and perpendicular to the 
<4ream-lines. 

5.—The attractive and repulsive forces are increased by 
the presence of a surface in close proximity to the solid 
particles. 

6.—These new forces are most probably due to the 
viscosity of the medium. 

7.—The new forces, in conjunction with the forces of the 
pertect fluid, make possible a complete and clear explanation 
of lamin and flutings pr oduced i in sound-waves, 

My sincere thanks are due to Dr. D. B. Brace for many 
valuable suggestions and for the interest manifested in the 

results, 

Phydead E Taborator V5 Unive ersity of Nebraska, ~ nee 2 

Lincoln, Nebraska, Aug. 22, 1901. oe | 
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LV. On Focal Lines, and Anchor-Ring Wave-fronts. 

By Prof. J. D. Evurert, F.RS.* 
J HEN a small cone of rays is obliquely incident on a 

spherical reflecting or refracting surface, the rays 
after reflection or refraction no longer compose a true cone. 
Instead of meeting in a point they form a narrow neck; and 
this neck is fattened in two places called the primary and 
secondary foci, the planes of flattening heing at right angles 
to each other. Optical writers give the name focal lines to 
the sections of the pencil made at these two places by planes 
perpendicular to the axis of the pencil; but it would be more 
appropriate to give the name to the sections which most 
nearly resemble “lines, whatever angle they may make with 
the axis of the pencil. 

Clearness of conception, in intricate matters, is onesie 
aided by sharply defined illustration; and I wish to call 
attention to a case (which appears to have been hitherto 
overlooked) in which all the rays, even of a large pencil, 
pass accurately through two definite lines : one of these lines 
being a circular arc cutting the pencil at right angles; and 

oht line, which may have any inclina- the other being a straig 
tion to the axis of the pencil. 

The case is that in which the wave-front in. one of its 
positions is a tore (or anchor-ring). 
A tore may be defined as the surface generated by the 

revolution of a circle round a fixed straight ne in its plane ; 
this line » we shall refer to as the avis of revolution. A tore 

Fig. 1. 

has ated what may be called a circular axis—the circle vene- 
rated by the motion of the centre of the revolving circle. 
In the figure QOS is the axis of revolution, O the centre of 
the tore, and OA the radius of the circular axis.’ P is any 

* Communicated by the Physical Society: read February 28, 1902, 
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point on the revolving circle, PQ a perpendicular on the axis 
of revolution, and 0 the inclination of the straight line PAS 
to PQ or AO. 

The two focal lines are always at the centres of curvature 
of two mutually rectangular normal sections of the wave- 
front, one being the section of greatest and the other of least 
radius of curvature. For an clement of the wave-front at P 
one of these sections is the circle shown in our diagram, and 
PA is its radius of curvature. The other is the section of 
the tore made by a plane through PAS perpendicular to the 
plane of the diagram. To find its radius of curvature note 
that QP is the radius of a circular section made by a plane 
perpendicular to the axis QS; hence, by Meunier’s theorem, 
the required radius of curvature is PQsec 0, that is PS. 
The two focal lines are accordingly at A and S. A is called 
the primary,and § the secondary focus. If we make P travel 
round the circle shown in the figure the primary focus re- 
mains fixed at A, and the secondary focus travels along the 
axis QS, its distance from O being OA sec 8, which runs 
from zero to infinity in both directions. On the other hand, 
if we make P revolve round the axis QS the secondary focus 
remains fixed at 8, and the primary focus generates the 
circular axis of the tore. 

For a circular element of the wave-front, of small diameter 
d, having P for its centre, the primary focal line will be an 

are of the circular axis, of length Sp d; and the secondary 

focal line will be a portion of the axis of revolution, of 

length re d.sec@. If, instead of regarding this absolutely 

sharp line as the focal line, we follow the usual convention, 
and adopt, «as the secondary line, the section of the pencil by 
a plane at 8 perpendicular to PS, its two ends will be blurred, 
re it will resemble a figure of 8, and its length will Re 
A 
AP d. 

At any point 'T between A and § the breadth of the pencil 

in the plane of the diagram is ae d, and its breadth perpen- 

dicular to the plane of the diagram is Sp d. The ratio of 

the latter breadth to the former is as multiplied by the 

constant and is unity when SA is divided internally 
AP 
BE 

and externally in the same ratio. 
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Toric wave-fronts can be produced by constructing a con- 
eave reflector, of the form generated by making an r ellipse, 
or any portion of an ellipse, revolve through any convenient 
angle round an ordinate erected at one focus O of the ellipse; 
and employing it to reflect rays diverging trom a small 
source of light at this focus. The length of path is the same 
for all once-reflected rays from O to the circle traced by the 
other focus A, and will, therefore, be the same for all such 
rays from O to a tore having this circular axis. 

Figs. 2,3, 4 represent an experimental illustration. Fig. 2 

contains an axial section of a reflecting surface of revolution; 
the section being made up of portions of two equal ellipses of 
eccentricity 3. O and A, A’ are points corresponding to O 
main fic, 1, A point source at O is provided by means 
of an opaque disk pierced with a small hole at O ; the disk 
being carried by an axis in its own plane, coinciding with a 
diameter of the bounding circle of the reflector, as shown in 
figs. 3, 4 (p.486), which represent the reflector supported on a 
stand, with its bounding plane vertical, the axis of rotation of 
the disk being also vertical. By rotation round this axis the 
disk can be made to face a source of light at its own level, at 
any obliquity to the bounding plane. In fig. 2a beam is shown 
focussed on the hole by a lens. The beam may be furnished 
by a lantern, or by a bright lamp-flame properly screened. 
Widening the an gle of the pencil given by the lens lengthens 
and at the same time time brightens the focal lines. 

The primary line will be a circle having A A’ for diameter, 
and will be always real. The secondary line will coincide 
with the axis of revolution, and will be real or virtual ac- 
cording to the position of the area of incidence. For inci- 
dence at the extr emity of the ordinate through A, the reflected 
ray is parallel to the axis, and the secondary line goes off to 
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infinity. Both lines when real can be shown on a translucent 
screen. The secondary line, when virtual, can be seen by 
looking into the reflector. The complete cir cle of the primary 

Fig. 3. Fig. 4 

can be obtained at once by making the axis of the incident 
beam (of wide angle) coincide with the axis of the reflector, 
so that the area of incidence surrounds the central boss. 

An iris diaphragm (as used by microscopists) might with 
advantage be substituted for the pierced disk. 

Postscript.—Since reading the paper I have found that 
Maxwell, ina paper entitled ‘On the Cyelide,” has inves- 
tigated the. general form of the wave-surface ‘‘ when one or 
both of the so-called focal lines is really a line,” and has 
indicated the sn as a particular case. (‘ Collected 
Papers,’ vol. ii. pp. 144 & 151.) 
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LVI. Lhe Temperature Variations of the Specific Molecular 
Conductivity and of the Fluidity of Sodium Chloride 
Selutions. By Prot. Tuomas R. Lyte and Mr, RicHARD 

_ Hosxine, University of Melbourne*. 

[Plates XL. & XII.] 

NHE statement has often been made that the temperature 
variations of electrical conductivity and fluidity (the 

inverse of viscosity) are identical for a given electrolytic 
solution. In order partly to test the accuracy of the state- 
ment in a particular case, and generally to obtain a set of 
accurate values for the two quantities mentioned, the experi- 
ments which yielded the following results were undertaken 
by us. | 
Be acasly one of us had obtained values of the Viscosity 
of Sodium Chloride solutions over a considerable range of 
temperature (Phil. Mag. March 1900, p. 274); but the effect 
of change of density and temperature on the viscosity is so 
great that it was determined that portions of the solution to 
be experimented upon should be run into suitable instruments 
fixed in the same bath, and that the observations necessary 
for calculating the density, fluidity, and electrical resistance 
should be made at the same time, the temperature being 
kept constant until all the aie had been taken for that 
particular temperature. _ 
From the results so obtained, we are able, by interpolation, 

to compare the electric conductiv ity and the fluidity over the 
range of temperature between 0°C. and 100°C. of solutions 
of constant concentration; that is, we compare the conductivity 
and the fluidity at different temperatures of such solutions. as 
contain, say, 1 ‘gram molecule per litre at each of these 
temperatures. ‘This we are enabled to do by means of the 
values of the density at the different temperatures of any 
particular solution experimented with, which we determine 
simultaneously with its electric resistance and viscosity. 

The bath was a large beaker of water, contained in the 
upper compartment of an iron jacket provided at the front 
and back with glass windows, and inclosed at the top by a 
thick wooden cover. The two compartments were separated 
by a plate of asbestos on which the beaker rested, and the 
lower one contained the gas-jet used for heating the bath and 
the very small controlling flame which was used for keeping 
the bath from cooling while readings were being taken. The 
cover was pierced with the holes necessary for holding the 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
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various instruments in position in the bath, namely: the 
glischrometer, dilatometer, electrolytic cell, thermometer, and 
siphon. The stirring was managed by a swiftly rotating 
propeller. The thermometers were standardized before being 
used. They were graduated in tenths, and their readings 
were observed through a cathetometer. The sample of 
sodium chloride used in the solutions was specially purified 
for the purpose by David Avery, Esq., M.Sc., Instructor in 
Chemistry at the Working Men’s College, Melbourne. 

Figures 1, 2,and 3 are drawings of the glischrometer, 
dilatometer, and electrolytic cell used. The formula used 
in determining the viscosity was 

n=Apl— Fp; 

where A and B are constants, p is the density and T the 
transpiration time of the solution. The constants A and B 
were obtained. from known values of 7 supplied from the 
original curves at two temperatures for which T had been 
observed with the new glischrometer, the liquid used being 
water. The values obtained were 

A =0:00002834, B=0:0360 ; 
and the new determinations of the viscosity of water were 
identical with the old ones up to 70°C. Above that there 
were very slight variations. With the new form of glis- 
chrometer the liquid flowed through the capillary-tube under 
a pressure due to the difference of level of its two surfaces 
only. No external pressure was used. Moreover, measure- 
ments could only be made with the liquid flowing in the one 
direction through the capillary-tube, so that we could not 
eliminate errors due to this tube not being quite horizontal. 
For these reasons the new values obtained as absolute values 
are not quite so reliable as the original ones. However, we 
took all precautions to get as accurate values as possible. 
The amount of solution before each reading was adjusted so 
that the two surfaces were at the marks A and B in the same 
horizontal line. The solution was then forced up into the 
left limb until its surface was just above C. The time of 
flow when the meniscus passed from C to D gave the tran- 
spiration time (T), usually from 2 to 6 minutes. 

The cylindrical bulb of the dilatometer (figure 2) was 
about 5 ¢.¢. in capacity, and the remaining portion had an 
internal diameter of 2 mm. approximately. Between A and 
C were graduations etched in the glass. The graduations 
above Bin the other limb were much further apart, and were 
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only used for setting the surface of the solution at a definite 
level in that limb, while readings in the other limb were 
being made. Sufficient of the solution was first run in to fill 
the bulb and tubes just above A and B. Its weight was 
obtained, and the pressure of a screw-clip on an air-reservoir 
attached to D was so adjusted that the level was exactly at 
the mark B. The reading in AC was then noted and the 

Fig. 1.—Glischrometer. 
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temperature and the volume of the solution could be cal- 
culated, and the density at that temperature deduced. At 
higher temperatures, the mark II. in BD was used instead 
of mark i., and at still higher temperatures, marks IIT. and 
IV. The actual vaiues in scale-divisions of these intervals 
had been previously calculated, and the coefficient of ex- 
pansion of the glass in the dilatometer was also determined. 
The volume between B and A was also found, and the 
absolute value of the seale-divisions in A C, 
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The volume of solution in the dilatometer at any tem- 
perature ¢° C. was given by 

Vr=(5'030 + n x :001296) (1 +0°000028771) . c.c., 

where n was the scale-reading. With this instrument, 
values for the density of water were obtained agreeing with 
the true values to within ‘01 per cent. between temperatures 
0° and 90° C. which was sufficiently accurate for our purpose. 

Fig. 2. Fig. 5. 
Dilatometer. Klectrolytic Cell. 
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The electrolytic cell was constructed wholly of glass 
(fig. 3), and the electrodes could always be fixed at exactly 
the same place, for when they were in position they rested 
on the open ends of the tube containing the solution, these 
ends being in the centre of pear-shaped bulbs which connected 
with wide tubes passing through the cover of the bath, and 
supported by it. Sufficient solution was used to: fill: the cell 
to the top of the bulbs. The wires leading to the electrodes 
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passed down narrow glass tubes, and were sealed through the 
ends to the platinum electrodes which were cup-shaped and 
had been coated with platinum-black. The tubes were kept 
in position by passing through corks which fitted into the 
open ends of the wide tubes. 

When all the instruments had been throroughly cleaned, 
and had been fixed in position in the bath, the solution, 

_which had been made up by weight according to Bender’s 
(Wied. Ann. xxii.) values for the density, was distributed 
among the three instruments in the proper proportions. After 
any excess had been removed, and the dilatometer had been 
weighed and replaced, the experiments on that solution were 
begun at O° and the readings were taken at intervals of 
10° C. up to a degree or two below the boiling-point of water. 
HKverything was “then allowed to cool, and final readings 
were taken at the temperture of the room in order to see 
whether there was any appreciable variation in any of the 
quantities observed on account of evaporation. During all 
this time the instruments remained untouched and unaltered 
in position. The electrical resistances were measured by 
a modification of Kohlrausch’s method. 

The alternating current was derived from a small magneto- 
alternator driven by a water-motor, and a Wheatstone’s 
bridge was connected up in the ordinary way. A telephone, 
however, was not used as an indicator, but a reflecting 
D’Arsonval galvanometer ; the alternating current in this 
portion of the circuit having been transformed into a direct 
one by passing from the bridge to a commutator attached 
to the axle of the alternator and rotating with it. The gal- 
vanometer connexions were in this way reversed as often as 
the direction of the current from the alternator changed, and 
so the usual deflexion of the galvanometer could be readily 
detected, and the resistances adjusted to give no deflexion. 

Owing to the shape of the vessel containing the electrolyte, 
relative measurements of the resistance were obtained. ‘These 
were, however, standardized by using Kohlrausch’s recent 
values (Journ al of Chemical Society, February 1900) for 
the specific molecular conductivity of 1:0 gramme-molecule 
and of 0°5 gramme-molecule solutions of sodium chloride at 
ike 2103 

The strengths 0 of the solutions used were very approximately 
O-1, 0-2, 0°5, 1°0, 2-0, and 4:0 gramme-molecule equivalents 
per litte at 15° C., the exact strengths at the various tem- 
peratures being determined as the experiments proceeded. 
In the accompanying Table, specimen observations are given, 
with the results deduced from them. 
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Specimen Observations. 
{ 

Fluidity Data. Density Data. Conductivity Data. 

eee Beli he sate mea eeee se Rea L eho: AS B 

| | | 
| | : } Defi 

pueaet Temp. Time |Viscosity|| Temp. es Seale- | Density | Temp. Cee 
m. | Os Asees.).| (Cale.). || °C. | Gay) Reading.) (Cale.). | °C. Clima.) | 

O-l 10-96) 452:0| -01278 || 10°90) 5-0660 99 | 10043 || 11:00; 17760 
O-1 | 90°05; 124°8) -00315 || 90:05) _,, 137-4 | 0°97022 || 90:05 5250 
0-2 20°85 | 351:2| -00992 || 20:90! 5-088] 16:0 | 1:0069 || 20°80 7507 
0-2 | 80°50; 187-4| -00356 || 80:50) -_,, 1148 | 09802 || 8045 3160 | 
05 |. 70°52; 158:2| -00424 || 70:53) 5:1521 97-7 | 09972 || 70°70) -1570 
0 | 39°72) 265°6)| “00749 || 35°74) — ,, | - dnd) FOl40" |) 35-70 2500 | 
1:0 | 41:05) 246-0! -00704 || 41-:10| 5-255 | 444 | 10317 || 41:00! 1961 | 
10 | 60°95) 1824) -00508 || 61:00; __., 79°77 | 10220 | 61:00, Job 
2:0 | 51:20) 223°4| -00656 || 51°20; 5-446 63°8 | 1:0636 |) 51:15) 643° | 
4:0 0-15) 809°6| -02656 || 0-15) 58423 DO 7) X600: 4) "0m 1087 | 
+0 | 98°35} 156°0| -00463 || 98°30, 183°3 | 1:1060 || 93°70) re Si | 

Curves were drawn to represent the changes in the density, 
viscosity, and electrical resistance of the different solutions 
with change of temperature, and the values obtained from 
these curves for every 10° C. are contained in Tables I., IL, 
and III. These curves, and others obtained from interpolated 
values, were plotted with extreme care on very large sheets 
of squared paper in order to keep the required degree of 
accuracy throughout. 

In the experiments, the extreme temperatures of the bath 
were 0°15 C. and 98°70C., and the transpiration times 
varied between 809 secs. and 118 sees. 

Tap LE I.—Density of NaCl Solutions. 

NaCl Solutions. 

Temp.| Water. 

m;=01| 02 05 1:0 2-0 4-0 
SS ee ———s — | —__—— 

0°C.| 0-9999 | 1:0049 | 1:0095 | 1:0220 | 1-:0442 | 1:0841 | 1:1600 
10 | 0:9997 | 1:0043 | 1:0087 | 1:0210 | 1:0421 | 1-0809 | 1-1554 
15 | 09992 | 1:0036 ; 1:0080 | 1:0201 | 1:0408 | 1:0792 | 1:1530 
18 | 09986 | 1:0032 | 1:0075 | 1:0195 | 10401 | 1:0782 | 1:1517 
20 | 0:9983 | 1:0028 | 1:0071 | 1:0190 | 1:0394 | 1:0774 | 1-1507 
30 | 09958 | 1:0002 | 1:0044 | 1:0160 | 1:0361 | 1-:0734 | 1:1457 
40 | 0:9923 | 0:9966 | 1:0005 | 1:0123 | 1:0320 | 1-:0690 | 1-:1405 

| 50 | 09882 | 09924 | 0°9962 | 1:0079 | 1:0275 | 1:0643 | 1-1351 
| 60 | 0:9834 | 09876 | 0:9915 | 1-:0029 | 1:0224 | 1:0588 | 1:1295 
| 70 | 09779 | 09821 | 0°9862 | 09975 | 1:0170 | 1:0533 | 1-1236 
| 80 | 09719 | 0:9763 | 0:9805 | 0:9916 | 1:0111 | 10474 | 1-1176 
— 90 | 0:9656 | 0:9700 | 0:9742 | 09854 | 1:0049 | 1:0414 | 1-1113 
| 100 | 0:9586 | 09632 | 0:9675 | 0:9792 | 0:9983 | 1:0353 | 1:1049 
| | | | 
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TasLEe IJ.—Viscosity of NaCl Solutions. 

Water. NaCl Solutions. 

Temp. 

45=0°0|2,,=01] 0-2 05 1-0 2-0 4-0 
—— = | | 

0°C.| -01794 | -01805 | 01805 | 01820 | -01851 | :02089 | -02676 

10 01309 | -O1312 01312 ‘01342 ‘01392 ‘01506 02014 

15 01143 | -01147 | :01147 | :01177 01223 ‘013828 ‘01762 

18 "01060 | -01063 | -01063 | -:01092 | -01185 ‘01237 01636 

20 ‘010098 | -01013 | -01013 | -O1041 01082 | -OL1182 | -01557 

30 ‘00802 | ‘00805 | :00805 | -00837 | -00869 00956 | °01254 

40 00657 -00657 "00657 | ‘00685 ‘00715 “00788 ‘01034 

50 *00553 "00553 = ‘00579 "00599 ‘00668 ‘00873 

| ? 

| | 

60 00472 | -00472 
70 | :00407 | -00407 
80 00358 | 00358 
90 00316 | -00316 

100 00285 | ‘00285 

00472 | :00493 | -00515 | -00578 | -00746 
00407 | -00427 -00447 | 00502 | -00647 
00358 | -00375 | -00394 | -00442 | -00569 
00316 | °00333 | -00349 | -00397 | -00506 
00285 | -00300 | -00314 | -00355 | -00456 

\ 

TaBLE IJ].—Resistance between the Electrodes of 
NaCl Solutions. 

| NaCl Solutions. 

Temp. | i 

n,,=01| 0-2 05 1-0 2-0 4-0 

0°C.| 24000 | 12500 | 5300 2970 1785 1097 
10 18170 9670 | 4110 2325 1316 864 
15 16120 8580 | 3670 2062 1177 UCR: 
18 15070 8000 | 3450 1925 1108 729 
20 | 14420 7625 3300 1841 1065 701 
30 11720 6250 2700 1512 893 575 
40 9850 5270 2300 1279 © 762 485 
50 | 8420 |. 4550 2000 1105 653 419 
GO: | 7330 3955 1762 963 562 367 
70 6500 3525 1581 853 492 | 329 
80 | 5810 3159 1425 768 440 297 
90 5250 | 2830 1280 702 403 270 

100 4730 | 2560 1154 649 379 250 

From Table I. the Molecular Concentrations of the solu- 
tions were obtained by using the formula 

jeg Bec 
N; Ni; x P15 = p ° Pts | 

where N,;;=number of gramme-molecules per litre at 15° C., 
pis= density of solution at 15° C., 

and ¢ is the temperature. 
Also p is the density at 15° C. given by Bender (Wied. 

-Ann. xxii.) for solutions containing N gramme-molecules 
Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 17. May 1902. 2 L 
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per litre at that temperature. The results are collected in 
Table IV. 

Table V. contains the Fluidities, the reciprocals of the 
Viscosities, and Table VI. the Specific Molecular Conduc- 

x (1—gt) 
N-R; | 

employed; where w was the constant of the cell used (1427°0), 
g was the coefficient of linear expansion of the glass, N; was 
the concentration and R; the resistance of the solution used 
at the temperature ¢° C. 

tivities. To obtain the latter the formula C;= 

TasBLE 1V.—Molecular Concentrations. 

NaCl Solutions. 

a p,;=1:0035 | 10075 | 10200 | 1:0400 | 1-0788 | 11522 
emp. 7 neers 

24;=0'1 0-2 0-5 10 20 40 

0°C.| 10014 | -20040 | -50095 | 10042 | 2-0100 | 40275 
10 10008 | -20024 | -5005 | 1.0021 | 20040 | 4-012 
15 10001 | 20010 | 5000 | 10008 | 2.0007 | 4003 
18 09997 | 20000 | -4998 | 10001 | 1:9990 | 3-999 
20 09998 | 19993 | -4995 | 09994 | 1:9974 | 3-995 
30 09966 | 19940 | -4980 | 9962 | 1-9900 | 3-978 
40 09932 19861 | -4962 9923 | 1-9817 | 3-960 
50 09890 | 19780 | -4941 | 9879 | 19730 | 3941 | 
60 09842 | 19683 | 4916 | -9832 | 19630 | 3-922 
7 09788 | 19580 | -4890 | “9778 | 1:9528 | 3-902 
80 09728 | 19470 | -4861 | -9722 | 1:9419 | 3:81 
90 09666 19340 | -4831 | -9663 | 19308 | 3-859 

100 09598 | 19206 | -4800 | -9099 | 19194 | 3:836 

TasLeE V.—F luidity ot NaCl Solutions. 

NaCl Solutions. 

Temp.| Water. 

m4,=0'1) 02 0-5 1-0 20 | 40 

O°C.) 55°75 59°40 59°40 54:95 54:03 49-05 30'3t 
10 76°40 76°22 76°22 74:52 71°84 66°40 49°65 
15 87°49 87°19 87°19 84:97 81°78 75°30 56°75 
18 94°34 94:08 94-08 91°58 88:11 80°85 61:13 
20 99°11 98°72 93°72 96:06 92°43 84:61 64:23 
30 | 124°7 124-2 124-2 119°5 115°1 1046 | 79°74 
40° | 152-2 152-2 1522 146-0 139°9 126-9 96°72 
50 | 180°8 180°8 180°8 a7 167-0 149°7 114°5 
60 | 211°9 211°9 211-9 202'8 194-2 173-0 134-1 
70 | 245°7 245°7 245-7 234°2 223-7 199'3 154-6 
C0ls | 27104 279°4 279°4 266°7 253°8 2263 175°8 
90 | 3165 316°5 316°5 300°3 286°5 252°0 197°6 

100 | 350°9 390°9 350°9 3393 3185 2817 219°3 
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Taste VI.—Specific Molecular Conductivities. 

NaCl Solutions. 

: NaCl Solutions. 
Temp. icy eae es hk Be Re a te) ee a8, 

1 -=0°1 02 05 1:0 2:0 4:0 

O°C. | 59°38 56:97 53°75 47°85 39°78 32°30 
10 | 7848 73°7U 69°37 61°25 5411 41°36 
15 88°54 83°12 7778 69°16 60°60 45°88 

eas. | 94-76 89°20 82°76 | “7406 64:43 48°95 
Poe, | Ve'ss 93°60 86°56 7055 67°10 50°95 

30 12215 | 114-47 | 106-10 94:71 80°28 62:37 
oad 20) 145°8 1363 125-0 112-4 94:47 74:28 
| 50 171-3 1585 144:3 130°9 110°7 86°36 

60 UNS aa 183°2 164°6 150°6 129°3 99°06 
70 224-2 206°6 184°5 171-0 148°5 Lay 

i 80 252° 232°2 205°9 1910 166°9 123°7 
| 90 281-0 2587 230°6 Z102 183°3 133°4 
| 100 3141 290-0 257°4 228°8 198°1 148°7 

Using now the figures contained in Tables IV., V., and VLI., 
two sets of isothermal curves were drawn, one set having 
fluidity as ordinates and absolute concentration as abscisse, 
and the other set having specific molecular conductivity as 
ordinates and absolute concentration as abscissee. 

The fluidity-concentration isothermals are, with a slight 
deviation for weak solutions near the freezing- and boiling- 
points, straight lines meeting very approximately in a point 
on the axis of abscissee for which the concentration ¢ is 10°74. 

Hence these isothermals can be expressed by the formula 

F=) (10'74—c), 

where A is a function of the temperature only. 
The actual deviations of the experimental results from this 

empirical formula only occur, as already mentioned, in the 
case of weak solutions near 0° C. and 100° C., EF being 
slightly greater near 100° C. and being slightly less near 
0° CU, than the formula indicates. 

The sp. mol. conductivity-concentration isothermals were 
not so simple. For concentrations greater than 1 gr.-mol. 
they were approximately straight lines apparently meeting 
at the same point on the axis of abscisse as the fluidity- 
concentration isothermals, but sufficient experiments have 
not been carried out to properly test this. For concentrations 
less than 1 gr.-mol. these isothermals curve up, showing as 
they ought an accelerated increase in sp.-mol. conductivity 
as the solution becomes more dilute. 

2L2 
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If, however, we admit that both sets of isothermals meet 
the axis of abscissee at a point corresponding to a con- 
centration of 10°74 gr.-mol. per litre, it would indicate 
obviously that such a solution, if physically possible, would 
at all temperatures have zero fluidity and zero sp.-mol. 
conductivity. 

From these isothermal curves values were obtained at 
different temperatures of the fluidity and the sp.-mol. con- 
ductivity for solutions of constant concentration throughout, 
namely, for Or1, 0°2, 0°5, 1:0, 2°0, 3°0, 4:0 gr.-mol. per litre. 
From the same curves also, by extrapolation, we obtained 
the values of the fluidity and ‘the sp.-mol. conductivity at 
infinite dilution for all temperatures between 0° C. and 
LO0S C: 

These results are collected in Tables VII. and VIII., and 
plotted on Plate XI. The curves so arrived at are remarkable 
in thai they indicate that for solutions of the strengths 
experimented with, both the fluidity and the sp.-mol. con- 
ductivity vanish at a temperature of —35°5 C. 

It is obvious at once from these constant-concentration 
curves that the temperature-coefficients cf fluidity and sp.- 
mol. conductivity are not identical, though the two sets of 
curves possess considerable similarity. 

The values of the ratio of the sp.-mol. conductivity (C) to 
fluidity (F) were now calculated for solutions of constant 
concentration at different temperatures, and the results are 
collected in Table LX., and plotted in Plate XIJ., where the 
values of C/F are abscissee with the corresponding tem- 
peratures as ordinates. 

TasLeE VIL.—Fluidity (F) at Constant Concentration. 

Temp. aR n=0'1 |\n==0-2 n=0°5 In =1°0 n= 2-0 | n=3-0| n= 4-0 

0°O.) 55°7 55°4.| 552 | 550 | 54:0] 494 | 43:9 
10 716°4 763 | 760 | 746 | 718 | 664 | 588 
18 94:35 | 94:0 | 932 | 916] 881 | 80°38; 71-4 
20 9971 986 | 98:0 | 96:0 | 92:4 | 846] 744 
30 124-7) | $23'2 | 122°5 | 1200 | 115-0 | 1045 | 9271 
40 1522 (151-0 | 149°8 | 146-1 | 140-0 | 126-7 | 112:0 
50 1808 |179°4 |178°0 |173°9 | 166-4 | 149°3 | 151-4 | 113-7 
60 211°9 | 210°0 | 208°0 | 202°0 |192:0 | 172-6 | 152°8 |.132-9 
70 245°7 | 243°2 | 241-0 | 234-0 | 222-4 | 198-9 | 175-7 | 152:2 
80 279°4 |276°8 | 274°0 | 266:1 | 252°8 | 226-0 | 192-2 | 172°6 
90 316°5 | 313°3 | 3100 | 300-0 | 2838°9 | 251-7 | 221-7 | 193-4 

100 350°9 | 84771 | 343°4 | 8382°5 | 314-2 pe 245°4 | 217-0 
i} 

CO 1 S> Od HE CO Cae a) ee WED oN 
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Taste VIIT.—Specific Molecular Conductivity (C) 
at Constant Concentration. 

| Temp. punite Ip —O-1 ee n=0°5| n= 1-0! n=2:0| 2 ==3:0 n=4-0) 

| - bie ——_——- | 

| O°¢.). 66:2 | 59-4 | 55:0 | 50°51 47-9 42-4 37°4 | 32-65) 
10 &8-0 | 785 | 737 | 666 | 61:25) 54:0 |) 47:0 | 41-4 
18 1075 | 94°75) 89:2 | 80°9 | 7406) 644 | 56°71 | 48-9 
20 ror 9S OL 93:6 8460077 bol IGT) o8l 4009 
30 F400 9) 1221 | 1143S MOET | O47 802 | 700.) 620 
40 16G(0n, | 145°8 | 135-4 | 123°9 1129) | 94:9.) 82-4 |. 74-0 
50 | 1940 | 171°3 |158°5 | 143-4 1130°5 11100 | 96:1 | 85-9 
60 | 225:0 |197-7 | 183-2 | 164-0 |150-1 |198°8 }111-:7 | 98:1 
70 | 252-0 | 224-2 | 206°3 | 184-0 |170°1 | 147-2 | 127-1 | 109-6 

| 80 | 283-0 | 251-7 | 2318 | 205-3 | 190-0 | 165°8 | 142-9 | 121-5 
90 | 311:0 | 279-4 | 257-0 | 229°3 | 209-4 1181-9 | 155-4 | 133-0 

/ 100 | 330-0 eee 2885 | 253-0 | 227-6 | 196-0 | 168-7 | 144-9 

+ 

TABLE 1X.—Ratio = at Constant Concentration. 

| 
Temp. eee n=0°'1 |n=0'2 n=0°5 n=1:0 n=2'0 2 =3-0 1 =4:0 

| x 

o2e LIS) | 1-072 | 0996 0-918 0-887 |0°858 | 0-852 580 

| 

| 

10 ito2,, | 1-029") “970 | 893 |. 853") “818 | -799 | 830 
18 Po) O08) “957 | 86s | S41) “797 | “786, | 800 
20 Peo) lOO | “990. |. Sel! |) :8308| “795 | “782"\. -793 
30 1°123 "991 | -935 | -867 | 823 | -768 | -760 | -784 
40 LOO} ‘966 | -904 | 848 | ‘801 | “744 | 736 | -769 
50 1-073 Joo), |) SOON 620) | fe) -fad,)| Wal! Too 
60 1-062 9427; | -S6I 812) 781) “746 | 730) 738 
70 1-026 922) | “856 | (86 | “765 | “740 | 723 | -720 
80 1013 "902 | S846.) -0e2 |) 7525) 784 | 717) “704 
90 ‘983 “892 | 829 | "764 ) "738 | 723 | “701 | “688 | 

100 984"), SOL | “840 | -76l | “724 | -7OL | -687 | -668 | 

The plots come out as parallel straight lines to a very close 
approximation, which shows that the ratio C/F for solutions 
of constant concentration decreases proportionally to rise of 
temperature, and that for solutions of all strengths the 
temperature-coefficient involved is the same. Its value may 
be taken as ‘00174; hence we may express the relations 
shown on Plate XII. by the formula 

n= (1—:00174 t), 

where u depends only on the concentration and ¢ is the 
temperature. 
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For infinite dilution w=1°177, and for solutions of different 
strengths n we get the following values of wu :— 

ieee aoe 0:2 0°5 10 2:0 30 40 

tron ca) VEOSS Wess “906 "869 "827 ‘816 "825 

If these values of wu be substituted in the above formula 
for C/F, and the latter quantity calculated for different states 
of temperature and concentration, it will be found that the 
values so obtained agree very closely with those contained in 
Table X. The average difference is 1 per cent., and the 
largest deviations occur for the temperatures 0° C. and 100° C. 

The degree of dissociation at different temperatures for 
solutions of constant concentration is given in Table X.; and 
it is interesting to note that for the stronger solutions at 
least there is a well-marked diminution of the degree of 
dissociation with rise of temperature. 

TasLE X.— Degree of Dissociation at Different Temperatures 
of Solutions of Constant Concentration. 

NaCl Solutions. 

n=01 | n=0:72 | n=0°5 | n=10 N= 2 ih Ge m4 | 

0°C. °897 | -8380 763 723 640 “065 ‘493 
10 E92 "838 756 696 ‘614 535 “470 
18 “882, | 1-830 T9383, 689 "599 022 “454 | 
20 ‘879 "832 752 689 096 ‘O17 "451 
30 "872 818 {44 ‘677 ‘O73 ‘501 443 
40 "876 "8135, “T44 ‘674 “566 495 444. 
50 *882 816 "738 672 566 "495 ‘442 
60 ‘879 "814 729; ‘669 O73 “496 437 
70 “890 '*820 ‘731 ‘679 585 505 "435 
80 "889 "819 "725 ‘671 “586 505 “429 
90 “899 "826 7387 673 “585 “500 "428 

100 "893 824 723 650 ‘560 482 “414 

JVI. On the Physical Peculiarities of Solutions of Gases in 
4 Liquids. No.2. ByJ. ALFRED WANKLYN, Corresponding 

Member of the Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences *. 

+ ce solubility of ammonia in water at ordinary pressures 
and temperatures is seven hundred times as great as 

the solubility of carbonic acid. There is, therefore, great 
interest in ascertaining whether a corresponding retardation 
of the act of solution of the ammonia is possible. The 
following experiments answer this question in the affirmative. 

The same tube as was employed in the experiments upon 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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carbonic acid was taken. The tube is closed at one end and 
open at the other end. Its diameter (inside measure) is about 
19 millimetres, its length 490 millimetres. 

The desired conditions—an atmosphere of gaseous ammonia 
resting upon a perfectly saturated ammoniacal solution 
superposed upon a layer of pure water—were realized by the 
following procedure :-— 

The tube, its closed end downwards, was nearly filled with 
mercury, viz., to about 8 ¢.c. from the top, and that volume 
of strong liquor ammoniz was poured into the tube so as to 
fill it. Then the tube was closed with the thumb, reversed 
and introduced into the mercurial trough in the well-known 
manner. The strong solution of ammonia, being in that 
manner confined at reduced pressure over mercury, boiled 
vigorously and evolved an atmosphere of ammonia resting 
upon a perfectly saturated aqueous solution of ammonia. The 
evolution of ammonia having ceased, a reading of the volume 
of ammonia, together with the temperature and pressure, was 
performed. Then a measured quantity of distilled water 
was passed up, using a delicate pipette and carefully avoiding 
any disturbance of the liquid. The operation having been 
successfully accomplished, the laver of distilled water “ander- 
neath the strong ammonia was quite visible, and remained 
visibly distinct ‘for a long time. The following readings 
were made : — 

Oh cued | Volume of | 
1 i fNH _| Temperature | Pressure: | NH, corrected | 

bes ae Tou centigrade. | millimetres. at 0° and 760 
cubic centims. | mm. (dry). 

2 46°5 12° 495°5 29:04 c.¢ 

Aes. He UGW TE 12he ching Oa -l\¢ B50; 

ee eed uns 40-0 12° 490-2 24°70 ,, 

aS A | 390. | 12%5 485-0 23-80 ,, 

The volume of ammonia solution was 8:0 ¢.c., and A is the 
volume of gaseous ammonia before the introduction of the 
distilled water. 

The volume of the distilled water was 5'1 c.c. B is the 
volume of gaseous ammonia remaining after the introduction 
of the distilled water. 

C is a second reading of the gaseous ammonia, one hour 
having elapsed since the reading B. 

J) is a later reading after the lapse of another hour. 
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Finally the tube was gently shaken, and immediately the 
gaseous ammonia vanished leaving only a very small air- 
bubble. 

The experiment was repeated, the initial volume of solution 
of ammonia being 7°5 c.c., and the volume of distilled 
water 5°D ¢.¢, 

The initial volume of gaseous ammonia (at 0° and 760 mm. 
dry) was 38:2 ¢.c. The volume after addition of the water 
was 34°8 c.¢., which three hours standing reduced to 23:1 c.e. 

After the lapse of a further ten hours the volume fell to 
7:13 c.c¢., which instantly disappeared on slight shaking. 

The experiments are being continued, and the results are 
far-reaching. 

The Laboratory, New Malden, Surrey, 
25th March, 1902. 

LVIII. On the Magnetism induced in Iron by Rapidly Oseil- 
lating Current-jields. By W.Mansercu Var ey, B.Sc., 
Ph.D., 1851 Exhibition Scholar*. 

L. Ae long ago as 1827 Savaryf noticed that a steel needle 
could be magnetized by putting it in the neighbour- 

hood of a wire through which a leyden-jar was discharged, 
and some years later similar experiments led Henry{ to 
suspect the oscillatory character of the leyden-jar discharge. 
Still later, however, both Feddersen§ and Hertz || expressed 
the opinion that iron is not magnetized by rapidly oscillating 
fields: but Thomson{§, Trowbridge**, Klementic tt, Mar- 
chand tt, and Hemsalech §$ have shown by various methods 
that when iron is placed in such an oscillating field, there is 
an increase in the energy absorbed such as can only be 
accounted for on the supposition that the iron is rapidly 
magnetized and demagnetized. St. John|||| also has com- 
pared the self-inductions of similar iron and copper circuits, 

* Communicated by Prof. J. J. Thomson. 
+ F. Savary, Pogg. Ann. x. p. 73 (1827), and Ann. de Chim. et de 

Phys. xxxiv. p. 5 (1827), . 
{ Jos. Henry, Lodge’s ‘Modern Views or Electricity,’ p. 870 (1899), 

or Fleming’s ‘ Alternate Current Transformer,’ vol. i. p. 228. 
§ W. Feddersen, Poge. Ann. evili. p. 497 (1859). 
|| H. Hertz, Wied. Ann. xxxiv. p. 558 (1888). 
q J.J. Thomson, Phil. Mag. xxxii. p. 445 (1891). 
** J, Trowbridge, Phil. Mag. xxxii. p. 504 (1891). 
tt I. Klementi¢é, Wren. Ber. ciii. p. 205 (1894); civ. p. 724 (1895) ; 

evil. p. 830 (1898). 
tt EK. W. Marchand, ‘ Nature,’ 1xii. p. 415 (1900). 
§§ Hemsalech, Comptes Rendus, cxxxii. p. 917 (1901). 
II|| C. E. St. John, Phil. Mag. xxxviii. p. 425 (1894). 
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and his results show that the permeability of the iron is still 
very great with rapid oscillations. 

Since the very early experiments first mentioned, none 
have been described showing directly that iron is magnetized 
in a rapidly alternating field, or showing how the induced 
magnetization depends on the frequency of oscillation. The 
present research was undertaken to show, by a direct method, 
how the magnetization induced in iron by such oscillatory 
fields depends on the strength and frequency of the field, 
and on the diameters of the wire used. 

The relations between these quantities will be most clearly 
displayed by considering the alteration in the magnetization 
produced by (1) altering the frequency while keeping the 
magnetizing field constant, (2) altering the magnetizing 
field while keeping the frequency constant; or if B repre- 
sents the maximum induced magnetism, n the frequency of 
oscillation, H the maximum intensity of the magnetizing 

3) oB ) field ; (1) (= d (2) (= ‘ 
: j ( ee H=const. is ( ) (SH 2 =const. 

2. When a leyden-jar of capacity C is discharged through 
a circuit containing self-induction L and resistance R, the 
oscillatory current, 7, at any time fis given by* 

2 DL a a i Gee ee 
= moe saw *e 21 sin( 4.LC RC at GH 

VALC— R70 ZAC 

where Q is the quantity of electricity in the condenser at 
time i= (). ya 

If, as is the case in all the following experiments, aE 

is very small compared with unity, we can write the equation 
in the usual form 

~ 

Mi aes VLC’ 

which shows that 2 goes through harmonic oscillations of 
1 ce 

frequency Comet cist and of decreasing amplitude. I*or 
TT he) 

the first and greatest amplitude “0, whence 

t= V LC n(n co) 

RC 
or practically, since eal is very small, 

enw he eee 

* See Bedell & Crehore’s ‘ Alternating Currents,’ p. 107. 
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and we obtain for the first amplitude | 

7R,/C 
laws, = yz HEN 

which, for the same reason, further simplifies to 

Qo 
VEG 

Now = =VUC, where V is the potential-difference between 
the plates immediately before the discharge, so that 

imax. = V ae .. 

We can utilize the two equations 

il C (I.) m= ——— ) tna = ay =H 
tet Yor VLC’ ge L 

(where H is the maximum field inside a solenoid included in 
the discharge circuit) for the purpose of the present problem, 

For if we wish to investigate the dependence of the mag- 
netization (B) on the fr equency (n) alone, we need only alter 

max, = 

, unchanged; while to investi- 
L 

gate the ‘dependence on the field-strength, the frequency 
remaining constant, we need only alter L and C, keeping the 
product L.C the same. 

In practice it is not possible, nor indeed necessary, to 
fulfil these conditions exactly, but they are so nearly fulfilled 
in the experiments described, that only the simplest inter- 
polation is necessary to reduce the measurements back to the 
ideal case. 

In order to determine the magnitude of the maximum 
current (¢max.) and the magnetization (B) induced in the iron 
by it, use was made of the deflexion of cathode-rays after 
the method of Braun*, The experiments were so arranged 
that at one time the deflexion was due only to the maximum 
of the magnetizing current, and at another time due only to 
the magnetization induced by the same in the iron. The 
frequency was calculated from the self-induction and capacity 
in circuit. A more detailed description of the method of 
experiment is given in the following paragraph. 

3. The oscillatory current was produced by allowing the 
condensers C, consisting of leyden-jars specially fitted up 
so as to give good internal and external contact, to discharge 

* F. Braun, Wied. Azn. lx. p. 552 (1897). 

L and C, keeping the ratio 
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through a circuit containing a micrometer spat rk-gap 8, and 
various solenoids and bails, L,, Ly, L;, L. The jars were 
charged by connecting to the secondary terminals of an 
induction- coil, I, through the primary of which either an 
alternating or “direct current was passed. The three solenoids 

Fig. 1. 

TO ALTY CNT. MAINS 

ps2 
LAMPS 

70 EARTH 

To TOPLER MACHINE 

L,, L,, and L; were made exactly alike, and each had the 
same number of turns. ‘Two such systems of solenoids were 
wound, each coil of the first system having 645 turns, and of 
the second system 140 turns, the insulation of the D.c.c. wire 
being in both cases made as perfect as possible by being 
drawn through melted wax, rubber strips being also placed 
between adjoining rows of turns. Various other coils, L, 
were similarly made, but of such dimensions that the self- 
inductions could be accurately calculated by means of 
Maxwell’s formula. 

The Braun’s tube was one with two diaphragms, and 
having the improvements suggested by Zenneck *, including 
a glass screen (instead of mica) coated with CaW 0 4 as phos- 
phorescent material. The tube was excited by a twenty-plate 
Lopler influence-machine driven at a very constant rate by a 
small water-motor. A damp thread was used as conductor 
between the Topler machine and the anode of the Braun’s 
tube, which was connected to earth in order to eliminate the 
surface charge otherwise present on the surface of the tube 
in the neighbourhood of the diaphragms, and to give increased 
steadiness to the phosphorescent spot. Two of the three 
similar solenoids (viz., L, and Ls, see sketch) were placed sym- 
metrically with respect to the Braun’s tuve, and their positions 

* J. Zenneck, Wied. Ann. lxix. p. 844 (1899). 
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kept unaltered throughout a whole series of measurements. 
The direction of the current through one of the coils (L3) 
could be reversed by means of the commutator (K), so that 
the coils acted in the same or in opposite senses on the cathode- 
rays. A few less important precautions must also be taken 
in arranging the apparatus. 

A scale cut in tinfoil, on glass, strongly illumined from 
behind, was projected on to the screen of the Braun’s tube, 
the lenses being arranged so as to give exactly millimetre 
divisions on the screen, this arrangement enabling the de- 
flexions to be read with the utmost accuracy and ease in the 
perfectly dark room. 

In order to eliminate the electrostatic effect of the solenoids 
acting as small capacities, the tube was surrounded by a layer 
of tinfoil in the neighbourhood of the solenoids. 

4, The iron wires investigated were placed as evenly as 
possible in glass tubes of such a diameter as to slide easily m 
and out of the cores of the solenoids. Hach wire was per- 
fectly insulated from the others in the same bundle by being 
coated with paraffin or shellac. The particulars of the wires 
used in four of the bundles are given in the following table, 
where N is the number of wires in the bundle, d the diameter 
of the wire, o the total cross section of the wires in the 
bundle, and 8 the whole surface of the wire divided by the 
length. The length of each wire was 9-0 cms. 

TABLE I. 

Bundle. N. d, ems. o, cm”, S, ems. 

J be eee 20 0-100 0-157 6°28 

BYE ee 37 0-071 0147 8:25 

Olathe aes 70 0-0525 0-152 11:54 

Dig Reh. oe 409 00221 0-157 28:4 

The iron wires in each of these four bundles were from the 
same kind of iron, and kindly placed at our disposal by 
Messrs. Siemens & Halske. As the figures show, the cross 
section in each of the four bundles was nearly the same, and 
it was found, on placing the bundles in the same direct- 
current field, that the induced magnetization in each was also 
very nearly equal, thus affording a suitable series to test the 
influence of the diameter on the magnetization in an oscil- 
lating electrical field. 
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5. As stated in § 2, we wish to determine (1) the deflexion 
due to the maximum of the magnetizing current, and (2) that 
due to the magnetization induced by the same in the bundle 
of iron wires under consideration. For this purpose, the two 
coils L, and L; were first connected up so as to act in the 
same sense on the cathode-rays, and the iron was placed in 
the distant solenoid L,. . The deflexion obtained on closing 
the primary circuit of the induction-coil, after connecting 
up the required self-induction and capacity in the secondary 
circuit, was that due to the maximum of the magnetizing 
eurrent—which for shortness we shall call simply the 
“current.” The direction of the current through L; was 
now reversed, so that the cathode-rays were undeflected and 
the spot in its position of rest, the iron brought from the 
solenoid L, and placed in L,. The deflexion now obtained 
was due only to the magnetization induced in the iron by the 
current just determined. The experiments were repeated 
after suitably altering the values of the self-induction and 
capacity in circuit. 

In order that the “current” and frequency may remain 
unaltered, the iron must occupy the same relative position in 
the solenoids L,; and L,, and must in fact be placed in the 
same positions throughout a series of measurements. 

The value of the ‘* current” was determined by calibrating 
the tube by means of direct current deflexions, ‘the spews 
being measured directly by a Weston aes The mag- 
netizations induced in the iron by the oscillatory currents 
were similarly compared with those induced by direct currents 
of the same strength. Measurements showed that when the 
self-induction and spark-gap were kept constant, the deflexions 
due to the oscillatory currents were proportional to the square 
root of the capacity im circuit, proving that for the frequencies 
used the cathode-rays possessed no detectable inertia. In 
order to be able to vary the frequency within wider limits, 
two sets of coils were used, the coils of each set having re- 
spectively 645 and 140 turns. It is easy to see that by the 
substitution of one set of solenoids for the other in the 
secondary circuit, other self-inductions being absent, and 
the capacity aah sparking potential remaining the same, 
the magnetizing force inside the solenoids will remain prac- 
tically unaltered, as also the ‘‘ current” deflexions, thus 
affording an tent means of obtaining wide Sate ban} 
the frequency of oscillation for our purpose. The more exact 
comparison or reduction of the measurements was carried out 
in the following manner :— 

For the first systems of solenoids let H,=a’7’, and 
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J=b'i', whence H,!=c' 8’; and similarly for the second 
system H,"=c" 0’, whence , 

ts aa 
|e PN le ie 40 

H,’, H,” being the fields in the cores of the solenoids in the 
two cases, 6,/, 6,’ the deflexions due to the currents alone, 
and a’, b’, c', ce’, and ¢ constants. 
A certain specimen of iron was placed in each of the two 

solenoids in turn and magnetized by direct current to the 
same intensity in the two cases, all deflexions being noticed. 
Now we have H,=H,"; and the relation of the current 

/ i 6 y ; it 
deflexions ~,=c€ gives the reduction factor, by means of 

0” to) D) N 

which it is possible to reduce the deflexions obtained with 
the second system of coils to the same unit as those obtained 
with the first system. All measurements were reduced to 
those of the 645 turn system, the reduction factor by which 
the current deflexion in the case of the 140 turn system had 
to be multiplied being found as a mean of 12 measurements 
to be 1°46. 

6. The capacities of the leyden-jars used were determined 
by comparison with a standard high resistance by the tuning- 
fork method, modified so as to be suitable for measuring 
accurately capacities as low as 1000 cms. The capacities of 
the several jars used were found to be 1640, 2430, 2270 ems. 
&c. These measurements were repeated after an interval of 
several months, and identical values obtained. 

The coils used as standard or known self-inductions had 
the dimensions given in the following table, the self-induc- 
tions being calculated from Maxwell’s formula *, or rather 
Stefan’s form + of the same. 

TasueE II. 

Coil Mean radius, | Breadth,| Thickness, | No. of turns. Self-induction, 
i cms. eins. cms. | cms. 

Sint it SG ane Ee, a Win he ee pe. 
A ge 11*9 1°8 2-0 140 SOM 10° as 

Wie. 12:0 35 20 . 250 22 x 10° 

10h ee 10°85 2°3 ir 47 Or KG: 

* C. Maxwell, Phil. Trans. clv. p. 508 (1865) ; see also Lord Rayleigh, 
Proc. Roy. Soc. xxxii. p. 117 (1881). 
+ J. Stefan, Wied. Ann. xxii. p. 112 (1884). 
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Rayleigh’s method was employed for determining the 
largest self-induction (137 x 10° cms.) used. 

The other self-inductions, including those of the sets of 
solenoids, were too small to enable Rayleigh’s method to be 
applied, and were not of a form to permit the use of Max- 
well’s formula; so advantage was taken of the deflexion of the 
eathode-rays by the oscillatory currents produced by the 
leyden-jar discharges, to compare them with the standard 
-self-inductions given above. As we have already seen, the 
deflexion due to the oscillatory current is proportional to 

| 

Va / 4 if now the sparking distance and capacity are kept 

constant, the deflexion is inversely proportional to the square 
root of L. 

To determine, for example, the self-induction of the three 
coils of the first (or 645 turn} system of solenoids, placed in 
series, by comparison with the standard coils I. and IT. :— 

Let a be the deflexion when only the three solenoids are 
in the secondary circuit, no other self-induction being 
in circuit *; 

6 the deflexion when in addition the standard coil I. is in 
circuit, and y the deflexion when this is replaced by 
tne standard coil II. 

Then res! S 10% 622 x10? 

The following table gives the deflexions actually observed. 

Tapiie dds 

| | ‘ L in cms. as determined with 

I the | B. Y: ake. Shae 

Standard Coil I. | Standard Coil IT. 

| 66 | 50 |- 88 | 112x108 11-2x 10° 
| 65 |. 49 38 | LOD. es AAS 

Ly Oo. |-48 ot | ng et eee LG. ., 
Ol Are tons | Beers | 13°78 —,, 
63 | 48 Ste | AT ah aie 13-6. ,, 
“RO Mee a OR ee at a 
MO! «| aobie 41 | LOG ee | ee ae 
47 ol 28 | LES ie 00; 
51 40 30 | 12:8 __,, 116 ,, 

| Mean values for L ...... 11°5 x 10° | 11:8 x 10° 

* Note. Two of the three solenoids were used to deflect the rays— 
see sketch. 
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Mean value for L=11°65 x 10° cms., or nearly 12 x 10° cms. 
Similar determinations gave the self-induction of the three 
140 turn solenoids in series as 0°45 x 10° ems., the coil ILI. 
being used as the standard for comparison. 

One other example will serve to show the application of 
this method to determining a rather larger self-induction. 

Let « be the deflexion when the three 645 turn solenoids, 
whose self-induction we have just determined, and the standard 
coils J. and II. are in circuit, and @ the deflexion when the 
standard coils are replaced by the unknown self-induction L. 
Then aN? 

L= (3) .42x 10°—12 x 10° toms, 

TABLE LV. 

| | 
| ; | | om for the bundles of iron 

Self-induction, | Capacity, nN. On. Ne 
cms. | cis. | 

| | Ae!) Boost Cy ae 
Rrnear ae LT aE | FG cee 

0:55 x 10° CHEN a MRD = Dk i 10:5). 16 yl ono 
0:55 ,, 3810 | 104300 | 27 10:5) $1-65)) (20) sien 
055',, | 4760 | 98300 | 32 125) 17 29 as 
0:55 _,, 6080 |) 82600"). 37-5. 145) 19 "| ob -5aage 
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The value of L for the coil thus determined was found as 
a mean of 9 measurements to be 79°5+0°4 x 10°, or nearly 
80 x 10° ems. The increase of self-induction of the circuit 
due to the introduction of iron into one of the equal solenoids 
was also determined in an exactly similar manner, and for 
different frequencies of oscillation. 

7. The full results of a series of observations taken with 
the bundles of iron A, B, ©, and D over the maximum range 
of frequencies obtainable with the coils at our disposal are 
given in Table IV. (p. 508). In this table 6, represents the 
deflexion due to the “current” alone, which is proportional 
to the magnetizing force, 5, represents the corresponding 
deflexion due to the magnetization induced in the iron, and 
n the number of oscillations per sec. 
From these figures the following Table V. was derived, to 

show the alteration of the magnetization with the periodicity 
for various maximum magnetizing forces (H)). The values 

TABLE V. 

Cy, for the bundles 

On. baie 2 a is Fae Ta 

A B C D 

44 69800 16 21 28°5 44 
44 435 36200 21 26-5 34 48 
44 47 62 2) 17600 25.4, 265 | 305) 39) 88 40 | 51-5. .5B 
44 C.G.S. 10300 30 | 88 46 | 55 | 
44 units. 6200 36 | 42 | 52 | 55-5 | 
44 | 4200 42 47 [oa 56 
44 0 54 56 58 565 | 

36. 3875 | Pe2GuO Th Io. BO. USE kDa void Bs. 39, 
36 875 | BVA0OW 1S 7197 82-0285 | DED. 128) 40° 4D | 
36 66 | 31000 19 | 23-5 30 4] | 
3 | ©.G.8. | 25800, 20 | 24-5 3 42 | 
36. 37 units. 12700) 27" 28 P38) 34° F'4Q. 40° | 46° 47 | 
36 35 4900 338 82 | 39 38 | 45 44 | 48 47 
36 0 48 | 50 | 52 51 

WG) 27 104300; 10. 105 | 13:5 145) 185 20 | 28 30 
26 | 47 | 49600, 13 | 17 | 22 30 
26 cas, 18300 18 | 22 | 28:5 35 
ee tha pu) 25) 4,26 | BO. 82. 85. 9 87 | BB.) 40 
er pees AO gee) ao SP BE er! “gg Tap 
26 | 0 29 40 42 41 

23 4, 180700, 7 | 105 16 23 
23° 225) Gag 60300 11 | 15 | 18-5 26 
28 22 | | 7000; 22 2t | 26. 25 1 80 8 BB 8B 
23 nF 0 34 | 35 | 36 35 | 

: \ 

Phil. Maa. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 17. May 1902. 2M 
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of the magnetizing force are calculated from the ordinary 
solenoid formula 

Anni 
igh 10 

Where interpolation has been necessary the figures from 
Table IV. are given in small type for comparison. 

The curves I. were constructed from the figures of this 
table to show graphically the relation between the decrease 
in the magnetization with the increase in the frequency for 

Fig. 2.—Curves I. 

ih aa 
i ee $5 a 

sa Glott| add 
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2! 
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Deflexions proportional to the magnetization. 
16000 32000 48000 64000 8000 96000 112000 128000 

No. of oscillations per second. 

the bundle B of iron for different magnetizing forces (H,); 
and the curves II. to show the same for different diameters of 
wire with the same magnetizing force (H,=66 c.G.s. units). 

A third set of curves (III.) is also given, which show the 
relation between the magnetization and the magnetizing force 
for another specimen of iron for direct currents and for 
oscillatory currents of frequencies 10,000 and 20,000 per 
second. | 

For the most frequent oscillations worked with, the mag- 
netization was found to be proportional to the surface of iron 
in the case of the bundles A, B, and OC, though not in the 
case of D, as may be seen by comparing the figures for the 
highest frequencies given in lable IV. with those given in the 
last column of Table I. This shows that with the most rapid 
oscillations employed, the magnetizing force did not penetrate 
to the centre of the thickest wires used, but did penetrate to 
the middle of the thinnest wires, 
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The theory of the experiment does not admit of any accu- 
rate calculation of the permeability (w) from the results, as 
the depth in the wire at which the magnetizing force has 
sunk to an insignificant fraction of its value at the surface 
itself involves w. An attempt was, however, made to work 
out an approximate value for jp from the measurements ob- 
tained; and the mean of some ten values gave w=110 for a 
certain specimen of soft iron for about 10,000 oscillations 
per second. which is just about the value obtained by 
Klemenci¢ under similar conditions by a totally different 
method, but it is much smaller than that got by St. John for 
much more rapid oscillations. 

In conclusion, may I offer my best thanks to Prof. F. Braun 
of Strassburg, in whose laboratory the experiments were 
carried out, and to Prof. M. Cantor, for their many kindnesses 
during the pr ogress of the research. 

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, 
March 1901. 

LIX. The Réle of Water Vapour in Gaseous Conduction. 
By Professor Percival LEwIs*. 

| Ge a recent number of this Magazine F Professor Trowbridge 
expresses his conviction that pure gases, hydrogen in 

particular, are perfect insulators, and that the presence of a 
trace of water-vapour or oxygen is necessary to produce 
the dissociation or other conditions upon which conduction. 
depends. When we consider the more or less analogous 
phenomena of electrolytic conduction in solutions, this view 
does not seem improbable; but some facts may make us 
hesitate to accept the conclusion that water-vapour is so 
essential an agent in discharges through gases. 

In the first place, some of the reasons given by Professor 
Trowbridge for believing pure hydrogen to be an insulator do 
not seem to me cine linn. He cites the fact, discovered by 
Schumann {, that hydrogen at atmospheric pressure seems per- 
fectly transparent to ultra-violet radiation, as demonstrating 
that pure hydrogen is an insulator under all conditions. 
It may be that hydrogen has a finite but very small absorption- 
coefficient, no more noticeable within the limits of a laboratory 
than the absorption of carbon dioxide for visible radiation 
under the same conditions ; but whether this be so or not does 

~* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Trowbridge, Phil. Mag. [6] 11. p. 579 (1901). 
t Schumann, Anz. der Physik (1901). 
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not seem material, for we know that all fairly dry dust-free 
gases are insulators under ordinary conditions. I¢ is still to 
be shown that pure hydrogen u inder electric stress in a vacuum- 
tube is an insulator. 

Another reason ‘assigned by Professor Tao bedaes fin 
holding hydrogen to be an insulator, is that when occluded by: 
platinum or palladium the resistance of these metals is in- 
creased. It must be remembered, however, that alloys usually 
have'a greater specific resistance than that of either of their 
fe ertituents: Silver added to platinum gives an alloy with 
more than twice the specific resistance of platinum, yet no 
one can claim that silveris an insulator. Nor is the condition 
of hydrogen when occluded, or when liquefied, the same as 
that in vacuum-tubes. 

In the second place, it seems that the complete removal of 
water-vapour from vacuum-tubes is perhaps possible, and that. 
still the hydrogen or other gases contained therein may 
transmit the current and give their characteristic spectra. 
All who have worked with vacuum-tubes know how pertina- 
cious water-vapour is; but some experiments by Deslandres * 
and by the present w riter + indicate that it may be effectively 
removed by the prolonged heating of metallic sodium in 
the tube. Deslandres states that only by such treatment 
could he cause the characteristic water-vapour lines to dis- 
appear from the spectrum of nitrogen, and it also causes the 
disappearance of that group of bands in the extreme ultra- 
violet spectrum of nitrogen attributed by Deslandres to an 
oxide of nitrogen, while the remaining part of the nitrogen 
spectrum was as bright as or brighter than before. 

E. Wiedemann { heated metallic sodium in vacuum-tubes 
containing hydrogen or nitrogen. As the vapour-density of 
the sodium increased, its spectrum grew in intensity at the 
expense of that of the other gas; but on cooling the tube, 
the hydrogen or nitrogen spectrum reassumed its original 
appearance. 

In order to again test the matter, the writer recently placed 
a quantity of metallic sodium in a vacuum-tube containing 
hydrogen. The sodium was repeatedly heated to drive off its 
more volatile impurities, and the tube pumped out and filled 
with fresh electrolytically prepared hydrogen. After the tube 
had been well covered with sodium ‘‘ dew,” it was closed... For 
two weeks it was frequently heated, and the spectrum ex- 
amined by a pocket spectroscope. After heating, or in parts of 

* Deslandres, Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. [6] xv. p. 46 (1888). 
+ Lewis, Ann. der Physik [4] ii. p. 465 (1900). 
{ E. Wiedemann, Wied. Ann, v. p. 517 (1878). 
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the capillary where sodium was most abundant, the hydrogen 
spectra, both simple and compound, were weak ; on cooling 
the tube, they both increased in intensity and showed no signs 
of approaching dissolution. The tube was finally accidentally 
broken, and on being immediately examined it was found 
that there were large patches of sodium with clean metallic 
lustre. Whatever other impurities might have been there, 
it is difficult to see how any free water-vapour or oxygen 
could have been present. Moreover, as the hydrogen 
spectrum had its full intensity at the first flash through the 
tube, it seems improbable that the current, first passing 
through the sodium-vapour, could have set free oxygen from 
anv of its compounds present, thus enabling hydrogen to take 
subsequent part in the conduction. 2 

Some experiments by Warburg*™ appear to have some 
bearing on this matter. He found that in a hydrogen tube 
containing some pure electrolytically prepared metallicsodium, 
the cathode fall of potential had a minimum value of 168 
volts. With measurable traces of oxygen present the fall 
was 240 volts, gradually falling to a minimum of about 200 
volts as the oxygen, after combination with the hydrogen, 
was removed by the ordinary drying-tubes, Only after the 
more nearly perfect drying produced by metallic sodium was 
the lower minimum reached. This indicates that, so far as. the 
processes at the cathode are concerned (and here the current 
meets with the greatest opposition), the current can pass with 
more facility through perfectly dry hydrogen than through 
that containing traces of oxygen or water-vapour. In the 
case of nitrogen, Warburg found that small traces of these 
impurities lowered the cathode fall, but in dry nitrogen it had 
a definite upper limit. The writer has used one of Professor 
Warburg’s nitrogen. tubes, and although the gas had been in 
contact with sodium for about ten years, the current passed 
with ease and gave the ordinary spectrum of nitrogen. 

It certainly seems impossible to eliminate all traces of 
impurity from vacuum-tubes, and it may be that one or more 
such impurities may take a very active and essential part in 
the processes which transform a gas into a conductor ; but 
if, under the conditions referred to, comparatively small 
electromotive forces can drive a current through hydrogen 
or nitrogen, it seems at least doubtful whether water-vapour 
is necessary to gaseous conduction. « 

University of California, Berkeley, 
January 1902. 

* Warburg, Wied. Ann. xl. p. 1 (1890). 
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LX. On the Temperature Variation of the Electrical 
Resistances of Pure Metals, and Allied Matters. By 
W. Wituiams, B.Sc., Mumetpal Technical College, 
Swansea*, 

ANY of the physical properties of metals are periodic 
functions of their atomic weights. This is especially 

true of the valency and atomic volume. Ina lesser degree 
‘itis also true of the melting-point and electric resistance. 
Now, the periodic variations of these four quantities for most 
of the metals can be very simply related to one another. 
For if a is the specific resistance, at 0° C., m the maximum 
chemical valency, V the atomic volume, and T the absolute 

melting-point, to a first approximation ¢ = are , where K 

is a quantity which appears to have different values for 
different groups of metals. Dr. Fleming has already pointed 
out that the metals of large specific resistance are those 
having large atomic volumes and large valencies. For 
silver, copper, magnesium, zinc, cadmium, thallium, lead, 
mercury (in the solid state), and probably calcium, K= 
1:72x 10? if o is measured in microhms for a centimetre 
cube, and V is the quotient of the atomic weight by the 
density. For gold, indium, tin, and aluminium, however, K 
has only half this value. For sodium and potassium also its 
value appears to be half that given above ; while for arsenic, 
antimony, and bismuth it is about double. 

In the table that follows, o is the value calculated for the 
7 KmV 

specific resistance at 0° C. from ee while o’ is the value 

obtained by observation. The maximum chemical valency 
is as given by the Periodic Law, except.in the case of gold 
and copper, where the values 3 and 2 are taken as being 
more consistent with the chemical characteristics of the 
metals, 

m. Vi iy o a’. Diff. 

ee | te) tose Pate | re |i |) opvenne| 
(Op WAr! face -anes-. ae 71 1333 ee hae On Cy amen ere 
Magnesium ...... 2 13°9 1023 4-6 4°] Tha ove | 
Dimes att: Oe | oy Sl 676 4:65) |): S80), |. 20 
Cadmium .....:... 2 129 593 TH T5 Ore: 
Thalliom ........- S ls Mee BONN Tae VEG ie. s 
Mea eo a oe fet, lard 605). |, 20-60: )) 200: 11.8 

| 
* Communicated by the Physical Society : read March 14, 1902. 
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The resistance of a metal is approximately proportional to 
mVG@ 

the absolute temperature. Hence o = ue where 6 is 
273° 

the absolute temperature, so that the specific resistance in the 

solid state at the temperature of fusion is aoe Now, the 

resistance of pure mercury in the solid state has been very 
carefully investigated by Dr. Fleming (Proc. Royal Society, 
vol. Ix. No. 859, p. 79). According to his results, the 
process of fusion appears to set in at —50°C., and is not 
properly completed until —36°C. is reached, the value of 
o at —50°C. just before fusion begins being 21. BY 
calculation, taking m to be 2, and V=14:1, we get 17°8 
Again, at — 95° C, (—-100° C. on the pé scale), "the calculated 
value is 14:4, Dr. Fleming’s value being 15°5. 

The melting-point of calcium is not definitely given. The 
metal, however, is said to melt at ‘‘red heat,” and will 
therefore have a melting-point between 500° C. and 600° C., 
so that T is about 853. Hence, m being 2 and V 25-4, 
o=10°6, Matthiessen’s value being 7°5*. 

Taken as a whole, the accordance between o and a’ is not 
unsatisfactory, being about the same as the accordance 
observed in the case of the law of Dulong and Petit as to 
atomic heat. Thus, taking 6°3 for the constant of that law, 
the value is 15 per cent. above it in the case of calcium, and 
20 per cent. below it in the case of sulphur. Also, con- 
sidering the wide variations that occur in the values of m, V, 
Ty and ¢ g, the accordance cannot be regarded as a matter of 
accident, but must be taken as an indication of a definite 
physical law. 

Certain metals, however, fail to conform with the relation 
for o although they are closely related, both physically and 
chemically, to those. that do. Thus oold, indium, tin, and 
aluminium fail, although the first is allied to copper and 
silver, the second to thallium, and the third to lead. Thus:— 

| MN. | V. ap o. Gan 

aa | Pe 

Corda Pi sp Ue ge ig jou | 1310)" 399° | op 
rye eae eters sate ore 3 153 449 17°64 | 84 

Pin. ee Rea eee 4 16°3 503 | 22:05 | 105 
Aluminium ........:ce0e0e. | 3 106 | 923 594 29 

\ 

* The melting-point of calcium is probably underestimated, 800° C., 
or 1078 absolute being perhaps more nearly correct. 
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The metals of the alkali and arsenic groups also fail. 

Thus :— 

m V.. Md eS oa Ri oa, 

PEOHETSENUIN, 66 oe. ac cceensscctans 1 fort do0 23°4 84 

eM yk ce. 1 23-7 | 369 11 51 
icc chaecasrs ISO ee. | Meee ad 
PAPREIOTOY 5.5.5.6 ees ecereose et 5) Iiedy 710 21°7 43°1* 

Eee D fos ck ecseaeee. 5 21 | 538. | 339..| 1080 

According to Pictet, if 2 is the coefficient of thermal 
expansibility, V:eT is a constant for metals. Calling this 
constant c, we get the following for its values in the case of 
the metals discussed above :— 

Ne: a Abe C. 

2 EDo coe re 10:2 ‘0000194 1s 0486 
we LED ee (Gil ‘0000170 1335 ‘0436 
LS Se ie 10't° | °-0000147 1310 0417 
LS Ser he re 13°9 “0000270 1023 ‘0664 
OS jie) ee 91°") 0000298" **= “676 0421 

Ne A MINUMUINN ois ccs coe wats oe ve nec nice sien oe 12°9 ‘0000316 593 "0440 
wel. LL e ee ee 16:3 (0000230 503 02938 
SIMA HU INDE b crests w bis nyalu'a v viet enraicien 72 ‘0000302 561 0437 
PR MMEMOVAMIDIY v4, 5 « sinisicis casein s <a ecics «os 10°6 ‘0000222 923 0450 
LOG ATE L538 “0000417 449 0465 
| RTO on va vids So vspeerdes| Sl "0000290 605 ‘0461 

| 

Excluding magnesium and tin, the probable value of the 
constant is ‘045. 

The alkali metals appear to constitute a separate group 
having a different value for c, thus, 

Ne a. (ps C. 

Scag Fen ee a a SSR elena te 2h ‘000072 369 ‘0763 
Ge SSMU. 60s sek cas thee eee 45:4. “000083 335 70992 

The mean value for c being ‘088, or about double its value 
for copper, &c. The arsenic metals, or at least bismuth and 
antimony, also appear to constitute a separate group, having 
c='021 or half its value for copper, &. Thus, 

V a ff C 
LOE se alan en 179 0000116 710 0215 
Sear ke ed 211 00001387 +5388 ~—-0204 

* For antimony, o’ =45°8 according to Lorenz, and 40°3 according to 
Berget. 
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On account of the irregularities of the metal, the result in 
the case of arsenic cannot be taken as definite *. | 

Now, the groups that are thus characterized by different 
values for c¢ are also characterized by corresponding 
values for K. Thus, where. c="045, KK as 1:72>0002 
Where ¢ is approximately (4x :045), K is approximately 
2x 1°72 x 102, and where ¢ is approximately (2 x ‘045), K is 
approximately (4x172x10?). This suggests that the 
relation for o can be rendered more comprehensive if written 

c= ae ae where A is a constant. Thus modified, the 

relation gives the following values for o :— 

Observed. Calculated. 

SULVe eee ree ee oie samen erst Mae 1°5 1°5 
Copper eee asek oan sate ache seen iNare 2°0 
Mialcin'e sir ie ieee ere nee eee 4°] 34 
Soar) 2h Sy vos as cane a eentane api veal 
{ZA eat NE is ek a woo a aaa Ti ee 5°8 5°36 
Gamage Oe ware eo nmen Ske 15 7°95 
IO tassiim ito) 6) Ake eee eee ees 8:4 oleey 
Svat yetec tek cee one meee 17°6 17°7 
d BrereTe UGA Panaracer sa hag) S58) 20:0 21:7 
SAPS OIC’ 35 Ron coscarteene eee eee 35°1 34:3 

pA GUM ONY 1 cs sant, ceecteonnene eee: 43:1 50:2 
Bi SIMU ee) tassios e ene 108:0 80'1 

Except in the case of sodium, the order in which the 
metals stand is the same as regards the observed and cal- 
culated values of o; and although the differences are great in 
the case of some of the metals, the values are throughout of 
the proper order of magnitude. The modified relation fails 
to hold, however, for gold, indium, tin, and aluminium, so 
that these metals, as before, are exceptional. Whether it 
holds for calcium and mercury cannot be ascertained until 
the value of ¢ can be obtained for those metals. If they 
follow Pictet’s law, so that ¢ lies between ‘04 and ‘05, they 
will conform with the relation in its modified form to the 
sane degree of approximation as they do in the case of the 
original one. 

If m, in the relation for o, is to be the maximum valency 
according to the Periodic Law, the relation will approximately 
hold for platinum and palladium. Thus : 

V. Mm. TN. C. C. o’. Diff. 
Palladium......... a 1775 0411 8:44 10:2 17 p. cent. 

(Platinium yee eee Qe] 8 2050 03879 7:82 9:0 13 9 

* The metal sublimes when heated and has a definite melting-point 
only under pressure, 
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The metais of the platinum and palladium groups have a 
valency of 4 in their sesqui- and tetra-chlorides. Ruthenium 
and osmium, however, form potassium compounds analogous 
to chromates, manganates, and ferrates, in which the valency 
must be 6. In addition, they form tetroxides RuO, and 
OsQ,, indicating a valency of 8 in accordance with the 
Periodic Law, a valency that also accords with the potassium 
compounds K,PtCi,, and K,PdCl,. It therefore appears 
that a maximum valency of 8 is not incompatible with the 
chemical characteristics of the metals. 

The metals of the Iron Group do not conform with the 
relation for o, a matter to be fully dealt with on a future 
occasion. | 

According to the law of Dulong and Petit, s is approxi- 

mately oe where s is the specific heat and w the atomic 

1 WwW : : 

weight. Also, V=—, where d is the density. Hence 
6:3 Ma 

, 

ee Again, if @ is the coefficient of thermal expansi- 
. . 

ae 
- 

bility, supposed to be constant, and if X= V3a@ and c= VaaT, 
we get 

A mV@ mt Bm  Bmdr _ Bmde 

ieetoreeh Macsd: eng ean 

where B is a constant, n the average number of atoms per 
unit volume. p the atomic specific heat, and h or (p@) the 
average thermal energy of an atom at temperature 6. Now, V 
is proportional to the average space assigned to an atom at the 
absolute zero. Hence X or V2af will be proportional to the 
average relative displacement of the centres of two neigh- 
bouring atoms between absolute:zero and the temperature @, 
which we may call the average atomic displacement at 
temperature @. 

If a is constant, so that X for any metal is proportional 
to 9, and if p is also constant, 2 must be proportional to @, so 

ee tha = = 973 

and 0° C, respectively, and e=:003665. According to this, 
the temperature resistance-coefficients of all pure metals must 
be the same, namely 545, and the resistance must vanish at 
the absolute zero. The investigations of Fleming and Dewar, 
however, have shown that while the resistance tends to vanish 
at the absolute zero, the temperature-coefficient is usually 
higher than 543. its average value being about ‘004. Now 
we know that a and p are not constant, but slowly increase 
with rise of temperature. Hence the view suggests itself 

oO 

=1+et, where o and gy are the values at ¢° C. 
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that the deviation of the temperature-coefficients from the 
simple value 54+. may be due to the temperature-variations 
of « and 

Since the relation ¢ = o)(1+et) is true to a first approx- 
imation for all be metals, we can put 

Oo 

2 = 66) =(1 Fe) (1 Be oe ga 
which suggests that temperature enters into the relation for 
o in two ways essentially different, namely : 

(1) Directly, as an essential factor, and represented above 

by 9733 and 

(2) Indirectly, and represented above by $(@), as the tem- 
perature-variation of one or more of the other essential 
factors. 
We have then to inquire whether these essential factors 

can be a and p, and whether $(@) can be built up from their 
temperature-variations. 

According to Prof. J. J. Thomson (‘ Nature,’ May 10th, 
1900), the “specific resistance of a metal on the electronic 
theory is given by 

— Quw? 
= Fer 

where g is the average number of electrons dissociated in unit 
-volume per unit time, mw is the mass of an electron, e its 
electrical charge, uw its average velocity of translation, and / 
the length of its mean free path. Hence, since p, e, and L are 
constant as regards temperature, the temperature-variation of 
o must depend upon the temperature-variations of wu and 
On this matter, Prof. J. J. Thomson makes the following 
observation :—“ If we suppose that wu, the mean velocity of 
translation of the corpuscles, varies with the temperature in 
the same way as the velocity of translation of the molecules 
of a gas, wu? would be proportional to the absolute tem- 
perature, and the specific resistance would, considered as a 

function of the absolute temperature @, vary as @ if g, the 

amount of ionization, increases as the temperature increases, 
the resistance will vary more slowly than the absolute tem- 
perature ; if ¢ diminishes as the temperature increases, the 
resistance will vary more rapidly than the temperature.” 
Hence, ageouliae to Prof. J. J. Thomson, in the temperature 

0 
273 enters in the deter- 

mination ok the average velocity of translation of the moving 

j a (on 2 

relation — = = 97: * 6(0 ), the factor 
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electrons, while $(0) enters as the temperature-variation of 
the electronization-coefficient g. 

mnrO C Gh, Q 

enh’ Gyula Nye. Noh’ 
° . = ( 

and therefore, since according to Prof. J. J. Thomson $ (6) = 7” 
: ( h ; 

we must have gx=. This result, taken in conjunction with 
mr nh t : 

‘or—- suovests thatgx—. That is, that for the metals 
enh: °° dX. : 

But, o & 

that conform with the relation for o, the electronization per 
unit volume increases with the average thermal energy of the 
atom and the number of atoms per unit volume, and decreases 
with the average relative displacements of the atoms and their 
maximum chemical valency. 

The investigations of Fleming and Dewar have shown that 
6(@) is not a linear function of @. If, however, we confine 
ourselves to a limited range, say trom 0° C. to 100° C., 
we may consider it to be approximately linear, and so 
considerably simplify the matter. In that case we get 
o=o,(1+et)(l+yt)=o,(1+at+b0), where a={e+ry), and 
b=ey. As might be expected, this temperature-factor fails 
to hold both at very high and at very low temperatures, but 
may be taken to hold with a considerable degree of accuracy 
between 0° and 100°, the only range within which the tem- 
perature-variations of « and p can be said to be fairly 
accurately known. 

Let a and s be linear functions of the temperature, which 
is sufficiently accurate for our present purpose, and let 
az=a (1+ t) and s=s)(1+6¢), where a and s are the values 
at t° C., a and s) at 0° C., and @ and 6 the temperature- 
variations. Then 

N= Vay [(i- ae ) +38t |(273 +7), 

and therefore, 

Nor r + 4 It 

PE Sing, ey Eat 
=1+4(8’—5/)t—}8'(B’—S)P + ke., 

8 5 tA pasts andl. ates where //= 2738” and oO 735° 
—— i eee 

~ fed 
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Thus y=$(6’—0'), .n=—id' Mag }), &c., and imgabhe 

appr oximate temperature- -factor — =1+at + bt?, which holds 

between 0° and 100°, a=e+4 L(g) =) and b=4¢(p!—30’). 
This result, however ; cannot at present be subjected to any 

reliable and decisive test. For the accurate investigation of 
the temperature-variation of a over wide ranges “of. tem- 
perature has not been made for pure metals, while, though 
various observers have investigated the temperatur e-variations 
of s, there is a considerable want of accordance between the 
results obtained. The accurate determination of both thermal 
expansibility and specific heat are matters of very great 
difficulty, trifling differences in the values of either quantity 
producing very serious differences in the values of the tem- 
perature-variations deduced from them. Thus, according to 
Naccari, the specific heat of copper at 100° C. is 09422, and 
09634 at 200°C. Assuming the latter value to be only 
4 per cent. too high, the value at 200° C. would be 09586. 
In the former case the temperature-variation is (0000212, in 
the latter ‘000016 ; so that a difference of only 4 per cent. 
per 100° in the value of s produces a difference of 30 per 
cent. in the value of the temperature-variation. Now, apart 
altogether from experimental difficulties, which are certainly 
very considerable, differences greater than this can arise in 
the’ values of s at the same temperature of different specimens 
of the same metal from differences in mechanical qualities 
alone. Unless, therefore, the values of o, a, and s are 
accurately determined for the same specemen and over a 
considerable range of temperature, we cannot expect a close 
‘and definite relation to exist between their temperature- 
variations. Hence, as the experimental information has to 
be collected from different observers for different specimens, 
probably in different mechanical conditions, we must be 
satisfied if the relation y=43(@’ —6’) yields values of the proper 
order of magnitude, differing from those obtained experi- 
mentally by no more than those values for the same metals 
according to different observers differ from one another. 

In spite, however, of the imperfections of the experimental 
data available to test the matter, enough appears to be known 
to show that (0), for many of the metals, is maznly deter- 
mined by § and 6, that the probable form of the function is 

lpi 

nated and that y=3(6'—6'), as the following results will 
WONT) 14406% 

show. 
In selecting experimental data respecting @ and 6, the 

results of Fizeau by the interferometer method have been 
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taken for a between 0° and 100°; these being taken because 
they depend upon measurements susceptible of more accurate 
determination than those of other methods. ! 

As regards specific heats, the results of Naccari (1888) 
have principally been followed. 

Naccari’s values for s are as follows—the values at 0° C. 
being calculated from the values given at 100° C., 200° C., 
and 300° C. :—- 

| 0°, | 100°. | 200. | s002, eben 

Meri 00 ee ke a 
Beer Yess, ::-...-2..02.- 0921 | 09422 | 09634 | 09846 | 0002302 
on ae 05449 | 05663 | 05877 | 06091 | 0003927 
PRM os es. 0546 | 0570 | 0594 | 0617 | -0004385 | 
Le 3 ee 02972 | 03108 | 03244 | 03380 | 0004575 | 
Be. as nn, 0906 | 0951 | 0996 = 1040 | 0004967 | 
Aluminium .......05...... | 116 | 2211 =-2306~—s 2409 += 0004489 

Naccari’s results for copper are not in accord with those of 
Bede and Trowbridge. Thus, according to Bedé, the mean 
value of s between 15° and 100° is :09331; ‘09483 between 
16° and 172° ; and ‘09680 between 17° and 247°. Hence, 
the average value of 6 is ‘000516. Again, according to 
Trowbridge (‘ Science Abstracts,’ Dec. 1895), the mean value 
of s between —181° and 13° is ‘0868, and ‘094 between 23° 
and 100°. Hence the average value of 6 is ‘000546. 

Naccari gives no results in the case of tin. Lorenz gives 
the following: s at 0°=:05368; at 50°=-05534; at 75° 
=°05643. Hence the average value of 6 is ‘00064. 

Naccari’s results for aluminium are confirmed by those of 
Richards. Thus, according to Richards, the mean value of s 
between 0° and 100° is -2270 ; :2370 between 0° and 300° ; 
and ‘2520 between 0° and 600°. Hence the average value 
of 6 is 000468. 

Fizean’s values for z are as follows—a,) denoting the value 
at 40° C., and as) that at 50° C.:— 

A 40. Aso. 

“0000 “0000 B. | 

Ne Be ean | 1678 1698 001251 
Psi) 5 (1 Cee oe Rae Oa | 1921 1936 "000806 | 

AC ORAL 2. eects eecsies | 3069 3102 001124. 
Waead iwi: A eee. 2924 2948 — "000848 
Vor NOES lee Wee) Aer i e018 2915 

| AluaITIL, 23.15 .5see 08 2313 2336 "001036 
DLS A fA Se a Ne a 2234 2269 "001671 =| 
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According to Fizeau, zine behaves in an anomalous manner 
as regards its thermal expansibility, the value of a being 
greater at 40° than at 50°C. This, however, is not in accord 
with the observations of Matthiessen, according to whose 
results for zine, /=/)| 1 +:00002741¢ + 00000002340], where 
/ and () are the lengths of the same bar at ¢° and 0° respec- 
tively. Hence @=°00172. For most of the metals, how- 
ever, for which both Matthiessen and Fizeau give values, 
Fizeau’s values for @ are about half those deduced from 
Matthiessen’s observations. ‘Thus: 

Matthiessen. Fizeau. Ratio. 

Copper’ Castaic voce eran 0025 00125 2:0 
Sil Ver Uae een ty prea. 09149 “000806 1°85 
Cadmiunmiy ose "00354 "001124 3715. 
A Drag Me A RoE i NOE Ik 00259 ‘001671 155. 
MBA, eae eens) ee en "000543 “000848 "64... 
mPa: Malclaanm'ay seen ee ee “00184 "00088 700m 
Goldy, Wea rece shan ‘00165 ‘000567 239i 
Pahinui etree eee "000823 000923 *89 

Mean = 1°89 

Vizeau’s values for copper and aluminium are confirmed 
_ by those of Dulong and Petit, and Mr. Tutton. Thus, 
according to Dulong and Petit, the mean value of a@ for 
copper between 0° and 100°C is °00001718, and :00001883 
between 0° and 300°. Hence GB=‘00101. Again, according 
to Mr. Tutton (Proc. Royal Society, lxii. p. 208), the value 
of a for pure aluminium is 10-8 [2204+4+2°12¢], so that 
B= "000962. Hence, perhaps, until more decisive deter- 
minations are made in the case of pure zinc, by Mr. Tutton’s 
improved interferometer method for instance, and as the 
molecular constitution of the metal is simple like that of 
copper and silver, we may take for @ half the value deduced 
from Matthiessen’s observations as in the case of most of the 
metals tabulated above. 

From the values of 8 and 6 given above, we get the 
following results :—— 

| 
Bi. 0) A (8' =o a. b. | 

00 ‘000 ‘000 ‘00 ‘00000 | 

Copper enh Bho / 1509 | 590 | 460 | 4125 | 167 
| ASTER Th ah eee Inge ee oat | 0906 393 245 3910 090 
ime nee een cea. este | 21638 700 731 4396 270 
Cadmitimt Syitocee ene ee 1327 468 431 4096 158 
Tieaclen ss os esche oes. aes 0959 488 236 3901 087 
Ae MR A IRA eB RCH A 0966 583 217 3882 080 
Almirante. «eee eee 1206 478 364 4029 133 
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For magnesium 8 appears to be abnormally high.. Thus, 
according to Fizeau, the value of 2 at 40° is ‘00002694, and 
"00002762 at 50°, so that B=-00281. We must therefore 
conclude, either that magnesium does not conform with the 
relation for -y, or that Fizeau’s value for 8 is not charac- 
teristic of the metal itself, but of a particular specimen only. 
For the remaining metals, with the exception of those after- 
wards to be mentioned, data cannot be obtained respecting 

Ye and: 6. 
According to the temperature relation aad + [e+ 1 _ 

0 
6')t] + 3€(6'— oi, since in the case of te metals tabulated 

above 8’ is less than 6’, the locus of u or — * must be concave 
du (om) 

upwards, and the value of i must increase as one temper- 

ature rises. This is in accord with the results of observation, 
du ‘ 

as the following table will show, where ai and its mean value 

between 0° and 100° are tabulated. For comparison, the 
values deduced from Fleming and Dewar’s observations, 

dt Mean. 

th re T | -00440 + -0000054 ¢ 00467 
F | -00425 + -0000040 z 00445 
B | -00403-+-0000117¢- | -00461 

Beery’. eu.) )8u..t t | -00413 + -0000033¢ | -00429— 
F | -00412 + -0000033 z 00428 
E | -00412+4 00000602 | 00442 

eer bans Jaane, eye ie t | -00410 + 0000032 z 00425 - 
| F | -00405.+ -0000028 z 00419 

| Vv | 00402 +-00000182 | . -00412 

Tay Cy ye Ce ‘Ty | -00390 + -00000172 |: -00399 
F | -00399 + -0000024 ‘00411 
B | -00395 + -0000028 z 00409 

BAT th RS USS. t | -00388 + 00000167 |  -00896 
F | -00395 + -0000020 z 00405 

Saree oe ee aw T | -00891 + -0000018 ¢ 00400 
F | -00391 + -0000018 z 00400 
B | -00397 + -0000014 z 00404 

Aluminium 2.0.0.0... T | -00403 + 00000277 | “00416 | 
F | -00408 + -0000030-2 00423 | 
B | 00388 + -0000026 z 00401 

Phil, Mag. 8. 6. Vol, 3. No. 17, Alay 1902. 2N 
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densted by F, those given by Benoit denoted by B, and 
those given by Vicentini and Omodei denoted by V, have 
also been inserted. The values calculated from Fleming and 
Dewar’s observations have been obtained by applying to 

them the approximate relation “=(1+et)(1 +t) between 
0° and 100°. ve 

T denotes the values obtained from thermal data, 6 and £, 
while E, in the case of copper, denotes the values given by 
Elmore. 

In the case of the metals tabulated above, it will be found 
that not only is y approximately 3(@’—6') and-a approxi- 
mately e+4(6'—6’), but that y is also approximately 48 or 
16', and a approximately «+48, or ¢€+48’, as the table 
opposite (p. 527) will show. 

In the table the column headed y contains the values 
calculated for that constant from Fleming and Dewar’s 
observations ; the first column headed Diff. indicates the 

percentage difference of a” from its mean value 1:046, while 

the second is the percentage difference of “i from its mean 
value *896. B 

From the table it will be seen that the order in which the 
metals stand as regards the values of y is, with the exception 
of aluminium, the same as that as regards the values of 48 

and 48’; that the ratios zi and ff are approximately con- 

stant; and that the values deduced for a from y, namely 
e+y, are practically the same as those deduced from 8 and 
f’, namely e+4, and e+1’. 

Hence, since for these metals y is approximately 3(6'—0), 
and also approximately 18 or 48’, it follows that 6’ must be 
approximately 48’, and 6 approximately 18. That is, that 
the temperature-variation of the specific heat must depend 
upon that of the thermal expansibility, or, more correctly 
perhaps, that the temperature-variation of the specific heat and 
that of the thermal expansibility must depend upon the tem- 
perature-variation of the same physical property of the metal, 
This result, again, on account of uncertainties respecting the 
experimental data bearing upon it, cannot be accepted without 
considerable doubt and hesitation. I have only ventured to 
put it forward because it appears to have enough probability 
in its favour, and to be sufficiently interesting and suggestive 
to deserve a fuller consideration, and to have a special in- 
vestigation into the experimental facts bearing upon it made 
by competent observers. 

ra 
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If ¢ is the average increase of s per unit rise of temperature, 
and if 6=18, as suggested above, then, approximately, 

Ge 

6 nso) hes © where w is the atomic weight. The fol- 

lowing are some of the results obtained for e from this 
relation :— 

ps. w. e (calc.) | €(obs.) | 
‘00 ‘0000 “0000 

Aluminium ...... 1036 27 800 950 Naccari. 
1000 Richards. 

Copperas te ant: 1251 63°3 410 460 Béde. 
490 Trowbridge. 

Mira tyes. fees See 1671 119 295 341 Lorenz. 
Cadmium ........- 1124 112 210 240 Naccari. 
Palladium ...... 0880 106 175 210 Violle. 
Silvers ian face 0806 108 160 210 Naccari. 
Merida eee: . 2 nee 1198 192°5 131 151 Violle. 
Platinum <.....-.- 0923 195 100 112 Violle. 

The relation does not hold for the metals of the Iron group. 
Also, for many of the metals experimental results cannot be 
obtained to test the matter, while for metals like lead, mag- 
nesium, and zine, the results available are not conclusive. 

e 0 e e e 

According to the relation o « —, since @ is constant during 

fusion, the change of resistance that accompanies fusion must 
depend upon the change in the value of g*. Hence, if a, is 
the value of o@ in the solid state just before fusion has begun, 
and o, its value in the liquid state just when fusion is com- 
pleted, and if g, and g, be the corresponding values of gq, 
oO. ° e e e 

so io copper, silver, magnesium, zinc, cadmium, 
enable : nh 
calcium, thallium, lead, and mercury, g« ——. Ifweassume 

mnr-° 
that fA in this relation is to stand for the znternal, and not for the 
total energy of the atom, it will be the same in the solid and 
liquid states at the temperature of fusion. Hence, if A,, A, be 

: CaN 
the values of A corresponding to o,, o, — =—f. 

| 9a, = Ns 

* Which implies that the average velocity of translation « of the 
moving electrons is not affected by the act of fusion, but remains un- 
altered like the temperature. 

} This assumption implies that the electronization per unit volume, so 
far as it depends upon temperature, is determined :— 
_ (1) By the kinetic energy of an atom considered as a system of electrons 
in orbital motion,—this being unaffected by fusion, since the temperature 
of the atom is not altered. 
_(2) By the average distance apart of the atomic centres,—which is 

directly affected by fusion. 
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The ratio x can be calculated from the increase of volume 

that accompanies the fusion. Thus, if d is the average 
distance between the centres of two neighbouring atoms at 
the absolute zero, d+Ae and d+, will be its values in the 
liquid and solid states respectively at the temperature ot 
fusion. Also, if p. and p; be the corresponding densities, and 
euahs\e> ic 
a (2) or ew be denoted by x, we get 

wea} As) e—d. 

Now the only cases where reliable information respecting 
Ps, Pep Ts, and o, can at present be obtained, are those of lead, 
cadmium, tin, and zinc, and in the case of these metals, since 
the melting-point is low, the average value of « between 0° 
and 100° is probably not far from its value between absolute 

zero and the melting-point T, so that very approximately 
Av=daT. Hence ~ 

Ae (L4aT)2—1 
Ng aT : 

the ratio being thus independent of the actual value of d. 
In order, however, to compare the value of A, with the 
constant of Pictet’s law, namely ViaT’, we shall put d=V:. 

The increase of volume that accompanies fusion has been 
specially investigated for several metals by Vicentini and 
Omodei, their results being taken in the table that follows 
except in the case of zine. 

Ne Oe . 
d ; a — ff. Ps. Pe Ne i, = Di 

Wead! Ft y. 11-005 | 10°645 |'-076 | 046 | 1-66 19 | +12 p. cent. 

Cadmium ...| 8-366 7989 | 085 | 044 | 1:93 2 | Oa ee 

Ci gel aerate 7183 6°988'| -054 | -029 | 1°86 2 pe is 

PANG pe soem! Les 6-480 | 087 | -042 | 2:07 20 |-—4 ,, 

oO A 

Vassura’s values for —2 have been taken in the case of 
Os 

cadmium and tin, and De la Rive’s in the case of lead and 
vime. 

Omadei gives no values for ps and p, in the case of zine. 
According to Roberts-Austen, however, the density of zinc 
just when fusion is completed is 6480, from which value 

at can be calculated. 

Taking the results in the table as experimentally valid, it 
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is seen that to a rough approximation — se The deter- 

mination of = however, is a matter of difficulty, the results. 

obtained above from s being undoubtedly imperfect and 

unreliable. Thus, Omadei’s value for the percentage increase 
of volume of thallium in the act of fusion is 4°32, whereas, 
according to Toepler, it ought to be 3°22. The former of 

these values gives 1,=°081 and = 1°84, whereas the latter 

gives A.="072, and = = 1:64. Moreover, it is not probable 

that the increase of resistance that accompanies fusion is 
determined by the increase in A alone, though possibly ) may 
be the most important factor concerned in the matter. At 
any rate it is worthy of note that, whereas in the case of 
metals which expand on melting the specific resistance is 
greater in the liquid than in the solid state at the temperature 
of fusion, in the case of bismuth and antimony, which 
contract on melting, it is less. 

Platinum and palladium differ from the metals already 
discussed, as regards their temperature-coefficients, in the 

fact that for them the value of a is less than a and the locus. 
oO 

of « concave towards the axis of temperature, whereas, in the 
case of the other and apparently simpler metals, a is greater 

than and the locus of o convex towards that axis. This. 
i) 

273 

anomaly indicates that for platinum and palladium, the: 
temperature-variation of the electronization-coefficient g 
cannot be accounted for by the temperature-variations of % 
and h, as in the case of the simpler metals. Some other 
factor has to be superposed upon these in order to convert 
into an increase the decrease that would arise in g from them 
alone. The thermoelectric curves of platinum and palladium 
are also exceptional as compared to those of the simpler 
metals. For whereas the curves, as given by Fleming and 
Dewar, have a positive curvature for the simpler metals, for 
platinum and palladium the curvature is decidedly negative. 
These exceptional characteristics are probably closely related, 
since on the electronic theory both the electrical resistance 
and the thermoelectric properties of a metal depend upon the 
electronization-coefficient 4g. 

As might be expected from their ferro-magnetic properties, 
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iron, nickel, and cobalt, as regards their temperature- 
coefficients, constitute an exceptional and highly charac- 

teristic group, the discussion of which must be reserved for 
a future occasion. 

The results discussed in the paper may be summarized 
thus :— 

(1) A relation o = oe which roughly holds for 

Silver, Platinum, 
Copper, Palladium, 
Magnesium, Thallium, 
Sodium, Lead, 
Zine, Mercury, 
Cadmium, Arsenic, 
Calcium, Antimony, 
Potassium, Bismuth ; 

but fails for gold, indium, tin, and aluminium. It also?fails, 
as we should expect, for iron, nickel, and cobalt—while in 
the case of the remaining metals data cannot be obtained to. 
test the matter. 

(2) A temperature factor 

= (1 ei) E 5 (6-8) it .. | 
Co 

oni) 

i 
obtained from the relation g« ae approximately true for 

tin, copper, cadmium, lead, zine, silver, and aluminium, but 

not for platinum and palladium, and of course the metals of 

the Iron group. 

(3) A specific heat relation «e = : es approximately true- 
for 

Aluminiun, 
Copper, 
inne 
Cadmium, 
Palladium, 
Silver, 
Tridium, 
Platinum ; 

but not, of course, for the metals of the Iron group. The 
results are uncertain in the case of lead, magnesium, and’ 
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zinc; while in the case of the remaining metals, the relation 
cannot at present be tested. ae 

: Te __ Ne 
(4) A relation mr 

s Ss 

at the temperature of fusion, 

roughly true for lead, cadmium, tin, and zine, the only 
metals for which, at present, it can be tested. | 

The results, however, in many respects are incomplete 
and unsatisfactory, as of coursé is to be expected from the 
imperfect character of their experimental basis. Perhaps, 
however, the paper—in spite of its imperfections, may prove 
useful as a statement of what may be done to correlate 
expansion-coefficients, specific heats, and electrical resistances, 
and that it may do good by calling attention to the matter, 
and stimulating experienced observers to take up its 
systematic investigation. 

LXI. The Magnetic Elements at the Cape of Good Hope 
from 1605 to 1900. By J. C, Buartiz, D.Sc., and J. T. 
Morrison, M.A., B.Se.* © 

§ 1. Le first recorded observation of declination at the 
Cape was made in 1605, the first measurement of 

intensity about 1841, the first observation of inclination or dip in 
1751. Other observations have been made at irregular intervals 
till 1840. In 1841 a detachment of R.A. began observations 

-at the Royal Observatory, Capetown, and carried them on till 
1846. ‘This observational work was continued at the per- 
manent magnetical observatory established in connexion 
with the Royal Observatory of the Cape of Good Hope ; 
the magnetic work seems to have been discontinued after 
1869. 

In recent years observations have been taken by the mag- 
netic observers attached to various expeditions. In addition 
to these, yearly observations are taken at the Royal Obser- 
vatory, Capetown, by Messrs. Beattie and Morrison with 
a set of field-instruments (Kew pattern) obtained by Sir 
David Gill in 1894. 

§ 2. Inclination. 

The following is a list. of the determinations of inclination 

at the Cape. 

* Communicated by the Authors. Abstract of paper communicated to 
the South African Philosophical Society in 1901. 
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Date. Observers. Dip. Authorities. Remarks. 
oO 

Meigs lia Calle .).......... —43 0 )\ 
aga) Bkeberg...........>... —44 25 
ides “lawley ............... —45 37 
VWii4. Ekeberg............... —44 29 
Wirt  NWales > ...-0f5-.0c.00 —45 19 
1775. Abercrombie......... —46 21 ! 
BUM PSAVICY 2. ...;.00-c000 —46 31 
1780. Bayley mateislsialifetelersicrnete —46 46 From Sabine’s ‘ Magne- 

Piot Vaneouver........... —48 30 tical and Meteorolo- 
’ 1792. Dentrecasteaux...... —47 25 gical Observations at 

1818. Freycinet Bee ee nae —50 47 f Aaa Cape of Good 

1836. Fitzroy oer ceeeeroeces —52 35 Hope,’ Vol. I. Mag- 

1839. Du Petit Thouars. --53 06 netism. 
Liga) MLAS Sea —53 08 
1841. R.A. Detachment —53 We The results for 1841 to 

1842. R. » —53 12 a 1846 inclusive are the 
1843. R.A » —53 1 mean of observations 
1844. R.A ” —53 36 a taken as a rule twice 
1845. R.A ” —53 31 weekly, four hours 
1846, R.A 13 = O33 ae before and four hours 
LO a —53 4 , after noon, 
We eases civics cece ov acs —53 4 Admiralty hydrogra- 
LSS —53 4 phic records. 
Doo a Oa ere ee —53 58 | 

Feb. 6, 1851. Sir Thomas Maclear. —54 02 Sabine. 
LOE 6 2 ron —54 04 | The results for 1852- 
Lok, | ee —54 09 | 1857 inclusive are the 
Cie i ee —54 196 | Dip-book Royal Observ. mean of observations 
DL apie ial A ein —54 24-5 r C. of G. Hope. taken twice weekly, 
eGR te 5.0 sicirdics oe we 0.0 —54 23:9 | morning and _ after- 

Jan. DELS URES Ie ae eae —54 23:0 7 . noon, 
Oct. A —54 36:4 Reise der Novara. 
SESS, . cies coeeeceeecnsses —54 29-3 . f 
Aug. Be rStONe 125, f50e.c.... 000 —55 45°4 \ re ge be naan 
Been erly Stones....2........... —55 349 J P 
>. Bt Ue | ana: Gea 
MPEG Ay) fF a.c ocd sckcesven.ssenees -56 60 Voyage of the ‘Gazelle.’ 

Beet, 1090. Preston ...2,......... —57 152 1 pale Ba, 

Mee, 29, 1894. Combe..............4. —57 50:0 
Jan. 11, 1895. Finlay... “57 520 | RO. Records, C.of G. 
De 23, Oe MBAs... ose —b8 07-0 } P ee a ae Circle 9, 
Oct. 2, 1899. Beattie & Morrison. —58 31:0 Dy Vover. 
‘Aug. 19, 1900. Beattie & Morrison, 58 38-9 | ge Records, C. of G. j 
Dec. 1900. Beattie & Morrison. —58 39°7 | lage : ee tae 
Dee. 1900, “Beattie & Morvison:) 258 41:1 +. .c.cc)e.caee..ccceeeteecce. / With Dip Circle 

142, by Dover. 

From the above results the secular variation of inclination 

is as follows: 

Period. Secular Variation. 

1751 to 1840 6-94 annual increase of south inclination. 
Vt S46! wees. i 5 a of a3 
dk > Joel 679 (2 See yO | ae Ay si 
LHe MS TSan ees BeZON fs i 
STS)  PGIOH e823 AGO) ot. - i 
1890 DOOON AE S F oO ts, B, 5 
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Jan. 

Nov. 

Jan. 

Jan. 
Novy. 
Dec. 

53 The Magnetic Elements at the Cape of Good Hope. 

§ 3. Declination. 
The following list contains all the records of declination 

determination at the Cape of Good Hope which have come 
under our observation. 

Date. Observers. Declination. Authorities. Remarks. 

NGOS: Davies cece eee ‘0 30 E. of N. ) 
HGOD. jekecling sre...) ee. QO 12 W.of N. | 
HG Pine ca sca ae ee has! 3 
LGi4: “Daunton!) 3 ee 4a | 
LOS Meta ocr eee Renee De wee 
TOISAS peal NEM Se hy Sen (lh | 
1675. die delenit: 4heessee. S28 nls 
Ge Th Mean ais US Laas 2) las OE ee 

1721. Mathews ..........-. HOG re | 
1724. Mathews ............ 1ON2Ze Uae 
lial sigaralle? 0... 8. LOL cae 
res Ma@aille he ees 19 00 _s—e7» i: 

1768. Carteret, 18.30 | Taken from Sabine’ 
ATO? ABkebeRe olen ates 1OTOT | 
17 Fae” Coy a a ee eg 90.80. 0.4: ‘Maenetical and 
i BEE Uy Core ee a 20°26... | 
ieee Ailice eras. ir. ee note 5S ae Meteorological Ob- 
Wi As Bayley ies .csscs aed: PY BB. Pe \ 
UT ts Wales nous ceil. class. 2 RR ONG ety 
TSO LMC ookwan wee. DIG. Reiley il pyr = 
IS) Madbere..: ceca see D228) net | ' 
7SSo Elion pie. een ell kd | Cape of Good Hope.’ 
1791. WVancouver............ DCAM IEE 
1792. Dentrecasteaux ...... 773) ona | Vol. I. Magnetism. 
ISIS. Mteyemety ....20-.ca 26591) ys, | a! 
LSS bitzrove eee ary yey 0/1 eds | 
1839. Du Petit-Thouars... 29 9 ,, From April 1841 to July 1846 inclu- | 
1841. R.A. Detachment... 29 02 ,, sive the declination was observed 
1842. R.A. ” yo ao 90 9 hourly. The declination given fo! 
1843. R.A. , 29) -0°0) each year is the mean of all the ob- 
1844. R.A “ 29-624; | servations for that year. 

1845, R.A ” PSION Tie ae From Sept. 1846 to Aug. 1850 t 
1846. RA % 2S ais PP ep declination was observ ed five tinibe 
Teper, Uae eS Ar ae ee aa 99 12-4 5 daily. The declination given for 

ets eVGA tan Mega. ty aR AE 29 14:0 56 the year is the mean of all the ob 

TUS) So SIR | eM, rath ten Ann 29 16:4 56 servations for that year. 

OOS renaw oboe. Anu iantes k 29 188 ,, ) From Sept. 1850 to Ma ir. 
SOs CEE ed eee 29 20°9 ,, \ R. Obs. C. of G. Hope 1852 the declination vas 

ee socobaodsesbeennecsesons a a 0 Magnetic Records. observed five times daily. 
Did ani a itiie sfepehovetale iolela ctopereloreis intel istors ov On 9p G ara.” 

SGOT Pe Senn So ene Ne ee 
PSE wel. fete 7 aueearmas 29 448 , 
VSCZUG AAO. Re eRe 29 HO-Sree | : 
Hel Sr as Lak hts eR NES 29 52-1 “ From October 1860 to 

SOE age tocoeeenc uuerunma ZOOS Oe (. Magnetic Records, R January 1869 th 
Dela tD y4 1 ee a ae Lue Wy, 30 Oia Obs. C. of G. Hope. declination was ob 

SG Gane tues Fr teetien eens, Oe 30 2:0 ,, | served twice daily. 

VS6F 4c sepeh eben wena BO GH a 58 ; 
ESOS a! Mee ete hee ae arenes SOM als Oe | 
T8693) 7 ae AO et ee SOp lea. ) a . 

72 a ‘Challenger’ Reports, B93. oe a S010 Water armas a 
1990. Preston veces 20660 4) aoa 
HOS Mune humlavin,., caren. 29 18:04, . 
1897. Finlay... 29 20 » ane Beco 
1900. Beattie & Morrison 28 53-0 BC ry eis 
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From the above results the secular variation of declination 

ts as follows :— 
Period. ? Secular Variation. 

1605 to 1859 7°56 inerease of westerly declination. 
1841 39 1850 1:30 ” 2”? ” 

1843 ,, 1866 2°30 35 i i 
1866 ,, 1869 Very nearly constant. 
1870 ,, 1890 2-80 decrease of westerly declination. 
1890 ,, 1900 391 is % re 

§ 4. The observations for intensity are fewer. The first 
recorded trustworthy observation was made in 1843. So far 
as is known to us, the results of all observations made since 
that date are contained in the following list. The results are 
given in C.G.S. units. | 

Horizontal Total 

Date. Observer. Intensity. Intensity. Authorities. 
1843. R.A. Detachment... °2089 3498 

Ss re 4 Rk re ae | Sabine, ‘Magnetical and Me- 

18 46. calle 2 mas 2080 b teorological Observations 

1847. seal [lag O98 2077 at Cape of Good Hope,’ 

ee 2072 | voli 
1850. 0 ee 2066 } 
1852) - Maclear ...:2.......¢0. 2059 3006 | 
1858. Sh ee ee 2056 ‘ool | 

oe TRY abs aia eae cs ae > Magnetic Records, R. Obs. 
ou 7 = Ce Sia rc el ie eb Cape of Good Hope. 

1856. Pee ase et) 2044. 3511 | 
1857, 99 te tect en eeceee 2041 *3507 J 

Sept. 1857. oil Ak OE Dea Rae 2056 -3684 — Reise der ‘ Gazelle.’ ; 

BM 8g. oP sd osu 1989 8551 { ee a Report, Narra- 

‘ : ae Rae ae OR Coast and Geodetic 
SGU: Preston .....5/2..0060- 1916 3042 1 Survey, Bull. 23. 

iesoOS. Bimlay® ......0..60654. "1900 “3012 Baio Fe x 
18078. Finlay sess. eal Benes eee a Oe 
MONO (Bedie 6 Morrison. 1851-3559) C2P a 

Secular Variation. 
Horizontal Intensity. Total Intensity. 

1843 to 1855 ‘00035 annual decrease. ‘00016 annual increase. 

foo. 1901 00043 _—,, 4 "00009 sz, on 
-1890-1 ,, 1901 00059". .,, i ? 

Capetown, February 1902. 

LXIL. Determination of Inversion Temperature of Kelvin 
Liffect in Hydrogen. By K. OLSZEWSKI”. 

[ 1854, Kelvin and Joule showed that during an irre- 
versible expansion hydrogen behaves differently from all 

other gases :—while air in expanding from a higher to a 
lower pressure without the performance of external work is 

* Communicated by the Auttor. 
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cooled by an amount proportional to the difference of the two 
pressures, hydrogen under like circumstances becomes heated. 
As is well known, the Kelvin-Joule effect has been applied by 
Hampson and Linde to the production of liquid air ona large 
scale. So far as the liquefaction of hydrogen is concerned, 
one might have expected, in view of the peculiar behaviour of 
hydrogen just mentioned, that the apparatus of Hampson and 
Linde would not be directly applicable for this purpose; this 
supposition was verified by experiment. There appeared, 
however, to be no doubt that the apparatus of Linde, and still 
more so that of Hampson, could, with suitable modifications, 
be used for liquefying hydrogen *: it being merely a question 
of cooling the gas, before expansion, below the temperature 
corresponding to the inversion of the Kelvin effect, after 
which it could be liquefied by expansion. 

As a matter of fact, this gas was successfully liquefied by 
means of apparatus constructed on the above lines first by 

_ Dewar, and then by Travers +. These investigators used liquid 
ur for cooling the hydrogen, the air boiling under diminished 
pressure, whereby the apparatus was cooled to about —200°. 
‘The question arose as to whether so strong a cooling is an 
indispensable condition for the liquefaction of hydrogen by 
means of irreversible expansion, or whether a more moderate 
amount of cooling would sufice. . 

This question could be readily answered without the 
necessity of undertaking a series of experinients at different 
temperatures, provided the temperature of inversion of the 
Kelvin effect were known for hydrogen. 

This, however, had not been experimentally determined. 
Theoretically it had been deduced by Witkowski ft in two ways. 
First, by assuming the thermodynamic coincidence of the 
inversion temperatures for hydrogen and for air—which led 
to a value of about —46°; secondly, by making use of an 
empirical formula given by Rose-Innes §. This investigator 
proposed the following formula for determining the cooling 
in the case of the Joule-Kelvin effect : 

a 

e=in—P, 

* Professor Kammerling Onnes (Communications of the Leyden 
Laboratory, no. 23, p. 16, 1896) pointed out the possibility of liquefying 
hydrogen in Linde’s apparatus, and stated the conditions, based upon 
thermodynamical similarity, under which liquefaction can occur. 

* Phil. Mag. [6] i, April 1901. 
+ Rozprawy of the Cracow Academy, Section of Math. and Natural 

Sciences, xxv. p. 247 (1898). 
§ Phil. Mag. [5] xly. p. 228 (1898). 
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where 2 and £, calculated from the experimental data of Joule 
and Kelvin, amounted to 64:1 and 0°331 respectively for 
hydrogen. “Assuming that there is no cooling, we obviously 
get by means of the above formula the temperature of 
inversion, which in this case amounts to 193°°7 on the absolute 
scale, i.e. to —79°°3 C. 

In view of the considerable difference between the values 
obtained by the above two methods, an experimental deter 
mination of this temperature appeared desirable. 

Description of the Apparatus. 

The hydrogen used in these experiments was prepared by 
acting on commercial zine with pure dilute sulphuric acid. 
In order to purify the gas, it was led through wash-bottles 
containing solutions of caustic soda and potassium perman- 
ganate, and lastly through a vessel filled with pieces of 
pumice-stone soaked in mercuric chloride. The gas was 
collected in a large zinc gasometer of 1200 litres capacity, 
and finally compressed, by means of a Whitehead compressor, 
into a steel cylinder of 13 litres capacity under a pressure of 
about 180 atmospheres. In the interior of this cylinder was 
placed a long tube constructed of wire netting and filled with 
sticks of caustic potash, 

In preparing and compressing the hydrogen, care was taken 
to remove the air from all parts of the apparatus. The 
hydrogen could therefore be regarded as pure, in so far as 
it was possible, in working on a large scale, to avoid its con- 
tamination with small traces of air. 

The essential part of the apparatus is shown in the figure 
(p. 038). 

The steel cylinder containing the hydrogen under high 
pressure is connected, by means of a copper tube, to a metallic 
manometer, and also to the copper tube a, the continuation of 
which is coiled to form a worm 6, and is closed by a valve ce. 
This valve is secured to the cover nn by means of an asbestos- 
packed stuffing-box and gland o. By means of the hand- 
wheel d the valve may be opened, when the hydrogen escapes 
into the boxhh, which is made of sheet brass and stutted 
with chamois leather, and expands to atmospheric pressure, 
escaping through the pipe pt. In the same box is contained 
a resistance-thermometer e,a full description of which is given 
in my paper on the determination of the critical temperature 
and the boiling-point of hydrogen*. The terminals f and g 
serve to connect the thermometer with the Wheatstone’s 

* Rozprawy of the Cracow Academy, xxix. p. 404 (1895); also Phil. 
Mag. [5] xl. p. 202 (1895), 
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bridge. The whole of this apparatus is, by means of the 
metallic ring nn, cemented to a thick-walled glass cylinder /7, 
inside which there is a thin-walled beaker mm, which serves 
to receive the cooling agent. 

Liquid air, liquid ‘ethylene, and a mixture of solid settee 
acid and ether were used as cooling agents. The air and 
ethylene were poured in through the upper opening of the 
T-shaped pipe 4, to a level above that of the worm 6. The 
opening / serves as escape-tube for the gases of the cooling 
substance, or—the upper opening having been closed—for 
connecting the interior of the apparatus with an air-pump for 
the purpose of lowering the pressure and temperature, In 
the experiments with solid carbon dioxide, this substance was 
introduced into the apparatus before fixing the cover nn. 
For measuring the pressure of the gases coming from the 
cooling substance, a mercury manometer was used, which was 
also in connexion with the pipe ’, but which is not shown in 
the figure, 

Description of the Haperiments. 

In the experiments with liquid air as the cooling substance, 
the initial temperature was about —190°, and the pressure 
of the hydrogen before expansion about 170 atmospheres. 
The expansion took place slowly and lasted from 4 to 5 seconds. 
The cooling was considerable : the galvanometer-deflexion 
mounted to about 200 mm, seale-divisions, In consequence 
of this, it became necessary to use a less powerful cooling 
agent; ‘for this purpose liquid ethylene appeared suitable. In 
the experiments 1 with this substance the initial temperature 
was about —103°, the initial pressure about 150 atmospheres. 
In this case also the temperature fell during expansion, but to 
a much smaller extent than when liquid air was employed : 
the galvanometer-throw amounting to about 30 mm on the 
scale. Thus it appeared that the temperature of liquid ethy- 
lene was too low; but for the production of higher tempera- 
tures this gas is unsuitable, hence in the third series of experi- 
ments a mixture of solid carbonic acid and ether was employed. 
The initial temperature was —78°, the initial pressure about. 
117 atmospheres. In this series of experiments 25 expansions 
were observed, during which the pressure in the steel cylinder 
fell from 117 to 110 atmospheres; 2. ¢., duringa single eet 
sion the pressure of the hy drogen was altered by about + of 
an atmosphere, the volume of the expanded gas (measured 
under atmospheric pressure) amounting to about d+ litres, 
This point is specially mentioned because in some previous 
experiments, not recorded here, in which the fall of pressure 
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during a single expansion amounted to several atmospheres, 
the cooling was much stronger; in these experiments a small 
cylinder, of 0°6 litre capacity, which served asa reservoir for 
the gas to be employed during each expansion, was used in | 
addition to the large cylinder. With such an arrangement, 
there is a cooling due to the performance of external workas - 
well as a cooling due to an irreversible expansion. 

At a temperature of —78° the hydrogen jin expanding 
became slightly heated, causing a galvanometer-throw of about » 
3mm. ina direction opposed to that formerly obtained. By 
slow pumping and the resultant lowering of temperature, the 
galvanometer-throws were gradually reduced, until finally at 
— 80°°5 no deflexion was noticeable. A further lowering of 
temperature pr oduced cooling, and at ree this gave a throw | 
of 5 mm. in the opposite direction. 

Results, — 

From the above experiments it follows that the temperature 
of inversion of the Kelvin effect for hydrogen amounts to 
—80°:5. This number agrees fairly well with the value 
deduced by Witkowski from the equation of Rose-Innes 
(—79° 3). This agreement between the two values makes it. 
interesting to calculate the critical temperature of hydrogen 
from the assumed thermodynamic similarity of the critical 
temperatures of air and hydrogen, and the inversion tempera- 
ture of air (deduced by Witkowski from Rose-Innes’s 

~ equation). If we assume the critical temperature of air to be 
138° on the absolute scale (= —140° C.), the inversion tem- 
perature of hydrogen to be 192°5 absolute (= —80°5 C.), 
that of air 633° absolute (= + 360°C.), then we obtain for the 
critical temperature of hydrogen 40°°4 absolute, 2.e. — 232°°6C. 
This temperature differs from that found by me experi- 
mentally * (—234°5C.) by only 1°°9. 

From the above experiments we may draw the conclusion 
that in order to liquefy hydrogen by means of the Kelvin 
effect, it is not absolutely necessary to cool it below —200°, 
but that with a thermally well-insulated apparatus the 
temperature of about —10U°, which is easily obtained by 
using solid carbonic acid and ether, is already sufticient. 
There i is, however, no doubt that a stronger cooling by means 
of liquid air helps to accelerate the liquefaction of hydrogen. 

Cracow, Chemical Institute of the J agellon University. 

"3k Ee y of the Cracow ae, also Phil. Mag. [5] xl. p. 202 
(1895), 
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LX. On MacCullagh and Stokes’s Elliptic Analyser, and 
other Applications of a Geometrical Representation of the 
State of Polarization of a Stream of Light. By JAMES 
Waker, 1/.A.* 

1. i 1843 MacCullagh tf showed that an imperfectly 
adjusted Fresnel’s rhomb can be employed within 

certain limits for the investigation of a stream of elliptically- 
polarized light, and in the same paper says :—“ In making 
experiments on elliptically-polarized light, a plate of mica, 
or any other doubly-refracting crystal, placed alge ane 
to the ray, may be used instead of Fresnel’s rhomb... The 
two cases are precisely similar ; and if it is necessary not to 
neglect the errors of the rhomb, it is certainly not less 
necessary to take into account those which may arise from a 
want of accuracy in the thickness of the plate, considering 
how difficult it is to make the thickness correspond exactly 
to the particular ray which we wish to observe.” 

These remarks seem to have escaped attention; and Sir G. G. 
Stokes {, in 1851, suggested the use of an imperfect quarter- 
wave plate combined with a Nicol’s prism as a New Hlliptic 
Analyser, giving formule for its use that are substantially 
the same as those published by MacCullagh. 

In both cases the formule are stated without proof, but 
this is of course easily supplied. The reason for referring to 
the subject in the present paper is that the method of proof 
herein employed affords a good illustration of the advantages 
of a geometrical representation of the state of polarization of 
a stream of light that Poincaré § has employed for explaining 
Mallard’s theory of Rotary Polarization, without using it, as 
far as { am aware, for the purpose of obtaining numerical 
results. 

2. It may perhaps be as well to recall the main features of 
this geometrical representation. 

Taking the axis of z in the direction of propagation, a stream 
of polarized light may be represented by its components 
polarized in planes parallel respectively to the axes of # and y 
with the polarization-vectors 

ule See ye 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Proc. R. I. Acad. ii. p. 884 (1843) ; Collected Works, pp. 238-242. 
{ B.A. Report for 1851, Part 1. p. 14; Collected Works, 11. P. 197. 
§ Théorie Math. de la Lumiere, i ii. ch. xii. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 17. May 1902. Uae 0. | 
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wherein a and 6 are in general complex, and their ratio 

b/a=(b/a)e*’ =(b/a) cos A’ +4(8/a) sin A! =u v1, say, 

a and b being the amplitudes of the components, and A’ the 
acceleration of phase of the second relatively to that of 
the first. 

This ratio defines the form and orientation of the elliptic 
vibration of the extremity of the polarization-vector of the 
stream ; and we may therefore represent the state of polar- 
ization by a point on a plane, for which the abscissa is « and 
the ordinate is v, the length of the radius-vector to the 
representative point giving the ratio of the amplitudes and 
the angle that it makes with the axis of abscisse being the 
difference of phase. Since the polarization is right- or left- 
handed according as A’ lies between 0 and 7 or between 7 and 
27, the vibrations in the stream will be right- or left-handed, 
according as the representative point is above or below the 
axis of wu. 

When the point is on the axis of u, the stream is plane- 
polarized in an azimuth tan~!u with respect to the plane of 
wz; if the point be on the axis of v, the ditterence of phase 
is 7/2, and the planes of maximum and minimum polarization 

Jae Is 

nie 

are parallel to the axes of 2 and y. Points p, p! on the axis 
of ordinates at unit distance from the origin represent circular 
polarization. | 
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Now if @ be the angle that the planes of maximum and 
minimum polarization make with the coordinate axes, tan 8 
be the ratio of the axes of the elliptic vibrations and tan o=)/a, 
we have 

tan 20=cos A’. tan 2c, . sin 28=sin A’. sin 2a, 

which give 

wW+v+ 2cot29.u—1=0, w?+v’—2 cosec 28.v+1=0. 

Thus if @ be constant, the points representing the different 
states of polarization lie on a circle through p and p’, and if 
the ratio of the axes of the elliptic vibrations be constant, the 
points corresponding to different orientations of the axes are 
on a circle cutting the first circle orthogonally. 

Any point is the intersection of a circle of the one system 
with a circle of the second system: the distance from the 
origin of the point, in which the circle of the first (@) system 
cuts the axis of wu, is the tangent of the angle that the plane 
of maximum or of minimum polarization makes with the 
axis of w, according as the representative point is within or 
without the circle of radius equal to unity with its centre at 
the origin. 

3. Let us now transform this representation he a stereo- 
graphic projection. 

Describe a sphere of unit diameter touching the plane of 
wv at the origin of the coordinates, and let the points of the 
plane be projected on the surface of this sphere by joining 
them to O!, the extremity of the sphere through O. 

Hig. 2. 

Then the axes of uw and v project into great circles at right 
angles to one another, the former of which may be called the 
-equator ; the points p, p’ become the poles ; the circles (@) 

20 2 
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will be represented by the meridians 20, and the circles (8): 
by the parallels of latitude 28; and if tano be the length of 
the radius-vector Om and the angle mOu=A’, the point m 
will be projected into M where the arc OM==2o and the 
angle MOO'=A’. 

Thus any point on the sphere will represent the state 
of polarization of a stream of light, the azimuth of its plane 
of maximum polarization being half the longitude, and the 
ratio of the axes of the elliptic vibrations being the tangent 
of half the latitude of the point; and the polarization is 
right- or left-handed according as the point is in the Northern 
or Southern Hemisphere. 

It is now easy to represent the effect on the polarization 
eis by the passage of the stream through a crystalline. 
plate. 

Let a be the angle between the axis of « and the plane of 
polarization of the most retarded stream in the plate, A the 
relative retardation of phase introduced by the plate; then 
the effect of the transmission is represented by three suc- 
cessive rotations :—(1) round the polar axis PP! through an 
angle —2a, (2) round the diameter OO! in a left-handed 
direction through the angle A, (3) round the polar axis 
through an angle 2a; and these three operations are clearly 
equivalent to a single rotation in a left-handed direction 
through an angle A round an equatorial diameter A’A, where: 
the arc OA=2a, 

Fig, 3. 

If the resulting polarization be plane, this rotation must 
bring the representative point into the plane of the equator 
to the point M’, say, and the arc AM’ is twice the angle « 
that the resulting plane of polarization makes with that of 
the most retarded stream in the plate. ; | 

4, The application to the elliptic analyser follows at once. 
Let the point M, representative of the polarization of the 
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‘stream to be investigated, be determined by its longitude 
ON =280 and its latitude NM=28, then if the are NA=2¢, 
the spherical triangle ANM, in which AM=AM’=2o, gives 

sin 2b tan2 Peab As bo fo ah A) 

GUS. 20 =CON20 CosZ@,  ). | 6 Banta C2) 

cosA=tan2pcot2co, «. . « « (3) 

Whence it follows that there are two possible positions of the 
axis, A’A and B/B, such that NA+NB=zq, and that the 
values of « corresponding to these positions are complementary 
to one another. If the polarization be right-handed, A will 
lie within or without the arc ON, according as A is greater 
or less than 7/2; the reverse being the case if the polarization 
be left-banded. 

If then x, and 90+. be the azimuths, measured from a 
fixed plane of reference in a direction from right to left, of 
the plane of polarization of the most retarded stream in the 
plate of the analyser, when the emergent light is plane- 
polarized, and @ be the azimuth of the plane of maximum or 
of minimum polarization of the primitive stream, we have 

Xi=OL44, Y=OF >, and O=(y1+X2)/2, P= (Yi~X2)/2. (4) 

Again, if 1, 2 be the azimuths of the plane of polarization 
of the stream emerging from the plate in its first and second 
positions, measured from right to left from a plane of refer- 
ence fixed in the plate, (o,+¢,)/2 gives a direction inclined 
at an angle +7/4 to the plane of polarization of the most 
retarded stream in the plate and o.~o,;=77/2 +20, whence 

cos 28 =sin (a2 ~ 01) sec (X%2~xX1)- - - «© (5) 

Further, it is easy to see that tan (¢,—o;) and tan (y¥.—¥;) 
have the same or opposite signs according as A 1s less or 
greater than 7/2, whence 

cos, A=tan (o2—0 ) tan (ys—y1). + 2 (6) 

To complete the specification of the state of polarization of 
the primitive stream, we require to know the azimuths of the 
resulting plane of polarization measured from the plane of 
polarization of the most retarded stream in the plate of the 
amalyser, which in the case of a mica plate is the plane 
perpendicular to that of the optic axes, and in selenite plates 
is the plane perpendicular to the first mean line. If o,’ and 
o' be those azimuths measured in a left-handed direction, 
the stream is right- or left-handed, according as o;’, o,! are 
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greater or less than 7/2, and the angle @ determines the 
plane of maximum or of minimum polarization according: as- 
sin oy is greater or less than sin oy’. 

5. As a second illustration of the method, we may take 
Gouy’s explanation * of streams of permanent type in active 
crystals, according to which they are to be ascribed to the 
superposition of the effects of ordinary double refraction and 
of an independent rotary power of the crystal. 

‘Fig. 4. 

P 

P7 

If this be so, the result of normal passage of the stream 
through unit thickness of a plate of an active crystal is given 
by a rotation through an angle «(4,;—j2) round the axis CA 
corresponding to the principal section of the plate, C being 
the centre of sphere, together with a rotation 2p round the 
polar axis CP, where e=2a/), mw and pe are the refractive 
indices of streams polarized in and perpendicularly to the 
principal section of the plate, supposed devoid of rotary 
power. ; 

Regarding these rotations as small and neglecting small 
quantities of the second order, the resultant rotation is 
represented by the sum of the vectors obtained by taking 
along CA, CP lengths proportional to the rotations about 

these: axes, and is therefore a rotation Wx?(u,;—p2)?+4? 
round the axis CM, where tan AM=2p/{«(u,—p.)?. 

The point M and the diametrically opposite point M” 
represent the polarizations of streams of permanent type, and 
we see that these streams are oppositely polarized with their 
planes of maximum polarization respectively in and perpen- 
dicular to the principal section, and that the ratio tan 8 of 
the axes of the elliptic vibrations of the ends of their polari- 

* J, de Phys. (2) iv. p. 149 (1885). 
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zation-vectors is given by 

tan 2B=2p/ }«(u4— Ms) §- 
In the case of quartz and other positive crystals, w2> 4, and 
the stream with its plane of maximum polarization in the 
principal section of the plate, is left- or right-handed, 
according as p is positive or negative, that is according as 
the crystal is left- or right-handed. 

In traversing unit thickness the phase of the vibrations in 
the right-handed stream is retarded relatively to that of the 
left-handed vibrations by an amount 

Ke (pl — we!) = + Voy — Me)” + 4p", 
the upper or lower sign being taken, according as} is 
positive or negative; and in order to obtain the actual re- 
tardations of phase xu! and xp! of the streams;we require to 
know the value of «(p’/+p”). 

In order to determine this ~*, let a stream of permanent type 
be replaced by its components polarized in planes parallel 
and perpendicular to the principal section with the: polari- 
zation-vectors 

Ee Ae, y= Bert, 

and suppose that after traversing unit thickness these become 
eave 7”! = Ble" : 

then we have 
A'=aA+ 6B, Bl=yA+6B, 

where «, 8, y, 6 are constants depending upon the nature of 
the plate. 

But the stream being of permanent type, we have 

Je) Js 150) 38 ee 

where «xz is the retardation of phase ; hence 

(2a—e-"*")A+ BB=0, yA+(6—e-*")B=0, 

and 
a—e.**, £8 ==\), 

Y; oes ea ke 

The roots of this equation give the values of e—'*#’, e—“"H", 
and their product is 

ao — Bry = ea Ke +e"), 

* Poincaré, loc. cit. p. 299. 
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But according to Gouy’s hypothesis, 

a/cos p= —B/sin p=e—"*h, —-y/sin p=8/cos p=e-'*M2, 

whence 
ao — By = eat), 

and 
| pl pl = by + fe. 

6. As a final example, let us consider the passage of 
a'stream of polarized light through a closed symmetrical. 
packet of plates, the case considered qualitatively by Poincaré. 

The effect of the packet on the polarization of the stream 
is given by the resultant of successive rotations about axes 
CAy, CA, in the plane of the equator through an angle 4, 
where C is the centre of the sphere, 6 the relative retardation 
of phase introduced by each plate, and A,A,=A,A;=... 
=27/p, p being the number of plates in the packet. 

_ If then A, denote a rotation 6 about the axis CA,, and 
S,'a rotation 27/p round the polar axis CP, the combined 
rotation is 

Ay e A, ° A, eee Ap=A, e Shey uy ior ° SpA Wop eeee S_ @-ppSiee eines 

but | 

Se-np © Sp= Sp.p= Sen =l Oe Sp—pp=S—p, 

whence 

Ay e A, . A, eo e A= (Ao, 22 

or the effect of ‘the p successive rotations is the same as 
p times the resultant of the rotations A, and S_». 

Fig. 5. 

A. 
g 
‘ 

To determine this resultant, we must draw through A, a 
great circle making -an angle 6/2 with A,P in a direction 
opposite to the rotation round CA,, and through P a great 
circle making with PA, an angle 7/p in the same direction as 
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the rotation round CP; then if these circles intersect in the 
point M, the resultant of the two successive rotations is a 
rotation round UM through an angle equal to 2A,MP. 
Now since A,P=7/2, we have 

tan PM =tan e cosec Beene We 2 cosec za 
2 p 2 ve 

if 6 be small: also 
r) T 

cos A,MP=cos—=cos —, 
SL 

whence, if A|MP=7/p+o, we have, neglecting o’, 
2 

o= cot : 

and the resultant rotation (A,S_,)? is a rotation round CM 
through an angle 

: 2 

14+ cot ™ eh xp= an + LO cot 

Hence, if 6 be very small, the effect of the packet is very 
nearly to move the representative point along a parallel of 
latitude to a meridian differing from the original meridian by 
an angle 

the rotation being in a direction opposite to that in which the 
angle of combination of the plates is measured. 

Thus, in traversing the packet, the plane of maximum 
polarization of the stream is turned throngh an angle R, the 
form of the vibrations of the extremity of the polarization- 
vector remaining unchanged. 

LXIV. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

[Continued from p. 460. ] 

December 4th, 1902.—J. J. H. Teall, Esq., M.A., V.P.RS., 
President, in the Chair. 

il vee following communications were read :— 
‘On a New Genus belonging to the Leperditiadx, from the 

Cambrian Shales of Malvern.’ By Prof. Theodore Thomas Groom, 
M.A., D.Sc., F.G.S. 
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2. ‘The Sequence of the Cambrian and Associated Beds of the 
Malvern Hills.2 By Prof. Theodore Thomas Groom, M.A., D.Se., 
F.G.S. With an Appendix on the Brachiopoda by Charles Alfred 
Matley, Esq., B.Sc., F.G.S. 

The series, exclusive of some 600 feet of igneous rocks, may be 
estimated at between 2500 and. 3000 feet, and consists of the 
following members, tabulated in descending order :— 

4, The Bronsil Shales, 1000 feet thick; grey shales containing Dictyo-. 
nema and many Tr emadoe brachiopods and trilobites. 

5. The White-leaved Oak Shales; black shales, including : 

(0) The zone of Peltwra scarabeoides, Spherophthalmus alatus, Cteno- 
pyge pecten, Ct. bisulcata, Agnostus trisectus; 500 feet. 

(a) The zone containing Kutorgina pusilla, Protospongia fenestrata, a 
new variety of Acrotreta, and a new genus of the Leperditiade ; 
30 feet. 

2. The Hollybush Sandstone, comprising : 

(5) Massive Sandstone probably not less than 1000 feet thick, and: 
containing Kutorgina Phillipsi, Orthotheca fistula, Scolecoderma 
antiquissima, and new species of Hyolithus. 

(a) Flaggy and Shaly Beds, not less than 75 feet thick; chiefly 
flaggy and shaly glauconitic sandstones, with Kutorgina Phillips, 
Scolecoderma antiquissima, Hyolithus, etc. 

1. The Malvern Quartzite,! consisting chiefly of grey quartzites and 
_ conglomerates, rarely glauconitic; probably at least several hundred. 

feet thick ; containing Kutorgina Phillipsi, Hyolithus primevus, and 
a new species of Obolella. 

The last rock, though now separated by faults from the older 
Malvern Series, contains angular fragments both of Uriconian and 
Malvernian type. It is correlated with the Wrekin Quartzite and 
with the lower divisions of the Hartshill Quartzite. The Flaggy 
and Shaly Beds appear to correspond with the Olenellus-beds and 
the zone of Paradoxides Groom: in Shropshire. The bulk of the 
Hollybush Sandstone probably represents the greater part of the 
Paradoxidian of other localities, and may in part correspond with 
the Purley Beds of Nuneaton. 

The lower division of the White-leaved Oak Shales may represent. 
the Swedish zone with Beyrichia Angelini, and perhaps the Festiniog 
Beds of North Wales. It is, however, more probable that it 
represents the uppermost portion of the Paradoxidian. The greater 
part of these shales, however, belongs to the zone of Spharophthalmus 
alatus ; but it is possible that other zones, both immediately above 
and immediately below, may be represented in the district. The 
middle part of the Bronsil Shales has yielded Asaphids and Olenids 
in association with Dictyonema, and may be correlated with the 
Tremadoc Beds which yield the Huloma-Niobe fauna. The author 

1 [This was originally termed by the Author ‘ Hollybush Quartzite.’] 



prefers to endorse the Continental view of these rocks, and to 
group the Tremadoc Series with the Ordovician, with the re- 
servation that the Dictyonema-shales of Europe should be regarded 
as belonging to the Tremadoc, the base-line of the Ordovician being 
drawn immediately below these shales. 

The paper contains an account of the Hyolithide and trilobites 
of these rocks. Three new species of Hyolithus are named and 
described in full, and four in outline, while a revision of Holl’s 
species H. fistula is given. Notes are also given, by Mr. Philip 
Lake and the author, on Agnostus trisectus, Cheirurus Frederict, and 
other trilobites, and a name is given to certain cylindrical bodies 
which appear to be the eggs or excreta of some animal. 

On Coal and Petroleum Deposits in Turkey. DOL 

In the Appendix on the Cambrian Brachiopoda of the Malvern 
Hills, after making a few brief remarks as to our present knowledge 
of these fossils, Mr. C. A. Matley proceeds to describe a new species 
of Obolella and a new variety of Acrotreta Sabrine. Species of 
Lingulella, Lingula, and Acrotreta are described, and a revision is 
given of Obolella (?) Salteri, Lingulella Nicholsoni, Acrotreta Sabrine, 
LIinnarssonia Belti, and Kutorgina cingulata vars. Phillipsx and 
pusilla. 

December 18th.—J. J. H. Teall, Esq., M.A., V.P.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 

1. ‘Coal and Petroleum-Deposits in European Turkey.’ By 
Lieut.-Colonel Thomas English, F.G.S. 

In this paper an account is given of the formations which include 
some recently discovered coal-seams and naphtha-bearing sands of 
Tertiary age in the little visited stretch of country lying to the 
north of the Gulf of Xeros in the Mediterranean, and of the 
western portion of the Sea of Marmora. The geological map which 
accompanies the paper is founded on the topography of that com- 
piled by the Russian military staff. The lowest beds seen are soft 
brown limestones, with nummulites of Lutetian age, overlaid by blue 
shales. These, again, are covered conformably by brownish-grey 
calcareous sandstones, with subordinate beds of clay and shale, and 
occasional interruptions of basalt and rhyolite, which are folded 
into a well-marked syncline and anticline. In these sandstones 
there are outcrops of several seams of coal, one being 33 feet thick. 
It is a bituminous, hard, non-coking steam-coal, with a sandstone- 
floor and hard clay-roof containing impressions of dicotyledonous 
leaves. Associated with the coal is a layer of brecciated rhyolite, 
which may have had some influence in converting lignite into true 
coal. The section of a trial-boring, striking the coal at 122 feet 
from the surface, is given; and also that of a boring 225 feet deep 
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immediately below the coal. Apparently overlying the sandstones 
are palagonite-tuffs, shales, and hard limestones of Miocene age. 
The Kocene sandstones are occasionally overlaid by soft sandy strata, 
probably Phocene, with which naphtha-bearing beds are inter- 
stratified. Naphtha in quantity, under considerable gas-pressure, 
has been obtained from borings, a section of one of which is given, 
300 feet deep. The strata are much disturbed and are nearly 
vertical in places. A stony clay having no apparent connexion with 
the present drainage-system, and containing scratched, striated, and 
facetted boulders, spreads unconformably over all the formations 
previously mentioned. At the Hora Jighthouse a well-marked 
* raised beach’ occurs at 130 feet above present sea-level, sometimes 
cemented into a concrete, in which occur Dreissena polymorpha and 
a Neritina, probably NV. danubialis. ‘The fresh water within the Sea 
of Marmora must at this epoch have stood at a height sufficient to 
collect the drainage of the whole of South-eastern Europe and 
Western Asia, an area of at least 2,000,000 square miles, into a fresh- 
water sea, from which the volume of water discharged (even with 
the present small rainfall) would be not less than twice that of 
Niagara. The Dardanelles channel is itself a gorge cut back through 
soft horizontal Miocene strata, with every appearance of rapid 
erosion by falling water. 

2. On the Geological and Physical Development of Dominica ; 
with Notes on Martinique, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, and the Grena- 
dines.’ By Prof. Joseph William Winthrop Spencer, Ph.D., M.A., 
EG.S: 

These islands form a continuation of the volcanic chain extending 
from Guadeloupe, though separated one from the other by embayments 
in the submarine plateau, reaching to depths of more than 6000 
feet, within the line connecting the shores of the islands. ‘hese 
submarine valleys head in cirques, like the amphitheatres which 
occur on the slopes descending from high plateaux. From the ends 
of the cirques, valley-like channels can be traced landward on the 
submerged plateaux, or can be found to cross them in order to join 
like features on the other side. The cols between the opposite valleys 
vary in depth from about 2000 to 3600 feet, except that between 
the Grenadines and the Trinidad banks, where the divide may not 
be more than 750 feet below the surface of the sea, and one south 
of St. Vincent (less than 1300 feet). Some of the submarine 
channels have remarkable tributaries. The drowned valleys, like 
those about the islands to the north, assume two very different 
forms—those with broad undulating outlines, such as characterize 
the features produced during the long Miocene-Pliocene period of 
erosion, when the surfaces of the land were at or near the base-level 
of erosion, and other types where very deep valleys and gorges 
incise the more rounded features of the drowned plateau, which in 
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the early Pleistocene epoch thus appears to have stood for a limited 
time at an altitude of 6000 or 7000 feet, as shown within the 
limits of the Antillean mass (and still higher from evidence beyond). 
There are no coastal plains, strictly speaking ; only toa very limited 
extent are the islands surrounded by shelves submerged to a depth 
of less than 200 feet. But the Grenadine banks are extensive. 
One or two outlying remnants of the Antillean plateau occur south- 
east of Dominica, and another about 60 miles east of Martinique, 
all of which may be fragments of the old coastal plains. 

All the islands are underlaid by old Tertiary or pre-Tertiary 
igneous rocks, as in Guadeloupe. Such, where exposed, are found 
to be very much decayed. Elsewhere, they are covered by tuffs 
with only angular breccia. Uponsuch surfaces, denuded, rest other 
tuffs derived from older deposits, containing waterworn pebbles, in 
lines of bedding. These last may be the equivalent of the Tertiary 
tuffs and limestones of Guadeloupe. Upon their eroded surface 
rests a gravel-formation, which itself has largely been washed away. 
In the hollows of its surface is found another formation compcsed of 
coral-limestone, containing a fauna which still survives, with one or 
two possibly extinct forms. The deposit occupies a position similar 
to one in Guadeloupe and another in St. Kitts. Its surface is also 
greatly eroded, and then covered with another stratified sand-and- 
eravel accumulation. The surface of the slopes is often covered by 
a loam, which is, in part at least, a land-formation. The Pleistocene 
Pericd is thus seen to have been one of changing physical conditions. 
The older Tertiary history must be inferr ed from that of the 
neighbouring islands. 

Lavas may be seen underlying the Brel! and accor dingly we find 
that the volcanic activity was renewed, after a very long Tertiary 
quiescence, in the Pleistocene Period. 

The plains underlaid by the beds of old tuffs have been so raised 
up as to give rise to sloping terraces dipping outward from the late 
volcanic centres, showing that their elevation has been due to local 
uplifts, and not to regional movements, and also that to the igneous 
centres alone are confined the volcanic uplifts, which do not extend 
to such remnants of coastal plains as are found in the Antillean 
region. The recent terraces, which are not deformed, are small, 
and perhaps do not rise to more than 70 feet above the’ sea. 

- Youthful canons are being formed near the mouths of the streams, 
showing the recent re-elevation of the land. 

3. ‘On the Geological and Physical Development of Barbados, 
with Notes on Trinidad.’ By Prof. Joseph William Winthrop 
Spencer, Ph.D., M.A., F.G.S. 

Barbados, over 100 miles east of the main chain of clam: is 
a remnant of the dismembered and sunken Antillean plateau, with 
the embayment in it, west of the island, reaching to a depth of over 
7000 feet. But the drowned Barbados ridge extends far, both to 
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‘tthe south and to the north of the island, and is connected by 
another ridge with the Martinique mass. Its hydrographic features 
are best understood when studying the question of the general 
relationship of the islands. 

Trinidad is part of the South American continent, being on the 
‘subcoastal shelf which extends much farther seaward, 

The Scotland Sands and the deep Qceanic Series of Barbados 
have been comprehensively studied by others. The Oceanic Series 
is here shown to be no newer than the Eocene Period, and the 
Scotland Series is supposed to date back to the beginning of the 
Tertiary or even to an older epoch. The ‘ Raised Coral-Reefs’ are 
-differentiated into three formations, all of white limestone er marl. 
The oldest beds are all tilted to considerable angles. They contain 
an Oligocene fauna. ‘Their surfaces are eroded into rounded forms, 
showing that the topographic feature was completed at a low 
-elevation above the base-level of erosion. As no other Tertiary 
formation occurs until the close of the Pliocene, it is inferred that 
‘the region was a land-surface throughout the long Miocene-Pliocene 
Period. This limestone is the equivalent of the Antigua Formation. 
In the hollows of its surface occur the remains of a mechanical 
limestone (the Ragged Point Series), which has been mostly 
carried away by subsequent denudation. It lies in a horizontal 
position. Newer still is the Bath Series, or raised coral-reefs, 
with a fauna still living. However, it is an old Pleistocene forma- 
tion, and its surface is very much denuded. Some of the newer 
fossiliferous beds may represent even another distinct Pleistocene 
epoch. The greatest elevation and denudation appears to have been 
in the early Pleistocene days. The terraces occur in Barbados at 
much higher elevations than in the other islands, as this district does 
not appear to have undergone so great an amount of recent sub- 
gidence as that which carried down the surfaces, with little caions 
and channels, below sea-level, adjacent to the other islands. The 
local features of Barbados extend our knowledge of the history of 
the whole chain of islands, besides agreeing with the phenomena 
‘found elsewhere. 

Trinidad has more continental features than the other islands. 
Its surface-topography has been found to owe its origin to the 
erosion-features of the Miocene-Pliocene Period, which have been 
covered by only thin mantles as in Barbados, so that its life-history 
falls into harmony with that of the other islands. In its older beds 
it has the deep oceanic oozes as in Barbados. No volcanic 
‘phenomena have been added to the features of these islands, 

This paper is the last of a descriptive series, but a clearer under- 
standing would be obtained by bringing together the results, showing 
the variations and developments in different localities. 
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LXV. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

THE MICHELSON-MORLEY EXPERIMENT. 

Physical Laboratory, Univ. of Nebraska. 
February 28, 1902. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 
GENTLEMEN ,— 

ie the paper of Dr. Hicks, which appeared in the January 
~™ number, discussing the Michelson-Morley experiment, there is 
introduced a term in the expression for the displacement of the 
pands, which it seems to me is at variance with the commonly 
accepted views concerning the effect of the drift of the ether on 
optical phenomena. 

72 

He gives the expression We cos 2a + D’— cosa for the 

displacement of the bands, and interprets the term D'é cos a by 
saying that if a photographic plate be exposed where interference 
is taking place, an image of the fringes as they exist at the plane 
of the photographic plate will be printed on the plate, but if an 
image of the fringes be projected on the retina of the eye, by 
focussing the eye directly or with a telescope on a position in 
space, the fringes on the retina will be displaced relatively to those 
in the plane on which the eye was focussed. This displacement 
he calls the cos a effect. The distance between the eye and the 
plane of the fringes in space he calls D’, and a is approximately 
-equal to the angle which the wave-fronts make with the direction 
of the drift. 

Dr. Hicks, therefore, evidently believes in the objective reality 
of the cos a effect, and several times in his paper he speaks of the 
necessity of correcting for or eliminating it. Now a first order 
effect of € has been looked for by a number of investigators, 
notably Mascart and Ketteler, who were unable to observe any 
such effect. These considerations, taken with the fact that the 
mathematical investigations of Lorentz and others lead to the 
conclusion that there should be no such effect observable, would 
make it unlikely that the phenomenon to which Dr. Hicks calls 
attention is real. If it were, one might determine & very simply 
by measuring the displacement observable at different distances 
from the interferometer. It is admissible that there is a dis- 
placement of the fringes relatively to a fixed point in the ether, 
and that this displacement is proportional to D’é cos a, but there 
is an effect due to the motion of the observer, exactly equal and 
of opposite sign, which nullifies it. 

Dr. Hicks gives the following more complete expression, where 
X is the distance of the central band from the point of intersection 
of the planes of the mirrors, and d sin a is the aberration term, d 
being linear with é. 

X=a+6 cos 2a+c cosa—d sin & 
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Aberration is usually given as proportional to the sine of the 
angle between the ray and the direction of motion of the earth, 
but in this case a refers to the wave-front and not to the ray, SO 
that cos a is the function that should be used, and it can easily 
be shown that the numerical value of the aberration is equal to 
Dé cos a. _ The last two terms of the equation, therefore, cancel 
one another, and the equation reduces to the usual well-known 
TOrM,| «. | er 

~Witiram B. Cartmet, 
Fellow in Physics, 

University of Nebraska, 
| Lincoln, Nebr. 

University College, Sheffield, 
March 20, 1902. 

Mr.,CAarTMEL seems to suppose that I have attempted to give 
an explanation of a term in the expression for the position of 
the central fringe, whereas I have introduced the term because,. 
for the reasons given in §§ 4, 15, it appeared to be called for. 
I do not see that Mr. Cartmel has met that argument. I may say 
that before the paper was published I had a good deal of discussion 
with Dr. Larmor on this very point. His argument was based on 
the minimum path for relative rays, and he suggested that the 
effect might be counteracted by the action of the drift in altering 
the refraction through. the lenses of the instrument. This is the 
only way I can see out of the difficulty; but even then this action 
could only be produced between the object-glass and the image, 
whereas the effect itself depends principally on the distance of 
the object-glass from the place observed. | 
. The correction of cos a for sin a in the aberration effect was 
noticed, but overlooked in the final revise. I cannot, however, 
follow. Mr..Cartmel in his statement that it can be shown that it 
will numerically cancel the former effect. In fact, if so the matter 
may be looked at from the opposite point of view as completely 
annulling any aberration effect— which would be a curious result 
in. itself—besides verifying the reality of. the effect he calls in 
question. “Aleates ak 

The aberration displacement at the focal plane of the instrument 
would be Fé cos a, whereas that due to what I have called the cos a 
effect would be (d+ F)é cos a, where F is the focal length of the 
object-glass and d its distance from the observed fringe.’ As a 
matter of fact, if the curves of the observations published be 
plotted for a complete revolution of the instrument, they show 
evidence of both a cos a. and a cos2 a effect. But teo much stress 
should not be laid on this. ae W. M. Hicks, 
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LXVI. The Conductivity produced in Gases by tha ie 

of Ultra-Violet Light. By Joun S. Townsenv, ILA, 
Wykeham Professor of Physics, Oxford*. 

ti, [* some previous papers on the electrical conductivity 
of gases it has been proved that a number of com- 

plicated phenomena can be explained by the theory of the 
genesis of ions by collision. In those experiments which 
were designed to test the theory the conductivity was started 
in the gas by Rontgen rays. (J. 8. Townsend, Phil. Mag. 
Feb. 1901; J. S. Townsend & P. J. Kirkby, Phil. Mag. 
June 1901; P. J. Kirkby, Feb. 1902.) 

The electric forces which were used were such that the 
potential-differences between the electrodes were not sufficient 
of themselves to produce or maintain a continuous discharge. 
A number of interesting results obtained by Stoletow fT 

with ultra-violet light can also be explained by the same 
theory, but as his experiments are not arranged so as to give 
an accurate test of the theory, and were made with air alone, 
it was considered desirable to make some new experiments 
with air and other gases. 

It is easy to devise experiments so as to obtain a simple 
test of the theory of the genesis of ions by collision, when 
the conductivity is started by means of ultra-violet light. 
In the experiments which are here described the conductivities 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Stoletow, Journal de Physique, ser. 2, vol. ix. 1890. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 18. June 1902. 2d 

SA 7 
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were measured between two parallel plates at different dis- 
tances apart. The light fell on the negative electrode, which 
was a zine plate. The light has the effect of setting free 
negative ions from the surface of the metal on which it falls. 
These ions, which I shall call the z ions, as they move through 
the gas under an electric force produce others by collisions 
with molecules. The increase of conductivity obtained by 
separating the plates is thus explained. The experiments 
also lead to the conclusion that the ions generated in the gas 
have exactly the same properties as the z ions. In order 
to show this, the conductivity was determined for different 
distances between the plates, the electric force, X, and the 
pressure, p, of the gas being kept constant. The number of 
ions, 2, generated by one of the z ions in moving through a 
centimetre of gas is a function of X and p, so that a 
remains constant in the experiments with different distances 
between the plates. If the negative ions generated in the 
gas have the same properties as the z ions, the conductivity 
will increase by the factor e** when the distance between the 
plates is increased by the length x. The total number of ions 
n reaching the positive plate will be given by the formula 

2 being the number of ions set free from the zine plate, and 
d the distance between the plates. It was found that this 
formula gives the connexion between the values of n and d 
over a large range of forces and pressures. 

2. The apparatus used in these experiments is shown in 
figures 1 and 2. 

The conductivity took place between the two parallel 
plates A and B, figure 1. The plate A was of quartz silvered 
on the inside so as to obtain a conducting surface. The 
silvering was ruled with a series of fine parallel lines to 
allow some of the light to pass through the plate and fall on 
the surface of the lower plate B, which was of zine. The 
plate A rested on a brass cap C, and the junction between the 
plate and the brass was made air-tight. The short ebonite 
tube Hi was screwed to the flat part of the cap on which the 
quartz plate rested, and a metal disk ' was fixed to the lower 
end of the ebonite. This disk was thus in rigid connexion 
with the quartz plate A and parallel to it. The distance 
between the plates A and B could be adjusted by means of 
the screw 8S, which worked in a half-millimetre thread cut 
in the plate F. The wide glass tube D which contained the 
apparatus was ground flat at one end, and the brass cap was 
cemented to it. The other end was joined to a narrower 
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tube about 33 inches long, which dipped into a vessel con- 
taining mercury. 

Some of the ebonite tube E was cut away so as to allow 
the gas a free passage from the space between the plates to 
the other parts of the apparatus. 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 

A short piece of ebonite was fixed to the screw 8, and the 
rod R, coming through the mercury column below D, fitted 
into a notch cut in the ebonite. The distance between the 
plates A and B could be altered, without changing the pres- 
sure, by turning the end of the rod R, which was bent as 
shown in figure 2. 

The apparatus was connected to a Toepler pump and a 
McLeod gauge. A small variation of pressure could be 
detected by means of the gauge, and it was found that the 
pressure only altered by about a five-hundredth of a milli- 
wnetre during a set of observations. 
When experimenting with hydrogen and carbonic acid, a 

fresh supply of gas was introduced into the apparatus before 
each set of experiments, so that the small leakage could not 
have produced any Le a effect in the results. 

2P 2 ol 
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Metallic connexion was made with the zine plate by a rod 
passing through the side-tube T. Tifé rod entered the ap- 
paratus through an ebonite plug in the end of the side-tube, 
and was thus insulated from the glass tube. 

The zinc plate was in connexion with one pair of quadrants 
of an electrometer, the other pair of quadrants being to earth. 
The wire leading from the apparatus to the insulated quad- 
rants passed along the centre of an earth-connected brass 
tube to prevent induction-effects. The silvered plate A was 
connected to the positive terminal of a battery of small 
Leclanché cells, and the other terminal was put to earth. 
When it was required to make experiments with a constant 
electric force, the number of cells employed was proportional 
to. the distance between the plates. The cells were set up in 
sets of 24; each set had exactly the same potential, 35 volts. 

The plate B connected to the electrometer never deviated 
much from zero potential, so that during an experiment the 
electric force between the plates was practically constant and 
equal to the potential of the battery divided by the distance 
between the plates. 

Strips of tinfoil were wrapped round the ebonite tube E 
(about halfway between the brass cap and the disk E), and 
connected to earth through a second side-tube (not shown in 

the figure). This arrangement prevented any leakage of 
electricity over the surface of the ebonite from the plate A 
to the apparatus connected with the electrometer. 

The ultra-violet light was produced by the spark of a 
leyden-jar discharge taking place between two aluminium 
points. An induction-coil was used for charging the leyden-. 
jar. The whole apparatus for producing the light was sur-. 
rounded by a metal screen connected to earth, so that the 
sparking should have no direct effect on the electrometer. 

The spark-gap was at the focus of a quartz lens placed in 
an aperture of the screen vertically above the parallel plates 
Aand B. A lead screen with a circular hole one centimetre 
in diameter was placed between the lens and the quartz 
plate, in order to confine the light to the central portion of 
the zinc plate. The latter was 2:4 centimetres in diameter, 
so that when the light fell upon it the conductivity took 
place only in the space where the field of force was uniform. 

The apparatus was tested at various times, and it was. 
found that no electrometer deflexion was produced by the 
sparking when the aperture in the lead screen was closed. 

3. The observations were made in the usual manner. The 
coil which charged the leyden-jar was turned on for a fixed 
time, and the electrometer deflexion was observed. Several 
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observations were thus made with different distances between 
the plates, the electric force and the pressure being kept 
constant. These experiments were repeated alternately, and 
the mean of the observations was taken. As a rule the 
observations did not vary by more than 4 or 5 per cent., so 
that considerable accuracy could be obtained. 

It is necessary to apply a small correction to the electro- 
meter readings owing to the increase of capacity which occurs 
when the plate B is moved up towards A. The effect of 
moving B from a position 5 millimetres from A to 1 milli- 
metre from A was to increase the capacity of the apparatus 
connected to the quadrants (including the quadrants) in the 
ratio of 82:80. The observations at the latter distance 
were increased by 24 per cent., and intermediate observations 
by a smaller factor, in order that the observations should be 
proportional to the current between the plates. 

In most cases three conductivities, 71, v2, and n3, were 
found for three distances, d;, dj, and d3, between the plates, 
the electric force and pressure being constant. The distances 
were such that d, —d,=d3—dg. 

According to the formula, n=n)e*4, the corresponding 

conductivities satisfy the condition = aa = when the increase 
1 ly 

in conductivity arises from the action of the negative ions: 
By adopting this method of experimenting it is possible to 
guard against using forces which are too high, and which 
give rise to conductivities so large that they cannot be 
attributed to this process of ionization alone. 

In the ordinary discharge arising from a high potential- 
difference between the electrodes, there must be at least two 
processes of ionization at work. The genesis of ions by the 
motion of negative ions alone cannot explain the phenomenon 
of a continuous discharge. It is evident, therefore, that some 
other cause is at work, and these experiments show that it 
begins to take effect at potentials much lower than the poten- 
tial necessary to produce a discharge. With a_ suitable 
pressure, it was found that the ratios of the conductivities 
corresponding to equal increments of the distance d con- 
tinually rose as the distance between the plates was increased, 
although the potential-difference between the plates was less 
than 300 volts. With hydrogen this effect is obtained with 
potentials less than 200 volts. 
I have as yet made only a very incomplete examination of 

this second process of ionization, and in the following tables 
only a few examples of it are given. 
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The tables correspond to the different pressures. The force 
X is given in volts per centimetre. The conductivities n, no, 
nz, &e. are the electrometer deflexions obtained in 10 seconds, 
and corrected for capacity as explained, the suffix denoting 
the distance between the piates in millimetres. The ratio of 
each conductivity to the preceding is given in the column R. 
It is not necessary to have the same intensity of light for the 
experiments at different pressures and forces, so that in the 
tables of results the numbers in the vertical columns do not 
accurately correspond to equal intensities of light. 

TABLE I.—Air. Pressure 6 mms. 

XxX 2, Ns. n R 

350 16:9 19-2 22-2 1:14, 1:14 

| 525 20°7 37:5 69 181, 1:84 

700 282 97-5 345 347, 3:58 

TaBLE [].—-Air. Pressure 2°5 mms. 

| 

xX it, Ns. 1. R 

350 23 47°5 97-2 2°06, 2°05 

525 29-7 126 d47 4-24, 431 

700 373 312 856° — 

Tasie II].—Air. Pressure 1:04 mms. 

xX 2, | Is Ns. R 

262 276 a7 121 2°06, 2:12 

300 315 86 241 2°73, 2°80 

438 40 140 518 io uenh 
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TABLE [V.—Air. Pressure ‘375 mm. 

2. € 2, Ns 2. R. 

262 34 63 126 1°83, 2:00 

350 353 | 74 168 | «21, 2:26 
438 42 | 99 931 | 235, 2:24 

525 44-5 | 113 280 253, 2:48 

TasLte V.—Air. Pressure °148 mm. 

X Ny. Ne | R. | 

262 39°8 To 2:04 

350 38°4 83 2°16 

525 | 41 92 2-95 
| 

700 492 99 2°35 
i] 

Taste VI.—Hydrogen. Pressure 67 mms, 

X. M1. Ny. R. 

1750 60:2 84 1°39 

Taste VIl.—Hydrogen. Pressure 30 mms. 

x Ny. Ny. 13. R. 

1050 70-2 101°5 144 1:44, 1:43 

1400 111 275 Ne Re 2:48 

1750 208 990 aft 4-75 
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Taste VIII.—Hydrogen. Pressure 12 mms. 

X, nN,» Ng. 1. R. 
| 

390 46 64 1:39 

525 61 112 200 £83) deo 

612 72°35 179 450 247, 2°51 

TasBLe [X.—Hydrogen. Pressure 5:06 mms. 

x i. Mee Ns R. 

262 97°5 86 | 134 1:49. dad 

390 67°5 145 312 I, PAS 

525 97 424 1800 4:30, 4:22 | 

700 134 1120 Si8h: ae 

| Ny. Nes. 

) a5 ¢ 187 | 721 3°82 

TasLeE X.—Hydrogen. Pressure 1°82 mms. 

X, Ore Ne Ns. R. 

262 62°5 128 276 2°05, 2-16 

300 74 194 546 2°62, 2°80 

Ny. Ng. a Ny. 

525 a Se 309 875 1:98, 1:93, 2:44 
] 
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TaBLE XIl.—Hydrogen. Pressure *82 mm. 

| 
x Ny Is. n | R 

262 62°5 112 204 1-79, 1-82 

350 66°5 131 DTD een 2 Og 

525 Orshans 144 405 || 2 14281 
{ 

xX 2. n | R 

262 554 1125 2-03 

350 57D 123°5 215 

525 66:6 | 147 2-21 

700 Ties yt ks 221 

Taste XIII.—Carbonic Acid. Pressure 44 mms. 

x Le Ny. R. 

PAO it 3,5 70° 89 1-26 

TaBLE XIV.—Carbonic Acid. Pressure 20°5 mms. 

X. Uae Tee. ee R. 

1050 69:5 92 | 122 1°32, 1:33 

1750 161 TOR Ae Voloale | 335 
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TABLE X V.—Carbonic Acid. Pressure 8°75 mms. 

144 

——— 

407 

as oe 

R. 

1:35 

2°41, 2°41 

700 

1050 

N,. Is Ws 

64 107 

745 124 210 

97 305 993 

N,. Thy. Ng. 

139 306 882 

278 1400 © 

R. | 

1:67 

1:67, 1-70 

old, 324 

1050 

n,. ils. Ns 

J 

65°5 132 266 

81 230 646 

1, ., Ns. 

110 264 598 

152 450 1380 

242 1080 

R. 

2-01, 2:02 

284) 2 eu 

2-40, 2°26 

296, 3°07 
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TABLE X VII].—Carbonic Acid. Pressure *606 mm. 

X 2, Ny. n R | 
ae ic 

262 88 199 462 2:26, 2:32 | 

30 | 975 | 282 853 2:90, 303 — 

525 122 518 2270 4-24, 4:98 | 

700 157 840 tet | 5:35 | 
: | 

TABLE XIX.—Carboniec Acid. Pressure ‘321 mm. 

X | 2, Ns. nN; R 

262 85 171 355 2:02, 2:07 

350 95 217 508 2:28, 2:33 

529 114 300 860 2:63, 2:86 

N, Ns Ns 

700 126 DN. he 378 1:76, 1:71 

1050 152 268 LR des 

4, In these experiments the greatest potential-difference 
between the plates was 350 volts. An appreciable increase 
of conductivity can be obtained with this voltage with gases 
at several centimetres’ pressure by having short distances 
between the plates. This can be seen from Tables VI., VII., 

- and XIII., the conductivities having been determined with 
the plates at 1 and 2 millimetres apart. 

The equality of the two ratios = and = (given in the last 
3 

column of each table) shows that the conductivity is pro- 
portional to e**?, d being the distance between the plates, 
and @ a constant depending on the force and pressure. 
When the force is constant and the pressure lowered the 
value of @ at first increases as the pressure diminishes, then 
reaches a maximum, and afterwards diminishes. It will be 
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shown that the pressure for which « is a maximum is pro- 
portional to X. 

In certain cases the ratios = and - are not equal, the 
1 3 

latter being much the larger of the two. This effect can be 
obtained with air at a millimetre pressure when the maximum 
potential-difference between the plates is less than 300 volts. 
The phenomenon occurs at lower voltages in hydrogen, as is 
shown by the experiments given in Tables X. and XI., in 
which a force of 52°5 volts per millimetre was used. With 
this force the conductivity of hydrogen at 1°82 mms. pressure 
increases by the factor 1:93 when the plates are separated 
from 1 to 2’or from 2 to 3 millimetres apart; a further 
separation of the plates from 3 to 4 millimetres increases the 
conductivity by the factor 2°44. This process continues 
until eventually a continuous discharge is obtained without 
the aid of the ultra-violet ight. With the same force (52°5 
volts per millimetre) a similar effect is produced at *82 milli- 

metre, the ratios = and 7 being 2°14 and 2°81 respectively. 
1 3 

When the pressure is reduced to °385 millimetre or increased 
to 5°06 millimetres, the effect disappears for distances up to 
5 millimetres between the plates. I hope to make a more 
complete examination of this effect, as it may give an explana- 
tion of some of the complicated phenomena which occur in 
the vacuum-tube discharge. 

For the present I shall confine the discussion to the effects 
produced by the motion of the negative ions through the gas. 

5. The results of the experiments can be easily represented 
in asimple form. The ratios R were used to determine the 
values of « corresponding to the different forces and pressures, 
the quantity zis the number of ions which a negative ion pro- 
duces in one centimetre of the gas at pressure p under an 
electric force X. In the calculations I have not included 

those values of = which are greater than a by an amount 
3 1 

which cannot be attributed to experimental errors. In other 
cases the mean of the two ratios was equated to e**? in order 
to determine a, *2 centimetre being the increase in the dis- 
tance between the plates. 

As I have already pointed out (Phil. Mag. February 1901), 
the connexion between a, X, and p should be of the form 

aa Ae) The simplest method of testing this property of PD 
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Xx = = a - 

the three variables is to take a number of values of — and — 
w) Pp 

determined over large ranges, and see whether the points 
. a L : 

whose coordinates are — and — lie on a curve. All the 
‘ 2 a : Nae 

values of — (derived from the experimental determinations) 
P 

are marked on the accompanying diagrams, p being measured 
in millimetres of mercury, and X in volts per centimetre. 
It is evident that a curve runs through the set of points 
belonging to each gas. Hach point is numbered in order to 
show from which table of observations the value of a was 

calculated. The range of values of and 3 are so large that 

it was found necessary to have two diagrams on different 
scales. From these curves it is possible to obtain the value 
of a for any force and any pressure. 

6. The properties of the curves are interesting in many 
ways, and are in accordance with what we should expect from 
simple considerations. 
When an ion travels through a gas under an electric force, 

it makes a number of collisions with the molecules which is 
proportional to the pressure. If the velocity of the ion is 
sufficiently great, the effect of a collision will be to produce 
two new ions. The free paths of the ion between the 
collisions are of various lengths which are inversely pro- 
portional to the pressure. The velocity acquired in a path of 
length wv is proportional to /X., so that the velocities of 

the ions must depend on the quantity The value of 

must be large in order that the ion may acquire a velocity 
along the shorter paths which will be sufficiently great to 
produce new ions on collision. When this effect is obtained 
turther increases in X cannot give rise to larger values of a, co) 

as new ions will be produced at every collision. The maximum 

value of = represents the total number of collisions that an 

ion can make in going through one centimetre of a gas ata 
millimetre pressure. 

> al 

a e 

The curves show that att pronp lice a maximum as — 

increases, and, as we should expect, this value is larger 
for carbonic acid than for air, and larger for air than for 
hydrogen. 
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The pressure at which e is a maximum fora given force X 
; sil Xe 

is obtained by differentiating the equation a=p/f & with 

respect to p ; we thus obtain 

i2)-¥ 0 
so that p is proportional’ to X. 
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The required value vo is found by drawing a tangent 

from the origin to the curve. ‘The values of “ fox which 

a is a maximum are thus found to be approximately :— 
350, 160, 380 for air, hydrogen, and carbonic acid 
respectively. 

Stoletow (loc. cit.) obtained this result for air experi- 
mentally. He found that when the force was constant and 
the pressure variable, the conductivity reached a maximum 
for a certain critical pressure. He also found that this 
pressure was proportional to the force and independent of 
the distance between the plates. When the force is expressed 
in volts per centimetre, the critical pressure, according to 
Stoletow’s experiments, is given by the equation : 

2 
at: 

which is practically the same result that I obtained by 

drawing a tangent to the curve. The exact value of = which 

gives the critical pressure cannot be found very accurately 
by either of these methods, so that we cannot expect the two 
numbers to agree very accurately. 
We can, however, fix the maximum value of a with greater 

precision. It can be easily seen from the theory that the 
maximum value of a fora given force X is got from the 
slope of the tangent which passes through the origin. 

The coordinates of the points of contact of the tangents to 
the curves for air, hydrogen, and carbonic acidare respectively : 

=350, 160, 380. 

Hence when X is given and the pressure altered so as to 
obtain the maximum conductivity, the value of a will be 

Di eo Gx 
S00) TOON: 380 

for the three gases respectively. 
It is remarkable that these three numbers are nearly equal. 
7. If the negative ions with which we have been dealing 
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are the same as those produced in a gas by Réntgen rays, 
the values of a should be the same under similar conditions 
of force and pressure. A comparison of the results shows 
that this is the case. There are, however, differences between 
the curves which are given in this paper and those which 
have been already published in the papers to which I have 
referred. The values of « as determined by the experiments 
with Réntgen rays are in some cases much too large. The 
greatest differences between the results arise with the larger 

values of o and are principally due to the fact that when 

experimenting with Rontgen rays the forces at the lower 
pressures were so large that other sources of ionization came 
into play. As I have pointed out, it is easy to guard against 
this error when experimenting with ultra-violet light; but 
at the time the earlier experiments were being made I did 
not realize that the potential must be kept more than 100 
volts below the sparking-point. ‘Thus, in the experiments 
with hydrogen (Phil. Mag. June 1901) at 1:77 mm. pressure, 
the plates being 5°5 millimetres apart, potential-differences up to 
220 volts were used; and at ‘84 mm. the potential was taken 
up to 250 volts. Referring to Tables X. and XI. of this paper 
it will be seen that, with these pressures, potential-differences 
greater than 175 volts give rise to increases in conductivity 
which cannot be attributed to the action of negativeions. The 
values of a deduced from those experiments are therefore 
too high, and we cannot expect to find a good agreement 
between the present results and the determinations of 2 made 

with Roéntgen rays for the larger values of = 

The curve corresponding to the smaller values of : deter- 

mined by Roéntgen rays for hydrogen lies above the curve 
determined by ultra-violet light, in the position of the dotted 
line in the diagram. 

The corresponding curve for air would lie between the air 
and carbonic-acid curves given in the diagram. In order not 
to complicate the figure this line has not been inserted. The 
potentials used with air were also too high in some of the 
experiments, so that the values of a are from 10 to 20 per 
cent. larger than those found with ultra-violet light for values 

of . greater than 300. 

With carbonic acid larger forces may be used than with 
air or hydrogen without producing conductivities which do 
Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 18. June 1902. 2 Q 
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not arise from the collisions of the negative ions. The curve 
for this gas obtained with Rontgen rays practically coincides 
with that obtained with ultra-violet light over a large range 
of forces. It lies slightly above the latter curve. 
We cannot expect a closer resemblance between the two 

sets of curves as there are other effects, besides the one I 
have mentioned, which make it difficult to obtain very 
accurate determinations of the quantity a with Roéntgen rays. 
The initial distribution of ions is not uniform between the 
plates, and the secondary radiation carries a charge which 

introduces complications. The larger values of * can only 

be obtained from experiments at low pressures, and in these 
eases the initial ionization is small and of the same order as 
the charge carried by the secondary radiation. This method 
is therefore not suited for the determination of the larger 

values of —. It ought to be easy to determine these numbers 

with ultra-violet light, and I hope to continue the experi- 
ments with air and carbonic acid, so as to obtain the maximum 
values of a for these gases. 

The curve which I have given for hydrogen practically 
e a e e 

reaches the maximum value of —, which is about 5:2. 

8. The results obtained with the smaller values of x are 

sufficient to lead to the conclusion that the negative ions 
generated in a gas by the motion of the zinc ions set free by 
ultra-violet light are identical with the ions produced by 
Rontgen rays in the same gas. The experiments with ultra- 
violet light show that the negative ions produced in any gas 
by the motion of the ions from the zinc plate are identical. 
with the zine ions themselves. Consequently the negative 
ions produced by Roéntgen rays in any of these gases are 
exactly the same as the ions set free by ultra-violet light from 
a zinc plate. 
We are also Jed to conclude from the experiments, that 

these negative ions are small compared with the molecules of 
any of the gases. A molecule of a gas makes more than 
four times the number of collisions that a negative ion makes 
in going through the same distance of the gas at a given 
pressure. Also, the property which they possess of generating 
new ions does not belong to the positive ions under similar 
conditions of force and pressure. These properties of the 
negative ion show that it must be small both as regards 
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mass and linear dimensions compared with a molecule of 
hydrogen. 

9. ‘he size of the negative ion, when acted on by small 
forces, may be estimated from the determination of the rate 
of diffusion or the velocity under an electromotive force. 
In determining the latter quality in air, Rutherford* made 
experiments over a range of pressures extending from 
atmospheric pressure to 84 mms. At the lowest pressure a 
force of about 50 volts a centimetre was used, so that the 

value of = was less than 2. The results of Rutherford’s 

investigations showed that the negative ions are the same 
size over this range of pressures, and are large compared with 
the molecules. 

On the other hand, it can be seen from the experiments 
described in this paper, that the ions in hydrogen at 67 
millimetres pressure are of small mass while under a force 
of 1750 volts per centimetre, since they produce others by 
collisions. From the theory and the experiments which 

showed that a=pf (=), it is to be supposed that the negative 

ions would remain of small mass and produce others by 
collision ina gas at any pressure provided that the electric 
force is sufficiently strong. This immediately follows from 
the fact that the velocity at collision depends on the value of 

= (aoe section 6). 

It would appear from these investigations, that when ions 
are generated in a gas the negative ions are of a definite size 
independent of the gas and small compared with the mole- 

cules of hydrogen. When the ratio = is small the positive 

and negative ions quickly acquire the properties of masses 

which are large compared with molecules, an effect which has 
usually been attributed to the formation of groups of mole- 
cules round the ions. If the force acting on the gas is 

. D4 e . e 

increased, and the ratio — exceeds a certain limit, some of 

the collisions between the ions and the molecules will be 
sufficiently violent to prevent the formation of a group of 
molecules round the ions. A further increase in the force 
causes the negative ions to collide with sufficient velocity to 

* K, Rutlierford, Cambridge Phil. Soe. vol. ix. pt. viii, (1898). 

2Q2 
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disintegrate the molecule into positive and negative ions. The 
appar ent masses of the ions therefore depend on the ratio of 
the electric force to the pressure. 

10. The results of these experiments throw some light on 
the constitution of molecules of gases. We are led to con- 
clude that:—It is possible to detach a particle from the 
molecule of a gas which is small, as regards mass and linear 
dimensions, compared with the molecule of hydrogen, also 
the particles produced from molecules of different gases are 
identically the same. 

The mass of the negative ion coming from a zinc plate was 
previously shown by, Professor Thomson* to be small com- 
pared with the molecule of hydrogen. The method which 
he adopted did not involve any of the principles underlying 
the present investigations. 

A considerable number of phenomena connected with the 
electric discharge in gases may be explained in a general way 
by taking into consideration the physical properties of these 
negative ions. Thus some of the effects of variation of 
pressure, electric force, and distance between the plates can 
be accounted for. Also the high conductivity of gases under 
rapidly alternating forces may be due to the fact that the 
negative ions traverse a long distance before they are dis- 
charged by the electrodes. There are, however, many 
phenomena for which these physical properties supply no 
explanations: such as the appearance, at the electrodes, of 
the constituents of compound gases. 

The experiments with ultra-violet light show that in car- 
bonic acid the conductivity may arise from the genesis of 
small negative ions. Iam at present continuing the researches 
with other gases and vapours, so as to obtain some additional 
evidence on this point, as it is to be expected that similar 
phenomena may occur with other compound gases. 

LXVII. On Vector Differentials. 
By Frank Lauren Hircncocx f. 

i ie studying physical quantities we are led to make a 
distinction between those which have by their very 

nature a direction in space, and those which, on the other 
hand, may be thought of as mere numbers. Directed quan- 
tities are conveniently called vectors, and non-directed ones 
scalars. 

* J. J. Thomson, Phil. Mag. December 1900. 
+ Communicated by the Author. 
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The mathematical connexion between these two kinds of 
magnitudes is extremely intimate: if we have any scalar 
function continuously distributed through a portion of space, 
there is a vector function immediately derivable from it by 
the operator \/7, which derived vector was called by Maxwell 
the space-variation of the original scalar. 

The object of the present paper is to study briefly the 
differentiation of vectors, a subject inseparably bound up with 
the quaternion operators VY and ¢. I shall assume that the 
reader has some slight acquaintance with the calculus of 
Hamilton, and shall occasionally refer to Tait’s ‘ Quaternions,’ 
ord edition, 1890. 

2. From the definition 

UE q)= on) B (4+ “4) _¥y 

follows the very general proposition that a differential is a 
linear function: both g and F4q are, in general, quaternions ; 
but one or both habitually “degenerate” into vectors or 
scalars. In any case d(Fq) is linear in dq. 

It follows that if P is any scalar function of a point p, then 
dP is linear in dp. 
Now every possible scalar term linear in dp may, by very 

elementary transformations, be put in the form SaAdp, where 
X is of course a vector function of p. If there are several 
such terms we may assume that {A= —\/P, where the minus 
sign is introduced in order that our results may agree with 
Hamilton’s original definition of \7._ Therefore 

Jie eA cae a aie eee 1 7) 
which is a fundamental equation. 

From this, remembering that dp may, like any other vector, 
be thought of as the product of a scalar and a unit-vector, we 
have 

dP 
ae tne i aserdesc lat. (41 meee eee 

by writing dp=edh and then dividing both sides by dh. 
d Pate 

Here aj, may be thought of as an operator. It signifies 

differentiation with regard to any direction whatever in 
space, and eis the corresponding unit-vector, either a con- 
stant or a function of p. 
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We have also 

dP=—SdpVP 

= +Sdp(SiVP + jSVP + kSkVP) 
FOG Al wes MAM adP =—Sip (iG, Hig, +4 ek by (2). 

dP dP dP 
ae Ip Ct ape ae 

because dv= —Nidp, &e. . 
From (1) it appears that if dP be given, \V/P can be written 

by inspection. 
3. Taking next o any vector function of p, we have 

do=d¢dp, , 

where @ is a linear and vector function. And, directly, 

da 
Tae . ° ° Pee a laa (4) 

For a fascinating account of the various types of these 
functions, see the last chapter of Kelland and Tait’s ‘ Intro- 
duction to Quaternions.’ The function @¢ is there considered 
as a homogeneous strain, and it seems convenient so to speak 
of it, even in those cases where it could not exist in a physical 
sense; for example, when the sum of the roots of the strain- 
cubic is zero. 

To show that Vo may be written by inspection when de is 
given, we may put 

G= tt +IP) + kk ; 
and, if @ consists of several terms, we may consider each ot 
them as a separate linear and vector function, call them 
di, 2, &e.; to these will correspond q,, g2,---, whose sum, 
since g is linear in ¢, must give the g of the whole function ¢.. 

But Vo=gq, by (4); thus we can write down Voif we know 
the part of g contributed by each term of @. 

Taking special cases, a term of the form 8Sad, which we 
may call ¢,, and where » is any vector whatever, gives 

91 =t8Sai+j8Saj + kBSak 

=—2B; 
and ina similar manner the forms Vad, VaAP, and gr give, 
in order, 2a, SaS8, and —3g. Any other terms that may 
occur are to be treated in this way, and the sum of the results 
taken. 

(3) 
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We have thus the means of finding the effect of VY on any 
function, scalar or vector, by merely differentiating it. 

4. The following useful formule will be familiar to students 
of Tait :— 

d(FP V(FP) = “SS vp, 
and 

in which the order is not important, and also 

V(Pc)=VP.c+PVo, 

where the order is vital. Here P and P, are scalars, FP is a 
‘sealar function of P, and a is a vector. 

To find the effect of (7 on the product of any two vectors 
o and 7 we may adopt the notation da>=d¢dp and dr=Odp ; 
whence 

d(ort)=do.tT+oa.dr 

=ddp.t+o. dp. 

From the scalar part of this differential we have 

dSot=Ndp(d'r+ 0a), 
whence by (1), 

Vier —-@t—0 os. 2 5. 8 (5) 

and from the vector part, 

dVaot=Vobdp — Vrddp, 

each term of which, by the last article, contributes its portion 
of VVor. If we take ¢,= Vo, we have 

g=tVohi+jVaG) + kVoGdk 

=—$.a0Vr—aSVt—8Oo, (Tait, §§ 89, 90) 

by the ordinary transformations. 
Similarly the part corresponding to — Vr¢dp is 

+8 .1Vo+7SVo+or: 

by adding the vector parts of these two quaternions we have 

VVVor=TSVo—oSVr+h¢T—Oc, . . . (6) 

and by adding the scalar parts, 

SV lon) SS Tae veVrr 2. tren) 
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we have thus the three parts of V(er). Combining them 
gives 

V (ot) =tSVo+ (6—¢’')7+8.7Vo 

—oSVr—(04 %)\o—S .0 V7; 
but we have, identically, 

V.VVe-r=(o—@/)7, 2) 2 8 ay 
by Tait, § 186; accordingly the first three terms of \V/(¢T) re- 
duce to Vo.7, and the last three, similarly, to —7.V/r—260; 
whence, finally, 

V (on=Vo.r—eVr=—26c. 1 2 eee 

It may be noticed that —@c is the same as Sc\. 7. 
If r and ¢ are any two quaternion functions of p we have 

Vari =Va-r—gVr+28¢.Vr+28(VaV)r, . (10) 

which follows on combining (9) with V(Po), &c., and which 
the reader may verify with ease. 

5. It is convenient to classify vectors by the effect of V 
upon them: if VYo vanishes, o is derivable from a scalar 
potential and its distribution is z7rotational ; if SV/o vanishes, 
o is derivable from a vector potential, and its distribution is 
solenoidal; while it both these conditions are fulfilled at once, 
so that \(vo=0, then the distribution is Laplacean. These 
distinctions are of fundamental importance in Physics. 

There are also vectors which, though they do not directly 
satisfy the equation VYo=0, yet do so when multiplied by 
a variable scalar. Hamilton and Tait showed that we then 
have SoVo=0. The simplest example is a unit-vector 
normal to a series of surfaces, and capable, therefore, of being 
written UVP. 

Taking the two vectors VP and UVP, we shall adopt the 
notation : 

dUVP=dv=xdp, 

a7 P= (iv) indo 

the operators w and y are then vector differentials, functions 
of p, and always linear in dp: their properties appear to be of 
considerable interest. 

If a and 8 are any two constant unit-vectors, we shall have 

dP a(5,)= —dSaVP, by (2), 

= —SadVP, because @ is constant, 

= —Savrdp ; 
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whence by putting Bdh, for dp, 

@P 2 ga Hid. = Sve Be abs teley 

where a and @ are perfectly interchangeable, because either 
of them is any constant unit-vector whatever. 

One consequence is that 

dP d 
Vere =o di, NAP BS Jo. sitar cant Gla) 

which may be extended to a vector by the usual method 

(Tait, § 149). Thus the operators V and = 

tative, provided the direction / is constant. A single case of 
the same kind will presently be exhibited where the direction 
of differentiation is not constant. 

6. The function x, found by differentiating UVP, or y, 
owes most of its peculiarities to the fact that the differential 
of a unit-vector is always at right angles to the unit-vector 
itself (Tait, § 140, (2)); this is expressed by the equation 

oy cee (0 Al eae re ie CoM (13) 

where ¢ is any direction whatever. Thus the strain y turns 
every vector into the tangent plane to the surface P=const. 

If we form the strain-cubic in the usual manner we find 
that the absolute term vanishes, so that 

x (KX — moxX +m) =0 

for any direction whatever. Thus the cubic has a zero root; 
for another way of finding it we have, Xand w being any 
vectors whatever, 

YVy/Ax’w=0, Tait, § 157, (2). 

By interchanging y and y’ in this last equation we obtain 

piel | du a oem ma Me aR ag a IS 12 

for VyAyw is parallel to v, by (13). It appears from these 
results that that direction for which y=0 is at right angles 
to the plane into which y’ turns every vector; and vice versd. 

Whence, by taking a special case of (8), 

(x—-x’)v= V(VVv)y, 

the left side reduces to yyv, that is, ot ; and remembering 

that v satisfies the equation SyvVv=0, we see that v, xv, and 

are commu- 
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VV» are mutually at right angles, while Tyyv=TVVyv. These 
facts are expressed by the equation 

yyVv=V Vy. CURR ay 

Writing, as above for differentiation along the normal ad 
> dn 

to the surface P=const. we shall have 

“(5) = —d(SVP) 
= —Svvrdp—S (tv) xdp ; 

the last term vanishes by (13), and w is self-conjugate by 
(11), hence 

ue d 
Nest dle a VE: Chiat 8 10 OL ah ie (16) 

an equation which should be compared with (5) and with 
(12), from the former of which it may be deduced by 
applying (14). Us 

7. We are now able to examine the criterion that the 
vector v shall, besides being derivable from a scalar potential 
by means of a scalar factor, be derivable from one particular 
scalar potential which shall satisfy Laplace’s equation ; to 
find, in other words, the condition that a scalar ¢ can be found 
such that V(t”) =V’7P=0. 

Remembering that = =t, we shall have 

dp =d (tv) 
= vdt + tdv 

=—vSdpVt+txdp 

d(t | 
ee +ixdp, by (16), SS —vSdp 

dt 
=- inv ver —tvSyvdp + tydp 

Ohh es / hae vSvdp —txvSvdp + ty‘dp, 

where the last step follows because wW is self-conjugate. 
By inspection of this result it is evident that, upon any 

vector in the tangent plane, the strain w has the same effect 
as x’, with the sole difference that y allongates the vector by 
the factor t. There are important geometrical applications of 
this fact, some of which will be found in the examples at the 
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end of this paper. But we are now concerned to get an 
expression for \/(tv). It is proved above that 

t 
~rdp = — - vSvdp —tvSxvdp + tydp, 

where, by Art. 3, the first two terms give — = and —tvyy, 

and the last term gives ¢V/v. Thus if P satisfies Laplace’s 
equation, then . 

dt f3) 
ge ee OU, 

the vector part gives an independent proof of (15); the scalar 
_ part is 

dt 
Tn ESV), 

and since it has already been proved that, in general, 

_ d(tv) __ dé 
Vis de ae Snel 

we have, provided P satisfies Laplace’s equation, 

ViS=(VeViETw ie fo eS Oe) 

The vector vSVv+xv may be written Vv.v; and because 
Vt is a scalar, 

VVEVv.v)=0 

=V.Vi(Vv.v) +4VV(V». Vv); 

which reduces at once to 

VV(Vv.v)=0; 

from (10), putting Vv for q and v for 7 and taking vectors, 

V(Vvv—VVv)? +28Vv. VVv—2yVVv=0, 

where the second and third terms destroy each other, so that 
finally — 

Ve ve oy Vs 0, oo eS Sa) 

which is the required condition. 
The same essential fact is expressed by saying that Vv. v 

must be integrable without a factor, or that there must exist a 
scalar—call it w—such that 

u=V (Vr... Rat! is nade e Pol GRED) 

8. To examine the properties of yVVv, we may write, as a 
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special case of (8), 

(y—x')VVv=0, 
which means that y and its conjugate have the same effect 
on VVv. But it was shown in Art. 6 that y turns every 
vector into a certain plane, and x’ turns every vector into 
another plane; hence yVVyv lies along the line of intersection 
of these two planes. 3 

If v’ be a unit-vector such that yv’=0, it follows that 

yVVv=aVw'; | 

to determine the unknown scalar 2, take e and 7 two unit- 
vectors such that ye=ge and yn=g7; it may be easily 
shown that e, 7, and v will then form a rectangular system 
(see Hx. 2); and they may be taken so that en=v. It is 

then legitimate to write W in the following form (Tait, 
§ 176): dn 

Sv’. yv= —geSev’ —ginSnv'; 
operate by Vy, : 

| Sy VV v= —agnSev! + gyeSnv’, 

and by using again the saine form of y, 

a a hola gia V¥VVV= SJ {—eSnv' + 7Sev'} 

Aa 

Sv'v 
Vv'v, 

where m, is the coefficient of y in the strain-cubic. Thus if 
i be the angle between vy and v, the tensor of yVVv is 
m, tan l, 

9. If, further, o be any vector in the tangent plane, so 
that at all points Sov=0, then by (8) 

(o6—¢d')v+ VvVVa=0; 

here ¢v may be written = ; by (5) we obtain 

VSev=0= —y'o—v; 

the values of ¢v and ¢'v give by substituting,— 

d 
a, 7X + VOVV =O, IU OS, ies (20) 

provided the operand be at right angles to v. 
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Operating on VVv and substituting the result in (18a) 
gives 

V.V8Vr= (5 Gite, a ae 

Again, by using the value of VVv from (15), 

awo. iy ey 
dn Ney ane 

and this, combined with the result of the last article, gives 

VoVSVy= Vr (5% — m8), SOAS OLS ch) 
dn 

One other transformation is obtained from the yv of the 
last article by putting wv’ = —g,nSnv! —geSer', so that the com- 
ponent of v! at right angles to v is Sv. w71yv, and this gives, 
by substituting in (18c), — 

2 
Vo(Se— ma -V8Vv) = Ue are, 

that is, the vector in parentheses is normal to the surface 
P=const. Here it is noteworthy that both the vector 
VvVSvyv and the linear and vector function m,w—! are nume- 
rically determinate all over a given surface P=P». Thus 
(18) shows the character of v, provided V/?P=0, in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the given surface. 

If v be so given as to satisfy (18), P may be written. V—!(t), 
and is determined by (19), since w=logé by (17). 

Eaamples. 

1. Give in terms of y the curvature of a normal section of 
the surface P=const. (Tait, § 350, where v is the ¢y of this 
paper. ) 

2. Show that two of the roots of the cubic in y correspond 
to the sections of greatest and least curvature. 

3. If / correspond to the other root, show that if v, v! and 
xv are coplanar, y’v is parallel to yv. Of what class of 
surfaces is this a property ? 

4, Show that if P is a homogeneous function of 2, y, 
and <, any straight line through the origin cuts the surfaces 
denoted by P at a constant angle. 

5. Show that if P is a homogeneous spherical harmonic, 
V~*(Vv.v) =const. is the equation of a cone, 
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6. For what class of surfaces may v' lie in the tangent 
plane ? 

7. For what class of surfaces is y self-conjugate? (Tait, 
§ 332). 

8. Discuss the pure and the rotational parts of the strain y. 
9. Prove the identities :— } | 

(2) yv=V.vyVVv—SVv. xy, 

(6) XxXV=Xv—V(XV)?. 
10. Discuss the pure strain y+’. 

11. Interpret TVVv and £ ovyy. (Tait, §§ 299, 300.) 

12. Show by (11) of Art. 5 that V? is the negative of 
Laplace’s operator. 

d 

dn dh 

to P, h being parallel to VVv. 
14. With everything asin Art. 4, prove 

V(or)=Vo.tT—-Vt.5— 26'c. 

15. Show by (7) that VV xv lies in the tangent plane. 
16. Use (6) of the same article to find VV(vSVv +r). 

13. Show that — and a are commutative when applied 

LXVIII. Some Experiments on Electric Waves in Short Wire 
Systems, and onthe Specific Inductive Capacity of a Specimen 
of Glass. By J. A. Pontocn, Professor of Physics, and 
O. U. Vonwituer, Deas- Thomson Scholar in Physics in the 
University of Sydney*. 

Ae experiments described in the following paper include 
observations of the waves along free wires, and also of 

the vibrations in the two systems formed when the wires are 
bridged at various points. In the former case it is shown, 
that when the electrical vibrations of the wire system are 
forced, they are in that mode whose free period is near to that 
of the vibrator oscillation, and therefore the distance between 
the nodes along the wires does not vary continuously with 
change of the period of the condenser discharge In the 
other case an explanation is found which accounts for the 
varying heights of the maxima deflexions observed when 
the bridge is moved along the wires. A method for finding 
the specific inductive capacity. of solid dielectrics with 

* Communicated by the Authors. aa aye 
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Hertzian waves is developed, which is more sensitive than 
others which have hitherto been used. 

Apparatus. 

The arrangement of the apparatus used in these experiments 
is shown in the following figure. 

Fig. 1. 

g 5 C wae ome: ybCta te 

; _@ secondary . a ee 
of widaelion A 

cowl 
alk 6 

Cc 

A is a condenser made of two circular brass plates 30 cms. 
in diameter and 0°853 cm. thick, the inner surfaces being 
scraped plane. One plate is mounted on a stand which can 
be moved by a screw. This plate can thus be set at any 
desired distance from the other plate, the two being always 
strictly parallel. The plates are supported by stout hard 
rubber tubes in which are placed the brass lugs aa. Attached 
to these lugs are two brass wires 0°3 cm. thick, each 30 cms. 
long, bent to form the discharge circuit as shown in the 
figure, the sparks taking place between aluminium spheres 
1:1 ems. in diameter. These wires are in a horizontal plane ; 
1:8 cms. from their free ends they are bent vertically down- 
wards, the aluminium spheres dipping into a large basin of 
paraffin oil. It is found essential for uniformity in the cha- 
racter of the spark to keep the oil well stirred. To enable 
the capacity of the condenser to be changed without altering 
the length of the spark-gap the discharge wire attached to 
the movable plate is cut, and connexion remade through a 
little pool of mercury. ‘The capacity of the condenser circuit 
can thus be altered without changing any other condition; the 
alteration in the inductance of the circuit due to the slight 
change in its length through the pool of mercury being 
negligible. - 

Attached to the condenser-plates, but carefully insulated 
from them, are two smaller plates, 66, 8°8 cms. in diameter, 
0:31 em. thick, the distance between them and the condenser- 
plates being 0°75 cm. To these plates are attached brass 
wires, cc, 0°04 cm. in diameter, which are carried 30 cms. 
apart in a horizontal plane to distances varying from 7 to 
40 metres, their ends being attached by small loops to 
insulated supports. 
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Across these wires is placed a light wood slider, the wires 
cc passing through small glass tubes attached to it. The 
slider carries a small piece of hard rubber provided with two 
mercury cups. From each mercury cup runs a short piece 
of wire, which ends in a single loop encircling the glass tube 
at the end of the slider. 

The magnetic detector invented by Rutherford, and de- 
scribed by him (Phil. Trans. elxxxix. (1897) p. 8), is used to 
determine the characteristics of the waves along the wires, 
the-ends of the little solenoid of the detector being attached 
to the mercury cups of the slider. The slider is in fact similar 
to that used by Rubens (Wied. Ann. xlii. p. 154, 1891), 
Rutherford’s detector being used instead of the bolometer-wire. 
In some cases, observations have been taken with the slider in 
various positions along the wires; in others, the slider was 
kept near the ends of the wires, and a wire bridge of negligible 
resistance placed across them at various points along their 
length. In both cases the steel wires of the detector are 
magnetized to saturation, the detector then placed in an in- 
variable position behind a reflecting magnetometer, and the 
reading taken. The solenoid of the detector is then attached 
to the slider wires, the condenser discharged once, and the 
reading of the magnetometer again taken. ‘The difference 
between these readings is in all cases called the deflexion. 

Calculation of the Constants of the Condenser Circutt. 

In the following discussion, the wave-length in air of the 
condenser radiation is required; it is therefore necessary to 
calculate the capacity and inductance of the circuit. The 
capacity was measured by the tuning-fork method, that of 
the tuning-fork apparatus and connexions being carefully 
eliminated. 

The results of these experiments show that the capacity of 
the condenser-plates alone, in air, when separated by 1°837 cms. 
is 42:4 electrostatic units. The discharge wires and knobs 
add 3°1 units. The plates 6) add nothing to the capacity. 
When these small plates were attached to the wires cc, the 
measurements being made with the apparatus dn situ, the 
measured capacity was increased by 5 to 7 units, according 
to the length of the wires. It is doubtful if this wire capacity 
affects the period of the condenser oscillation, and it has been 
left out of account. The capacity of the condenser-plates 
alone, as calculated by Kirchhoff’s formula (Abhandi. p. 113), 
is 30°62+9:48 (edge correction)=40°10. The difference 
between this value and that found experimentally (42:4) is 
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due to the presence on the outer sides of the condenser-plates, 
but near to their edges, of eight small brass screws employed 
in holding hard rubber brackets which were used for adjust- 
ing the plates parallel to one another. These screws were 
subsequently dispensed with. 

In some of the experiments, a circular glass disk, 1:837 cms. 
thick and 17:2 cms. in diameter, was mounted between the 

- condenser-plates, coaxial with them, the plates being in con- 
tact with the glass on either side. The specific inductive 
capacity of the glass as determined later is 7°8. The formula 
for calculating the capacity of the condenser under these 
circumstances is given in the discussion of the specific in- 
ductive capacity measurements. To this calculated capacity 
must be added the small corrections for screws and discharge 
circuit as found previously. In other experiments, a glass 
plate of the same thickness, but 35°5 cms. in diameter, was 
placed between the condenser-plates, the plates touching the 
glass as before. The glass plate being larger in diameter 
than the brass plates, it is impossible to evaluate the edge 
correction to the capacity. All that need be said, however, 

2 

is that the capacity is greater than + the edge correction 

in air, K being the specific inductive capacity of the glass 
7-8, 7 the radius of the brass plates and a the distance between 
them. 

The formula which has been used for calculating the induc- 

tance of the discharge circuit is L= 2I(loge—— _ 2), 1 being 
T 

the length of the circuit assumed circular, and d the diameter 
of the wires. ‘The circuit is made up of a pair of thick brass 
wires 0°3 cm. in diameter and of total length 60 cms., and a 
pair of stout brass lugs connected to the condenser-plates, of 
total length 4°5 cms. and 1°2 cms. in diameter, into which the 
discharge-wires are fastened. The inductance has been calcu- 
lated on the assumption that the total length of the circuit is 
64°5 ems., the extra diameter of the lugs being neglected. 

The wave-length in air of the condenser radiation has been 
found by the formula A= 27 /L.C, C being in electrostatic 
units. rom a resonance experiment, to be described later, 
the calculated wave-length is found to be about 5 per cent. 
too large, and other evidence points to the same conclusion. 
The calculated values have therefore been reduced by this 
amount. For the present purpose, only approximate values 
are required. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Voi. 3. No. 18. June 1902. 2R 
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Experiments without a Bridge across the Wires. 

In experiments with waves along short wires where no 
bridge is used, the system of longitudinal currents is deter- 
mined by the condition that the currents must vanish at the 
ends of the wires. All modes of vibration having an integer 
number of nodes along the wires are therefore possible. In 
these experiments various lengths of wires have been used, 
the position of the nodes being determined to within 5 ems. 
With more observations, the position could have been found 
to within 1 cm., but this accuracy was considered unnecessary. 
Successive values of the internode in any one experiment 
usually agree io within 2 per cent. of the mean value. Fig. 2 
is the plot of the observations with wires 17:5 inches long, 

Fig. 2. 
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the ordinates being deflexions in centimetres, and the abscissze 
distances of the slider along the wires in metres, measured 
from their free ends. , 

The results of the experiments are given in Table I. In 
calculating the distance between the nodes for various modes 
of vibration, 1’'6 m. has been added to the length of the 
wires, an amount which will be justified later. 

In such experiments, when the vibrations of the electrical 
condition of the wire system are forced, it may be said 
generally that that mode of vibration occurs whose free period 
is near to that of the condenser oscillation. The distance 

_ between the nodes on the wires depends on the length of the 
wires, and does not alter continuously with change in the con- 
denser capacity. It is therefore impossible to determine the 
ratio of the condenser capacities in two such experiments 
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TABLE I, 

number of nodes in wire-length 
Wire- ee Observed +1°6 metres. © i 
length, Co ee Inter- 
in onden Ser | node x2 

metres Radiation, inm etres. Nodes 
1n metres. ; | . 

2. 3. 4. 5. 6 

7:00 9°5 Se 8°60 ie 
8:98 95 70 10°58 7:05 529 | 
947 | 9:5 12 11:07 7°38 5:d3 
O05 | 9°5 Nek cadets til LGes ry ey 5:82 
10:05 | Slightly>22' 11:4 LLG CH asa IM (a 2°82 

| 1905 | ~ 95 92 | 13:62 | 9:08 | 681 
15-00 9°5 8s |! ... | 11:07 | 830 | 664 
17-50 | Slightly>22/ 19-0 TOMOP a a Tes 
20-00 9°5 8:4 21°60 | 14:40 | 10°80 8°64 7°20 
20:00 | Slightly=22| 21:2 21°60 | 1440 | 10°80 | 8-64 7°20 
21:00 |Slightly=22| 21°6 22°60 | 15°07 
A150 | Slightly>22| 21-0 Ane | 28°73 | 21°55 | 17-24 

with the same length of wire, from the observed distance be- 
tween the nodes; and Thomson’s value of the specific inductive 
capacity of glass, 2°7, as deduced from experiments described 
in Proc. Roy. Soc. xlvi. p. 292 (1889), must be considered 
quite erroneous. 

Experiments with the Wires Bridged. 

When the detector is placed near the ends of the wires 
and a bridge moved along them, maxima deflexions occur as 
shown by Lecher (Wied. Ann. xli. p. 850, 1890) and Rubens 
(Wied. Ann. xlii. p. 154, 1891), when the lengths of the two 
circuits into which the wires are divided by the bridge are 
in the ratio of small odd numbers. Small amounts have to 
be added to the measured lengths of the two circuits, on 
account of change of phase by reflexion. Having determined 
the positions of the bridge corresponding to maxima deflexions, 
assuming that these positions depend only on the lengths of 
the two circuits, the lengths to be added may be determined 
in the well-known way. Let M be the total length of one 
of the wires, a the distance of the bridge from their free ends 
for any maximum, / the length of the bridge, ¢ the amount to 
be added to the free ends of the wires, U that to the other 
ends. The measured lengths of the two circuits are 

AM—a)+l, -2a+1; 
let the ratio of these be nearly equal to m/n where m and n 

2R2 

Calculated internode x2 for various - | : 
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are small odd numbers, then the ratio of 2/}M—a+C) +/ to 
2(a+ce)+l is to be equal to m/n. Ten such equations have 
been formed from the results of experiments with various 
lengths of wires. The main values of Cand c found from these’ 
equations are C=1'52 metres, c=0°11 metre. C+c=1°63, 
the value which has been used in Table I. These corrections 
apply to all the experiments. | 

With the bridge in a fixed position, the magnitude of the 
readings obtained with the detector depend on the period of 
the oscillation of the condenser circuit, and also on the length 
of the spark-gap. Keeping the latter constant, the curve in 
fig. 3, freely drawn through the observations, gives the rela- 
tions between the deflexions as ordinates and the distance 

Fig. 3. 
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between the condenser-plates as abscissee, both measured in 
centimetres. The wires in this experiment were 13°62 metres 
jong, uncorrected, and the bridge was placed at 2°33 m. 
from their free ends. 
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Calling that part of the wire system near the condenser 
the primary, and the part remote the secondary circuit, in 
the case shown in fig. 3 the corrected length of the primary 
circuit is 25°92 m., that of the secondary being 5°18 m. 
The ratio of the lengths of the primary and secondary circuits 
being 5/1, it is necessary for complete resonance between 
them that there should be five nodes in the primary circuit, 
or any odd multiple of this number. As the condenser-plates 
are separated the amplitude of the vibration in the secondary 
circuit, as shown by the deflexions, increases as the period of 
the condenser oscillation approaches more nearly that of the 
free period of some mode of vibration of the primary circuit. 
From the figure, it appears that there is complete resonance 

_ between the condenser and primary circuits when the con- 
denser-plates are separated by 1°33 cms. At this point the 
calculated wave-length in air of the condenser radiation is 
11:0 m., while if it is considered that the length of the pri- 

7 % comes out 10°4 m. The calculated 

values may therefore be considered about 5 per cent. too 
high. 
hs the condenser-plates are further separated the deflexion 

rapidly decreases. A second maximum occurs when the 
wave-length of the condenser radiation is equal to 2/7 of the 
length of the primary circuit; a condition which could not be 
quite reached with the present apparatus. The second maxi- 
mum is shown in the figure by the dotted line. It is less 
than the first one, for although at this point there is complete 
resonance between the condenser and primary circuits, the 
conditions are not right for complete resonance between 
the primary and secondary circuits, there being 7 nodes in the 
primary circuit, the ratio of the lengths of the two circuits 
being as before 5/1. 

In general, when the bridge is in a fixed position the 
amplitude of the vibration in the secondary circuit will de- 
pend on that in the primary circuit. Let the ratio of the 
lengths of the two circuits be m/n, m and n being small odd 
numbers. If P is the length of the primary circuit and X 
the wave-length of the condenser radiation, the amplitude of 
the vibration in the primary circuit will be a maximum when 

2k+1 
P= a, 

where 4 is an integer. So the amplitude of the vibration in 
the secondary circuit (directly measured by the detector de- 
flexions) will be a maximum as the condenser capacity is 

mary circuit is 
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altered, whenever 2 is such as to be equal to 2P/2k+1. Of 
these maxima that one will be the greatest corresponding 
‘to 2k+1=m, or any odd multiple of m. 

When the bridge is moved along the wires, it is not right 
to assume that maxima deflexions of a detector in the 
secondary circuit occur when the wire system is divided 
exactly in the ratio of small odd numbers. For suppose the 
bridge in such a position that it exactly divides the system in 
such a ratio, and consider that the length of the primary 
circuit is such that a certain mode of its vibration has a free 
‘period very near to that of the oscillation of the condenser 
eireuit. A small movement of the bridge certainly makes 
the resonance less perfect between the primary and secondary 
circuits, but may increase the amplitude of the vibration in 
the primary circuit. The amplitude of the vibration in the 
secondary circuit may, on the whole, become greater. This 
effect would be more marked in those cases where the length 
of the primary is small compared with that of the secondary 
circuit. ; : 

If the detector is placed in the primary instead of in the 
secondary circuit, a similar curve to the first part of the one 
shown in fig. 3 gives the relation between deflexion and dis- 
tance apart of condenser-plates as the period of the condenser 
oscillation decreases from a value greater to a value less than 
that of some mode of vibration of the primary circuit. ! 

Experiments have been made with the following lengths 
of wires :—8'98, 9°47, 10°05, 10°50, 12:00, 18°85 metres. 
Observations have in general only been taken for successive 
positions of the bridge differing by 0°5 metre, so no doubt 
some fine detail is not included. At the time the experiments 
were made, the object was merely to locate the position of 
the bridge giving the principal maxima. 

8 

6 h : 

, | 
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Fig. 4 gives the plot of the results obtained with wires 
8°98 metres long, the ordinates being deflexions in cms., and 
the abscissee lengths measured along the wires from their 
free ends to the bridge. ~ ee 
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The results in three cases are given in Table II. It is not 
considered necessary to give more than these, as the range in 
the lengths of the wires used is not sufficient to alter the 
general character of the observations. The lengths of the 
circuits given in the table are those when maxima deflexions 
occurred, corrected as previously mentioned, the bridge being 
0°30 metre long. Under the heading of Length of Pri- 
mary xX 2k are given the wave-lengths of some possible 
modes of vibration of the primary circuit. (ie 

A aoe ae 

Length of Length of ee ee oe aie 
primary. secondary), ti length of | = a oe 

. circuit. circuit ‘| condenser ; iW in f ge PRG k. Maximum. 
_™. d. radiation. ‘ P r 

1 3 5) ( 

Ila. Wire-length 8°98 m. 

| 

18°20 3°62 5/1 | 1572 36°40 | 12°13) 7:28 Low 
16°40 5°42 3/1 32:80 10°93 6-56 High. 
10°90 | 10°92 1/1 ESO eed) Woe Low 
5°50 16°32 1/3 11:00} 3°67 | High. 

II 6. Wire-length 10:05 m. 
j | i l a 

19°94 4:02 | 5/1 9°5 | 39°88 | 13:29} 7:98 High. 
E97 599 3/1 oa Soa. OU OS |e fe None. 
15°34 862 | — 30°68} 10:23] 6:14 Low. 
12°0 11°92 1/1 | 24:08} 802} 482 Medium. 
9°44 1452  — 18°88} 6:29). 3°78 Low. 

IIc. Wire-length 18°85 m. 

3585 | 572 |7/1| 152 | 71:68, 23°39) 14°33) 10-24] Mediuin. 
3464 692 | 5/1 69:28 | 23:09 | 13°86! 9°90} Highest. 
31°04 | 10°52° | 3/1 | 62°08 | 20°69 | 12°42' 8:87} Low. 
2004 j 1552 | 5/3 | 52°08; 17:36} 10°41, 7-44} High. 
21:04 ; 2052 = 1/1 | 42-:08| 14:03] 842| ... | High. 
15°74 25:82 | 3/5 | : 31°48 | 10°49 629 eal s weed oy 

Rubens (Wied. Ann. xlii. p. 154, 1891) has shown that 
the electrical vibration in the secondary circuit when the 
deflexion is a maximum, is in that mode of vibration required 
for resonance with the vibration in the primary circuit. 
Assuming that that mode of vibration of the primary circuit 
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occurs whose free period is near to that of the condenser 
oscillation, a condition which has been shown to hold for 
unbridged wires, the results contained in Table II. may, with 
one or two exceptions, be explained in the following manner:— 
In IT a for the first maximum that mode of vibration of the 
primary circuit having three nodes would no doubt occur, 
the wave-length in this case 12°13 being nearer to the wave- 
length of the condenser radiation 15°2, than that of any 
other possible mode of vibration. Although the lengths of 
the primary and secondary circuits are as 5/1, there is not 
perfect resonance, for this requires that there should be at 
least five nodes in the primary circuit. The maximum is 
therefore low. For the second maximum, the same mode of 
vibration of the primary circuit having a wave-length 10:93 
is more out of tune with the condenser circuit than before, 
but the condition for resonance between the primary and 
secondary circuits is now perfect, the lengths being as 3/1. 
The more perfect resonance between the primary and secondary 
circuits more than compensates for the lower amplitude of 
vibration in the primary circuit, and the maximum is higher 
than the previous one. 

In II} for the first maximum the number of nodes in the 
primary circuit would be five, and as the lengths of the two 
circuits are as 5/1, the maximum is high. There is no maxi- 
mum in this case when the lengths of the circuits are in the 
ratio of 3/1, the reason apparently being that the vibration 
in the primary circuit is ill-defined on account of the wave- 
length of the condenser radiation 9°5 being midway between 
those of two of the possible modes of vibration of the primary 
circuit, 11°98 and 7:15. Such a condition is illustrated in 
the case of Melde’s well-known experiments on the vibrations 
of strings when the tension is midway between the tensions 
required for two successive modes of vibration. A similar 
explanation accounts for the third maximum being low in the 
case of the experiments with wires 8°98 long, the results of 
which are given in the first division Il a of the Table. 

In IIb the second maximum, which is a low one, occurs 
for a position of the bridge which makes the lengths of the 
circuits nearly in the ratio of 5 to 9. Im this case the 
primary circuit with three nodes is very nearly in tune with 
the condenser circuit, and the amplitude of the vibration in 
it must be considerable; the conditions for perfect resonance 
between the primary and secondary circuits are not, however, 
satisfied. The character of the next maximum is one of the 
exceptions to this general explanation. The primary circuit with 
three nodes is not more out of tune with the condenser circuit 
than it was with five nodes in the case of the first maximum. 
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It might certainly have been expected that the third maximum 
would be as high as the first one; it is, however, less. The 
fourth maximum occurs for a position of the bridge which 
does not make the lengths of the circuits in the ratio of small 
odd numbers. It would appear here that a comparatively 
strong vibration of twice the period of the condenser oscilla- 
tion is excited in the primary circuit, giving a stronger 
impulse to the secondary circuit than in the case of adjacent 
positions of the bridge, the wave-length of the condenser 
radiation being 9°5, and that of the primary circuit 18°88. 

Another exception occurs in IIc. The fifth maximum 
should be higher than the second, it isa little less. For the fifth 
maximum the conditions are favourable for perfect resonance 
between the primary and secondary circuits, the ratio of their 

lengths being as 1 to 1. The mode of vibration of the 
primary circuit having three nodes gives a wave-length 14°03 
rather nearer to that of the condenser radiation 15:2 than 
13°86, the wave-length of the mode of vibration having five 
nodes in the case of the second maximum. With these two 
exceptions, the explanation seems to account for all the results 
which have been obtained. The question of the relative 
heights of the maxima was not considered when the observa- 
tions were taken, so no special efforts were made to keep the 
character of the spark absolutely unaltered. - 

The explanation depends on the assumption that the 
vibrations in the primary circuit are forced and not free 
vibrations of the system. A similar explanation probably holds 
in the case of the beautiful curves given by Rubens (Wied. 
Ann. xiii. p. 154, 1891). If the vibrations of the primary 
circuit in Rubens’s experiments are free and not forced by 
the vibrator, it is difficult to see why any other mode of 
vibration should occur than the fundamental one. If the 
primary circuit always vibrates in its fundamental mode, 
those positions of the bridge which divide the wires into 
circuits requiring this mode for perfect resonance between 
them should give higher maxima than other positions. This 
is not the case.. On the other hand, J. J. Thomson’s argument 
in discussing these experiments (‘ Recent Researches,’ § 388), 
showing that the vibrations in the wires which are detected 
by the bolometer cannot be forced by the vibrator, is not 
sound. Thomson assumes that if the vibrations are forced, 
no capacity being at the ends of the wires and no bridge 
placed across them, the places where the electromotive 
intensity at right angles to the wire vanishes are an odd 
number of quarter-wave-lengths of the condenser radiation 
from the ends of the wires. This is incorrect, as shown by 
the results of the experiments described in the early part of 
this paper. 
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The Specific Inductive Capacity of a Specimen of Glass. 
It has been shown above that, with the bridge in a fixed 

position, the magnitude of the readings obtained with the 
detector depend on the period of the oscillation of the con- 
denser circuit. Keeping the inductance of the circuit 
constant, under certain conditions, the deflexions alter rapidly 
with change of capacity. The proper relation between the 
period of the condenser discharge and the length of the wires 
for most rapid variation of deflexion with respect to change 
of capacity, is readily found for any set of circumstances. 
The conditions must be such as to give a relation between 
deflexion and distance apart of condenser-plates similar to 
that represented by the steep sides of the curve in fig. 3. 

_ Advantage has been taken of this fact of rapid change of 
deflexion with respect to change of capacity, to determine the 
specific inductive capacity of a piece of glass. 

All the specimens of glass which have been used are pieces 
of “thick polished plate glass” made by the Compagnie de 
Floreffe, Floreffe, Belgium. They were cut at the same time 
from one sheet. The indices of refraction at 15° C., as 
determined from observations of the angles of minimum 
deviation with a prism of the material, are given in the 
following table :— 

Bi :5283,. CC 15296, Di1-5320" it oa0m 
6,1:5361, F1:5386, G1:5446. 

The density of the glass at 23° C. is 2°54. 

Care has been taken in every case to have the glass clean 
and dry. 

The scheme of the arrangement by which the specific 
inductive capacity of the glass has been determined is shown 
in fig. 5. 

Fig. 5. 
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_ Hach of the wires ¢ d was 4°94 metres total length, 4:675 m. 
straight, and 0°265 m. bent round at condenser end. The 
detector was placed in the primary circuit 30 cms. from ee, 
the bridge being 1:10 m. from the same line. Preliminary 
trials had shown that the capacity of the condenser with its 
plates separated by 0°6 cm., air being the dielectric, was 
approximately equal to its capacity when the glass was 
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between the plates. The position of the bridge was so chosen, 
by trial, that a slight change in the distance between the 
condenser-plates, when the distance was about 0°6 cm., 
resulted in the greatest change in the deflexion given by the 
detector. The sensitiveness was such that a change of 0°1 cm. 
in the distance between the plates caused a change of about 
3 ems. in the observed detlexion. An equally sensitive 
arrangement can be made with the detector in the secondary, 
instead of in the primary circuit. 

It must be remembered that any change in the spark 
produces a considerable change in the deflexions, so great, 
precautions have to be taken to keep the character of the 
spark constant during a set of observations. This was 
effected in the present instance by not allowing the spark- 
gap to alter, by only taking single sparks for each observa- 
tion, and so minimizing the deterioration of the surface of 
the spark-knobs, and by keeping the large bath of paraffin 
oil through which the sparks passed well stirred. 

Great care has been exercised to keep the plates parallel 
to one another, and the distances in each case have been very 
carefully measured. 

The procedure consists in finding a mean deflexion with 
the glass between the plates, then with the glass removed 
obtaining mean deflexions for two or three distances with air. 

The following tables givé the observations which have been 
made, a being the distance between the condenser-plates. 
The diameter of the glass disk is 17°2 cms. and its thickness 
1°837 cms. 

TaBue III. 

| Glass between! Air between | Air between | Air between 
plates. plates. plates. lates. 

a=1'837 em. |a@=0°554 em. | a=0°578 em. | a=0°602 cm. 
Defis., cms. | Defls.,cms. | Defls.,cms, |} Defls., cms. 

—SS = ———————— 

Dec. 18th, 17:3 iy 16°7 18-0 
1901. 

17-4 168 17-4 17°4 

176 169 13-2 17°4 

171 166 17-0 

174 #), 17-4 

| Wen 2a. 17:36 16°77 17°34 17°60 

| a=0°578 ems. with air gives the same deflexion as | 
a=1°837 cms. with glass between the plates. Temp. 27°-°8—28° OC. | 
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Dec. 19th, 
1901. 

TABLE LV. 

| Glass between Air between Air betweon 
plates. plates. plates. 

a=1:837 em. | a=0°498 em. a=0'584 cm. 
Defis., cms. Defis., cm. Defis., cms. 

16°6 13°5 iso 

149 14-7 ite? 

15°8 esi 168 

Mer 16°4 

16:3 15:0 

fas 

ste 15°80 13°77 15°88 

a=0'581 cm. with air gives the same deflexion as 
a=1°837 cms. with glass between the plates. Temp. 25:0 C. 

eee 

Air between | Air between | 
plates plates. 

-a=0'585 em. | a=0°592 cm. 
Defls., cms. | Defis., cm. 

—, 

15:0 a 
15°2 155 
14-5 145 
136 
143 

14:42 14:80 

TABLE V. 

Glass between} Air between 
plates. plates. 

a=1°'837 cm. |a=0°572 cm. 
Defis., cms. | Defis., cms. 

Dec. 19th, 147 

seul 13-9 13-1 
14:2 1571 

13°5 1571 

13°38, 13°5 

14:5 13:8 

13:7 14°3 

146 

Mean ......... 14°05 14:07 

a=0°572 cm. with air gives the same deflexion as 
a=1-837 cms. with glass between the plates. Temp. 25°:0C. 
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Calculation of the Specific Inductive Capacity. 

If in two successive experiments the deflexions are the 
same, it is assumed that the capacities in the condenser circuits 
are equal. The condenser circuit has been carefully arranged 
so that when the distance between the plates is altered, the 
only capacity change is that of the plates. In these experi- 
ments there are no attachments to the ‘plates except the central 
lugs on their outer surfaces. Whatever may be the capacity 
éf these lugs, it may be considered not to change when the 
distance between the plates alters by a small amount. The 
total capacity in the condenser circuit is, for the present pur- 
pose, a matter of no concern. The change in the capacity is 
of importance alone, and this may be accurately determined by 
an application of Kirchhoff's formula (Abhandl. p. 113). 
Let C be that part of the capacity of the condenser circuit 
which does not change when the distance between the plates 
is altered. With air between the plates the capacity of the 
circuit is :— 

,, Loar(a +d) 
a2 + Doge 5" | +C, 

r being the radius of the plates, d their thickness, and a the 
distance between them. 

Professor Bragg, to whom we are indebted for much help 
in this matter, pointed out to us that under certain conditions 
the capacity of a circular plate condenser with a slab of 
material between the plates can be accurately calculated. If, 
for instance, a cylindrical disk of glass considerably smaller 
in diameter than the condenser-plates is placed coaxially with 
them, the plates touching the glass on either side, the edge 
of the glass disk may be considered everywhere parallel to 
the tubes of force touching it, and no disturbance of the 
external field takes place. ‘This condition has been carefully 
kept in view in these experiments. With the glass between 
the condenser-plates the capacity of the circuit is therefore :— 

Kr,? pe —r,? i | : l6mr (a, +d) 

Teta tet tbe Halex, 
a,+d 

d 

K being the specific inductive capacity of the glass, 7, the 
radius of the glass disk, and a, its thickness (=the distance 
between the plates), the other symbols being as just mentioned. 

If a value of a can be found which makes the capacity 
in the two cases equal, equating the two expressions enables 
the value of K to be calculated. Calculating K with the. 
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value of a, given in Tables III., 1V., and V., the results 
are :— 

7°85 
7°80 
(es 

IMiean! bess US at 2670.0. 

The specific inductive capacity of the same disk of glass has 
been measured by an absolute electrometer. method with 
alternating potential-differences having a frequency of about 
50 per second, the details of which are given later. The 
results so obtained for K are :— eS a8 

eile 
781 
775 
0:87 

Wien a aes eee T:97 at 252°> C: 

The evidence afforded by this investigation is not sufficient to 
show that there is any difference between the specific inductive 

capacity of the piece of glass used when acted on by alter- 

nating electric forces with a frequency of 20 million per sec., 
and that found by the aid of forces having a frequency of 
oaly 50 per sec. 

Lecher, in determining the specific inductive capacity of 
various dielectrics (Wied. Ann. xlii. p. 150, 1891), joins the 
ends of the secondary wires to condenser-plates. Placing a 
slab of the dielectric between the plates, he finds a position of 
the bridge such that the two circuits into which it divides the 
wire system are in resonance. This position depends on the 
capacity of the end condenser. With air between the con- 
denser-plates, he then determines for various capacities the 
corresponding positions of the bridge, and by interpolation 
finds the capacity which would give the same position of the 
bridge as in the former case. This capacity is then equal 
to that of the condenser with the material under investiga- 

- tion as the dielectric. Cohn and Heerwagen (Wied. Ann.- 
xliii. p. 843, 1891), and Thomson (Recent Researches, p. 340) 
give the formula applicable to Lecher’s end circuit. The 
formula may be written :— 

ee = ae G 
X vX ¢ . | 

s being the length of the wire circuit of the secondary system’ 
when resonance: obtains, \ the wave-length of the vibration’ 
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in the primary system, C the capacity of the secondary con- 
denser, and ¢ the capacity per unit length of the secondary 
wires, the capacities being in electrostatic units. The 
secondary wires may be considered parallel, so Lord 
Rayleigh’s value for ¢ may be adopted (Phil. Mag. xliv. 
p. 199, 1897). Differentiating the equations and substituting 
values appropriate to the apparatus used in the present re- 
research, the change of OC necessary to maintain resonance 
for a given change in the position of the bridge may be 
readily found. An error of 1 cm. in the position of the 
bridge for resonance between the two circuits with the glass 
between the condenser-plates, would produce a considerable 
difference in the calculated value of K. The method is not 
so sensitive as the one which has been used in the present 
investigation. 

Many chservers,in determining specific inductive capacities, 
have used slabs of dielectrics in fields not rigorously uniform 
without taking that fact into consideration, and have neglected 
altogether the edge correction to the capacity of the con- 
densers. The values of K given by such experimenters may 
be very much in error. 

Northrup (Phil. Mag. xxxix. p. 78, 1895) describes a 
method for comparing the values of the specific inductive 
capacities of a substance under slowly and rapidly changing 
fields. His apparatus, a modified form of Gordon’s five- 
plate balance (Phil. Trans. p. 427, 1879, and Hopkinson, Phil. 
Trans. clxxii. pt. i1., 1881), may be capable of showing that 
the specific inductive capacity of a material is not greatly 
different in slowly and in rapidly varying fields; but his 
method is quite inadequate for determining the actual value 
of the constant. He neglects altogether the edge correction 
to the capacity of the condensers formed by the small plates 
and the middle one. As the glass is much larger than the 
small plates, and as one of these is not always in contact with 
the glass plate, the capacity of the condenser of which the 
glass forms part of the dielectric would be very difficult to 
estimate. A balance similar to that described by Northrup 
has been used in the present investigation, a Rutherford 
detector being adopted instead of the spark method for 
determining when the small plates were at the same potential. 
Following Northrup’s method exactly, the specific inductive 
capacity of a plate of glass, cut at the same time and 
from the same sheet as the disk used in the experiments 
described previously, comes out 10, being greater than the 
true value, as one would expect from the incorrect formula 
used. An improved method at once suggests itself—to have 
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the glass plate less in diameter than the small plates, and in 
contact with one of them and the middle plate. It is doubtful, 
however, if the method is worth considering, on account of the 
difficulty of calculating the disturbance in the field caused by 
the small plates. 

Blondlot (Comptes Rendus, May 11th, 1891, p. 1058) 
compares the specific inductive capacity of a piece of glass 
with that of sulphur in a rapidly changing field. The way 
in which the value of K is calculated is not shown, but from 
the value given it appears to have been assumed that the 
formula for plates and dielectric infinite in extent, the 
dielectric slabs completely filling the space between the plates, 
is applicable to the method. This is very far from being the 
case, and the value of K, 2°9, deduced from the experiments 
must be taken as incorrect. 3 

Details of Absolute Hlectrometer Method. 

The apparatus consists of a brass ring and a circular brass 
plate, each 1 em. thick and 23 ems. in external diameter. They 
are placed one above the other, being separated by three hard- 
rubber distance-pieces of any required length. The ring 
forms a guard-ring to a movable plate attached to the arm ot 
a balance. The diameter of the swinging plate is 8°95 cms., 
that of the aperture in the ring being 9°05 cms. The 
‘ower plate is provided with three levelling-screws, which 
enable the final adjustment for parallelism to be made with 
great accuracy. The opposed surfaces of the plates are 
carefully scraped plane. The plates are webbed across their 
outer surfaces, being purposely made very massive to avoid 
any uncertainty in the distance measurements due to bending. 

Distance measurements—The distance measurements are 
made by a specially constructed calipers which rests on the 
lower plate, and which may be placed to measure the distance 
between the plates at any point. The lever is moved by a 
micrometer-screw outside the plates. The head of the screw 
is 3 cms. in diameter, and is divided into 25 divisions, the 
value of each division being 0°023 mm. The arrester of the 
balance is altered so that when the beam is resting on its 
knife-edge, the mass in the pan being greater than that 
necessary to counterbalance the swinging plate, the beam can 
be tilted until the pointer is exactly at the middle mark of the 
scale. When the pointer is in this position, distance measure- 
ments are taken at three equidistant points near the edge of 
the swinging plate. A full set of the most discordant readings 
is given here to show the accuracy attained. ‘The readings 
are in terms of divisions of the micrometer-head, the revolution 
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of the screw being the same in all. Only mean readings are 
given to one decimal place; in no case did individual readings 
differ by more than 0°7 div. Fi 

In figure 6, a, b, ¢ represent the three 
equidistant points on the swinging plate at 
which measurements are made, a’, b', cl being 
three adjacent points on the guard-ring; 32’ . 
the readings are as follows :— 

Q 

a=3°5 b'=677 &=6:0 
Before weighing...... G59) 5) b=) or 6 = oe 
After weighing ...... b=592 b=49 ¢=5-4 

The mean distance reading is taken as 5°51. 

The lever calipers measuring the distance between the jaws 
of a Brown & Sharp vernier calipers set at 30:00 mm., 
reading = 6°00. 

Distance between plates =30-00 mm. + equivalent of (6°00 — 
5:51) divs. The accuracy of the distance measurements is 
much greater than that of the determinations of the electro- 
static pull. The distance between the plates must be known to 
0°05 mm. if the value of K is to be determined to 1 p. cent. 
The distance is really known to a value well within this limit. 

Electrical details—The lower plate of the electrometer 
carefully insulated is attached to the insulated terminal of a 
large induction-coil, the other terminal and the upper plate of 
the electrometer being earthed. In parallel with the secondary 
of the induction-coil is a battery of twelve large leyden-jars. 
The primary of the coil is fed from the alternating-current 
side of a Westinghouse converter, run as a motor on the direct- 
current side with current from storage-cells. The frequency 
of the alternations is about 50 per second. The primary 
circuit includes a variable resistance the last part of which is 
a straight manganin wire with a sliding mercury-cup contact. 
The ditference of potential between the two plates is indicated 
by a Kelvin electrostatic voltmeter. Hvery precaution is taken 
to screen the balance from electrical influence, and to prevent 
the glass plate becoming electrified. 

A weighing is made in the following manner. With the 
beam resting on its knife-edge, the mass in the pan being 
ereater than that required to balance the swinging plate, the 
pointer is brought up to the middle mark of the scale, the 
pointer and scale being observed through a telescope. The 
primary circuit is closed and the variable resistance altered 
until the pointer of the balance swings over, the reading of 
the voltmeter being taken by a second observer at the moment 
when this occurs. ‘Two such experiments have to be made, 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 18. June 1902. 28 
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one with the glass disk between the plates and one with air, 
the masses being adjusted until the upsetting of the balance 
in the two cases occurs for the same reading of the voltmeter. 
The whole uncertainty in the method is caused by fluctuations 
in the value of the potential. Up to the present, with a 
difference of potential between the plates of 5000 volts, it has 
not been found possible to determine the mass, whose weight 
counterbalances the electrostatic pull, to less than one milli- 
gram. The masses have, however, been determined with cer- 
tainty to this amount. The mass which counterbalances that of 
the swinging plate, the resting-point bemg the middle division 
of the scale, is readily determined to a tenth of a milligram. 

The mean observations are given in Table VI., the value of 
KK being calculated from the well-known absolute electrometer 
formula. The thickness of the glass is in all cases 1°837 cms. 
Hach determination involved a complete relevelling and 
adjustment of the apparatus ; it is merely a coincidence that 
the distance measures gave the same result on two days. 

TaBLe VI. 

| Dielectric | Pot. | Extra mass |Mean distance i 
1901. between | Diff. | in pan when | between K. ao 

plates. | volts. balance upset. plates. i 

Dec. 20th.} Glass. | 5000 | 0307 grm. | 3:00! ems. 
| f Ves . 0-067 h 773 | 26°6 

Deew2tst: Glass. 5000 | 03084 2999 

Foner Air. , | 0:0669 ‘ as <= 
| Dec. 25rd.| Glass. | 5000 | 0308 2999 

rh Ke 
ee Air. | 0087 y CO ee 

s Glass. | 5000 | 0°308 2999 
rd er) 

‘ Air, » | 0127 2172 118 Nae 

Mieata ja acerneceeeees T79 | 25°5 
| 

luring this investigation we have received much help, 
which we gratefully acknowledge, from Professor McAulay, 
who took the most active interest in our work while Acting 
Professor of Mathematics at Sydney, and from Professor 
Bragg. We are indebted to Mr. A. Boyd and Mr. P. L. 
Weston, who while students in the laboratory took the 
preliminary observations in the earlier part of the work, and 
also to Mr. H. W. Myers, Mr. T. P. Tivey, and Miss F’. Martin 
for considerable assistance. To Mr. Cook, the laboratory 
assistant, our best thanks are given for the great care with 
which the apparatus has been made. 
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LXIX. The Absorption, Dispersion, and Surface-Colour of 
Selenuum. By R. W. Woon, Professor of Experimental 
Physies in the Johns Hopkins University *. 

| ape dispersion curves of substances with absorption- 
bands lying wholly within the visible or infra-red spec- 

trum have been carefully examined within the past few years, 
in connexion with the modern theory of dispersion. ‘To the 
best of my knowledge little or nothing has been done with 
substances in which the absorption begins in the visible spec- 
trum and extends into the remote ultra-violet. Of these 
media amorphous selenium is a type, strong absorption 
beginning not far from the D lines, and increasing con- 
tinuously with decreasing wave-length until, in the ultra- 
violet, the extinction coefficient has as high a value as in the 
ease of metals. Another substance which I have found 
worthy of investigation is nitroso-dimethyl-aniline. This 
substance is most remarkable in its behaviour. It crystallizes 
in green laminz which melt at 85 degrees and can be formed 
into fluid prisms between glass plates. These prisms must 
be kept fluid by an air-bath, as on solidification they become 
opaque. <A prism of four or five degrees gives a most 
astonishing dispersion when an incandescent lamp is viewed 
through it. Itis quite transparent up to the greenish-blue, 
and gives a spectrum twelve times as long as a quartz prism 
of equal angle. Pressed into a thin film, it seems to be nearly 
as transparent as glass of a very pale canary-yellow colour ; 
but if the transmitted light be examined with a spectroscope, 
the blue and violet end of the spectrum is cut off almost as 
sharply as if by an opaque screen in the eyepiece. This 
indicates an exceedingly steep extinction curve; and the 
course of the dispersion curve within this region will prove 
most interesting. Iam at the present time engaged on the 
investigation of the absorption and dispersion of this sub- 
stance, and further discussion will be postponed for the 
present. 

Selenium I have already investigated with the assistance of 
Mr. A. H. Pfund, one of my students at the University of 
Wisconsin, to whom I am indebted for a large amount of very 
faithful work. 

The only determinations that I have been able to find of 
the dispersion of this substance were made by Sirksf by the 
method of the colours of thin plates ; a method involving con- 
siderable error, as is apparent from a comparison of his curve 

* Communicated by the Physical Society: read February 28, 1902. 
+ Sirks, Dispersion des Selens, Pogg. Ann. cxlii, p. 429, 

25 2 
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with the curve obtained by direct spectrometer measurements 
with selenium prisms. 

These prisms were made in the same manner as the cyanine 
prisms which I have previously described (Phil. Mag. i. 
p. 624, 1901). The substance is much more transparent 
than cyanine, and larger angles can consequently be used. 
Four or five degrees is about the maximum angle which can 
be employed to advantage. A strip of thin German plate- 
glass about 1 cm. wide and 2 em. long is about right. A narrow 
strip of cardboard 1:5 mm. thick is pasted along the narrow 
edge, and a small piece of selenium fused on the opposite 
edge by holding the plate over a small flame. The other 
plate must be heated at the same time to about the same 
temperature, and the two clamped in a small vice in the 
manner described for cyanine prisms. It is necessary to 
heat the plate until the substance is quite fluid, which is con- 
siderably above the temperature at which it becomes pasty. 
After the medium has solidified, one of the plates can be 
removed by a blow from a small hammer, if the prism is 
required for measurements with the spectrometer, as the 
angle can then be easily determined by the reflexion of light 
from the oblique surfaces. If the prism is to be used for 
demonstration only, it is better to leave the plate on. One of 
the prisms crossed with a diffraction-grating shows the dis- 
persion curve very well when an arc- light i is viewed through 
the combination. 

Determinations were made of the dispersion by means of 
three selected prisms, the results of which are shown below. 

SEES RSe SS OeeN Ceerre 
Male Sete Eis ‘a 

Bee eee 
aaa ne re 
[alata ea a 

5 eet tal 
75 74 73 72 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 

The results obtained by Sirks are plotted for comparison. 
The values obtained with the different prisms agree very 
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well except at the edge of the absorption-band, where the 
chance of error is much greater owing to the broadening 
of the image of the spectrometer-slit by diffraction, the light 
only passing through a very narrow strip of the prism 
bordering the refracting edge. 

The spectrometer was illuminated with monochromatic 
light obtained by prismatic analysis, the wave-length being 
determined for each observation witha glass grating of 14,000 
lines. I found it quite impossible to construct prisms of small 
enough angle to make determinations below wave-length 61 
possible. With one very acute prism I fancied that I detected 
evidences of a decrease of refractive index after passing this 
point, and accordingly determined to follow the curve further 
down into the spectrum by means of the interferometer, 
in the same manner as has already been done in the case 
of cyanine. 

Beautifully uniform films of selenium were obtained on 
plates of plane parallel glass, by means of a flat selenium 
cathode in a high vacuum. This cathode was made by 
rubbing a stick of selenium over a hot aluminium plate, the 
device being that used by Longden in obtaining films showing 
Newton’s rings. 

Displacements of the interferometer fringes by the films 
were obtained in the manner described in previous papers on 
the dispersion of cyanine and carbon; a film covering one halt 
of each of the two interferometer paths giving double the 
displacement of a single film without any increased loss of 
light. The displaced fringes were photographed by mono- 
chromatic light of known wave-length, the photographs being 
subsequently measured with a filar micrometer. 

In the photographic work some trouble was had with 
superfluous light which, being superposed on the image of 
the fringe system, lessened the contrast between the maxima 
and minima. Some of this light comes from the glass 
surfaces and some from the selenium films. Mr. Ptund 
finally got rid of this light by the ingenious device of placing 
a convex lens between the interferometer and the photo- 
eraphic plate, which brought the light to two point-foci less 
than a millimetre apart. A screen with a pin-hole held back 
the superfluous light, which was collected at one focus, 
allowing the light which formed the fringes to pass. It was 
also found that better results were obtained with unsilvered 
interferometer-plates. 
When working in the red and orange comparatively thick 

- films could be used, but in the blue and violet only exceed- 
ingly thin ones allowed any light to pass through. 
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The apparatus as arranged for photographing the fringes and 
measuring the wave-length of the monochromatic light em- 
ployed, is shown in fig. 2. The light of an arc-lamp A falls on 

ryt 
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FIG. 2. 
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a mirror cemented to the back of a prism which stands on a 
revolving graduated circle. The collimator objective T pro- 
jects a spectrum on the slit S, which can be shifted by turning 
the circle which carries the prism. The monochromatic light 
which leaves the slit, after passage through a collimating-lens 
L, falls on the interferometer. Plane parallel plates carrying 
the selenium films are shown at b. To get rid of the multiple 
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images, the lens M is arranged so as to focus the light on the 
perforated screen U *, 

No other lens is used, the light falling directly on the 
photographic plate after passage through the pin-hole. 

- The camera is simply a long narrow box, the plate being 
carried on a slide, so that eight exposures can be made one 
after the other on a single plate, measuring 12 x 2 ems. 
A small mirror N, hinged in front of the slit, enables 

us to divert the light from the interferometer and throw it 
into the grating spectrometer 8, by means of which the 
wave-length can be at once determined. By means of this 
arrangement it was possible to work with considerable rapidity. 
After each exposure, the small mirror was turned in front of 

the slit, and the cross-hairs of the spectrometer set on the 
diffracted image. The prism was then turned through a 
small angle and a second exposure given, the circle of the 
spectrometer being read while the exposure was in progress. 
The longest exposures in the red were only five or six minutes 
in duration. 

After making a number of measurements in different parts 
of the spectrum by means of films of different thicknesses, it 
occurred to me that if a wedge-shaped film were employed, 
curved fringes would be obtained which would allow the dis- 
placement for any wave-length to bemeasured for the maximum 
thickness capable of transmitting the light. Films of this 
nature were obtained by shielding the plate during the de- 
position with a strip of mica mounted a centimetre or so 
above its surface, as shown in fig. 1. The drift of the 
selenium under this shield was very regular, and excellent 
wedges were obtained which showed straight interference- 

a 

bands when viewed in reflected light. A series of photographs 

ple - » 

Fig. 3. 

obtained with one of these prismatic deposits is reproduced 
in fig. 3. It will be seen from the nature of the displace- 
ment of the fringes that the film is of nearly uniform thickness 
for a short distance, and then becomes wedge-shaped, the 
fringes plunging down suddenly. 

Another advantage of the wedge-shaped films is that the 
* By an error of the engraver the aperture in U is shown much tco 

Jarge. Only one of the two convergent beams passes through it. 
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displaced fringe can be identified with the undisplaced. In 
working with films in the red and orange, where the dis- 
placement is equal to the width of several fringes, the only 
method of identifying the fringes is to make visual observa- 
tions with white light at the centre of the system. With 
the wedge-shaped film there is no difficulty in telling which 
fringes belong together, for the same fringe can be traced 
clear across the plate, and the total displacement determined. 
The chance of making an error of an entire fringe-width in 
estimating the displacement by visual observations with white 
light is very great, owing to the great dissimilarity in the 
appearance of the chromatic fringes seen through clear glass 
and selenium. 

The photographs of the curved fringes were measured by 
placing them in contact with a glass plate ruled with parallel 
diamond scratches, one of the scratches being placed in 
coincidence with the line marking the thin edge of the film. 
The displacement was measured as before with a filar micro- 
meter, setting the cross-hair first on the undisplaced fringe, 
and then on the point at which the corresponding fringe 
intersected the scratch nearest the end of the oblique system. 

The values for the refractive indices obtained in the red by 
means of the prisms were taken as a basis for the calculation 
of the indices in the rest of the spectrum from the interfero- 
meter measurements. If we find the displacement for wave- 
length A, to be n, (n being measured in terms of fringe- 
width), and know the ref. index y, for this wave-length, we can 
determine the refractive index uw, for wave-length i, (in the 
green) by measuring the displacement n, for the same thick- 
ness, from the formula 

Ngr 
y=14 (We 1) 

Determinations were made in this way down to wave-length 
‘0004, beyond which point it was impossible to go owing to 
the powerful absorption, which made the fringes too faint to 
measure. It was only by employing exceedingly thin films 
and making the measurements with the greatest care that 
consistent results were obtained in the violet. The reason 
for this will be apparent when the subject of absorption is 
taken up, for a film which in red light is so transparent that 
its presence cannot be detected, in the violet and ultra- 
violet absorbs nearly as strongly as a metal film of the same 
thickness. 

_ The dispersion-curve obtained by means of the inter- 
ferometer is given on fig. 4, points determined with uniform 
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films being indicated by circles, while points determined 
with wedge-shaped films are denoted by crosses. ‘The 
turning point of the curve is at wave-length 0905, where the 

refractive index reaches the value 3:13, which, so far as I 
know, is the highest value ever found for any substance. 
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The continued rise of the dispersion-curve after entrance 
into the region of the absorption-band is worthy of notice, 
for usually the curve falls abruptly as soon as the band is 
entered. As the matter is of considerable theoretical im- 
portance it seemed best to check, if possible, the data furnished 
by the interferometer by means of very acute prisms, 
Examination of the wedge-shaped plate by means of sodium 
light, showed that a strip about 8 mm. wide was suitable for 
the purpose, the interference-fringes being straight, parallel, 
and equidistant. The angle was found {rom the fringes to 
be very nearly 22 seconds. 

The deviations were observed by means of a large spec-~ 
trometer, which I have recently set up for quantitative 
measurements of the dispersion of sodium vapour. The shit 
is illuminated by means of the monochromatic illuminator 
made by Fuess. ‘The telescope has a focal length of 1°5 
metres, the eyepiece being furnished with a filar micrometer. 
The graduated screw of the monochromatic illuminator, by 
means of which the wave-length of the light on the slit is 
changed, is operated from the eye-end of the telescope by 
means of a long steel rod, while the graduations are read by 
means of the tinder of the telescope, which points towards a 

Pweok aa a 

_ mirror in which a portion of the illuminator is seen reflected. 
This arrangement is extremely convenient, for the observer 
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can run rapidly through a series of observations without 
leaving his seat at the eyepiece, a matter of great importance 
when working with sodium prisms. The plane parallel glass 
plate with the selenium wedge was covered by a piece of 
black paper furnished with two apertures, one exposing the 
prism, the other a portion of the clear glass. The illuminator 
was set for red light, and the prism placed in front of the 
telescope: a small screen enabled either aperture to be 
covered. The image of the slit was slightly broadened by 
diffraction, but not enough to interfere with accurate setting 
of the cross-hairs. On changing from clear glass to the 
selenium wedge, a displacement equal to three times the 
width of the band was observed. If both apertures were 
opened simultaneously, both the direct and displaced images 
appeared in the field, the images being furrowed, however, 
by the fine interference minima due to two apertures. 
Though it is quite possible that these minima would furnish 
the means of a more accurate setting of the cross-hairs on 
the centre of the band, they were not made use of in the 
present case, the apertures being uncovered in succession. 
This seemed advisable in view of the uncertainty regarding 
the effect of the change of wave-length on their location, for 
it must be remembered that when working with the strongly 
absorbed blue light, the amplitude falls off rapidly across the 
selenium-covered aperture, its effective width contracting 
with decrease of wave-length. The angular deviation for the 
red was measured, and found to agree fairly well with the 
observations made with prisms of larger angle. The selenium 
aperture heing exposed, the cross-hair was set on the dis- 
placed image and the wave-length decreased. The image 
immediately moved off the hair, which was made to follow it, 
and a continued increase in the deviation was noted as far 
down the spectrum as wave-length *00055, beyond which 
point the image became too faint to observe. 

I was disappointed not to be able to follow the curve to its 
turning point in the blue, and accordingly tried another 
method. 

The wedge-shaped film was observed by the light of 
lithium, sodium, and thallium flames in succession, and the 
positions of the dark bands recorded by needle scratches. 
The eighth band for hithium light coincided with the tenth 
band for sodium light, which agrees well with the observed 
values of the refractive index. With thallium light only 
three bands next to the thin edge could be seen, owing to the 
strong absorption, but their position indicated an increase of 
refractive index, the third thallium dark band-coineiding with 
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the second lithium band. The first dark band moved nearer to 
the thin edge with decreasing wave-length. A screen consisting 
of a glass cell filled with a solution of cuprammonium and a 
sheet of dense cobalt glass was now placed in front of a 
Welsbach light. This gave a deep blue light free from red. 
In this case the first dark band was the only one that 
appeared, but it was distinctly nearer the edge than in the 
ease of the thallium light, which shows that the wave-length 
of the blue light in the selenium is considerably less than the 
wave-length of the thallium light, which would not be the 
case if the refractive index for the blue was considerably less 
than for the green. In this last case the band was too ill- 
defined to admit of an accurate measurement of its position. 
A preliminary examination of the light transmitted by a 

very thin film squeezed out between two plates of quartz, by 
means of a quartz spectrograph, showed that there was no 
return of transparency in the ultra-violet, at least up to 
wave-length ‘00028 or thereabouts. To determine if possible 
the position of the centre of the band, which gives us A» in 
the dispersion formula, a series of photometric measurements 
were made of the visible and ultra-violet light transmitted 
by a thin film deposited in vacuo by means of the cathode 
discharge. In the visible spectrum measurements were made 
by placing the glass plate, partly covered by the film, in 
contact with the double slit of a spectrometer, the line ter- 
minating the film being brought into coincidence with the 
junction of the slits. The thickness of the film was determined 
by means of fringe displacements, making use of the data 
obtained with the selenium prisms. 

Owing to the difficulty of obtaining accurate data in the 
blue and violet by the visual method, and to enable us to 
carry ona study of the absorption in the ultra-violet, a photo- 
graphic method was adopted, the details of which were worked 
out largely by Mr. Pfund. 

The double slit was removed and a single slit put in its 
place, which was opened to a width of 0°5 mm. The ocular 
slit of the spectrophotometer was also opened to the same 
width. A short distance behind the ocular slit, the photo- 
graphic plate was mounted with the selenium film covering 
the upper portion. A part of the plate was therefore exposed 
to light coming through clear glass, and part to light which 
had passed through the film of selenium. This method was 
found to give better results than a previous method which we 
tried, which consisted in substituting a photographic plate 
for the eyepiece of the instrument, and using the Vierordt 
slit as in the visual method. To determine the ratio of the 
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intensities we made use of a photographic wedge, made by 
giving to a long narrow photographic plate an exposure 
decreasing uniformly in duration. To this strip a graduated 
scale was attached, and it was arranged to slide in a frame 
behind a narrow vertical aperture, against which the plate 
which had been exposed in the instrument, developed and 
dried, could be placed immediately below the wedge, which 
was then moved along until the spot of equal density was 
found. This spot could be determined to within 1 mm., the 
total length of the wedge being about 10 cms. In this way 
very good ideas of the relative intensities could be obtained, 
assunting Roscoe’s rule governing the blackening of a plate 
to be true, as it probably is within the limits comprised in 
our experiments. I 

Below is given a table showing the values of y the ratio 

ot the intensities, obtained by the two methods for a film the 
thickness of which was 0-0001 mm., and the calculated values 
of the extinction coefficient x, defined by the equation 

_4rxd 
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where d is the thickness of the film and e the base of the 
natural logarithms. 

il I 

I’ 1 kK. 
(Visual). (Photographic). 

760 1:05 1-04 0234 
710 1-10 LOT "0456 
640 1-20 118 0879 
589 1-40 i133) Balad 
550 1-80 1:80 254 
515 2°40 2:43 "B58 
490 3°40 3°44 “478 
466 4°40 | 4°40 ‘O71 
442 6°20 6:15 AOS 
425 7:50 753 O77 
415 9:50 9:46 736 
400 9°50 12 00 “785 

The values of « plotted as ordinates with wave-lengths as 
abscisse give the extinction curve, which is reproduced on 
fig. 4 with the dispersion curve. 

To carry the work into the ultra-violet we abandoned the 
spectrophotometar with its glass prism and lenses, and made 
use of a short-focus concave grating with _ 000 lines to the 
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inch. This grating was sent to me by Mr. Thorp of Man- 
chester. It was made by mounting one of his celluloid 
replicas of a Rowland grating on a concave lens, the celluloid 
film being subsequently silvered. It was only intended as a 
device for illustrating the action of the concave grating”, 
but I found that if its aperture were reduced somewhat it 
gave surprisingly sharp lines. 

A film of selenium was deposited on a thin plate of quartz, 
and mounted in front of the slit of the grating outfit, the 
lower half of the slit being covered with clear quartz, the 
upper half with quartz and selenium. 

The slit was illuminated by a spark-discharge between zinc 
terminals, and the spectrum photographed. The absorbing 
action of the selenium manifested itself as a more or less 
complete obscuration of the upper half of the spectrum. By 
giving the selenium-covered portion of the slit a very long 
exposure, and the clear portion a short one, any given part 
of the spectrum could be balanced, the ratio of the times 

e . e I 

giving us an approximate value of lV: 

We exposed a number of plates, and fully established the fact 
that the turning-point of the extinction curve,if it exists at all, 
lies beyond wave-length ‘00022. In the case of one plate the 
clear portion of the slit was exposed for 30 seccnds, the 
selenium-covered portion for 62 minutes. The resulting photo- 
eraph showed lines down to wave-length :00022 for the clear 
part of the slit, while the selenium-covered part only recorded 
itself down to ‘00028, the lines being, however, very much 
fainter than the corresponding ones in the other half of the 
spectrum. The lines were of about the same intensity at 
wave-length ‘00033, for which we get, from the ratio of the 
times of exposure, the value 1/124 for I/I’. This gives us 
the value 1:255 for «. The thickness of the film was the. 
same as in the previous experiments. Still longer exposures 
would have to be given to balance the two halves of the 
spectrum for shorter waves than these, from which it is 
evident that the extinction curve is still rising rapidly at 
wave-length 0:(0022, where the coefficient has as high a 
value as in the case ot the metals. 

The extinction curve as figured is not to be regarded as 

* T have mounted this grating on a light wooden frame designed 
according to the well-known Rowland device, which can be placed on 
the lecture-table and used for class illustration. The slit is illuminated 
with sun or are light and the spectra received on a strip of ground glass. 
It is useful for showing how the spectra and the camera move relatively 
to each other. 
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very accurate, as no precautions were taken to eliminate the 
reduction in the intensity of the light due to the reflexion at 
the surface. In determining curves of absorption it is always 
better to use two films of different thickness. The errors in 
the case of selenium may be considerable on account of the 
high refractive index, and I expect to redetermine the curve 
in the near future. In the present preliminary work the 
object was merely to determine whether there was a return 
to partial transparency in the ultra-violet region, which 
question appears to be answered in the negative, although a 
possible turning-point in the curve may be masked by the 
high reflexion coefficient. It appears to me to be extr emely 
doubtful that there is but a single absorption-band in the 
present case, the more probable condition being a series ot 
overlapping ‘bands. We are in fact forced to this conclusion 
if we attempt to apply the dispersion formula to the results. 
Though we are unable to determine experimentally the value 
of we the wave-length corresponding to that at the centre of 
the absorption-band, we can calculate a value for it from three 
determinations of the refractive index in the region of com- 
parative transparency. Writing the dispersion formula in 
the form * 

we can calculate \m from 

As (At? Ag?) — Ag? (Ar? = Ag") C 
i ; ‘ ¢ ¥ 

(Aisne) xen (Ay? —A 3”) C ; 
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where 7, m9, and 3 are the values of the refractive index for 
wave-lengths d, A,, and A3. Applying this formula to the 
values determined by the prism method we find Am to be 
0:00056, which we may assume to be not very far from the 
centre of the first band in the series. The true position of 
the centre of the first member of the series cannot be exactly 
determined, owing to the effects of the free periods of higher 
frequency, but the value given above can be considered a fair 
approximation. Ketteler has given a method for decomposing 
a complex absorption-band into its constituents; but as the 
process 1s very laborious and somewhat arbitrary, it has not 

~ “Dispersion of Ultra-Violet Rays,’ F. F. Martens, Annalen der 
Physik, No. 11, p. 612 (1901). 
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seemed worth while to attempt to apply it until a more accu- 
rate curve has been determined, 

If we take into account the first member of the series only, 
and apply the results obtained with the prisms to the formula 

M, 
x Fay Nie 

from which the other formula may be derived by letting 
=m+m' and M,=7/!),,”,. in which 0? is the dielectric 
constant, we find 4? to be very nearly 6:0. This latter form 
of the formula is the one generally used. If we use the 
original formula and determine m' and m from the expressions 

n? = + 

m= (n3” i as rin *) (3? Ain?) 
eal. ie —),;") 

ee mids" =o = > 

we find m=5 and m'=1:02 

or b2?= m + m’ =6°02. 

If m in the original formula turns out to be greater than 
unity, it indicates that other absor ption- bands must be taken 
into account. The dielectric constant of selenium has been 
measured by Romich and Nowack, the value found being 
10°2 

The dielectric constant of a substance according to the 
electromagnetic dispersion theory is the dielectric constant 
of the ether, plus the dielectric constants of the various ions 
whose action on the ether waves gives rise to the pheno- 
mena of absorption and dispersion. Until the behaviour Hi 
selenium in the infra-red region has been investigated, 
will be impossible to say whether the high value of i 
dielectric constant is due wholly, or only in “part, to the ions 
whose free periods correspond in frequency to the green, 
blue, and ultra-violet rays. The infra-red work is already 
under way, and until it is completed further discussion of 
the results given in the present paper 1s impossible*. 

The very high values of « in the ultra-violet led me to look 
for traces of selective reflexion in this region. The light of 
an arc-lamp was reflected successively from six surfaces of 
selenium deposited on glass. The image of the crater after 

* Since writing this paper, I have had the opportunity of examining 
the infra-red transmission up to wave-length 2°3 » with Prof. Menden- 
hall’s very sensitive bolometer at the Univ ersity of Wisconsin. No 
absorption-bands were found up to this point. 
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the sixth reflexion was very faint, but so far as the eye could 
judge without trace of colour. To determine whether or not 
ultra-violet light was present in excess, the light from the 
sixth surface was received upon a photographic plate one half 
of which was covered with a plate of glass which would 
absorb everything below wave-length 0:00034. The two 
halves of the plate were equally blackened, indicating that 
light of shorter wave-length than the above value was not 
present in any great excess. 

Metals, however, have a much weaker reflecting power for 
ultra-violet radiations than for waves in the visible spectrum, 
and the failure to obtain traces of ultra-violet “ Rest-stralhlen ” 
is doubtless due to related causes. 

At the time when these experiments were tried the question 
of the possible detection of “ Rest-strahlen ” in the ultra- 
violet had never been discussed so far as I know. A paper 
has since appeared by Martens (/oc. cit.) in which expe- 
riments are described which appear to prove that selective 
reflexion in the ultra-violet actually exists in certain cir- 
cumstances. 
We must be on our guard, however, against the error often 

made in assuming that the rays most strongly absorbed are 
identical with those most strongly reflected. This statement 
appears in so many of the text-books that it is well to call 
attention to the fallacy. Selective reflexion depends quite 
as much upon the refractive index of the medium as on the 
absorption. The index has a high value on the red side of 
the absorption-band, and a low value on the blue side; con- 
sequently the strongest reflexion will be for those rays on the 
red side of the centre of the absorption-band ; that is to say, 
the maximum of the reflexion curve is shifted in the direction 
of the longer wave-lengths with respect to the absorption 
curve. The minimum of the reflexion curve lies on the blue 
side of the absorption-band, and in some cases may be equal - 
to zero. The whole thing is of course contained in the 
formula for reflexion from absorbing media, which states that 
the percentage reflected, 

—_ n?(14+x7) +1—2n 

WP (1+e)+142n 

I have calculated from Pfliiger’s values of » and « the 
reflexion curve which represents the surface colour of cyanine 
at normal incidence (fig. 5), which illustrates well the fact 
that the intensity of the reflected light in different parts of 
the spectrum is in no way a measure of the absorption. In 
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point of fact, it is easily seen that the characteristic plum- 
colour of cyanine films is due rather to the almost complete 
absence of reflexion of the green rays than to strong metallic 
reflexion of any particular colour. 

Fig. 5.—Curve illustrating Surface-colour of Cyanine. 
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In the case of selenium, if we apply the reflexion formula 
to thedata that have been obtained thus far, we obtain a 
curve which indicates that the reflexion increases rapidly 
with decreasing wave-length. As I have said before, multiple 
reflexions from selenium surfaces give no trace of colour, 
which suggests that errors may exist in either the refraction or 
extinction curve. I have already pointed out where the 
source of trouble may lie in the case of the latter curve. In 
regard to the refraction-curve, it may be considered fairly 
accurate up to the point where the prism determinations 
stopped. In the case of films the thickness of which is less 
than the wave-length of light, I do not yet feel sure that the 
displacement of interference-fringes gives us a true measure 
of the refractive index. I hope some time to make a rigorous 
test of this point, for so far as I know it has never been 
settled. 

The fact that the dispersion-curve of cyanine determined 
by the interferometer agreed so well with the curve obtained 
by means of a thin prism, does not prove conclusively that 
the method is not open to objection ; for the same errors 
might occur in both cases : in other words, the deviation pro- 
duced by a prism, the base of which was only a wave-length 
or two thick, might be affected by phase changes at the 
surfaces. 
“Pint. Mag. S. 6. Vol. 3. No. 18. Sine 1902. 2 
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Selenium shows a strong surface-colour if the angle of 
incidence is in the neighbourhood of the polarizing angle, and 
the reflected light is examined through a nicol turned so as 
to extinguish as much as possible of the reflected light. The 
colour ranges from a greenish white through blue to deep 
violet as the angle of incidence increases. 

The elliptical polarization of light reflected from selenium 
and the determination of the absorption and dispersion curves 
by the katoptric method is now in progress, as well as an 
investigation of the behaviour of the substance in the infra-red. 
It will be interesting to compare the results obtained in this 
way with the results obtained by the dioptric method. 

The refraction and extinction curves for selenium, ob- 
tained by the katoptric method, are given in Ketteler’s 
‘Theoretical Optics,’ p. 552; but it is not stated whether 
the experiments were made with the glassy or metallic 
modification. The refraction curve in the red and orange 
region is obviously wrong, if it is intended to represent the 
dispersion of the glassy modification, as can be seen by com- 
paring it with the curve obtained with the prisms. 

LXX. The Thermal Properties of Carbon Dioxide and of 

Ethane. By J. P. KUENEN and W. G. Roxzson*. 

I. Carson DIOXIDE. 

UR measurements of the vapour-pressures of carbon 
dioxide communicated in a recent papert make it 

possible to discuss the thermal properties of this substance 
within wider limits than could be done hitherto. By our 
results, together with those of Amagat {, the vapour-pressures 
of the liquid are known between the critical temperature and 
— 65° C., and the vapour-pressures of the solid from the 
triple point downwards. The densities of the coexisting 
liquid and vapour above 0° C. have been determined by 
Amagat ; and below 0° C. there is a recent determination of 
the liquid densities down to —6€0° C. ky Behn§. Behn has 
also measured the density of the solid at the boiling-point. 
Mathias || has determined the latent heat of evaporation above 
0° C. up to the critical point, while Behn obtained the latent 
heat of sublimation at the boiling-pomt —78° C. 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Kuenen and Robson, Phil. Mag. [6] i. p. 149. 
t Amagat, Ann. Phys. Chimie [6] xxix. p. 186. 
§ Behn, Ann. der Physik, ii. p. 733. 
ll Mathias, Theses a la Faculté des Sc. de Paris, No. 687, 1890. 
@ Behn, Ann. der Physik, i. p. 270. 
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The above are, so far as we are able to judge, the most 
trustworthy data for carbon dioxide. We must here refer to 
some researches which escaped our notice until after our 
former paper was published. Vapour-pressures of solid 
carbon dioxide at pressures below and just above one atmo- 
sphere were measured by du Bois and Wills*. Although 
their value for the boiling-point is probably less accurate 
than ours, which is in complete agreement with Holborn’s 
value, their results are of importance for determining the 
direction of the vapour-pressure curve at and below the 
boiling-point : and for that purpose they have been used in 
this paper. Vapour-pressures and triple-point constants were 
determined by Villard and Jarryt. As determined by them, 
the triple point is at —56°7 C. and 5:1 atmospheres (our 
values are —56°24 C. and 5°10 atmos.); the boiling-point 
they find to be —79° C., our result being —78°32 C. The 
slight difference in the temperatures may be due to their 
having used a toluene thermometer. Their pressures were 
measured on a metal gauge. Lastly, we must mention a 
research by ‘Tammann { on the fusion-curve of carbon dioxide. 
Tammann’s results will be compared with ours later in this 
paper. 

Law of Corresponding States —We have first of all ascer- 
tained how far the substance obeys the law of corresponding 
states. Owing to Young’s researches §, the comparison can 
be made with much oreater facility now than at the time 
when the law was first enunciated by van der 

The following table (p. 624) contains the reduced boiling- 
points, liquid volumes, and vapour volumes at the same corre- 
sponding pressures as used by Young, deduced from the 
researches enumerated above. (Amagat=A, Behn=B, and 
KKuenen-Robson = K.R.) 

In comparing the second, third, and fourth columns of the 
table with the first, second, and third tables in Young’s paper, 
it is found that there is no systematic divergence from the 
other substances. ‘The temperatures are approximately the 
means of those for carbon tetrachloride and stannic chloride: 
the liquid volumes agree with those of stannic chloride, 
and are 1 or 14 per cent. below the volumes of carbon tetra- 
chloride; while the vapour volumes are between $ and 
1 per cent. below those of carbon tetrachloride. Within the 

* du Bois and Wills, Verhandl. der D. Phys. Gesellschaft, 1. p. 168. 
+ Villard and Jarry, Compt. Rend. cxx. p. 1418. 
{ Tammann, Wied. Ann. lxviil. p. 569. 
§ Young, Phil. Mag. [5] xxxvil. p. 1, &e. 
|| van der Waals, Die Continuitdt §c. 1899, p. 142. 

By Le 
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same limits as other non-associating substances carbon diowide 

obeys the law of corresponding states, and is thus a normal 
substance. 

Tas.e I. 

Corresponding States. Carbon Dioxide. 

Reduced Reduced Reduced Reduced 
Pressure. Temperature. | Liq. Volume. | Vap. Volume. 

04423 681 K.R. 383 B. 
08846 (3) eae ‘401 ,, 
LAA Antes 72740 
“2064 806 ,, "435 ,, 
"2949 "843, ADT +55 
4423 S80). a. TANS 19) 

; f 3385 ,, 5899 926 A. 1 ear \ 3-61 A. 
7372 “956 ,, ESD 3. 2°64 ,, 
"8257 “972 ,, 633. ,, 2 AGie 
8846 82h, iGiiloe I-SGue, 
9436 WEN 730 ,, eas 

1:0000 1:000 1-000 1:00 

Law of Density Diameter.—Owing to the absence from the 
table of vapour volumes below 0° C., the diameter law of 
Cailletet and Mathias cannot be tested completely below 0°C. 
It is well known that Amagat’s results for temperatures above 
0° C. agree with this law. It is easy to show that the 
law does not hold accurately below 0° C., and in what di- 
rection the deviation lies. We have only to produce the 
diameter as deduced from Amagat’s numbers down towards 
low temperatures: it is found that the mean density thus 
obtained at —60° C. is less than half the value of the liquid 
density, and this would lead to a negative value for the vapour 
density. We are thus driven to the conclusion that the dia- 
meter is not a straight line and is slightly convex towards the 
temperature axis. 

This result for carbon dioxide agrees with recent results 
obtained by Young* with regard to the same law. Young 
finds that, with the exception of normal pentane for which the 
diameter is a straight line, all substances show slight deviations 
on one side or the other, according to whether the ratio of the 
eritical density to the theoretical density is smaller or larger 
than the ratio for normal pentane—3°765. For carbon 
dioxide this ratio is 3°61, and is thus smaller than any of the 
numbers in Young’s table; the group into which it falls 

* Phil. Mag. [5] 1. p. 291. 
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contains carbon tetrachloride and stannic chloride, to which 
substances we have already found it to bear a close resem- 
blance, and the deviations from the diameter law are also of 
the same sense as for the other substances in the group. 
alae dioxide thus confirms Young’s generalization on this 
ead. 
Volume of Saturated Vapour below 0° C.—By the law of corre- 

sponding states we may now deduce the volumes of the vapour 
below 0° C. with a fair degree of accuracy. It is unlikely 
that the results thus obtained should be more than a few 
per cent. wrong. The following table contains the results at 
the reduced pressures occurring in Young’s tables corre- 
sponding to temperatures below 0° C. (Amagat’s result for 
0° C. has been added.) The volume of the saturated vapour 
should be slightly smaller than the volume calculated by the 
gaseous laws from the data at 0° C. and one atmosphere. “This 
appears to be the case. For —65%7 C. the volume so calcu- 
lated is 120 as compared with 113, at —37°-5 the figures are 
41 and 35°9, and at —2°°3 the figures are 15°65 and 11°21. 

Tasre II. 

Reduced} ip mp Vapour | Liquid dp Latent Heat. 
Pressure. Volume. | Volume. dt Chien intros 

O224I | 4... 215 = -- — — 
"04482 | —65-7 | 118 83 "165 95°3 83°6 
08846 | —50-4 | 586 "86 ‘272 84-7 80:4 
1474 | —37'5 | 359 ‘90 "390 78:0 76:5 
2064 | —27:3 ) 256 “94 "490 72:0 127 
‘2949 | —164 | 17-56 "98 "648 68:4 67:2 
4423 | — 23 | 11:21 1:07 ‘877 584 58°2 

G 10-42 | 1-09 “907 56:0 56°5 
meee | 8G |) 77} 116 | 1-078 | 488 | 486 

| 

Latent Heat of Evaporation —Having obtained the volume 
of saturated vapour, we may now ealculate the latent heat of 
evaporation of the liquid by the formula 

d L= (v,—v))T ae 

The value of the liquid volume is taken from Behn’s tables, 
d 

and “£& we determined directly from our vapour-pressure 
aT 

eurve. In this manner the values contained in Table II. 

were obtained. 
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There are no direct measurements of this quantity below 
6° C. with which our results might be compared. Our result 
at O° C. agrees with the number obtained by Chappuis*, 
which is contained in Mathias’s table +. The comparison 
above 0° between calculated and observed values was made 
by Mathias himself and by Tsuruta t, to whose paper we had 
unfortunately no access. Mathias also gives a formula pro- 
posed by Cailletet and himself from which the latent heat 
may be calculated :— 

N= 117-303(31 —£) —-466(31—2). 

Above 0° this formula agrees very well with experiment; at 
temperatures below 0° the differences between our results and 
the calculated values ultimately increase in magnitude, as 
shown by the last column of able Il. More particularly 
there is no evidence of a maximum in the latent heat as given 
by the quadratic formula. Our results seem to show that, 
starting from the critical temperature, the latent heat first 
rises quickly, then more slowly, and at very low temperatures 
more quickly again. 

Latent Heat at the Triple Point—By interpolation in 
Table II. we are now able to obtain the value of the latent 
heat of evaporation at the triple point. Our result is 
86°1 calories. 

asin Ve 

Triple Point of Carbon Dioxide. 

Temp. Pressure. Vo. Vi. Vs. Ln. Lsv. Lisi. 

— 56°24 510 74 850 676 —, 86:1 129°9 43:8 

dp og) aay ae 
dt 

In order to obtain the latent heat of sublimation of the 
solid at this point the volume of the solid isrequired. Behn § 
finds for the density at —78° the value 1°53. Assuming that 
the solid expands about half as much as the liquid, the 
density at the triple point must be about 1°48. For the latent 
heat of sublimation we now obtain 129°9 calories. 

By subtraction the latent heat of fusion is found to be 

43°83 calories. From this figure we may now deduce -- !’ ‘for 

* Chappuis, Ann. de Chim. et Phys. (6) xv. p. 14. 
t Mathias, J. e. p. 57. 
{ Tsuruta, Journal der Phys. [311 
§ Behn, Ann. der Physik, li. p. 733 

7) 
1. ete: ] 

os 
SID) 
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the third line which passes through the triple point, the 
solid-vapour line or fusion curve. The result is that 

79) aimospheres leg ig We atmospheres per degree centigrade. The dotted 

line which we drew in the triple-point diagram contained in 
our former paper * is thus seen to be much less steep than it 
ought to have been: our only object at the time was to show 
clearly which way it slopes. According to Tammann’s mea- 
surements referred to above, the fusion curve rises with a 
slight curvature, concave towards the p-axis, starting at the 
triple point with a rise of 50 atmospheres per degree, which 
is In fair agreement with the result of our calculation. 

It is impossible to make similar calculations with regard 
to the transformation on the solid-vapour curve owing to our 
ignorance of the volume of the vapour. Neither the law of 
corresponding states nor the diameter law is applicable to 
this curve. An approximate result may be obtained by using 
the gaseous laws and assuming the volume to be slightly 
smaller than that thus obtained. At the boiling-point the 
theoretical gaseous volume is 362. It appeared above that 
the deviation from the gaseous laws was diminishing as the 
temperature fell along the liquid-vapour line: it is thus 
unlikely that at the boiling-point the actual volume should be 
more than 2 or 3 per cent. smaller than the calculated value. 
If we assume 355as the volume we cannot be very far wrong. 
Calculating the latent heat of sublimation in the same way as 
before, we find at the boiling-point —78°32, 121 calories. 
This result is not in good agreement with the number found 
experimentally by Behn, —142°4+. It is improbable that the 
ealeulated value is at fault; it cannot be assumed that the gas 
volume as calculated is too small, and the only other experi- 
mental quantity in the calculation is the slope of the vapour- 
pressure curve at the boiling-point. We have adopted for 
this quantity the number obtained by du Bois and Wills f, 
our own readings not being numerous enough near that point 
to determine the slope with sufficient accuracy. Our curve, 
as far as it went, gave a number agreeing with that obtained 
by du Bois and Wills. We must therefore conclude that 
Behn’s value is too large, although we cannot say why it 
should be so. 

The latent heat at —78°32 being 121 and at —56°24 

* Kuenen and Robson, Phil. Mae. [6] iii. p. 149. 
t+ Behn, Ann. der Phys. 1. p. 272. Favre and Silbermann (Ann. de 

Chimie et de Phys. (3) xxxvii. p. 470) found 142-2 calories, 
Tt du Bois and Wills, /. ¢. + 
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130 calories, it appears that the latent heat of sublimation 
increases as the temperature rises. This phenomenon is very 
rare for liquids, and in that case may be looked upon as 
due to association of liquid molecules, e. g. in the case of 
alcohol *; in any case there is nothing strange in the fact 
of the latent heat of a solid rising with the temperature. 

Il. Ernant. 

_ From our results for ethane contained in the same paper 
we have calculated the figures in Table 1V. For easy com- 
parison we have added the corresponding temperatures for 
carbon tetrachloride and the percentage differences between 
that substance and ethane. All the reduced temperatures are 

Tapie IV. 

Corresponding States. Ethane. 

Critical Temperature ... 305°05. 

Critical Pressure......... 48°43 atmospheres. 

Critical Volume ......... 4°84 c.c. per gramme, 

Reduced Reduced Col Difference 
Pressure. Temperature. + per cent. 

04423 6501 "6728 3 
"08846 “7082 "7251 2°5 
"1474 743 “7697 4 
‘2064 "7909 "8025 15 
2949 8313 “8411 12 
4425 8830 "8889 “i 
“5899 "9205 ‘9260 6 
7372 "9530 9565 “4 
"8257 “9700 97.25 3 
8846 ‘9807 "9822 "15 
"$436 "9910 “OO17 al 

1:0000 1:0000 10000 —- 

lower than for carbon tetrachloride, and are thus lower 
than for any other substance in Young’s tables. The differ- 
ences increase extremely regularly as the temperature falls. 
As far as accidental errors are concerned, our estimate of the 
uncertainty of our measurements given in our former paper 
(less than 1 per cent.) was thus evidently too great. But 
there is a systematic difference which rises to 3 per cent. at 

* Tsuruta (Phil. Mag. [5] xxxv. p. 485) finds a maximum for the 
latent heat of hydrochloric acid, which is probably a normal substance. 
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the lowest temperature, and is of opposite sign to the deviations 
for abnormal associating substances. We cannot say with 
certainty whether these deviations are characteristic of pure 
ethane. The ethane, although submitted to repeated frac- 
tional distillation, was not so pure as the carbon dioxide ; 
and it is quite possible that the deviations in question are to 
be accounted for by the presence of impurity. At the tem- 
peratures above 0° C. the whole mass of the substance was 
immersed in the temperature-bath, but below 0° C. an ap- 
proximately constant part of the tube was cooled in the Dewar 
vessel. Because of this complexity in the experimental con- 
ditions, 1t is impossible to account for the above differences in 
detail, or to estimate the actual error which the impurity 

-must have produced at the various temperatures, if we assume 
them to be due to that cause. 
We have no data for the liquid and vapour densities of 

ethane sufficiently accurate to test the diameter law, and to 
find by extrapolation the densities at the lower temperatures 
which are required for the calculation of the latent heat. 

The critical volume as determined directly by experiment 
was ‘0065 of the gas volume at 0° C. and one atmosphere. 
From this we calculate for the critical volume 4°84 c.ce. 
per gram. The ratio of the critical density to the density 
calculated by the gaseous laws we find to be 3°55. The 
uncertainty of these figures we estimate at about 2 per cent. 
If we consult Young’s tables referred to before *, we find that, 
judging by the position which the other normal hydrocarbons 
take up in it, the ratio for ethane should be less than for 
pentane, 3°765, as is actually the case. The ratios for propane 
and butane are not yet accurately known; but those for 
hexane, heptane, &. increase regularly the higher we go up 
the series. 

Jn order to obtain approximate values for the latent heat 
of evaporation of ethane, we have assumed that the corre- 
sponding volumes of vapour and liquid are the same as 
for carbon tetrachloride, considering that this substance 
resembles ethane more than any other contained in Young’s 
tables. 

In comparing the volumes thus obtained with the volumes 
calculated by the gaseous laws, we find the latter slightly 
larger, as they should be, with the exception of the volume 
at the lowest temperature —74°°7, the volumes being 253 
and 256. The latter number is thus seen to be a few per cent. 
too large. 

* Young, Phil. Mag. [5] 1. p. 296. 
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Table V. contains the values of the latent heats thus found. 
It will be noticed that the change of this quantity with tem- 
perature, except at the lowest temperature, follows, on the 
whole, the same lawas for carbon dioxide. From the critical 

JIA Wi 

Latent Heat of Hthane. 

Vapour Liquid dp 
Temperature. aes Walnies ae L. 

) 

—TA7 256 19 ‘O91 111 
—d7'0 133 2:0 169 116 
—42'9 81:1 21 224 99 
—31:°75 978 21 30L 98 
—19-4 59°6 22 390 90 
--- 3°69 25°3 274 "548 82 
+ 78 178 2°60 ‘678 70 
+177 12°87 2°86 TZ 5t5 
+22°9 10°5U 3°05 "855 45°7 
+26°17 9°10 322 | 
+29°5 784 345 
+ 32:05 4°84 4°84 

point downwards it first rises quickly, then more slowly, and 
ultimately begins to rise more quickly again, the last value 
being, however, smaller than the last but one. The irregu- 
larities are doubtless due to the irregularities in the value 

of When we compare with each other the slopes as 

read from the curves for carbon dioxide and ethane at corre- 
sponding temperatures, we find that the ratio of the slopes 
varies from 1°59 to 1°74, the average being 1°65. Irregu- 
larities of an amount up to 5 per cent. are thus accounted for. 
It need not be explained how difficult it is, even by means of 
a flexible rule, to draw a perfectly satisfactory curve through 
a comparatively small number of experimental points, and 
again how easily the slope of the curve, especially near its 
end, may be slightly over- or under-estimated. Our chief 
object was to obtain a rough idea of the value of the latent 
heat of ethane, for the sake of comparison with carbon dioxide 
and mixtures of the two substances. 

University College, Dundee. 



LXXI. The Thermal Expansion of Porceluin. 
ai. H.. LOTRON +E Se. Miser 

HE thermal expansion of porcelain has formed the 
subject of several investigations during the last three 

years, and has become a subject of considerable importance 
in consequence of the employment of porcelain of the Bayeux 
and Berlin varieties for the reservoirs of air-thermometers. 

The present investigation has been carried out with a spe- 
cimen of Bayeux porcelain, which was kindly placed at the 
author’s disposal by Prof. Callendar.  Itis of especial interest 
as being cut from the same tube which was employed (1 metre 
length of it) by Bedford in an investigation, by the method 
of Callendar, of the expansion of this variety of porcelain 
between 0° and 830° (Phil. Mag. vol. xlix. p. 90); and of 
which same tube also a piece was used by Chappuis in a 
series of determinations, by the Fizeau method, for the 
interval 0° to 83°. It was the fact of there being some dis- 
crepancy between the results of these observers that induced 
Prof. Callendar to suggest to the author the carrying out of 
an independent series of determinations, with the delicate 
interference-dilatometer described by the author to the Royal 
Society in the year 1898 (Phil. Trans. A. vol. exci. p. 318, 
and vol. excil. p. 455). 

The interference-dilatometer in question possesses all the 
advantages over the original Fizeau apparatus of the Bureau 
International des Poids et Mesures, Sevres, of that devised 
by Abbe and elaborated by Pulfrich (Zetscar. fir Instru- 
mentenkunde, 1898, p. 365); together with further improve- 
ments on the Abbe form. Two of these improvements are 
of considerable importance, namely, the separation of the 
observing part of the apparatus from the expansion-chamber, 
and its removal to an adequate distance from the heated 
atmosphere above the bath in which the latter is heated ; and 
the measurement of the temperature of the interference tr ‘ipod, 
and the substance under investigation which it carries, by 
means of a thermometer bent just above the cylindrical bulb 
and so arranged that the latter les on the platinum-iridiom 
tripod table, in tied contact with one of the screws supporting 
the glass cover-disk, and only a millimetre distant trom the 
substance itself. For the author has proved by direct expe- 
riment that a thermometer merely hung alongside in the bath 
does not register the temperature of the tripod, which at the 
higher limit of 120° may be as much as 3° lower. The chief 

* Comniinicated by the Physical Society: read March 14, 1902. 
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advantages over the Fizeau apparatus are briefly: (1) The 
employment of a micrometric method of measuring the 
position and width of the interference-bands; (2) the use 
of autocollimation ; (3) the employment of C hydrogen light 
mstead of sodium light, as being more truly monochromatic 
and not subject to secondary interference; and (4) an arrange- 
ment of the thermal chamber which. readily permits an 
extension of the range to an upper limit of 120°. 

The author’s method also renders the observer independent 
of the nature of the surface of the substance investigated, as 
to whether it is polishable or not. This is attained by the 
use of the aluminium compensator, a relatively thick disk of 
aluminium laid on the top of the substance. It is thus the 
upper surface of this disk, and not that of the substance, 
which, together with the under surface of the glass cover- 
disk, reflects the interfering red hydrogen light. As 
aluminium expands about 2°6 times as much as platinum- 
iridium, it is easy to choose a disk, out cf a series prepared 
for the purpose, which will roughly compensate for the 
expansion of the lengths of the platinum-iridium screws, 
which project above the table of the same alloy on which the 
substance rests. By so doing, approximately the whole ex- 
pansion of the substance is recorded by the movement. of the 
interference-bands, affording at once an idea of its relative 
expansibility, or in the case of contraction indicating the fact. 
The author’s value (quoted later) tor the expansion of alu- 
minium agrees fairly well with that given by Fizeau, and it 
has been proved that any error introduced by the use of this 
third substance cannot exceed + 0°02 of an interference-band, 
an amount far less than the differences observed between the 
numbers of bands afforded by successive determinations under 
identical conditions. The aluminium compensator is simply 
invaluable when substances incapable of good polish are being 
investigated, and “biscuit”? porcelain is eminently such a 
case; and there is the further advantage in the case of a 
piece of tube, of which the section is only an annulus, that 
there is a large field of bands afforded instead of a mere ring 
showing parts of bands. The polish taken by aluminium is 
pre-eminently suitable, as the intensity of the reflected light 
is about the same as that from the cover-glass. The com- 
pensators keep unimpaired if stored in a desiccator. As some 
misapprehension has arisen as to the use of the compensator, 
the author wishes to emphasize the fact that no accession of 
accuracy is claimed for the method, and, as has just been 
shown, 1t may introduce +0:02 of error; but as this latter 
is absolutely negligible, the other advantages referred to are 
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such as to make its use in the specified cases most convenient 
and valuable. Given, however, a substance capable of taking 
a good polish, and whose thermal defor mation is approxi- 
mately known, the compensator is both unnecessary and 
inadvisable. The reflecting surface of the aluminium disk 
used in these determinations was minutely concave, affording 
bands slightly curved. This is an advantage, as it enables 
the observer to know at once whether expansion or contraction 
is occurring, according as the bands move from or to their 
centre of curvature. 

The specimen of Bedford’s tube used by Chappuis was 
15 mm. long, and was furnished at its two ends with plane 
surfaces. The one placed uppermost was polished as far as 
possible, and the fringes of sodium light obtained with this 
annulus were used for his determinations. 

The author had an ample amount of Bedford’s tube to 
furnish three specimens for investigation. They were cut in 
leneths somewhat over 12 mm. and ground with truly plane 
ends by Messrs. Troughton and Simms, the makers of the 
dilatometer. It was not found possible to get a satisfactory 
polish; and this has been shown to be unnecessary. Portions 
of the two ends were then ground out somewhat, at three 
places in each case, leaving three equidistant small patches of 
the original truly plane end, so that the specimens might 
stand with three-point contact on the truly plane polished 
surface of the platinum-iridium table (that side of the table 
being employed which was not furnished with projecting 
points). Likewise the aluminium disk lay, when put into 
position, with three-point contact on the upper porcelain 
blunt points. ‘The diameter of the pieces of porcelain was 
about 17 mm., and the walls were about 3 mm. thick and 
fairly uniform, the hole being as nearly as possible central. 

“Ti i. 

= all ‘ i) 

= Ny 
=; — = 

= = 

The arrangement of the tr ‘ad eR its contents will be clear 
from the accompanying illustration (fig. 1). 
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Three independent determinations were carried out with 
each piece of porcelain, each occupying seven to eight hours. 
The method followed was precisely that described in the memoir 
on the ‘Thermal Deformation of the Crystallized Sulphates 
of Potassium, Rubidium, and Cesium ” (Phil. Trans. 1899, A. 
vol. excil. p. 467). 

Only the very slightest signs of inequality of expansion 
were observed, as indicated by a just perceptible amount of 
rotation of the bands, nothing like so much as is deseribed by 
Chappuis for the fringes of the annular rim, and usually it 
was only temporary, “the original position ‘being regained 
before the close of each half of the defexunmeienal after 
constancy at the two higher limiting temperatures in the 
neighbourhood of 60° and 120° was attained. 

The results of the determinations, together with the ne- 
cessary data, are set forth in the tables on pp. 636, 637. 

Li, represents the length of the specimen of porcelain, as 
measured at the ordinary temperature by the author’s thick- 
ness-measurer (Phil. Trans. A, vol. exci. p. 337, 1898). It is 
the length at the central axis, immediately under the minute 
silvered ring on the under side of the glass cover-disk, the 
centre of which is the point of reference for the micrometric 
measurement of the initial and final positions of the bands 
for each interval of temperature. 

/, is the thickness of the aluminium disk at the centre of 
reference. 

/ represents the mean length of the three platinum-iridium 
screws, or vertical distance between silver ring and surface of 
platinum-iridium table. 

dis the thickness of the air-layer at the centre of reference. 
t, is the initial temperature; in every case it was the tem- 

perature of the room (as determined by the thermometer in 
contact with the tripod) at the moment of commencing the 
determination, about 6.30 A.M. in mid-winter, after the appa- 
ratus had been left 16-17 hours since completing on the 
previous day either adjustment or a determination. It was 
considered more satisfactory to start with a lower limit of this 
constant character, than to attempt to approach nearer zero 
by artificial cooling, as is the method at the Bureau Inter- 
national. ¢, 1s the limiting temperature of the first interval, 
and t; that of the second interval. t,—¢, is considered the 
first interval, 4;—4 the second. 

b,, bs, and b; are the corresponding barometric pressures, 
required for computing the correction to the observed number 
of bands. 
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fy 1s the observed number of bands for the first interval, 
and 7; for the second. 

The small correction which follows is that which has to be 
applied for the alteration of the refractive index of air due to 
change of temperature and pressure. It is fully discussed 
on p. 349 of the memoir (/oc. cit.) on the dilatometer. The 
formula is 

db 1 ik (n—l)a 
_ = to— = u ° al eed MEY ee 2 760° ita, Tea? 

dG o hy) gs PUSS i, Oe 

where f represents the observed and /’ the corrected number 
of bands, « the coetticient of expansion of air, and n the 
refractive index of air for the wave-length X of the light 
employed. /,’ and /3/ are consequently the corrected numbers 
of bands for the two intervals. 

Then follows the actual amount of diminution of thickness 
of the air-layer, as given by the product f’A/2, where A/2 is 
0:0003281 mm. 

The expansion of the platinum-iridium screws and of the 
aluminium compensator are next given, calculated from the 
formule (vide Phil. Trans. A, vol. exci. pp. 353 & 356, for 
determinations of these coefficients) :— 

RES 
For the screws, l [ 10-#( 8600+ 4°56 ol (t2—t,), 

7 aluminium, 2 | 10-8 (2204 +2°12 ae =) (t,t), 
Zz 

for the first interval, and substituting ¢; for t, for the second 
interval. 

The slight excess of expansion on the part of the aluminium 
over that of the screws, acts Jike the expanding porcelain in 
diminishing the thickness of the air-layer, and has therefore 
to be deducted from the total observed diminution; the 
resulting ditferences represent the amounts of expansion of 
the porcelain for the two intervals. Then follow the calcu- 
lations of the two constants a and 6 of the coefficient of 
expansion of porcelain. For the discussion of the formulee 
employed, and the mode of deriving them, the memoir 
on the dilatometer should be consulted (oe. ct. p. 352). 
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Mr. A. E. Tutton on the 

Hepansion of Bayeux Porcelain.—Specimen 1, 

la=8187 mm. 

Determination 1, 

761:2 mm. 
760°9 
760°6 

7°38 

0:0023951 mm. 
0:0056696 

0:0103662 
0:0211900 

0:0105577 
00218328 

—0-0001915 
—0:0006428 

0:0022036 
0:0050268 

0-000 032 618 
0-000 000 O89 94 
12°2588 mm. 

0:000 002 661 
0-000 OUO O07 34 

a=0°000 002 534. 

/=20:907 mm. 

Determination 2. 

10°0 
64°°7 

1aee2 
753°7 mm. 
753'1 
7325 

6:97 
—0-08 

_ 6:89 
ee 
—0'14 
17:00 

0:0022606 mm. 
0:0055778 

0:0100297 
0:0208805 

0:0102247 
00215323 

—0:0001950 
—0:0006518 

0:0020656 
0:0049260 

0:000 029 784 
0:000 000 106 81 
12:2587 mm. 

0:000 002 430 
0:000 000 008 71 

d=0°461 mm. 

Determination 3. 

ie) 
64°°6 

120°°9 

755°2 mm. 

7d61 
7570 

6°83 
—0:07 

6°76 
16°72 
-0:13 
16°59 

0:0022180 mm. 
0:0054433 

0:0096676 
0:0202885 

00098592 
0:0209247 

—0-0001916 
—-0°0006362 

0:0020264 
0:004807] 

0:000 030 777 
0-000 000 100 34 
12°2586 mm. 

0-000 002 511 
0-000 000 008 19 

6=0:000 000 008 08. 

Expansion of Bayeux Porcelain.—Specimen 2. 

Le, =12°334 mm. 

Determination 1. 

L 

MPemmperatunesien as Wace 

Bar. pressures ... | b 

No. of bands ... 4 pMscel« 

a=S8'187 mm. (=20'645 mm. 

Determination 2. 

792 
62°-2 
ey 
768° mm. 
768°5 
768°5 

7°30 
— 002 

@28 
ee 

— 0:04 
17-77 

d=0'°124 mm. 

Determination 3. 

5°°7 
63°1 

123°-2 
769'3 mm. 
769:2 
769°2 

7:38 
— 0:02 

7°36 
VEE 

— 0-04 
17:98 



Dir. of thickness [ oy NY a 

Thermal Expansion of Porcelain. 

Specimen 2 (continued). 
Determination 1. 

0:0024017 mm. 
Determination 2. 

0:0023886 mm. 

Determination 3. 
0:0024148 mm. 

of air-layer ...{ f,'2...  0°0057352 0:0058304 0:0058829 

E. Etint ... ,0°0101925 0:0099444 0:0103770 
pe Of Petr.) Ond int... 00211378 0:0210237 0-0215744 
“Exp. of Al Ist int. ...  0°0105065 00102556 00106997 
oP oS - 2nd int... — 0°0220486 00219412 0:0225159 

Exe Ay { lst int. ... —0 0003140 —0-0003112 —0:0003227 
=~ 2nd int... —0-0009113 —0-0009175 —0-0009415 

‘Expansion of {Lf,—Lf... 00020877 0:0020774 0:0020921 
Porcelain ... | Le,—Lz,... _ 0°0048239 0:0049129 0:0049414 

0. 0:000 031 447 0:000 031 780 0-000 030 029 
¢ ... 0000 000 082 63 0-000 000 086 32 0-000 000 093 29 
Lig: 123338 mm. 12 3338 mm. 123338 mm. 

a...  0:000 002 550 0-000 002 577 0:000 002 435 
6... 0-000 000 006 70 0-000 000 007 00 => 0.000 000 007 56 

Mean values ......... a=0:000 002 521. 6=0:000 000 007 09. 

Expansion of Bayeux Porcelain.—Specimen 3. 

L1,=12:208 mm. = @=8187 mm. = 20549 mm. = d= 0-154 mm. 

Determination 1. Determination 2. Determination 3. 

ee 8°-4 10°-4 7°-5 
Temperatures ... BE anrad ns 62°°2 §3°°8 61°°:7 

q ee 122°-8 125°°5 123°-0 

(ie ae 7649 mm. 7642 mm. 762°9 mm 

Bar. pressures ... 4 0, ....-- 7647 7643 762°8 

7 ee. 7645 764-5 7627 

eS 8s 7-20 7-03 722 
| Corrn..... —0°03 Roe —0-08 

. Meg oc. 717 7-00 7-19 
es 17-90 17-96 18:12 

| Corrn —0°05 —0:05 —0:05 

| ee. 17:85 17-91 18-07 

Dim. of thickness f f,'X/2... 0-0023525 mm. 0:0022967 mm. 0:0023591 mm. 

of air-layer ... { Fid/2... 00058567 0:0058764 0-0059288 

| Ist int... 0°0096855 0:0096225 0:0097542 
exp. of Pt.-Ir. { Ond int....  0°0209204 0-0210737 0-0211174 

istint....  0°0100371 0:0099795 0:0101056 
Exp. of Al. .-. | ond int... 00219452 0:0221269 00221483 

Ist int.... -—0°0003516 —0-0003570 —0-0003514 

"Excess exp. Al. {ond int.... —0-0010248 —0-0010532 —0-0010309 

Expansion of [L4—L4...  0°0020009 0:0019397 0:0020077 
- Porcelain ... | Lt,— Le... 0-0048319 00048232 0:0048979 

@ ... 0-000 031 315 0:000 029 613 0:000 030 987 
¢.. 0-600 000 083 25 —0:000 000 090 45 0-000 000 087 50 
Vises 12:2077 mm. 122077 mm. 12:2078 mm. 

a... 0-000 002 565 0:000 002 426 0:000 002 538 
b . 0-000 000 006 82  0:000 000 007 41  —- 0-006 000 007 17 

Mean values......... a=0°000 002 510. 6=0:000 000 007 13. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 18. June 1902. 2 
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It will be sufficient here merely to state the formule, which 
are as follows:— 

(ty +43) (%,—Le) (4 +45) (Le,—1L,,) 
é= 

(t:—t1) (t3 te) (t3 —t,) (¢3 — de) 

7, ee 
 (é—t) 4st) (tg —€4) (13 2)’ 

Lo = Li, — 6, — dt,’, 
a 6 eh db 

a Le b= is 

The results for the three pieces of porcelain tube are com- 
pared in the following table, and the final mean result for 
the linear expansion of Bayeux porcelain is given at the foot. 

b. 

Specimen 1. ...... 0-000 002534  0-000.000 00808 
Ose 2521 709 
ee 2510 Tis 

Final mean values: a=0:000 002 522, 6=0:000 000 007 43. 

This investigation, therefore, affords as the mean coefficient 
of linear expansion, a+ Ot, of Bayeux porcelain, between 
0° and ¢, within the limits of 0° and 120°, the value 

10-9(2522 + 7°431). 
That is, 

L,=L)[1+ 10-°(2522t+4 7:48 ¢?) |. 

The true coefficient, «, of lear expansion at ¢°, or the mean - 
coefficient between any two temperatures (within the limits 
of 0° and 120°) whose mean is ¢, is as follows :— 

a=a+2bi=0:000 002 522 +0:000 000 014 86¢; 
or ~10-9(2522 + 14-866). 

The mean coefficient of the cubical expansion between — 
0° and ¢°, for the same limits of 0° and 120°, derived from this 
investigation, 1s: 

a +bi=0-000 007 566 +6:000 000 022 29¢ ; 

or 107°(7566 + 22°292). 
That 1s 

V,=Vo[1+10-9(75662 + 22-292”) |. 

The actual coefficient of cubical expansion, e, at any tem- 

perature ¢, within the limits 0° to 120°, and Ales the mean 
soefficient of cubical expansion between any two temperatures 
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(within the same specified limits) whose mean is ¢, is ex- 
pressed by 

a=a+2hé=10-°(7566 +44°582). 

The value obtained by Bedford for the linear expansion for 
the interval 0° to 600° was as follows:— 

L,=L,[1 + (3425¢+ 1-07) 10-°], 
and = a =a + 2b¢= (3425 4+2°148)10-%, 

Beyond 600° the formula does not accurately reproduce 
the observations, which were carried out as far as 830°. 

For the cubical expansion Bedford gives: 

V.=V,[1+ (10275¢4+3°247)10-*], 

and a =a+t 2bt=(10275-+6°48¢)10—%. 

The result obtained by Chappuis for the linear expansion 
between 0° and 83° was the following :— 

L,= Lo[1+ (2824:1¢+6:177)10-%], 

a =a+t 2ht= (282414 12:34t)10-%. 

And for the cubical expansion : 

V,=V [1+ (8472-4¢ + 18°53 ¢?) 10], 

a =a+2bt= (8472°44+37-06¢)10-%. 

The considerable difference thus presented between the 
results of Bedford and Chappuis is most striking with regard 
to the increment of the coefficient, the constant b in the linear 
expansion being six times greater according to Chappuis than 
according to Bedford. The constant a is at the same time 
reduced. 

The results now presented by the author agree tolerably 
well with those of Chappuis, but emphasize this difference, 
the constant b being seven times larger than according to 
Bedford, and the constant a@ slightly smaller than according 
to Chappuis. 

In the following table are set forth the actual coefficients of 
linear expansion at particular temperatures, for every 10° up 
to the limit of the determinations, deduced from the obser- 
vations of the author and of Chappuis respectively. “The 
actual lengths when Ly=1 are also graphically expressed by 
the two curves in fig. 2 (the dotted one representing the results 
of Chappuis), for which degrees of temperature are taken as 
abscissee and the lengths as ordinates. 

2e2 
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Table showing Values of z=a+20¢ for various Temperatures. 

Temperature. Tutton. Chappuis. 

0 0-000 002 522 0:000 002 824 
10 2 671 2 947 
2() 2819 a 071 
30) 2 967 3194 
40) a 3317 
oO 3 265 3441 
60 3414 3964 
10 3 962 3 688 
80 Odsal. 3 811 
JO 3 899 

100 4008 
110 4157 
120 43095 

The value for 120°, calculated from the formula of Chappuis, 
is 0-000 604 305, exactly the same as the author’s value. 

Chappuis offered, towards an explanation of the difference 
between Bedford’s results and his own, the observation that 
some rotation of the fringes occurred, indicating inequality 
of expansion and curving of the tube; and further, that the 
hole through the tube was considerably eccentric, so that 
opposite parts of the wall presented variations in thickness, 
and the effect of a glaze differing in expansibility from the 
*‘ biscuit? might be to slightly deform the tube on heating. 
In the author’s opinion this is not the cause of the discrepancy, 
for in the author’s experiments the amount of rotation of the 
interference-bands was negligible, and the hole was central. 
The results now presented indicate rather that the discrepancy 
is due to a fundamental real difference, dependent on the 
interval of temperature for which the determinations were 
made. They indicate clearly, in the author’s opinion, that 
the character of the expansion between 0° and 100° is sub- 
stantially that exhibited by the results of Chappuis for the 
interval of 0° to 85°, those results, however, not going quite ~ 
far enough in their difference from those of Bedford ; also, 
that the considerable difference from the latter observer’s 
values is owing to the large interval included by Bedford’s, 
0° to 830°. In other words, presuming the accuracy of 
Bedford’s results (and there is every reason to do so, as they 
are confirmed by the results of other observers with Berlin 
porcelain), it appears proved that the increment per degree 
(Aa/At= 2b), of the coefficient of expansion, in the case of 
porcelain is not a constant quantity, but one which is much 
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larger between 0° and 100° than at the higher temperatures 
explored by Bedford. Two entirely independent series of 

Fig. 2.—Lengths at ¢° when Loo=1. 

SrsssHi tf OssuHHEnTTosssttad 

BSESoS0er, 400 

1:000 350 OF aes see eesTee Jeunaaas 
BEQCn) m4 HEHE 

325 ~Lt+ {+t 

1000300 

275 

1-000 250 

225 

1:000 200 

175 

1°000 150 

125 

1:000 100 

1:000 050 

=2 DERBS0So0 05008 HEC EEE EE EE EEE 
aetna [rf ODS S000 GAUSS SE0R0 SBaeSaee5 
ee i] fit ffs fF fe fia en] ret a ff fa fsa | 

1:000 000 - 
Oop 2) 2 3097 A0l 502 |. GO. 702,” 80°, 90% 1008 AGE Aaing 

determinations, carried out by the highly accurate inter- 
ference method, and employing the quite different forms of 
apparatus of Fizeau and the author, involving also the use of 
light of entirely different wave-lengths, have now conclusively 
settled the rate of expansion for the short interval of 0° to 
100°, and, indeed, if the author’s higher limit is included, 
for the interval 0° to 120°. The temperature of 120° herein 
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attained, is the maximum which can with safely be employ: ed 
in an interference-dilatometer. 

The conclusion now arrived at with respect to Bayeux 
porcelain is very similar to that derived from a research by 
Holborn and Day (Ann, der Phys. und Chem. vol ii. p. 505, 
1900), on the expansion of Berlin porcelain between 0° and 
1000°. A rod of unglazed porcelain 483 mm. long was 
employed, and the method of the comparator used in making 
the determinations of its expansion. It was found that 
between 250° and 625° the results are fairly reproduced by 
the expression 

1,=1[1 + (2954t41°12502)10-%]. 
But below 250° the values afforded by the formula are too 
high. Again, between 700° and 900° the determinations are 
not accurately reproduced by the formula; but agreement 
becomes better again at 1000°. 

Prof. Callendar, in discussing the relative results of 
Chappuis and Bedford (Proceedings of the Physical Society, 
Nov. 22nd, 1901), stated that ‘‘ Bedford’s results agreed very 
fairly, allowing for difference of material, with Holborn and 
Day’s from 200° to 600°, and that both differed from those of 
Chappuis between 0° and 80° when extrapolated in a precisely 
similar manner. It was quite possible, as he (Prof. Callendar) 
had previously suggested, that the expansion of porcelain 
between 0° and 100° was anomalous. It appeared certain 
that some anomaly in the expansion at 800° was indicated in 
the experiments of Bedford, and also in those of Holborn 
and Day.” ! 

The supposition of Prof. Callendar, as to an anomalous 
expansion between 0° and 100° in the case of porcelain, 
appears to be well founded, the anomaly consisting in a very 
much larger increment for this interval than for the higher 
interval 200° to 600°. The author fully agrees with “Dr. 
Chappuis that the thermal expansion of the porcelain employed 
for air-thermometers, whether of the Bayeux or Berlin 
varieties, cannot be represented by a two-term function 
throughout an interval of temperature exceeding a very few 
hundred degrees. On no account can such an expression be 
safely employed outside the interval for which it was actually 
determined, extrapolation leading to grave errors in the case 
of porcelain. 
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LXXII. On the Change of the Electrical Resistance of Metals 
when placed in a Magnetic Field. By J. Parrurson, B.A. 
(Toronto), 1851 Exhibition Science Scholar, Na ena! 
College, Cambridge *. 

«ae change of the electrical resistance of metals when 
placed in a magnetic field was first observed in iron 

and nickel by Lord Kelvin} in 1856. He found that the 
electrical resistance of these metals was increased when mag- 
netized longitudinally, and diminished when magnetized 
transversely to the direction of the current. 

Tomlinson { showed that bismuth had its resistance increased 
by a field parallel to the direction of the current; while Righi§ 
observed that its resistance was also increased when the field 

- was transverse to the direction of the current. 
Goldhammer || made more accurate experiments on bis- 

muth and on the magnetic metals iron, cobalt, and nickel, 
He also found that antimony and tellurium exhibited this 
phenomenon. 

Recently Lenard made very careful experiments on 
bismuth with both steady and alternating currents. He found 
that the change of resistance was ditferent when the current 
was alternating from what it was when steady, and also that 
the increase of resistance for a longitudinal field was less than 
for a transverse one. He obtained a small change in german- 
silver and copper, but in this case it was the same whether 
the current was steady or alternating. 

This phenomenon has recently been explained by Prof. J. 
J. Thomson** on the corpuscular theory of electric conduction 
in metals. According to this theory, the electric currents in 
the metals are carried by negatively-charged corpuscles moving 
with a definite velocity under an applied H.M.F. These cor- 
puscles are considered to act as a perfect gas: consequently 
they have a mean free path and mean velocity and exert a 
definite pressure. 

He has shown that if the corpuscles be moving under an 
electric force, and then a transverse magnetic force be applied, 
the particles move in a cycloid. Their path is thus increased, 
and consequently the resistance of the conductor is changed. 

* Communicated by Prof. J. J. Thomson, F.R.S. 
+ Math. & Physical Papers, vol. ii. p. 307. 
{ Phil. Trans. 1883, p. 1. 
§ Journal de Physique, ser. 2, tome lil. p. 359 (1854). 
|| Wied. Asnalen, vol. xxxi. p. 360 (1887). 
“| Wied. Annalen, vol. xxxix. p- 619 (1890). 

** Rapports présentés au Cong grés Inter national de Fae: lil. p. 138, 
Paris, 1900. 
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If the corpuscles be acted upon by a magnetic force in the 
same direction as the electric force, they describe spirals 
about the lines of magnetic force, and consequently the 
resistance is, in this case, also changed. 

It was suggested by Prof. Thomson that I should make a 
series of experiments on some of the non-magnetic metals, to 
see whether they also showed a change of resistance in the 
transverse magnetic field, and, if so, to measure its magnitude, 
and from these measurements to obtain the mean free path, 
mean velocity, and pressure of the corpuscles. 

The metals, which were in the form of wires, double silk- 
covered, were wound non-inductively in flat spirals. These 
spirals were about 15 mm. diameter and 1 mm. thick ; they 
were wound between two plates, and then immersed for a few 
minutes in hot paraffin-wax. When cold, one of the plates 
was carefully removed and a thin strip of mica put over the 
spiral and fastened with paraftin-wax. The other side was 
then treated ina similar manner. The ends were soldered 
to two stout pieces of copper wire twisted together. Fig. 1 
shows the spiral when complete. 

Two similar spirals were made of the same metal, each 
having, as nearly as possible, the same resistance, so that 
the second would act as a compensating resistance. It was 
hoped that by this arrangement greater constancy would 
be secured than if another resistance was used. Two other 
non-inductive resistances, nearly equal to the others, were 

made usually of german-silver. These four resistances were 
joined together in the form of a Wheatstone bridge. The 
general arrangement is shown in fig. 2. 



} 

| 
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All the junctions (a, fig. 2) were soldered and mounted on 
ebonite. For convenience, these junctions were connected 
to mercury cups (c, fig. 2) with copper wire. The bridge 
was balanced by placing one of the arms, either B or C as the 
experiment required, in multiple are with a large variable 
Yesistance W. 

The current was furnished by a single Leclanché cell with 
a variable resistance R in its circuit. This allowed the 
current in the bridge to be adjusted so as not to produce 
appreciable heating. 
A D’Arsonval galvanometer, G, was used as it was 

not affected by a magnet. It had a resistance of 95 ohms 
and, by using a telescope and scale, it gave a deflexion of 
1 mm. for 2°4 x 10-8 ampere, or a deflexion of 1 mm. on the 

_ scale would correspond to a change of resistance in one arm 
of the bridge to, at most, one part in 50,000. 

There was an extra wire from 7” to the variable resistance 
W, and also a mercury key in the battery-circuit at A. 
This arrangement permitted the resistance W to be used as an 
ordinary Wheatstone bridge by simply changing the mercury 
keys to the dotted position as shown in figure. 

All the circuits in the Wheatstone bridge were carefully 
insulated and supported on paraffin blocks, so that there could 
be no leaking to the galvanometer from extraneous sources. 

The spiral and the other resistances forming the bridge and 
the connecting wires to the mercury cups were well covered 
with paraffin-wax, so that they could be immersed in a water- 
bath. 

To produce the magnetic field, the large ring-magnet of the 
Du Bois type in the Cavendish Laboratory was used. The 
poles, P (fig. 2), were about 2mm. apart. It gave a very 
concentrated field, so that the other arms of the bridge, which 
were about 20 cm. away, were not affected by the magnet. 
The fields were measured with a carefully calibrated bismuth 
spiral for known currents through the magnet: these fields 
were taken as constant throughout the experiment for that 
position of the poles. 

The poles of the magnet were surrounded by a water-bath, 
which was kept at the temperature of the room. The spiral 
and the resistances were all immersed in this bath. 

The first experiments were made with german-silver wire 
0:004 inch diameter. The resistances of the two spirals were 
44-035 and 44:06 ohms respectively. ‘The other two, which 
were also of german-silver, had 42°41 and 43°58 ohms respect- 
ively. With this arrangement, no change could be detected 
with a field of 26,600 lines per sq. cm. 
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Lenard* obtaineda slight change of resistance for german- 
silver in a magnetic field. He does not state, however, the 
composition of the metal he used. The specimen used in 
this experiment contained about 12 per cent. of nickel ; and 
it is most probable that the ditferent results are due to 
different compositions of the alloy. 

A series of experiments were next made with pure copper 
in the form of white-silk covered wire, hard drawn, :002 inch 
diameter. ‘The two spirals had resistances of 24:04 and 22°92 
ohms. The other two, of german-silver, had 24°12 and 22°95 
ohms respectively. | 

It was exceedingly difficult to obtain a balance on the 
bridge for any length of time. This was probably due to 
heating of the resistances, for as they were insulated with 
paraffin, the heat would not be conducted away very rapidly. 
Besides, one of the spirals being between two large pole-pieces 
of the magnet, the heat in all probability was conducted away 
from that spiral at a different rate than from the other. ‘The 
galvanometer, however, always indicated an increase of re- 
sistance when the magnetic field was on, but when the field 
was put off and the bridge again tested the original balance 
had altered generally in the direction which indicated an 
increase of resistance in the compensating spiral. Any 
change in the resistance of the coils due to heating would 
therefore tend to diminish the effect due to the magnetic 
field rather than increase it. ‘This shows that the increase 
in resistance of the test-coil must be due to the magnetic 
field. The compensating spiral was replaced by a german- 
silver resistance of 22°92 ohms. ‘This gave much more satis- 
factory results, but there was a slow change from time to time. 

To obtain a reading the bridge was first balanced, then the 
magnetic field put on and the bridge again balanced. The 
field was put oft, and the bridge tested to see if the original 
balance had altered. If it had changed a little, the experi- 
ment was repeated until the same balance was obtained after 
as before the field was put on. It required but a few seconds 
to make a complete observation. 

If A is the resistance of the test spiral, B, C, D the resist- 
ances in the other arms of the bridge, © being in multiple 
are with the variable resistance R, then for equilibrium we 
must have D A 

se Ok 
C+R 

fern 
=F 

* Wied. Ann. vol. xxxix. p. 619 (1890). 
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where OR 

GEE 

If, now, when the magnetic field is put on, A is increased by 
0A, and consequently o by Oo in order that equilibrium may 
be preserved, then 

or 

A oc 

Hence the value of the change of resistance due to the 

magnetic field is given by Og ; 
Oo 

Table I. gives the results obtained for the first set of 
observations. 

Tasie I.—Copper Wire. 

R= Resistance in 24.12xBR 
ha mere to STONER | oc= Ae ey ‘oft 
Magnetic| balance bridge. increase of | 07} 4 | value of | Oo “ 

Field off.|Field on. |Field off. | Field on. 

26500 | 2175 2215 | 23-8555 | 23:8602 ‘0047 1-97 

26500 | 2240 2285 | 23°8631 | 23:8681 ‘G050 2:09 201 2g 

26500 | 2300 2345 | 23'8697 | 23°8744 | -0047 1-97 

21300 | 2210 2240 | 23°8596 | 23-8631 ‘0035 1-46 

21300 | 2370 2405 | 23:8770 | 23-8806 | -0036 1:50 150 33 

21300 | 2300 2335 | 23°8697 | 23°8734 ‘0037 1:55 

To test whether the apparent change in the resistance was 
real or due to induction effects or the magnetizing current, the 
galvanometer-circuit was closed, while the battery-circuit 
remained open, but in this case the deflexion of the galva- 
nometer, if any, was the same whether the field was on or 
off. Reversing the current in the magnet did not affect the 
result. As the four resistances of the Wheatstone bridge 
formed a closed circuit, the change might be due to a sudden 
heating of the resistances by any induced currents at the 
make or break of the magnetizing circuit. To prevent this, 
the bridge was arranged so that the circuit could be left 
open when the field was put on or off. This also had no 
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effect on the result. Moreover, had it been due to the above 
cause, the resistance should have been greater after the field 
was put off, owing to the induced current at break. 

As a final test a series of observations were made with the 
poles of the magnet at different distances apart, so that 
different fields were obtained with the same current in the 
magnetizing circuit. The values obtained are given in Table IT. 

These results show that when the field is constant the 
change of resistance for this field is independent of the 
current in the magnetizing circuit. There are considerable 
differences, it is true, in the magnitude of the change of 
resistance for the same field. It will be seen, however, in 
the column giving the increase of resistance due to the field, 
that these ditferences occur in the fourth place of decimals 
and this figure is only approximate. 

These results confirm those obtained by Lenard * for 
copper. He, however, does not give the magnitude of the 
change which he obtained, except stating that it was very small. 

It was hoped that by surrounding the poles of the magnet 
with a water-jacket through which the water could be kept 
flowing, the resistance would be more constant. It was found, 
however, that much more satisfactory results were obtained 
when the water, instead of circulating, was allowed to stand in 
the jacket. 

Another spiral of the same copper wire was made with a 
resistance of 58°68 ohms. The other three resistances were 
made of “ EKureka” wire, and had 59°6, 58°2, 58°48 ohms 
respectively. With this spiral another series of observations 
were made, the results of which are given in Table III. 

TasLe II1.—Copper Wire. 

R= Resistance in 59.6xR 
He multiple arc to oS sor Gu oo= Mean 

Macnetic| Dalance bridge. es increase of | Qo,,, | value of Qa 10°, 
ld wi resist, Gue)| qi; * 0°10! o H2 
tt i eeetees cl togheld: Gee 

Field off. | Field on. | Field off. | Field on. 

27650 | 2090 2076 | 57-9475 |57:9367 | 0108 1:86 

27650 | 2080 2065 | 57-9398 | 57-9281 | -0117 2:02 | 1:96 26 

27650 | 2090 2075 | 57-9475 |57 9339 | ‘0116 2:00 

25850 | 207! 

25850 | 2 

25} 2060 |57:9340 157-9241 | -0099 | 1-70 
2062 | 2050 | 57-9257 |57-9162| 0095 | 164 | 167 “ 

—_—_— | 

* Wied. Ann. vol, xxxix. p. 619 (1890). 
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In these observations the bridge was balanced by placing 
B (fig. 2) in multiple are with the variable resistance ; then, in 
order that the relation Ao=CD may hold when A is 
increased, o must be decreased. Hence the increase in A 
appears in the table as a decrease in o. 

The average of all the results given in Tables L., II., and 
IIL. are plotted in fig. 3, where the abscissze represent the 
field and the ordinates the change of resistance. 

Fig. 3. 

Pols licker iu lcth co eleva lea veel a aes 
Sob) a ee 
| Loe ee tale el 
ST doula ale ost. ‘Uyeda otitis l 

16 17 18 19 (ae) 

iv) + 

12000 13 AOS ea: @2 23 24 2 @€& oF eB 2&9 

gh 
axio* 

If the change of resistance due to the magnetic field 

varied as the square of the resistance, then ae should be a 

a 1()! 
constant. The values obtained for — Tz would indicate 
that this is so. a 

_ Experiments were also made with “ Hureka ” wire, which 
contains iron and has practically no temperature-coefficient. 
The spiral had a resistance of 94°87 ohms, and the other three 
resistances, also of “ Kureka” wire, were each of about 95°21 
ohms. In this case a decrease of resistance of 0°75 in 10,0C0 
for a transverse field of 26,900 lines was obtained. As the 
composition of the wire was not known, these experiments 
were not pursued further. They are of interest, however, 
in that they show that iron in its alloys still retains the 
property of decreasing its resistance when placed in a transverse 
magnetic field. 

To measure the change of resistance in mercury, a spiral 
was made of capillary glass tubing and filled with mercury. 

The resistance was about 2°39 ohms. In this case the 
deflexions of the galvanometer were observed, and the change 
calculated from the formule 
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where 

A=BG(at+b+ea+)+B(b+2)(a+8)+G(a+b)(a+ £) 
tabat+abB+aap + b2B, 

where ¢ is the current through the galvanometer, E the 
H.M.F. of the battery: B the resistance of the battery 
circuit and G that of the galvanometer; a, 6, a, B the 
resistanees of the arms of the bridge. The results obtained 
are given in Table IV. 

Taste [V.—Mercury. 

| 6 et erste] asia 
a | No Feld. iieidionl) | due to feld. o 

24900 23990 4-1 mm. 00076 3-18 
92300 2:3990 36, 00067 2:80 
22300 23990 33 ,, 00070 292 
18100 23774 29. 00054 2-27 
14400 2-3990 20 ,, 00037 154 

For the remainder of the experiments, the sensitiveness 
of the galvanometer was changed from 2°4 x 10—* to 1°9 x 10~° 
ampere per scale-division. This made the period of the 
galvanometer much longer, but it allowed the current in the 
bridge to be decreased very much. Usually 500 ohms were 
inserted in the battery circuit. 

Instead of winding the wire to be tested in a spiral, it was 
found much better and more convenient to wind it on strips 
of mica about jj, mm. thick, 13 mm. wide, and 14 mm. long 

(fig. 4). 
Fig. 4. 

The small fraction of the wire that was parallel to the 
direction of the lines of force would not amount to 1 per 
cent. of the total, and in these experiments was negligible. 
No water-bath was required with this arrangement. 

Experiments were made with gold, platinum, silver, zinc, 
tin, cadmium, and carbon. The “gold, platinum, and ‘silver 
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were pure, and the wires were double white-silk covered, 
0°0025 inch diameter. The tin was practically pure; the zine 
contained about ;1 per cent. lead and a trace of iron; the 
cadmium was about 994 per cent. pure and had a little zine 
and a trace of iron. The zine and cadmium were tested 
spectroscopically for bismuth, but no trace could be detected. 
The wires were in the latter set 0°004 inch diameter, and 
double white-silk covered. The carbon was obtained by 
carefully removing the filament from an &-volt incandescent 
lamp so that the connexions were not broken. It was then 
mounted on mica and imbedded in paraffin. A large number 
of observations were made with each metal, and the average 
values are given in Table V. 

TABLE V. 

M ti Cadmium. | Zine. Gold. | Platinum. AN Silver. |Carbon. 

Pa OS te OF 1, | OF as OF 1 OF 191 | OF 1-4 | OF 791 field, | == LOR | 108. | 108 108. EO eee 

29200 21:16 6°35 3°02 44 1:87 2°02 
28600 20°86 5°98 2°93 "44 1°84 1:76 
26200 ne 572 hist i aoe 1:86 
25500 18:0 5:31 oh ate 1°52 
25300 17°36 5:09 2°39 ‘Oo 1-47 1:46 
24400 mas a a5 aes age iy. 273 
21400 13:25 4°11 Moe hed 1:24 1:54 
21100 ie se mt au Bee se 2°42 
20400 12°32 3°77 sae a 1:09 1:22 
19800 a a sie ih: nae hes 1:49 
18400 10°51 O47 ae Ne ee 96 
17900 an ay if ae ap one 1:18 
17300 9°28 3°40 1:18 27 ‘74 68 | 

do 10% 
The average values of ere in order of magnitude 

obtained from above tables are 

Cd 282. Zn 87. Hg 54. 

GC 44. Au ol. Xo 26: 

Cue 26.., Sne2oe. on eaon 

These numbers thus represent the relative values of ly for 
the same magnetic field. a 

To measure the change of resistance where the current is 
parallel to the lines of force, the wire was wound on thin 
strips of mica 15 mm. long and 3 or 4mm. wide. These 
strips were placed one on top of the other so as to form a 
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small rectangular parallelepiped. Magnified views in plan 
and elevation are shown in figs. 4 and 5. 

Fig. 5. 

This resistance could be placed so that the current was 
either parallel or perpendicular to the lines of force. A series 
of experiments were made on german-silver, copper, silver, 
tin, and zine. The german-silver gave no change for a field 
of 19,800 lines. A number of observations were made on 
each of the others, and the average values obtained are given 
in Table VI. 

TAsre VL 

_ Magnetic Resistance of | Oo=increase OF Jo: 
| Metal. field. wire in field. due to field. o ty 

| Give... .....| 22700 10-7189 | 00105 | -98 
| | 20300 10-7159 | -00085 | . -79 

i 22700 25-5704 0024 | -93 
| 20300 25°5672 ‘0019 | re 

ite ks: | 22700 19-0671 0057 | 3-09 
| 20800 19-0671 0047 2-46 

| Copper ......... 23500 aed iio 1°80 
| 20800 be KS | 154 | 
| | | 

The same piece of copper wire was used to measure the 
change of resistance in both transverse and longitudinal fields. 
The values obtained for the change of resistance in the same 
field appeared to be slightly greater when the field was trans- 
verse than when longitudinal. 

In Table V. the values for silver appear somewhat 
discordant as are also those for copper given in Tables L., IT., 
& Ill. These.two metals, however, are the best conductors, 
and considerable more difficulty was experienced in measuring 
the change of resistance due to the magnetic field in these 
metals than in the others. 

The difficulties connected with measuring such small 
changes are too great to expect very accurate results : hence 
not much more can be claimed for the numbers given in this 
paper than that they represent the order of magnitude of the 
change of resistance in the magnetic field. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 3. No. 18. June 1902. 2X 
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Prof. Thomson * has shown that if 

n be the number of corpuscles in unit volume, 
e the charge on a corpuscle and m its mass, 

ug the velocity acquired under a unit field, 
\ the mean free path of the corpuscle, 
c the initial velocity, which is about 7°6 x 108 at 27°C., 
¢ the time a corpuscle takes to complete its mean free path, 
q the number of corpuscles produced per sec. in the steady 

state, 
H the transverse magnetic field ; 

then the conductivity is = = neuy. Alsoif dois the change of 

resistance due to the magnetic field, 

OG el 

o 3 e 

Using the values for the change in the resistance of 
platinum given in Table V. and substituting in above equation, 

then 1 
“44 x 10~* = —(29200)? 29? 

or Uy=or9 X{L0-"., 

eeu 
Also Uy = 2 a Py 

or A= Dug ie o 
e 

=2x3'9x L0-7x 1077 x 76 x 10, 

= 909X107" for platinum. 
Since 

] 
neu, = —; 

o 

it 
We = +, 

OuUy 

ib ‘ 
= 9100x3°9x 10=7 nN the case of platinum, 

=280 about. 

If N is the number of molecules of hydrogen in 1.-e.c, 

* J. J. Thomson, Rapports présentés aw Congrés International de 
Physique, iii. p. 188, Paris, 1900, 
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under atmospheric pressure and at 0° C., and e the charge on 
an lon, 

Ne=0°4, 

and therefore “ = 700 about : 
Ne 

that is, the pressure exerted by the corpuscles in the case of 
platinum is about 700 atmospheres. 

Again, the charge on a corpuscle is 6 x 10-1" electrostatic 
units, and this gives 

280 
n= ~——. x 3 x 10” 

be FO : 

=a Lie: Sa One 

Richardson * has obtained for ” the value 1:3 x 107! at a 
temperature of 1542° absolute, from the negative radiation 
of a hot wire. The agreement of this with the above is 
fairly close considering the difficulties in connexion with the 
experiment, and the wide difference of temperature at which 
the results were obtained. 

> pea 
Since ¢ = — this becomes for platinum 8 x 10—", and from 

¢ 
7" ve n 2 

this we obtain for ¢ = Ne the value 1°8 x 10®. 

The results for the other metals are tabulated in the 
following table, those for platinum being also given to make 
the table complete. 

| | 
} | 

Metal. | Wo r. | tiga | n, a - | g. 

(ee ee iy a es (Rd 

Pim 99x10 ° 59x10" | oo |14x107 | sx107* | 18x10" 
| Gold ......... 104x110 /16x10-° 1115. 22x10" | 21x10 | 10x10” 
nape.) 83x10’ 13x10 225 [45x10 | 7x10 | 26x10" 
Suber! 8:5x10-7 |1'3x10°° 1840 |36x10” | 1:7x10~ | 91x10” 
Copper ...... 8810-7 |1-34x10-° 1730 |3-4x10” | 1.8x107? | 19x10” 
ee. 5x10 jesxi0 | 298 | 58x 10” | 3x10 pase 
Cadmium ....27x10-° 44x10 ° 136 [27x10 | 54x10? | 5x10” 

| Mereumy......(1-210) © resx10 | «= | aaxct0” | 24107 | +810" 
Carbon ...... 11810 °1-79x 107° O54 | 108x10", 285x107 46x10" 

In order that the corpuscular pressure may be in equilibrium 
at the surface of the metal, the pressure tending to drive out 

* Proc. Camb, Phil. Soc. vol, xi. pt. iv. p, 286 (1901). 
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the corpuscles must be equal to the force tending to keep 
them in. Taking the axis of w as perpendicular to the 
surface of the metal, then at any point a if p is the pressure, 
X the force, and 2 the number of corpuscles per unit volume, 

— an = Xne; 
AX 

But p is proportional to the absolute temperature, and the 
number of corpuscles therefore 

—cf an = Xne 
Ax 

cf ts 
or _ — Log i= \ Xde, 

ae 

where W is the work required to take the corpuscle from the 
inside to the outside of the metal. 

On the assumption that the work is all electrical, W would 
be the difference of potential, and in the case of two metals 
in contact it would be equal to V the contact-difference of 
potential. If m, and n, are the number of corpuscles per 
unit volume in each metal, then on the above assumption we 
have 

cO, m 
N Some Oe A 

Taking Maxwell’s value of 2x10" for the number of 
molecules per c.c. of a gas at standard temperature and 
pressure, we have 

a = 0:027 volt. 

Substituting the values of n obtained for the different metals 
in (A), the values tabulated below are obtained, on making 
the assumption stated above, for the contact-difference of 
potential in volts : 

Cu-Pt. Cu—Au. Cu-Ag. Cu-Cd. Cu-Zn. Cu-Sn. Cu-C. 

0:0239 0°0117 —0:0015 00684 0:0478 0-0546 0:2176 

In conclusion I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to 
Prof. Thomson for his kindly interest and valuable suggestions 
throughout the course of the investigation. 

Cavendish Laboratory, 
March 14th, 1902, 
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LXXITI. Notices respecting New Bokos. 

Lehrbuch der Potentialtheorie. Il. Allgemeine Theorie des loga- 
rithnuschen Potentials und der Potentialfunktionen in der Ebene. 
Von Dr. ArtHurR Kory. Mit 58 in den Text gedruckten 
Figuren. Berlin, 1901. Ferd. Diimmlers Verlagsbuchhandlung. 
Pp. x+366. 

HIS volume forms Part II. of the author’s Treatise on the Theory 
of Potential, but may be regarded as an entirely self-contained 

work, since no knowledge of the results arrived at in the first 
portion of the complete treatise is assumed. The theory of , 
logarithmic potential enters largely into many two-dimensional 
pr roblems of modern mathematical physics, and the author is to be 
congratulated on the clear exposition which he has given us of this 
important subject. The work is divided into six sections, and is 

_ preceded by a short introduction on line and surface integrals. 
In Section I. the author defines and classifies the various types of 
logarithmic potential, considers their general properties, and then 
discusses the special characteristics of point, line, and surface 
potentials. In Section II. the expansion of log 1/7 is considered, 
and is followed by an account of the expansion of functions 
generally in terms of circular functions. Sections IIT.,1V., and V. 
deal with the theory of potential functions generally, of their 
representation by means of line-integrals, their turning-values, and 
the solution of Dirichlet’s problem in two dimensions. The 
concluding Section VI. is devoted to an account of conformal 
representation and to Green’s function. <A useful bibliographical 
appendix and table of errata are given at the end of the book. 

Die Heterogenen Gleichgewichte vom Standpunkte der Phasenlehre. 
Von Dr. H. W. Bakuuis Rooznsoom, Professor an der 
Universitat Amsterdam. Erstes Heft: Die Phasenlehre— 
Systeme aus Hiner Komponente. Mit 54 eingedruckten 
Abbildungen. Braunschweig: F. Vieweg und Sohn. 1901. 
Pp. xiv+ 222. 

THE domain of physical chemistry is one in which Dutch 
physicists appear particularly to excel; and the history of this 
branch of science is very largely associated with the names of 
Dutch investigators. It is therefore only natural to expect that 
a treatise on an important branch of physical chemistry should 
come from the‘pen of a Dutch author. The book under review 
forms the first part of a systematic treatise on the equilibrium of 
heterogeneous systems, regarded from the point of view of 
Willard Gibbs’s Phase Rule, which is adopted as the basis of 
classification in various cases of chemical and physical equilibrium. 

After a very careful and lucid explanation of the Phase Rule, 
the author proceeds to the consideration of systems of a single 
component, taking the cases of equilibrium between a liquid and 
a gaseous phase, a solid and a gaseous;one, and a solid and liquid 
one, The ‘triple point ”—solid-liquid-gas—is uext discussed. 
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The remainder of the book is devoted to the consideration of 
more complicated cases of systems of a single component. 

In his treatment of the subject, the author avoids, as far as 
possible, the use of higher mathematics and the more difficult 
parts of thermodynamics, his primary aim being to furnish 
chemists with a clear account of the present state of the theory 
of equilibria. 

The treatment of systems of two components is promised in 
Part IL., and of systems of three or more components in Part ITI. 

Outlines of Electrochemistry. By Harry C. Jonus, Associate- 
Professor of Physical Chemistry in the Johns Hopkins Unwersity, 
New York: D. Van Nostrand Company. 1901. Pp. vi+106, 

We know of no other book which contains, within so short a 
compass, so clear an account of the leading ideas of modern 
electrochemistry. The author is an enthusiast, and unmistakable 
evidences of this appear on almost every page of the book, which 
forms delightful reading. No attempt is made to present the reader 
with an exhaustive and systematic account of the subject, but the 
method followed will, we venture to think, furnish him with a 
much clearer conception of modern electrochemical theories than 
could be derived from the study of more elaborate treatises. The 
subjects dealt with comprise osmotic pressure, electrolytic dis- 
sociation, electrolysis and theories of electrolysis, conductivity of 
solutions, and calculation of electromotive-forces of cells. It is 
very unfortunate that the author should use the terms “ tension ” 
and ‘ solution-tension” for “ pressure” and solution-pressures. 
The absurdity of using “ tension” in this sense has repeatedly 
been pointed out ; yet chemists are great sinners in this respect. 
Again, why should electrochemists arbitrarily seize upon the much- 
abused ‘‘z” and make it do duty for “P.D.”? Why not use 
symbols commonly employed by electricians? On p. 83, foot of 
second column, the printer has made havoc of the author’s 
meaning. Apart from these and one or two other minor blemishes, 
we have little fault to find with the book, and can heartily 
commend it for its general excellence. 

Halbmonatliches LIntteraturverzeichniss der Fortschritte der Physik 
im Jahre 1902. Dargestellt von der Deutschen Physikalischen 
Gesellschaft. Redigirt von Kart Scurrn und RicHarp 
Assmann. 1 Jahrg. Nos. 1 und 2. Braunschweig: F. Vieweg 
und Sohn. 

In order to enable its members to keep in touch with contemporary 
scientific literature, the Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft has 
decided to issue a classified fortnightly register of all articles dealing 
with physical subjects (including meteorology) in various languages. 
We have before us the first two numbers of this new publication, 
which for purposes of reference should prove very important. 
Considerable care appears to have been bestowed on the classification 
of the articles under suitable headings. 
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LXAILV. Lntelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

THE PRODUCTION OF A MAGNETIC FIELD BY A FLIGHT OF 

CHARGED PARTICLES. BY PROF. R. W. WOOD. 

P the various modifications of Rowland’s experiment on electric 
convection, centrifugal force places an upper limit to the 

attainable velocity of the moving charge. It has seemed to me that 
if the revolving disk could be abandoned, and a flight of charged 
particles substituted for it, much higher velocities could be obtained. 
A number of experiments have been planned, which I am at the 
present time carrying out in collaboration with Dr. Harold Pender. 
The first one has already yielded positive results, a deflexion of a 
magnetic needle having been obtained by driving a cloud of charged 
particles of solid carbon dioxide through a long glass tube placed 

under the needle. The particles become charged in the same 
manner as the steam-jet in the hydroelectric machine of Armstrong, 
the potential being so high that sparks over a centimetre long can 
be drawn from the iron cylinder in which the liquefied gas is 
contained. While we have obtained scale-deflexions as high as 
10 centimetres with the tube close to the needle, it has been found 
better to work with the tube about 2°5 cms. below the needle, in 
which case the deflexion is about 2 cms. Reversing the direction 
of the jet invariably reverses the direction of the deflexion. At 
the present time we are employing two glass tubes side by side in 
a larger tube, the space between being filled with paraffin. The 
tubes are about 1°5 metre long, each one being permanently 
attached to a cylinder of the gas. If the needle is deflected by a 
stream flowing through one tube, it can be brought nearly back to 
its original position by setting the other tube in action. The par- 
ticles appear to carry positive charges, which is the case in the 
hydroelectric machine, and the direction of the deflexion is the 
same as when an electric current flows from the carbon to the zinc 
in the direction of the gas-jet. As yet no attempt has been made 
to determine experimentally the velocity of the moving charge. 
About a pound of gas escapes in 20 seconds through the tube, 
which has a bore of about 2°5 mm. Taking the temperature of 
the gas as —80°, and assuming that one half of it is solidified 
(doubtless much too high an estimate), the calculated velocity is 
not far from 2000 feet per second, while the maximum attainable 
rim-speed in the-case of a revolving disk is less than 300 feet. To 
calculate the velocity it will be necessary to know not only the 
amount of gas solidified, but also the pressure-gradient in the tube. 
In the above calculation the pressure was taken as that of the 
atmosphere, which is obviously not the case, though the error 
introduced may be partially offset by the large estimate of the 
amount of solid gas present. 

The experiments have been in progress for but a few days, and 
only this very brief preliminary communication is possible at the 
present time. 
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Aqueous solutions, on the absorption 

of Rontgen rays by, 68. 
Atmosphere, on the question of hy- 

drogen in the, 416. 
Atomic sizes, on, 161. 
Attraction, ou a law of molecular, 

425. 
Barton (Dr. IX. HU.) on the air-pres- 

sures used in playing brass instru- 
ments, 585. 

Barus (Prof. C.) on the behaviour of 
the phosphorus emanation in sphe- 
rical condensers, 80. 

Beattie (Prof. J. C.) on the magnetic 
elements at the Cape of Good 
Hope, 582, 

Books, new :—-Zenker’s Lehrbuch 
der Photochromie, 160; Hada- 
mard’s La Série de Taylor et son 
prolongement analytique, 
Arctowskis Aurores Australes, 
252; Birkeland’s Expédition Nor- 
végienne de 1899-1900 pour l'étude 

and 
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“ades A uirores boréales,252s Weber's 
Die partiellen. Ditionessiai-Gleich- 
ungen der mathematischen Physik, 
256; Original Papers by the late 
John Hopkinson, 557; Fleming’s 
Handbook for the Electrical La- 
boratory and Testing-Room, 358 ; 
Annuaire du Bureau des Longi- 
tudes, 859; IKoll’s Die Theorie der 
Beobachtungsfehler und die Me- 
thode der kleinsten Quadrate, 458 ; 
Korn’s Lehrbuch der Potential- 
theorie. II., 657 ; Roozeboom’s D e 
Heterogenen Gleichgewichte vom 
Standpunkte der Phasenlehre, 657; 
Jones’s Outlines of Electroche- 
mistry, 658; Halbmonatliches Lit- 
teraturverzeichniss der Fortsehritte 
der Physik im Jahre 1902, 658. 

Brass instruments, on the air-pres- 
sures used in playing, 385. 

Buchanan (Dr. J.) on a model which 
imitates the behaviour of dielec- 
trics, 240. 

Burbury (8. H.) on irreversible pro- 
cesses and Planck’s theory, 225. 

Cape of Good Hope, on the magnetic 
elements at the, 552. 

Capillarity constants of crystal faces, 
on, 144. 

Carbon dioxide, on the vapour-pres- 
sures of, 149; on the behaviour of 
solutions of, in water, 546; on the 
thermal properties of, 622. 

Cartmel (W. B.) on the Michelson- 
Morley experiment, 554. 

Cassie (Prof. W.) on multiple trans- 
mission fixed-arm spectroscopes, 
449, 

Cathode-rays, on radioactivity im- 
parted to certain salts by, 195. 

Chant (C. A.) on the skin-effect in 
electrical oscillators, 425. 

Chappuis (Dr. P.) on gas-thermo- 
metry, 245, 
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Circular filaments, on, 310. 
Coal-gas and air, on the explosion of, 

467. 
Codrington (T.) on a rock-valley in 

Carmarthenshire, 458. 
Coil, on the magnetic potential of a, 

310. 
Conduction, on the role of water 

vapour in gaseous, 512. 
Conductivity, on the electrical, pro- 

* duced in air by the motion of 
negative ions, 212; produced in 
gases by ultra-violet light, on the, 
907 ; of sodium chloride solutions, 
on the temperature variations of 
the, 487. 

Cook (Prof. S. R.) on flutings in a 
sound-wave and the forces due to 
the flux of a viscous liquid round 
spheres, 471. 

Copper, on the variation with tem- 
perature of the thermoelectro- 

_ motive force and resistance of, 177. 
Cornet, on the air-pressures used in 

playing the, 385. 
Crystal faces, on capillarity constants 

of, 144. 
structure, on the notations em- 

ployed in theories of, 203. 
Current-fields, on magnetism induced 

in iron by rapidly oscillating, 500. 
Currents, on a voltameter for small, 

168. 
Cuthbertson (C.) on the positive 

band-spectrum of nitrogen, 348, 
D’Arcy (R. F.) on the decomposition 

of hydrogen peroxide by light, 42. 
Determinant, on aggregates of minors 

of an axisymmetric, 410. 
Dielectric constant of paraffins, on 

the, 52. 
Dielectrics, on a model which imi- 

tates the behaviour of, 240. 
Diffraction gratine, on the effect of 

errors in ruling on the appearance 
of a, 92. ; 

Dispersion, on the anomalous, of 
sodium yapour, 128, 359; of sele- 
nium, on the, 607. 

Donnan (Dr. F. G.) on condensation 
of the vapours of organic liquids, 
305. 

Ekholm (Dr. N.) on the meteorolo- 
gical conditions of the pleistocene 
epoch, 459. 

Elastic solid, on a new specifying 
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method for stress and strain in an, 
95, 444. 

Electric convection, on, 659. 
Electrical conductivity produced in 

air by the motion of negative ions, 
on the, 212; on the temperature 
variations of the, of sodium chlo- . 
ride solutions, 487; on, produced 
in gases by ultra-violet light, 557. 

discharging action of the de- 
composition of hydrogen peroxide 
by light, 42. 

—— oscillators, on the skin-effect in, 
425, 

—— resistance of nickel, iron, and 
copper, on the variation with tem- 
perature of the, 177; of pure 
metals, on the temperature varia- 
tion of the, 515; on the change in 
the, of metals in a magnetic field, 
643. 

resonance of metal particles tor 
light-wavyes, on the, 396. 

waves in short-wire systems, 
on, 586. 

Electricity, on the one-fluid theory 
of, 257; on the relations between 
ether, matter, and, 361. 

Electrions, on the properties of, 257. 
Electrolytes, on the laws of binary, 

164. 
Elliptic analyser, on MacCullagh and 

Stokes’s, 541. 
English (Lieut-Col. T.) on coal and 

petroleum deposits in Turkey, 
5d. 

Ethane, on the vapour-pressures of, 
149; on the thermal properties of, 
628. 

Everett (Prof. J. D.) on focal lines 
and anchor-ring wave-fronts, 483. 

Expansion of porcelain, on the 
thermal, 631. 

Explosions, on a recording mano- 
meter for high-pressure, 461. 

Fluid, on the flux of a viscous, round 
spheres, 471. 

Fluidity of sodium chloride solutions, 
on the temperature variations of 
the, 487. 

Flutings in a sound-wave, on, 471. 
Focal lines, on, 488. 
Gaseous conduction, on the réle of 

water vapour in, 512. 
Gases, on the rate of recombination 

of ions in, 283; on solutions of, 

2.Y 
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in liquids, 346, 498; on the con- 
ductivity produced in, by ultra- 
violet light, 557. 

Gas-thermometry, notes on, 248. 
Geological Society, proceedings of 

the, 458, 549. 
Gilbert (N. IE.) on the relations 

between ‘ether, matter, and elec- 
tricity, 361. 

Glass, on the specific inductive ca- 
pacity of a specimen of, 586. 

Grating, on the effect of errors of 
ruling on the appearance of a dif- 
fraction-, 92. 

Gravitational matter, on tbe clus- 
tering of, 1. 

Groom (Prof. T. T.) on the Cambrian 
beds of the Malvern hills, 550. 

Harrison (E. P.) on the variation 
with temperature of the thermo- 
electromotive force and electric re- 
sistance of nickel, iron, and copper, 
WAT, 

Hicks (Dr. W. M.) on the Michelson- 
Morley experiment, 9, 256, 556. 

Hilton (H.) on capilarity constants 
of crystal faces, 144; on the nota- 
tions employed im theories of 
erystal-structure, 203. 

Hitchcock (F. L.) on vector differ- 
entials, 576. 

Hopkinson (B.) on the necessity for 
postulating an ether, 123. 

Hormell (W. G.) on the dielectric 
constant of paraffins, 52. 

Hosking (R.) on the temperature 
variations of the conductivity and 
fluidity of sodium chloride solu- 
tions, 487. 

Hydrogen in the atmosphere, on the 
question of, 416 ; on the inversion 
temperature of Kelvin effect in, 
535. 

peroxide, on the decomposition 
of, by light, 42. 

Hygrometric methcd, on a new, 380. 
Induction-coil, on the, 8938. 
Ionic coefficients of nitric acid, on 

~ the, 118. 
velocities, on, 161. 

Ionization, on, 161. 
Ions, on the conductivities produced 

in air by the motion of negative, 
212; onthe rate of recombination 
of, in gases, 283. 

Tron, on the variation with tempera- 

ture of the thermoelectromotive 
force and resistance of, 177; on 
magnetism induced in, by rapidly 
oscillating current-tields, 500. 

Irreversible processes, on, 220. 
Kelvin (Lord) on the clustering of 

eravitational matter in any part of 
the universe, 1; on a new spe- 
cifying method for stress and 
strain in an elastic solid, 95, 444; 
Aepinus atomized, 257. 

Kelvin effect in hydrogen, on the 
inversion temperature of the, 525. 

Kirkby (P. J.) on electrical con- 
ductivities produced in air by the 
motion of negative ions, 212. 

Kuenen (Prof. J. P.) on the vapour- 
pressures of carbon dioxide and 
ethane, 149; on the thermal pro- 
perties of carbon dioxide and 
ethane, 62%. 

Laws (S. C.) on the air-pressures 
used in playing brass instruments, 
385. 

Lehfeldt (Dr. R. A.) ona voltameter 
for small currents, 158. 

Lewis (Prof. P.) on the réle of water 
vapour in gaseous conduction, 512. 

Light, on the decomposition of 
hydrogen peroxide by, 42; on 
the velocity of, 330; on the geo- 
metrical representation of the 
state of polarization of a stream 
of, 541; on the conductivity pro- 
duced in gases by ultra-violet, 557. 

Light-waves, on the electrical re- 
sonance of metal particles for, 396. 

Liquids, on condensation of the 
vapours of organic, 505; on solu- 
tions of gases in, 346, 498. 

Lyle (Prof. T. R.) on circular fila- 
ments or circular magnetic shells 
and on the equivalent radius of a 
coil, 310; on the temperature 

- variations of the conductivity and 
fluidity of sodium chloride solu- 
tions, 487. 

McClung (R. K.) on the absorption 
of Rontgen rays by aqueous solu- 
tions, 68; on the rate of recombi- 
nation of ions in gases, 283. 

MacCullagh and Stokes’s elliptic 
analyser, on, 541. . 

McIntosh (D.) on the absorption of 
Rontgen rays by aqueous solu- 
tions, 68. 
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McLennan (Dr. J. C.) on radio- 
activity imparted to certain salts 
by cathode rays, 195. 

Maenetic elements at the Cape of 
Good Hope, on the, 532. 

field, on the effect of a, on 
metallie resistance, 353, 645; on 
the production of a, by a flight of 

“charged particles, 659. 
—— shells, on circular, 310. 
Magnetism, on, induced in iron by 

rapidly oscillating current-fields, 
500. 

Manley (J. J.) on the ionic and ther- 
mal coefficients of nitric acid, 118. 

Manometer, on a recording, for high- 
pressure explosions, 461. 

' Matter, on the relations between 
- wther, electricity, and, 361. 
Mellor (Dr. J. W.). on a law of 

molecular attraction, 423. 
Metal particles, on the electrical 

resonance of, for light-waves, 396. 
Metals, on the effect of a magnetic 

field on the resistance of, 353, 
643; on the temperature varia- 
tions of the electrical resistances 
of pure, 515. 

Michelson (Prof. A. A.) on the 
velocity of light, 330. 

Michelson-Morley experiment, on 
the, 9, 256, 555. 

Molecular attraction, on a law of, 423. 
Morrison (J. T.) on the magnetic 

elements at the Cape of Good 
Hope, 582. 

Muir (Dr. T.) on aggregates of 
minors of an axisymmetric de- 
terminant, 410. ' 

Nickel, on the variation with tempe- 
rature of the thermoelectromotive 
force and resistance of, 177. 

Nitric acid, on the ionic and thermal 
~ coefficients of, 118. 
Nitrogen, on the positive band- 

spectrum of, 348. : 

Olszewski (Prof. K.) on the inversion 
temperature of Kelvin effect in 
hydrogen, 535. hei ia 

Oscillators, on the skin-effect im 
electrical, 425. 

Paraffins, on the dielectric constant 
of, 52. 

Patterson (J.) on the change of the 
electrical resistance of metals when 
placed in a magnetic field, 648. 

Petavel (J. E.) on a recording ma- 
nometer for high-pressure ex- 
plosions, 461. 

Pho-phorus emanation, on the be- 
haviour of the, in spherical con- 
densers, 80. 

Planck’s theory, on, 225. 
Polarization of a stream of light, on 

a geometrical representation of the 
state of, 541. 

Pollock (Prof. J. A.) on electric 
waves in short wire systems, 586. 

Porcelain, on the thermal expansion 
of, 631. 

Radioactivity imparted to certain 
salts by cathode-rays, on, 195. 

Rayleigh (Lord) on forced vibrations 
and resonance, 97 ; on the pressure 
of vibrations, 338 ; on the question 
of hydrogen in the atmosphere, 
416. 

Resistance, on the variation with 
temperature of the, of nickel, iron, 
and copper, i177, of pure metals, 
515; on the effect of a transverse 
magnetic field on metallic, 353 ; 
on the change of the, of metals in 
a magnetic field, 643. 

Resonance, on, 97 ; on the electrical 
of metal particles for light-waves, 
396. 

Rohson (W. G.) on the vapour- 
pressures of carbon dioxide and 
ethane, 149; on the thermal pro- 
perties of carbon dioxide and 
ethane, 622. 

Rontgen rays, on the absorption of, 
by aqueous solutions, 68; on the 
relation between primary and 
secondary, 126. 

Rutley (F.) on a sinter from Builth, 
459. 

Salts, on radioactivity imparted to, 
by cathode-rays, 195. 

Selenium, on the absorption, dis- 
persion, and surface-colour of, 607. 

Skin-effect in electrical oscillators, 
on the, 425. 

Sodium chloride solutions, on the 
temperature variations of the con- 
ductivity and fluidity of, 487. 

Sodium vapour, on the anumalous 
dispersion of, 128, 359. 

Solutions, on the absorption of 
Rontgen rays by, 68; on the 
temperature variations of the con- 
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ductivity and fluidity of sodium 
chloride, 487. 

Sound-wave, on flutings in a, 471. 
Spectroscopes, on multiple trans- 

mission fixed-arm, 449, 
Spectrum, on the positive band-, of 

nitrogen, 348. 
Spencer (Prof. J. W. W.) on the 

geology of the West Indies, 552, 
503. 

Spheres, on the flux of a viscous 
fluid round, 471. 

Stocks (H. B.) on the origin of 
certain concretions in the ‘lower 
coal-measures, 460. 

Stress and strain, on a new ‘Specify; ing 
method for, 95, 444, 

Sutherland (W.) on ionization, ionic 
velocities, and atomic sizes, 161. 

Thermal coefficients of nitric acid, on 
the, J18. 

expansion of porcelain, on the, 
631. 

properties of carbon dioxide and 
ethane, on the, 622. 

Thermoelectromotive force of nickel, 
iron, and copper, on the variation 
with temperature of the, 177. 

Thermoluminescence imparted to 
salts by cathode-rays, on, 195. 

Thermometry, notes on gas-, 243. 
Thomson (Prof, J. Je) vou the effect 

of a transverse * magnetic field on 
metallic resistance, 353. 

Townsend (Prof. J. S.) on the con- 
ductivity produced in gases by 
ultra-violet light, 557. 

Trombone, on the air-pressures used 
in playing the, 385. 

Trowbridge (Prof. J.) on the induc- 
tion-coil, 3938. 

Trumpet, on the air-pressures used 
in playing the, 385. 

Tutton (A. E.) on the thermal ex- 
pansion of porcelain, 631. 

Ultra-violet light, on the condue- 
tivity produced in gases by, 557. 

IN DEX. 

Universe, on the 
matter in the, I. 

Vapours, on condensation of the, of 
organic liquids, 305. 

Varley (Dr. W. M.) on magnetism 
induced in iron by rapidly oscil- 
lating current-fields, 500. 

Vector differentials, on, 576. 
Veley (Dr. V. H.) on the ionic and 

thermal coefficients of nitric acid, 
118. 

Vibrations, on forced, 97 ; 
pressure of, 338. 

Voltameter for small currents, on a, 
158. 

Vonwiller (O. U.) on electric waves 
in short wire systems, 586. 

Wade (EK. B. H.) on a new hyero- 
metric method, 380, 

Walker (G. W.) on asymmetry of 
the Zeeman effect, 247. 

Walker (J.) on MacCullach and 
Stokes’s elliptic analyser, 541. 

Wanklyn (J. A.) on the physical 
potiatitiel of solutions of gases 
in liquids, 346, 498. 

distribution of 

on the 

Water vapour, on the réle of, in 
gaseous conduction, 512. 

Wave, on flutings in a sound, 471; 
on electric, in short wire systems, 
586. 

Wave-fronts, on anchor-ring, 483, 
Williams (W.) on the temperature 
variation of the electrical resist- 
ances of pure metals, 515. 

Wood (Prof. R. W.) on the 
anomalous dispersion of sodium 
vapour, 128, 859; on the electrical 
resonance of metal particles for 
light-waves, 396; on the absorp- 
tion, dispersion, and surface-colour 
of selenium, 607; on the produc- 
tion of a magnetic field by a fight ; 
of charged particles, 659. 

Zeeman effect, on asymmetry of the, 
247. 
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